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The only known manuscript of the Pre-Islamic Oġuz-nāmä (PON) is preserved in the 
Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris (MS). It got to its present place from the private collection of 
the French orientalist, Charles Schefer (1820-1898) in 1899. Edgard Blochet (1900) and 
Hartvig Deremburg (1901) published catalogues about Schefer's collection.  
The high-resolution photographies of the MS are available at the hompage of the 
Bibliothèque Nationale (URL). There the MS is referred to as 'Oghuz Name', dated to the 15th 
century, its language is called 'Eastern Turkic', and the plot is given as 'The history of the 
mythic founder of the Turkic race, Attila'. If clicked on the image, the name of the mythic 
founder is given as "Oughouz".  
The manuscript is written in a cursive version of Uygur script, it consists of 21 folios 
(42 pages). The folios are sized approximately 185x120 mm. The folios are covered into a 
volume. Each recto side of the folios are numbered with Latin numbers in the upper right 
corner (1-21), however, according to the plot, in reverse order. Thus, the text starts on 21v.1 
The order of images at the homepage of the Bibliothèque Nationale follow each other, and I 
refer to them according to this numbering, but I will refer to the number of pages as they are 
given correctly by Ščerbak 1959 (see below).  
The manuscript is damaged by water on folios 10v, 10r, 9v, 9r (pages 23–26) and is torn 
in an increasing measure on the sides of folios 6–1 (pages 31–42). The damaged text is 
restored on folios 4r and 3v (pages 36 and 37) by a second hand, probably by a previous 
scholar who worked on the manuscript. The whole text is 376 lines long. The text is 
fragmentary, it lacks its beginning and its end. The exact circumstances, date and place of the 
genesis of the text are unknown, as the manuscript in hand has no colophone. The reason I 
found it proper to designate this version of Oġuz-nāmä as Pre-Islamic is that the plot of the 
text does not contain any explicit reference to Islam. This question is further discussed in 
Chapter 8.: Interrelatedness of the different Oġuz-nāmä versions. The text narrates a part of 
the Oguz legend well-known among Turkic peoples, namely the birth and deeds of the 
protagonist Oguz Kagan until the end of his rule. 
The earliest accessible edition of the PON was prepared by Wilhelm Radloff (1890: 
291-292), in which he published the first eight pages of the manuscript, and translated the 
whole text to German (Radloff 1891: x-xiii) and published the text in printed Uygur script 
                                                 
1
 Here I refer to folios according to the numbering of the Bibliothèque Nationale, but I fefer to page numbers of 
the manuscript as they are correctly given in Ščerbak 1959. 
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(1891: 232-244). Riza Nour (1928) adopted the text to Arabic script, transcribed it to the Latin 
alphabet, and translated it to French. This edition also contains notes and the black and white, 
barely readable facsimile of the text. Paul Pelliot (1930, Turkish reprint 1995) provided 
critical comments on Riza Nour's edition. The next edition of the PON with comments on the 
text was made by Bang and Rahmeti (1932), which was also translated to Turkish (1936). The 
newest, although already more than sixty years old edition of the PON is Ščerbak's (1959), 
which contains the transcription of the text in Cyrillic alphabet, its Russian translation, and 
comments on the text. Muharrem Ergin (1988) republished Bang and Rahmeti's translation. A 
Hungarian translation of the PON has been made by Zsuzsa Kakuk (1985), which is based on 
Band-Rahmeti 1932).  
A number of papers has also been published concerning the PON. Sinor (1950) 
proposed an etymology for the name of the protagonist, connecting the name to the Turkic 
word öküz 'ox', and to the picture drawn on the first page of the manuscript. He divides the 
text into two parts according to the plot, and he claims that the first part belongs to the ancient 
Kirgiz mythology, while the second to the ancient Oguz one.  
Faruk Sümer (1959) has published a long paper about Oġuz-nāmäs. He cites two 
references to Oġuz-nāmä versions in Turkic historical sources that may be identifed with the 
PON. The first one is from the Ottoman historian Ali Yazïǰïzādä, who served Sultan Murad II. 
(1404-1454). Yazïǰïzādä mentions an Oġuz-nāmä written in Uygur script, which he did not 
include into his translation of Rašīd ad-Dīn's Ǧāmī at-Tawāriḫ. The other report is of 
Šükrullah, who went to Tebriz as an envoy of Sultan Murad II. Sümer (1959: 387) indicates 
that these two reports refer to one and the same text, but he cautiously does not identify this or 
these texts with the PON. One cannot exclude the possibility that (one or both of) these 
reports mention the PON itself, but the information given is not enough neither to identify the 
text itself nor its age of writing down. Sümer (1959) supposes that the PON was written after 
the 12th century, in Iran, based on the proper names occuring in the text. He thought that the 
text was written by an Uygur baχšï (scribe skilled in the use of Uygur script), who listened to 
Turkmen epic singers (because the plot of the text is connected to Oguz-Turks). 
I would like to mention here that there is a third, earlier report about an Oġuz-nāma, 
which may also be identified with the PON. Chronologically the first report is made by Ibn 
ad-Dawādarī from the end of the 13th or the beginning of the 14th century (Graf 1990: 182-
183). This report informs us about a written Oġuz-nāmä, which has been performed with 
musical accompaniment. This text mentions Oguz Kagan, and includes the story of Tepegöz 
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(known from the Kitāb-i Dede Korkut), which the PON does not contain. However, there is 
no information in Ibn ad-Dawādarī's report about the age and the script of the text.  
Sir Gerard Clauson attempted to classify the PON among the Turkic historical 
monuments from the point of view of language and script. In his 1962 (reprint 2002) 
collection of articles about Turkic language history he mentions the PON several times 
(Clauson 1962 [2002]: 29, 31, 115). He places the language of the PON between Karakhanid 
Turkic (11th century) and Chagatay Turkic (15th century) in time. This time the town of 
Xwārazm was an important literary centre, located in south of the Aral Sea. The literary 
language was an Oguz (Turkmen) variety, which had been written down with Arabic script. 
Actually he repeats this opinion in his etymological dictionary (ED xxiii, §41) where he 
classifies the PON as a 13th century Xwārazm-Turkic text. He names the script-variant of the 
PON 'official Mongolian alphabet', but he adds that variant is unique concerning its 
orthographical features. In a later article (Clauson: 1964 16-17), he considers the scribe a 
wandering baχšï form the 13th-14th century, thus, as Sümer did, he separates the scribe of the 
text from the one who told it. He considers the language of the PON (and the speaker of the 
language) Turkmen, since that is the only language among the southwestern or Oguz group of 
Turkic languages in which – similarly to the PON – the word böri denotes 'wolf'. 
Ercilasun (1988) considers Oguz Kagan's legend and the Kitāb-i Dede Korkut two, 
already completely separate traditions, where the later is based on the former. At Ibn ad-
Dawādarī's age, it seems that this separation had not yet taken place.  
Gömeç (2004) connects the PON to the Ottoman history and the Mongolian conquest 
based on its plot. He thinks that the PON should be used as a starting point for a research on 
the Oġuz-nāmäs since it contains Pre-Islamic features.  
Balkaya (2008) points out that the handling of geographical space in the PON is opaque, 
the place names occurring in the text rather serve as scenery for the plot, than to sign the exact 
geographical places of the ongoing events.  
Gariper (2011) examines the motifs of collective consciousness in the PON and 
compares them to those appearing in a particular piece of modern Turkish Poetry (Yahya 
Kemal's O Rüzgâr).  
I am aware of several university master thesises, which have been written about thist 
text. Simon (2008) makes a comparison on the motifs appearing in the PON and the Muslim 
Oġuz-nāmä versions. Ratcliffe (2013, URL1) gives a good summary on the previous research 
on the text, discusses the most debated problems of the PON, and situates it in the Turkic and 
steppe epic cycles as well as in the Middle Asian historical background.  
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It is well observable that the literature about the PON attempts to date the text based on 
its plot, and on the fact that it is written in Uygur script. Pelliot and Clauson recognized the 
importance of the language as a tool of classification, but they considered only the (Mongolic 
elments of) the lexicon. The terminology in the Turkish literature Uygur harfli, Uygur yazılı 
('in Uygur script') and Uygurca ('in Uygur language') is often used synonymously, which is, 
of course, erroneous.  
In general, the greatest problem with the previous editions in the one hand, is that 
neither of them contain the whole, well-readable facsimile of the manuscript. On the other 
hand, neither of the main editions mentioned above contain a systematic description of the 
text's language. They do refer to paleographical, orthographical, linguistic, philological, etc. 
problems one by one, but they do not really consider the individual problems type by tpye in a 
unified framework. Since some readings are ambiguous due to problems of several types of 
the aforementioned problems, the previous editions could not solve all of them. As a result, 
Turkology knows about the text, and research had been made on it from several points of 
view, but it is no wonder that experts on the field consider the PON as a 'doubtful' text, and no 
new edition has been presented about it in the last almost six and a half (!) decades. Moreover, 
the translations of the text in various languages, which are circulating among the experts of 
the field, do often contain several mistakes, or are simply obscure in certain places as a 
consequence.  
The present work tends to overcome both of the mentioned problems. First of all, it 
contains a facsimile of the manuscript, which opened a way to its paleographical examination, 
in order to give a parallel transliteration and transcription of the text. Secondly, the present 
work offers a solution to the linguistic questions arising with the text in a systematic way, 
starting from the phonological level until the grammar of the text. This work, however, does 
not contain a whole syntactic description for the following reason: The corpus offered by this 
text is very limited, so such a description would have been at least incomplete. As the PON is 
a historical text, no native speaker can be found to verify or refute the possible results of a 
systematic description. Of course, as far as syntactic problems are concerned, I discuss them 
at the individual examples.  
At the discussion of the cited examples, I always refer to their location in the 
manuscript with the following formula: 'X/Y Z'. In this formula X stands for the page number 
as it is given in Chapter 3. Facsimile, Transliteration, Transcription and Translation, in the 
upper left corner of the page. Y stands for the number of the line as it is given above each 
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page of the manuscript. Z stands for the number of the grapheme sequence2 in a line, starting 
from the top of the page. The 'Z' part of the formula is mostly used in Chapter 2. 
Paleography. For example, 34/8 9 refers to the ninth grapheme-sequence in the eighth line of 
page 34: -lar 'PLUR'. Of course longer citations may take up more than one line or they may 
begin in one line and finish in another. The reference-formula points to the page and line in 
which the example begins.  
  
                                                 
2
 It is important to keep in mind that certain suffixes may be written separately from the word stem, thus one 





The main aim of the present chapter is to give a paleographical description on the PON. The 
Uygur script was getting out of use among the Turks at the time when this Oġuz-nāmä version 
must have been taken down, but it looks back to a quite long, almost eight century-long 
history. During these centuries the technique of writing down the Uygur script and the forms 
of its letters went through a gradual change, although this process has not yet been researched 
with a broad perspective. Of course, papers concerning this topic have been published, and I 
would like to present a small review of them in the following.  
AuS1 (15-16) indicates that instead of the Syrian Estrangelo script, the Uygur script 
originates from an unknown Semitic script which is based on the Sogdian script, thus there 
was an intermediate stage between the Sogdian and the Uygur script. This latter one was the 
base of the later Mongolian, Manchu, and Kalmuk script. It also mentions the books in hand 
at the time – which were recovered by the four German expeditions – were block printed, 
most probably a technique adopted from China. The direction of the script of the texts are 
right to left, and later from up to down, the lines following each other from left to right. The 
work also presents the printed forms of the individual letters, and the symbols of punctuation.  
Arat (1987) (originally published in 1937) searches for the answer of the original order 
of letters in the Uygur alphabet, and their original sound value. He takes the abecedary given 
by Kāšġārī's DLT where the individual Uygur letters are given in one order, and their Arabic 
counterparts are written under the individual letters. He compares them with three other 
abecedaries, one preserved in Ankara, and another one which belongs to the Timurid era, and 
one found in Hamidiye Library. He fixes the alphabetical order as follows: a, v, χ, z , q, y, k, 
δ, m, n, s, b, č, r, š, t, l, š, m, k, which more or less corresponds to that of the Arabic alphabet, 
and other Semitic alphabets. He assumes that the order of the Uygur alphabet originates from 
the Sogdian alphabet, or another one, on which the Sogdian was based on.  
Gabain (1964) made a very detailed, but rather descriptive work on Old Turkic 
manuscripts: She describes the place and process of their recovery, the paper and its technique 
of production, and the equipments of writing. She also provides a detailed description of the 
different forms of books, and the arrangement of the sides or sheets. There is an 
orthographical description of the different kinds of alphabets. She does not explicitly give 
information on how to date the individual manuscripts, however the alphabet, writing device 
or their co-ocurence may also give a hint on that. For example, the Manichean manuscripts 
are exclusively written with calamus, as well as the earlier Uygur Buddhist texts. The newer 
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Buddhist texts are written rather with brush. Thus the calamus is the older device to write, 
which has been gradually replaced by the brush, opening way to the newer cursive ductus.  
AuS2 (17-18) is a bit more informative than AuS1, and mentions that the Uygur script 
had been used between the 8th and 14th centuries, in the earlier stages to write down Turkic 
religious texts of Buddhism, Manicheism, and in smaller proportion Christianity. Later it had 
been used to secular purposes as well. It had been adapted to Mongolian in the 13th century, 
and, in the 15th century was also used to create and copy Muslim texts as well. At this stage 
one has to consider possible influence of Mongolian script in terms of orthography and the 
shape of the graphemes, and influence of Arabic script in terms of the orthography. AuS2 also 
discusses the orthography in more details. Considering the paleography, it indicates that the 
ductus of the early Buddhist texts is more angular than the late Manichean texts, and the 
former is the one which provided base for the ductus of the Mongolian script. The change of 
the direction of the lines from horizontal to vertical is dated to the 11th century. The Uygur 
script had been written to paper with several techniques: with calamus providing the angular 
forms of letters, with brush in a more cursive way, and with blockprint. 
Laut (1992) examines the different methods of correction and proof in Uygur texts. He 
distinguishes different types, like corrigenda and superscript, and comes to the conclusion that 
these corrections are made in the texts because 1. The scribe looked for the mistakes and 
wanted to correct them in order to accomplish a higher quality work. This is specific for older 
texts, which have been made for order. 2. During the copying of texts, mistakes or already 
non-understandable words and phrases had been corrected for the lucidity or the better style 
of the text. This is rather characteristic in case of newer texts or those which were created for 
inner use, not for order. He also comes to the conclusion that the presence of such corrections 
proves that these texts were copied not after dictation, but by reading. 
Tekin (1993) gives a short, but compact description on the history of the spread and 
development of the technology of writing among the Turks. Although his explanations and 
etymologies are sometimes oversimplifying, the description of the technology of paper 
production is more illustrating than that we find in Gabain 1964. It is pointed out that the 
technique of writing is dependent on the type of paper used, namely the writing with calamus 
needs thicker paper, while the writing with brush is possible on thinner paper as well (Tekin 
1993: 32). What one can learn about the techniques of book-making and printing is also in 
overlap with Gabain 1964, but does not really bring anything new.  
Maybe the most useful part of the book is that it summarizes the viewpoints what 
should be kept in view while preparing the paleographical description of a manuscript. These 
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include exterior (the form of the tome, ink, script, the arrangement of foils, pagination etc.) 
and interior (colophone, embossment etc.) features, since these information may help dating 
the manuscript (51-77). 
Doerfer (1993), in his work tries to classify the Old Turkic corpus using 30 criteria. 
One of them (Nr. 1) is a paleographic (namely, whether the given text is printed or not) the 
others are orthographic (Nrs. 2-4), phonetic (Nrs. 5-9), morphological (Nrs. 10-29), and 
lexical (Nr. 30). He also stresses not only chronological, but also geographical and 
sociolinguistic points of view, reflecting to the fact that Old Turkic probably had never been a 
homogenous language. The corpus is divided into five chronological layers, with internal 
subdivisions. The important chronological borderline concerning the printing is that the first 
printed text is from 1248 (Doerfer 1993, 26 and 91), so all the printed texts can be only 
younger (layer 3, 4, 5) 
Although Doerfer did not use it as a criterion, the type of script can be also used as an 
auxiliary tool of dating: if one follows the tables on pages 96-111, one can see the following 
script types: "kall." (=calligraphic) "fast/ziemlich kall." (= almost calligraphic) "leicht kursiv", 
"kursive" and "Blockdruck". In the layers 1a-1d, mostly calligraphic script type is used with a 
few examples of "fast kall." and "leicht kursiv" script types. In layers 1d/2a on "leicht kursiv" 
becomes more frequent, while in 2b "kursiv" appears. In layer 3 the picture is very colourful, 
one can find all types in nearly equal proportion, and later "kursiv" becomes gradually 
dominant to "leicht kursiv". This means that a manuscript with the "leicht kursiv" script type 
probably can be no older than the 10th century, while the "kursiv" script type mostly belongs 
to 11th century and later era, according to the tables on pages 84, 86, 87. This has probably to 
do with the technique of writing, e.g. the preference of brush to the calamus, and thus, the 
type of paper used (cf. Tekin 1993). 
Wilkens (2003) is a good example in practice for the qualitative description of a folio of 
a manuscript (see above Tekin, 1993). The catalogue gives the following information of the 
individual folios: A general description, the state of the paper (including colour, consistence, 
damage), the state of the stringhole if there is any, the number of the lines on the folio (verso 
and recto if the foil is two-sided), the distance between the lines, the size of the paper, the size 
of the script mirror or the length of the lines, the location of the siglum, and other special 
remarks. However it does not give information on the type of the script.  
Moriyasu (2004: 228-229) classifies the Uygur script to four groups according to its 
style of script: square, semi-square, semi-cursive and cursive. (The square type is the oldest 
stage, which is not in the scope of his examination, and he does not consider semi-cursive 
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style to a group "on its own right", see endnote nr. 12, but then he does not indicate whether 
he puts together this group with semi-square of cursive style, probably the latter.) He proposes 
that the civil documents under his examination can be divided into two main groups: those 
which are written in semi-square style, and those which are written in cursive style. 
According to him the first group is older (10-11th century, written in the Uygur Kingdom of 
the eastern Tien-shan region), and the second group is younger (written by the Uygurs of the 
Mongolian Empire, 13-14th century), keeping in view that documents in semi-square script 
may belong to a later period as well. Thus, he adds several more criteria to be able to judge 
the (old) age of a manuscript, which are in overlap with the orthographical criteria of Doerfer 
1993, and several more lexical criteria which are not included there. On the other hand, he 
considers documents in cursive style almost exclusively to be young.  
Now, one must compare the findings of Moriyasu to that we have seen in Doerfer 1993. 
One may easily equate Doerfer's "kall." with Moriyasu's "square" style, but with the other 
groups, difficulties appear. It is due to several reasons: 1. Doerfer did not consider the script 
style as a criterion, thus his terminology may be more opaque than that of Moriyasu's. 2. 
Doerfer examined a broader corpus than Moriyasu, who considered only the civil documents, 
thus one cannot see such a sharp borderline in Doerfer's corpus as Moriyasu indicates. 3. 
Moriyasu does not indicate which group's subgroup is the "semi-cursive" style. If we examine 
a bit more, maybe Doerfer's "leicht kursiv" corresponds to Moriyasu's "semi-square", since 
their earliest dating is more or less overlap (10-11th century), and this style keeps on to later 
stages. Moriyasu also allowed this possibility. On the other hand, Doerfer's label "kursiv" 
appears at texts much older (frequently from the 11th century on) than that of Moriyasu's (13-
14th century), thus at this point, Doerfer's label is much broader and opaque, even if we 
include Moriyasu's "semi-cursive" label in it which is indicated, to be a transitional stage. 
So far we have seen a brief history of the use of paleographical methods in the 
framework of Turkology, and the results that it achieved: The history of development of the 
technique of writing and the help it provided in dating texts. These results were used as tools 
to arrive to cultural-historical conclusions concerning the region where these texts were 
written.  
My approach to this method is somewhat different. I decided to put my text under 
paleographical examination to be able to identify the grapheme set of the version of the script, 
to extract the archetypes of the individual graphemes, which can help to make the precise 
transliteration of the text, because the spellings of words in the manuscript are not always 
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unambiguous. This method could otherwise prove useful. Identifying the grapheme set of 
other texts or text groups might also be used to identify scribe schools or individual scribes.  
Here I use the terminus grapheme in the following sense: Graphemes are visual 
depictation of sounds of speech, where there are systematic form-sound correspondences. 
This definition is necessary in order to consider, for example <-ʾ>, <-n> (without dot) and <-
z> as different graphemes. Although in the Uygur script <-z> has a shorter "tail" than <-n>, 
they don't differ in form in the PON at all. However I considered them as different graphemes, 
because they mark different sounds. Of course, in some cases it is not always easy to decide 
whether an <-n> or <-z> is to be read.  
The method I followed is to take ten (or – in the case of certain graphemes or grapheme 
combinations, due to the fact that they do not appear as many times in the text – less) 
examples of the allograph of a certain grapheme in order to be able to extract the archetype. I 
refer to the individual instances as it is given in the introduction. Concerning the order in what 
the graphemes are shown, I did not follow the alphabetical order, but rather an order which is 
based on the similarities between the shapes of the graphemes.  
 
2.1 The grapheme <ʾ> 
 
Figure 1. <ʾ> in initial, medial and final positions. 
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2.2 The grapheme <y> 
 
Figure 2. <y> in initial, medial, final, and separate positions. 
2.3 Distinguishing <ʾ> and <y> 
In the case of <ʾ> and <y> the above examples show quite unambiguous forms. However, in 
medial positions there are cases where <ʾ> and <y> are not easily distinguishable, due to the 
cursive script-style of the manuscript. This is a problem, since one of the most striking 
orthographical features of the text is that there are plenty of words containing etymological /i/, 
/ï/, or /e/ where one would expect <y>-spelling, are clearly spelled with <ʾ> (see Chapter 5.1-
5.5). For now, I transliterated these graphs as <Y>, to distinguish them either from <ʾ> or 
<y>. These ambiguous cases can appear after almost all graphemes. (I did not find examples 
after <y>, <w>, <š>, <č>) Here are a set of examples, together with the preceding grapheme 
(cf. Figure 1 and Figure 2, medial positions) 
 
Figure 3. <Y>. 
Another set of counter-examples are those when we find these ambiguous spellings in cases 
where there is etymological /a/ or /ä/, thus <ʾ> would be expected. Such cases are more rare, a 
total of 11. All examples are after <b> and <k>, with one exception 13/3 5, which is after 
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<d>. Graphemes <b> and <k> share the common feature that they extend right from the main 
vertical axis of the script, thus, the strokes started from their curving part may slide more to 
left from the axis, as the scribe's hand is in motion. These examples suppose, that in 
ambiguous cases after <b> and <k>, <ʾ> should be transliterated (cf. Figure 1, 2, 3, and the 
ligatures below).  
 
Figure 4. Ambiguous cases of <Y> where <ʾ> is expected. 
2.4 The grapheme <n> 
As it is known, the grapheme <ṅ>3 differs only in a diacritical dot from <ʾ>. They may be 
both totally the same if the diacritical dot is missing. Here are set of examples for <ṅ>:  
 
Figure 5. <ṅ> in initial, medial and final positions 
For the undotted <n>, there are less examples: There is only one example in initial position 
while there are nine medial position. In the cases of 9/2, 7 and 13/1, 7 the examples are 
instances of the graphemes in one and the same sequence. I distinguished them with a and b 
respectively.  
                                                 
3
 I use the symbol dotted <ṅ> for the grapheme denoting /n/ with a diacritic dot. This symbol, of course, does not 




Figure 6. Undotted <n> in initial, medial and final positions. 
2.5 The grapheme <-z> 
The grapheme <-z> occurs only in final position. In this text, in opposition with older texts 
written in Uygur script, it has a long tail, sometimes even longer than that of final <n> or <ʾ>, 
and often used as a line-filler. Thus, it is indistinguishable from final <-ʾ> and final undotted 
<-n>, and one can conclude to its identity of being <z> only from the context.  
 
Figure 7. The grapheme <-z>. 
Here we must stop for a moment. In Bang 1936, there is a grapheme sequence which is read 
y(e)z 'brass' (Figure 8, 6/2/6). This reading is based on the context, which puts this word in 
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opposition with tämür 'iron'. In the note attached to this part of text, it is written that the final 
grapheme would be a <-z> or an <-s> without the final stroke curving back. In this case, the 
second instance also could be read as <kwz> köz 'eye' instead of <kwl> köl 'lake', and the new 
reading would still fit the context: alïndan bir köl/köz arasïnda bir ïġač kördi 'in the front, in 
the middle of a lake/just vis-á-vis he saw a tree'. These would be the only instances for this 
variant, and still, these instances could be simply read as <l> (cf. Figure 27) Thus I do not 
accept Bang's reading and I transliterate these words as <yl> and <kwl>. 
 
Figure 8. Possible candidates for <-Z>. 
2.6 The grapheme <w> 
The grapheme <w> is quite easily distinguishable, after graphemes extending to right from 
the vertical axis of the line (for example <b> and <k>), it may be not filled, see instance 8/8, 1 
on Figure 8, and also Figure 15, and 19. In final position, the grapheme has a long 'line-filler' 
tail, which distinguishes it from final <-b> (Figure 16), except in the ligature <bw> (Figure 
15.) 
 
Figure 9. <w> in initial, medial and final positions. 
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As we have seen in the case of <ʾ> and <y>, there are some examples where <w> is not easily 
distinguishable from <ʾ>. Figure 10 presents the examples when it can be doubted whether 
<w> or <ʾ> is to be transliterated. In the upper row there are examples which seem <ʾ> quite 
clearly, although the other instances of the respective words contain <w>. These are 
transliterated as <ʾ>. The lower row shows examples which rather seem too small, blurred or 
carelessly written <w>. These are transliterated as <W>.  
 
Figure 10. Distinguishing <w> from <ʾ>.  
2.7 The grapheme <q> 
The grapheme <q> also has dotted <q̈> and undotted <q> variants in this manuscript. The 
punctuation of diacritics is arbitrary, and the two graphs are interchangeable. There is no trace 




Figure 11. <q̈> in initial, medial, final and separate positions 
 
Figure 12. Undotted <q> in initial, medial and final positions. 
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2.8 The grapheme <b> 
The following graphemes (<b>, <k>, <s> and <š>) share the common feature that they extend 
right from the main axis of the script. The next grapheme starts at the point where they arrive 
back to the line of the axis. I consider these grapheme combinations as ligatures. I prepared a 
row of examples of them in combination with all the three vowel marking grapheme (<ʾ>, 
<y>, <w>, but other combinations are also possible of course). I provided a row of examples 
of their final forms as well.  
For combinations of <bʾ> in medial position, there are only seven examples.  
 
Figure 13. Combinations <bʾ> in initial and medial positions. 
The combination of <by> occurs mostly in initial position. The only example for medial 
position is [9/7, 5]. The other possible candidates are those put on the right side of the figure, 
but the keen eye may see that those graphemes do not extend right from the axis. These are 
actually combinations of <wy> (cf. Figure 9) and they are all inflected forms or derivations 
from the same lexeme, sev- (or, based on the data here, more correctly, sew-) 'to like, love 
etc.'.  
 
Figure 14. Combinations <by> in initial and medial positions, compared to medial <wy>. 
The grapheme <w> in combination with <b> has two different variants in final and in isolated 
position: One without tail, and one with a long tail which can be used as a line-filler. I present 




Figure 15. Combinations <bw> in initial, medial, final and separate positions. 
 
The final <-b> has never got a long tail like <w>, see Figure 9 above.  
 
Figure 16. <-b> in final positions. 
2.9 The grapheme <k> 
Figure 17 is a set of examples for the combination <kʾ>. In the lower row, the first three 
instances seem to have an additional <ʾ> as part of the grapheme (and the sequence could be 
transliterated as <kʾʾ>). We find a few similar examples in the cases of <s> and <š> as well. 
Since such examples are very few, it is more likely that they are a type of spelling mistake 
made by chance, and not another variant of the grapheme. In any case, I transliterated them 
with capital <K> to distinguish them from the others. At instance 1/4, 5, it looks like that a 
<y> is combined with <K>, in the word <ʾryKʾk> erikäk 'male' (~ OT erkäk). This is a unique 
case, there are no further such combinations from the paleographic point of view. However 
there are several cases that /rk/ combinations are spelled as <rʾk> or <rwk>, marking an 
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anaptyctic sound, and there is another case where such a sound is spelled with <y>: 14/6 
<ʾmyrʾq̈> amïraq 'friendly, benign' (~ OT amraq). There is one final thing to mention 
concerning Figure 17 Examples [11/1, 2] and [28/3, 2] look like medial <r> (see Figure 31), 
but their reading is <k>. It looks like that the scribe wrote final <k> (Figure 20) by mistake, 
then corrected himself going on with the rest of the word. Since these cases are also rare, I 
transliterated also as <K>, hoping it will not cause any problem to distinguish them from the 
"<kʾʾ>"-type.  
What we can see on Figure 18, is a very illustrative example for the difficulties to 
distinguish <ʾ> and <y> from each other. Instance [40/6, 3] is in the Mongolian loanword 
nökär 'companion, bodyguard', which is spelled with <ʾ> anywhere else in the text. However, 
the grapheme-sequence here is hardly distinguishable from medial <ky> (cf. also Figure 3 
and 4). The combination of <ky> is otherwise quite rare in the text in non-initial position, and 
all the instances are presented here. 
 
 





Figure 18. Combinations <ky> in initial, medial, final, and separate positions. 
This is also the case with the non-initial combinations of <kw>. All the instances of 
them are on Figure 19. It is quite visible that in the case of this grapheme combination, just as 
in the case of <bw>, the grapheme <w> is very often 'holed' as the scribe's brush started and 
drifted in a wider camber. 
 
 
Figure 19. The combinations <kw> in initial, medial and final/separate positions. 
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The final form of <k> is different from 'normal' <k>. It is very similar to that of <r>, the 
difference between them is that final <k> has a long tail.  
 
Figure 20. <k> in final position. 
2.10 The grapheme <s> 
Similarly to the case of <k>, there are two variants of <s>, one "containing" an <ʾ> and one 
not. All the instances of non-initial combination of <sʾ> (of both versions) are presented here. 
In the transliteration I distinguished them as <s> : <S> (= <sʾ>). 
 
Figure 21. The combination <sʾ> in initial, medial, and final positions. 
The combination <sy> is again quite rare in non-initial positions, and all the instances are 




Figure 22. The combination <sy> in initial, medial, final, and separate positions 
 
All the instances of final and separate <sw> are presented on Figure 23. The <w> in sequence 
<sw> does not have the hole as we saw it in the case of <kw> and <bw>, maybe because the 
preceding <s> does not contain a camber.  
 
Figure 23. The combination <sw> in initial, medial, final, and separate positions. 
The grapheme <s> does not have a final form, instead we always find <-z>. Their distribution 
is complementary. I do not, however, consider <-z> simply as the final form of <-s> because 
as we will see below, final <š> exists, and this grapheme differs from <s> only in two 
diacritic dots.  
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2.11 The grapheme <š> 
The grapheme <š> is distinguished from <s> with diacritics. The opposition between /s/ and 
/š/ is always marked, except once, see the instance of <sy> at 11/1 8, at Figure 22. All the 
combinations of <šʾ> are presented. In the case of grapheme <š> we see the same mistake. 
(<Š> = <šʾ>) just as in the case of <k>, and <s>. The combination <šʾ> does not occur in final 
or separate positions.  
 
Figure 24. The combination <šʾ> in initial and final positions.  
The combination <šy> does not occur in initial position. There could be one example 
occurring once, the Mongolian word širä 'table' which is spelled <syrʾ> (also could be read as 
sïra 'row', but širä fits the context). It may be influence of Mongolian orthography, but there 
is the counter-example, the Mongolian loanword tüšimäl 'seer, visionary' is spelled with <š> 
(instance 35/8, 8). 
 
Figure 25. The combination <šy> in medial and final positions.  
Figure 26 contains all instances of the combinations <šw> in initial and final positions. In 




Figure 26. The combination <šw> in initial, medial and final positions. 
 
Figure 27. <š> in final position. 
2.12 The grapheme <d> 
The grapheme <d> has no isolated form. It is written with a single line, without lifting the 
brush. There is no grapheme <t> in the set (which would be otherwise identical to a 
combination of <wʾ> in a cursive style), both /d/ and /t/ are spelled with <d>.  
 
Figure 28. <d> in initial, medial, and final positions.  
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2.13 The grapheme <l> 
The grapheme <l> has no isolated form. The tail of the grapheme usually curves upwards with 
a subtle camber.  
 
Figure 29. <l> in initial, medial, and final positions. 
2.14 The grapheme <m>  
The tail of the grapheme curves downward with a sharp camber. In the case of final <m>, the 
instance 4/5, 4 shows us how to write the grapheme. It is a downward stroke, then the tail is 
led back to the endpoint of the stroke, probably without lifting the brush. There is only one 
instance of isolated <m>.  
 
Figure 30. <m> in initial, medial, final and isolated positions.  
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2.15 The grapheme <r> 
The grapheme <r> has only one instance in the text in initial position. There is no separate 
form. In the only case of example 10/9, 6, it has got a long tail as final <-k> (cf. Figure 20), 
though its reading is clearly <r>, in the word <čʾR-lʾq̈> /ǰarlïġ/ 'decree'. I transliterated it as 
<R>.  
 
Figure 31. <r> in initial, medial and final positions.  
2.16 The grapheme <č>  
There is no isolated form of <č>. 
 
Figure 32. <č> in initial, medial, and final positions. 
2.17 Archetypes of the graphemes 
After giving an examplar of the instances of the graphemes in every possible positions and 
variations, we may try to extract the archetypes of the graphemes, the images what existed in 
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the scribe's mind (I did not draw the ligatures in all positions, but they implicitly look like the 
combination of their non-ligature counterparts): 
 
 
Figure 33. The archetypes of the grapheme set of the PON. 
 
2.18 The "monster" 
Having archetypes of the graphemes at hand, we might turn to the problem of the infamous 
monster which appears in the text. The previous editions of the text tried also to decipher the 
word referring to it, the solutions so far are not convincing, due to the difficult transliteration 
of word, or words. Here are the instances: 
Figure 34. The picture of the creature and the words referring to it 
The idea that these instances are not one and the same word is not new (Bang 1936: 35), and 
quite obvious. Thus they should be divided into groups. I think they could be divided into two 
main groups with two subgroups each: Ia: 3/4, 3/8; Ib: 4/5, 6/3 ; IIa: 4/9, 5/3; IIb 5/1, 5/5, 6/1. 
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Concerning group Ia, instance 3/8 can have the following transliteration: 
<q̈ʾyʾ?>/q̈ʾyn?>. The last grapheme looks like <d>, however, in any other cases <d> does not 
have a long tail (cf. Figure 28, 33). I will return to this later. Similarly, instance 3/4 could be 
transliterated as <q̈ʾY?>, or <q̈ʾʾ?>. As far as I can judge, it consists of one less grapheme 
than 3/8.  
Group Ib is very similar to Ia, but it can be seen clearly that instance 4/5 starts with <k> 
thus the transliteration of it could be <kyyṅ?> or more precisely <kyYṅ?>. This is also true 
for instance 6/3, keeping forward that the dot next to the <k-> is not the part of the grapheme 
(it is also bigger than the other diacritics), may be a contamination or a drop of ink fallen from 
the brush. From the other two diacritic dots, the first one is also superfluous, but it is still 
there for some reason. The spelling of 6/3 should be also something like <kyẏṅ?>.  
Summing up so far group Ia and Ib has the following spellings:  
Ia: 3/4 <qʾY?>, 3/8 <qʾyn?> 
Ib: 4/5 <kyYṅ?>, 6/3 <kyẏṅ?> 
These instances should refer to one word, possibly of non-Turkic origin, since the scribe 
could not decide (probably after hearing) how to write down the initial sound.  
Now let's turn to group II. Instance 4/9 has quite clear spelling, <dʾʾʾw>, however, 
combination like <ʾʾʾ> is impossible, so one must assume that an undotted <q> or <n> should 
be read somewhere. Instance 5/3 has a diacritic, but one of the graphemes is unreadable. It 
should be something like <dʾʾṅw>.  
Group IIb differs from IIa that their last grapheme is <k>, not <w>. Instance 5/1 could 
be spelled as <dʾṅṅk>. The position of diacritic dots to each other supposes that one has to 
read two <ṅ>-s, not a simple <q̈> (cf. Figure 11, where it can be seen that first <q> is written, 
and then after lifting the brush, the two diacritics). Instance 5/5 is very interesting. It could be 
read as <q̈dẏṅk>, but the keen eye may see that this initial <q̈> is not like the ones presented 
at Figure 11. On the picture of instance 5/5, it is also visible that it is very close to the 
preceding word-final grapheme. I suppose that it is added subsequently, may be because a 
later reader also did not understand the word, and somehow wanted to uniformize them with 
the instance at Ia. (which appear first in order in the text). This additional <q̈> should be 
handled separately. Otherwise the word is similar to 5/1, but here one grapheme is also 
missing, and the one after <d> seems like a <y> or <Y> having a diacritic dot. Its spelling is 
something like <dẏṅk>. Instance 6/1 is very similar to that of 5/5 with two differences. An 
initial <ṅ> is written before the grapheme <d>, which is similar in type to that of the possibly 
subsequently added <q̈> in 5/5, I suggest to handle it separately for now. After the grapheme 
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<d> an additional <y> is written. Its spelling is thus <dyẏṅk>. Summing up, group two has 
the following spellings: 
IIa 4/9 <dʾnnw>, 5/3 <dʾnṅw> 
IIb 5/1 <dʾṅṅk>, 5/5 <[q̈]dẏṅk>/<[q̈]dṅṅk>, 6/1 <[ṅ]dyẏṅk>/ <[ṅ]dyṅṅk> 
These instances again should be considered as one and the same word. 
Returning to the unknown grapheme of group I, the case can be similar to that of 
instance 5/5, and 6/1. Originally these graphemes could have been final <-k>-s. This is less 
probable since Ia contains <q> which occurs in back-vocalic environment while <-k> would 
suppose a front-vocalic one. It also could have been <č> or even a combination <čʾ>, with the 
loop added subsequently, starting from the endpoint of <ʾ> and ending in the endpoint of <č>, 
from downwards to upwards, as the loop of <d> otherwise be written. So we can count with 
the following possibilities in the case of group I: 
Ia: 3/4 <qʾY[č]>/<qʾY[čʾ]>, 3/8 <qʾyn[č]>/<qʾyn[čʾ]> 
Ib: 4/5 <kyYṅ[č]>/ <kyYṅ[čʾ]>, 6/3 <kyẏṅ[č]>/ <kyẏṅ[čʾ]> 
I cannot decide here the exact spelling of the words, but this analysis of spelling brings 
one step closer to the result. Of course, the words in the two groups should be synonymous or 





3. Facsimile, transliteration, transcription and translation 
 
Before presenting my text edition, I found it suitable to explain some general principles 
according to which I made my transliteration and transcription.  
During the transliteration, I kept as strictly as I could to transliterate all the grapheme-
sequences according to their spelling in the manuscript, based on the plaeogrpahical analysis 
in Chapter 2. I emphasize 'as strictly as I could' because the manuscript is damaged and blurry 
at certain places.  
Of course, there are many words and bound morphemes which are spelled inconsequently. 
Such inconsequences include the spelling of diacritic dots. In the text edition, I always 
marked if diacritics are put or not. During the discussion of spellings throughout the work, 
however, I set the marking of diacritics aside where it has no importance. The spelling 
variants (with regard to diachritics) of the words (in the case of verbs, their stems) are listed in 
the Appendix: Lexicon with their location of occurence in the text.  
The orthography of the PON is most inconsequent in the marking of vowels. I followed the 
principles for their transcription listed below.  
1. If a word contains etymological open ä or closed e in first syllable, and the written form 
of a word is fluctuating, I always transcribed the instances according to their written form. For 
example, erdi 'was' (~ OT är- 'to be' ED 193) is read and transcribed as erdi with written 
forms <ʾyrdy> (9/1) and <yrdy> (3/1), and as ärdi when it is written as <ʾrdy> (2/6). 
2. If a word contains etymological ï or i, and such vowel is written with <ʾ>, I transcribed 
such instances with ï or i respectively. For example, <yʾlqy> (30/1) is read and transcribed as 
yïlqï (~ OT yïlqï 'livestock' ED 925) and <dʾlʾdy> (13/1) as tilädi 'he wished' (~ OT tilä- 'to 
seek, desire' ED 492) 
3. The question of the openness/closedness of the vowel of the demonstrative pronoun bu 
in the PON cannot be solved here. The orthorgraphy of the PON – as it is written in Uygur 
script – does not distinguish between o and u. The letter <w> may render any labial vowel 
regardless of its openness. Erdal & Schönig (1990: 132), based on Old Turkic monuments in 
Brāhmī script, proposes that in OT the demonstrative pronoun was bo, and its declensional 
stem showed fluctuation as mun+/mon+. In the declensional paradigm of the demonstrative 
pronoun, Erdal (2004: 199, cf. T.19a in Chapter 7.3.2) gives the nominative as bo, the 
genitive case as munuŋ/monuŋ, and the oblique case (p. 201) as montag. This practically 
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means that the declensional stem of bo is mostly mun+ or bun+. I followed this pattern in my 
transcription of the PON, keeping forward that there are several hundred years of 
chornological distance between OT and the PON.  
4. In certain word stems there are additional vowels written, which are not present in their 
OT etymons. Such vowels are transcribed according to their marking, for example <qwrwq 
mʾz> (27/3) is read and transcribed as qoruqmaz 'does not fear' (~ OT qorq- 'to fear, be afraid' 
ED 651), <ʾmyrʾq> (17/6) as amïraq 'friendly' (~ OT amraq 'benign, friendly' ED 162) and 
<qʾrʾq> (2/2) as qïrïq 'many' (~ OT qïrq 'forty' ED 651), for this last example, cf. § 2. above.  
5. In certain words, there are additional vowels written on morpheme-boundaries, which 
etymologically neither belong to the (absolute) word stem nor its suffixes (if there are any). 
Such vowels are analysed as anaptyctic sounds, and transcribed with º. For example <ʾčʾqʾč> 
(28/8) is read and transcribed as ačºġïč 'key' (~ OT ačχuč 'key' Erdal 1991: 358), <ʾwqʾ qw 
lwq> (35/8) as uqºġuluq 'clever' (~ OT uq- 'to understand' ED 77) and <ʾyʾmʾn> (3/6) as 
ºyaman 'evil' (~ OT yaman 'bad, evil' ED 937). 
6. The vowels of the suffixes with (originally) twofold vowel harmony are transcribed 
depending on the vocalization of their stem. For example, the vowel of the locative case 
marker <dʾ> is transcribed as a in back-vocalic words and as ä in front vocalic words. In 
some cases of suffixes with twofold vowel harmony, we find unusual spelling (and 
vocalization) with labial vowel. These are transcribed with o and ö in back and front vocalic 
words respectively. For example, if the ablative case marker +DAn is written as <dwn>, it is 
transcribed as +don and +dön respectively, and in the only case (1/8) when the comparative 
suffix +rAK is spelled with <w> (in front vocalic environment), it is transcribed as +rök.  
7. The vowels of the suffixes with fourfold vowel harmony are transcribed according to 
their spelling, and depending on their vocalic environment, keeping forward that they are 
often spelled with <ʾ>, see § 2. For example the derivative +lVK has varying forms, such as 
<lwq> (+luq), <lʾk> (+lik) and <lʾq> (+lïq), etc.  
I followed the principles concerning the consonants in the transcription as described below. 
1. Fluctuating <y> ~ <č> at different instances of one and the same word are transcribed as 
y and ǰ respectively, according to the written form of the instance. For example, <yʾlqwz> 
(7/2) is read and transcribed as yalġuz 'alone', while <čʾlqwz> (9/1) as ǰalġuz (~ OT yalŋus 
'alone, only, solitary' ED 930).  
2. Fluctuating word-initial <y> ~ ø at different instances of one and the same word are 
transcribed as y and ø respectively, according to the written form of the instance. In the cases 
where the orthography does not mark initial vowel with word initial <ʾ>, it is still assumed 
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that the word is meant to be with initial vowel. For example, <ʾyl kwn> (19/1) is read and 
transcribed as elkün 'people' while <yyl kwn> (3/5) as yelkün. The instances written as <yl 
kwn> (10/9) are still transcribed as elkün (OT el 'realm' ED 121 + Mo. kümün 'man, person, 
people' L 501). 
3. Fluctuating <w> ~ <b> spellings at different instances of one and the same word are 
always transcribed as w. For examples <ʾw> (8/7) and <ʾb> (12/1) are always read and 
transcribed as aw 'hunt, wild game' (~ OT av 'wild game, hunting wild game' ED 3). 
4. I assume (voiceless-voiced) consonant assimilation on morpheme-boundaries. The 
reason for this is explained in Chapter 7.2.2 Declension. 
5. There is no evidence that word-final k is weakened when it gets in intervocalic position 
due to suffixation, thus, it is not marked in the transcription. For example, <ʾwnk lwk y> is 
read and transcribed as önglüki 'face, complexion' +i Px.Sg.3 > 'his appearance', and not as 
*önglügi (~ OT öng 'colour' ED 167 + lXK). 
I also confered the previous editions of the text mentioned in Chapter I. Introduction. I 
provide the different readings of them in footnotes. Since these editions use different systems 
of transcription, in the following, I briefly introduce the main principles of the previous 
transcriptions. In general, I only quote the readings of the previous editions when these 
readings are presumably based on different spelling from the one provided here, or a different 
lexeme is read.  
Since Radloff 1891 published the original text not in transcription but in printed Uygur 
letters, I transliterated his readings. The printed Uygur script of Radloff always marks word-
initial aleph to indicate word-initial vowel. The original text however, does not always does 
so. For example, the word ušbo at 1/2, is transliterated as <ʾwšbw> by Radloff, while we find 
the written form <wšbw> in the facsimile. Similarly word initial a- is spelled by him as <ʾʾ> 
while in the facsimile we find only <ʾ> I did not include these differences in the footnotes, 
only when it is relevant. 
Nour's transcription is more or less adopted to modern Turkish orthography. He 
consistently transcribes every word-initial <d-> as d- and every <k-> in front vocalic 
environment as g-. He does not distinguish front <k> and back <q>, he trancribes them as k 
and g regardless to the vocalic environment. He transcribes <nk> as ng, except in suffixes 
where he uses ŋ. He transcribes the converb -p as -b. He transcribes closed /e/ as i. He always 
take Radloff's additions on the text. I did not mark these differences in the footnotes.  
Bang-Arat's transcription is made according to the following principles: They do not make 
difference between front and back k, but they do so betweent front and back g. They do mark 
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when word-internal z is spelled with <s> as well as when word-initial t is spelled with <d>. 
They mark in their transcription if word-inital <ʾ> is not spelled in order to indicate word-
initial vowel. They mark in their transcription if i or ï is spelled with <ʾ>, and the cases when 
first-syllable ö and ü is spelled with <w> instead of <wy>. They mark closed e as i. They 
consistently transcribe all ablative case markers with i or ï, when it spelled with <ʾ>. These 
are not included in the footnotes.  
Ščerbak's cyrillic transcription distinguish front and back k and g. He transcribes <nk> as 
ŋ. He transcribes word-initial <d-> as d- in front vocalic environment and as t- in back vocalic 
one. He distinguishes closed e and i, however, he considers every first-syllable ä as closed e, 
regardless to its marking in the manuscript. He transcribes the converb -p as -b. He always 
transcirbes the negative form of the aorist <mʾz> as -mas/-mes. These differences are not 
included in the footnotes.  
I used the following abbreviations for the previous editions: Rad = Radloff 1891, RN = 










1) bwlswṅ q̈yl dʾb dʾdYlʾr ʾṅwṅk4 ʾnkʾq̈w sw5 
2) wšbw dwrwr <picture> dʾq̈y mwṅdʾṅ6 swnk sʾwyṅč  
3) [dʾ]bdYlʾr knʾ7 kwṅlʾr dʾṅ8 bYr kwṅ9 ʾy q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ  
4) ṅwṅk kwSw10 yʾrʾb11 kwdʾdy12 ʾyryKʾk13 wqwl dwq̈wrdy  
5) wšwl wq̈wl ṅwṅk wnk lwk y čʾrʾq̈y14 kwk  
6) ʾyrdy ʾq̈Ysy ʾdʾš q̈Ysyl ʾyrdy kws lʾr y ʾl15 sʾčlʾry q̈ʾš lʾr y 
7) q̈ʾrʾ ʾrdy lʾr ʾrdy16 yʾq̈šy ṅʾbsYky lʾr dʾn17 
8) kwrwk lwk rwk18 yrdy wšwl wq̈wl ʾnʾ  
9) sy ṅyṅk kwkwswndwṅ wq̈wz ṅy ʾyčyb mwṅdwṅ19 
 
1) bolsunġïl täp tädilär anung angºġusu20 
2) ušbo turur <picture> taqï mundan song sewinč21 
3) taptïlar känä künlärdän bir kün ay qaġan- 
4) nung22 közü yarïp küdädi23 erikäk24 oġul tuġurdï 
5) ušol oġulnung önglüki čïraġï kök 
6) erdi aġïzï ataš qïzïl erdi közläri al sačlarï qašlarï 
7) qara ärdilär ärdi25 yaqšï26 näwsikilärdän27 
8) körüglükrök28 erdi ušol oġul ana- 
9) sïnïng kögüzündön oġuznï ičip29 mundon30 
 
(1) [...] Let be [...]! - they said. The memory of that (2) is this: [picture of a bull] After this 
they found joy. (3) One of the days, Moon Kagan (ay qaġan) (4) laboured for a long time. She 
gave birth to a male child. (5)The complexion and face of that child was blue, (6) his mouth 
was fire-red, his eyes were scarlet, his hair and eyebrows (7-8) were black. He was more 
beautiful than wonderful fairies. That child (9) drank the colostrum from his mother's breasts,  
                                                 
4
 Rad <ʾʾṅyṅk> 
5
 Rad <ʾʾṅkq̈w sw>,  
6
 Rad <mwṅdyṅ> 
7
 Rad <kʾṅʾ> 
8
 Rad <kwyṅlʾr-dyṅ>  
9
 Rad <kwyṅ> 
10
 Rad <kwysw> 
11
 Rad <yʾrwb> 
12
 Rad. <bwdʾdy> 
13
 Rad <ʾyrkʾk>  
14
 Rad <čyrʾq̈y> 
15
 Rad <yʾl> RN yal 
16
 Rad <ʾyrdy-lʾr ʾyrdy>  
17
 Rad <nʾbsyky-lʾr-dyṅ> 
18
 Rad <kwrwk-lwk-rʾk> 
19
 Rad <mwṅdyṅ> BA mundïn 
20
 RN ankku su, BA angaġu-su, Šč aŋaġusu 
21
 RN suvinj, BA sevinç, Šč sevinč 
22
 BA kağan-nug 
23
 RN butadï, BA bodadï, Šč bodadï 
24
 RN irkek, BA irkek, Šč erkäk 
25
 RN irdi ler arti 
26
 RN ya šï 
27
 RN nabsiki-ler-din BA nepsiki-ler-din Šč näpsikilärdän 
28
 RN görük-luk-rak, BA körök-lüg-rek, Šč körüklügräk 
29
 RN yi cib 
30
 RN mundïn, BA mundın, Šč mundun 
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1) ʾrdʾq ̈ rʾq ̈31 ʾčmʾdy32 yyK ʾd ʾš swyrmʾ 
2) dʾlʾdy33 dʾly34 kylʾ bʾšlʾdy q ̈ʾrʾq ̈35 kwndwṅ36 swṅk 
3) bʾdwklʾdy ywrwdy ʾwyṅʾdy ʾdʾq ̈y wd ʾdʾqy dʾk bYl lʾr y37 
4) bwry byl lʾr y38 dʾk yq ̈ʾry39 kyš yq ̈ʾry40 dʾk kwkwsw 
5) ʾdWq ̈ kwkwsw dʾk ʾyrdy bʾdʾṅy ṅwṅk41 q ̈ʾmʾq ̈y 
6) dwk dwlwklwk ʾrdy yʾlq ̈y lʾr42 kwdʾ yʾ 
7) [d]wrwr ʾyrdy ʾd lʾr q ̈ʾ myṅʾ dwrwr ʾyrdy kyk 
8) ʾw ʾwlʾ yʾ dwrwr ʾyrdy kwṅlʾr dʾṅ43 
9) swnk kYčʾ lʾr dʾṅ44 swṅk ykyd bwldy bw 
 
1) artïqraq ičmädi yeg ät aš sorma45 
2) tilädi tïlï kelä bašladï qïrïq kündön song 
3) bädüklädi46 yörüdi oynadï adaqï ud adaqï täg belläri 
4) böri belläri täg yaġïrï kiš yaġïrï täg kögüzü 
5) aduġ kögüzü täg erdi badanïnung47 qamaġï 
6) tük tülüklüg ärdi yïlqïlar küdä-yä 
7) turur erdi atlarġa minä turur erdi kik 
8) aw awlaya turur erdi künlärdän 
9) song kečälärdän song yigit48 boldï bo 
 
 
(1-2) after this he did not drink anymore. He wished (to get) rather meat, food and wine. He 
started to speak.(lit. his tongue started to come). After many (lit. forty) days,(3) he grew up, 
walked and palyed. His feet were like the feet of ox, his waists (4) were like a waist of a wolf, 
his shoulders were like a the shoulders of a sable, his chest (5) was like a chest of a bear. The 
whole of his body (6-7) was full of hair. He was always pastured animals, he always mounted 
horses, (8) he always hunted game, then after days, (9) after nights he became a young man. 
At this 
  
                                                 
31
 Rad. <ʾʾrdyq̈-rʾq̈> 
32
 Rad. <ʾyčmʾdy> 
33
 Rad. <dylʾdy>  
34
 Rad. <dyly> 
35
 Rad. <q̈yryq̈> 
36
 Rad. <kwṅdyṅ> 
37
 Rad. <bʾl lʾr y> 
38
 Rad. <bʾl lʾr y> 
39
 Rad. <yʾq̈ry>  
40
 Rad. <yʾq̈ry> 
41
 Rad. <bydʾny-ṅwṅk> 
42
 Rad. <yylq̈y> 
43
 Rad. <kwṅlʾr-dyn> 
44
 Rad. <kyčʾ-lʾr-dyn> 
45
 RN soyrma BA sürme, Šč sürmä 
46
 RN badukladi 
47
 RN biteni-nüŋ BA bedeni-nüng Šč bedäninüng 
48
 BA igid 
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1) čʾq ̈dʾ bw yyrdʾ byr wlwq ̈ ʾwrmʾṅ bʾr yrdy  
2) kwb mwrʾṅ lʾr kwb ʾwkwz lʾr bʾr ʾyrdy bwndʾ kylkʾṅ  
3) lʾr kyk kwb kwb bwndʾ ʾwčq ̈ʾṅ lʾr q ̈wš kwb kwb49 ʾyrdy 
4) ʾwšwl ʾ[wr]mʾṅ ʾyčṅdʾ50 bʾdwk byr q ̈ʾY[čʾ] 51 bʾr 
5) ʾyrdy yʾlq ̈y52 lʾr ṅy yyl kwṅ53 lʾr ṅy yyr ʾyrdy bʾdwk 
6) ʾyʾmʾn54 byr kyk ʾyrdy byrkʾ ʾmkq55 byrlʾ 
7) yl kwṅ ṅy bʾswb yrdy wq ̈wz q ̈ʾq ̈ʾṅ byr yryz56  
8) q ̈ʾq ̈ʾz57 kyšy ʾyrdy bw q ̈ʾynč[ʾ]58 ṅy ʾwlʾmq ̈59 dylʾdy kwṅ  
9) lʾr dʾ60 byr kwṅ ʾwq ̈ʾ čyq ̈dy čydʾ byrlʾ 
 
1) čaġda bo yerdä bir uluġ orman bar erdi 
2) köp möränlär61 köp ögüzlär bar erdi bunda kelgän- 
3) lär kik köp köp bunda učqanlar quš köp köp erdi 
4) ušol [or]man ičindä bädük bir [monster]62 bar  
5) erdi yïlqïlarnï yelkünlärni yer erdi bädük63 
6) ºyaman bir kik erdi berkä ämgäq birlä 
7) elkünni basup erdi oġuz qaġan bir eres64 
8) qaqïz65 kiši erdi bo [monster]nï66 awlamaq tilädi kün 
9) lärdä bir kün awġa čïqtï ǰïda67 birlä 
 
(1) time, at this place there was a great forest. (2-3) There were many streams and rivers (in 
it). The game coming here were many, the birds flying here were many. (4) In that forest there 
was a big [monster]. (5-6-7) It constantly ate the livestock and the people. It was a big bad 
beast. It had oppressed the people with suffering (lit. trouble and torture). Oguz Kagan was a 
manful (8) and tempered man. He wanted to hunt down this monster. (9) One day, he went to 
hunt. He rode with javelins,   
                                                 
49
 Rad. the facsimile contains <kwb> twice, while in Radloff's text it is written only once.  
50
 Rad. <ʾyčyṅdʾ> 
51
 Rad. <q̈yʾd> 
52
 Rad. <yylq̈y> 
53
 Rad. <ʾyl-kwyṅ> 
54
 Rad. <yʾmʾṅ> 
55
 Rad. <ʾʾmkʾṅ> 
56
 Rad. <ʾyryṅ> 
57
 Rad. <q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ> 
58
 Rad. <qyʾd> 
59
 Rad. <ʾwlʾmʾq̈> 
60
 Rad. <kwṅ-lʾr-dyṅ> 
61
 RN muran-lar 
62
 RN kïat, BA kıyand(kat), Šč qïat 
63
 RN baduk 
64
 RN irik 
65
 RN kagan, Šč qaġaz 
66
 RN kïat-ni, BA kıyand(kat)-nı, Šč qïat-nï 
67
 RN jide 
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1) yʾ ʾwq ̈ byrlʾ dʾq ̈y q ̈Ylʾč byrlʾ q ̈ʾlq ̈ʾṅ  
2) byrlʾ ʾdlʾdy byr bwq ̈w ʾldy šwl bwq ̈w ny dʾl  
3) ṅwṅk čwbwq ̈y byrlʾ ʾyq ̈ʾč q ̈ʾ68 bYq ̈lʾdy kyddy  
4) ʾṅdʾṅ69 swṅk ʾyrdʾ bwldy dʾṅk ʾyrdʾ čʾq ̈  
5) dʾ kʾldy70 kwrdy kym kyyṅd bwq ̈w ṅy ʾlwb  
6) dwrwr kyṅʾ byr ʾdwq ̈ ʾldy ʾldwṅ lwq ̈  
7) bylbʾq ̈y byrlʾ yyq ̈ʾč q ̈ʾ bʾq ̈lʾdy kyddy  
8) mwṅdwṅ71 swṅk ʾyrdʾ bwldy dʾṅk ʾyrdʾ 
9) čʾq ̈dʾ kYldy kwrdy kym dʾʾʾw72 ʾdwq ̈ ny ʾlʾb73 dwrwr 
 
1) ya oq birlä taqï qïlïč birlä qalqan 
2) birlä atladï bir buġu aldï šol buġunï tal- 
3) nung74 čubuqï birlä ïġačqa75 baġladï ketti 
4) andan song ertä boldï tang ertä čaġ- 
5) da käldi kördi kim [monster]76 buġunï alup77 
6) turur kenä bir aduġ aldï altunluġ 
7) belbaġï birlä yïġačqa baġladï ketti 
8) mundon78 song ertä boldï tang ertä 
9) čaġda79 keldi kördi kim [monster]80 aduġnï alïp81 turur 
 
(1) bow and arrows, as well as with sword and shield. (2-3) He took a deer. He tied that deer 
to a tree with a willow twig, then went away. (4-5) After that it became morrow. He came at 
dawnbreak, and he saw that the [monster] has taken the deer. (6-7) Then he took a bear. He 
tied it a tree with his gold-ornamented waistbelt, then went away. (8-9) After this it became 
morrow. He came at dawnbreak and saw that the monster has taken the bear.  
  
                                                 
68
 Rad. <yyq̈ʾč-q̈ʾ> 
69
 Rad. <ʾʾṅdyṅ> 
70
 Rad. <kyldy> 
71
 Rad. <mwṅdyṅ> 
72
 Rad. <dʾṅṅk> 
73
 Rad. <ʾʾlwb> 
74
 BA tal-nug 
75
 RN yïgaj-ga, Šč (y)iġačqa 
76
 RN kïat, BA kıyand(kat), Šč kïat 
77
 BA alïp 
78
 RN mundïn 
79
 RN cïkdï 
80
 RN kïat,  BA kıyand(kat), Šč qïat 
81
 Šč alub 
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1) kṅʾ82 wsw83 ʾyq̈ʾč ṅyṅk84 dwbṅdʾ85 dwrdy86 dʾṅṅk  
2) kʾlyb bʾšy byrlʾ ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾlq̈ʾṅyṅ ʾwrdy wq̈wz  
3) čydʾ byrlʾ dʾ[n]ṅw87 ṅyṅk bʾšyṅ wrdy ʾṅy 
4) wldwrdy q̈ʾlʾč88 byrlʾ bʾšyṅ kʾsdy ʾldy kyddy89 kṅʾ90 
5) kʾlyb kwrdy91 kym byr92 šwṅk q̈ʾr [q̈]dṅṅk93 ʾyčʾkw sYṅ  
6) ymʾk94 dʾ dwrwr yʾ byrlʾ ʾwq̈ byrlʾ 
7) šwnk q̈ʾr ny wldwrdy bʾšyṅ kʾsdy ʾṅdʾṅ95 
8) swṅk dʾdy kym šwṅk q̈ʾr ṅwṅk ʾṅkq̈w  
9) sy wšbw dwrwr96 bwq̈w ydy97 ʾdwq̈ ydy98 čydʾm99 
         <picture> 
 
1) känä özü100 ïġačnïng tübindä101 turdï [monster]102 
2) kälip bašï birlä oġuz qalqanïn urdï oġuz 
3) ǰïda birlä [monster]nïng bašïn urdï anï 
4) öldürdi qïlïč birlä bašïn kästi aldï ketti känä 
5) kälip kördi kim bir šungqar [monster] 103 ičägüsin  
6) yemäktä turur ya birlä oq birlä 
7) šungqarnï öldürdi bašïn kästi andan 
8) song tädi kim šungqarnung angġu 
9) sï104 ušbo turur buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰïdam  
         <picture> 
 
(1) Then he stood at the root of the tree himself. The monster (2) came and struck the shield 
of Oguz with its head. Oguz struck the monster's head with his spear and (4) killed it. He cut 
its head off with sword, took it and went away. Then (5-6) he came and saw that a falcon is 
eating the innards of the monster. With bow and arrow, (7) he killed the falcon and cut its 
head off. Then he said: "The memory of the falcon is exactly this. It ate the deer and ate the 
bear, my spear  
[picture of the falcon].  
                                                 
82
 Rad. <kʾṅʾ> 
83
 Rad. <ʾwšw> 
84
 Rad. <yyq̈ʾč-ṅyṅk> 
85
 Rad. <dwbyṅdʾ> 
86
 Rad. <twrdy> 
87
 Rad. <dʾṅʾd> 
88
 Rad. <q̈ylyč> 
89
 Rad. <kʾddy> 
90
 Rad. <kʾṅʾ> 
91
 Rad. <kwyrdy> 
92
 The word is missing from Radloff's edition. 
93
 Rad. <q̈yʾdṅyṅk> 
94
 Rad. <yymʾk> 
95
 Rad. <ʾʾṅdyn> 
96
 Rad. The word <q̈yʾd> is added after this word.  
97
 Rad. <yʾdy> 
98
 Rad. <yʾdy> 
99
 Rad. The word <q̈yʾd-ṅy> is added after this word.  
100
 RN ošo, BA oşu, Šč ošu 
101
 RN yigaj-nïŋ tubinde, Šč (y)ïġačnïŋ tüb(i)ndä 
102
 RN kïat, BA kıyand(kat,  Šč kïat 
103
 RN kïat-nïŋ, BA kıyand(kat), Šč kïat-nïŋ 
104
 RN aŋku-sï BA ang(a)ğu-sı, Šč aŋ(a)ġu-sï 
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1) ʾwldwrdy dʾmwr bwlsʾ [ṅ]dyṅṅk105 ṅy šwṅk  
2) q ̈ʾr ydy106 yʾ wq ̈wm107 ʾwldwrdy yl108 bwlSʾ dʾb dʾdy 
3) kyddy dʾq ̈y kyẏṅ[čʾ] ṅyṅk ʾṅkwq ̈w sw109 ʾwšbw  
4) dwrwr [picture] knʾ110 kwṅ lʾr dʾ byr kwṅ 
5) wq ̈wz q ̈ʾq ̈ʾṅ byr yyr dʾ dʾṅkry ṅy čʾlbʾrq ̈W  
6) dʾ ʾYrdy q̈ʾrʾṅkq̈w lwq̈ kYldy kwk dwṅ  
7) byr kwk yʾrwq ̈ dwšdy kwṅ dwṅ ʾy  
8) ʾy dʾn111 q ̈wq ̈wlq ̈w lwq ̈ rʾq ̈  
9) ʾyrdy ʾwq ̈wz q ̈ʾq ̈ʾṅ ywrwdy kwrdy kym 
 
1) öldürdi tämür bolsa [monster]nï112 šung- 
2) qar yedi ya oqum öldürdi yel113 bolsa täp tädi 
3) ketti taqï [monster]nïng114 angºġusu115 ušbo 
4) turur [picture] känä künlärdä bir kün 
5) oġuz qaġan bir yerdä tängrini116 ǰalwarġu117 
6) da erdi qarangġuluq keldi köktön 
7) bir kök yaruq tüšti kündön ay118 
8) aydan qoġulġuluqraq 
9) erdi oġuz qaġan yörüdi kördi kim  
 
(1-2) killed it for it is iron. The falcon ate the [monster], my bow and arrow killed it for it is 
(like the) wind." – he said, (3) and went away. So the memory of the monster is exactly this. 
(5-6) [picture of a one-horned creature] One of the days, in a place, Oguz Kagan was praying 
to the Sky, (when) it became dark, (and) from the sky, (7-8) a blue lightbeam descended. It 
was more glowing than the sun or the moon. (9) Oguz Kagan walked (closer) and he saw that 
                                                 
105
 Rad. <ṅkyq̈d> 
106
 Rad. <yʾdy> 
107
 Rad. the word <šwṅk-q̈ʾr-ṅy> is added to this one.  
108
 Rad. <yz> 
109
 Rad. <ʾʾṅkq̈w-sw> 
110
 Rad. <kʾṅʾ> 
111
 Rad. <ʾy-dyṅ> 
112
 RN kïat-nï, BA kıyand(kat)-nı, Šč kïatnï 
113
 BA y(e)s 
114
 RN kïat-nïŋ, BA kıyand(kat)-nıng, Šč qïat-niŋ 
115
 RN anku-su 
116
 RN taŋrï-nï 
117
 RN calbarka 
118
 Šč aya(n) 
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1) wšbw yʾrwq̈ ṅwṅk ʾrʾ syndʾ byr q̈yz  
2) bʾr ʾyrdy yʾlq̈wz wldwrwr ʾyrdy yʾq̈šy kwrwk  
3) lwk byr q̈Yz ʾyrdy ʾṅwṅk bYšʾndʾ119 ʾdʾš  
4) lwq yʾrwq̈ lwq̈ byr mʾṅk y bʾr ʾyrdy  
5) ʾldʾṅ120 q̈ʾswq̈ tʾk ʾyrdy wšwl q̈yz ʾṅdʾq̈  
6) kwrwk lwk ʾyrdy kym kwlsʾ kwk 
7) dʾṅkry kwlʾ dwrwr yq̈lʾSʾ121 kwk dʾṅkry  
8) yq̈lʾ yʾ122 dwrwr wq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ  
9) ʾny kwrdwkdʾ wsy q̈ʾlmʾdy kyddy swdy ʾldy ʾṅwṅk 
 
1) ušbo yaruqnung arasïnda bir qïz  
2) bar erdi yalġuz olturur erdi yaqšï körüg- 
3) lük bir qïz erdi anung bašïnda ataš- 
4) luġ yaruqluġ bir mängi bar erdi 
5) altïn123 qazuq täg erdi ušol qïz andaġ 
6) körüglük erdi kim külsä kök  
7) tängri124 külä turur ïġlasa125 kök tängri126 
8) ïġlaya127 turur oġuz qaġan 
9) anï kördüktä usï128 qalmadï ketti sewdi129 aldï anung 
 
(1-2-3) in the middle of this lightbeam, there was a girl. She was sitting alone. She was a very 
beautiful girl. On her head, (4) there was a fiery, shining mole. (5) It was like the Pole Star 
(lit. "golden stake"). That girl was so (6) beautiful, that whenever she laughs, the Blue (7) Sky 
(kök tängri) also laughs, when she cries, the Blue Sky (8) also cries. When Oguz Kagan (9) 
saw her, he got out of his mind, fell in love with her, and took her.  
  
                                                 
119
 Rad. <bʾšyṅdʾ> 
120
 Rad. <ʾldwṅ> 
121
 Rad. <yyq̈lʾsʾ> 
122
 Rad. <yyq̈lʾ-yʾ> 
123
 RN altn, BA altun 
124
 RN taŋrï 
125Šč y(ï)ġlasa  
126
 RN taŋrï 
127
 RN yïgla-ya Šč y(ï)ġlaya 
128
 Šč özi 
129
 RN sodi, BA s(e)vdi, Šč sevdi 
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1) byrlʾ yʾddy dʾlʾkwsyṅ130 ʾldy dwl bwq̈ʾz  
2) bwldy kwṅlʾrdʾṅ131 swṅk kʾčʾ lʾr dʾṅ132 swṅk133 
3) yʾrwdy ʾwč ʾyrkʾk wq̈wl ṅy dwq̈wrdy byryṅ čy  
4) sy kʾ kwṅ ʾd q̈wydy lʾr ʾykyṅ  
5) čy sy kʾ ʾy ʾd q̈wydy lʾr wčwṅ čw  
6) sw kʾ ywldwz ʾd qwydy lʾr kʾṅ134 byr kwn  
7) wqwz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ʾw q̈ʾ kyddy byr  
8) kwl ʾrʾ sʾṅdʾ135 ʾlʾn dʾṅ136 byr yq̈ʾč 
9) k[wr]dy bw ʾyq̈ʾč ṅwṅk q̈ʾbw čʾq̈ʾṅdʾ137 
 
1) birlä yattï tilägüsin aldï töl boġus138 
2) boldï künlärdän song kečälärdän song 
3) yarudï üč erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï birinči- 
4) sigä kün at qoydïlar ikin- 
5) čisigä ay at qoydïlar üčünčü- 
6) sügä yulduz at qoydïlar känä bir kün 
7) oġuz qaġan awġa ketti bir 
8) köl arasïnda139 alïndan bir ïġač140 
9) k[ör]di141 bo ïġačnung142 qawučaqïnda 
 
(1-2) He lied with her, and he took what he desired. Embryo(s) conceived. After days and 
nights, (3) she laboured. She gave birth to three male children. For the first one, (4) they gave 
the name Sun (kün). For the second one, (5) they gave the name Moon (ay). For the third one, 
(6) they gave the name Star (yulduz). Then one day (7) Oguz Kagan went to hunt. (8-9) In the 
middle of a lake, in front of him, he saw a tree. In the hollow of this tree,  
  
                                                 
130
 Rad. <dylʾkwsyṅ> 
131
 Rad. <kwnlʾrdyṅ> 
132
 Rad. <kʾčʾ-lʾr-dyṅ> 
133
 Rad. The word <kwsy> is added after this one.  
134
 Rad. <kʾṅʾ> 
135
 Rad. <ʾʾrʾ-syṅdʾ> 
136
 Rad. <ʾʾlyz-dyṅ> 
137
 Rad. <q̈ʾbw-čʾq̈yṅdʾ> 
138
 RN tol bogaz , BA döl boğaz, Šč töl boġaz 
139
 Šč aras(ï)nda 
140
 RN yïgaj Šč (y)ïġač 
141
 RN k.. idi 
142
 RN yïgaj-nuŋ Šč (y)ïġačnuŋ 
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1) byr q ̈yz bʾr ʾyrdy čʾlq ̈wz ʾwldwrwr ʾyrdy  
2) yʾq ̈šy kwrwk lwk byr q ̈yz ʾyrdy ʾnwnk  
3) kwsw143 kwk dwṅ144 kwk rʾk ʾyrdy 
4) ʾnwṅk sʾč y mwrʾṅ wswq ̈y dʾk ʾṅwṅk  
5) dʾšy145 wṅčw dʾk ʾyrdy ʾṅdʾq ̈ kwrwk  
6) lwk ʾyrdy kym yyr ṅyṅk yyl kwṅy ʾṅy kwrsʾ  
7) ʾy ʾy ʾq ʾq146 ʾwlʾrbyz tʾp swd dʾṅ147 
8) q ̈wmwz bwlʾ dwrwr lʾr ʾwqwz q ̈ʾq ̈ʾṅ  
9) ʾṅy kwrdwkdʾ ʾwsy kyddy čwrʾky kʾ ʾdʾš 
 
1) bir qïz bar erdi ǰalġuz148 olturur erdi 
2) yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi anung 
3) közü149 köktön150 kökräk151 erdi 
4) anung sačï mörän ºsuġï152 täg anung 
5) tïšï153 ünčü täg erdi andaġ körüg- 
6) lük erdi kim yerning yelküni154 anï körsä 
7) ay ay aχ aχ155 ölirbiz156 täp süttän 
8) qumuz bola tururlar oġuz qaġan 
9) anï kördüktä usï157 ketti ǰüräkigä158 ataš 
 
(1) there was a girl. She was sitting alone. (2) She was a very beautiful girl. Her (3) eyes were 
bluer than the sky. (4) Her hair was (wavy) as the river ('s water). Her (5) teeth were like 
pearls. She was so beautiful, (6) that whenever the world's people saw her, (7-8) they said: 
"Oh, oh, we will die!" then, they were (like) koumiss (which becomes) from milk. When 
Oguz Kagan (9) saw her, he got out of his mind, fire fell into his heart,   
                                                 
143
 Rad. <kwsy> 
144
 Rad. <kwk-tyṅ> 
145
 Rad. <dyšy> 
146
 Rad. <ʾʾ ʾʾ> 
147
 Rad. <swd-dyṅ> 
148
 RN calaguz 
149
 RN gözi 
150
 RN gök din 
151
 RN gök jek 
152
 RN muran ösüki 
153
 Šč tiši 
154
 RN il güni Šč el küni 
155
 RN ya ya 
156
 RNolarbiz, BA ölerbiz Šč ölerbiz 
157
 Šč özi 
158
 RN curegi-ge 
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1) dwšdy ʾṅy swdy ʾldy ʾṅwṅk159 byrlʾ yʾddy dʾlʾkw  
2) swṅ ʾldy dwl bwʾq̈z160 bwldy kwn lʾr 
3) dʾn161 swnk kYčʾ lʾr dʾṅ162 swṅk163 
4) yʾrwdy ʾwč ʾyrkʾk ʾwqwl ṅy dwq̈wrdy byryṅ  
5) čy sy kʾ kwk ʾd q̈wydy lʾr ʾykyṅ  
6) čy sy kʾ dʾq̈ ʾd q̈wydy lʾr ʾwčwṅ čw  
7) sw kʾ dʾṅkyz ʾd q̈wydy lʾr 
8) ʾṅdʾṅ164 swṅk wq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ bYdwk 
9) dwy byrdy yl kwṅ kʾ čʾR lʾq̈165 
 
1) tüšti anï sewdi166 aldï anung birlä yattï tilägü- 
2) sün aldï töl boġus167 boldï künlär- 
3) dän song kečälärdän song 
4) yarudï üč erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï birin- 
5) čisigä kök at qoydïlar ikin- 
6) čisigä taġ at qoydïlar168 üčünčü- 
7) sügä tängiz at qoydïlar 
8) andan song oġuz qaġan bedük  
9) toy berdi elküngä ǰarlïġ 
 
(1-2) he fell in love with her. He took her, lied down with her, and took what he desired. 
Embryo(s) conceived. (3) After days and nights, (4) she laboured. She gave birth to three 
male children. For the first one (5) they gave the name Sky (kök). For the second one, (6) they 
gave the name Mountain (taġ). For the third one, (7) they gave the name Sea (tängiz). (8-9) 
After that Oguz Kagan gave a great feast. He announced an order to the people,  
  
                                                 
159
 Rad. <ʾʾṅyṅk> 
160
 Rad. <dwl bwq̈ʾz> 
161
 Rad. <kwṅ-lʾr-dyṅ> 
162
 Rad. <kʾčʾ-lʾr-dyṅ>> 
163
 Rad. The word <kwsy> is added after this one.  
164
 Rad. <ʾʾṅdyṅ> 
165
 Rad. <čʾrlyq̈> 
166
 RN sodï, BA s(e)vdi, Šč sevi 
167
 RN tol bogaz, BA döl boğaz, Šč töl boġaz 
168
 BA kaydı-lar 
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1) čʾrlʾb kyṅkʾ šdy lʾr kʾldy169 lʾr q̈ʾrʾq̈170 syrʾ171 
2) q̈ʾrʾq̈172 bʾndʾṅk173 čʾbdwrdy dwrlwk ʾšlʾr dwr 
3) lwk swyrmʾ lʾr čwbw yʾṅ lʾr q̈ʾmYz lʾr174  
4) ʾšdy lʾr ʾyčdy lʾr dwy dʾṅ175 swṅk ʾwq̈wz  
5) q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ byk lʾr kʾ yl kwṅ lʾr kʾ  
6) čʾrlʾq̈176 byrdy177 dq̈y178 dʾdy kym mʾṅ syṅ lʾr  
7) kʾ bwldwm q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ʾlʾlyṅk yʾ dʾq̈y  
8) q̈ʾlq̈ʾṅ dʾmq̈ʾ byz kʾ bwlswṅ179 
9) bwyʾṅ kwk bwry bwlswṅ q̈yl ʾwrʾṅ dʾmwr čʾdʾ180 
 
1) čarlap kengäštilär keldilär qïrïq širä 
2) qïrïq bandang181 ǰapturdï türlüg ašlar tür- 
3) lüg sormalar182 čubuyanlar qïmïzlar 
4) aštïlar183 ičtilär toydan184 song oġuz  
5) qaġan beglärgä elkünlärgä 
6) ǰarlïġ berdi taqï tädi kim män senlär- 
7) gä boldum qaġan alalïng ya taqï 
8) qalqan tamġa bizgä bolsun 
9) buyan kök böri bolsunġïl uran185 tämür ǰïda 186 
 
(1-2-3-4) and they assembled for council. He ordered (them) to build many tables and many 
benches. They gorged and swilled various foods and drinks, jujube fruits and qoumiss. After 
the feast, Oguz (5-6-7) Kagan gave order to the begs and the people. So he said: "I became 
kagan for you, let us take bows and (8) shields! Let the distinguishing mark (tamga) be good 
luck (buyan) for us! Let the grey wolf be our warcry! Iron javelins,   
                                                 
169
 Rad. <kyldy-lʾr> 
170
 Rad. <q̈yrq̈> 
171
 Rad. <šyrʾ> 
172
 Rad. <q̈yrq̈> 
173
 Rad. <byṅdʾṅk> 
174
 Rad. <ʾʾq̈mʾ-lʾr> 
175
 Rad. <dwy-dyṅ> 
176
 Rad. <čʾrlyq̈> 
177
 Rad. <bʾrdy> 
178
 Rad. <dʾq̈y> 
179
 Rad. the element <q̈yl> is added after this word.  
180
 Rad. <čydʾ> 
181
 RN binteŋ, BA bandeng Šč bendäng 
182
 RN soyrma-lar, BA sürme-ler 
183
 BA aş(a)dı-lar, Šč aš(a)dïlar 
184
 RN toy-den 
185
 RN oran 
186
 RN jide 
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1) lʾr bwl187 ʾwrmʾṅ ʾb yyrdʾ188 ywrwswṅ q ̈wlʾṅ  
2) dʾq ̈y dʾlwy dʾq ̈y mwrʾṅ kwṅ189 dwq ̈ bwl190 q ̈yl kwk  
3) qwryq̈ʾṅ dʾb dʾdy knʾ191 ʾṅdʾṅ192 swnk  
4) wqwz qʾqʾn dwrd sʾry q ̈ʾ čʾrlʾq ̈193  
5) čwmšʾdy byldwr kw lwk bʾdʾdy ylčy lʾr y kʾ194 
6) bYrYb yʾbʾrdy195 wšbw byldwr kw lʾk196 dʾ bYdYl  
7) mʾš ʾyrdy kym mʾn197 wyq ̈wr nynk q ̈ʾq ̈ʾṅy bwlʾ mʾn  
8) kym yyr ṅyṅk dwrd bwlwnk y ṅwṅk q ̈ʾq ̈ʾṅy  
9) bwlsʾm kʾrʾk dwrwr sYn lʾr dʾṅ198 bYš199 čʾlwṅq ̈w 
 
1) lar bol orman aw yerdä yörüsün qulan200 
2) taqï taluy taqï mörän201 kün tuġ202 bolġïl kök 
3) qorïġan203 täp tädi känä andan song 
4) oġuz qaġan tört sarïġa ǰarlïġ 
5) ǰumšadï bildürgülük204 bitidi elčilärïgä 
6) berip yibärdi ušbo bildürgülüktä205 bitil- 
7) miš erdi kim män206 uyġurnïng qaġanï bola män  
8) kim yerning tört bulungïnung207 qaġanï  
9) bolsam käräk turur senlärdän baš208 čalunġu- 
 
(1-2) become (like/as many as) forest! Wild asses shall run on the hunting grounds (2) as well 
as rivers and streams! Sun, be (our) banner, Sky (be our) dome!" – he said. Then, after that (4-
5) Oguz Kagan sent orders to the four directions, he wrote a message. To his envoys (6) he 
gave and sent it. In that message (7) it was written that 'I am the kagan of the Uygur (uyġur), 
(8-9-13/1 ) who (thus) should be the kagan of the four corners of the world. From now on, I 
expect obeisance (lit. bowing of head) from you. 
  
                                                 
187
 Rad. The elements <swṅ q̈yl> are added after this word.  
188
 Rad. <yyrdʾ ʾʾw> The two words are in reverse order.  
189
 Rad. <(ʾw)kwz> 
190
 Rad. The element <swṅ> is added after this word.  
191
 Rad. <kʾṅʾ> 
192
 Rad. <ʾʾṅdyṅ> 
193
 Rad. <čʾrlyq̈> 
194
 Rad. This line is missing. 
195
 Rad. <yybʾrdy> 
196
 Rad. <byldwr-kw-lʾr> 
197
 Rad. <myṅ> 
198
 Rad. <syṅ-lʾr-dyṅ> 
199
 Rad. <bʾš> 
200
 RN kolan 
201
 RN muran 
202
 RN dek 
203
 RN kurïgan, BA kurıkan, Šč qurïqan 
204
 RN biltur-gü-ler 
205
 RN biltur-ge-ler 
206
 RN min 
207
 RN bölün-i-nüŋ 
208
 RN biš 
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1) lwq̈ dʾlʾb209 mʾn dwrwr ʾʾwšwl210 kym mʾnʾnk211 q̈ʾyz 212 
2) wm qʾ bʾqʾr dwrwr bwlsʾ dʾrʾdq̈w213 
3) dʾrdYb dWsd dWdʾr mʾṅ dYb dʾdy wšbw214 kym  
4) ʾq̈ʾz215 wm qʾ bʾqmʾz dwrwr bwlʾsʾ216 čʾmʾd 
5) čʾqʾb217 čʾrʾk218 čʾkʾb219 dwšmʾṅ dwdʾr mʾṅ 
6) dʾqwrʾq̈ bʾsʾb220 ʾsdwrʾb221 ywq bwlswn q̈ʾl222  
7) dʾb qʾlwr223 mʾṅ dʾb dʾdy knʾ224 bw čʾq  
8) dʾ ʾwṅk čʾṅkʾ q̈225 dʾ ʾldwṅ qʾqʾn  
9) dʾkʾṅ bYr q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ bʾr ʾyrdy ʾwšbw ʾldwn 
 
1) luq tiläp män turur ºušol kim mäning aġïz- 
2) umġa baqar turur bolsa tarïtqu 226 
3) tartïp dost tutar män täp tädi ušbo kim  
4) aġïzumġa baqmaz turur bolasa227 čamat228 
5) čaqïp229 čärig čäkip dušman tutar män 
6) taġuraq basïp asturïp yoq bolsunġïl 
7) täp qïlur män täp tädi känä bo čaġ- 
8) da ong ǰangaqta230 altun qaġan  
9) tägän bir qaġan bar erdi ušbo altun 
 
(1-2-3) (From) those who are going to heed my words (lit. who would look at my mouth), I 
will take tribute, and consider them as friends. – he said. (For) those who (4) are not going to 
heed my words (lit. to look at my mouth), I will burst into anger (5), raise an army, and 
consider them as enemies. (6) Crushing them and hanging them up quickly, 'Let you Perish!' 
(7) I will say and do. – he said. Then at this time (8-9) on the right side, there was a kagan 
named Golden Kagan (altun qaġan). This Golden  
  
                                                 
209
 Rad. <tylʾb> 
210
 Rad. <ʾwšwl> 
211
 Rad. <mʾnyṅk> 
212
 Rad. <ʾʾq̈yz> 
213
 Rad. <dʾrdq̈w> 
214
 Rad. The word is missing.  
215
 Rad. <ʾʾq̈yz> 
216
 Rad. <bwlsʾ> 
217
 Rad. <čʾq̈yb> 
218
 Rad <čʾryk> 
219
 Rad. <čʾkyb> 
220
 Rad. <bʾsyb> 
221
 Rad. <ʾʾsdwryb> 
222
 Rad. <bwlswṅ-q̈yl> 
223
 Rad. <q̈ylwr> 
224
 Rad. <kʾṅʾ> 
225
 Rad. <čʾṅkʾq̈> 
226
 BA darıdığ, Šč taratġu 
227
 RN bolsa, BA bolsa 
228
 BA çımad 
229
 RN cakar 
230
 RN caŋ-ka-da 
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1) q̈ʾq̈ʾn ʾʾwqwz231 qʾqʾn qʾ ʾyl čy ywmŠʾb  
2) yʾbʾr dy232 kwb dʾlʾm233 ʾldwn kwmwš dʾrdYb kwb dʾlYm 
3) q̈ʾz yʾq̈wd dʾš ʾlwb234 kwb dʾlYm ʾrdʾṅy235 lʾr yʾbʾr  
4) wb236 ywmŠʾb ʾwqwz qʾqʾn qʾ sywrqʾb237  
5) bYrdy ʾq̈ʾz238 y qʾ bʾq̈ʾṅdy239 yʾq̈šy bYkw240 byrlʾ  
6) dwsd lwq qYldy ʾṅwṅk bYrlʾ ʾmyrʾq̈  
7) bwldy čwnk čʾṅkʾqy dʾ ʾwrwm dʾkʾṅ  
8) bʾr241 qʾqʾn bʾr ʾʾrdy242 ʾwšbw q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ṅwṅk  
9) čʾrYk y kwb kwb bʾlʾq̈243 lʾr y kwb kwb ʾyrdy lʾr 
 
1) qaġan ºoġuz qaġanġa elči yumšap 
2) yibärdi244 köp tälim altun kümüš tartïp köp tälim 
3) qïz yaqut taš alup245 köp tälim ärdänilär yibär- 
4) üp246 yumšap oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap 
5) berdi aġïzïġa baqïndï yaqšï be(r)gü birlä 
6) dostluq qïldï anung birlä amïraq 
7) boldï čong ǰangaqïda247 urum tägän  
8) bir qaġan bar erdi ušbo qaġannung 
9) čärigi köp köp balïqlarï köp köp erdilär 
 
(1) Kagan sent an envoy to Oguz Kagan. (2) He dragged a lot of gold and silver [from his 
treasury], a lot of (3) valuable ruby stones he took, a lot of jewel gems he sent (4) and gave to 
Oguz Kagan (5) (as a gift). He heeded his words, and with his good tax (6) he made 
friendship, and became peaceful with him. (7-8) On the left side, there was a kagan named 
Urum (urum). This kagan's (9) army were many, his towns were many.  
  
                                                 
231
 Rad. <ʾwq̈wz> 
232
 Rad. <yybʾr-dy> 
233
 Rad. <dʾlym> 
234
 Rad. <ʾʾlyb> 
235
 Rad. <ʾyrdʾṅy> 
236
 Rad. <yybʾr-yb> 
237
 Rad. <swywrq̈ʾb> 
238
 Rad. <ʾʾq̈yz> 
239
 Rad. <bʾq̈yṅdy> 
240
 Rad. <bʾkw> 
241
 Rad. <byr> 
242
 Rad. <ʾyrdy> 
243
 Rad. <bʾlyq̈> 
244
 RN yibar-dï 
245
 BA alïp, Šč alïp 
246
 RN yibar-ib, BA yiber-ip, Šč yebär-ib 
247
 RN caŋgï-da 
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1) ʾyrdy ʾwšwl ʾwrwm qʾqʾn ʾwqwz qʾqʾn  
2) ṅwṅk čʾrlYq yn sʾqlʾmʾz ʾyrdy qʾdʾq̈lʾ 
3) q̈w bʾrmʾz ʾyrdy mw ṅy swz swz  
4) ṅy dwdmʾz mʾn dwrwr mʾn dʾb yʾrlʾq248  
5) q̈ʾ bʾq̈mʾdy ʾwqwz qʾqʾn čʾmʾd  
6) ʾʾdwb ʾnkʾ ʾdlʾq̈w dʾlʾdy249 čʾrYk byrlʾ 
7) ʾdlʾb dwq lʾr ṅy dwdwb k[ʾ]ddy250 q̈ʾrʾq251  
8) kwṅ dwṅ swṅk mwz dʾy dʾkʾṅ  
9) dʾq̈ nwnk ʾdʾ q̈y qʾ kYldy q̈wryq̈ʾṅ 
 
1) erdi ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġan 
2) nung ǰarlïġïn saqlamaz erdi qatïqla- 
3) ġu252 barmaz erdi munï söz söz- 
4) ni tutmaz män turur män täp yarlïġ- 
5) ġa baqmadï oġuz qaġan čamat253 
6) ätüp254 anga atlaġu tilädi čärig birlä 
7) atlap tuġlarnï tutup kätti255 qïrïq  
8) kündön song muz taï256 tägän  
9) taġnung adaqïġa keldi qorïġan 
 
(1-2-3-4) This Urum Kagan did not heed Oguz Kagan's order, and he did not go to join (lit. to 
be mixed up with) him. He said: "I will not heed (lit. hold) these (empty) words" and (5) did 
not obey. (5-6-7) Oguz Kagan got angry, and wanted to ride against him. He went riding with 
the army and holding the banners. After many (8-9) days, he arrived to the feet of a mountain 
named Ice Mountain (muz tay).   
                                                 
248
 Rad. <yʾrlyq̈> 
249
 Rad. <dylʾdy> 
250
 Rad. <kyddy> 
251
 Rad. <q̈yryq̈> 
252
 RN kb "kïb" 
253
 BA çımad 
254
 RN atub, BA atup, Šč atub 
255
 RN gitdi, BA kiddi, Šč ketti 
256
 RN tag, Šč taġ 
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1) ṅy dwškwrdy šwk bwlwb ʾwywb dwrdy čʾṅk257 ʾyrdʾ  
2) bwldwq dʾ ʾwqwz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ṅwṅk 
3) q̈wryq̈ʾṅ y q̈ʾ kwn dʾk byr 
4) čʾrwq kyrdy ʾwl čʾrwq̈ dwṅ258 kwk  
5) dwlwk lwk kwk čʾllwq̈ bYdʾk259  
6) bʾr260 ʾyrkʾk bwry čʾq̈dy261 ʾwšwl bwry ʾʾwqwz262  
7) q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ q̈ʾ swz bYrYb dwrwr ʾyrdy  
8) dʾq̈y dʾdy kym ʾy ʾy ʾwqwz ʾwrwm  
9) ʾWsdy kʾ sʾn263 ʾdlʾr bwlʾ sʾṅ264 
 
1) nï265 tüškürdi šük266 bolup uyup turdï čang ertä 
2) bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
3) qorïġanïġa267 kün täg bir  
4) ǰaruq kirdi ol ǰaruqton kök  
5) tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ268 bedik269 
6) bir erkäk böri270 čïqtï ušol böri ºoġuz 
7) qaġanġa söz berip turur erdi 
8) taqï tädi kim ay ay oġuz urum 
9) üstigä sän atlar bola sän271 
 
(1) He set the camp, became silent and slept. At dawnbreak, (2-3-4) a sun-like lightbeam 
entered to Oguz Kagan's tent. From that lightbeam, a grey (5) furred, grey maned big (6) male 
wolf stepped forward. That wolf (had) made a promise (lit. gave word) for Oguz Kagan. (8) 
So it said: "Oh, oh, Oguz, you are going to ride against Urum!  
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1) ʾy ʾy ʾwq̈wz dʾbwqwṅk lʾr q̈ʾ mʾn  
2) ywrwr bwlʾ mʾṅ dʾb dʾdy kʾṅʾ  
3) ʾndʾṅ272 swṅk ʾwqwz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ 
4) q̈wrʾqʾṅ273 ṅy dwr dwr dy kyddy kwrdy274 
5) kym čʾrʾk ʾnʾnk275 dʾbwq lʾr y  
6) dʾ kwk dwlwk lwk kwk čʾllwq  
7) bʾdʾk276 bYr ʾyrkʾk bwry ywrwkw dʾ  
8) dwrwr ʾwl bwry nʾnk277 ʾrd lʾr yṅ qʾdʾq 
9) lʾb ywrwkw dʾ dwrwr ʾyrdy lʾr ʾyrdy byr  
 
1) ay ay oġuz tapuġunglarġa män 
2) yörür bola män täp tädi känä278 
3) andan song oġuz qaġan 
4) qorïġannï279 türdürdi ketti kördi 
5) kim čärigºning280 tapuġlarï- 
6) da kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ281 
7) bedik282 bir erkäk böri283 yörügüdä 
8) turur ol börining284 artlarïn qatïq- 
9) lap285 yörügüdä turur erdilär erdi bir 
 
(1) Oh, oh, Oguz, I am going to walk in your vicinity! – it said. Then, (2) after that Oguz 
Kagan (3) broke up his camp and went away. He saw (5) that in the (broader) vicinity of the 
army, (6) the grey furred, grey maned (7) big male wolf is walking. (8-9) They were 
following (more or less) the back of that wolf. čall 
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1) nʾčʾ286 kwn lʾr dʾṅ287 swṅk kwk  
2) dwlwk lwk kwk čʾl lwq bw bʾdʾk288  
3) ʾyrkʾk bwry dwrwb dwrdy ʾwqwz dʾq̈y čʾrYk 
4) byrlʾ dwrwb dwrdy mwndʾ ʾYdʾl289 mwrʾn dʾkʾṅ 
5) bʾr290 dʾlʾy bʾr ʾYrdy ʾydʾl291 mwrʾn ṅwṅk q̈wdwq̈ 
6) y dʾ byr qʾrʾ ʾdʾq dʾbYqq292 y dʾ  
7) ʾwrwŠq̈w dwdwldy ʾwq̈ byr lʾ čʾʾdʾ293  
8) byr lʾ q̈Ylʾč294 byrlʾ ʾwrwšdy lʾr čʾryk 
9) lʾr nʾnk295 ʾrʾ lʾr y dʾ kwb dʾlym bwldy ʾwrwšq̈w 
 
1) näčä296 künlärdän song kök 
2) tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ297 bo bedik298 
3) erkäk böri299 turup turdï oġuz taqï čärig 
4) birlä turup turdï munda etil mörän300 tägän  
5) bir taluy301 bar erdi etil mörännüng302 quduġ- 
6) ïda bir qara ºtaġ303 tapïġġïda304 
7) urušqu tutuldï oq birlä ǰïda305 
8) birlä qïlïč birlä uruštïlar čärig- 
9) lärning aralarïda köp tälim306 boldï urušqu 
 
(1) After a few days, this grey (2) furred grey maned big (3) male wolf stopped. Oguz (4-5) 
also stopped with the army. There was a mass of water here, named Etil (etil) river. At the 
bank of Etil river (6) in the vicinity of a black mountain, (7) a battle was fought (lit. a fight 
was held). With arrows, spears (8-9) and swords they fought. Between the armies, the fight 
was became much,  
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1) ʾyl kwn lʾr ṅʾṅk307 kwṅkwl lʾr y dʾ 
2) kwb dʾlym bwldy q̈ʾyq̈w dwdwlwnč ʾwrwšwṅč 
3) ʾndʾq̈ yʾmʾn bwldy kym ʾYdʾl308 mwrʾṅ  
4) ṅWṅk swq̈y q̈yb qySyl sʾb sʾṅkkyr309 ʾdʾk310 
5) bwldy wqwz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ bYšdy ʾwrwm qʾqʾn  
6) qʾčdy ʾwqwz qʾqʾn ʾwrwm q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ 
7) nwnk q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ lwq yn ʾldy yl  
8) kwn yn ʾldy ʾwrdw sy qʾ kwb  
9) ʾwlwq̈ ʾwlwk bYrq̈w kwb dʾlym dʾryk311 
 
1) elkünlärning köngülläridä 
2) köp tälim312 boldï qayġu tutulunč urušunč 
3) andaġ yaman boldï kim etil mörän313 
4) nüng suġï qïp qïzïl säp sänggir314 ºtäg315 
5) boldï oġuz qaġan baštï316 urum qaġan  
6) qačtï oġuz qaġan urum qaġan- 
7) nung qaġanluqïn aldï el- 
8) künin aldï ordusïġa köp  
9) uluġ ölüg barġu köp tälim tirig 
 
(1-2) In the hearts of the people, the sorrow became much. The capturing and fight (3) 
became so terrible, that the river Etil's (4) water became blood-red, like cinnabar. (5) Oguz 
Kagan attacked, Urum Kagan (6-7) fled. Oguz Kagan took the kaganate of Urum Kagan [as 
well as] (8) he took his people. To his warcamp, a lot of (9) inanimate goods and a lot of 
animate  
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1) bʾrqw dwsw bwldy ʾwrwm qʾqʾn nwnk  
2) bʾr317 qʾrwṅ dʾšy bʾr ʾyrdy ʾwrwz bʾk318 dʾkʾṅ  
3) ʾyrdy ʾwl ʾwrwz bʾk319 ʾwqwl wṅ dʾq bʾšy  
4) dʾ dʾrʾṅk mwrʾṅ ʾrʾ sy dʾ  
5) yqšy320 bʾrʾk321 bʾlwq qʾ ywmšʾdy dʾq̈y  
6) dʾdy kym bʾlwq̈ ṅy q̈ʾdʾqlʾq̈w kʾrʾk dwrwr 
7) sʾn dʾ[q]y ʾwrwŠqw lʾr dʾn322 swnk bʾlWq  
8) ny bʾz323 kʾ sʾq̈lʾb kʾl kʾl324 dʾb dʾdy ʾwqwz  
9) q̈ʾqʾn ʾwšwl bʾlwq qʾ ʾdlʾdy ʾwrwz 
 
1) barġu tusu325 boldï urum qaġannung 
2) bir qarundašï326 bar erdi urus bäg327 tägän 
3) erdi ol urus bäg328 oġulun329 taġ bašï- 
4) da täring330 mörän331 arasïda 
5) yaqšï bärik332 baluqqa yumšadï taqï 
6) tädi kim baluqnï qatïġlaġu333 käräk turur 
7) sän taqï urušqulardan song baluq- 
8) nï bizgä saqlap kälgil täp tädi oġuz  
9) qaġan ušol baluqqa atladï urus 
 
goods became reward. Urum Kagan had (2) a brother. He was called Urus Beg (urus bäg). (3-
4-5) 'That Urus Beg sent his son to a good, well fortified town (being located) on the top of a 
mountain in the middle of deep river. So (6) he said: 'The town must be fortified. (7-8) 
Concerning you, after the battles, (with which) you defended the town for us, come!' – he 
said. Oguz (9) Kagan rode against that town. Urus  
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1) bʾk ṅʾṅk334 ʾwq̈wl y ʾṅkʾ kwb ʾldwṅ  
2) kwmwš yʾb[ʾ]rdy335 dʾqy dʾdy kym ʾy mʾṅ ṅyṅk  
3) q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ wm sʾn mʾn kʾ ʾdʾ m bw  
4) bʾlwq ny bʾrYb336 dwrwr dʾqy dʾdy kym bʾlwq  
5) ṅy qʾdʾqlʾq̈w kʾrʾk dwrwr sʾn dʾqy 
6) ʾwrwŠqw lʾr dʾn337 swnk bʾlwq ny bʾṅkʾ 
7) sʾq̈lʾb kYl kʾl338 dʾb dʾdy ʾdʾm čʾmʾd ʾʾdwb ʾ[y]rsʾ  
8) mʾṅwṅk dʾb wm ʾyrwr mw sʾn dʾn339  
9) [č]ʾrlw[q] bqlYq340 bYllwk bʾlʾ341 mʾn 
 
1) bägning342 oġulï anga köp altun 
2) kümüš yibärdi343 taqï tädi kim ay männing 
3) qaġanum sän344 mängä atam bo 
4) baluqnï berip345 turur taqï tädi kim baluqnï 
5) nï qatïġlaġu346 käräk turur sän taqï  
6) urušqulardan347 song baluqnï bängä348 
7) saqlap kelgil täp tädi atam čamat349 ätüp350 ersä 
8) mänüng tapum erür mü sändän 
9) ǰarluġ baġlïġ351 bellüg bola män352 
 
(1-2) Beg' s son sent him a lot of gold and silver. So he said: 'Oh, you are my (3) kagan! My 
father (4) has given me this town, and so he said: 'The town (5) must be fortified. Concerning 
you, (6-7) after the battles (with which) you defended the town for us, come! – 'If my father 
got angry (with me), (8-9) will be there any satisfaction for me? (From now on,) I will be 
known (as one who is) depending on your order.  
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1) bʾz ṅʾṅk353 qwd bʾz354 sYṅ ṅʾṅk355  
2) qwd wṅk bwlmwš bʾz356 nynk ʾwrwq̈  
3) bʾz357 sʾṅ ṅYṅk ʾyq̈ʾč ṅk [ṅ]w[n]k358  
4) wrwq y bwlmwš bwlwb dwrwr dʾṅkry sʾn  
5) gʾ yyr bYrʾb359 bwčwrmwš bwlwb dwrwr mʾṅ360 sʾṅkʾ  
6) bʾšwm ṅy q̈wd wm ny byrʾ361 mʾṅ bʾ[r]kw362  
7) bʾrʾb363 dwsd lwq dʾṅ364 čʾq̈mʾz365 dwr  
8) dʾb dʾdy ʾwqwz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ykyd ṅʾṅk366  
9) swz wn yqšy367 kwrdy sywyṅdy kwldy dʾq̈y 
 
1) bizning qutbïz368 senning 
2) qutung bolmuš bizning uruġ- 
3) bïz369 sänning ïġačïngnung370 
4) uruġï bolmuš bolup turur tängri371 sän- 
5) gä yer berip buǰurmuš bolup turur män sängä372 
6) bašumnï qutumnï berä män bergü373 
7) berip dostluqtan374 čïqmaztur 375 
8) täp tädi oġuz qaġan yigitning376 
9) sözün yaqšï377 kördi sewindi378 küldi taqï 
 
(1-2-3-4) From now on, our regal charisma (qut) has became your regal charisma. From now 
on, our heredity (uruġ) is the heredity of your lineage (ïġač). (From now on,) the Sky (5-6) 
has given and ordered the world for you. I (hereby) give my head and my regal charisma for 
you. (7) Paying tribute, (I) will (never) quit from friendship." (8-9 )– he said. Oguz Kagan 
liked the words of the youngster, he was glad and laughed. Then 
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1) ʾyddy kym mʾṅ kʾ kwb ʾldwṅ yw[m]šʾb sʾṅ379  
2) bʾlwq̈ ṅy yʾqšy sʾq̈lʾb sʾṅ dʾb dʾdy ʾnwnk  
3) ʾwč[wn] ʾṅkʾ sʾqlʾb ʾd q[wy]dy dwsd lwq  
4) [qy]ldy kṅʾ380 čʾ[r]Yk by[r]lʾ […][…]381 
5) [ʾy]d[ʾl]382 dʾkʾn mw[rʾ]n [kʾ]383 kʾčdy384 [ʾy]d[ʾl]385 dʾ[k]ʾn386 
6) [bʾ]d[wk]387 byr ṅʾ[nk]388 d[wrwr]389 [wqwz] q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ʾny 
7) […]dy390 d[ʾq]y dʾdy kym ʾ[y]dʾl nʾnk391 [w]swq̈ y dʾṅ392  
8) n[w]čwk393 k[yč]ʾr b[ʾz]394 dʾb dʾdy čʾryk dʾ byr  
9) yqšy395 bʾk396 bʾr ʾyrdy ʾnwnk ʾdy ʾwlwq̈ ʾ[w]rd[w] 
 
1) ayttï397 kim mängä köp altun yumšap sän398 
2) baluqnï yaqšï saqlap sän täp tädi anung 
3) üčün399 anga saqlap at qoydï dostluq 
4) qïldï känä čärig birlä [...]400 
5) etil tägän mörängä401 kečti402 etil tägän403 
6) bedük bir näng404 turur405 oġuz qaġan anï 
7) [kör]di406 taqï tädi kim etilning ºsuġïdan407 
8) nüčük408 kečärbiz409 täp tädi čärigdä bir  
9) yaqšï bäg bar erdi anung atï uluġ ordu 
 
(1) he told: 'You have sent me a lot of gold, (2) you have defended the town well.' (3) Because of 
that he named him Saqlap (saqlap) and made (4) friendship (with him). Then with the army [...] 
(5) He passed to the river named Etil. (The one) named Etil (6) is a great thing. Oguz Kagan (7) 
saw that. Then he asked: 'Through the water of the Etil, (8) how will we pass?' –he spoke. In the 
army, (9) there was a good beg. His name was Great Horde (uluġ ordu)  
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1) bʾk410 ʾyrdy ʾwsl[wq] 411 […]412 bYr [ʾ]yr413 ʾyrdy 
2) [kwr]dy [kym] […] [dʾ]414 [kwb] d[ʾlʾm] [dʾl] [lʾr] kwb dʾlym  
3) […] [lʾr] […]415 […] b[…] […]l [čʾġʾč]416 [lʾr]  
4) […]417 […] […] […] kʾs[…]418 [ʾqʾč]419 lʾr dʾ  
5) yʾddy ky[č]dy [ʾwqwz] [qʾqʾn] sʾ[w]ynč420 ʾʾddy421 k[w]ldy 
6) dʾqy ʾ[y]ddy kym ʾy ʾy sʾṅ [mwn]422 dʾ423 bʾk  
7) bwlwṅk [qy]bčʾq dʾkʾn sʾn bʾk424 [bwl]wṅk  
8) dʾb dʾdy dʾ[qy] [ʾyl]kʾrw kyddy [lʾr] [ʾn]dʾṅ425 swnk  
9) wqwz qʾqʾn knʾ426 kwk dwlwk lwk 
 
1) bäg427 erdi usluġ [...]428 bir er429 erdi 
2) kördi kim [...]da430 köp tälim tallar431 köp tälim 
3) [...]lar [...]432 [...] b[...] [...]l433 ǰïġačlar-434 
4) [...]435 [...] [...] käs[...]436 ïġačlarda 
5) yattï kečti oġuz qaġan sewinč ätti437 küldi 
6) taqï ayttï kim ay ay sän munda438 bäg  
7) bolung qïpčaq tägän sän439 bäg bolung440 
8) täp tädi taqï ilgärü kettilär441 andan song 
9) oġuz qaġan känä kök tülüklüg 
 
(1) Beg. He was a clever and [...] man. (2) He saw that [...] a lot of branches and a lot of (3) 
[...]s. [...] the trees (4) [...] on the trees (5) he laid and crossed. Oguz Kagan was glad and 
laughed. (6-7) Then he told: 'Oh, oh, you shall become a beg here, you shall became a beg 
named Kipchak (qïpčaq)! (8) – he said. Then they went ahead. After that (9) Oguz Kagan 
[saw] the grey furred,   
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1) kwk čʾllwq̈ ʾY[r]kYk442 bwry kwrdy443 ʾwšbw kwk444  
2) bwry ʾwqwz qʾqʾn [qʾ] ʾyddy kym ʾmdy  
3) čʾr[ʾk]445 byrlʾ [m]w[n] d[wn] [ʾd]l[ʾn]k446 [qʾqʾn]  
4) ʾdlʾb ʾyl kwn447 lʾr ny byyk lʾr ṅy kYldwr 
5) kyl mʾn sʾn kʾ bʾšlʾb ywl ṅy kwrkwr wr  
6) mṅ448 dʾb dʾdy dʾ[n]k ʾyrdY bwld[wq] dʾ  
7) wqwz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ kwrdy kym ʾyrkʾk bw[r]w449  
8) čʾryk ṅʾṅk450 d[ʾbwq] lʾr y dʾ yw[rw]Kw 
9) dʾ dwrwr swṅdy451 ylkʾ rw kyddy wq̈wz 
 
1) kök ǰalluġ452 erkäk böri453 kördi ušbo kök 
2) böri454 oġuz qaġanġa ayttï kim amdï455 
3) čärig birlä mundon atlang456 qaġan457 
4) atlap elkünlärni beglärni458 keldür- 
5) gil män sängä bašlap yolnï körgürür459 
6) män täp tädi tang ertä460 bolduqta 
7) oġuz qaġan kördi kim erkäk461 börü462 
8) čärigning tapuġlarïda yörügü- 
9) dä turur sewindi463 ilgärü ketti oġuz 
 
(1) grey maned male wolf. That grey (2) wolf told to Oguz Kagan: 'Now (2), Kagan, ride out 
with the army, (4) and bring the people and begs [with you]. (5) I will lead you and show you 
the way! (6) – he said. When it became dawn, (7) Oguz Kagan saw that the male wolf (8-9) is 
marching in the vicinity of the army. He was glad and went ahead. Oguz 
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 RN buri 
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1) q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ byr čwq̈wr dʾṅ464 ʾyq̈yr ʾd q̈ʾ myṅʾ  
2) dwrwr ʾyrdy ʾwšbw465 ʾyq̈yr ʾd ny bʾk466 čw[q] sywywr  
3) ʾyrdy čwldʾ ʾwšbw ʾyq̈yr ʾd kwsd[ʾn]467 yʾdw468  
4) q̈čdy469 kyddy mwṅdʾ ʾwlwq̈ byr d[ʾq] bʾr  
5) ʾyrdy ʾwySʾ ʾwsd[wn dʾ]470 dwnk t[ʾq]y [m]wz  
6) bʾr dwrwr ʾṅwṅK bʾšy s[wqw]q̈ dʾn471 ʾb ʾq̈  
7) dwrwr ʾṅwṅk ʾw[čwn] ʾn[wnk] ʾdy m[wz] dʾ[q]  
8) dwrwr ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾq̈[ʾṅ] nʾnk472 ʾdy mwz d[ʾq]  
9) ʾyčykʾ qʾč[ʾb]473 kyddy ʾwq̈wz qʾqʾn mwṅdʾṅ474 
 
1) qaġan bir čuqurdan475 ayġïr atqa minä 
2) turur erdi ušbo476 ayġïr atnï bäk čoq sewür477 
3) erdi ǰolda478 ušbo ayġïr at közdän yitü479 
4) qačtï ketti munda uluġ bir taġ bar 
5) erdi üzä480 üstündä tong taqï muz 
6) bar turur anung bašï soġuqtan ap aq 
7) turur anung üčün481 anung482 atï muz taġ 
8) turur oġuz qaġannïng atï muz taġ 
9) ičigä qačïp ketti oġuz qaġan mundan 
 
(1-2) Kagan always mounted a spotted stallion. He used to love that satllion very much. (3) 
On the way this stallion got lost from sight and (4) fled. There was a great mountain here. (5-
6) Above on its top there was frost and ice. Its top was pure white because of the cold. (7) 
Becasue of that its name was Ice Mountain (muz taġ). (7-8) Oguz Kagan's horse fled and went 
into the Ice Mountain. By this, Oguz Kagan 
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 BA öse, Šč öšä 
481
 RN ucuŋ 
482
 RN anun 
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1) kwb čʾq̈ʾy483 ʾmkq484 čʾkwb485 dwrdy čʾryk dʾ 
2) bʾr bYdʾk486 q̈ʾq̈ʾz487 yr bʾk488 bʾr ʾyrdy  
3) čʾlʾṅk bwlʾṅk dʾṅ489 q̈wrwq̈ mʾz dwrwr  
4) ʾyrdy čwrwkw490 dʾ swq̈wr q̈w dʾ ʾwṅkʾ 
5) ʾyr ʾyrdy ʾwšwl byk dʾq̈ lʾr q̈ʾ kyrdy 
6) ywrwdw491 dwq̈wz kwṅ dwṅ492 swṅk wq̈wz 
7) q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ q̈ʾ ʾyq̈yr ʾd ṅy kʾldwr dy493 mwz  
8) dʾq̈ lʾr dʾ kwb swq̈wq̈ bwlwb dʾṅ494 ʾwl bʾk495  
9) q̈ʾq̈ʾr dʾṅ496 sʾrʾbṅmʾš497 ʾyrdy ʾb ʾq̈ ʾyrdy ʾwq̈wz 
 
1) köp čïġay498 ämgäq499 čäküp turdï čärigdä 
2) bir bedik500 qaqïz501 er bäg bar erdi 
3) čalïng bulïngdan502 qoruqmaz503 turur 
4) erdi ǰörügüdä soġurġuda öngä504 
5) er erdi ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi 
6) yörüdü toquz kündön song oġuz 
7) qaġanġa ayġïr atnï keldürdi muz 
8) taġlarda köp soġuq boluptan ol bäg 
9) qaġardan sarunmïš505 erdi ap aq erdi oġuz 
 
(1) had suffered a lot. In his army (2) there was a great tempered man, a beg. (3) He did not 
get scared of (some) hide-and-seek. (4) 'He was a man (who is) first at marching and enduring 
cold. (5) That beg entered the mountain, (6-7) he walked away. After nine days, he brought 
the stallion for Oguz Kagan. (8) Because it was very cold in the Ice Mountains, that beg (9) 
was covered by snow, he was pure white. Oguz 
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1) q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ sywṅč506 byrlʾ kwldw507 ʾyddy kym  
2) ʾy sʾṅ508 mwṅdʾ509 byk lʾr Kʾ bwlq̈yl bʾšlyq̈  
3) mṅ510 mnKylʾb511 sʾṅkʾ ʾt bwlswṅ q̈ʾq̈ʾr lʾq̈512 
4) dʾb dʾdy kwb ʾrdʾṅy swywr q̈ʾdy ʾyl kʾ rw kyddy  
5) kʾṅ513 ywl dʾ bYdwk514 byr ʾwy kwrdy bw ʾwy ṅwṅk  
6) dʾq̈ʾm y ʾldwṅ dʾṅ515 ʾyrdy dwnk lwq̈516 lʾr y dq̈y517  
7) kwmwš dwn qʾlqʾ[n] lʾr y518 dʾmwr dʾṅ519 ʾyrdy lʾr  
8) ʾyrdy q̈ʾbwlw[q] ʾyrdy ʾčʾq ̈ʾč520 ywq ̈ ʾyrdy  
9) čʾryk dʾ [b]Yr yq ̈šy521 čʾbʾr522 ʾyr bʾr ʾyrdy ʾṅwṅk 
 
1) qaġan sewinč523 birlä küldü524 ayttï525 kim  
2) ay sän munda526 beglärgä bolġïl bašlïq 
3) män527 mängiläp528 sängä529 at bolsun qaġarlïġ530 
4) täp tädi köp ärdäni soyurqadï ilgärü ketti 
5) känä yolda bedük531 bir üy kördi bo üynüng532 
6) taġamï altundan533 erdi tünglüqlarï534 taqï 
7) kümüštün qalqanlarï535 tämürdän536 erdilär 
8) erdi qapuluġ erdi ačºġïč537 yoq erdi 
9) čärigdä bir538 yaqšï čäbär539 er bar erdi anung 
 
(1) Kagan laughed with joy. He told: (2) Oh, you shall become the leader for the begs here, 
(3) (For) I am happy, thy name shall be Snowy (qaġarlïġ)! (4) – he said. He gifted him a lot of 
jewel gems, and went ahead. (5-6) Then on the road he saw a big house. The walls of this 
house were made of gold. Its windows were (7) of silver, its shutters were of iron. (8) It was 
closed, and there was no key. (9) In the army there was a good, clever man. He 
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1) ʾdy dwmwrdw ʾ[…]qwl540 dʾkʾṅ ʾyrdy ʾṅkʾ  
2) čʾrlʾq̈541 q̈ʾldy542 kym sʾṅ mwṅdʾ q̈ʾl ʾč q̈ʾlq̈ʾn  
3) ʾčq̈wṅk dwṅ swnk kʾl ʾwrdw q̈ʾ dʾb  
4) dʾdy mwṅdʾṅ543 ʾṅkʾ q̈ʾlʾč ʾd q̈wydy ʾyl kʾ544  
5) rw kyddy kṅʾ545 byr kwṅ kwk dwlwk 
6) lwk kwk čʾllwq̈ ʾyrkʾk bwry ywrwmʾyṅ  
7) dwrdy546 ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ dʾq̈y dwrdy q̈wrYq̈ʾṅ  
8) dwškwrʾ dwrq̈ʾṅ dwrdy dʾrlʾq̈w syz547  
9) bYr yʾsy yyr ʾyrdy mwṅkʾ čwrčʾd548 dʾdwrwr lʾr ʾyrdy 
 
1) atï tömürtü549 qaġul tägän erdi anga 
2) ǰarlïġ qïldï kim sän munda qal ač qalqan550 
3) ačqungdon song käl orduġa täp  
4) tädi mundan anga qalač at qoydï ilgä- 
5) rü ketti känä bir kün kök tülük- 
6) lüg kök ǰalluġ551 erkäk552 böri553 yörümäyn 
7) turdï554 oġuz qaġan taqï turdï qorïġan555 
8) tüškürä turġan turdï tarlaġusïz556 
9) bir yazï yer erdi munga ǰürčäd557 tätururlar558 erdi 
 
(1) was named as Tömürtü Kagul (tömürtü qaġul). To him, (2) he ordered: 'You, stay (here) 
and open (qal ač) the shutters! (3) After you opened it, come to the warcamp! (4) – he said. 
Thus he gave him the name Kalach (qalač). and (5) he went ahead. Then one day the grey 
furred (6) grey maned male wolf did not walk (further), (7-8) it stopped. Oguz Kagan also 
stopped. Setting his camp, he stopped. It was an uncultivated, (9) flat land. They have ever 
called this Jurched (ǰürčäd).  
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1) bʾdwk559 byr yurd yl kwṅ ʾyrdy yʾlq̈y560 lʾr y 
2) kwb ʾwd bwsʾq̈ lʾr y kwb ʾldwṅ kwmwš lʾr y kwb  
3) ʾrdʾṅy lʾr y kwb ʾyrdy lʾr ʾyrdy mwṅdʾ čwrčʾd561 q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ  
4) y ʾyl kwn y wqwz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ q̈ʾ q̈ʾršw  
5) kʾldy562 lʾr ʾwrwš dwq̈wš563 bʾšlʾdy ʾwq̈lʾr bYrlʾ q̈ʾlʾč564  
6) lʾr bʾrlʾ565 ʾwrwšdy lʾr ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ bʾšdy566  
7) čwrčʾd567 q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ṅy bʾsdy ʾwldwr dy bʾšyn  
8) kYsdy čwrčʾd568 yl kwṅ yṅ569 ʾwz570 ʾqʾsy571 q̈ʾ  
9) bYq̈ʾndwr dy572 ʾw[rw]šqw dwṅ swṅk ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ 
 
1) bedük bir yurt elkün erdi yïlqïlarï 
2) köp ud buzaġlarï köp altun kümüšläri köp 
3) ärdäniläri köp erdilär erdi munda ǰürčäd573 qaġan- 
4) ï elküni oġuz qaġanġa qaršu 
5) käldilär uruš toquš bašladï574 oqlar birlä qïlïč- 
6) lar birlä uruštïlar oġuz qaġan baštï575 
7) ǰürčäd576 qaġannï bastï öldürdi bašïn 
8) kesti ǰürčäd577 elkünin öz aġïzïġa 
9) baqïnturdï urušqudon song oġuz qaġan 
 
(1) It was a great country and people. Their livestock (2) were many, their herds (lit. oxen and 
calves) were many, their gold and silver was much, (3) their jewel gems were many. Here, the 
Jurched Kagan (4-5) and people came against Oguz Kagan. A fight started. With arrows and 
swords, (6) they fought. Oguz Kagan attacked, (7-8-9) he crushed the Jurched Kagan and 
killed him. He cut off his head. He made the Jurched people to heed his words. After the 
fight, Oguz Kagan's 
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1) [nw]nk čʾryk [y] kʾ [n]wkʾr578 lʾr y kʾ yl kwṅ579  
2) ykʾ ʾṅdʾq̈ ʾwlWq̈580 ʾwlwk bʾrq̈w dwšdy kym  
3) ywklʾmʾk kʾ kyldwr mʾk kʾ581 ʾd q̈ʾq̈ʾd[ʾ]r582 ʾwd  
4) ʾslʾq̈ bwldy ʾṅdʾ wqwz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ṅwṅk  
5) čʾryky dʾ ʾwslwq yšʾy bʾr583 čʾbʾr584 kyšy bʾr ʾyrdy ʾṅwṅk585 
6) ʾdy bʾrmʾq lʾq čwswṅ byll[ʾ]k586 ʾyrdy bw čʾbʾr587  
7) bʾr588 q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ589 čʾbdy q̈ʾṅqʾ590 ʾwsdwṅ dʾ ʾwlwk591  
8) [bʾ]rq̈w ṅy q̈wydy q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ592 bʾšy dʾ dʾrYk593  
9) bʾrq̈w ṅy q̈wydy dʾrʾddy594 lʾr kyddy lʾr ṅwKʾr595 lʾr 
 
1) nung čärigigä nökärlärigä596 elkün- 
2) igä andaġ uluġ597 ölüg barġu tüšti kim 
3) yüklämäkkä598 keldürmäkkä at qaġatïr ud 
4) azlïq599 boldï anda oġuz qaġannung 
5) čärigidä usluġ yaqšï600 bir čäbär601 kiši bar erdi anung602 
6) atï barmaqlïġ ǰosun bellig erdi bo čäbär603 
7) bir qanqa604 ǰaptï605 qanqa606 üstündä ölüg 
8) barġunï qoydï qanqa607 bašïda tirig 
9) barġunï qoydï tarïttïlar kettilär nökärlär608 
 
(1) army, bodyguards and people (2) gained so much inanimate goods that (3-4) an insufficiency of 
beasts of burden (lit. horse, mule, ox) turned out to load (the goods) on and carry it away. There in 
Oguz Kagan's (5) army, there was an intelligent, good, clever man, his (6) name was Barmaklig Josun 
Bellig (barmaqlïġ ǰosun bellig). This clever (man) (7) built a qanqa. To the top of the qanqa, the 
inanimate (8) goods he put, in front of the qanqa, the animate (9) goods he put. They dragged it and 
went away. All the bodyguards,   
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1) ṅwṅk yl kwṅ ṅwṅk q̈ʾmʾq̈y mwṅy kwrdy609 lʾr šʾšdy lʾr  
2) q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ610 lʾr dʾq̈y čʾbdy lʾr mwṅ lʾr q̈ʾnq̈ʾ611 ywrwmʾk  
3) dʾ q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ612 swz bYrʾ dwrwr  
4) ʾyrdy lʾr ʾyrdy ʾṅwṅk ʾwčwn ʾṅlʾr qʾ  
5) q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ613 ʾd q̈wydy lʾr ʾwqwz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ614  
6) lʾr ṅy kwrdy kwldy615 dʾq̈y ʾyddy kym q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ616  
7) byrlʾ ʾwlwk ṅy617 dYryk [y]wrwkwr swṅ q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ  
8) lwq̈618 sʾṅ kʾ619 ʾd bwlq̈w lwq̈ q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ620 
9) bʾlkwr swṅ621 dʾb dʾdy kyddy ʾṅdʾṅ622 swṅk 
 
1) nüng elkünnüng qamaġï munï kördilär šaštïlar 
2) qanqalar623 taqï ǰaptïlar624 munlar qanqa625 yörümäk- 
3) tä qanqa qanqa626 söz berä turur 
4) erdilär erdi anung üčün627 anlarġa628 
5) qanqa629 at qoydïlar630 oġuz qaġan qanqa631- 
6) larnï kördi küldi taqï ayttï632 kim qanqa qanqa633 
7) birlä ölügni tirig yörügürsün qanqa- 
8) luġ 634sängä at bolġuluq qanqa635 
9) bälgürsün636 täp tädi ketti andan song 
 
(1) and people saw this and astonished, (2) and they built qanqas as well. These qanqas, 
while moving, (3-4) were giving the voice 'qanqa qanqa'. Due to that, they (5-6-7) were given 
the name qanqa. Oguz Kagan saw the qanqas and laughed. Then he told: 'Let the living make 
the lifeless walk with the qanqas! You with the qanqa (qanqaluġ), (8) a name is to be for you, 
let the qanqa (9) manifest it!' – he said, then went away. After that  
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1) kṅʾ637 bw [kwk] dwlwk lwk kwk čʾllwq̈  
2) ʾyrkʾk bwry byrlʾ syndw dʾq̈y dʾṅk qwd dʾq̈y  
3) šʾq̈ʾʾm638 yʾṅkq̈ʾq̈ lʾr y q̈ʾ ʾdlʾb kyddy  
4) kwb ʾwrwšq̈w dʾṅ639 kwb dwqwšq̈w dwṅ swṅk  
5) ʾṅlʾr ṅy ʾldy ʾwz ywrd y q̈ʾ640 byr lʾ dy  
6) bʾšdy bʾsdy kʾṅ641 dʾšq̈ʾrwṅ q̈ʾlmʾ swṅ  
7) bʾllwk642 bwlswṅ kym kwṅ dwṅ ky bwlwṅk dʾ  
8) bʾrʾq̈ʾ643 dʾkʾṅ byr yyr bʾr dwrwr ʾwlwq̈  
9) bʾrq̈w lwq̈ byr ywrd dwrwr kwb ʾySyq̈ byr yyr 
 
1) känä bo kök644 tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ645 
2) erkäk böri646 birlä sïndu647 taqï tangqut taqï 
3) šaġam648 yïngġaqlarïġa649 atlap ketti 
4) köp urušqudan köp toqušqudon song 
5) anlarnï aldï öz yurtïġa birlädi650 
6) baštï651 bastï känä tašqarun qalmasun 
7) bällüg bolsun kim kündünki652 bulungda653 
8) baraqº654 tägän bir yer bar turur uluġ 
9) barġuluġ655 bir yurt turur köp ïsïġ bir yer 
 
(1) with this grey furred, grey maned (2-3) male wolf, he rode out and went until the borders 
of India (sïndu), Tangut (tangqut), and Syria (šaġam). (4) after a lot of fights and battles, (5) 
he took them and united them into his own country. (6) He attacked and crushed (them). 
Without having (anything) left out, (7) let it be (perfectly) known, that in the southern corner 
(of the world) (8) there is a place named Barak (baraqº). (9) It is a land with great (amount 
of) goods. It is a very hot place.  
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1) dwrwr mwṅdʾ kwb kyk lʾr y656 kwb q̈wš lʾr y bYr657 dwrwr  
2) ʾldwṅ y kwb kwmwš y kwb ʾyrdyṅy658 lʾr y kwb dwrwr ʾyl kwṅ 
3) lʾr y ṅyṅK ʾwṅk lwky čʾrʾq̈y659 qʾb qʾrʾ dwrwr  
4) ʾwšwl yyr ṅʾṅk660 q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ y mʾSʾr dʾkʾṅ byr q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ 
5) ʾyrdy ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ʾṅwṅk ʾwsdy kʾ  
6) ʾdlʾdy q̈ʾdʾq̈661 yʾmʾṅ ʾwrwšq̈w bwldy ʾwqwz  
7) q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ bʾšdy662 mʾSʾr qʾqʾn q̈ʾčdy ʾwqwz  
8) ʾny bʾsdy ywrd y[n] ʾ[l]dy kyddy ʾṅwṅk dwsd lʾr y  
9) kwb sywywṅč663 […]664 ʾyrdy ʾṅwnk dwšmʾṅ lʾr y kwb 
 
1) turur munda köp kikläri köp qušlarï bar turur 
2) altunï köp kümüši köp erdiniläri köp turur elkün- 
3) lärining önglüki čïraġï qap qara turur 
4) ušol yerning qaġanï mïsïr665 tägän bir qaġan 
5) erdi oġuz qaġan anung üstigä 
6) atladï qatïq666 yaman urušqu boldï oġuz 
7) qaġan baštï667 mïsïr668 qaġan qačtï oġuz  
8) anï bastï yurtïn aldï ketti anung dostlarï 
9) köp sewünč [...]669 erdi670 anung dušmanlarï köp 
 
There are many games and many birds here. (2) Its gold is much, its silver is much, and its 
jewel gems are many. (3) The complexion and the face of its people is pure black. (4) The 
kagan of that place was a kagan named Egypt (mïsïr) . (5-6) Oguz Kagan rode against him. It 
became a chaotic and terrible fight. Oguz (7) Kagan attacked, Egypt Kagan fled. Oguz (8-9) 
crushed him, he took his country, and went away. His friends were [...] very glad, his enemies 
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1) q̈ʾyq̈w lʾr […]671 ʾwq̈wz […]672 bʾšdy  
2) sʾ[n]ʾ q̈w lwq̈ syz673 ṅʾmʾ lʾr yʾlq̈y 674 
3) lʾr ʾldy ywrd y q̈ʾ ʾwy kʾ675 dwšdy kyddy  
4) kṅʾ676 čʾšq̈ʾ rwṅ677 q̈ʾlmʾ swṅ kym 
5) byllwk bwlswṅ kym ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ṅwṅk  
6) čʾṅy dʾ ʾq̈ sʾq̈ʾl lwq̈ mw[z]678 sʾč lwq̈  
7) ʾwswṅ ʾwslwq̈ bʾr679 q̈ʾrd kyšy dwrwr bʾr ʾyrdy  
8) ʾwq̈ʾ q̈w lwq̈680 dwswṅ byr yyr681 ʾyrdy dwšymʾl682 
9) ʾyrdy ʾṅwṅk ʾdy ʾwlwq̈ dwrwk ʾyrdy kwṅ 
 
1) qayġular [...]683 oġuz [qaġan]684 baštï685 
2) sanaġuluqsïz686 nämälär yïlqï- 
3) lar aldï yurtïġa üygä687 tüšti ketti 
4) kenä tašqarun688 qalmasun kim  
5) bellüg bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung 
6) ǰanïda aq saqalluġ moz689 sačluġ 
7) uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar erdi 
8) uqºġuluq690 tüzün691 bir yer692 erdi tüšimäl 
9) erdi anung atï uluġ türük erdi kün- 
 
[found] a lot of sorrow. Oguz [Kagan] attacked, (2-3) and he gained uncountable things and 
livestock, (then) he went and settled in his country, at home. (4) Without having (anything) 
left out, (5-6) let it be (perfectly) known, that next to Oguz Kagan there was a white bearded, 
grey haired, (7) sharp minded (lit. long minded) old man. (8) He was a wise and well-behaved 
man, a seer (tüšimäl). (9) His name was Great Turk (uluġ türük).  
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1) lʾr dʾ byr kwṅ ʾwyq̈w dʾ byr ʾldwṅ  
2) yʾ kwrdy dʾq̈y693 ʾwč kwmwš ʾwq kwrdy bw ʾldwṅ 
3) yʾ kwṅ dwq̈ʾšy dʾ694 dʾ kwṅ bʾdwšy  
4) q̈ʾ čʾ dʾkʾn695 ʾyrdy dʾq̈y bw ʾwč  
5) kwmwš ʾwq̈ dwṅ yʾṅkq̈ʾq̈ q̈ʾ kydʾ  
6) dwrwr ʾyrdy ʾwyq̈w dwṅ swṅk dwš dʾ kwr- 
7) kʾṅyṅ ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ q̈ʾ bʾldwr dy696  
8)  [dʾ]q̈y dʾdy k[y]m ʾy q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ wm sʾṅ kʾ 
9) čšʾq̈w697 bwls[wn] [q̈]ʾl698 ʾwsw[n]699 [ʾy] [qʾqʾn] wm700 sʾṅkʾ701 
 
1) lärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun 
2) ya kördi taqï üč kümüš oq kördi bo altun 
3) ya kün tuġïšïda702 da kün batušï703- 
4) ġača täggän704 erdi taqï bo üč 
5) kümüš705 oq tün yïngġaqqa706 ketä 
6) turur erdi uyqudon song tüštä707 kör- 
7) gänin oġuz qaġanġa bildürdi 
8) taqï tädi kim ay qaġanum sängä 
9) ǰašaġu708 bolsunġïl uzun709 ay qaġanum sängä710 
 
(1-2) One of the days, while sleeping, he saw a golden bow as well as three silver arrows. 
This golden (3-4) bow had reached from the East until the West. Then these three (5) silver 
arrows were going to the North. (6-7) After sleeping, he told what he saw in the dream to 
Oguz Kagan. (8-9) So he said: 'Oh, my kagan, let life be long for you! Oh, my kagan,  
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1) dwrlwk bwlsw[n] [q̈]yl dwswṅ […] […] […]711  
2) dʾṅkry bʾrdy dwšwm dʾ k[ʾ]ldwr swṅ712 dʾlʾ 
3) dwrwr yyr713 [n]y ʾwrwq̈ wṅk q̈ʾ bYrdwr swṅ  
4) dʾb dʾdy ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ ʾwlwq̈ dwrwk  
5) ṅwṅk swz wṅ yq̈šy714 kwrdy ʾwkwdwṅ  
6) dʾlʾdy715 ʾwkwdw716 kʾ kwrʾ q̈ʾldy717 ʾndʾṅ718  
7) swṅk ʾyrdʾ bwlwb dʾ ʾq̈ʾ lʾr ṅy ʾyṅy  
8) lʾr ṅy čʾrlʾb kʾldwr dy719 dʾq̈y ʾyddy kym ʾy mʾṅwṅk720  
9) kwṅkwl wm ʾw ṅy dʾlʾb721 dwrwr q̈ʾry bwlq̈w mdʾṅ722 
 
1) türlük723 bolsunġïl tüzün724 [...]725 
2) tängri bärdi tüšümdä726 käldürsün tola727 
3) turur yerni uruġungġa berdürsün 
4) täp tädi oġuz qaġan uluġ türük- 
5) nüng sözün yaqšï728 kördi ögütün 
6) tilädi ögütügä körä qïldï andan 
7) song ertä bolupta aqalarnï ini- 
8) lärnï ǰarlap käldürdi taqï ayttï729 kim ay mänüng730 
9) köngülüm awnï731 tiläp turur qarï bolġumdan732 
 
(1) let mood (as a ruler) be gentle for you (during your life)! [...] (2-3) The Sky shall bring 
[what] he gave in my dream, shall he order to give the whole world to your heredity!' (4-5-6) 
– he said. Oguz Kagan liked Great Turk's words, he asked for his advice, and he acted 
according to it. Then, (7-8) at dawnbreak, he called for the elder and younger sons and 
brought them. So he said: 'Oh, my (9) heart longs for hunt! Because I am old,  
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1) mʾṅʾṅk733 q ̈ʾq ̈ʾz lwq734 wm ywq ̈ dwrwr kwṅ  
2) ʾy ywldwz dʾṅk sʾry q ̈ʾ sʾn735 lʾr bʾrwṅk  
3) kwk dʾq ̈ dʾṅkyz dwṅ sʾry q ̈ʾ sʾṅ736  
4) lʾr bʾrwṅk dʾb dʾdy ʾndʾṅ737 swṅk ʾwčʾkw  
5) sw dʾṅk sʾry q ̈ʾ bYrdy lʾr738 dʾq ̈y ʾwčʾkw  
6) sw dwṅ sʾry q ̈ʾ bʾrdy lʾr kwṅ ʾy  
7) ywldwz kwb kyk lʾr kwb qwšlʾr ʾwlʾ qw  
8) [lʾr] y dʾ[n]739 s[wṅk] čʾldʾ740 bʾr741 ʾldwṅ yʾ [n]y  
9) č[ʾ]bdy lʾr742 ʾldy […]743 ʾdʾ sy [qʾ bʾr]dy [lʾr]744 […wz]745 
 
1) mäning qaqïzluqum746 yoq turur kün 
2) ay yulduz747 tang sarïġa sänlär748 barung 
3) kök taġ tängiz749 tün sarïġa sän- 
4) lär750 barung täp tädi andan song üčägü- 
5) sü tang sarïġa bardïlar taqï üčägü- 
6) sü tün sarïġa bardïlar kün ay 
7) yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar awlaġu- 
8) larïdan song ǰolda751 bir altun yanï 
9) taptïlar752 aldï[lar] atasïġa bärdilär [oġuz]753 
 
(1) my quick-temperedness does not exist anymore. Sun, (2) Moon, Star, you shall go to the 
East! (3-4) Sky, Mountain, Sea, you shall go the the West!' – he said. After that three (5) of 
them went to the East, and three (6) of them went to the West. Sun, Moon, (7-8-9) and Star, 
after they hunted down many games and birds, found a golden bow on the way, they took it, 
and gave it to their father. Oguz 
  
                                                 
733
 Rad. <mʾṅyṅk> 
734
 Rad. <q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ-lwq̈> 
735
 Rad. <syṅ> 
736
 Rad. <syz> 
737
 Rad. <ʾʾṅdyṅ> 
738
 Rad. <bʾrdy-lʾr> 
739
 Rad. <dyṅ> 
740
 Rad. <čwldʾ> 
741
 Rad. <byr> 
742
 Rad. <čybdy-lar> 
743
 Rad. <lʾr> 
744
 Rad. <byrdy-lʾr> 
745
 Rad. The word is added in the first line of the next page.   
746
 RN kagan-luk-um, Šč qaġazluġum 
747
 RN yuldyz 
748
 RN siz-ler 
749
 RN teŋir 
750
 RN siz-ler 
751
 RN cïlde 
752
 BA čaptı-lar, Šč čaptïlar 
753
 RN The word is written in the first line of the next page, as well as at Šč. 
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1) […qʾn] […] […] […] […] […]754  
2) [ʾwč] bwsq ̈wlwq ̈ q ̈ʾldy755 […] […] [kym] […] […]756 
3) lʾr yʾ [bw]lswn sYn [lʾ]r ṅwṅg yʾ dʾk  
4) ʾwq ̈ lʾr ṅy kwk kʾ čʾ ʾdwṅk dʾb  
5) dʾdy kʾṅ757 ʾṅdʾṅ758 swṅk kwk dʾq ̈  
6) dʾṅkyz kwb kyk lʾr kwb q ̈wšlʾr ʾwlʾqw  
7) [lʾ]r y dʾṅ759 swṅk čwl dʾ ʾwč kwmwš ʾwq ̈  
8) [ny] čʾbdy lʾr760 ʾldy lʾr ʾdʾ sy qʾʾ761 byrdy lʾr  
9) ʾwq ̈wz q̈ʾq ̈ʾṅ sywyṅdy kwldy dʾq̈y ʾwq̈ 
 
1) [qaġan sewindi küldi taqï yanï]762 
2) üč buzġuluq763 qïldï [taqï ayttï]764 kim [ay aqa-] 
3) lar ya bolsun senlärnüng765 ya täg 
4) oqlarnï kökkäčä atung täp  
5) tädi känä andan song kök taġ 
6) tängiz köp kiklär köp qušlar awlaġu- 
7) larïdan song ǰolda766 üč kümüš oq- 
8) nï taptïlar767 aldïlar atasïġa berdilär 
9) oġuz qaġan sewindi768 küldi taqï oq- 
 
(1-2) Kagan [was glad, laughed, and] he broke the bow into three pieces. [Then he said: "Oh, 
elder sons,] (3) The bow shall be yours! Like the bow, (4) you shall shoot the arrows until the 
sky!" – he said. (5) Then after that Sky, Mountain (6-7-8) and Sea, after they hunted down 
many games and many birds, found three silver arrows on the way. They took it, and they 
gave it to their father. (9) Oguz Kagan was glad, laughed, and  
  
                                                 
754
 Rad. <ʾwq̈wz q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ sywyṅdy kwldy dʾq̈y yʾ-ny> 
755
 Rad. <q̈yldy> 
756
 Rad. <dʾq̈y ʾʾyddy kym ʾʾy ʾʾq̈ʾ> 
757
 Rad. <kʾṅʾ> 
758
 Rad. <ʾṅdyṅ> 
759
 Rad. <dyṅ> 
760
 Rad. <čʾbdylʾr> 
761
 Rad. <q̈ʾ> 
762
 RN uguz kagan siündi güldi dakï ya-nï, BA oğuz kağan sivindi küldi dakı ya-nı , Šč oġuz qaġan sevindi küldi 
taqï anï 
763
 RN bozbuluk 
764
 RN eytdi 
765
 RN siz-ler-nüŋ 
766
 RN cöl-de 
767
 BA çaptı-lar, Šč čaptïlar 
768
 RN sivindi, BA sivindi, Šč sevindi 
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1) lʾr ṅy ʾwčw kʾ ʾwlʾšdwr dy dqy ʾYddy  
2) [ky]m ʾy ʾyṅy lʾr ʾwq̈ lʾr bwlswn sʾn769 lʾr 
3) nwnk yʾ ʾddy ʾwq̈ ṅy ʾwq̈ lʾr dʾk 
4) sʾn770 lʾr bwlwnk dʾb dʾdy knʾ771 ʾndʾn772 
5) swṅk ʾwq̈wz qʾqʾn ʾwlwq̈ qwryʾldʾy  
6) čʾqʾr dy773 nwkYr lʾr yn yl kwn lʾr yn  
7) čʾrlʾb774 čʾqʾrdy775 kʾlʾb776 kyṅk[ʾš]ʾb777 ʾwldwrdy [lʾ]r ʾwqwz  
8) [qʾ]q̈ʾṅ [by]dwk [ʾw]rd[w] […] ʾ [š]qw778 kwrwk 
9) […]  
 
1) larnï üčügä üläštürdi779 taqï ayttï780 
2) kim ay inilär oqlar bolsun sänlär- 
3) nüng781 ya attï oqnï oqlar täg  
4) sänlär782 bolung täp tädi känä andan783  
5) song oġuz qaġan uluġ qurïltay784 
6) čaqïrdï nökerlärin785 elkünlärin 
7) čarlap čaqïrdï kälip kengäšip786 olturdïlar oġuz 
8) qaġan bedük [ordu] [...]787 körüg-788 
9) [...] [ong yaqï da]789 
 
(1) he distributed the arrows among the three of them. So he said: (2) 'Oh younger sons, the 
arrows shall be yours! (3-4) The bow shot the arrows, you shall become (like) the arrows!' – 
he said. Then after that (5-6-7) Oguz Kagan called a great council. He summoned the 
bodyguards and the people. They came and consulted (for a long time). Oguz (8) Kagan great 
[warcamp] [...]. (9) On the right side  
                                                 
769
 Rad. <syz> 
770
 Rad. <syz> 
771
 Rad. <kʾṅʾ> 
772
 Rad. <ʾʾṅdyṅ> 
773
 Rad. <čʾq̈yr-dy> 
774
 Rad. <čʾr-lʾb> 
775
 Rad. <čʾq̈yrdy> 
776
 Rad. <kʾlyb> 
777
 Rad. <kyṅkʾšyb> 
778
 Rad. <dʾ ...> 
779
 RN ulašdur-dï 
780
 RN eytdi 
781
 RN siz-ler-niŋ 
782
 RN sizler 
783
 RN undïn 
784
 RN kurultay 
785
 RN nokir-ler-in 
786
 RN kinkšib 
787
 RN da ... senüŋ Šč ordu-da 
788
 BA and Šč does not reconstruct anything here.  
789
 RN öŋ yakï-da 
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2) bʾ[šy d]ʾ [by]r ʾl[d]wn […] […] […]791  
3) dʾ bʾr792 ʾ[q] q̈wʾwn793 bʾqlʾ dy […]794 
4) yʾq̈y dʾ qʾrʾq795 qwl ʾč ʾYq̈ʾč ṅy dʾkdwr 
5) dy ʾṅwṅk [bʾ]šy dʾ bYr kwmwš dʾq̈wq̈ q̈wydy  
6) ʾdʾq̈Y dʾ bʾr796 q̈ʾrʾ q̈wywn ṅy bʾq̈lʾdy  
7) […]797 yʾq dʾ bwswq lʾr ʾwldwrdy  
8) čwnk yʾq dʾ ʾwč ʾwq798 lʾr ʾwldwrdy  
9) qʾrʾq799 kwn qʾrʾq800 kyčʾ ʾšdy lʾr 
 
1) [qïrïq qol ač ïġačnï tiktürdi anung]801 
2) bašïda bir altun [taġuq qoydï adaqï-]802 
3) da bir aq qoyun baġladï [čong]803 
4) yaqïda qïrïq qol ač ïġačnï804 tiktür- 
5) di anung bašïda bir kümüš taġuq qoydï 
6) adaqïda bir qara qoyunnï baġladï 
7) [ong]805 yaqta buzuqlar olturdï 
8) čong806 yaqta üč oqlar807 olturdï 
9) qïrïq kün qïrïq kečä aštïlar808 
 
(1) he erected a pole of forty fathoms. (2) Onto its top, he put a golden hen. To its neath, (3) 
he tied a white sheep. On the left side, he erected a(nother) pole of forty fathoms. (5) Onto its 
top, he put a silver hen. (6) To its neath he tied a black sheep. (7) The Broken (buzuqlar) sat 
on the right side (8) the Three Arrows (üč oqlar) sat on the left side. (9) For many days and 
many nights, they gorged  
  
                                                 
790
 Rad. <q̈yryq̈ q̈wlʾč ʾyq̈ʾč-ny dykdwr-dy ʾʾṅwṅk> 
791
 Rad. <dʾq̈wq̈ q̈wydy ʾʾdʾq̈y> 
792
 Rad. <byr> 
793
 Rad. <qwywṅ> 
794
 Rad. <čwṅk> 
795
 Rad. <q̈yryq̈> 
796
 Rad. <byr> 
797
 Rad. <ʾwṅk> 
798
 Rad. <ʾwčwq̈> 
799
 Rad. <q̈yryq̈> 
800
 Rad. <q̈ryq̈> 
801
 RN kïrïk kulac ïgac-nï tikdürdi anuŋ, BA and Šč agrees on this reconstruction.  
802
 RN takuk kodï adakï,  
803
 RN cöŋ 
804
 Šč y(ï)ġačnï 
805
 RN on 
806
 RN cöŋ 
807
 RN uc cuk-lar 
808
 BA aš(a)dı-lar, Šč aš(a)dïlar 
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1) [ʾyč]dy809 lʾr [sy]wyṅč dʾbdy lʾr ʾndʾṅ810 sWnk ʾwqwz qʾqʾn  
2) [ʾwqwl] lʾr y qʾ ywrdyṅ ʾlšdwrwb811 byrdy dʾq̈y dʾdy kym 
3) […]812 [ʾw]qwl lʾr kwb mṅ813 čšʾdwm814 ʾwrwšq̈w lʾr kwb mʾṅ kwrdwm815  
4) čʾdʾ816 bʾsʾ817 kwb ʾwq̈ ʾddwm ʾyq̈yr brlʾ818 kwb ywrw  
5) dwm dwšmʾṅ lʾr ṅy ʾyq̈lʾ qwrdwm dwsd lʾr wmṅy mṅ819  
6) kwlkwrdwm kwk820 dʾṅkry kʾ mʾṅ ʾwdʾdwm  
7) sʾn821 lʾr kʾ bYrʾ mʾṅ ywrdw[m] [d…] [k…]822 
8) […] […] […d…] […d…] […] […] 
9) [...] 
 
1) ičtilär823 sewinč824 taptïlar andan song oġuz qaġan 
2) oġullarïġa yurtïn üläštürüb825 berdi taqï tädi kim 
3) [ay] oġullar köp män ǰašadum826 urušqular köp män kördüm 
4) ǰïda827 basa828 köp oq attum ayġïr birlä829 köp yörü- 
5) düm dušmanlarnï ïġlaġurdum830 dostlarumnï män 
6) külgürdüm831 kök tängrigä män ötädüm 




(1) and swilled, and found joy. After that Oguz Kagan (2) divided his country in the favor of 
his sons. So he said: (3) "Oh, sons, I lived long, I saw many battles, (4) I threw many javelins 
and shot many arrows, and I walked much with the stallion. (5-6) I made my enemies cry, 
(and) I made my friends laugh. I carried out my obligation to the Blue Sky, (7) (so) I (hereby) 
give my country to you."[...] 
  
                                                 
809
 Rad. <ʾyrdy> 
810
 Rad. <ʾʾṅdyṅ> 
811
 Rad. <ʾwlʾšdwrwb> 
812
 Rad. <ʾʾy> 
813
 Rad. <mʾṅ> 
814
 Rad. <yʾšʾdwm> 
815
 Rad. <kwyrdwm> 
816
 Rad. <čyd> 
817
 Rad. <byrlʾ> 
818
 Rad. <byrlʾ> 
819
 Rad. <mʾṅ> 
820
 Rad. <kwyk> 
821
 Rad. <syz> 
822
 Rad. <dʾb dʾdy> 
823
 RN ...di-ler 
824
 RN sevinc, BA sivinç, Šč sevinč 
825
 RN ulšdurub, BA el(i)şdürüp, Šč ül(ä)štürüb 
826
 RN ašadum, BA aşdum, Šč aštum 
827
 RN jide 
828
 RN bile, BA bile, Šč bilä 
829
 RN b rle, BA b(i)rle, Šč b(i)rlä 
830
 RN yïgla kordum, Šč y(ï)ġlaġurdum 
831
 BA küldürdüm, Šč küldürdüm 
832
 RN siz-ler-ge, Šč sizlärgä 
833
 RN yurdu .... m deb dedi, BA yurdum dep dedi 
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4. Notes on the text 
 
1/1 bolsunġïl: Among the previous editions BA (p. 32) and Šč (p. 64) mention that the suffix 
˗sunġïl does not appear elsewhere, only in the PON, but here several times (11/9, 13/6, 36/9, 
37/1), always with the verb bol- 'to be(come)'. The suffix probably consists of two elements: a 
Sg.3 imperative suffix -sun, and an element which is known as the Sg.2 imperative -ġïl. This 
latter is probably can be associated with the Sg.2 imperative form of OT qïl-ø 'Do!' In the 
PON, the morphological opposition can be set in second person as ø : -GIl and in third person 
as ˗sUn :-sUnGIl. The semantic surplus carried by the forms containing -GIl might be a 
'strong wish' or 'command'. See Chapter 7.8.4. 
 
1/1 angġu/angºġu: The word appears three times in the text (1/1, 5/8 and 6/3) in different 
written forms each time <ʾnkʾqw> <ʾnkqw> and <ʾnkwqw> respectively. BA (p. 32) tried to 
derive the word from the noun ang ’understanding, intelligence’ (ED 164) with the NV 
derivative(s) +A- and +U-. Their translation is 'resim' ('picture'). Šč (p. 64) supposed the same 
process with a different stem (ang < äng ’ščeka, lico’). Another solution was proposed by 
Sertkaya (1993: 364): He connetcted the word to OT yangqu 'echo' (ED 949), with a loss of 
initial y-. A problem with this solution is that echo refers to an audible phenomenon, while 
here the denotations of the word are clearly visual ones, namely the pictures of the creatures. I 
think that PP's early proposal (p.8-9) is the correct one: The word is an VN derivation with the 
stem ang- 'to remember, call to mind' (ED 168) with the derivative element -GU (see Chapter 
6.1.2.6), and the meaning of the word is 'reminder, memory' or the like. The different 
spellings show anaptyctic sounds which are – strangely enough – marked by the orthography 
in the PON (see also Chapter 5.6).  
 
1/3 künlärdä(n) bir kün: It would be tempting to translate the expression as 'Once upon a 
time...' i.e. the beginning of a tale, but it probably wouldn't be the correct translation. The 
expression occurs three times in the text (1/3, 6/5, 35/9-36/1), but in the third case, it does not 
mark the beginning of a new story, it simply marks that an uncertain time passes between two 
episodes of the plot. Actually these episodes might not even necessarily follow each other in 
chronological order. I simply translated it as 'One (of the) day(s).' 
 
1/4 ay qaġannung közü yarïp <bwdʾdy/kwdʾdy>: BA (p.11): 'Ay kağanın gözü parladı, 
doğum ağırları başladı'; Šč (p.22): ozarilis' glaza Aj-Kaġan. The sentence is problematic in 
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several points. PP (pp. 8-9) discusses them in details, but leaves them open. Here I will 
discuss only the linguistic questions. First, it is uncertain whether the main verb of the 
sentence co-refers with the expression közü yarup [eye+Px.Sg.3 shine+CONV.PRF], or not. If 
it does, both verbal forms has the subject Ay qaġannung közü [Moon qaġan eye+Px.Sg.3] ', in 
the second case, the subject of the main clause is Ay qaġan. According to the quoted 
translations, Šč proceeds from the first case, while BA does so from the second one.  
The word yarup is spelled as <yʾrʾb>, the possible readings are discussed in details at (PP 
p. 9). and both BA (p. 32-34) and Šč ( p. 64-65) agrees on that it is the OT verb yaru- 'to 
shine' (ED 956). The reading of the verb in similar contexts (8/3, 10/4) is surely yaru- <yʾrw-
>, but without közü. I also agree with them in the point that (közü) yaru- 'for eyes to shine' is 
probably a terminus technicus of tocology, I suppose the meaning 'to labour, parturitiate'. The 
verb yaru- occurs in the PON only in such contexts.  
Concerning the main verb, all the previous editions proceeded from the spelling of 
<bwdʾdy>: RN (p. 31) buta-'to give birth' PP (p. 9) considers also bütä- (without meaning). 
BA (p.34) and Šč (p.65) reads boda- the former deduce the verb from bod 'stature' (ED 296) 
with +A-, while the latter identifies it with bodu- 'to dye sg' (ED 300). For this latter reading, 
a reflexive form with -(X)n- could be expected to be correct, as bodu- is a transitive verb. On 
the other hand, the derivative -(X)n- seems to carry no reflexive meaning in the PON. (see 
Chapter 6.1.4.2), consider also PON atla- 'to ride out' vs. MT atlan- 'to stride' (ED 58), which 
supposes that reflexivity is not expressed by morphological means. In this case Šč may be 
ultimatley correct.  
It could be another solution if the word were spelled as <kwdʾdy> (cf. Figure 19 in 
Chapter 2.9 and the other <kw> grapheme sequences in the same page). In this case the 
reading would be küdädi. The OT correspondent for the verb is küd- 'to wait' (ED 701) 
without stem-final vowel, but note that in 2/6 the word occurs as küdä-yä <kwdʾ-yʾ> (where -
yä is cautiously considered to be a line filler by BA: 35, and more striclty by Clauson ED 
701). Thus közü yaru- and küdä- would be non-coreferntial and the translation would be 
literally 'Ay Qaġan's eyes shone, and (she) waited/were expectant', more freely 'Ay Qaġan 
laboured for a long time', and further 'then she gave birth to a male child'.  
 
1/5 önglüki čïraġï: PP: (p.11) and Šč (p. 65) deduce the first part of the expression from OT 
öng '1. the front 2. colour' (ED 167), which is ultimately correct with the second meaning, and 
with the derivative element -lVK, see Chapter 6.1.1.2). The second element is a bit 
problematic because of its spelling <čʾrʾqy> (PP p. 12 discusses it in details). The word is 
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correctly identified with Mo. čirai (PP: 12, BA: 34, Šč: 65). For the first syllable <ʾ> instead 
of <y>, see Chapter 5.2 and 5.3, for the second syllable <q>, see Chapter 5.6. The expression 
is a coordinate nominal compound, see Chapter 6.2.3.1) 
 
1/9 oġuznï ičip artïqraq ičmädi: PP (14-16) discusses the problem whether the name of the 
protagonist Oġuz is based on this phrase, or not. He recognises the connection of them within 
the PON, and refers to RD and AG where a (somewhat different) motif is expressed about that 
the newborn Oġuz rejects the milk of his non-Muslim mother (See also Chapter 8.1). The 
spelling (and probably the pronounciation) of the OT word aġuz/aġuž 'colostrum, the first 
milk produced after parturition' (ED 98) and that of the name Oġuz is no doubt coincides in 
the PON, both of them are <ʾwqwz>. The actual etymology of the name Oġuz for the tribe or 
tribal confederation is not necessarily based on OT aġuz of course, but here I find it plausible 
that a folk etymology is to be seen, as in the case of personal (and hence tribal) names of 
Saqlap, Qïpčaq, Qarluġ, Qanġaluġ, Qalač, Buzuq and Üčoq occurring later in the text. 
Actually the whole sotry seems to be composed in order to interpret these names, thus to 
interpret the (contemporary) order of the world. The connection between the name Oġuz and 
the word oġuz < OT aġuz fits perfectly to the inner logic of the text, which must mirror the 
knowledge (or at least intesion) of the storyteller to connect these names with the (implicit or 
explicit) stories of folk etymologies. BA does not comment on this question , while Šč (p. 66) 
only explains the form oġuz < aġuz/aġuž with further Turkic data.  
 
2/1 yig/yeg ät aš sorma/sürmä tilädi: The problems with this sentence and its reading by RN 
is discussed by length by PP (pp. 16-20). BA (p. 35) makes a short note on the word yig 'čiğ, 
pişmemiş'. Šč (p. 66) cites RN's (p.32) note that he corresponds the word yig to MT yigi 'what 
is eaten, food'. On the same page, he cites data for sürmä in the meaning 'wine, vodka, etc.' 
based on a secondary meaning 'to distill' (gnat' vodku) of the OT verb sür- 'to drive away' (ED 
844). The DTS (p. 518) cites only the PON. The problems actually stem in the spelling of the 
word yig/yeg <yyk> and in that of sorma/sürmä. The word spelled as <yyk> can be indeed yig 
'raw' which word is mostly extinct from modern languages (ED 910), or yeg 'better' (ED 909) 
here in adverbial meaning 'rather'. The spelling <swyrmʾ> of sorma/sürmä is unusual, at least 
for this text. In the whole PON we find only three instances for <wy> spelling of first syllable 
front labial vowels, from which two is this word, and the third one is üzä 'high, above' 
<ʾwysʾ> in 26/5. All the other instances of first syllable (-)ö- and (-)ü- are spelled with a 
simple <w>. The question whether <wy> is meant to mark first syllable front labial vowel at 
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all in the PON seems legitimate, but the scarcity of the data in hand will leave it open. I would 
still keep the possibility that <swyrmʾ> is the representation of OT sorma 'something sucked 
in, wine, beer' (ED 852). At least some of the nouns ät aš sorma may make up a compound, 
see Chapter 6.2.4.4.  
 
2/6 yïlqïlar küdä-(yä) turur erdi: The verb seems to correspond to OT küd- 'to wait, tend to 
sheeps, etc. (ED 701). PP and Šč does not make comments on the word. See the note on 1/4 
above.  
 
3/4 monster: This word is problematic from the paleographic point of view. There are at least 
two words which refer to the creature depicted by picture on page 6 of the manuscript. I 
discussed the possible spellings of each (a total of 9) instances in Chapter 2.18. All the 
spellings of the instances differs in some details. According to my analysis, the instances can 
be classified into two main groups with two subcgroups in each one. The instances belong to 
the following classes: Ia 3/4, 3/8 with an approximate original spelling of <qʾy[n]č[ʾ]>; Ib: 
4/5, 6/3 ~ <kyynč[ʾ]>. In the second group the instances are the following: IIa: 4/9, 5/3 ~ 
<dʾnnw> and IIb 5/1, 5/5, 5/6 ~ <dYnnk>, keeping forward that an additional initial <q> may 
have been added to 5/5, and an initial <n> to 5/6 in a later point of time. I also suppose that 
the original <č> graphemes are reshaped to something similar of <d> later in group Ia and Ib, 
therefore I assume that the readings ending in -t or -d, as qaʾat supposed by PP (p. 23-26), as 
qıyand (qat) by BA (35-36) and as qïat by Šč (67-68) are incorrect. Unfortunately, I cannot 
suppose better readings for the words, but I think they are of non-Turkic origin.  
 
3/6 ºyaman: The spelling of the word is <ʾyʾmʾn>. Cf. the note on 9/4 mörän ºsuġï 
<wswqy>below.  
 
3/6 berkä ämgäq: The word is a coordinate compound (see Chapter 6.2.3.1) , where the first 
element berkä is of Mongolian origin < berke 'hardship, trouble' (L 99). The spelling of the 
second word is problematic and is discussed by PP (p. 35-36), BA (p. 36) and Šč (p. 68). The 
word occurs two times in the text (also at 27/1), both with the same spelling, which is, 
according to me <ʾmkq>, and the word is the correspondent of OT ämgäk 'pain, agony' (ED 
159). The final <q> (without diacritics) was read as -än or -äz in the previous editions. Such 
spelling is unexpected in a case of an etymologically front vocalized word, but a similar 
example occurs at 28/6, <dwnklwq>~ OT tünglük 'smoke-hole of a tent, window' (ED 520). 
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The reason of such spellings is unclear, but is probably the same in the case of both words. It 
might suppose the readings ämgäχ and tünglüχ respectively, but this is only my speculation. I 
kept the front vocalized readings of both words based on the spelling <ʾmkq> instead of 
<ʾmqq>. 
 
3/7 eres qaqïz: The expression may be read as <yryz/yryn> and <qʾqʾz/qʾqʾn> PP (p. 26-27) 
BA (p. 36) and Šč (p. 68-69) agree on that the expression is a coordinative compound, see 
Chapter 6.2.4.2.1, and on that the first element is a copy of the Mo. word eres 'straight, bold, 
outright' (L 323). I accept this reading, it fits well to the context. About the second element, 
PP gives qaġas, BB qaqïz and Šč qaġaz. PP however, does not give meaning, and Šč also 
mentions only that it should be synonimous with the first element. BA derives this element 
from qaq- ’to strike, to tap to knock on’ (ED 609) with a derivative element -(X)z. This 
derivative can be taken both transitive and intransitive verbal stems, and in the latter case it 
derivates an adjective denotes the subject of the verb (Erdal 1991:323-327). This fits to our 
needs, however qaqïz seems to be the only derivation with -(X)z in the PON (See Chapter 
6.1.2.9). The word occurs once more at 27/2 and as a derivation qaqïzluq at 38/1. I would add 
that the verbal stem qaqï- ’to be angry, to abuse’ (ED 609) seems more appropriate as the 
verbal stem of qaqïz. The context suggests that the meaning of the compound should be 
'quick-tempered' or the like.  
 
6/2 yel: The word is written as <yl>. PP (p. 30-32) discusses in length the possibility 
(proposed by Radloff 1891) whether it should be read as y(e)l 'wind' or y(ä)z 'copper'. He 
supposes the first reading. BA (p. 37) reads y(e)s 'copper' and adds that the final <-s> does not 
have the lower streak. Šč (p. 69) reads also y(e)l 'veter'. The reading y(ä)z / y(e)s is incorrect 
from the paleographic point of view, as I pointed out in Chapter 2.5.  
 
6/8 qoġulġuluqraq: The etymology of the word is difficult. PP (32-33) supposes that the 
ultimate stem of the word is qïv 'divine favour' which usually co-occurs and synonimous with 
qut (ED 579). This would even be possible if we read <qwqwl> as quwul- (cf. OT qïdïġ ~ 
PON quduġ 'rim, river-bank' and PON suwï <swqy> 'water+Px.Sg.3'), but the translation of 
the word would not fin into the context. BA (p. 37) is uncertain but cites a Lebedi data as 
kōlak < *koğul-aq 'yanan kömür'. Šč (70-71) proceeds from a stem qoġ 'iskra' which he 
quotes from Radloff 's dictionary (= Chagatay qoġ 'der Funkel' II: 515). The word is present in 
OT: qoġ ‘dust’, in some South Siberian Turkic languages as qoq ‘ashes, scurf’, Khakass. χoχ 
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‘burning ashes’ and in Ottoman Tukic it exists with the meaning ‘hot ash, spark’ (ED 609). 
Thus the meaning here ‘spark, ember, glow’ of the stem seems secondary. The segmentation 
of the word would be thus qoġ+U-(X)l-GUlUk+rAK. The meaning is 'more glowing than...' 
 
8/1 töl boġus: The word is a coordinative compound (see Chapter 6.2.3.1). The first element 
is discussed by PP (34-35) in length, and he speculates in the right direction, but does not give 
certain answer for the meaning. BA (p. 37) and Šč (p. 71) points correctly out that the first 
element is the OT word töl 'progeny, descendants' (ED 490) Šč shortly writes that the second 
element is copy from Mo., but does not cite data. The OT word boġuz 'throat' (ED 322) has 
the meaning 'pregnant (of an animal)', but Clauson points out that the connection between the 
two meanings is obscure. The PON is the oldest text in which this meaning is attested. I 
accept Šč's opinion. The corresponding Mo. word is boġus 'embryo, fetus' (L 113). The 
second-syllable spelling with <ʾ> for labial vowel in <bwqʾz> is not uncommon for Mo. 
words in the PON. 
 
8/8 alïndan: The written form of the word is <ʾlʾn-dʾn/ʾlʾz-dʾn>. PP (p. 35) supposes the first 
spelling, with the reading alïn ' forehead' (ED 147) +ABL. BA (p. 38) reads al 'front, facing, 
prior position' (ED 121)+Px.Sg.3+ABL. Šč (p. 71) joins PP. Both analysis is possible, and 
choosing either of them won't change the translation substantively. 
 
8/9 qawučaq: The word occurs only once in the PON. RN (p. 37) identifies the word as the 
diminutive form of qapu ~ OT qapïġ 'door, gate' (ED 583). The OT -ġ/-g is preserved in the 
PON, at least the orthography marks it. Note, however, that there is another possible instance 
for the word qapu at 28/8, as qapu-luġ '*having a gate' (see Chapter 6.1.1.1) PP (p. 35-38) 
also draws attention to the parallel part at AG, where the word is connected to the ethnonym 
Qïpčaq and which I discuss in Chapter 8.3 and 8.6. Note that there is no connection between 
this word and that of the Qïpčaq according the PON. BA (38) considers the word as a 
diminutive form of kabuk/kavuk 'oyuk' ~ OT kovuk 'hollow' (ED 583). This may be ultimatley 
right, but I found no further instances for the derivative in the PON. Šč (p. 72) supposes the 
meaning 'nebols'saja pokryška ili oboločka' based on the Ottoman parallel qabuǰaq. This 
reading however does not fit the context. I suppose that the etymon of the word is OT 
qoburčaq, qaburčaq 'a wooden case' MT qaburčuq 'ağaç içi oyularak yapılan,yahut ağaç 




9/4 mörän ºsuġï: PP (p. 38-39) draws attention to that the word written as <wswq> should be 
either a variant of the OT word suv 'water' (ED 783), or an unusual usuβï ~ usu'ï form of the 
Mo. word usu(n). BA (p. 38) reads <wswqy> as osuġï and identifies the word as the OT osuġ 
'a way of using something' (ED 245). BA also points out that osuġ here may be an erroneous 
spelling of suġï 'water + Px.Sg.3' (cf. 19/3-4 etil mörännüng suġï 'the water of the river Etil'). 
They translate the sentence anung sačï mörän osuġï täg 'saçı ırmak gibi dalgalı idi' Šč (p. 72) 
suggests that the meaning of usuġ <wswq> cannot be else than 'voda, potok'. He proposes that 
the data in question is a contamination of the Mo. word usu(n) 'water, body of water' (L 887) 
and the OT word suġ < suw, 'water', cf. (ED 783). The form <wswq> occurs once more in the 
PON at 23/7 etilning ºsuġï, but the spelling is blurred. This instance is read as suġï by BA and 
as usuġï by Šč. There is also an instance of suġ 'water' with unambiguous spelling of <swq> at 
19/4. It is clear by the context that both <wswq> forms are to be understood as instances of 
suġ 'water'. The reason of their unusual spelling with initial <w> is unclear, however there are 
a few parallel spellings with initial <ʾ> in illabial environment in the following cases: 3/6 
ºyaman 'evil' <ʾyʾmʾn>, 18/6 ºtaġ <ʾdʾq> 'mountain' and possibly 19/4 ºtäg <ʾdʾk> 'like, 
similar to'.  
 
9/7-8 [...] süttän qumuz bola tururlar '(they) became (sour) koumiss from (sweet) milk.': BA 
(p.39) mentions that the meaning of the expression may be 'büyük bir muhabbet hasretini 
çekmek' ('to feel a great desire by love'). PP and Šč does not make comment on the 
expression. BA's translation is '(tatlı) süt (acı) kımız olurdu' (p.15). Šč translates it as 'moloko 
prevraščalos' v kumys'. In both translations the actant is the milk which becomes koumiss. In 
the Turkic sentence we find milk+ABL, which excludes the possibility for milk to be the 
actant. The copula tururlar is in the plural, which verifies that actant of the sentence is a 
group, namely yerning yelküni 'the people of the world' The ethnological background of the 
expression is not entirely clear for me, nor the way how the people become koumiss from 
milk. 
 
11/3 čubuyan: PP (p. 41) points out the previous reading of RN as čübüdäl ~ čubudal 'meat 
meal' (cf. Mo. čöbüdel 'remnants of meat, waste meat' L 200) is incorrect. He supposes the 
reading čubuyan 'candied fruit'. BA (p. 39) and Šč (p. 72) agrees on this reading. The word 
has both Old Turkic and Written Mongolian correspondent: OT čïbïqan 'jujube fruit' (ED 
396); Mo. čibaġ-a(n) ~ čibuġ-a 'jujube, prunes, dried plums, a kind of date' (L 174). The ED 
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supposes that the word is ultimately of Indian origin. The -y- in the instance in the PON 
supposes that it is a borrowing from Mongolic, as the intervocalic -ġ- is further weakened.  
 
11/4 aš- : PP (p.40) BA (p. 39) draw attention that the word aša- 'to eat' (ED 256) should be 
seen here, which is a derivation of the OT aš 'food' (ED 253) with the NV derivative +A-. BA 
and Šč transcribe it at all instances as aš(a)-, but there is no trace of <ʾ> for marking the 
second syllable /a/. There are similar derivations with the loss of second-syllable /a/, such as 
baš- 'to attack' ~ OT baša- 'to wound' (ED 377) < baš 'wound' (ED 376)+A-. At 36/9, RN and 
Šč read casku/ǰaš(a)ġu respectively which could be connected here: ~ OT yaša- 'to live (long)' 
(ED 976) < yaš 'a year of one's life' (ED 975) +A-. However, their reading is incorrect, the 
written form of the word there is <čšʾqw> ǰ(a)ša-ġu. On the derivative +A-, see Chapter 
6.1.3.1. 
 
11/8 tamġa bizgä bolsun buyan PP (p. 42-43) points out that there are several difficulties with 
this sentence and the whole verse in general. He correctly identifies the buyan with the 
Sanskrit word punya (cf. ED 386), which BA (p. 39) did not manage, and they did not 
translate the word (p. 17). Šč (p. 32 and p. 73) translates it as 'prosperity, blessing' ('blago, 
blagodat' ') Clauson notes that the OT word became a loanword in Mo. and that the occurence 
of buyan in Xwarazmian Turkic (where he classifies the PON) is a reborrowing from 
Mongolian. He cites this passage at buyan with the translation 'let merit be our tamga' (ED 
386) and with that of 'let virtue be our distinguishing mark' under tamga (ED 504). I agree 
with the ED that here buyan is reborrowing from Mo. There it took the secondary meaning 
'good luck, fortune, prosperity' (L 132). This corresponds to Šč's translation, and fits better to 
the context than 'merit, virtue'.  
My translation is the following: Let the distinguishing mark (tamga) be good luck 
(buyan) for us! i.e. We shall be distinguished by good luck [from the others]! 
 
12/1 [...] |aw yerdä yörüsün qulan |taqï taluy taqï mörän |kün tuġ bolġïl kök qorïġan – tep 
tedi: It is not entirely clear in the verse that to which sentence does the line taqï taluy taqï 
mörän belong. The verse consists of 8 lines, with 8 syllables in each line. PP (p. 42-46) 
discusses this verse in length, and he gives the translation for the line in question 'Encore des 
mers! Encore des fleuves' ('More seas! More rivers!), but he does not really explain it why. I 
cannot accept this translation since taqï does not mean 'more' in the PON, it is always used as 
a conjunctor 'and, then'. BA (p. 17) also translates it simply as 'daha deniz daha müren 
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(ırmak)', and does not comment further on it. Šč (p. 33) also does not make further comments 
on it, his translation is '[tekut] morja i reki' (seas and rivers [(?shall) flow]). 73-74), which is 
ultimately correct. The problem with the line taqï taluy taqï mörän is that wihle all the other 
lines in the verse contain a finite verb, this one does not, consequently it is not obvious what 
taluy 'sea' and mörän 'river' do. The solution for the problem should be searched in the syntax 
of the verse: normally the Turkic sentence has an SOV order, while in this verse it is 
transformed to SVO in order to arrange end rhyme in -an/-än between all the eight lines. Thus 
the arguments of the finite verbs appear behind them instead of before them. In this case aw 
yerdä yörüsün qulan taqï taluy taqï mörän sould be considered as one finite sentence, where 
the argument of the verb is qulan taqï taluy taqï mörän and taqï coordinates the nouns. If so, 
the verb yörü- 'to walk, march' has to be understood metaphorically in the case of mörän and 
taluy. The translation I suppose is 'Wild asses shall run on the hunting grounds as well as 
rivers and streams!'. Note that taluy does not mean 'sea' in the PON, the word is almost 
synoymous with mörän. The other instance of taluy is: 18/4-5 munda etil mörän tägän bir 
taluy bar erdi ' There was a (great) stream here, named Etil river.'  
The problem of the last line kün tuġ bolġïl kök qorïġan 'Sun, be (our) banner, Sky (be 
our) dome' is different: Normally it should be something like kün tuġ bolġïl, kök qorïġan 
[bolġïl], or kün tuġ, kök qorïġan bolġïl with a finite verb after qorïġan. The reason for the 
unusual sentence pattern, however, is the same I pointed out above: to keep the end rhyme 
and number of syllables of the line. 
 
13/4-5 čamat čaq-: and 21/7-8 čamat ät-: The word čamat is spelled as <čʾmʾd> and has 
many possible readings with <č> ~ č, ǰ, either of the <ʾ> ~ a, ä, ï, i and <d> ~ t,d. The 
vocalisation may be both front and back. I kept Ščerbak's transcription. The earlier editions 
(PP: 48-49; BA: 40, Šč 75) mostly agree on that the meaning of čamat is something like 
'anger' based on the context, and on that the word may be of Mongolic origin. The 
correspondent Mo. word may be ǰim-e 'conduct, manner of behvior, blame, reprimand' (in 
plural -d); or ǰimed- 'to accuse, to blame, to reprimand' (L 1056). Both of the instances are part 
of a verbal compound, in the second instance the verb may be both at- 'to throw' or ät- 'to 
make'. See also Chapter 6.2.1.3.  
 
14/5 begü: The word is spelled as <bykw>, but it is clear from the context that the word is 
identical with bergü 'something which ought to be, or is, given; tax' (ED 362), which appear 
several times elsewhere in the PON. PP (p. 57) mentions that the word is spelled in the same 
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way in 22/6, which is not entirely the case: It is spelled as <by[r]kw>, but nevertheless the 
<r> is hardly readable. He also points out that the other possible reading beg 'chieftain' with ˗ü 
(Px.Sg.3) is not probable. I basically agree with him. BA (p.17) translates begü as 'hediye' and 
also draws attention to the strange spelling (p. 41). Šč (p. 76) gives the meaning of begü as 
'gospodin' (p. 76) and translates the phrase yaqšï begü as 'slavnyj rycar' ' in context (p. 36).  
 
14/6 amïraq: <ʾmyrʾq> PP (p. 58) identifies this word with Old Turkic amraq 'benign, 
friendly' (ED 162). He adds that the word exists in Mongolian as amaraq in the same 
meaning. Šč (p. 78) simply notes that the word in the PON is borrowed from Mo. I think none 
of the above statements are completely true. Clauson notes (ED 162) that amraq 'benign, 
friendly' with the extended meaning 'beloved dear' became a loanword in Mo. as amaraġ 
'love, friendship' and in Modern languages the trysillabic forms of the word are reborrowings 
from Mo. He cites the correspondent part of the PON.  
In Mo. amaraġ 'love, affection, beloved, dear, darling' (L 36) ~ amuraġ (L 40) neither 
contains word-final -q nor matches in meaning to OT amraq. (cf. PP). The context of the 
PON supposes neither of the meanings of Mo. amaraġ, it is simply 'friendly' like in OT, thus 
it should not be a reborrowing from Mo. (cf. Šč and ED). Still it is not easy to explain the 
second syllable -ï-. It is not unusual that the orthography of the PON marks anaptyctic sounds 
in certain positions, such as qïrïq <qʾrʾq> ~ OT qïrq 'forty' (ED 651); bärik <bʾrʾk> ~ OT 
bärk 'firm' (ED 361) with <ʾ>. In environment of labial vowels such sounds may be marked 
with <w>: qoruq- <qwrwq> ~ OT qorq- 'to fear, be afraid' (ED 651). The marking of such 
sounds may fluctuate between <ʾ> and <w>, see the note on 1/1 angġu/angºġu. There is 
another instance where an anaptyctic sound is marked by <y>: 1/4 erikäk 'male', however, the 
case of amïraq would be the only one, where an anaptyctic occurs between /m/ and /r/.  
 
15/2 qatïqla-: PP (p. 59-60) reads the word as qataqla- '-ile birleşmek'. He cites the sentence 
at 20/6 as baluq-nï qataqlağu käräk with the translation 'şehri korumak gerek'. The 
translations are correct each, but the reading qataqla- is incorrect. BA (p. 41) reads the word 
as qadaġla- based on the Mo. word qadaġala- 'preserve, conserve, save' (L 902). Their 
reading and translation in the correspondent place is kadağlağu barmaz erdi 'onun arkasından 
gitmezdi' (BA p.19). Šč (p. 77) gives the meaning 'prisoednjat'sja' ('to join') which is correct 
for this instance.  
There are four instances with the spelling <qʾdʾqlʾ-> in the text at 15/2, 17/8, 20/6 and 
21/5. There is also an adjective spelled as <qʾdʾq> at 34/6. The previous editions were 
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confused with the reading and translation of these instances, and they are problematic indeed. 
I think there are two different verbs to be seen behind these instances, which had 
homophonous etymons in OT. They are 1. qat- 'to mix two things, to add sg (Acc.) to sg 
(Dat.) (ED 594) and 2. qat- 'to be hard, firm' (ED 595). The instances at 20/6 and 21/5 baluqnï 
qatïġlaġu käräk turur 'The town must be fortified.' (lit. to be made hard, firm) are derived 
from 2. qat- with the derivative element -(X)G (see Chapter 6.1.2.1) and +lA- (See Chapter 
6.1.3.2). If Mo. qadaġala- can be connected here, it is this qatïġla- verb.  
The instance at 34/6 is probably a derivation of 1. qat-, qatïq 'something which is 
mixed' (ED 598) with the derivative -(X)K (see Chapter 6.1.2.2): qatïq yaman urušqu boldï 'It 
became a chaotic (lit. mixed up) and terrible fight.', but the reading of qatïġ 'hard, tough, firm' 
(ED 597) as 'massive' also fits to the context.  
The remaining two instances may either belong to 1. qat- or 2. qat-: 15/2 qatïqlaġu 
barmaz erdi 'He did not go to join (with qatïqla- : lit. to be mixed up with) him.' Or: 'He did 
not go to make him strong (with qatïġla-). The last instance is 17/8 ol börining artlarïn 
qatïqlap yörügüdä turur erdilär erdi 'They were following the back of that wolf.' (with 
qatïqla- : lit. joined and go after, based on the meaning 'to join' of the previous instance.) or 
'They were following the back of that wolf (closely)' (with qatïġla- cf. OT qatïġdï 'tightly, 
firmly' ED 599 < qatïġ 'hard firm'). I chose the former reading qatïqla- in this last instance 
because art 'back' is in the plural, which seems to mean '(a broader area of) the back (part)', 
see Chapter 7.7 examples (204)-(205). 
Even if there were two separate qatïġla- and qatïqla- in the lexicon of the PON's idiom, 
it is not sure at all if either the narrator or scribe was aware of the (historical-linguistic) 
difference between them. I preferred the reading qatïqla- in the case of the later three 
instances.  
 
15/8 muz taï: PP (61) draws attention to the fact the name is spelled as <mwz tʾy>, but he 
supposes the reading as muz taġ 'Ice Mountain'. BA (p. 18) gives the reading as muz day but 
in the translation 'Muz Tağ' is given. In the comments (p.42) it is mentioned that this form 
may be a misspelling. Šč (p.36) reads the name as muz taġ 'Ledjanoj gora'. He neither makes 
comments on this instance of the name nor on the other instances later in the text. The name 
occurs three more times in a different episode of the text at 26/7 and 26/8 as muz taġ, and in 
27/7 as muz taġlar, where it plays an important role. It is a good question whether these latter 
instances refer to the same place which is mentioned at 15/8, or two different mountains 
should be distinguished with the name muz taġ, or finally, there are two separate mountains, 
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one with the name muz taġ, and another one, where the spelling <muz tʾy> of the name of the 
mountain allows the reading -tai/-tei for the second element <tʾy>. In this very final case it 
would be possible that this second element is a Mo. comitative. The first element may be still 
the Turkic word muz 'Ice', or the Mo. word mösü(n) 'ice' (L 550). The comitative of the word 
is mösütü 'Icy' (L 551) in Written Mongolian. In this final case, the translation of the passage 
would be 'A mountain called "Icy" '. However, we neither find another instance of -tai in the 
text, nor such cases when different Mo. inflexional suffixes are added to Turkic elements.  
 
16/1 šük PP: - BA do not comment on the word. They translate it as 'silent(ly)' ('sessizce') (p. 
19) Šč translates šük bolup as 'he stopped (moving)' ('ostanovilsja') (p.27). He cites Old Uygur 
šük 'still' ('nepodvižno') as a parallel (p. 77). According to the ED (p. 867), šük is an early 
loanword in Turkic from Sogdian with the meaning 'quiet, silent, still'. This sentence is cited 
there and translated as 'he became silent and slept'.  
 
16/1 čang ertä <čʾnk ʾyrdʾ>: The expression is a coordinate compound. The first element is 
spelled with <č-> here, while it occurs three more times (4/4, 4/8, 25/6) in the text in the same 
compound with initial <d-> as tang ertä 'morrow' and in the subordinate compound tang sarï 
'east' (38/2, 38/5). PP does not comment on this problem. BA (p. 42) note that it is improbable 
that a t- > č- sound change took place, since such one is unattested in Turkic languages. They 
assume that the word was spelled with <t-> in an original manuscript ('asıl metin') and the 
copier ('müstensih') confused <t-> with <č->. This implies the assumption that the PON is a 
copy. Šč (p. 77) cites BA but does not get closer to the solution.  
Further data in the PON (cited by Šč, and partly BA) are the following: čašqarun (with 
<č-> 33/6) ~ tašqarun (<d-> 35/4) 'outside'; čap- (<č-> 38/9, 39/8) 'to find' (~ tap- <d-> 1/3, 
42/1 in the verbal compound sewinč tap- 'to be glad, to rejoice' lit. 'to find joy'). Such a 
fluctuation of written forms is difficult to explain indeed. BA may be right, but it does not 
explain why the spellings are inconsecquent and why we don't find other instances of words 
with initial t- (or ta-, as all the examples suggest). Another solution may be that these 
instances were percieved as initial č- by a scribe, who wrote the text after hearing (and had 
native competence in a different dialect than the narrator). Kakuk (1976: 51-52) notes on 
Caucasian Kipchak languages (Karachay-Balkar, Kumyk, Noghay) that unvoiced plosives 
may be aspirated, and she cites tap- 'to find' as an example. We might speculate a similar 




17/1 tapuġ: PP (p. 62) reads the word as tapuq/tapïq, and argues that the word should be 
translated as 'front'. BA (p. 43) note that the word should mean 'service' ('hizmet'), but 
translates tapuġunglarġa as 'in front of you' ('senin önünde') in the text (p.19). Šč (p.77) gives 
the meaning 'service' ('služba'), but translates similarly to BA.  
The word occurs three more times at 17/5, 18/6 (spelled as <dʾbYqq> ), and 25/8. BA 
and Šč compares it to the OT word tapïġ 'service' (ED 437), which is a derivation of tap- 'to 
serve' (ED 435) with -(X)G. The ED cites the PON under tapïġ and notes that word 'seems to 
mean something like nearness' (ED 437), which is correct. This meaning, however cannot be 
deduced from tap- 'to serve'. The stem of the derivation must be tap- 'to find' (ED 435). See 
also Chapter 6.1.2.1. 
 
19/4 etil mörännüng suġï: Already PP (p. 64-65) has noted that the unusual (hypercorrect) 
spelling <swqy> of OT suv 'water' (ED 783)+ Px.Sg.3 is due to that in the Written Mongolian 
orthographic tradition hiatus is marked with <q> and <k> in back and front vocalised words 
respectively. Thus the word stem is not suġ as in some South Siberian Turkic dialects. He 
gives the reading as suʾï < suvï. BA (p. 43) basically agrees with PP, while Šč did not make 
any comments here. I discuss the problem in length in Chapter 5.6. 
 
19/4 säp-sänggir: In his long note PP (p. 65-67) connects the word to the Persian coordinate 
compund sim 'silver' + šingärf 'cinnabar' and gives the meaning 'cinnabar, vermilion' (cf. Per. 
sīm-shagarf 'cinnabar' ST 718). BA (p. 44) and refers Šč (p. 78) to PP. 
 
19/5 oġuz qaġan baštï BA (p. 44) mentions that the verb baš- is shortened form of baša-. It is 
transcribed as baš(a)-, and translated as 'yenmek' ('to win'). Šč (p. 79) considers the word as 
'one of the most difficult words' of the PON. He transcribes it as baš- and translates it as 
'pobeždat' 'to win'. baš- 'to attack' (ED 377) has undergone a similar process as aš-'to eat', see 
the note on 11/4 aš- above, and Chapter 6.1.3.1 on the morphology of the word.  
 
20/6 qatïġla- see the note on 15/8 qatïqla- above. 
 
21/7-8 atam čamat ätüp ersä mänüng tapum erür mü: This utterance and the next one is 
difficult to interpret. We find the following translations in the previous editions: PP (p. 70): 
'Eğer benim babam [sana] öfkelenmişse,bu benim isteğimden midir?' ('If my father got angry 
[on you], is it by my wish?'). BA (p.21): Babam (sana) kızdı ise, bu benim suçum mudur? ('If 
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my father got angry [on you] is it my fault?'). The note on the part (BA p. 44) verifies that 
their translation 'benim suçum' is based on the word tap 'istek arzu' as Pelliot's. Šč (p. 42): Esli 
otec moj razgnevaetsja, byt' li [togda] moej vole [=vlasti]. ('If my father got angry, is it by my 
wish?). Clauson also cites this sentence ('If my father gives disagreeable orders, is it any 
satisfaction to me?) under tap 'satisfaction, sufficiency' (ED 434).  
The above editions all made their comments on the word tap, however the first clause of 
the utterance is more interesting. The meaning of čamat čaq-/ät- is already commented above, 
but here it is not clear who is the one the father (Urus Beg) gets angry with, as it is not 
expressed. There are two possibilities: Oguz Kagan (the adressee) and Urus Beg's son (the 
speaker). PP and BA interpreted the first possibility, Šč gave a neutral translation, while 
Clauson seems to choose implicitly the second possibility. I think he is right, only so we will 
understand the reason why Urus's son will deny his father and put himself under Oguz's 
protection with his next sentence (see below). Thus I gave the translation 'If my father got 
angry (with me), might be there any satisfaction for me?' 
 
21/8-9 sändän ǰarluġ baġlïg (<bqlYq>) bellüg bola (<bʾlʾ>) män: The problems with this 
utternce originate from the negligent spellings of its words, and its syntax is difficult at the 
same time. PP (p. 71) correctly identifies the predicate as bellüg bol- 'to become known', but 
he reads word baġlïġ as baaluq ~ OT balïq 'town' (ED 335). BA (p. 21) gives the translation 
'ben senin emrini yerine getirmeğe hazırım' ('I am ready to execute your orders'). This 
translation is based on the interpretation of baġluġ bellüg 'lit. bound-waisted' from the modern 
Turkish phrase bel bağla- 'to gird up one's loins' with a metaphorical meaning 'to prepare 
resolutely for an undertaking'. They admit that they are not sure about this solution, and add 
that in this case there should be sening ǰarluġïnga in the text. (p. 44-45) Šč (p.80) cites PP and 
BA, but crticize only PP's proposal. His reading is sendän ǰarluq bailuq bellük bilämän 
'Vlast', bogatstvo i mudrost' mne vedomy ot tebja.' ('Power, richness and wisdom from you is 
known for me') (p. 42)  
I think BA read the sentence correctly, but their interpretation is not correct. I agree 
with PP that the predicate of the sentence is the verbal compound bellüg bol- 'to become 
known' which appears two more times at 33/7 and 35/5 (See Chapter 6.2.1.3). The verb bol- 
is misspelled. I also analyse ǰarluġ baġlïġ as a complex compound (See Chapter 6.2.4.2.4) 
with the approximate meaning 'command-bound' See also Chapter 6.1.1.1 for +lVG added to 




22/7 dostluqtan čïqmaztur All the previous editions reconstruct -tur(ur män) in the end of the 
line. PP does not make a comment on this form. BA (p. 45) think the copyist forgot to copy 
the parts in the paranthesis in the beginning of the next line. Šč (p. 80) does not make any 
particular comments, only cites a parallel for the phrase dostluqtan čïq- 'to leave friendship'.  
I interpret the ending -tur with the phonological erosion of the copula verb turur. See 
Chapter 7.8.3.7 
 
26/1 čuqurdan. PP (p. 75) reads čuqur as 'spotted' (~ Mo. čoqur, čouqur 'variegated, spotted, 
dappled' L 199), but he does not explain -dan. BA (p. 45) identifies čuqur as a foreign word, 
however, they do not specify 'foreign'. They deduce from the 'strange use of' -dan that čuqur 
should be a clan or city name. Šč (p. 81) reads čoqur tan aïġïr at and gives the translation 
'stallion of bay colour' ('žerebec gnedoj masti'). He analyses čoqur tan as a compound of Mo. 
čoqur 'variegated' ('pegij') and Per. tan 'body' ('telo').  
I accept BA's reading in the sense that I consider -dan morphologically as an ablative 
case marker. The inflected noun čuqur+ABL is in adjectival position, see Chapter 7.5. Thus, I 
analyse čuqurdan ayġïr at as a complex compound, see Chapter 6.2.4.2.2.  
 
27/1 köp čïġay (<čʾqʾy>) ämgäq (<ʾmkq>) čäk-: PP (p. 76-77) corrects the earlier readings of 
RN čaġï/čaġnï as čïġay 'poor, destitute' (< OT čïġanˊ, ED 408). He supposes the reading 
ämgäk instead of RN's ämgä for <ʾmkq>. BA (p. 46) also notes that the final -k in ämgäk is 
misspelled (see the note on 3/6 berkä ämgäq above). Šč (p. 82) notes that final <k> of ämgäk 
can be read with difficulties. He cites a Middle(?)-Uzbek parallel azob čekmok 'to suffer' 
(ispytyvat' mučenija') for ämgäk čäküb 'has suffered (inner pain)' ('preterpevaja vnutrennie 
mučenija'). Clauson cites the part as ämgäk čäkip turdï 'endured many sufferings' under 
ämgäk 'pain, agony' (ED 159). 
According to my analysis, čïġay ämgäq is a coordinate compound, which constitues a 
compex compound together with the verb čäk-. There are several such examples in the PON, 
see Chapter 6.2.4.1.3.  
 
27/3 čalïng bulïng <čʾlʾnk bwlʾnk> PP (p. 77-78) notes that the expression in question must 
be a compound, which's elements are nouns derived from verbs. He supposes čal- 'to knock 
down' (ED 417) and bula- < bulġa- 'to stir (liquid), to confuse' (ED 337). He cites also bulġaq 
with 'the well-known meaning' of 'confusion in combat' ('siyasî karışıklık') and 'hand-to-hand 
fighting, melee combat' (göğüs göğüse savaş)'. BA (p. 46) consdiers this expression as a 
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reduplicated compound of the Turkish telefon melefon type. They cautiously identify the first 
element either with OT yalïŋ 'naked' (ED 929) or alaŋ 'level open ground' (ED 147) with a 
prothetic initial y-. Šč (p. 82) reads čalang bulang. His analysis is similar to that of PP's from 
čal- and bul(a)-. He also notes that the first element čalang or ǰalang may be the OT word of 
the expression čalang yer 'saline black earth on which there is no vegetation, as if it had been 
burnt' in Kāšġarī's dictionary (ED 420). 
I propose that čalïng bulïng is a coordinate compound, where each element is an 
inflected verb: čal- 'to knock down' (ED 417), MT 'çalmak, hırsızlık etmek' (WOT 215), and 
bul- 'to find' (ED 332) (see Chapter 6.2.3.6), where both verbs are in IMP.2 (see Chapter 
7.8.4). For the marking of ï with <ʾ> (see Chapter 5.3.). I translated čalïng bulïng as 'hide-
and-seek' (lit. steal-and-find). Note that the structure of the English correspondent is very 
similar to that of čalïng bulïng. I think that such a translation fits well to the context, as 
Oguz's stallion disappears (közdän yit-) and the task of the hero is to find it, in which he 
excels.  
 
27/4 ǰörügüdä soġurġuda öngä er erdi PP (p. 78-80) argues long that the verb ǰörü- is the 
correspondent of yörü- 'to walk' (<OT yorï-'to walk, march' ED 957), but does not offer a 
solution for soġur-. He also does not take side for the reading of the word onga/öngä 
<ʾwnkʾ>. BA (p 46) interprets soġur- as a causative form of OT soġï- 'to be cold' (ED 806). 
They think that onga/öngä is a derivation of ong- for which they do not give meaning, may be 
OT ong- 1. 'to thrive, prosper' 2. 'to turn pale' (ED 168-169); or ön-, for which they give the 
meaning 'to be well' and which I could not attest. Šč (p. 82) interprets soġurġu as 'cold' 
('xolod') from a (causative) verbal stem soġur- 'to freeze' ('morozit' '), and he identifies onga 
'tough' ('vynoslivyj') with an OT word ongay 'agile' ('lovkij') (cf. OT ongay 'easy' ED 191).  
First, I think that the verb soġur- is not a causative derivation of OT soġï- 'to be cold', as 
I argue about it in Chapter 6.1.4.1.3. I also find the analysis of <ʾwnkʾ> from the verbal stem 
ong- problematic. I propose this word is and inflected (dative) form of öng 'front' (ED 167). 
For inflected nouns as adjectives see Chapter 7.5.  
 
27/8 soġuq bolupta PP-, Šč-, BA (p. 46) notes it without a particular comment. On the 
construction bolupta, see Chapter 7.8.7.4 
 
27/9 qaġardan sarunmïš <sʾrʾbnmʾš>: qaġar is a hypercorrect spelling for OT qar 'snow' (ED 
641). There are several other such spellings in the PON, which I discuss in details in Chapter 
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5.6. PP draws attentention that despite the written form <sʾrʾbn->, the word should be read as 
sarïn- or sarun- (~ OT sarïn- 'to be wrapped' ED 854). BA (p. 47) supposes again that it is a 
mistake taken place during copying the text, they assume an original <sʾr-ʾwn> form. Šč (p. 
82) cites some additional parralel examples for sarun- 'to be wrapped' (pokrybat'sja, 
okutyvat'sja). Note that <w> is well distinguishable from <b> (cf. Figure 9. in Chapter 2.6 
and Figure 13. in Chapter 2.8). The reason why sarun- is spelled as <sʾrʾbn>, however, still 
remains unclear.  
 
28/3 mängläp <mʾKlʾb>: PP reads mirläp <mʾrlʾb> as mir+lA-p from Per. mir < Ar. emir 
'prince, chief, leader'. BA (p. 47) segments the word as mängü-läp (in their translation 
'edebiyen' ), and they note that <K> looks similar to <r>, see Figure 17. in Chapter 2.9. Šč (p. 
82) reads m(e)ngläb and comments on PP's reading that it does not fit well to the context.  
 
28/5 bo üynüng taġamï altundan erdi tünglüqlarï taqï kümüštün qalqanlarï <qʾlqʾ[n]-lʾry> 
tämürdän erdilär erdi: PP (p. 82) and BA (p. 47) correctly identify the hypercorrectly spelled 
taġam with OT tam 'wall' (ED 502), see Chapter 5.6. PP and BA translate tünglük as 'window' 
– the original meaning is 'smoke-hole of a tent' (ED 520). BA attempt to etymologize the 
tünglük from tütün 'smoke'(ED 457), which cannot be proved as already PP has pointed out. 
PP reads <qʾlqʾ[n]> as <qʾlʾq> qalaġ 'cage framework of a building' ('yapı kafesi') or qalïq 
'floor (of a building)' ('kat'). BA leave their reading of <qʾlʾq> as qalïq 'çatı' ('roof') 
unexplained. For tungluq/tünglüq, Šč (p. 83) simpy notes that it is back-vocalised variant of 
tünglük 'window'. He, however, reads qalïq(a) for the third mentioned element of the house, 
and translates it as 'dver' '. He identifies it with the Mo. word χaġalġa (>* χālġa) 'gate, door' 
('vorota, dver' '). (Mo. qaġalġ-a(n) 'gate, door' L 906). 
My reading for <qʾlqʾ[n]> is qalqan which may be here the reborrowing of the OT word 
qalqan 'shield' (ED 621) from Mo. qalq-a 'shield, screen, bulwark' (L 922), in the concrete 
meaning '(window) shutter'. 
 
28/8 qapuluġ PP -. BA (p. 47) analyse the word as qapul-uġ 'closed'. Šč (p. 83) analyses the 
word as qapu+luġ 'having a gate' ('imejuščij dveri'), but finally he gives the translation 
'closed' ('zapertyj'). 
I discuss the problem of the derivation of qapuluġ at example (37), Chapter 6.1.1.1 (for 




29/9 munga ǰürčäd tätururlar erdi PP does not make comment on the form tätururlar. BA (p. 
48) and Šč (p. 83) analyse tätururlar as a causative of tä- 'to say, to speak' (ED 433) > te-tür- 
'to have sy to say sg' (ED 459)  
I think that the form tätururlar is problematic to interpret as a causative verb, since the 
first and second actant of the verb is not specified. I suppose instead that the form should be 
analyised as tä- [-A tur-][ ur (-lar) er]- di. Where the converb and auxiliary verb -A tur- 
expresses iterative actionality. The converbial form must have gone through phonological 
erosion, that's why we find tätur- instead of *täyü tur- or the like (see. Chapter 7.8.3.7). The 
aorist and inflected copula -ur er- expresses intraterminality in the past: +PAST(+INTRA), 
see Chapter 7.8.3.5.2.  
 
31/7 qanqa PP -. BA (p. 49) also spells the word as <qʾnqʾ> and they give the reading qanġa. 
Šč (p. 52-53) also reads qanġa without any particular comments. I preferred the reading 
qanqa as /ŋ/ is spelled <nk> even in back-vocalised words.  
 
33/6 čašqarun: see the note on čang ertä above. 
 
35/8 tüšimäl: PP (p. 90), BA (p. 51) and Šč (p. 85-86) all agree that the word is a copy of Mo. 
tüsimel [tüšimel] 'official, functionary' (L 857) < tüsi- 'to prop, assist; to rely on, count on (L 
856). Šč adds that the word refers to a person who performs magic rituals. I agree on this idea, 
the context supposes an implicit meaning 'seer' of tüšimäl. It is common in the PON that 
names are interpreted with folk etymologies. I assume that tüšimäl here is reinterpeted by its 
phonetic similarity with tüš 'dream' (ED 559), and tüšimäl goes through the following 
semantic change: Mo. tüšimäl 'official' > '(mystic) counselor' > (by folk etymolgy) 'seer, 
visionary' < 'one who sees the dream' << OT tüš 'dream'.  
 
37/1 türlük: PP- BA (p. 51) read the word as türlük and they suppose that it is a contraction of 
türüglük ~ OT tiriglik 'life, existence' (ED 546) Šč (p. 86) reads tör(ü)lük 'power, governing' 
('vlast', upravlenie') from OT törü 'power of the leader or government' ('vlast' knjazja, 
pravitel'stvennaja vlast' ') ~ törü 'traditional, customary, unwritten law' (ED 531).  
türlük is a noun and the subject of the sentence. I assume that türlük is a derivation of 
tür (discussed by the ED at the same entry as törlüg, p. 546) < Mo. düri (halha dür) 'shape, 
kind, complexion, appearance, expression of the face' (L 282) The meaning of the output 
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maybe 'presence or mood (which mirrors on the expression of the face)' See example (43), 
Chapter 6.1.1.2. 
 
37/1-2 [...] tängri berdi tüšümdä keldürsün: The difficulties of the translation of the sentence 
are due to that some words are missing from the beginning. The possible analysis of tängri 
berdi 'god-given' as an adjective of tüš 'dream' would mean that the first actant of the sentence 
is to be reconstructed for the missing part. BA do not make particular comment on it. They 
reconstruct the missing part as [nä-gü kök] and translate the sentence as 'Gök Tanrı düşümde 
verdiğini hakikate çıkarsın.' (p. 29). Šč also does not comment on the sentence. He 
reconstructs [bengä kök]. His translation is 'Nisposlalo svjaščennoe nebo [mne] (znamenie) 
vo vremja sna. Pust' sveršitsja [ėto]. (p. 58). Both translations implies the analysis of the 
subordinate clause of keldürsün with SVO syntax. I find Šč's translation forced, as the Turkic 
text does not contain anything with the meaning 'sign' (znamenie). I accepted BA's reading 
and made my translation according to that.  
 
37/2 tola <dʾlʾ> turur yer: PP (p. 93) makes a short comment that he does not accept RN's 
translation. He reads tilä turur without translation. BA (p. 51) interprets tala <dʾlʾ> as a 
mistake of the copier instead of tola <dwlʾ>. They give the translation 'the whole world' 
('bütün dünya'). Šč (p. 58) reads talai turur yerni with the translation 'the grabbed world' 
('zaxvačennye zemli'). He derives talai form a verbal stem tala- 'to raid, acquire through war, 
to rob'. ('grabit', zaxvatyvat' v rezul'tate sraženij, otbirat') ~ OT tala- 'to damage, pillage' (ED 
492). The morphology of talai in Šč's analysis is not clear for me.  
I agree with BA's translation. *tola could be a converb from tol- 'to be filled' (ED 491). 
With the copula verb turur, the translation of the phrase tola turur is 'being full' > 'whole' , as 
an adjective of yer 'world' < 'ground' (ED 954). It must be a misspelling indeed, either if the 




5. Phonological and phonetic features based on the orthography834 
 
5.1 The Uygur script and the script version of the PON 
 
The Uygur script is a letter-script of Semitic origin, which is based on the Sogdian alphabet. 
This latter goes back to the Aramaic script. It reached the Turks by Sogdian Buddhist monks. 
Table 1. introduces the sounds rendered by the indivdiual letters, and compares it with the 
sound-marking system of the PON. (For the Old Turkic phoneme-set, see Erdal 1998, 138-
140; more detailed Erdal 2004, 37-84). 
T.1 Comparison of the Old Turkic Uygur script835 and the grapheme-set of the PON. 
Name Letter(s) Old Turkic Uygur script PON 
Aleph <ʾ> initial V, or /ä/ (Initial V) /a/, /ä/, /ï/, /i/ 
<ʾʾ> /a-/ - 
Beth <v> /v/ - 
Gimel <ġ>(=<q̈>) /g/ [ġ] /k/ [q], /g/ [ġ] 
Waw <w> /o/, /u/, /ö/, /ü/ /o/, /u/, /ö/, /ü/, /w/ 
Waw + yod <wy> first syllable /ö/, /ü/ - 
Zain <-z> /z/ /-s/, /-z/ 
Zain, two dots <z̈> ž (only in loanwords) - 
Heth <h> [χ] - 
Heth, two dots <q> /k/ [q] /k/ [q], /g/ [ġ] 
Yod <y> /y/, /i/, /ï/ /y/, /i/, /ï/ 
Kaph <k> /k/ [k], /g/ [g] /k/ [k], /g/ [g] 
Lamedh <d> /d/ /t/, /d/ 
Mem <m> /m/ /m/ 
Pe <b> /b/, /p/ /b/, /p/, /w/ 
Nun <n> /n/ /n/ 
Tsadi <č> /č/ /č/, [ǰ]</y/ 
Resh <r> /r/ /r/ 
Shin <s> /s/ /s/, /z/ 
Shin, two dots <s̈> /š/ /š/ 
Tau <t> /t/ - 
hooked Resh <l> /l/ /l/ 
                                                 
834
 The present chapter is a united and corrected form of the articles Danka 2014 and Danka 2015b. I would like 
to draw the reader's attention to the fact that the conclusion drawn in this chapter is partly reconsidered compared 
to that of the articles. 
835
 Based on  Kara 1996: 540  
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If we examine the version of the script more precisely, we can see that it differs from 
the Old Turkic Uygur script. Basically it contains less graphemes. The following general 
remarks can be made on the orthography: 
There are no solid rules to mark the quality of a given sound precisely. This leads to 
fluctuating spellings of the individual lexemes, which fortunately allows us to draw 
conclusions about certain phonetic (and phonological) phenomena of the dialect of the text. In 
other words, the orthography of the text is rather phonetic than phonologic.  
In the marking of consonants, the orthography does not distinguish fortis : lenis 
consonants with different letters. This opposition has partly been marked in the Old Turkic 
Uygur script: :<q>:<ġ>, <s>:<z>, <t>:<d> (but <b> may render both /b/ and /p/; <k> may 
render [k] and [g]). In the PON the marking of the fortis and lenis consonants coincides in one 
way or in another: 
1. <ġ>(=<q̈>) [ġ],[q]; <q> [ġ],[q]. The two graphemes are very similar to each other. 
According to the cursive ductus of the PON, the two can be distinguished only by the diacritic 
dots, but the use of diacritics is completely spontaneous in the PON, for example <q̈ʾq̈ʾn>, 
<qʾqʾn> qaġan. 
2. The orthography of the manuscript does not make distinction between /s/ and /z/. The 
manuscript uses the graphemes <s> and <-z> in the following way: Their distribution is 
complementary, <-z> (looks identical with <-ʾ>) always occur on the end of a grapheme 
sequence, marking both /-s/ and /-z/, while <s> can occur only on the initial or internal part of 
a grapheme sequence, marking both /(-)s-/ and /-z-/.  
3. The <t> is completely absent in the PON. <d> marks both /t/ and /d/. 
4. <č> marks both /č/ and /y/ [ǰ]. This latter sound did not exist in Old Uygur.  
According to my opinion, the non-distinction of fortis:lenis opposition is only an 
orthographic feature, since this opposition exists in Old Uygur as well as in all modern Turkic 
languages.  
The vowel-marking of the PON also differs from Old Uygur: In first syllable, the text 
does not distinguish front and back vowels (aleph <ʾ> /a, ä/; yod <y> /ї, i/; waw <w> /o, u, ö, 
ü/), while this distinction has been existed in Old Uygur in first syllables (for details, see 
Chapter 5.2.4 and the table below).  
The most striking feature of the ortography of the PON is that in many cases a vowel 
which could have been expected to be mared with <y> in Uygur script is marked by <ʾ>. I 
will argue below that this is not a simple orthographical practice.. Although <ʾ> is not always 
distinguishable from <y> (cf. 
difference is clear.  
 
5.2 The Uygur script and the Old Turkic vowel
 
To understand the problem it is necessary to know that Uygur scrip as scri
Semitic origin. According to the threefold vowel system of the Semitic languages, contains 
three basic vowel-graphemes: : <
consonants /ʾ/, /y/ /w/ respectively
For the analysis below I apply the element
(Harris 1994). According to this theoretical framework, the (vowel
distinguished by [+] features, but 
{A, I, U}. The element {A} marks openness, {I} marks frontness, and {U} marks labiality. 
The quality of a vowel phoneme depends on which element
phoneme. According to the traditional [
as the following: 
(1){A} [+open, –front, –
{I} [–open, +front, –round
{U} [–open, –front, +
 
These elements correspond one to one to the phonemes of the Semitic vowel
marking: : {A} /a/ <ʾ>; {I} /i/ <y>, {U} /u/ <w>.
The vowels /a/, /i/, /u/ 




Chapter 2.3), in my argumentation I chose examples where this 
-system.  
ʾ> /a/, <y> /i/, <w> /u/. These graphemes ori
.  
-based approach of government
based on the presence or absence of the following elements: 
s are contained by the individual 





thus are qualified as simple ones, since they contain only one 
d privative opposition (Figure 35.). 
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The Old Turkic vowel-system, in which the script containing 3 basic vowel-graphemes was 
applied, is totally different of that of the Semitic one. It contains a total of 9 vowel-phonemes: 
/a/, /o/, /ï/, /u/, /ä/, /e/836, /ö/, /i/, and /ü/. The system originally contained long vowels as well, 
but these coincided with their short counterparts during the Old Turkic period. I do not go into 
the details here.  
To describe the Old Turkic (short) vowel-set, one element was not always enough of 
course, since the system contains more than three vowels. Thus, according to the theoretical 
framework applied here, some of the vowels contain more than one element. Form the simpler 
to the more complex, these can be described as the following: 
 (2)Vowels containing one element: /a/ {A}; /i/ {I}; /u/ {U} 
Vowels containing two elements: /ä/ {AI}; /o/ {AU}; ü {IU} 
Vowel containing three elements: /ö/ {AIU} 
 
From the list above, two phonemes are still excluded: /e/ and /ï/. /e/ contains the same 
elements as /ä/ {AI}, but – by the influence of the /i/ {I} in the following syllable – {I} 
became dominant in it, so /e/ differs of /ä/ in that the head relations had changed in /e/ : /ä/ 
{AI} and /e/ {AI}.  
The phoneme /ï/ is somewhat special, since its place in the system is not determined by 
the presence, but the absence of elements (not open, not front, and not round). The /ï/ is thus 
should be considered as neutral, and I use the mark {@} for this. The following argument is 
based on the assumption of this neutral quality of /ï/. The Old Turic vowel system is 
illustrated by Figure 36: 
 
Figure 36. The Old Turkic vowel system 
                                                 
836
 The phoneme /e/ in Old Turkic appeared from long /ä:/ and have joined [e], which was an allophone of 
short /ä/, when the syllable following /ä/ contained /i/ (Erdal 2004: 45). The scripts applied to Old Turkic mark it 
differently from /ä/ [ä], mostly with <y>. The Yenisey-group of the Old Turkic runiform inscriptions use a 
distinct grapheme <e>. The version of Uygur script of the PON discussed here also marks /e/ with <y>.  
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5.2.1 The phonological interpretation of the neutral element 
 
The simple vowel phonemes (=/a/, /i/, /u/) containing {A, I, U} represent the vertices of the 
triangle depicted in Figure 35, which corresponds to a oral cavity oriented to the left. The 
element {@} is located between the vertices, in the area of the triangle. If we consider the {A, 
I, U} elements as basic colours, and their combinations as mixed colours, the neutral element 
corresponds to the canvas. In a language the neutral vowel can appear in positions which are 
sensitive to reduction or to the phonetic environment. Such positions are for example those in 
which vowel-harmony takes place. The actual quality of the element {@} as well as the 
neutral element of a given language can differ from language to language (Harris 1994, 108-
135). 
 
5.2.2 /ï/ as the neutral phoneme of the Old Turkic vowel-system 
 
In the following, let us examine whether the interpretation of /ï/ as {@} is valid or not.  
The presence of the opposition /ï/:/i/ in Old Turkic is debated. In first syllable there are 
minimal pairs, the velar /ï/ mostly appear in the vicinity of /k/ [q] and /g/ [ġ]. There are 
minimal pairs in which there is no /k,g/: tïn 'breath, spirit' : tin 'halter'; sïz- 'to ooze' : siz 'you 
(pl.)'; tï:t- 'to tear to shreds' (and tït 'larch tree') : tit- 'to renounce'. These examples verify that 
/ï/ and /i/ are two distinct phonemes, instead of allophones in the vicinity of /k,g/ (Erdal 2004, 
52-59).  
The phoneme /k/ contains the following elements: {@, ?, h} where {@} is the place of 
formation (velum), {?} is the plosive element and {h} is the noise element. The allophone [k] 
appears in the vicinity of vowels containg {I} element (/ä, i, ö, ü/), while [q] in the vicinity of 
vowels not containg {I} (/a, ï, o, u/). Thus, we have to assume that the two allophones are 
distinguished by an {I}, which's presence depends on the presence of a vowel, from which the 
{I} can spread to /k/.  
I would like to stress that the analysis of Old Turkic [k] as {@, ?, h, I} and that of [q] as 
{@, ?, h} is a mere assumption, and I do not conclude here that the real pronounciaton of [k] 
had been palatalised, since such a statement could not be verified in the absence of reliable 
volume of voice. The reason I choose this analysis is simplicity: In this way the difference 
between [k] and [q] can be grasped in the same way as the difference between /u/ {U} and /ü/ 
{UI}, etc., which can be completely verified (see below). According to this analysis, it is not 
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necessary to introduce a place-element which distinguishes velar [k] and uvular [q], as they 
are commonly referred in Turkological literature. This analysis of Old Turkic /k/ also 
corresponds to the discussion in Chapter 5.2.1, since its place of formation is {@}, which is 
sensitive to phonetic enviroment, and in the case of suffixes, to vowel harmony.  
Similar to /k/, /g/ can be analysed as the set of elements {@, (?), h} (the presence of the 
plosive element is debated), to which de voiced {L} element is to be added. The distribution 
of [g] and [ġ] is the same as of [k] and [q], so the difference between them is the presence or 
absence of {I}, depending on the environment.  
In Old Turkic the change /ï/>/i/ is known in the vicinity of /č, š, nˊ, y/, which are also 
consonants containing the palatal element {I}, so the requirements of the spreading of {I} are 
given. In these cases the Old Turkic opposition /ï/:/i/ disappears, which – considering the 
sensitivity to environment of {@} – supports the {@} interpretation of the Old Turkic /ï/.  
 
5.2.3 The <ʾ>-spelling of /ï/ in Old Turkic 
 
We can find the following information about the <ʾ>-spelling of /ï/ in Erdal's grammar: 
(1) In pre-classical texts written in scripts of Semitic origin (Sogdian, Uygur, 
Manichean) the <ʾ>-spelling of /ï/ can be observed, mainly in the former two, but it is not 
general. Erdal (2004: 91) considers it as mere graphic fluctuation. 
(2) In texts written in Brāhmī script, in the vicinity of /g, r, l/ , an /ï/>[a] change can be 
observed, which is considered by Erdal as a phonetic change, namely lowering. He interprets 
it as the appearance of /ï/ in the above environment is " psychologically assigned to the /a/ and 
not the /ї/ phoneme" (Erdal 2004: 91). 
(3) The <ʾ>-spelling of [ï] is frequent in fourfold synharmonic suffixes in the case of /X/ 
[ï, i, u, ü]. Rarely, in the case of suffixes, [i] is also spelled with <ʾ>. This is also interpreted 
by lowering by Erdal (2004: 44) 
 
5.2.4 The vowel-marking of Old Turkic Uygur script 
 
During the adoptation of the Sogdian script to Old Turkic, new strategies were needed to 
render Turkic vowels, which are alien for the original Semitic system. These are /ä/, /e/, /ï/, 




Table 2. summarises the strategies used by the Uygur script to describe the Old Turkic 
vowel-phonemes. The data given before the comma marks the position of first syllable, and 
the data after the comma marks non-first syllable position. In the case of /e/, the '-' means that 
this phoneme does not occur in non-first syllable in Old Turkic. In the case of /o/ and /ö/ it 
means that the closedness of non-first syllable labials cannot be determined in texts written in 
Uygur script because of the innate features of the script. I generally transcribed them as u and 
ü. '(ʾ)' refers to word-initial position, thus according the orthographic convention the word-
inital vowels are always introduced by a radical <ʾ>. This radical <ʾ> does not add 
information to the description of the qualities of the phoneme (except /ä/), more or less it 
means 'word-initial vowel'.  






















 <(ʾ)w>, - 
/ä/  
{AI} 





As it can be seen, the Uygur script is imperfect, since it is unable to mark the Old Turkic 
vowel phonemes precisely. There is no one-to-one phoneme-grapheme correspondence, 
although the marking intuitively tends to grasp the (dominant) elements of the phonemes, 
with more or less success.  
The Uygur script can grasp and cover only the {U}-element of the phonemes of the Old 
Turkic vowel-system.  
The Uygur grapheme <y> marks only primarily the element {I} (see /i/, /e/, /ö/, /ü/, but 
not /ä/). However, its secondary interpretation is the absence of {A} and {U}. We can see 
similar fluctuation in the case of <ʾ> as well. The primary interpretation of <ʾ> is {A} (see /a/, 
/ä/), the secondary one is the absence of {I}and {U}.Thus, in the case of the graphemes <ʾ> 
and <y>, if not the primary interpretation is authoritative, the secondary interpretation is being 
activated. The secondary one is the absence in both cases, which corresponds to the {@} 
quality of /ï/. Since the Semitic legacy of the script is that the graphemes rendering vowels 
originally cover only the vertices of the triangle shown on Figure 37, and the {@}-element of 
the /ï/ is in the area of the triangle, the /ï/ phoneme – since there is no functional grapheme for 
it – can be marked only in the indirect way discussed above (see. Figure 37, cf. Figure 35). 
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Ultimately, the reason of the fluctuation of the marking of /ï/ is that the script simply contains 
no functional grapheme to render /ï/.  
 
 
Figure 37. The element-marking of the vowel-graphemes inUygur script.  
 
5. 3 Data in the PON 
 
Above we saw why the vowel-marking of the Old Turkic in Uygur script is fluctuating in the 
case of /ï/. I mentioned in the introduction that the PON is a Middle-Turkic text, and is written 
with a version of Uygur script, which, by reasons of chronological distance, differs from Old 
Turkic Uygur script. However, the basic principles of the script remained the same. Based on 
this, I assume that the discussion above is valid for the script version of the PON as well, and 
I intend to interpret the data below from this prespective. I give the number of occurences 
with <ʾ> and <y>-marking next to the listed data, with the following format: (xn1 vs. xn2) 
 
5.3.1 <ʾ>-marking of back /ï/ before /g, r, l/ 
Based on Old Turkic, as it can be expected, in back vocalic environment before /g, r, l/, there 
are numerous examples for the <ʾ> marking of /ï/. Actually this is the case in most of of the 
data in hand. Here I give only one example for each consonant.  
 
(3) /qїrq/ ~ <qʾrʾq> ’forty, many’  x7 vs. 0 
 /yїlqї/ ~ <yʾlqy> ’livestock’  x4 vs. 0 
 /čїġay/ ~ <čʾqʾy> ’poor’  x1 vs. 0 
 
5.3.2 <ʾ>-marking of back /ï/ before consonants other than /g, r, l/ 
 
(4) /qїlїč/ ~ <qylʾč>, <qʾlʾč> ’sword’  x4 vs. 0 
 /qїz/ ~ <qʾz> 1. ’girl’ 2. ’valuable’  x1+x1 vs. 0 
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 /qїmїz/ ~ <qʾmyz> ’koumiss’  x1 vs. 0 
 /tїš/ ~ /tiš/ ~ <dʾš> ’tooth’  x1 vs. 0 
 
5.3.3 <ʾ>-marking of front /i/ before /g, r, l/ 
 
(5) /tilä-/ ~ <dʾlʾ-> ’to wish’  x7 vs. x1 
 /bir/ ~ <bʾr> ‘a/an’  x7 vs. x30 
 /birlä/ ~ <bʾrlʾ> ‘with’  x2 vs. x23 
 /tirig/ ~ <dʾrʾk> ‘living’ x2 vs. x1 
 /til ~tїl/ ~ <dʾl> ‘tongue, speech’  x1 vs. 0 
 /čärig/ ~<čʾrʾk> ‘army’  x3 vs. x12 
 /bildür-/ ~ <bʾldwr-> ‘to explain’  x1 vs. x2 
 
We see that forms spelled with <ʾ> include also data containing /i/, however, they are not 
anymore in majority. This could be considered as normal, since the expected spelling in this 
environment is <y> of the {I}-element. In these cases the interesting thing is exactly that we 
find <ʾ> marking at all.  
 
5.3.4 <ʾ>-marking of front /i/ before consonants other than /g, r, l/ 
 
(6) /tälim/ ~ <dʾlʾm> ‘many, much’  x3 vs. x4 
 /täriŋ/ ~ <dʾrʾnk> ‘deep’  x1 vs. 0 
 /tiktür-/~ <dʾkdwr-> ‘to erect’ +CAUS. x1 vs. 0 
 /biti-/ ~ <bʾdʾ-> ‘to write (with calamus)’  x1 vs. 0 
 /yit-/ ~ <yʾd-> ‘to get lost (of sight)’  x1 vs. 0 
 /ič-/ ~ <ʾč-> ‘to drink’ x1 vs. x3 
 
5.3.5 Unusual spellings of etymological round vowels 
 
In this script version, we find unusual spelling not only in the position of /ï/ or /i/. This 
phenomenon can be observed also instead of expected <w> in some cases. There is a set of 
data in which we clearly find <ʾ> marking of round vowels (cf. Figure 10 in Chapter 2.6). 
The list here is exhaustive. 
(7)  
 /taluy/ <dʾlʾy> 'a large body of water' x1 vs. x1 
 /bol-/ <bʾl-> 'to become'  x1 vs. x46 
 /tol-/ <dʾl-> 'to be filled' x1 vs. x0 
 /yol/ <čʾl> 'road' x1 vs. x4 
 /yaru-/ <yʾrʾ-> ’to labour (with child)’  x1 vs. x2 
 /altun/ <ʾldʾn> 'gold' x1 vs. x12 
 /bedük/<bʾdʾk> 'great' x3 vs. x8 
 
In the case of another set of data, it is not clear whether <w> or <ʾ> is written at the 





 /uluġ/ <ʾwlWq> ’big, great’  x1 vs. x8 
 /tut-/ <dWd-> ’to hold, to consider’ x1 vs. x3  
 /dost/ <dWsd> ’friend’  x1 vs. x2 
 /song/ <sWnk>’after ’ x1 vs. x28 
 /üst/ <ʾWsd> ’upper part’ x1 vs. x3 
 /baluq/ <bʾlWq> ’town’ x2 vs. x6 
 
There is one more such instance: the genitive case marker +nXng <nWnk> in 19/4, see below.  
The last cited data, baluq originally contained /ï/, not /u/ (ED, 335), however, in the PON 
there are spelling of <bʾlwq> in 7 more cases. For this reason I found practical to list it in this 
group of data.  
 
5.3.6 <ʾ> spelling in the position of fourfold morphophonemes 
 
The closed illabial vowels spelled with <ʾ> also occur in suffixes which contain the fourfold 
morphophoneme /X/. The realisation of /X/ can be [ï, i, u, ü], depending on the quality of the 
vowel in previous syllable: /a, ï/ > [ï], /ä, i/, /e/ > [i] /o, u/ > [u], /ö, ü/ > [ü]. We have the most 
examples in the cases of the perfective gerund -(X)p and genitive case marker -nXng.  
 
5.3.6.1 The spelling of the vowel of the perfective gerund -(X)p 
 
The gerund -(X)p occurs 34 times in the text. 16 of the examples are spelled with <w>, 9 of 
them are after vowel containing {U}, 7 of them are after vowels not containing {U}. We find 
spelling <-yb> in the cases of 3 different lexemes (/ič-/ 'to drink', /ber-/ 'to give', /kel-/ 'to 
come'), a total of five times (1+2+2 respectively). All of the <yb> spellings are after vowel 
containg {I} but not {U} (/e/ and /i/). We must add that spelling of /kel-/ and /ber-/ also 
fluctuates throughout the text. In the case of /ber-/, there is <bʾryb> both times, in the case of 
/kel-/ there is <kʾlyb> one time and <kylyb> two times.  
The gerund -(X)p is spelled as <-ʾb> 13 times, once after /u/. In the remaining 12 cases 
it is distributed equally between positions after vowels containing {I} but not {U} (/e/, /ä, i/), 
and that containing neither {I} nor {U} element (/a, ï/).  
 
5.3.6.2 The spelling of the vowel of the genitive case marker +nXng 
 
The genitive case marker +nXng occurs 54 times in the text. 33 of them the suffix-vowel is 
spelled with <w>, mostly after vowels not containing {U}, focused around two lexemes 
(qaġan 'kagan' and the declinative stem an+ of the demonstrative pronoun ol). Now the 
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discussion of the reason of this phenomenon would lead away from the subject from the 
present study.  
We find spelling <(+)nynk> 6 times. These 6 cases are distributed among almost all of 
the possible environments, but in all cases after stem-vowel containing no {U}. We find also 
examples of fluctuating spellings in the cases of vowels preceding the case marker: čärig+niŋ 
'army+Gen.' <čʾryk+nʾnk> ~ <čʾrʾk+nʾnk>. 
Figure 38 shows that the spelling <ʾ> occurs in a proportion of 2-2,5 against <y>, if we 














Figure 38. The spelling of the morphophoneme /X/ in the suffixes -(X)p and +nXng 
 
Considering the data we can see that the phenomenon under discussion can be observed a) in 
word stems first and non-first syllables, as well as out of word stems, b) in the environment of 
almost any consonant, c) in the environment of front or back vowels and d) in some cases in 
positions of etymological round vowels. (cf. Chapter 5.3.5). Thus, in the PON, the spelling 
<ʾ> occurs much more widely than the cases described by Erdal, and while the phonetic 
environment was relevant in OT, it seems that in the PON it is not anymore.  
 
5.3.7 Homograph spelling in the PON 
 
The vowel-spelling procedure discussed above lead to homographic forms in the PON. Thus 
we find lexemes with etymologically different phonetic shape, spelled in the same way in the 
PON. The data in hand can be divided into three groups.  
i) Same environment of frontness or backness, where the vowel-phoneme of the word 
pair differs only by an {A} element, and both words occur in the text.  
 
(8) /qїl-/ ’to do something’ ~ /qal-/ ’to stay, remain’  <qʾl-> 
 /qїlїč/ ’sword’ ~ /qalač/ ’tribal name’  <qʾlʾč> 










 /tїš ~ tiš/ ’tooth’ ~ /taš/ ’stone’  <dʾš> 
 /tїl ~ til/ ’tongue, speech’ ~ /tal/ ’willow’  <dʾl> 
 
ii) The same as in (8), except that one part of the word pair does not occur in the PON, 
although it is well attested in old and modern Turkic languages, so it can be assumed that the 
spoken dialect of the PON also contained it (these are marked with *): 
 
(9) /qїz/ 1. ’girl’ 2. ’rare’ ~ */qaz/ ’goose’  <qʾz> 
 /qїrq/ ’forty, many’ ~ */qaraq/ ’eyeball, pupil’  <qʾrʾq> 
 /yit-/ ’to get lost (of sight)’ ~ */yet-/ ’to reach’  <yʾd-> 
 
iii) Different environment of frontness and backness, the parts of the word pair differ in two 
elements: The presence or absence of {A} and {I}. 
 
(10) /ič-/ ’to drink’ ~ /ač-/ ’to open’ <ʾč-> 
 /bir/ ’a/an’ ~ /bar/ ’particle expressing existence’  <bʾr> 
 /yit-/ ’to get lost (of sight) ~ /yat-/ ’to lie, lie down’ <yʾd-> 
 
In the case of this last group we can speak about real homography, in the case of (8) and (9) it 
is also possible that parts of the word pairs are homophonous. In this case we should assume 
that the opposition between /a/ and /ï/ disappeared in the dialect of the PON. I do not consider 
it probable, and in the following I willl argue that oppositions between the vowels did not 
disappear, only redistributed.  
 
5.4 Phonological interpretation of the text of the PON 
 
Because of the considerable amount of data, I assume that the vowel-marking procedure of 
the PON is not only orthographical fluctuation, but covers real phonetic phenomenon. The 
superficial symptome of this is that in back vocalic environment the phoneme /ï/ and the 
realization [ï] of /X/ are spelled with <ʾ> in most cases, and this spelling can be observed in 
cases of /i/ as well. In our present framework we have three possibilites for the interpretation 
of such a phonetic phenomenon: 1) lowering, (spreading of {A} element), 2) reduction 




Figure 39: 1. lowering, 2. reduction 3. redistribution of head-relations. 
 
Let us see the possibilities one by one.  
1) According to the theoretical framework of government-phonology, in the case of 
lowering, we have to assume the element {A} spreads to the position of vowel not containing 
{A}. According to our data in hand, it can not be executed, since most of the data does not 
contain {A} element at all. 
2) In the case of reduction we must determine which element will be detached. We can 
exclude {A} since the data in hand etymologically does not contain {A}. The detachment of 
{U} also could interpret only a very small fragment of the data (see. Chapter 5.3.5), and the 
central problem would go untouched. With detachment of {I} the front:back opposition 
would disappear between the vowels. Again, according to our data (see Chapters 5.3.3 and 
5.3.4) this is not the case, since in the majority of the corresponding data we find <y> 
spelling. Thus, we can exclude reduction as well.  
3) In the mirror of all data, only one possibility remains: in the data spelled with <ʾ>, 
the {@} element becomes dominant, while in the case of /ï/ there is no real change, and its 
position in the system did not change. In the meantime, we have to keep it forward that 
according to the above discussion, the orthography marks the dominant element in the cases 
of data in question. 
It is a further arguement for the validity of the above statement that we do not know 
such a wide vowel-opening process among the modern Turkic languages what our data would 
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show, but we do know redistribution of head-relations of the vowel system among the Volga 
Turks, namely in modern Tatar and Bashkir.  
It is well-known that a Volga-Kipchak vowel system went through a total shift 
compared to that of Old Turkic, which happended in two steps connected to each other: (1) 
The original mid-closed vowels became closed ones (their {A} element detached), then (2) in 
order to preserve the phonological opposition, the original closed vowels became "reduced", 
in other words, their pronounciation became vague. This process went together with 
centralisation (Berta 1998, 283). According to government-phonology, this means that in the 
cases of the original closed vowels the element {@} became dominant. 
I do not state here, however, that the idiom of the PON would be a predecessor of 
modern Volga-Kipchak languages, I simply state that the process observed in the vowel- 
marking of the PON may be similar to that is present in Volga-Kipchak. Even if the 'vowel-
shift' in the PON is similar to the Volga-Kipchak one, this is only one similar phonological 
feature between these languages. 
At the present state of the research – due to the dubiousness of other factors, such as the 
(exact) distance in time between the PON and Volga-Kipchak, possible areal and contact-
linguistic phenomena, etc. – direct or indirect connection between the idiom of the PON with 
Tatar and Bashkir cannot be proved, and it is out of the scope of the present work.  
 
5.5 The possible vowel system of the PON based on the vowel marking of its script variety 
 
If we accept the assumption that vowel system of the PON went through a 'vowel shift' 
similar to that of the Volga-Kipchak and we fit this vowel system behind the script-version of 
the PON, then we may get an answer for the unusual spellings in the PON.  
T.3 shows the possible reflexes of the Old Turkic vowels (bold), and that which 
graphemes could render them in the PON. 
The possible shift of the round vowels is actually hid by the script, since there it only 
marks the element {U}. Thus, with a few exceptions cited in Chapter 5.3.5, the shift can not 
really be grasped in the cases of vowels containing {U}. In word stems, we can see more 
examples in vowels containing {I}, however, in the majority of cases the orthography marks 
the original quality. The original /ï/ is almost always marked by <ʾ>, which method is applied 
more frequently than in Old Turkic. The <ʾ> spelling became dominant against <y> in the 
vast majority of cases in the positions sensitive to vowel harmony. It seems that for the scribe 
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it was more adequate to spell centralised /ï/ with <ʾ>, although its realisation did, but its place 
in the system did not change.  
 
T.3 The shift of vowel system of the PON, and its marking with Uygur script.  
 
2.centralization 
/i/ > /ĕ/  
{@I} <y>/<ʾ> 
/ü/ > /ö ̆/ 
{@IU} <w> 
/ї/ >/ї/̆  
{@} 
<y>/ <ʾ> 





/e/ > /i/  
{AI} 
<y>/<ʾ> 
/ö/ > /ü/  
{AIU} 
<w> 
/o/ > /u/  
{AU} 
<w> 







As a conclusion, we can say that despite its imperfectness, the orthography of the PON tends 
to provide the spelling according to the pronounciation, from which one can get information 
about the features of the dialect recorded by the text. The vowel system of the PON may have 
gone through a shift similar to that we know from Volga-Kipchak, but this shift may have not 
yet accomplished.  
 
5.6 Hypercorrect forms 
 
The orthography of the PON seems to show influence of Written Mongolian orthography in 
the way of marking primary or secondary long /ā/ sounds by the grapheme-sequence <ʾqʾ>. 
Several words occur in the text with this hypercorrect orthography, which are already 
registered in the previous editions of the PON, but no exhaustive examination has been made 
covering the whole text. On a second glance, the keen eye may find more examples, but 
written with <ʾqw>, <ʾqy>, etc.  
The aim of the present chapter is to investigate these words with hypercorrect 
orthography, and to attempt to determine the quality of the sounds marked by <VqV>.  
In order to reach our goal, it is subservient to introduce briefly the history of Mongolic 
sounds marked by <VqV> in Written Mongolian. 
The parallels of Written Mongolian grapheme sequences <ʾq̈ʾ>, <ʾq̈w>, <ʾq̈y> etc. in 
modern Mongolic languages are secondary long vowels or diphthongs due to the result of 
reduction and disappearing of an earlier /g/ in intervocalic position. The orthography of the 
Chinese transcription (end of 14th century) of the Secret History of Mongols (the dating of 
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the original text is not sure, probably mid-thirteenth century837) allows the conclusion that in 
contemporary spoken Mongolian the process of loss of the intervocalic /g/ had already been 
started, and it had a so-called ’hiatus’ in intervocalic position. Pre-Classical and Classical 
written Mongolian, however, preserved the marking of intervocalic /g/. Scholars still argue 
about the actual quality of this etymologic /g/ in 14th century Mongolian language, but the 
detailed argument of the topic is not the subject of the present study. The two most recent 
opinions are the following: 
According to Miller’s (2002) very detailed analysis, that the sound in question had been 
a laryngeal or uvular weak spirant [ɦ] which developed from a *[ġ], and this [ġ] is marked by 
<k> or <q̈> in Written Mongolian. Janhunen (2003) derives the intervocalic „hiatus” from a 
„Pre-proto-Mongol” *p which developed into *χ and the language of the Secret History 
shows this sound as a laryngeal [h]838. 
Now we can turn to the data of the PON. In every example I gave the locus of the given 
words in the manuscript as X/Y where X stands for the number of the page, and Y for the 
number of the line on the page. This also means that every example I give are word instances 
and not lexemes, however, many of them occur only a single time in the text. Consider the 
following examples: 
 
(11a) <qʾqʾr> 27/9  ~ OT qār ’snow’ ED 461 
(11b) <qʾqʾr-lʾq> 28/3  ’proper name, Karluk’ < OT qār +lXg839 
 
(12) <qʾqʾdʾr> 31/3  ~ OT qatїr ’mule’ ED 604, ﺮطﺎﻗ Z 682a 
 
(13) <šʾqʾm> 33/3  ~ ar. šām ماﺷ ’Syrien, Damaskus’ Z 536a 
 
(14) <dʾqʾm> 28/6  ~ OT tām ’wall’ ED 502 
 
As we can see, the spelling of <ʾqʾ> is unmotivated in the sense that none of the words 
contains an etymological /g/. In the examples (11a), (11b) and (14) the vowel of the word 
stems goes back to etymological Old Turkic long /ā/. The etymon of example (13) goes back 
                                                 
837
 The problem and research history of the question about the age of the original text and how it was edited later 
is most recently summarized by Rachewiltz 2006: xxix-liii. 
838
 According to András Róna-Tas (personal communication), the analyisses of Miller and Janhunen complement 
each other as they describe different stages of the same process: 1. VpV > 2. VβV > 3. VγV > 4. VɦV > 5. VV. 
Miller describes stages 3. and 4., while Janhunen describes stages 1., 3. and 4. but without considering voicing. 
The fluctuation of debel 'long garment, dress, robe' (L 238) with degel (both voiced, showing stages 2. and 3.) 
however, suppose that Janhunen is wrong at this point. Stations 3. 4. are marked with <VgV>/<VġV> by Uygur-
Mongolian script, however the Chinese transcription shows stage 4.  
839
 The context provides a folk etymology of the Turkic tribal name. In the text the protagonist gives the 
namebecause the beg is covered by snow, this verifies that the word formative element of the word corresponds 
to Old Turkic +lXg, although it is homographous with +lXK. 
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to an Arabic word which also contains a long /ā/. Example (12) etymologically contains no 
long vowel. The spelling of qatïr as <qʾqʾtʾr> might show that the word contained a 
secondary long vowel in the first syllable in the variety of the scribe or the speaker (see 
below). 
As we have seen, all the examples contain <ʾqʾ> spelling, which suggests that they had 
been pronounced with long /ā/ at the time of the compilation of the text. The spelling of the 
words suggests that the scribe had competence in written Mongolian. The fact that these 
spellings, with the exception of (12), contain etymologic long vowel, also suggest that the 
spoken Mongolian variety known by the scribe had contained already secondary long /ā/, 
which developed from the disyllabic /aga/ sequence. The fact that they appear in the PON 
showing a later stage may mean two things: 1. Either the PON is later than the 14th century, 
(or at least than the copy of the Secret History), or 2. The Mongolian dialect which is echoed 
in the PON is more progressive in this aspect. Now let us turn to the next example:  
 
(15) <dʾqwrʾq> 13/6 ~ OT tawraq ’speed, hurry, quick’ ED 443 
 
The Old Turkic word had never contained etymological /g/. The corresponding sound of Old 
Turkic /aw/ is spelled by <ʾqw>. I assume that the instance occurring in the PON contains a 
diphthong with a labial element (marked by <w>), which developed from the phoneme 
sequence /aw/. I will return to its closer quality later. Another case is visible at example (16): 
 
(16) <dʾrlʾqw-syz> 29/8 ~ OT tarlaġ, tarla ED 546 ~ tarїġlaġ ’a cultivated field’ ED 
541 +SXz 
 
In this case the instance of the word is spelled by <w> again however the etymon of the word 
lacks a labial element. The word can only be derived from tarlaġ.840 The phoneme sequence 
/ag/ is spelled also with <ʾqw>, thus its pronunciation must had coincided with that of /aw/. 
This phenomenon which is typical of Kipchak languages, occurs already in the Italian part of 
the Codex Cumanicus from the 13th century: tarlov’Ackerfeld’ (Grønbech 1942: 236). 
Another word may be added to our list so far, which seems to be Mongolian origin, 
although it is somewhat problematic: 
 
(17) Chag. اﯾﺮﻮﻗ kurja (=qoriya)’Mauer, Hütte (Z 716c) ~ Mo. qoriy-a(n) ’enclosure, 
camp’ (L 967), qoruġ-a (L 968) 
(17a) <qwryqʾn> 12/3  
(17b) <qwryqʾn> 14/9 
                                                 
840
 It would be possible to subtract a word formative –GUSIz element (with the opposite meaning of –GUlUK, 
however, a verb stem *tarla-< *tarїġla- could not be dated, only the derivated form tarlaġ<tarїġlaġ (ED 541) 
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(17c) <qwryqʾn> 15/3 
(17d) <qwrʾqʾn> 17/4 
(17e) <qwryqʾn>/<qwrʾqʾn> 29/7 
 
The problem here is that if the scribe had competence in (Written) Mongolian, why didn’t he 
use the Written Mongolian form of this word? Instead, he used again the spellings <yqʾ> and 
<ʾqʾ> for the phoneme sequence /iya/ or /uġa/ (the Written Mongolian spellings are <yy-ʾ> or 
(<wq̈-ʾ> respectively). In any case, based on the examples cited above, the pronunciation of 
the word should have contain a diphthong (<yqʾ> spellings) or long vowel (<ʾqʾ> spelling[s]), 
which more or less corresponds to the written form in Arabic script of the Chagatay data. 
Until this point, we saw hypercorrect examples which, with the exception of the form 
qoruġ-a, never contained etymological /g/ but are spelled so by the Mongolian orthography, 
thus allowing the assumption that they contained a diphthong or long vowel. Now let us turn 
to another group of data, which seems to fall under the same orthographic rule, but the reason 
of their spelling is different. These words have the syllable-structure (C)VgVC, and fall under 
the phonotactic rule that if they take suffix with initial consonant, the second-syllable vowel 
disappears. In these cases however, the spelling of the words in question does mark second-
syllable vowel: 
 
(18) aġїz+Px3(+Cx) ’his/her mouth’ > *aġzї 
(18a) <ʾqysy>/<ʾqʾsy>1/6  





Example (18b) is misspelled, the diacritic dots are put next to the first two <ʾ>-s, not the 
second two ones. In (18a) it is not completely clear that whether a <y> or an <ʾ> to be read in 
the second syllable (the only difference between the two graphemes in this text is their 
length). In these cases, the data can be analyzed in two ways: 1. The morphophonetic rule 
mentioned above is not valid (allowing the readings of aġïzï, aġïzumġa, etc.); 2. The second 
syllable vowel is a part of an <ʾqʾ> or <ʾqy> sequence again, thus it is to be read together as a 
secondary long vowel (āzï, āzumġa, etc.) or with a similar hiatus as in Middle-Mongolian: 
(aʾïzï, aʾïzumġa, etc.), regardless of whether the rule above-mention morphophonetic rule is 
valid or not. Based mainly on (18c), (18d) and (18e), and on (19) cited below, I assume that 
the second possibilty (number 2.) is valid here.  
 
(19) OT yaġїr ’a saddle-gall’ > ’shoulders’ (ED 905) 
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(19a) <yq̈ʾry> 2/4 occurring two times in the same line 
 
Clauson cites the corresponding part of the PON as yaġrї kiš yaġrї teg ’his shoulders like a 
sable’s shoulders’ (ED 905), however, the spellings of the word-instances both times are as in 
(19a), as the diacritic dots occurs immediately after the word-initial <y>. The problem with 
the spelling of the word is that after the word-initial /y/ no vowel sign occurs. If Clauson’s 
reading (based on BA’s) is correct, and the word yaġїr is to be seen here, then we can see the 
same grapheme-sequence as in (17a), (17b) and (17c), but it covers the expected OT 
phoneme-sequence /yaġï/. Now I don't consider the problem of marking /ya-/ with a single 
<y>, but emphasize the fact that the second syllable <ʾ> in (19a) instead of <y> suggests that 
the reading of the grapheme sequence <yqʾ> in (19a) and <ʾqʾ>/<ʾqy> in (18) should imply a 
secondary long vowel or with a hiatus (which may have eventually further developed into a 
diphthong) respectively (in the case of (19a), with or without /y-/).  
Further data can be observed with similar morphophonetic environment with labial 
vowels: 
 
(20) kögüz’chest, breast’ (ED 714) +Px3 >*kögzü ’his or her breasts’  
(20a) <kwkwzwndwn> 1/9  
(20b) <kwkwzw> 2/4 
(20c) <kwkwzw> 2/5 
 
(21) oġul ’(male) child’ (ED 83) +Px3 >*oġlї ’his/her son’ 
(21a) <ʾwqwl-wn> 20/3 
(21b) <ʾwqwl-y> 21/1 
 
The next group of data shows that the hiatus- (or diphthong-) marking <VqV> can overarch 
morpheme-boundaries:  
 
(22) (chag. اﺮﯿﭽ, ﻰاﺮﯿﭽ čira, čiray ’Gesicht, Wange’ (Z 378a) <Mo. čiray (L 191)+Px3 
(22a) <čʾrʾqy> 1/5  
(22b) <čʾrʾqy> 34/3 
 
(23) <swqy> 19/4 ~ OT suw ’water’ ED 783 + Px3  
 
Again, in (22) and (23) there is no etymological /g/, <ʾqy> and <wqy> marks word-final 
hiatus or diphthong to which a vowel-initial suffix had been added.  
Some instances of deverbal nominal formative –GU points that the pronunciation of 




(24) OT aŋ- ’to remember, call to mind’ (ED 168) –GU +Px3841 
(24a) <ʾnkʾqw-sw> 1/1 
(24b) <ʾnkqw-sy> 5/8 
(24c) <ʾnkwqw-sw> 6/3 
 
(25) <ʾwqʾ-qw-lwq> 35/8 ~ uq- ’to understand something’ (ED) 77 –GUlXk 
 
The “second syllable” vowel graphs in (24a), (24c) and in (25) could be also analyzed as 
anaptyctic sounds842, but according to the proposal I made above, these data also belong here. 
The sequences <ʾqw> and <wqw> should mark a diphthong or secondary long-vowel 
respectively. 
To sum up so far, the orthography of the text marks <VqV> grapheme-sequences in 
positions in which it is not expected. This single orthographic phenomenon, however, covers 
several phonetic phenomena, which probably end up in results close to each other, a long 
vowel, an intervocalic hiatus, or diphthong. The tables below summarize the data, and 
compares markings of the phoneme-sequences. I underlined the phoneme-sequences. 
  
                                                 
841Sertkaya (1993) proposes that this word is identical with OT yaŋqu ’echo’ (ED 949) with the loss of the word-
inital /y-/. The system he draws out in his article about the loss of /y-/ and other phonetic features seem plausible, 
but in the case of this word the meaning ’echo’ is improbable. This word refers to pictures in the text, which are 
visual depictions of things and not audial ones. The etymology I propose above, that this word derives from the 
verbal stem aŋ- with the formative –GU and ultimately means ’reminder’ or ’memory’ is simpler on one hand, 
and hasn’t got this catachresis on the other, since one of the basic functions of a picture is to remind. 
842
 For the existence of anaptyctics see <kwrwk-lwg> ~ körk+lXg, <qwrwq-mʾz> ~ qorq-mAz, <dʾrʾddy> ~ tart-
DX etc. The rule could be formalized as [ (C)Vr°CC_ ← (C)VrC+C_ ]. In the cases of (24a), (24c) and (25) the 
phonetic environment is different, and could be formalized as [(CVG°GW ← (C)VG+GW], which in the end 
provides a /VgV/ sequence, marked as <ʾqw> and <wqw> respectively. This could be (and I think it must be) 
read as diphthong or secondary long vowel, thus it ends up in the same result anyway. Another reason that the 
anaptyctic sounds are improbable in this position that /ŋ/ is not plosive in itself in this variety, if the nasal velar is 
in the environment of a velar or guttural plosive, the sound-sequences are marked as <nkk>/<nkq>,see 19/4 <sʾb 
sʾnkkyr> säpsänggir 'cinnabar' 36/5 <yʾnkqʾq> yïngġaq 'directon'. 
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T.4 Phonemes marked by <VqV> in illabial environment.  
Grapheme-
sequence 
Phoneme-sequence Lexemes Instances Type 
<yqʾ> /yaġї/ yaġїr +ї 2/4, 2/4 triggered 
/iya/ qoriyan 
 
12/3, 14/9, 15/3 
(29/7) 
word stem 
<ʾqʾ> 17/4 (29/7) 












<ʾqy> (1/6), 13/1 
/ayї/ čiray +ї 1/5, 34/3 morpheme-
boundary 
 
T.5 Phonemes marked by <VqV> in labial environment.  
<ʾqw> /aw/ tawraq 13/6 word stem 
/aġ/ tarlaġ+sїz 29/8 
/ġu/ uqºġuluġ 35/8 anaptyctic 
aŋġu 1/1 
<wqw>/<wkw> 6/6 
/oġu/, /ögü/ oġul (+ї/un) 20/3,21/1 triggered 
kögüz+ü(+Cx) 1/9, 2/4, 2/5 
<wqy> /uwї/ suw+ї 19/4 morpheme-
boundary 
 
For better transparency, one should try to find one-to-one correspondences between phonemes 
and graphemes in the above sequences. More precisely, the question is: What phonemes may 
a grapheme mark in this sequences? T.6 summarizes the combinations found in T.4 and T.5. 
 
T.6 Phonemes corresponding to graphemes in <VqV> sequences 
< y q ʾ> < ʾ q ʾ > < ʾ q y > < ʾ q w > < w q w > 
< w k w > 
< w q y > 
 
ya ġ (ї) i y a a ġ (ї) a w - - ġ u u w ï 
i y a a - a a y ї a ġ - o ġ (u)  
 a ġ (ї)  - ġ u ö g (ü) 
 
One of the most important features seen in T.4 and T.5 that several words have fluctuating 




The most easy way to analyze them seems to be the <q> element of the sequence. 
Phonetically it shows a zero element, as it can be seen on the primary long vowels which are 
marked by <ʾqʾ>. In these cases the scribe understood the long vowels as a Mongolian 
secondary one, the ’hiatus’ left by the disappearance of an etymolgical /g/ is filled by the 
preceding vowel through secondary lengthening. The cases of <ʾqʾz> aġїz ’mouth’ seem to 
confirm this assumption, with the omitting of the second-syllable /ї/ and the ’hiatus’ left by it 
causes the preceding vowel to lengthen, thus providing the pronunciation [āzї/aʾïzï]. When the 
two vowel-marking graphemes mark vowels of different quality, however, we get a different 
picture. In the cases of <yqʾ>, we can see a hiatus or diphthong (or vowels with palatal 
coarticulation) of different origin. In the case of qoriyan, as the Arabic spelling of the word 
also suggests, we can see an [ia̯] diphthong, in which the [a] element is dominant, and this is 
the cause why it could also be spelled as <ʾqʾ>. In the case of /yaġ(ї)/ the spelling of the word 
is actually a misspelling, but a systematic one, based on the similar phonetic quality of the 
sequence <yqʾ> = [yā] < /yaġ(ї)/ and <yqʾ> = [i̯a] /iya/.  
The <ʾqy> spelling of aġїz shows that the omitted second-syllable vowel leaves some 
trace, thus ending in [aʾï]. This ends up in a similar result in the case čiray+ї where the end of 
the word already had been a diphthong [ai̯], otherwise it should have been spelled as 
*<čyrʾyy> or, in the case of a stem-final vowel, *<čyrʾsy>. 
The overlapping spellings of the different phoneme-sequences suggest that phonetically 
they are very close to each other, while the instances of individual lexemes, which are spelled 
differently, suggest that the diphthongs containing an [i̯] element are either unstable or their 
pronunciation are not very far from [ā].  
The fact that čiray+ї has got a syllabic morpheme which is spelled the same way as if it 
would be a single diphthong, raises the question whether these diphthongs should be 
considered rhythmically monosyllabic of disyllabic? 
In the cases containing <w> we must see a diphthong containing a labial element. The 
main question here still remains that whether these sequences should be read as mono- or 
disyllabic? The spellings of oġul+Px, kögüz+Px and suw+Px may allow a disyllabic reading, 
but all the other data suggest monosyllabic one, with the labial element being dominant (the 
’hiatus’ imagined by the scribe filled by the labial element). This would mean that the last 
syllable of the word stem, together with the possessive suffix, which is a syllabic morpheme 
itself, should be counted as a single syllable which seems to be unlikely.  
The pronunciation of <ʾqw> and <wqw> again must have been very slightly different, if 
at all. This assumption is supported by the following example:  
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(26) <ʾwqwz> 1/9 ~ OT aġuz/aġuž ’colostrum, first milk’ (ED 98) 
 
The text contains several false etymologies of tribe names (according to the inner logic of the 
text) originating of granted names based on deeds. Although not explicitly, the name of the 
protagonist also belongs to this type. The name of the protagonist, Oġuz <ʾwqwz>, appears 
only after the following sentence:  
 
(26a) 1/8 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön oġuz-nї ičip mundon  
 artïq-raq ičmädi yeg ät  aš sorma tilädi 
 
 ’That child drank the colostrum from his mother’s breasts, after this  
 he did not drink anymore. He wished (to get) rather meat, food and wine’  
 
In this this sentence the reflex of the Old Turkic word aġuz/aġuž ’colostrum’843 is spelled 
<ʾwqwz>. The spelling of aġuz and that of the protagonist’s name oġuz (which is implicitly 
connected to aġuz ) coincides in the text, so the false etymology of the name is based on the 
coinciding pronunciation of Old Turkic /aġu/ and /oġu/, thus the case must be similar in the 
other data cited above as well.  
The question still remained that how many syllables a <VqV> or <VkV> sequence had, 
and in parallel another question is still to be asked: Is the <VqV> and <VkV> spellings for 
diphthongs and secondary long vowels relevant only in hypercorrect forms and the data 
introduced above, or should all <VqV> spellings (for original Turkic /VgV/ sequences as well 
which do not belong to the aġїz-type) to be read similarly?  
The data cited above could be identified in the way that the scribe wrote a grapheme-
sequence which originally marked two syllables, but in many cases it marks only one in a 
given word, thus, the number of the syllables of a word is different than expected. The PON 
shows the form of rhythmic prose, non-versed and versed parts following each other, the 
versed parts can be identified by grammatical or non-grammatical rhyme. The grammatical 
rhyme is typical feature of the Turkic verse, along with verse-lines consisting of 7, 8, or 11 
syllables (Zhirmunsky 1969: 336-337) . In order to solve the questions above, we must 
identify the verses in the PON which contain <VqV> or <VkV> sequences, and count the 
syllables in the individual lines. Whichever (mono- or disyllabic) reading of the <VqV> and 
<VkV> sequences fulfill the syllable-number requirement of the versed line, that must be the 
correct one.  
                                                 
843
 The etymology of the word is discussed in details in Róna-Tas 1970, 291-295. According to this the Bulgar-
Turkic etymon of the word shows initial labial vowel, based on the Mongolic parallels. On the Turkic side, we 
find aġuz at Kāšġārī and in Ottoman Turkic and Azeri, but the QB and some modern languages show secondary 
/aġu/ > /oġu/. The example in the PON belongs to this latter group. 
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Unfortunately, this method is not without problems. It is not always easy to locate a 
verse or decide whether it is a verse or not, because the verse-seeming parts do not always 
fulfill the above requirements. Thus, as far as I have seen, an exhaustive investigation from 
this point of view is not possible. However, I would like to introduce some examples. The 
numbers behind the lines show the number of the syllables within the line.  
 
(27) 28/2 ay sän munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq (11) 
 män mäŋiläp sängä at bolsun qaġarlїġ (11) 
 
 ‘Oh, you shall become the leader of the begs here,  
 (For) I am happy, thy name shall be Snowy!’ 
 
In example (27) the number of the syllables will be correct only if we read the 
highlighted sequence as one syllable.  
 
(28) 42/3 [ay] [o]ġullar köp män (y)ašadum (8?) 
 urušqular köp män kördüm (8) 
 ǰїda basa köp oq attum (8) 
 ayġїr birlä köp yörüdüm (8) 
 dušmanlarnї їġlaġurdum (8?) 
 dostlarumnї män külgürdüm (8) 
 kök tängrigä män ötädüm (8?) 
 sänlärgä berä män yurtu[m] (8) 
 
’Oh sons, I lived long,  
I saw many battles,  
I threw many javelins and shot many arrows, 
I walked much with my stallion.  
I made my enemies cry,  
I made my friends laugh. 
I carried out my obligation to the Blue Sky,  
I give my country for you.’ 
 
In example (28) we see the opposite. The causative –GUr- after a stem-final vowel gives the 
expected number of syllables if we read the /VgV/ sequence as two syllables. The same is true 
for the tängri +gä. In the first line of this verse, the correct syllable-number will be present 
only if oġul+lar would be read with two syllables. In this case however, it would break the 
rhythm present in the following lines. In oġul+lar and їġla-ġurdum the /VgV/ sequence 
stands before a consonant cluster, and it would be possible that the cluster blocks the 
monosyllabic pronunciation. In example (29) we see the opposite:  
 
(29) 32/6 qanqa qanqa birlä ölügni tirig yörügürsün (14) 
qanqaluġ sängä at bolġuluq qanqa bälgürsün (14) 
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 'Let the living make the lifeless walk with the qanqas!  
 You with the qanqa, a name is to be for you, let the qanqa manifest (it)!' 
 
In example (29) the number of syllables will be correct only if the highlighted part is read as 
single syllable, which contradicts the corresponding part in (28). We can see another instance 
of oġul in (30):  
 
(30) 1/8 ušol oġul anasїnїng (7) 
 kögüzündön oġuznї ičip (7) 
 mundon artїqraq ičmädi (8) 
 yeg ät aš sorma tilädi (8) 
 tїlї kelä bašladї (7) 
 qїrïq kündön song bädüklädi yörüdi oynadї (15=8+7) 
 
’That child, from his mothers  
breasts, drank the colostrum  
after this he did not drink anymore.  
He wished (to get) rather meat, food and wine.  
He started to speak.  
After many days, he grew up, walked and played.’ 
 
The grammatical rhyme-structure of (30) xxaaaa is not perfect, since the last syllables of the 
first two lines (-nïng and -ip respectively) do not match with those of -dï/-di, but the text part 
can be considered as a verse anyway. The syllable number of the lines will be correct only if 
we consider all the three highlighted parts mono-syllabic.  
 
(31) 4/2 bir buġu aldї šol buġunї talnung čubuqї birlä (14=7+7) 
 їġačqa baġladї ketti (7) 
 andan song ertä boldї (7) 
 tang ertä čaġda käldi (7) 
 kördi kim<kyynd>buġunї alup turur (9+?) 
 kenä bir aduġ aldї altunluġ belbaġї birlä (14=7+7) 
 yїġačqa baġladї ketti (7) 
 mundon song ertä boldї (7) 
 tang ertä čaġda keldi (7) 
 kördi kim<dʾʾʾw>aduġnї alїp turur (10+?) 
 
 ’He took a deer. That deer, with a willow twig  
 He tied to a tree, then went away.  
 After that it became morrow. 
 He came at dawnbreak,  
 and he saw that the [monster] has taken the deer.  
 Then he took a bear. With his gold-ornamented waistbelt, 
 He tied it to a tree then went away.  
 After this it became morrow.  
 He came at dawnbreak,  




Example (31) is very valuable from the point of view that two parallel episodes follow each 
other. Although, the correspondent lines do not follow exactly the same syntactic structure, 
they differ slightly, but the lines still keep the syllable number strictly. They will follow the 
syllable numbers only if the highlighted parts are considered mono-syllabic. It is probable that 
it is true for the lines in which the ’[monster]’ occurs, even if the words for ’[monster]’ have 
no correct reading so far (see Chapter 2.18). Consider however, example (32): 
 
(32) 34/6 oġuz qaġan baštї (6)| 
 mїsïr qaġan qačtї (6)| 
 oġuz anї bastї (6)| 
 yurtїn aldї ketti (6)| 
 
 ’Oguz Kagan attacked, 
 Egypt Kagan fled. 
 Oguz crushed him,  
 he took his country and went away.’ 
 
 (32) is a very strong counterexample for the ones introduced so far. The structure of the lines 
follows a very strict pattern, and the number of syllables will fit only if every single word are 
considered disyllabic including mїsïr, which contains an anaptyctic sound, (which is written 
as <mʾsʾr>).  
We saw that applied in a verse, the /VgV/ sequences of similar phonetic shapes in 
similar environments have a dual nature: they can behave as mono- or disyllabic. They can be 
monosyllabic even if they cross morpheme-boundaries, thus they adapt the syllable number 
requirement of the verse-line: 
 
monosyllabic  disyllabic 
(27) qaġarlїġ ~ (32) qaġan 
(29) yörü-gür- : (28) їġla-ġur- 
(31) bel+baġ+ї ~ (28) tängri+gä 
(30) oġuz : (32) oġuz 
 
Thus <VqV>, <VkV> sequences mark diphthongs, primary or secondary long vowels on the 
phonetic level. The marking fluctuates, and there are overlaps between the markings of 
different diphthong types, allowing the conclusion that their pronunciation was hardly 
distinguishable for the scribe.  
Script and language must be considered separately. Script is always used by a scribe, 
and language is used by a speaker. Of course, these two can be the same person during 
creating a text, but this is not at all necessary. According to the observations above, I assume 
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that in the case of the PON we must assume two different persons as scribe and as speaker. 
This assumption is already made by Sümer (1959: 388-389) and Clauson (1964: 16-17): An 
Uygur baχšï wrote down a Turkmen singer's performance. 
 Hypercorrect forms and fluctuating sound-marking shows us the phonetic level that the 
scribe perceives. This phenomenon is due the scribe’s lack of confidence what he perceives. 
Thus his phonological basis is different of that of the speaker’s. The scribe surely had 
competence in (written and spoken) Mongolian, otherwise he wouldn’t have used a 
Mongolian orthographic feature to mark long vowels. To go one step further, I would risk that 
his mothertongue may have been Mongolian, since he perceived and wrote dwon primary 
long vowels as secondary ones developed from two syllables. His primary phonological basis 
did not contain solely long vowels of this type. On the other hand, the Turkic variety he took 
down, seems to preserve some primary lengths even in this very late stage, even if they had 
not already been in phonological opposition.  
The scribe, by his ’mistakes’, provided information of the speaker’s phonetic level. The 
syllabic adaptability of the sounds marked by <VqV> and <VkV> verifies the diphthongal 
phonetic value, at least on the phonetic level, as [g] and [ġ] seem to be not pronounced. The 
spellings <VqV> and <VkV> otherwise do not contain /g/ in Written Mongolian, thus, the 
orthography mainly hides this feature. The question still remains whether the speaker’s 
phonological basis still contained intervocalic /g/. His ability to apply /VgV/ as disyllabic 
sequences supposes that the answer is positive. However, on the phonetic level, the 
pronounciaton of intervocalic /g/ must have been close to zero. The speaker’s language must 
have been a Kipchak variety, as the coincidence of the phoneme sequences /aw/ (15) and /aġ/ 
(16) on the phonetic level supposes (cf. Chapter 5.5). This must be the reason of the presence 
of hypercorrect forms in the text, i.e. their coinciding spellings with words containing 
etymologic /g/. 
As a final conclusion, I would correct Pelliot’s (1930 [1995]: 98-99, 103), Sümer’s and 
Clauson’s (see above) point with the following: 1. The speaker who told the story was the 
Kipchak speaker, not the scribe. The scribe knew Written Mongolian, and a spoken Mongolic 
variety in which the <VgV> > /VV/ development has already finished, as he wrote down 
primary Turkic long vowels as two syllables. May be this variety was his primary code, but at 
least he knew a different Turkic dialect than the speaker. 2. The text is not a copy, but a 
primary one, it had been written after dictation. Pelliot (1930 [1995]: 98-99, 103) must have 
been correct to point out the 15th century for the creation of the manuscript, as the Mongolian 
sound development had already been finished in the variety known by the scribe.  
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The most important guideline along which the present examination will be done is that 
already set up by Erdal (1991: 26): "Both the base and the suffix of synchronous formations 
have to be attested." This practically means that at least one pair of stem and its derivation, 
and another instance of a derivation with the given suffix is necessary to be able to examine 
its function. Due to the limitedness of the corpus, it does not mean that if this minimal amount 
of data is not present in the text a given derivative is not productive, it simply means that the 
variety of the PON cannot be fully described in this respect. Actually, most of the derivatives 
described for Old Turkic and are attested in the PON fall to this doubtful category. The case 
of the the nomen actoris -čI is a very illustrative example: The suffix occurs only in the 
lexeme elči 'envoy'. Neither the etymological stem el 'realm' occurs independently in the text 
(only in the lexicalised compound elkün '[common] people') nor do other derviates with -čI. 
Even if so, nobody would assume that -čI is improductive in the language of the PON, as its 
corresponding forms are commonly used in all historical and modern Turkic languages. Led 
by an intention of exhaustiveness, I listed these cases at the end of the discussion of the main 
types of derivatives.  
As we find more derivations without attested stems than stem-derivation pairs, I found 
more subservient to approach the categorization of the derivatives from the direction of the 
product than that of the stem: I discuss first the derivatives which derived nomina with two 
subcategories: denominal noun (NN) and deverbal noun (VN), and then the derivatives which 
derive verbs with the correspondent subcategories denominal verb (NV) and deverbal verb 
(VV). Within these categories, the individual derivatives will be discussed in the order of their 
relative commonness. I cite only one relevant instance for each discussed data, even if there 
are more instances in the text.  
 
6.1.1 The formation of denominal nomina (NN): 
 
6.1.1.1 +lVG ~ OT +lXg 
The far most common NN derivative in the PON is +lVg. It derives exclusively adjectives 
from nouns.The noun phrase containing the derivative in +lVg has the construction X+lVg Y, 
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and the basic meaning 'Y having X'. There is a set of clear pairs for this construction, 
including ataš 'fire' which is a global copy from an Iranic language.  
 
(33)  
23/1 altun 'gold' 4/6 altun-luġ belbaġï 'waistbelt ornamented with gold'  
9/9 ataš 'fire' 7/3 ataš-luġ yaruq-luġ bir mängi 'a fiery and shining mole' 
6/7 yaruq 'light(beam)' 
7/9 us 'intelligence' 24/1 us-luġ [... ] bir er 'a clever and [...] man'  
  
+lVG may also added to noun phrases, in such cases the output is an attributive compound. 
(see Chapter 6.2.2.6)  
 
(34)  
31/8 barġu 'goods' 33/9 [uluġ barġu]-luġ bir yurt 'a land rich in goods' 
9/4 sač 'hair' 35/6 [moz sač]-luġ 'grey haired' 
7/9 us 'intelligence' 35/7 [uzun us]-luġ 'sharp minded' 
 35/6 [aq saqal]-luġ 'white bearded' 
 16/5 kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ ' a grey-furred and grey-maned' 
 
The output of this derivative also appear as proper names. The connection between the stem 
and the derivation is explained by the text itself with folk etymology.  
 
(35)  
qar <qʾqʾr> 'snow' qar-lïġ <qʾqʾr-lʾq> 'proper name (lit. snowy)' 
qanqa 'cart' qanqa-luġ 'proper name (lit. one having carts)' 
 
There is another proper name at 31/6 barmaqlïġ ǰosun bellig which ought to be mentioned 
here. This man is the one who would get the name qanqaluġ mentioned above for inventing 'a 
kind of cart, the qanqa. This name is a talkative one: barmaq ~ ﻖﻣﺮﭘ , ﻖﻣﺮﺑ 'Finger, Stab, 
Speiche einer Rades' (Z 192a) with +lVG. ǰosun is possibly from Mo. yosu(n) 'usage, 
principle, method' (L 435). The final element is bellig/bellüg 'known' ~ ﻮﻠﻠﺑ, ﻰﻠﻠﺑ  bellü/belli 
'bekannt, sicher, offenbar' (Z 208b), may be a contraction of belgülüg 'manifest, significant, 
visible' (ED 341). The word bellig also appears in the verbal compound bellüg bol- 'to become 
known' at 33/7 and 35/5, with the Ottoman correspondence bellü olmak 'bekannt werden' and 
ﻚﻤﻠﻠﺑ bellemek 'sich etwas merken' (Z 208b). The etymological stem of these lexemes is *bel, 
possibly an erroneous back-formation from belgü 'sign, mark' (ED 340) but there seems to be 
no semantic connection with 2/3 bel 'waist'.  
The syntactic structure of the construction barmaqlïġ ǰosun bellig is not entirely clear, 
the meaning (based on which meaning of barmaq is understood) may something like '(the 
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one) who knows the method of the wheelarm' (barmaq 'wheelarm'+lVG ǰos-
method+?Px.Sg.3+?ACC), or '(the one) who knows crafty methods' (barmaq 'finger' ~ 
barmaqlïġ 'having (crafty) fingers') 
There are three more data which belong or may belong here, the first is baġ-lïġ bound 
to, dependent from' (ED 314). The stem baġ 'bond, tie, belt' (ED 310) does not occur 
independently, only as the head of the compound 4/7 belbaġï [waist+tie+Px.Sg.3] 'waistbelt'. 
baġlïġ appears only in the following sentence844: 
 
(36) 21/9 sändän [ǰarluġ baġ]-lïġ bellüg bola män 
 PRO.Sg.2+ABL command bond+lVG known become+CONV.IMPRF pm.  
 '(From now on,) I will be known (as one who is) depending on your order!' 
 
It seems sure here that bellüg bol- is the same verbal compound discussed above, and that 
ǰarluġ baġlïġ is a complex compound [command+bound] (see 6.2.4.2.4). What is not clear for 
me whether sändän is a complement of ǰarluġ baġlïġ, or only of ǰarluġ, in which case the 
bracketing would be the following: [[sändän ǰarluġ] baġlïġ], cf. ex. (191) in Chapter 7.5 for 
nouns with case markers as adjectives.  
The second is 28/8 qapuluġ, which appears as a nominal predicate. Since the stem does 
not occur independently, it is not clear how to segment the derivation. There are two 
possibilities: qap-ul-uġ 'closed' or qapu+luġ 'having a gate', but both are problematic. In the 
first case, the verbal stem would be the passive form of *qap- 'to cover' (ED 580), which can 
be reconstructed only from its derivations (qapïġ 'gate', qapaq, qapġaq 'lid, cover') already in 
Old Turkic. If it has a derivatied form in the PON, that could mean that the word was in 
contemporary usage, unless qap-ul-uġ 'closed' was a petrified lexeme. The other possibility is 
that the word is the correspondence of qapïġ-lïġ 'having a door' (ED 584) with the stem 
qapu(w) < qapïġ 'gate' (ED 583). The ED does not refer to any of the cited entries. The 
problem with qapu(w) is that the orthography of the PON always marks the the word-internal 
and word-final /g/, even if there are examples where the spirantization and the labialization of 
the /g/ in question is attestable (see Chapter 5.6). There can be one possibly parallel example 
cited, but it is also problematic itself: 21/8 tapum which has a Px.Sg.1 but, the stem may be 
the correspondence either the Old Turkic tap 'satisfaction', (ED 434, the relevant part of the 
PON is cited in the entry), tapï 'satisfaction' (ED 436), or tapu(w) < tap-ïġ 'service' (ED 437). 
The form tapuġ 'vicinity' is also present in the text, but it is a derivation from tap- 'to find', 
                                                 
844
 The whole context of example (36) is about the vow of loyalty of Urus Beg's son to Oguz. For the social 




and not of tap- 'to serve', see 6.1.2.1. Whatever is the case with qapuluġ, the first version 
(qap-ul-uġ) fits more in the context (see also the note on 28/8 in Chapter 4.): 
  
(37) 28/8 kän yolda bedük bir üy kördi [...] qapuluġ erdi ačqïč yoq erdi 
 'Then on the way he saw a big house. [...] It was closed/*It had a gate, (but) there was no 
key.' 
 
The third data in question is törlüg/türlüg. According to the ED (546) the Old Turkic word 
törlüg 'sort, kind' is not a derivation from tör+lVG. törlüg is a noun, and is not an adjective, as 
in all the examples cited by the ED törlüg appears in phrases with complements. I assume that 
the word in question is not the Old Turkic törlüg, but a derivation of tür (discussed by the ED 
at the same entry as törlüg) < Mo. düri (halha dür) 'shape, kind, complexion, appearance, 
expression of the face' (L: 282) with -lVG, with an adjectival output 'various, all/different 
kinds of', and it should be separated from türlük see example (43) below.  
 
(38) 11/2 türlüg ašlar türlüg sormalar čubuyanlar qïmïzlar aštïlar ičtilär 
 'They gorged and swilled various foods and drinks, jujube fruits and qoumiss' 
 
6.1.1.2 +lVK ~ OT +lXk 
The other quite well-attested NN derivative is +lVK. As we can see from the data in hand, 
+lVK derives abstract nouns from nouns (N>N) or adjectives (A>N), with the exception of 
example (41). The wide variety of functions seen in Old Turkic (Erdal 1991: 121-130) is not 
tracable in the PON, only the above-mentioned two. Of course, this may be due to the lack of 
further data. Just as +lVG, we have example that +lVK is added to a foreign element.  
 
(39) N>N 
42/5 dost 'friend' 22/7 dost-luq 'friendship' 
11/7 qaġan 'kagan' 19/7 qaġan-luq 'kaganate, empire' 
27/4 öng '1. front part, 2. colour' 1/5 öng-lük čïray 'face, complexion' 
 
At first glance, 28/6 tünglüq 'window' (spelled as <dwnglwq>) would also belong here, but its 
stem *tüŋ is not attestable in Old Turkic (ED 520). The OT form tügünük 'the smoke hole in 
the top of a tent' (ED 485) may be also connected to a stem *tüŋ with a similar dissolution 
process of the *ŋ > gVn as in the case of ń >yVn in OT qoń 'sheep' > qoyun (ED 631). 
Alternatively, it may either go back to tütün 'smoke' (ED 457) +lük with phonetic reduction or 
tün 'night' (ED 513). A secondary, anaptyctic g may have been inserted on the morpheme-
boundary in both case. In either case, even if it is a derivation with +lVk, it is fully lexicalised 
without any transparency in the PON. 




27/2 qaqïz 'quick-tempered' 38/1 qaqïz-luq 'quick-temperedness' 
 
As 6/6 qarangġuluq 'darkness' has only a derivated form, we cannot tell whether its stem 
belong to group (39) or (40). In Old Turkic, it had both nominal and adjectival use (ED 662).  
It is hard to decide about the following examples (41-43) whether they belong to +lVK 
or +lVG. The problem of distinguishing +lVk and +lVG is well-known in Old Turkic texts 
written in Uygur script, due to the general orthographical features of it (Erdal 1991: 121), and 
the PON is no exception. Another problem is that the following examples appear as nominal 
predicates: It is not possible to decide whether they would be nouns or adjectives. With the 
exception of bašlïq, the stems also do not appear independently. I cited them here as I find 
more probable that they belong to +lVK. In example (41) the function labelled as 'B1' by 
Erdal (1991: 123): 'status assigned to persons (N>A)' fits well to the context. Thus the 
meaning of bašlïq is someone who meant to be a baš 'head, leader'.  
 
(41) 28/2 sen munda beglärgä bolġïl [baš-lïq]  
 'You shall be the [(assigned as) leader] for the begs here! ' 
 
In example (42) the stem is an adjective. As +lVG is added to nouns and noun phrases only, I 
consider azlïq to belong here, with the meaning 'insufficiency'. The subject of the sentence 
will be azlïq, and not at qaġatïr ud 'beasts of burden (lit. horse(s) mule(s) and ox(en))', with 
the predicate azlïġ bol- 'to be(come) insufficient' as one would think for the first glance. This 
latter should be a coordinate compound with the meaning something like '(a broad category 
of) beasts of burden' which is then subordinated to azlïq (see 5.2.4.1.2). For the second 
translation marked by a '*', the word az 'few' would have been, so to say, sufficient.  
 
(42) 31/4 yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä [[at qaġatï ud] az-lïq] boldï 
 A [insufficiency of [beasts of burden]] turned out to load (the goods) on and carry it away.  
 *The [the beasts of burden] turned out to be insufficient to load (the goods) on and carry it 
 away.  
 
Example (43) is problematic because it is not entirely clear what törlüg/türlük <dwrlwk> 
means in the sentence. It is a noun for sure and the subject of the sentence. I assume that the 
word in question has the same stem as türlüg in example (38), but the output is based on a 
different shade of meaning, namely 'appearance or expression of the face'. The output is more 
abstract maybe 'presence or mood (which mirrors on the expression of the face)' respectively. 
The example is a felicitation towards the ruler, which is composed in a verse and most 




(43) 36/8 ay qaġanum sängä ǰašqu bolsunġïl uzun 
 ay qaġanum sängä tür-lük bolsunġïl tüzün 
 'Oh, my kagan, let life be long for you! 
 Oh, may kagan, let mood (as a ruler) be gentle for you (during your life)! 
 
6.1.1.3 +(X)nčX 
The derivative for ordinal numerals is +(X)nčX. There are two attested stem-derivation pairs 
in the PON. It has a unified form compared to Old Turkic. In this latter the pairs are 
bir~birinč (ED 367), ekki~ekkinti (ED 111) and üč~üčünč (ED 29). The question whether the 
final vowel of the formative is a Px, can be answered negatively due to the fact that all the 
examples found in the text is inflected with Px.Sg.3 +(s)X. 
 
(44)  
36/1 bir 'indefinite pronoun' 8/3 bir-inči 'first'  
8/3 üč 'three' 8/5 üč-ünčü 'third' 
 10/5 iki-nči 'second' 
 
6.1.1.4 +AGU ~ OT +(A)gU 
The collective derivative +AGU is still productive in the PON, according to the two attested 
pairs. A third instance is given by BA (p. 28) as nägü (nä 'what' +AGU) at 37/1, however, the 
manuscript is damaged there. It is restored, and the spelling <bʾn-kʾ kwk> is added there 
secondarily, possibly by Šč (p. 58), since his edition contains this reading.  
 
(45)  
3/4 ič 'inner part' 5/5 ič-ägü 'innards, internal organs' 
8/3 üč'three' 34/8 üč-ägü 'three of them' 
 
6.1.1.5 +GAK ~ OT +gAk 
The productivity of the formative +GAK is improbable. Erdal describes its function to form 
'metaphorical names for body parts', and considers it obsolete already in Old Turkic (1991: 
74). There is only one possible pair, and both parts have a common phonetic change y- > ǰ- 
(spelled with <č>), cf. OT yan 'hip, side, flank' (ED 940) ~ *yan-ġaq 'the cheek bone, side' 
(ED 948). 
(46)  




The meaning of ǰangaq in the PON has got nothing to do with a body part 'cheek bone'. 
Although the semantic development is plausible, it is not traceable in the PON. As the ED 
(948) points out, ǰangaq is 'side' or rather more concretely 'wing of an empire'. However, 
Clauson is wrong about the confusion of ǰangaq with yïngġaq direction', in the PON. The 
latter occurs at 33/5, 35/6 and spelled as <yʾngqʾq>with <y> and <ngq> while ǰangaq as 
<čʾngʾq>, and their meaning can also be differentiated by the context. 
 
6.1.1.6 +kI 
The converter suffix +kI occurs in one instance in kündünki and can be placed into a pair with 
kün. It co-occurs with the orientational formative +dXn which corresponds to the data in Old 
Uygur (Erdal 2004: 186-187). It is not entirely sure whether the concrete meaning of kün-dün-
ki is 'eastern' (as it would correspond to kün tugsukdunkï yel 'eastern wind' cited by Erdal) or 
'southern'. The latter, however fits more to the context.  
 
(47) 
1/3 kün 'day, sun' 33/7 kündün -ki bulung 'the southern corner (of the world)  
  lit. 'the corner of the world in the direction of the sun' 
 
yïlqï 'livestock', which is common in the PON may be connected to this formative as Clauson 
(ED 915-916) mentions it, but there is neither trace of transparency of yïlqï (yïl 'year' + kI) nor 
the stem yïl 'year' can be found in the text.  
 
6.1.1.7 Further attested (NN) derivatives: +čI, +sXz, +dAš,+čAK and +dXn 
The following derivations occur once in the text each, and their stem do not occur 
independently. Not much can be said of such instances. It seems that that the diminutive 
+čAK is not productive in the variety of PON as qawučaq deviates from its etymon qaburčaq 




+čI 14/5 el-či 'envoy' 
+sXz 29/8 tarlaġu-sïz 'uncultivated' (lit. without a cultivated field) 
+dAš 20/2 qarun-daš '(male) sibling, brother' 
+čAK 8/9 qawu-čaq 'mew, cavity' 




6.1.2 The formation of deverbal nomina: (VN) 
 
6.1.2.1 -(X)G ~ OT -(X)g 
In Old Turkic, the formations with -(X)g refer to the subject if the base verb is intransitive, to 
the object if the verb is transitive, or to the action itself. (Erdal 1991: 169). Among the 
lexemes attested in Old Turkic, the action noun is the best represented (Erdal 1991: 172). The 
meaning of the formations with -(X)g can be both abstract or concrete. It is often difficult to 
distinguish -(X)g from the formative -(O)k, due to the orthographical features of the writing 
systems used for Old Turkic, since not all of them distinguish /g/ and /k/ in all environments. 
The Uygur script of the PON falls to this group. Formations with -(X)g can have both 
concrete and abstract meaning. The output of the formations can be both nouns and 
adjectives. Erdal mentions that -(X)g is more often used to derive nouns, while -(O)k is rather 
used to derive adjectives (Erdal: 1991: 176).  
Now let us turn to the data in the PON. The quality of the final gutturals of the data 
cited here is determined based on the corresponding entries of the ED. Most of the derivations 
from intransitive verbs are adjectives. All the nouns derived with -(X)g have concrete 
meaning. As it was pointed out at +lXG, example (37), the instance qapuluġ is problematic, 
because it cannot be surely decided to which group it belongs.  
As we look through the data, we mostly find readily derived forms in the PON with 
only two stem-derivation pairs. One stem is intransitive, the other is a transitive verb. When 
tap- occurs independently (and not in the verbal compound sewinč tap- 'to find joy), it is 
spelled with initial <č->, and may not connected with tapuġ anymore.  
 
(49) Vintrans > A 
9/7 öl- 'to die' 32/7 öl-üg 'lifeless' 
 32/7 tiri-g 'alive, living' 
 33/9 ïsï-ġ 'hot' 
 28/8 ?qapul-uġ 'closed' 
 20/6 qat-ïġ-laġu 'the act of making masssive, fortified' 
 
(50) Vintrans > N 
 18/5 qud-uġ 'riverbank' 
  
(51) Vtrans > N 
38/9 tap- <čʾb> 'to find' 18/6 tap-uġ 'vicinity'  




6.1.2.2 -(V)K ~ OT -(O)k 
Just as -(X)g, -(V)K forms nouns and adjectives, and it forms objects of transitive verbs and 
subject of intransitive verbs. The distinction between -(X)g and -(O)k is the following: 
Nominals formed by the latter rarely describe the event itself, with ämgäk 'pain' among the 
exceptions (Erdal 1991: 261). I recorded the formative in question as -(X)K with fourfold 
suffix-vowel because of artïqraq <ʾrdʾq-rʾq> (~OT artoq ~ artuq 'additional', ED 204) , 
which contains no trace of labial vowel. We have the following data in the PON for 
derivations with -(V)K. It can be seen that there are no perfect stem-derivation pairs:  
 
(52) V>A  
39/2 buz-ġuluq'fragment' 41/7 buz-uq 'broken' 
27/4 soġu-r-ġu 'being cold' 26/6 soġu-q 'cold' 
 2/1 [art-ïq]raq'more' 
 12/9 kärä-k 'necessary' 
 3/4 bedü-k 'great' 
 14/6 amïra-q 'friendly' 
 ?34/6 qat-ïq 'chaotic' 
 
(53) V>N 
8/3 yaru- 'to start to labour' 7/1 yaru-q 'light' 
 7/5 altun [qaz-uq] 'Pole Star' (lit. 'golden pole') 
 3/6 ämgä-q'suffering  
 
The form buzġuluq in (52), (which contains the stem buz- 'to damage, destroy' ED 389) is 
clearly a noun with the concrete meaning 'fragment'. yaru- 'to shine' (ED 956) always appear 
in a context in which it seems to be rather a terminus technicus for giving birth, and its contact 
with the Old Turkic meaning is rather metaphorical. There is observable phonetic deviation 
from the Old Turkic forms among the derivations. Along with artïqraq, käräk (~ OT kärgäk 
'neccesary' ED 742) and ämgäq <ʾmkq> (OT ~ ämgäk 'pain' ED 159) can be mentioned here. 
The trisyllabic form amïraq 'friendly' (with clear spelling of <ʾmyrʾq> ~ OT amra-q 'benign, 
friendly' ED 162) may also belong here, and it is probably not a reborrowing of the Mo. 
amaraġ 'love, beloved, dear' (L 36). See the note on 14/6 in Chapter 4. For 34/6 qatïq 
'chaotic' see the note on 15/2 in Chapter 4. 
Let us look through the data of both -(X)G and -(X)K again. Compared to the relative 
high number of derived lexemes, we find the only attestable stem-derivation pair öl- ~ ölüg in 
example (49), which fits perfectly with both form and meaning. A large proportion of the 
derivations with -(X)K without attested stems also deviate from their Old Turkic form. This 
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fact leads us to the assumption that these two derivatives were hardly productive in the variety 
of the PON, if at all.  
The above assumption is supported by the fact that three of the derivations listed here, 
namely qatïq ~ *qatïġ, baġ in belbaġï and bedük has verbal correspondent with +lA- see 
below in example (67) in Chapter 6.1.3.2. To this three yüklä- 'to load on' (< [yü-k]+lä- *yü- 
> yük 'load, burden' > yüklä- 'to load on' (ED 910, 912)) may be added, but the nominal base 
of this latter is not attestable in the PON. According to Erdal (1991:258) yük 'a load, burden' is 
also a derivation in -(O)k (connected to the verbal stem yüd- 'load'). The verbal origin of the 
base nouns were not transparent anymore for the speaker.  
 
6.1.2.3 -(X)G+lVK vs. -(X)K+lVG 
Old Turkic derivations with -(X)g and -(X)k may be further derived as nouns. The most 
frequent expansions are with -lXK and -lXg respectively, ending in the combinations -
(X)g+lXk and -(O)k+lXg. The combination of -(X)g+lXg is also attested in Old Turkic. Erdal 
discusses such expansions at the end of the respective chapters.  
He does not consider the combination -(O)k+lXg as a derivative on its own, but two 
separate derivatives which are not fused. He claims the -(O)k+lXg combinations to have pure 
denominal character, just as +lXg. (Erdal 1991: 153, 259). The stem-derivation pair yaruq 
'light' ~ yaruqluġ 'shiny (having light) ' of the PON cited in example (33) clearly falls to this 
category, supported by the fact that the connection between yaru- 'to start to labour (<to be or 
become bright' , ED 956) and yaruq 'light' almost lost the semantic connection, thus yaruqluġ 
is a denominal derivation from yaruq.  
He is more cautios with the combination -(X)g+lXk (Erdal 1991: 221-222). He quotes 
Kāšġarī's description of a combination -(X)glXk, which could be paraphrased as the 
following: 'The participle formed by -(X)glXk describes that one ought to perform the base 
verb'. The derivation thus refers to the agent of the main verb. Erdal also quotes some Old 
Uygur examples, but he notes that the Old Uygur examples qualifiy their objects of the base 
verb, instead of the agent. He considers the combination transparent without additional 
meaning, and not as a derivative on its own.  
Besides yaruqluġ, we have two derivations in the PON to consider, which are derived 
with one of the above combinations, but with no attested stems with -(X)G or -(X)K. Stem-
derivation pairs can be established, however only with their verbal stems, as their assumed 






 8/9 kör- 'to see' 1/8 kör-üKlüK 
 37/5 yaqšï kör- 'to like' 7/2 yaqšï kör-üKlüK bir qïz 
 
The nominal stem for the first derivation should be körk 'something visible, shape, form, 
beauty' (ED 741), with marked second syllable-vowel. körüg 'spy' can be excluded. The 
derivation körklüg 'having the shape of, beautiful' (ED 743) is also well-attested in Old 
Turkic. Clauson also cites yaqšï körüklüg 'very beautiful' of the PON here. However, I think 
the latter needs some attention: The verbal compound yaqšï kör- means 'to like sg' (see also 
Chapter 6.2.1.3), with some additional meaning compared to the meaning of the parts (lit. 
good see). I think Clauson's translation of yaqšï körüKlüK 'very beautiful' is incorrect at some 
point. The intensification of adjectives happens with köp (Chapter 7.5.1). If we analyse yaqšï 
körüklüg as 'beautiful', then we reach this meaning if we translate körüklüg itself 'having the 
shape of' to which we can add yaqšï 'having a good shape (=beautiful)'. As we have seen with 
the instance 1/8, körüklüg has this meaning already. I assume that yaqšï körüKlüK is a direct 
derivation from yaqšï kör- with -(X)GlVK. In this case the qualified noun is the object of the 
verb as in Old Uygur. The meaning of yaqšï körüglük would be 'something worthy or meant 
to like' hence 'attractive, appealing' which is actually not far from 'beautiful', only the steps are 
different to reach this meaning. As we also dont't have and independent *körük form between 
kör- and körüKlüK, it also cannot be excluded from the synchronic point of view that we have 
körüglük 'meant or worthy to see' hence 'well-shaped, attractive'. This would also mean that 
˗(X)Gl(X)K is a deverbal nominal derivative on its own in the PON.  
 
6.1.2.4 -(V)š ~ OT -(X)š 
-(X)š usually denotes the action itself (Erdal 1991: 172), and does so in the PON as well. In 
Old Turkic, if -(X)š is added to cooperative verbs with -(X)š- , then the morph -(X)š- is lost, 
but its content is not. (Erdal 1991: 265). Thus uruš toquš 'battle' of the PON is more likely to 
connected to uruš- and toquš- than to ur- and the unattested *toqï-/toqu- 'to pierce'. On the 
other hand, one cannot find a clear stem-derivation pair for tuġïš 'birth' and batuš 'descend', 
but here we see the opposite: It is not likely that they would be connected to *tuġuš- 'to give 
birth together' or *batuš- 'to descend together (55).  
 
(55)  
18/8 uruš- 'to fight (each other)'  30/5 uruš toquš 'battle' 
33/4 toquš-qu ' fighting' 
5/2 ur- 'to strike' 
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1/4 tuġ-ur- 'to give birth' 36/3 kün [tuġ-ïš]ï 'East' (lit. the birth of Sun) 
 36/3 kün[ bat-uš]ï 'West' (lit. the descend of Sun) 
 
6.1.2.5 -(X)nč ~ OT -(X)nč 
As in Old Turkic, -(X)nč derives action nouns, or in other words the derivations with -(X)nč 
refer to the action or state described by the verb (Erdal 1991: 275). The attested data is found 
in (56), but are not without problems. The semantic connection between tutul- and tutulunč is 
not entirely clear. The former appears in the context urušqu tutuldï 'a battle was fought (i.e. 
held as an occasion)', and not much later, tutulunč occurs as urušunč tutulunč andaġ yaman 
boldï kim ... 'the fighting and holding (of captives?) was so terrible, that...' The identical 
derivation suggests that urušunč tutulunč is a juxtaposition, but tutul- and tutulunč can be 
semantically connected together only if we consider urušunč tutulunč as a subordinate 
compound 'the holding of battle (as an occasion).  
The content of sewinč seems to connect it more to sewin- than to sew- , similarly to 
uruš- and uruš in (55).  
 
(56)  
22/9 sewin- 'to be glad'  28/1 sew-inč 'joy' 
7/9 sew- 'to like, to love' 
 
30/5 uruš- 'to fight each other' 19/2 uruš-unč tutul-unč 'fighting and capturing' 
18/7 tutul- 'to be held' 
 
It is mentioned by Erdal (1991: 275-277) that -(X)nč once may have been a combination of -
(X)n-(X)š or a crasis of (non-reflexive) verbs ending in ºn- derived with -(X)š. On the other 
hand, uruš- and tutul- show no trace of such thing, suggesting that -(X)nč has no 
morphological restrictions to be added to a verbal stem. It is hard to find a distinction between 
the usage of -(X)š and -(X)nč. Even if we disregard the content of the base verbs, and prefer 
only the morphological point of view, we cannot say that -(X)š is added to underived verbs 
while -(X)nč is added to deverbal verbs, because sew- ~ sewinč does not fit the picture. Only 
sewin- ~ sewinč would, but in this case we should also consider uruš- and toquš- as the verbal 
stem as uruš <*ur-Xš-Xš and toquš <*toqï-š-Xš. These two derivatives seem rather competing 
forms as uruš ~ urušunč suggests.  
 
6.1.2.6 -GU 
-GU (and -GUlUK) are called projection participles because they are used for presenting 
projections of expectations, evaluations and intentions. (Erdal 2004: 301) As both may 
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negated with the negative verb stem -mA-, they both belong inflexional morphology (Erdal 
2004: 303). Some -GU forms got lexicalised already in Old Turkic, which are also attested in 
the PON such as 19/2 qayġu 'sorrow', and 22/6 bärgü 'tax'. Some of such lexicalised items had 
already undergone of phonetic changes as well, like 14/5 begü ~ bärgü. These examples are 
not the result of active word derivation process in the PON, however, there are still a few 
examples with concrete meaning which makes -GU worthy to mention here. The data with 
-GU are all nouns and can be divided into three groups: 1) the derivations are the subjects of 
the particle expressing existence: (57) . 2) the derivations refer to the actions described by the 
base verb(58), and 3) the derivations are the objects of intransitive verbs (59). 
 
(57) Particleexist > Nsubject 
33/8 bar 'existent'  19/9 ölüg bar-ġu 'inanimate goods' 
 20/1 tirig bar-ġu 'animate goods' 
(58) Vintrans > Naction 
16/1 uyu- 'to sleep'  36/1 uy-qu 'the action of sleeping' 
42/2 aša- 'to live' 36/9 ǰaša-ġu 'life' 
 5/8 ang-ġu, ang-(º)-ġu, ang-(u)-ġu 'memory' 
  
(59) Vtrans > Nobject 
14/2 tart- 'to pull' 13/3 tarït-qu tart- 'to collect tax' 
2/2 tilä- 'to wish' 8/1 tilä-gü 'object of desire, wish' 
 
The pairs in (57) and (58) are interesting. The Old Turkic correspondent of uyqu is udïq ' 
sleepy, asleep'. udï-' to sleep'-(O)k) is replaced by uyqu <*udïġu in Middle-Turkic (ED 46). 
The form uyqu is still problematic, since one would expect the form *uyuġu or *uyġu based 
on the form *udïġu. It is probable that barġu 'goods' replaced barq 'movable property' (ED 
359) as a result of a similar process. According to Clauson, the stem of barq is the particle bar 
expressing existence, with the derivative -(O)k. There may be some confusion with bar- 'to 
go' since we find the form barġu in Zenker's dictionary (p. 161a) with the meaning 'das 
Gehen, der Gang'. The corresponding entry of the DTS (p. 83) gives the translation 'dobyča', 
but refers only to the PON. I think the correct translation for the PON is the one given by 
Clauson for barq.  
According to my opinion, the varying forms of angġu are neither derivations from ang 
'+A- or ang+U- as Bang (1936: 32) and Ščerbak (1959: 64) propose (with different 
etymologies, see the note on 1/1 in Chapter 4.), nor a deviant form of yangqu 'Echo' as 
Sertkaya (1993: 364) does. It is rather a -GU form of the verbal stem ang- 'to remember, call 
to mind' (ED 168).  
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From the synchronic point of view, I find it also possible that 29/8 tarlaġusïz 
''uncultivated' (lit. without a cultivated field)' cited in example (48) belongs here. In this case, 
the instance of -GUSXz would be the negative counterpart of -GU, however the assumed stem 
*tarla- 'to cultivate' is unattestable. The other possibility is that tarlaġusïz is analysable as 
<dʾrlʾqw> tarlaw < tarlaġ < tarïġlaġ (ED 541) +sXz, see the explanation on (16) in Chapter 
5.6.  
6.1.2.7 -GUlUK and -GUlUKsIz in the PON. 
In Old Turkic -GUlXk belongs to the domain of inflexional morphology (Erdal 1991 121), 
and it expresses necessity (Erdal 2004: 303). This is true in the PON for the stem-derivation 
pair 1/1 bol- 'to become' ~ 32/8 bolġuluq 'necessary (to be)' but the following instances have 
concrete meaning as nouns (60) or as adjectives (61). bildürgülük 'message' is the subject of 
the verbal stem, buzġuluq 'fragment' is the result of the action and baš čalunġuluq refers to the 
action itself. In the case of qoġulġuluqraq we find an intensified form with +raq, however the 
etymology of the verbal stem *qoġul- is uncertain, may be a transitive denominal verb *qoġu- 
'from *qoġ 'dust, hot ash, spark' (ED 609) with the passive -(X)l-.  
 
(60) V > N  
36/7 bildür- 12/5 bildür-gülük 'message' 
 39/2 buz-ġuluq 'fragment' 
 12/9 baš čalun-guluq 'obedience' 'lit. bowing head' 
(61) V > A 
 6/8 [qoġul-ġuluq]raq 'gleaming' 
 35/8 uq-(º)-ġuluq'intelligent' 
 
There is a lonely instance of -GUlUKsIz at 35/2, sanaġuluqsïz 'uncountable'. According to 
Erdal (2004: 152), -gUlUksXz adjectives describe entities as connected with an action which 
should not be carried out.845 The instance here differs from the Old Turkic usage that 
-GUlUKsIz expresses impossibility. 
 
6.1.2.8 -GXč ~ OT -gUč 
There is one instance with this derivative, which can be put in a pair with its verbal stem. 
-GUč derives words denoting instruments in Old Turkic, and (62) in the PON has the same 
function. Without additional data, nothing more can be said about it.  
 
(62) 
                                                 
845
 It differs from Old Turkic -mAgUlXk (which is not attested in the PON) in not reflecting the wish of the 
speaker/writer but rather his opinion concerning prohibitions. 
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29/2 ač-'to open' 28/8 ač-(º)-ġïč <ʾčʾq̈ʾč> 'key' 
 
6.1.2.9 Further attested (VN) derivatives: -mA, -Un, -(V)z 
The following instances cannot be put into stem-derivation pairs in the PON. According to the 
context, the instances eres qaqïz and bedik qaqïz describe some kind of manly attributes as 
adjectives. (see the note on 3/7, Chapter 4.). eres qaqïz <ʾyryz qʾqʾz> seems to be a 
coordinate compound (see 5.2.3.3), but one can only speculate about the etymology of its 
parts. eres may be a copy of Mongolian eres 'straight, decided, outright' (L 323) and qaqïz can 
be a derivate of with -(X)z (Erdal 1991: 323-327) from either *qaq- 'to strike, tap', *qaqï- 'to 
be angry' (ED 609) or even *qïqïr- 'to shout' (ED 612).  
 
(63) 
-mA 2/1 sür-mä/sor-ma 'wine' 
-Un 35/8 tüz-ün 'well-behaved, gentle'  
-(V)z 3/8 eres qaqï-z 'quick-tempered' 
 27/2 bedik qaqï-z 'great tempered' 
 
6.1.3 The formation of denominal verbs (NV) 
 
There are only two denominal verbal derivatives we can discuss in this chapter, and there are 
some which are only listed without sufficient data. These two derivatives +A- and +lA- were 
the most common ones already in Old Turkic. Both can derive transitive and intransitive 
verbs. Erdal (1991: 415-416) discusses certain phonotactical and morphological restrictions 
which influence the distribution of +A- and +lA- but the data in the PON do not allow us to 
make any further comments on them. Both derivatives may be added to mono- or disyllabic 
stems as well as to word stems and derivations. However, there is only one case when +A- is 
added to an (eymologically) derived word: sana- 'to count' < sa- 'to count' (ED 781) +n +A-. 
sana- replaced sa- quite early (ED 835), and probably *san was not transparent for the 
speaker/writer of the PON. On the other hand, there seem to be an active process of adding 
+lA- to earlier VN derivations, see below.  
 
6.1.3.1+A-  
There is only one attstable stem-derivation pair for the verbs derived with +A- . Another 
possibility would be 2/2 tïl/til <dʾl> 'tongue' ~ 2/2 tilä- 'to seek, to wish' <dʾlʾ>, but neither 
Clauson (ED 492) nor Erdal (1991 418-429) connect them together. Looking at the data in 
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(64) from the strict synchronical point of view, one could assume a NV derivative+Ø- (added 
to nouns with -š) and may add uruš ~ uruš- and toquš ~ toquš- (see -(X)š above). Of course, 
this is not the case, it is rather an erosion of the phonological shape of the derivations to be 
seen here. Thus aš- < *aš+A- 'to eat' and aša- ~ ǰaš- < *yaš+A- in (64) avoid to be 
homophonous. This also suggest that aš- and baš- 'to attack' (ED 377) < baš 'wound' (ED376) 
+A- was not transparent as a derivation for the speaker anymore. This, and the fact that there 
is a quite broad list of derivations with +A- without attested stems in (64), points to the 
direction that +A- tended to be improductive in the variety of the PON.  
 
(64)  
11/2 aš 'food' 11/4 aš- 'to eat' 
 19/5 baš- 'to attack' 'to succeed?' 
 42/3 aša- 'to live' ~ 36/9 ǰaša-ġu 'life' 
(65) 
 2/2 til-ä- 'to wish' 
 42/3 aš-a- 'to live' ~ 36/9 ǰaš- qu 'life' 
 11/1 keng-ä- š- 'to assemble' 
 1/4 bod-a- 'to labour, to parturitiate' 
 20/5 yum(u)š-a- 'to send' 
 2/3 oy(u)n-a- 'to play' 
 35/2 san-a- ġuluqsïz 'uncountable' 
 
6.1.3.2 +lA-  
This derivative is very well-attested. Based on the context of the PON, slight semantic 
differences can be detected in the derived verbs in (66) compared to the correspondent entries 
of the ED. bir+lA- 'to unify' seems to be a young derivation, as neither the ED nor Erdal's list 
(1991: 429-455) of verbs in +lA- does not mention it.  
 
(66) 
3/9 aw 'hunt' 2/8 aw aw-la- 'to hunt wild game' 
2/7 at 'horse' 4/2 at-la- 'to set out' 
5/7 baš 'head' 30/5 baš-la- 'to be the leader' 
36/1 bir 'one' >PRO.INDEF 33/5 bir-lä- 'to unify' 
 20/8 saq-la- 'to protect' 
 28/3 mängi-lä- 'to rejoice' 
 7/7 ïġ-la- 'to cry, to weep' 
 37/8 čar-la- 'to call to, to summon' 
 







34/6 qatïq 'chaotic, mixed up' 15/2 qatïqla- 'to follow (closely), to join' 
4/7 belbaġï 'waistbelt' 4/3 baġ-la- 'to tie' 
28/5 bedük 'big' 2/3 bädük-lä- 'to become great' 
 31/3 yük-lä- 'to load on' 
 20/6 qatïġ-la- 'to make strong, fortify' 
 
As I stated above, it seems that the stems of the +lA- verbs were not transparent anymore in 
the variety of the PON, and a new opposition were established between the verbs and their 
corresponding nouns: 
 
(68) OT   V : [V-(O)K] ~ [V -(X)g] > N 
 PON N : [N +lA-] > V 
 
6.1.3.3 Further attested (NV) derivatives: +(A)r-, +(X)k-, +(X)rkA- and +I-  
Again, there is a list of attested derivatives with only instances and without stem-derivation 
pair in (69). Among these the derivation with +(X)k- is surely not transparent, as the Old 
Turkic form of čïq- 'to go out' is a crasis of <tašïq- (taš 'exterior' +(X)k-). The meaning of 
soyurqa- deviates from its Old Turkic correspondent tsoyurqa- 'to have pity on someone' (ED 
556) (OT *tsoy < Chin. tz'ŭ 'kind, mercyful' +(X)rkA- ) both in form and meaning. It is most 
probably a copy of Mongolian soyurqa- 'to deign, condescend, grant' (L: 724) with further 
semantic development.  
 
(69) 
+(A)r- 32/9 bälgü-r- 'to manifest' 
+(X)k-  16/6 čïq- 'to go out' < OT taš-ïq- (ED 562) 
+(X)rKA- 28/4 soyurqa- 'to give present' < OT tsuy-urqa-  
+I- 12/5 bit-i- 'to write' 
 
6.1.4 The formation of deverbal verbs (VV) 
 
6.1.4.1 Causative verbs 
 
Causative formatives denote the causations of events or actions whose subjects differ from the 
instigator. These are the following in Old Turkic: -gUr- , -(X)t-, -(U)r-, and -(X)z- (which is 
not attested in the PON), and the compound formative -tUr- (< -(X)t-Ur-). This compounding 
process happened before the first Turkic monuments arose. Causative formatives can be 
added to both transitive and intransitive verbs (Erdal 1991: 709). The attested causative 




6.1.4.1.1-DUr- ~ OT -tUr- 
The causative verbs with -DUr- do not differ much from their Old Turkic equivalents (70). 
tür-dür- 'to have something wrapped up', however, is not attested elsewhere. The entry of the 
DTS (599) quotes the PON only. It is a question whether čaptur- <čʾbdwr-> is the causative 
of tap ~ čap- <čʾp-> 'to find' (ED 435). As I pointed out earlier, when tap- occurs 
independently, and not as the part of the compound sewinč tap- 'to find joy' (5.2.1.3, ex. (94)), 
it is spelled with initial <č>.846 The Old Turkic causative of tap- 'to find' is tap-uz- 'to ask 
someone a riddle' (Erdal 1991: 758) This form of causative is not attested in the PON.  
The attested causatives of deverbal verbs are derived with -DUr- (71). 
 
(70) 
12/6 ber- 'to give' 37/3 ber-dür- 'to let sy give sg'  
4/9 kel- 'to come' 25/4 kel-dür- 'to bring sg'  
1/3 sewinč tap- /42/1 čap- 11/2 čap-tur- 'to have sy make sg' 
'to find joy'/to find' ?ǰap-tur- to have sy to build sg?  
 13/6 as-tur- 'to hang sy'  
 36/7 bil-dür- 'to have sy know sg'  
 40/4 tik-tür- 'to have sy erect sg'  
 17/4 tür-dür- 'to have sg rolled up' 
 
(71) 
14/5 baqïn- 'to care for sg' 30/9 baqïn-tur- 'to have sy care for sg (for his own behalf)' 
 40/1 üläš-tür- 'to have someones to divide sg among themselves' 
 
6.1.4.1.2 -GUr- ~ OT -gUr- 
All the attested instances of -GUr- can be put to stem-derivation pairs. One can observe a 
change in the distribution of this form of causative, as the Old Turkic equivalents were all 
derived with a different causative suffix. This shows that -GUr- was highly productive in the 
variety of the PON. It even replaced the otherwise well-attested -DUr- in körgür- and külgür-. 
Both verb stems are monosyllabic, contain a front labial and end in a sonorant. This may be a 
factor of phonetic distribution, but türdür- in (70) is a counterexample.  
 
(72)   OT 
7/7 ïġla- 'to weep' 42/5 ïġla-ġur- 'to have sy weep'  ïġla-t- 
4/5 kör- 'to see' 25/5 kör-gür- 'to show'  kör-tür-  
2/4 yörü- 'to walk' 32/7 yörü-gür- 'to have sg walk, to drag'  yorï-t- 
22/9 kül- 'to laugh' 42/6 kül-gür- 'to make sy laugh'  kül-tür-  
6/7 tüš- 'to descend' 16/1 (qorïġan) tüš-kür- 'to make sg descend'   tüš-ür- 
                                                 
846
 It is clear from the context that that the instance 42/1 čap- <čʾb> is a phonetic variont of tap- and not that of 
the verb yap- ~ ǰap- 'to build or do something' (ED 871). If the instance at 11/2 is ǰaptur-, it is the only instance 




6.1.4.1.3 Further attested causative derivatives: -(U)r- and -(X)t-  
The remaining two formatives cannot be put into a pairs with their stems (73). tuġur- is the 
only sure example for -Ur-, which doesn't have to be the output of an active derivation 
process. soġu-r- at 27/4 is another possible candidate, but on the one hand, the Old Turkic 
correspondent form is soġït-, on the other hand, the sentence in which soġur- occurs does not 
need any causative content. It is rather possible the soġur- is a form of phonetic deviation 
from the verb stem. -(X)t- can be attested only in the words ät- 'to do' and ayt- 'to say'.The 
former, if belongs here, may be a very old derivation of är- 'to be' and is not transparent 
anymore, at least not in the PON, where er- 'to be' occurs mostly with closed e while ät- with 
an open ä. ayt- (< ay- -(X)t-) , on the other hand simply means 'to say' without any causative 
content. It seems that -(X)t- is improductive in the PON.  
 
(73)  
-(U)r-  1/3 tuġ-ur- 'to give birth'  
  27/4 ?soġu-r- 
 
-(X)t-  16/6 ä-t- 'to make, to do' 
 23/1 ay-t- 'to say'  
 
6.1.4.2 The OT -(X)n- in the PON 
 
The formative -(X)n- in Old Turkic is described by Erdal (1991: 585) to derive  
 
a) reflexive (the agent and the object of the verb is the subject)  
b) medial (the action is carried out for the benefit of he subject) and  
c) antitransitive (the action emanates from the subject itself) verbs . 
 
The pairs with -(X)n- of the PON show medial meaning: 
 
(74)  
15/5 aġïz+Px+DAT baq- 'to look at sy's words ' 14/5 aġïz+Px+DAT baq-ïn- 'to care sy's 
 words, to subdue' (for own benefit)'.  
10/1 sew- 'to like, to love' 22/9 sew-in- 'to be glad' 
 12/9 baš čal-un- ġuluq 'to bow head' 
 27/9 sar-un- 'to be wrapped' 
 




(75) 12/9 senlärdän baš čalunġuluq tiläp män turur 
 PRO.Pl.2+ABL head bow-(X)n- -GULUK wish PRO.Sg.1  stand+AOR. 
 (From now on,) I expect you to bow your heads (on your own behalf, otherwise...)  
 
After this request, an ultimatum is given, what would happen to those who would show 
respect and to those who wouldn't. Thus, baš čalun- 'to bow heads (for your own benefit)' also 
seems to have medial meaning (although by outer pressure), where the base is the verbal 
compound *baš čal- 'to bow head' (see also example (94), Chapter 6.2.1.3). It is not entirely 
clear in (75) whether the ablative case is governed by tilä- 'to expect something (from 
someone'), or its function is to designate the source of baš čalun-.  
 
(76) ol beg qardan sarunmïš erdi  
 PRO.DEM beg snow+ABL. to cover-(X)n-PART.PRF be+PAST 
 'That beg was covered by snow' 
 
In example (76), we don't see neither reflexive, medial nor antitransitive meaning in sarun- . 
The source of action is in the ablative case. Althought Erdal (1991: 639) claims that -(X)n- 
verbs are never passive in Old Turkic, it seems that in the PON such a meaning is possible, 
which must be a result of later development of -(X)n- (see -(X)l- below). The sentence could 
be paraphrased as *ol begni qar sarmïš erdi 'The snow has covered that beg', where the agent 
is the snow and the object is the beg, thus two different entities. This only instance is 
unfortunately not enough to draw the conclusion that the passive -(X)l- has the allomorph -
(X)n- in certain phonetic environments.  
6.1.4.3 The OT -(X)l- in the PON 
The formative -(X)l- derives passive verbs. "A verb is passive if the subject is represented as 
taking no initiative in the occurence of the event (Erdal 1991: 651)". This is the case for the 
only stem-derivation pair we have. The other two (possible) instances are problematic (see 
Chapter 6.1.1.1 for qapuluġ and Chapter 6.1.2.7 for qoġulġuluq).  
 
(77)  
12/5 biti- 'to write' 12/6 biti-l- 'to be written' 
 ?28/8 qap-ul- uġ 'to be closed' 
 ? 6/8 qoġu-l-ġuluqraq'gleaming' 
6.1.4.4 The Old Turkic -(X)š- in the PON 
Actions carried out by more than one participant in cooperation, competition, or against each 
other is described by the cooperative derivative -(X)š- (Erdal 1991: 552). There is only one 
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stem-derivation pair in the PON, and all the instances we have are derivations where -(U)š- is 
added to underived stems. -(U)š- forms may be further derived as 40/1 üläštür- shows. Not all 
the verbs which are etymologically cooperative are transparent, consider 32/1 šaš- (ED 856, 
857) 'to be astonished (collectively)' < *sa- (ED 781) 'to count' -(X)š-, which already went 
through phonetic change. The closest data which could be established as a stem-derivation 




5/2 ur- 'to strike' 18/8 ur-uš- , ur-uš- qu 'to fight each other' 
 34/4 toqu-š-qu 'battle (against each other)' 
 40/1 ülä-š-tür- 'to (make) divide something (among each other)' 
 32/1 ša-š- 'to be astonished (collectively)' 
 
6.1.4.5 The Old Turkic -(X)k-  
There is an only instance of a medial verb with -(U)K- ~ OT -(X)k- without attested stem.  
 
(79)  
-(U)K-  27/3 qoru-q- 'to fear from sg' 
 
The following tables gives a summary about the word formative elements attested in the PON 
and discussed here.  
 
T.7. 1 Denominal noun derivatives in the PON 
+lVG productive 
+lVK productive 














-(V)š productive, distribution changed 


















T.7.4 Deverbal verb derivatives in the PON 
-DUr- productive 
-GUr- productive, distribution changed 
-(U)r- attested 
-(X)t- improductive 









Along derivation, compounding is an important and highly productive way of word formation 
in the PON. The present chapter aims to identify and classify compounds in the PON, and 
highlight the problems of doing so in texts written in a dead language.  
Compounds are generally defined as a lexical unit which consist of at least two words, 
and they show some phonological and/or grammatical isolation from normal syntactic usage. 
The constituents of compounds are (usually) free forms of open word classes (cf. Fabb 1998: 
66; Bauer 2001: 695; Bisetto & Scalise 2006(?847): 1; Aikhenwald 2007: 24).  
The classification and the terminology used for the individual classes of compounds are 
very heterogenous, and they differ mostly according to the cross-linguistic or language-
specific approach of the linguist. Bisetto & Scalise (p. 4-6) summarise the classifications 
found in the earlier literature, and give no less than nine different classifications other than 
theirs. There is more or less agreement among them that the following main types exist cross-
lingusitically: 
1. Subordinate (also called Tatpurus ̣a, endocentric, determinative): The compound has a 
head and a modifier. The meaning of the compound represents a sub-class of the meaning of 
the head. The head belongs to the same word-class as the whole compound, such as apron 
string 
2. Attributive (also called Kharmdhāraya, sometimes classified as a subclass of the 
previous one): The modifer describes an attribute of the head, such as blackbird, woman 
doctor 
3. Coordinate (also called Dvandva, copulative, aggregative, appositional): The 
meaning of the compound is a union of the meaning of its components. There is a 
coordinative relation between the components, instead of a head-modifier one. Such as 
Austria-Hungary.  
4. Exocentric (also called Bahuvrīhi, possessive): This type is defined by the absence of 
a head, or, as Aikhenvald (2007: 30) defines it as 'exocentric compounds denote something 
which is different from either of its components' greybeard and greeneyed are examples of 
this type.  
5. Synthetic (semi-synthetic, verbal, verbal-nexus): This type is defined as being based 
as compounds whose head elements are derived from verbs, and the modifying element in the 
                                                 
847
 The paper is found on the internet as a mansucript at URL2. It neither contains information about its 
publication nor page numbering. The latest title among the references is dated to 2005.  
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compound is interpreted as an argument of the verb from which the element is derived (Bauer 
2001: 701), such as truck-driver or home-made.  
However, the arrangement of the different types and the relation between them (whether 
one type is a subtype of another or not) is not well defined.  
The problems of the terminology and classifications are discussed by Bisetto & Scalise 
(URL1) in details. They propose an universal classification based on 'consistent' criteria as the 
following (p 9.): 
1. Subordinate848 compounds: a) endocentric849, b) exocentric850 
2. Attributive compounds: a) endocentric, b) exocentric 
3. Coordinate compounds: a) endocentric, b) exocentric 
Aikhenvald (2007: 24-28) gives criteria by which compounds can be identified and 
distuinguished from syntactic phrases. Neither of them are claimed to be universal, thus 
compounds have to be defined on language-internal criteria. These are namely 1) 
orthographical, 2) phonological, 3) morphological, 4) morphosyntactic and 5) semantic.  
A few descriptions of compounds has been made for Turkish and modern Turkic 
languages.  
Johanson (1998: 50) gives a concise summary of compounds for Turkic languages. 
Kornfilt (1997: 472-482) describes compounds in modern Turkish according to their 
components, but she does not classify them into the above categories. She distinguishes 
nominal and verbal compounds, the distinction is based on the head-element of the given 
compound. She includes reduplicated elements among compounds.  
Göksel – Kerslake (2005) discuss reduplication (p. 90-93) and compounding (p. 95-99) 
separately. In that chapter Compounding only nominal compounding is discussed. They give 
two types (based on morphosyntactic criteria): 1) bare compounds and 2) -(s)I compounds. 
Noun compounds' modifiers can be clauses, and -(s)I compounds are recursive.  
Compound verb forms are discussed under their Chapter 13.3.2 Nominal-verb 
compounds.  
                                                 
848
 Including the 'Synthetic' type, at least the example taxi driver is recorded as a subordinate compound.  
849
 "Endocentric is a term which refers to a group of syntactically related words where one of the words is 
functionally equivalent to the group as a whole (there is a head inside the group). Endocentricity include noun 
and verb phrases where the constituent items are subordinate to the head, and also some types of co-ordination." 
(Crystal 2003: 161)  
850
 As opposed to endocentric, "exocentric is a term which refers to a group of syntactically related words where 
none of the words is functionally equivalent to the group as a whole." (Crystal 2003: 170). Exocentric (or 
Bahuvrīhi) compound describes a type of compound in which an entity is characterized without either of the 
constituents directly naming it. Examples include loudmouth (a person 'whose mouth speaks loudly') and 
scarecrow (an object whose job is to 'scare crows') (Crystal 2003: 47). 
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Turning to Old Turkic, Erdal (1991) discusses only derivation, despite the title 'Old 
Turkic Word Formation'. Erdal (2004) discusses the Old Turkic correspondences of the most 
common types of compounding noted for Turkish, in different chapters. However, none of 
them bears the title 'Compounding'. The subordinate type of compounds are discussed under 
his chapter 4.12 Complex nominal phrases (380-390). The author considers all compounds 
which might be interesting for us now as syntactic phrases, and not compounds (lexical units).  
It is indeed a good question (avoided by Erdal) whether the examples cited below are 
compounds or phrases in Old Turkic, cf. [[beš täŋri] yarokï] 'the light of the fivefold god', 
[[burχan-lar] tamgasï] 'the seal of the Buddhas' and [[oglu-m] savï] 'news from my son' where 
the modifiers are phrases or inflected nouns. It is sure however, that the syntactic structure of 
the cited examples in Old Turkic (partly) match to those what are discussed as compounds for 
modern Turkish. Thus, the historical predecessors of the modern Turkish compounds are 
present in Old Turkic, and should be considered here.  
What is considered as -(s)I compounds at Göksel & Kerslake (2005: 96-98), are 
discussed along with the genitive constructions by Erdal in chapter 4.121 'Nominal phrases 
with possessive satellites' (2004: 381-383). There are examples such as täŋri yeri 'divine land', 
χan süsi 'royal army' with 'unmarked satellites'. 
Under his 4.122. 'Nominal phrases with descriptive satellite' Erdal (2004: 383-388) 
includes what is referred as 'bare compounds' at Göksel & Kerslake (2005: 94-95).  
Compounds with a verbal head (called 'set expressions') are discussed under Chapter 6. 
Notes on the Lexicon by Erdal (2004: 532-533).  
Browsing the literature, it is easy to realize that the classificatory criteria and 
terminology (not to mention the scope of the terminology) is not unified even for the 
description of modern or historicalTurkic languages.  
Except Erdal, none of the authors on Turkic compounds pay attention whether the 
compounds are endocentric or exocentric. Aikhenvald (2007: 30) uses exocentricity in the 
sense that "Exocentric compounds denote something which is different from either of its 
components". In other words, their meaning is unpredictable from the meaning of their 
components.  
Tables 8-10. contain the examples found in the cited chapters of Johanson 1998 (J), 
Kornfilt 1997 (K), Göksel & Kerslake 2005 (G) and Erdal 2004 (E), arranged by Bisetto & 
Scalise's classification. Thus Table 8-10. give us a preliminary skeleton about what types of 
compounds are to be expected generally in Turkic languages with some regard for 
morphological semantic subtleties within each classes, which has been paid attention to in the 
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processed literature about Turkic compounds. Of course these tables include only examples, 
and the list is extendable. This skeleton will be fleshed out with the data found in the PON. 
T.8 An exemplar of subordinate compounds in Turkic  
Example Components Output Meaning Endo./Exo 
alma terek (J) [N+N] N apple tree Endo 
yel täŋri (E) [N+N] N Wind God Endo 
orkun ögüz (E) [N+N] N Orkhon River Endo 
okul kitabı (K) 
ev kapısı (J) 
otobüs bileti (G) 
täŋri yeri (E) 
χan süsi (E) 






okuma kitabı (K) [N+N+Px.Sg.3] N textbook Endo 
Ağrı Dağı (G) [N+N+Px.Sg.3] N Mount Ararat Endo 
ocak ayı (G) [N+N+Px.Sg.3] N January Endo 
bilgisayar (K) [N+A] N computer Exo 
yurtsever (K) [N+A] A patriotic Endo 
unutma beni (K) [V+(infl.) + N+(infl.)]  N forget-me-not 
(a kind of flower) 
Exo 
çala kalem (K) [V+(infl.) + N] Adv (to write) busily Endo 
gazete oku- (K) [N+V] V to read newspaper Endo 
karşı gel-(G) [N+V] V to oppose Endo 
ara kir- (E) [N+V] V to intercede Endo 
yardım et- (G) 
alay et-(K) 
[N+V] V to help 
to mock 
Endo 
yemek ye- (K) 
yol yorï- (E) 
nom nomla- (E) 




pişman ol- (K) [A+V] V to regret Endo 
mecbur kal-(G) [A+V] V to be obliged Endo 
çabuk git-(K) [Adv+V] V to hurry Endo 
täŋri bol- (E) [N+V] V to die Exo 
 
T.9 An exemplar of attributive compounds in Turkic 
Example Components Output Meaning Endo/Exo 
ätöz (E) 
demir kapı (K) 
taş köprü (J) 
[N+N] 
 







erkek kardeş (G) 
[N+N] 
 













karafatma (G) [A+N] N cockroach Exo 
kırkayak (K) [Num+N] N centipede Exo 








with black eyebrows 
Exo 
Exo 
kardan adam (K) [N+(infl.) + N] N snowman Endo 
dostum Ali (J) [N+(infl.) + N] N my friend Ali Endo 
süt beyaz (K) [N+A] A milk-white Endo 
cin fikirli (K) [N+A] A clever, crafty Endo 
dini bütün (K) 
közi yaroq (E) 
[N+(infl.)+A] A sincerely religious 
bright-eyed 
Exo 
aç gözlü (K) [A+A] A greedy Exo 
delikanlı (K) [A+A] N young man Exo 
anadan doğma(K) [N+(infl.) + V+(infl.)] A stark naked Exo 
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T.10 An exemplar of coordinate compounds in Turkic 
Example Components Output Meaning Endo./Exo 
anne baba (K) [N+N] N parents Endo 
alış veriş (J) [N+N] N trade Endo 
iş güç(J) [N+N] N effort Exo 
yer suv (E) [N+N] N country Exo 
filim milim (G,K) 
telefon melefon (J) 
çoluk çocuk (K,J,G) 
[N+N] N film and the like 
telefon and the like 
family 
Exo 
aš azuk (E) 











säv- amra- (E) [V+V] V to like Endo 
kanlı canlı (K) [A+A] A vigourous Endo 
bay barïmlïg (E) [A+A] A rich Endo 
gündüz gece (K) [Adv+Adv] Adv night and day Endo 
düşe kalka(K) [Adv+Adv] Adv falling and rising Endo 
dedikodu(J) 
kaptı kaçtı (K) 




vurdum duymaz(K) [V+(infl.] + V+(infl.)] A thick skinned Exo 
 
Note that certain combinations of components appear in several classes. [N+N] compound 
exist in all three types. There are [N+A] combinations among subordinate and attributive 
compounds, and there are [A+A] combinations among attributive and coordinate compounds. 
This means that compounds cannot be classified based on only syntactic criteria, semantic and 
morphological criteria are also necessary.  
Now we can turn to data in the PON. I will attempt identify and classify the compounds 
in the text. I will subgroup them according to their components. Provided that we are dealing 
with a written text in a dead language, we should attach some notes on the criteria what will 
be used for identifying compounds. What is more important, due to the limitedness of the 
corpus and the lack of a speaker who could judge what is possible and what is not in her/his 
language, we will not be able to state what is not possible, only what is possible. For example, 
there may be lexical elements which do not occur elsewhere in the text, only as part of 
compounds. It does not necessarily mean that the given word cannot appear as an 
inedependent lexeme (like the second element of çoluk çocuk) in the language, only that it 
does not appear in the PON. In such instances the component which does not occur 
independently will be written in bold. The following criteria are based on Aikhenwald's with 
slight differences.  
Orthographical (ORT): Some compounds may be written together, however, the PON 
doesn't have strict ortographical rules.  
Phonological (PHO): Stress is not marked by the orthography. I would rather replace it 
with phonetic criterion, see example (92) and (93) 
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Morphological (MOR): It is a useful criterion, but only with a limited scope. 
Uninflected compounds could not be identified with it.  
Morphosyntactic (MSY): It may be useful with similar limits of (MOR). 
Semantic (SEM): Semantic non-compositionality may be identified with cautious 
examination of the context.  
Parallelism (PAR). Compounds may be identified with the help of semantically or 
syntactically similar elements in a similar relation as in the above exemplars. 
 
6.2.1 Subordinate Compounds 
 
6.2.1.1 Subordinate compounds of the structure [N+N] > N 
 
(MSY) the most easily detectable structure where two nouns are juxtaposed but the semantic 
relation between them is asymmetric. There is no morphological marker between them to 
express this relation.  
 
(80) [Proper name + at 'name'] > N 'the name (of) ...'  
 kün at 'the name Sun'  8/4 
 ay at 'the name Moon'  8/5 
 yulduz at 'the name Star'  8/6 
 kök at 'the name Sky'  10/5 
 taġ at 'the name Mountain'  10/6 
 tängiz at 'the name Sea'  10/7 
 qanqa at 'the name qanqa' 32/5  
 
(81) [N+title] > N 'proper names of persons' 
 oġuz qaġan 'Oguz Kagan' common in the whole text 
 ay qaġan 'Moon Kagan'  1/3 
 altun qaġan 'Altun Kagan' 13/9 ' 
 urum qaġan 'Urum Kagan' 15/1, 19/5, 19/6, 20/1 
 ǰürčäd qaġan 'Jurched Kagan'  30/7 
 mïsïr qaġan 'Egypt Kagan' 34/7 
 urus beg 'Urus Beg' 20/2, 21/3 
 uluġ ordu beg 'Great Horde Beg' 23/9  
 
These constructions usually co-occur with tä-gän [say+ PART.PRF] 'called'. 
 
13/8 kän bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta [altun qaġan] tägän bir qaġan bar erdi 
'Then this time on the right side, there was a kagan called 'Altun Kagan'.  
 
Erdal (1991: 76-77) showed that the Old Turkic class marker derivative +kAn for honorifics is 
a suffixed form of the title χan (?~ qaġan), which was still used as an enclitic element in 
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compound titles in Classical Mongolian. Thus the lexemes formed with this derivative 
historically go back to compounds. This is an indirect evidence why to consider the above 
examples as compounds.  
 
(82) [N+N] > N 'geographical proper name'  
 etil mörän 'the river Volga ' 18/4, 18/5, 19/3  
 
The example is (PAR) with the Old Turkic example orkon ögüz 'the Orkhon river' 
 
(83) [N+N] > N 'directions' 
 tün yïngġaq  [night + direction] 'North' 36/5  
 tün sarï  [night + direction] 'West' 38/3, 38/6  
 tang sarï  [dawn + direction] 'East' 38/2, 38/5  
 
It seems strange that tün yïngġaq and tün sarï has almost synonymous heads, but their 
denotation is different. Based on the context, tün yïngġaq is opposed to kün tuġïši 'East' and 
kün batušï 'West' (see below). The latter two are the endpoints of a bow, which shoots the 
arrow in the (presumably perpendicular) direction of it, which, since it contains tün 'night' 
cannot be else than North. tün sarï and tang sarï are opposed to each other. tün sarï could also 
mean North, but tang sarï [dawn + direction] verifies that this opposition is an East : West 
one. This contradiction supposes that these (or some of these) compounds are ad hoc built 
ones, although it is hard to imagine how would a language has got no fixed elements for the 
names of the points of the compass. 
 
(84) [N+N] > N  
 aw yer [hunting/wild game + place] 'hunting place'  12/1 
 
It cannot be surely decied whether aw means 'wild game' or 'hunting (for wild game)' (ED 3). 
When aw occurs independently, it means the latter. In the compound kik aw awla- 'to hunt 
wild games' (see (136) below) it means the former. In any case the meaning of the compound 
would be only slightly different.  
 
6.2.1.2 Subordinate compounds of the structure [N+N+Px.Sg.3] > N 
 
The first and most important problem of identifying this type of compound is that its structure 
may coincide with that of the genitive construction (see also Grammar: the genitive case).  
In Old Turkic, the case marking of the possessor is not obligatory in the genitive 
construction. It is obvious that the latter construction historically goes back to the former, in 
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the sense that compounds of this type were historically genitive constructions, and the 
ambiguity was already present in Old Turkic.  
The problem has been dealt in 16th century Ottoman Turkic as well. Römer (2000: 110) 
concludes in her article that "Unmarked genitive constructions and embedded sentences are 
compounds. Apparently complex noun phrases could still be regarded as a whole even if other 
elements came in between."  
In the case of modern Turkish, Kharytonava (2009: 119-120) concludes that "while the 
nominal head of a Nominal Compound is always a bare noun and cannot be modified or take 
any arguments, the non-head can represent a Nominal Phrase." However, she does not 
mention anything about the possible obligatoriness of the genitive case marking of the 
genitive construcions.  
The difference between the genitive construction and this type of nominal compounds 
could be catched as the following:  
 
Genitive construction:  [NP(+Gen.)] + [NP(+Plur.)+Px.Sg.3(+Cx)]  
Subordinate compound: [NP+               N+           Px.Sg.3(+Cx)] 
 
For the illustration of the problem, consider the following example: 
 
(85) 4/7 belbaġï 'waistbelt' ~ Oġuz qalqanï 5/3 'The shield of Oġuz' 
 
belbaġï is a clear example of a compound, which is written in one word, thus having the 
(ORT) criterion. Oġuz qalqanï, on the other hand, is a clear example of a genitive 
construction, where the possessor is a given person, but the construction lacks the genitive 
case marker.  
The corpus of the PON is too small to be able to investigate the exact behaviour of the 
two types of constructions. The data in hand is neither enough to assume that they behave 
differently, nor to assume that one could find a clear border between them.  
The following examples bear the (SEM) criterion, and be securely identified as 
exocentric compounds: 
 
(86) 36/3 kün tuġïšï [Sun + birth +Px.Sg.3] > '(the place of) the birth of the Sun' > 'East' 
 36/3 kün batušï [Sun + sinking +Px.Sg.3] > '(the place of) the sinking of the Sun' > 'West' 
 
Along with the examples (175)-(177) presented in Chapter 7.2.2.4 and (203)-(204) in Chapter 





(87) 2/4 böri belläri 'the waists of a wolf' 
2/3 ud adaqï 'the feet of an ox' 
2/5 aduġ kögüzü 'the chest of a bear' 
2/4 kiš yaġrï 'the shoulder of a sable' 
9/4 mörän ºsuġï 'river's water' 
30/8 ǰürčäd elküni 'the people of the Jurched/the Jurched people' 
 
There is one case in which the modifier of the compound is a phrase in which the components 
are conjuncted with taqï 'and'  
 
(88) 33/2 [sïndu taqï tangqut taqï šaġam] yïngġaqlarï  
 'the directions of India, Tangut, and Syria' 
 
6.2.1.3 Subordinate compounds of the structure [N+V] > V 
 
Identifying this type of compounds is problematic. Many of the possible candidates occurs 
only once in the text, and none of them occurs more than thrice. Thus, they cannot be tested 
whether the modifier can be moved away from the verbal head, or whether another element 
can be inserted between the head and the modifier.  
The modifiers must be uninflected nouns or other parts of speech, but it is still possible 
that they are indefinite objects (without accusative case marking) of the transitive verbal 
heads. However, the (PAR) criterion is still useful.  
 
(89) [N+V] > V compounds with the verbal head bol- 'to become'  
 
 ertä bol- 'to dawn' 4/4, 4/8, 37/7  
 bellüg bol- 'to appear, to become known' 21/9, 33/7, 35/5  
 tusu bol- 'to be to one's advantage' 20/1 
 
(90) [N+V] > V compounds with the verbal head ät- 'to do';  
(PAR) alay et- 'to mock' yardım et- 'to help' or with at- 'to throw' (PAR) laf at- 'to chatter' göz 
at- 'to run an eye over' çığlık at- 'to utter a loud scream' yalan at- 'to tell lies' imza at- 'to sign'  
 
 čamat ät-/at- 'to become angry' 15/5, 27/7  
 sewinč ät-/at- 'to be glad' 24/9  
 
The verb ät- is spelled as <ʾʾd->, which would indicate in Uygur script that the word initial 
vowel is a- , thus, the verb could be also at- 'to throw, to shoot'. However, such spelling never 
occurs in the text except the examples cited here. The reading of at- could imply a sudden 
motion in the meaning of the verb, which could fit for the context. The only base I can refer to 
is the parallel examples in modern and Ottoman Turkish, cited above.  
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čamat ät-/at- is otherwise problematic, because the modifier čamat is a doubtful word. 
The context suggests that its meaning is 'anger' and the like (see also the note on 13/4-5 in 
Chapter 4.). 
 
(91) [N+V] > V compounds with the verbal head qïl- 'to do'  
 
 dostluq qïl- 'to make friendship' 14/6, 23/3  
 ǰarlïġ qïl- 'to order'  29/2 
 
The examples in (91) are the only possible candidates. (PAR) examples could be Turkish 
namaz kıl- 'to pray' and mümkün kıl- 'to make possible'. In Turkish, this verb is used very 
rarely, but in Old Turkic, it was often used to make compound verbs (ED 616).  
 
(92) [N+V] > V compound with internal object.  
(PAR) yemek ye- 'to eat', OT nom nomla- 'to pray'  
 
 tarïtqu tart- 'to take tax' (lit.' to pull what is to be pulled') 13/2 
 
(93) [N+V] > V compounds with alliteration between the head and the modifier  
(PAR): Johanson 1998: 50 cites compounds – although of different types – which "include 
alliteration and rhyme formations" such as Turkish karıkoca 'married couple' and Kazakh 
kiyim-kešek 'clothing' 
 
 čamat čaq- 'to become angry' 13/5  
 čärig čäk- 'to gather army' 13/5 
  ǰarlïġ ǰumša- 'to send order'  12/5 
 ǰarlïġ čarla- 'to announce order'  11/1 
 
Note that čamat čaq- and ǰarlïġ ǰumša- occur with different verbal heads as well, čamat ät- 
(90) and ǰarlïġ qïl- (91) and ǰarlïġ čarla- (93) respectively. The verbal head of the ǰarlïġ 
ǰumša- occurs with y- three other times, but here it is written (and probably pronounced) with 
ǰ- because of alliteration with ǰarlïġ. This may be used as a (PHO) criterion.  
 
(94) [N+V] > compounds with non-light verbal head  
 sewinč tap- 'to be glad' 1/3, 42/1  
 baš čalun- 'to obey' 12/9 
 söz ber- 'to make promise'  16/7,  
 dost tut- 'to consider as friend' 13/3 
 dušman tut- 'to consider as enemy' 13/5  
 
The verb tap- 'to find' occurs in this form only in connection with sewinč 'joy'. When it occurs 
independently (with the same meaning, two times) it is spelled with <č> and the context 
makes it clear that it is the phonetic variant of tap- and not that yap- > ǰap- 'to build'. This 
suggests that sewinč tap- 'to find joy' is a compound with (PHO) criterion. sewinč tap- always 
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refer to a collective action, while sewin- 'to be glad' is an individual one, as their inflection 
(PLUR vs. Sg. respectively) shows.  
baš čalun- has a (MOR) criterion. The derivative -(U)n- is added to baš čal- 'to bow 
head', and not only to čal- (see Chapter 6.1.4.2). This fact verifies that the construction is a 
compound.  
söz ber- has a (SEM) criterion: The context verifies that the meaning of the construction 
is 'to (make a) promise'.  
dost tut- and dušman tut- has (MSY) criterion. The verb tut- 'to hold' (ED 451) governs 
(marked or unmarked) accusative. Thus dost tut- and dušman tut- would mean 'to hold a(n) 
friend/enemy. The context verifies that dost and dušman are not the objects of tut- , since the 
objects of the constructions are explicit (underlined in the citation): 13/1 ušol kim aġïzumġa 
baqar turur bolsa [...] dost tutar män [...] ušbo kim aġïzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa [...] dušman 
tutar män 'those who will heed my words [...] I will consider as friends [...] those who will not 
heed my words [...] I will consider as enemies.' 
6.2.1.4 Subordinate compound of the structure [N+V(infl.)] > N 
 
(95) qolač 'fathom'  41/4  
 
Although Clauson (ED 618) claims that the OT word qulač 'fathom, the distance between the 
finger-tips of two outstretched arms' is impossible to deduce from the compound of qol 'upper 
arm' (ED 614) ač- 'to open' (ED 18), he refers to Kāšġarī who suggests exactly that it means 
'open out the arms' which would go back to the analysis qol ač [arm + open + IMP.Sg.2]. Of 
course this analysis could be only Kāšġarī's speculation or a folk etymology, but even if it is, 
it may show that his language competence allowed such a type of compounding strategy. 
Whatever the case is, I considered it reasonable to cite this example here. 
6.2.1.5 Subordinate compound of the structure [A+V] > V  
 
(PAR) pişman ol- 'to regret' 
 
(96) šük bol- 'to become silent' 16/1 
 
This is the only possible candidate in the PON with this structure.  
6.2.1.6 Subordinate compounds of the structure [Adv+V] > V;  
 




(97) yaqšï kör- 'to like'  22/9, 37/5  
 qaršu kel- 'to oppose' 30/4  
 
yaqšï kör- 'has a (SEM) criterion' as the context verifies that it does not mean 'see well', but 'to 
like'. qaršu kel- has a precise correspondent in modern Turkish.  
 
6.2.1.7 Subordinate compound of the structure [Particle+V] > V 
 
(PAR) OT yoq bol- (ED 895) 'to cease to exist'. 
 
(98) yoq bol- 'to perish' 13/6  
 
6.2.2 Attributive compounds  
 
The most important question of identifying attributive compounds in the PON is how do we 
distinguish attributive compounds of the structure [A+N] from adjectival phrases? The 
behaviour of the indefinite article bir might provide us a useful (MSY) criteria.  
 
6.2.2.1 The behaviour of the indefinite article bir in the PON  
 
There is no definite lexical element for definite article in the PON, but indefiniteness is 
marked, as in Turkish (Kornfilt 1997: 273), "with the indefinite article bir, which is the same 
word as the numeral meaning 'one'. "  
In Turkish, the numeral and the indefinite article behaves syntactially different: the 
article follows any adjective in the noun phrase, and immediately precedes the noun, while the 
numeral is phrase-initial. (Kornfilt 1997: 106)" 
 
bir güzel, olgun elma 'one nice, ripe apple' : güzel, olgun bir elma 'a nice, ripe apple'  
 
In the PON however, we find two different set of data. In the first set, the indefinite marker of 
the noun phrase behaves just as in Turkish, it is located between the head and the modifier. 
The data in [ ] refers to one semantic unit.  
 
(99) bädük bir [monster] 'a big monster' 3/4 
 uluġ bir taġ  'a great mountain' 26/4 
  [yaqšї körüglük] bir qїz  'a [beautiful] woman' 7/3, 9/2 
 bädük bir [yurt elkün] 'a great [country and nation] 30/1 
  [uluġ barġuluġ] bir yurt  'a [rich]land' 33/9 
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 bädük bir üy  'a big house' 28/5 
 
This holds true even if there are more than one modifier. In the data quoted from 24/1, the 
second modifier is unreadable due to damage of the manuscript, but it cannot be anything 
else.  
 
(100) uqºġuluq tüzün bir yer (sic!) 'a intelligent, well-behaved man' 35/8 
 atašluġ yaruqluġ bir mängi  'a glowing, shining mole' 7/4 
 usluġ yaqšï bir er  'a clever, good man' 24/1 
 bädük yaman bir kik  'a big bad beast' 3/6 
 
If the modifier of the noun is a subordinated clause or a postpositional phrase, the position of 
bir does not change:  
 
(101) altun qaġan tägän bir qaġan  'a kagan called Altun Kagan' 13/9 
 ätil mörän tägän bir taluy 'a stream called Etil river' 18/5 
 urum tägän bir qaġan  'a kagan called Urum' 14/8 
 baraq° tägän bir yer  'a place called Baraq' 33/8 
 mїsїr tägän bir qaġan  'a kagan called 'Egypt' 34/4 
 kün täg bir ǰaruq  'a sun-like light(beam)' 16/3 
 
 In the second set however, the indefinite marker bir precedes the modifier: 
 
(102) bir uluġ orman  'great forest' 3/1 
 bir kök yaruq  'a blue light(beam)' 6/7 
 bir qara taġ 'a black mountain' 18/6 
 bir yaqšï beg 'a good man' 23/9 
 bir altun ya  'a golden bow' 36/1, 38/8 
 bir altun taġuq  'a golden fowl' 41/2 
 bir kümüš taġuq 'a silver fowl' 41/5 
 bir aq qoyun  'a white sheep' 41/3 
 bir qara qoyun 'a black sheep' 41/6 
 
 ~üč kümüš oq) 'three silver arrows' 36/1, 39/7 
 
There is no example when the bir precedes the modifier and it is a subordinated clause or a 
postpositional phrase.  
Göksel – Kerslake (2005: 185), distinguish between bir as an indefinite article preceding 
an adjective and bir 'one', which always precedes the adjective. According to them, "placing 
the adjectival left of bir has the effect of making the sequence [adjective+head] be percieved 
as a semantic unit." Thus uluġ bir taġ in (99) denotes a great member of the class of 
mountains, whereas bir uluġ orman (102) denotes a member of the class of great forests.  




(103) bir [čuqurdan ayġїr at] 'a spotted stallion horse' 26/1 
 bir [bedik qaqїz er bäg] 'a great fierce man beg' 27/2 
 bir [yaqšї čäbär er] 'a good clear-minded man' 28/9 
 bir [eres qaqїz kiši] ' a quick-tempered person' 3/7 
 
This phrase pattern would allow only definite reading in Turkish. Consider the example 28/9 
(which is very similar to 27/2) for the possible translations: čärigdä bir yaqšï čäbär er bar 
erdi 
(a) def. 'In the army there was (only) one good and clear-minded man (and no more)'  
(b) indef. 'In the army there was a good and clear-minded man.'  
 
The translation (a) is not plausible if consider that Oguz Kagan granted several promotions to 
his soldiers throughout the story. Consider also the example at 3/7, where the numeral reading 
of bir is impossible:oġuz qaġan bir eres qaqïz kiši erdi 'Oguz Kagan was a quick-tempered 
man'  
If we look through the examples, we will see that in all of the examples bir has rather 
the indefinite article reading, except 36/1 in (102), where both reading is possible, because in 
that bir 'one' could be opposed to üč 'three'. However such opposition is not necessary, since it 
fits well to the other similar examples in the one hand, and the context implies that it is not 
'one of the golden bows (mentioned before)'. Instead, it is a 'golden bow (introduced to the 
plot right now).' This opposition might be applied as a criterion to distinguish between the 
readings of 'the phrases when the indefinite article bir preceding the adjective, and the phrases 
containing bir 'one'. However, if we compare the two sets, it seems that the location of bir is 
indifferent within the noun phrase concerning indefiniteness, when the modifiers are one or 
more adjectives. Unfortunately, except example 36/1, there is no data in the PON where bir 
clearly would mean 'one', thus no comparison can be made in the behaviour of bir 'one' and 
bir 'a'. 
Some further data can be cited, which are clearly extensions of the second set, still with 
indefinite article reading of bir. Here there are modifiers both before and after bir. In such 
pattern Turkish would allow only the numeral meaning of bir. See example (5) of Yükseker 
(2003: 165). In the translations of the next example, the location of bir is marked with |. 
 
(104) tarlaġusїz bir yazї yer ' 'an uncultivated |flat land'  29/9 
 usluġ yaqšï bir čäbär kiši  'a clever, good |clear-(minded) man' 31/5 
 kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik bir erkäk böri  16/6, 17/7 
 'a grey furred, grey maned, great |male wolf 
 aq saqalluġ moz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši  35/7 




In these data the indefinite article bir appears before the last modifier. This would allow 
two interpretations:  
1) The syntax of the Turkic variety of the PON allows the indefinite article either before or 
after the last modifier of the head. This interpretation may hold true if we analyse the several 
modifiers of example (103) as coordinate compounds.  
2) The behaviour of the indefinite article bir is exactly the same as in Turkish., keeping 
forward the distinction made by Göksel and Kerslake. In this case, one should analyse the 
adjective after bir as one semantic unit with the head, thus the heads are attributive 
compounds, and data in (103) are complex compounds, where the attributes are coordinate 
compounds themselves (see Chapter 6.2.4, below). 
The position after the indefinite article bir turned out to be an (MSY) criterion. What we 
have to do now is to classify the data occurring after bir. Among the above data we find 
attributive compound of the structure [N+N] > N and [A+N] > A.  
Here we shall make a short turn-out about distinguishing nouns and adjectives. Braun & 
Haig (2000), based on five criteria851, proposes that nouns and adjectives in Turkish are the 
endpoints of a prototype scale, on which more "nouny" more "adjectival" and "neutral" 
elements can be placed. It is obvious that due to the limitedness of the PON as a corpus, the 
criteria used for living Turkic languages for distinguishing nouns and adjectives are hardly 
applicable.  
Johanson (2006) argues that despite of some borderline cases, the category of nouns and 
adjectives are separate in Turkic. He gives a very practical list of examples of South Siberian 
nouns and adjectives according to which nouns are words used to refer to entities, answering 
the questions 'who?' and 'what?' Typical examples are words referring to animates, body parts 
and words referring to physical objects and natural phenomena. Adjectives describe properties 
of entities, answering the questions 'how?' and 'what kind of?' The typical examples are words 
describing dimensions, age, value and colour, and semantic types of physical property of 
speed.  
                                                 
851Braun, F. & Haig, G (2000: 89-90) gives five such (three positive and two negative) criteria for modern 
Turkish: 1. the ability of intensifying reduplication (dop-dolu 'totally full') 2. gradability 3. ability to appear in 
the frame X (bir) Y (We are already talking about the position after bir) 4. Occurence with +lI (OT +lXg) and 
+sIz (typical for nouns, but not adjectives) 5. Triggering compound marker (+(s)I) when juxtaposed with a noun. 
This latter cirteria also does not seem functional as the PON has the following example 30/3 ǰürčäd qaġan : 30/7 
ǰürčäd qaġan-ï 'The qaġan of the Jurched' and possibly 26/7 muz taġ ~ 15/8 muz taġï (the latter word spelled as 
<dʾy>) 'Ice mountain' 
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Among the above data (adding up parallel data occurring in the text) the following 
subtypes can be distinguished. All of the subtypes of modifiers are included in Johanson's 
(2006: 60-62) list. 
6.2.2.2 Attributive compounds of the structure [N+N] > N.  
 
(105) This subtype includes examples only where the modifier is a noun referring to material 
(PAR: taş köprü, demir kapı): 
 altun ya 'golden bow' 36/2 36/3, 38/8 
 kümüš taġuq 'silver fowl' 41/5 
 kümüš oq 'silver arrow' 36/2, 36/5 
 muz taġ 'Ice Mountain' (proper name) 26/7, 26/8, 27/5, 27/8 
 altun qazuq 'Pole Star' (proper name) 7/5  
 
(106) The modifier noun refers to sex (PAR: kadın öğretmen, erkek kardeş): 
 erkäk böri 'male wolf' 16/6, 17/7, 18/3, 25/1, 25/7 
 erkäk oġul 'male child' 1/4, 8/3, 10/4 
 ayġïr at 'stallion horse' 26/2, 27/7 
6.2.2.3 Attributive compound of the structure [A+N] > N  
 
(107) The modifier refers to colour: 
 aq qoyun 'white sheep' 41/3  
 qara qoyun 'black sheep' 41/6 
 qara taġ 'black mountain' 18/6 
 kök yaruq 'blue light' 6/7 
 kök böri 'grey wolf' 11/9, 25/2 
 
(108) The modifier noun refers to age:  
 qart kiši 'old man' 35/7  
 
(109) The modifer refers to internal attributes of human beings: 
 čäbär kiši 'clear-minded, clever man' 31/5 
 yaqšï beg 'good beg'  23/9 
 
(110) The modifier refers to external dimensions of geographical entities: 
 uluġ orman 'great forest' 3/1 
 yazï yer 'flat land, plain' 29/9 
 
The following data may belong here, but there is no criteria: 
 
(111) The modifier refers to external dimension of a human being  
 uluġ türük 'Great Turk (proper name) 35/9, 37/5  
 
(112) The modifier refers to animateness of the head: 
 ölüg barġu 'inanimate goods' 19/9, 31/2, 31/8 




6.2.2.4. Attributive compound of the structure [Num+N] > N 
 
(113)  
 üč oqlar 'three arrows' > Proper Name 41/8  
 
Turkish qırqayaq [forty+foot] 'centipede' is a (PAR) example. The context and the fact that 
plural agreement after numerals does not occur in the text (see Chapter 7.1.) makes clear that 
the example is acompound and it has a (MOR) criterion.  
6.2.2.5 Attributive compound of the structure [N+A] > A  
 
This type is also possible. The head position (of a nominal phrase or a compound) is primary 
to nouns and the modifer position is primary to adjectives, but both can occupy either slot 
(Johanson 2006: 63).  
There is only one such example, with (PAR) süt beyaz 'milk white': 
 
(114) ataš qïzïl 'fire-red' 1/6 
 
6.2.2.6 Attributive compounds derived from adjectival phrases with +lVG 
 
Erdal (1991: 148) showed that the NN derivative +lXg can be added to adjectival phrases. 
The following examples belong to this type. The phrases to which +lXg is added are not 
compounds themselves, but the whole unit becomes a compound after adding +lXg. The 
output is an adjective. This type more or less corresponds to the structure of English 
[green+eye]-d.  
These examples cannot be parallelled with cin fikirli [N+A] 'clever crafty' since it has 
different structure and bracketing: the readily derived fikirli 'having idea' is attributed by cin 
'(like a) genie' 
 
(115) [aq saqal]+luġ 'with white beard' 35/6  
 [moz sač]+luġ 'with grey hair' 35/7  
 [uzun us]+luġ 'with long memory' 35/7 
 [uluġ barġu]+luġ 'with great (amount of) goods' 33/8  
 
6.2.3 Coordinate compounds  
 




One of the most easily recognisable type of compounds. It differs from the subordinate type 
of the same structure that the components are semantically related to each other. OT tsuy 
erinčü 'sin' (ED 236) is a (PAR) example.  
 
(116) The components are synonymous Turkic and Mongolian words: 
 a) elkün '(common) people'   10/9, (common in the text)  
 OT el 'realm' (ED 121) + Mo. kün < kümün 'man, person, people' (L 501)852 
 b) töl boġus 'embryo'   8/1, 10/2  
 OT töl 'progeny, foetus' (ED 491) +Mo. boġus 'embryo, fetus' (L 113) 
 c) önglük čiray 'complexion'   1/5, 34/3  
 OT öŋ 'front part' (ED 167)+lXk + Mo. čiray 'face, appearance' (L 191) 
 
In example (116), the components of the compounds are synonymous. However, the first 
element is etymologically a Turkic word, while the second one is Mongolian. It is interesting 
that none of the components of these compounds found independently in the text. elkün is 
always written together, thus having the (ORT) criterion, and is always inflected as one word 
(MOR), most probably it was not transparent to the speaker anymore. It even appears in other 
coordinate compounds, see (118).The morphological behaviour of önglük čiray is different. It 
occurs twice, and both the components are inflected (with Px.Sg.3) independently.  
A similar example to the above ones is (117): 
 
(117) [berkä ämgäq] birlä (spelled with <q>) 'with suffering' 3/6' 
 Mo. berke 'hardship, trouble' (L: 99) + OT ämgäk 'pain, agony (ED 159) 
 
However, the order of the Turkic and Mongolian components is inverse, and ämgäq occurs 
also independently. The following example has the same (MSY) cirterion as the attributive 
ones discussed above, it occurs after the indefinite article bir:  
 
(118) bedük bir [yurt elkün] 'a big country'  30/1 
 OT yurt 'dwelling place' (ED 958) + elkün 'people' (see above). 
 
The morphological behaviour of coordinate compounds is ambivalent, and either both parts 
can be inflected or only the latter. I have already mentioned elkün and önglük čiray as 
examples, but one and the same compound may behave differently. Consider the following 
examples:  
 
(119) altun kümüš 'gold and silver' > 'treasure' 
 a) [altun kümüš]-läri '[gold and silver]+Px.Pl.3' 30/2 
 b) köp [altun kümüš] 'many [gold and silver] 7/5, 21/1 
                                                 
852
 This etymology, instead of Clauson's elgün 'people' < el 'realm'and a collective derivative +gün (ED 121) is 
suggested by Prof. András Róna-Tas (personal communication).  
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 c) köp tälim [altun kümüš] 'a lot of [gold and silver]' 14/2 
 d)[altun-ï] köp [kümüš-i] köp '[gold+Px.Sg.3] many [silver+Px.Sg.3] many' 34/2 
 
(120) ya oq 'bow and arrow' > 'hunting equipment' 
 a) [ya oq]-um '[bow and arrow]+Px.Sg.1' 6/2 
  b) [ya oq] birlä 'with [bow and arrow]' 4/1 
  c) [ya] birlä [oq] birlä 'with [bow] (and) with [arrow]' 5/6 
 
(121) ud buzaġ 'ox and calf' > 'livestock' 
 [ud buzaġ]- larï '[ox + calf] + Px.Pl.3 30/2 
 
(122) sač qaš 'hair and eyebrows' > 'hair (on the head)'  
 [sač]-larï [qaš]-larï [hair]+Px.Pl.3 [eyebrow]+Px.Pl.3 1/6 
 
(123) yïlqï yelkün 'livestock and people' > 'living beings' 
 [yïlqï]-larnï [yelkün]-lärni '[livestock]+Px.Pl.3 [people]+Px.Pl.3 3/5 
 
According to examples (116) - (123) , the following hierarchy can be set in the morphological 
and syntactic behaviour of [N+N] > N coordinate compounds, which can be considered to 
steps towards lexicalisation, Nr. 1 being the final one.  
 
1. The two components are written together, and behave exactly as one word (116a). 
2. Only the latter of the two components is inflected: (119a), (120a), (121) 
3. The two components get a single modifier or postposition: (117), (118), (119b),(119c), 
(120b)  
4. Both the components are inflected separately (116c), (122), (123) 
5. The components participate in different, but juxtaposed phrases:(119d), (120c), 
 
Nr. 1. is a clear (ORT) criterion, Nr. 2 is a (MOR) one, and Nr. 3 is a (MSY) one. It is a good 
question where one should draw the borderline between compound and phrases? Are the 
examples of Nr.4. compounds or phrases? While their components are two morphological 
words, they belong to a pattern of regular compounding strategy (cf. (116)- (117)). Example 
(123) even shows another (PHO) criterion, namely that yelkün has an initial y- in order to 
alliterate with yïlqï, cf. ǰarlïġ ǰumša- in example (93).  
 
(124) tang ertä 'morrow' 4/4, 4/8, 16/1, 25/6,  
 
Example (124) occurs too many times to avoid, but otherwise it does not have a criterion. 
Clauson (ED 202) mentions that ertä 'early morning' is usually associated with tang and cites 




(125) [N+N] > N with identical derivation (PAR) alışveriş 'trade' 
uruš toquš 'battle'  30/5 
tutulunč urušunč 'fighting and capturing'  19/2 
 
The components of the instances in (125) do not occur independently.  
 
6.2.3.2 Coordinate compound of the structure [N+N]+lXg > A 
 
(126) [tük tülük]+lXg '(completely) hairy'  2/6 
 
There is only one example of this type. The first component does not occur independently. It 
is a late form of OT tü 'hair (of the body)' (ED 431) and is coordinated with its own derivate, 
the unit is then derived further.  
 
6.2.3.3 Coordinate compounds of the structure [A+A] > A  
 
Some of the following candidates are acutally extracted from (100), these are the adjectives 
preceding the indefinite article bir. Except atašluġ yaruqluġ, which has a (PAR) as canlı kanlı 
'vigorous' (and identical derivation), they do not have a criterion except that some of them 
consist of synonymous components.  
 
(127a) usluġ yaqšï 'intelligent and good' 24/1 
 bedük yaman 'big and bad' 3/6 
 qatïq yaman 'chaotic and terrible' 34/6  
 uqºġuluq tüzün 'reasonable and disciplined' 35/8 
 atašluġ yaruqluġ 'fiery and shiny' 7/3  
 
The following instances may also be added here, however the etymologies of the components 
are uncertain (see 6.1.2.9). 
 
(127b) eres qaqïz '~quick-tempered'  3/8 
 bedik qaqïz '~mighty' 27/2 
6.2.3.4 Coordinate compound of the structure [Num+Num] > Num 
 
(128) köp tälim 'a great many' 18/9, 19/2, 19/9, 24/2 
 
This compound occurs many times, but tälim 'many' (ED 499) do not occur independently. It 





6.2.3.5 Coordinate compounds of the structure [V+V] > V 
(PAR) OT säv- amra- 'to like' 
 
Examples (129) and (130) are very interesting. Their instances show that in coordinate verbal 
compounds the order of the components are interchangable. The instances in example (129) 
occurs in very similar contexts. Although its components are not synonymous as those of the 
others, the fact that they can appear in any order verifies that the actions denoted by them are 
executed simultaneously, which verifies that it is a compound.  
Example (132) seems to have a (SEM) criterion, as it appears only in contexts related to 
celebrations. Note that aš- 'to eat' does not occur independently.  
 
(129)kengäš- kel- /kel- kengäš- 'to assemble to consult' 
 a) kengäš-tilär kel-dilär [consult+PAST+Pl.3]+[come+PAST.Pl.3] 11/1 
 b) kelip kengäšip (olturdïlar) [come+CONV.PRF]+[consult+CONV.PRF] 40/7  
 
(130) yumša- yibär- 'to send' 
 a) yumša-p yibär-di [send+CONV.PRF]+[send+PAST.Sg.3] 14/1  
 b) yibär-üp yumša-p ([...] berdi) [send+CONV.PRF]+[send+CONV.PRF] 14/4  
 
(131) čarla- čaqïr- 'to summon' 
 čarla-p čaqïr-dï [cry out+CONV.PRF] [call out+PAST.Pl.3] 40/7  
 
(132) aš- ič- ' to raven, to carouse' 11/4, 41/9  
 aš-tïlar ič-tilär [eat+PAST.Pl.3]+[drink+PAST.Pl.3] 
 
The inflexion of examples (129) - (132) show a parallelism to examples (116)-(123). Either 
both components can be inflected separately, or only the latter one, in which case the former 
component is non-finite. Note that in (129b) and (130b) the compound are in non-finite 
clauses, thus both verbs are non-finite, and we cannot predict how would they behave in a 
finite clause. In any case they can correspond to either mentioned version.  
yibär- is already a lexicalised and non-transparent construction from OT *ïdu bär- [send 
(ED 36)+CONV.IMPRF + give] 'to send for someone else's benefit', which can be a 
component of coordinate compounds on its own, and went through phonological reduction 
(cf. elkün). All of the examples have common arguments. The instance 11/4 of aš- ič- is very 
illustrative: türlüg ašlar türlüg sormalar čubuyanlar qïmïzlar aštïlar ičtilär 'they gorged and 
swilled different kinds of food and wine, date fruits and koumiss'.  







1. The components aren't transparent anymore, and the construction is fully lexicalised: yibär- 
2. Only the latter of the two components takes finite inflections (130a), (131) ?(129b), ? 
(130b)  
3. Both components take finite inflections (129a) , (132), ?(129b), ?(130b) 
 
Theoretically (129b) and (130b) may belong to either group 2. or 3., their non-finite position 
in the sentence hides their behaviour.  
Group 3. here supports the argument that despite that the components of Turkic 
coordinate compounds behave ambiguously in inflexion, and may look like two 
morphological words, they are compounds and not phrases.  
 
6.2.3.6 Coordinate compounds of the structure [V(infl.) + V(infl.)] > N 
(PAR) kaptı kaçtı 'private bus' dedikodu 'gossip' 
 
(133) čalïng bulïng [steal+IMP.2 find+IMP.2] 'hide-and-seek' 27/3  
 
This construction has been read as čalang bulang and translated three different ways by the 
three main editors of the PON, see the note on 27/3 in Chapter 4.  
My proposal is given above. The reading of the second syllable vowels is allowed by 
the orthography <čʾlʾnk bwlʾnk>. The meaning 'to steal' of the Old Turkic word čal- is not 
recorded in the ED (p. 417), but it is present in Middle Turkic (WOT 215), and it is well-
known in modern Turkish. The translation 'hide-and-seek' fits well to the context (shortly 
Oguz's horse escaped and disappeared among the mountains, His beg however, was not 
afraid of hide-and-seek). The only problem I see with this proposal is that bul- 'to find' does 
not occur elsewhere in the text, and the word which is used in this meaning is tap- ~ čap- 'to 
find' 
 
6.2.4 Complex compounds: 
 
There is a number of compounds in which the elements are compounds themselves, some of 
them can be even interpreted several ways. It is not always easy to give a proper translation, 
but all examples seem semantically transparent to me.  
 




6.2.4.1.1 Subordinate compound of the structure [N+N coor.]+N > N 
 
(134) [qanqa qanqa] söz 'the voice qanqa qanqa ' 22/9 
 
Although the sentence in which this compound appears has the main verb ber- 'to give', I 
would not consider it as the part of (134), since söz ber- has the meaning 'to promise' (see ex. 
(94).  
 
6.2.4.1.2 Subordinate compound of the structure [N+N+N coor.]+N > N 
 
(135) at qaġatïr ud azlïq 'insufficiency of beasts of burden' 31/4 
 
Example (135) is the only example where three N-s are coordinated together, and such class 
of coordinate compounds is not attested independently.  
 
6.2.4.1.3 Subordinate compounds of the structure [N+N coor.] +V > V 
 
(136) [töl boġus] bol- 'to conceive (for a fetus)' 8/2, 10/2  
 [tang ertä] bol- 'to dawn' 16/1, 25/6 
 [čïġay ämgäq] čäk- 'to suffer' 27/1 
 [kik aw] awla- 'to hunt game' 2/8  
 
6.2.4.2 Attributive complex compounds: 
 
Examples (137)-(139) are all appear after the indefinite article bir, see example (103).  
 
6.2.4.2.1 Attributive compounds of the structure [A+A coor.] + N > N 
 
(137) [yaqšï čäbär] er 'good and clear-minded man' 28/9 
 [eres qaqïz] kiši 'quick-tempered person' 3/7 
 
In yaqšï čäbär, yaqšï 'good' could be also analysed as an Adv, (if we recognise them as 
compounds and not enumeration), but cf. usluġ yaqšï in (127a). Theoretically the order of the 
components in coordinate compounds is interchangable (see exs. (129) and (130), thus either 
*yaqšï usluġ and *čäbär yaqšï are possible patterns, and there is nothing suggesting the Adv. 
reading of yaqšï in (137). 
 
6.2.4.2.2 Attributive compound of the structure N(infl.) + [N+N attr.] > N 
(PAR) qardan adam 'snowman' 
 




6.2.4.2.3 Attributive compounds of the structure [A+A coor.] + [N+N attr.] > N 
(139) [bedik qaqïz] [er bäg] 'a great and tempered beg man' 27/2 
 
Example (139) is actually a combination of the patterns of the modifier in (137) and the head 
in (138). 
 
6.2.4.2.4 Attributive compound derived from an [N+N sub.] compound with +lXg > A 
 
(140) [ǰarlïġ baġ]+lïġ 'tied to order, dependent' 21/9  
 
6.2.4.3 Coordinative complex compound  
 
This type is the coordination of the type shown in (115). It occurs many times as some kind of 
epic attribute of the male wolf who leads Oguz on his journey.  
 
(141) [[kök tülük]+lüg [kök ǰal]+luġ] 'grey furred and grey maned' 16/4-5 (common) 
 
We can see that complex compound may involve compounds of each type. Most commonly 
coordinate compounds are involved, but there are two examples, (138) and (139), when one of 
the components is an attributive compound, and once, in (140), it is a subordinate one. The 
coordinate compounds are sturcturally the simplest [N+N] > N ones. Only nouns and 
adjectives are involved in compounds as components.  
6.2.4.4 Complex compounds with several possible interpretations: 
 
The bracketing of the following examples is possible in several ways.  
 
(142) ǰürčäd qaġanï elküni  30/3 
 a) [N +[N+Px.Sg.3 N+Px.Sg.3 coor.]] 'the Jurched Kagan and (the Jurched) people 
  'the Kagan and people of the Jurched' 
 
This way the meaning of coordinate compound would be 'nation' Cf. el χan in the civil 
documents (ED 121-122 el).  
 
 b) [[N+Px.Sg.3 sub.] + N+Px.Sg.3] 'the people of the Jurched Kagan' 
 
Such a pattern would be the only one. I consider a) more probable, see the comments after 
(141).  
 
(143) yeg/yig ät aš sorma tilädi 'he rather wanted meat-food and wine' 2/1 
 
The ambiguity of this sentence is due to the ambiguous reading of the word yeg/yig <yyk>, 
which does not occur elsewhere in the text. yeg means 'better' in Old Turkic, as a base of 
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comparison (ED 909), here interpreted as 'rather'. In the other case, yig means 'raw' (ED 910). 
The other nouns are ät 'meat' aš 'food' sorma 'wine'. There are the following two main 
possibilities: 
 
a) Adv. + N + N +N + V+PAST.Sg.3 
b) A + N + N + N + V+PAST.Sg.3 
 
Provided that [N+N] compounds can be either subordinate, attributive, and coordinate 
compounds, I would not translate all the possible combinations. It is probable that aš and 
sorma are in coordinaton cf. OT aš ičkü 'food and drink' (ED 24) and aš- ič- in example (132). 
Otherwise the reader may choose only arbitrarily from the possible translations, and I chose 
the above one given in (143). 
Tables 13-15 sum up the list and classification of the compounds found in the PON. We 
see that this strategy of deriving new lexical elements is a highly productive one, even 










X at N+N N 'the name of X' Endo MSY 
X qaġan 
X beg 
N+N N 'proper name' Endo MSY 




N+N N North 
West 
East 
Exo MSY, SEM 
aw yer N+N N 'hunting place' Endo MSY 
qanqa qanqa söz [N+N coor.] + N N 'the voice qanqa qanqa' Endo MSY 
at qaġatïr ud 
azlïq 
[N+N+N coor.] +N N 'insufficiency of beasts 
of burden' 
Endo MSY 
belbaġï N+N+Px.Sg.3 N 'waistbelt' Endo ORT, PAR 
kün tuġïsï 
kün batušï 










N 'the waists of a wolf' 
'the feet of an ox' 
'the chest of a bear' 
'the shoulder of a sable' 






NP+N+PLUR+Px.Sg.3 N 'the directions of India, 






N+[N+Px.Sg.3 + N+Px.Sg.3] N 'the Jurced nation' Endo (PAR) 
ertä bol- 
bellüg bol-  
tusu bol-  
N+V V 'to dawn' 
'to become known' 
'to become reward' 
Endo - 
čamat ät- 
sewinč ät-  
N+V V 'to be angry' 
'to be glad' 
Endo PAR 
dostluq qïl- 
ǰarlïġ qïl-  
N+V V 'to make friendship' 
'to order' 
Endo PAR 
tarïtqu tart-  N+V V 'to take tax' Endo PAR 
čamat čaq- 
čärig čäk-  
ǰarlïġ čarla-  
ǰarlïġ ǰumša- 
N+V V 'to order' 
'to gather army' 
'to announce order' 





sewinč tap-  
baš čalun-  
söz ber-  
dost tut- 
dušman tut-  
N+V V 'to find joy' 
'to obey' 
'to promise' 
'to consider as friend' 





töl boġus bol- 
tang ertä bol- 
čïġay ämgäq čäk- 
kik aw awla-  
[N+N] + V V 'to conceive' 
'to dawn' 
'to suffer' 
'to hunt game' 
Endo MSY 
qol ač [N+V(infl.)] N fathom Exo SEM 
šük bol-  A+V V 'to become silent' Endo PAR 
qaršu kel- 
yaqšï kör-  



































N+N N 'male wolf' 
'male child' 
'stallion horse' 






A+N N 'white sheep' 
'black sheep' 













A+N N 'great forest' 
'flat land 
Endo MSY 
uluġ türük A+N N 'Great Turk' Endo' - 
ölüg barġu  
tirig barġu 
A+N N 'inanimate goods 
'animate goods 
 - 
üč oqlar Num+N N 'Proper name' Exo MOR, PAR 
yaqšï čäbär er 
eres qaqïz kiši 





N(infl.)+[N+N attr.] N 'spotted stallion'  PAR, MSY 
bedik qaqïz er 
beg 
[A+A coor.] + [N+N attr.]  'a great and tempered 
beg man' 
 MSY 





NP+lXg A 'white bearded' 
'grey haired' 
'with long memory' 
'with great (amount of) 
goods' 
Exo PAR, MSY 





















berkä ämgäq N+N N 'suffering' Endo MSY, PAR 






N+N N 'treasure' 
'hunting equipment' 
'livestock' 
'hair on the head' 
'living beings' 





tang ertä N+N N 'morrow' Endo PAR 
uruš toquš 
tutulunč urušunč 
N+N N 'battle' 
'fighting and capturing' 
Endo PAR 
tük tülüklüg [N+N]+lXg A 'hairy' Exo MSY 










A+A A 'intelligent and good' 
'big and bad' 
'chaotic and terrible' 
'reasonable and disciplined' 






köp tälim Num+Num Num 'a great many'  - 
kengäš- kel-  
yumša- yibär- 
čarla- čaqïr- 
aš- ič-  
V+V V 'to assemble to consult' 
'to send' 
'to summon' 






čalïng bulïng V(infl.) + V(infl.) N 'hide-and-seek' Exo PAR 
 
The following list shows the elements which occur only in compounds in the PON. Again, It 
must be kept in mind that the limitedness words of occurring only in compounds may be also 
due to the limitedness of the corpus. Even so, at least there must be some words among them 
which are obsolote in the language of the PON, and used only in compounds. This gives us a 
hint about the diachronic development of the lexicon. 
 
Nouns: aw, buzaġ, bellüg, čamat, čuqurdan, ertä, kiš, orman, qaš, qaġatïr, qoyun, tang, 
taġuq, töl, tusu, tük, tün, türük, ud, qol 
Derived nouns: azlïq, atašluġ, yaruqluġ, batuš, baġ, baġlïġ, önglük, qatïq, qazuq, tartïtqu, 
tuġïš, uruš, urušunč, toquš, tutulunč 
Nouns of foreign origin: berkä, čiray, boġus 
Adjectives: eres,. moz, qart, šük, yazï 
Derived adjectives: uqºġuluq 
Numerals: tälim 
Adverbs: qaršu 








We find only a few numerals in the PON, and those we find are always simple cardinal ones. 
There are no examples for complex cardinal numerals such as '32, 47' or the like. Thus, there 
is no data how the language of the PON expressed them, whether it used the Old Turkic 
system for complex numerals as *toquz yigirmi [nine+twenty] '19', or *on (artuqï) toquz [ten+ 
(and more+) nine] '19'. (cf. Erdal 2004, 220-221). We neither find the numerals *yüz/ǰüz '100', 
*biŋ/miŋ '1000, nor *tümän '10000'. Furtermore, neither distributive numerals nor fractionals 
appear in the PON. The following table shows the data in hand.  
 
Table 16. Cardinal numerals in the PON.  
bir '*one'  
*iki 'two'  
üč 'three'  
tört 'four' qïrïq 'many'< 'forty' 
[...]  
toquz 'nine'  
[...]  
 
The numeral bir always appears as indefinite prounoun 'a/an', and never as a cardinal numeral. 
(See Chapter 6.2.2.1) 
Derivated forms do appear in the text, such as bir+lä- 'unite, merge something', and the 
postposition birlä 'together, with'.  
The derivative element for ordinal numerals is +(X)nčX. The numerals bir, *iki and üč 
appears as ordinal numerals bir+inči , iki+nči, üč+ünčü. These data are always spelled as 
<byryn-čy, ʾykyn-čy> etc. *iki appears only as an ordinal numeral. See also Chapter 6.1.1.3. 
The numeral üč takes the collective derivative +AGU: 38/4, 38/5 üčägüsü/?üčäwsü 
'three of them'. These are the only examples where data related to numerals shares common 
paradigm with nomina. See also chapter 6.1.1.4.  
The numeral qïrïq is always spelled as disyllabic <qʾrʾq>. According to the contexts it 
appears in, it seems that the meaning of the word is generic 'many, a lot of' rather than specific 
'forty', for example 2/2, 15/7 qïrïq kündön song 'after many days' or 41/9 qïrïq kün qïrïq kečä 
'for many days and many nights'. This seems true even in the case of the examples where 
qïrïq does not refer to a length of time but a number of objects, like 11/1 qïrïq širä qïrïq 
bandang 'a lot of tables and benches' rather than 'forty tables and forty benches'. There is one 
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example when qïrïq co-occurs with unit of measurement: qïrïq qolač ïġačnï tiktürdi 'he had a 
forty fathom pole erected' I think even this last example allows the indefinite reading 'a pole 
of many fathoms'. 
After numerals expressing an exact number (including possibly qïrïq) the noun 
normally does not take plural marker (cf. Erdal 2004: 158-160; Johanson 1998: 51). üč oqlar 
[three arrow+PLUR] at 41/8 could be a counterexample, but from the context it is clear that 
üčoq is a compound meaning a proper name, referring to the protagonist's younger sons from 
his second wife as a collective entity (see also Chapter 6.2.2.3). 
Generic numerals of different kinds also appear in the text. The most common one is 
köp 'a lot of, much' without distinction of countability: 
 
(144) 21/1 köp altun kümüš 'a lot of gold and silver ' : 28/4 köp ärdäni 'a lot of jewel gems' 
 uncountable : countable 
 
The nouns marked by köp may or may not take plural marker. See (145) and cf. example 
(144). 
 
(145) 3/2 köp ögüzlär köp möränlär 'many streams and rivers'  
 
Before adjectives köp is converted to adverb 'very' 27/8 köp soġuq 'very cold'. 19/8 köp uluġ 
ölüg barġu 'a very great (amount of)/ a great many of goods'.  
The compound köp tälim seems to be identical in meaning with köp, while tälim doesn't 
occur in the text independently. Thus köp tälim is to be considered as a lexicalised compound 
(see also Chapter 6.2.3.4): 
 
(146) 14/2 köp tälim altun kümüš : 21/1 köp altun kümüš 'a lot of gold and silver' 
 
Both köp and köp tälim may appear as nominal predicate:  
 
(147) 3/3 bunda kelgänlär kik köp köp bunda učqanlar quš köp köp erdi 
'The game coming here were many, the birds flying here were many.' 
 
(148) 30/2-30/3 yїlqїlarї köp 'Theirs livestock were many, 
 ud buzaġlarї köp  Their herds (lit. oxen and calves) were many, 
 altun kümüšläri köp  Their gold and silver was much, 
 ärdäniläri köp  Their jewel gems were many.' 
 erdilär erdi 
 
(149) 18/9 čäriglärning aralarїda köp tälim boldї urušqu| 
 19/2 elkünlärning köngülläridä köp tälim boldї qayġu 
 'The fighting between the armies became much,  




There seem to be a contrast between them that köp co-occurs with erdi as a nominal predicate 
while köp tälim does with boldï but the insufficiency of the data does not allow draw further 
conclusions.  
Other generic numerals like bir näčä ' some' *qamaġ 'all every' and *az 'few' do appear 
in the text, but there isn't much to tell about them. 18/1 bir näčä appears only once. *az 
appears only as derivation 31/4 azlïq 'shortage, insufficiency'. qamaġ occurs only as a noun in 
2/5 badanïnung qamaġï 'the whole(ness) of his body' and a there is a similar example at 32/1.  
 
7.2 The noun 
 
7.2.1 The Plural 
 
The morphological marker for the plural is -lAr. It is known from Old Turkic that the 
unmarked noun "does not signify that the reference is to singular entity" (Erdal 2004: 158). In 
the PON, the usage of plural marker is not consistent within the sentence.  
 




 'Its gold is much, its silver is much, its jewel gems are many'.  
 
There is a set of words which appear both with or without the plural marker without any 
traceable difference between their meaning of number. It applies also for 'uncountable' entities 
like materials and hair. Here are some examples: 
 
(151) 
34/2 altunï köp kümüši köp  31/2 altun kümüšläri köp ' 'its gold and silver was much' 
9/4 anung sačï 1/6 sačlarï  'his/her hair' 
28/4 köp erdäni 14/3 köp erdänilär  'a lot of jewel gems' 
18/7 oq birlä 30/5 oqlar birlä  'with arrows' 
18/8 qïlïč birlä 30/6 qïlïčlar birlä 'with swords' 
31/1 nökärlärigä elkünigä 40/6 nökerlärin elkünlärin  'bodyguards and people' 
 
This latter example elkün has an interesting semantic split. In singular it can mean both 
'nation, people' (as opposed to land or ruler) and 'common folk' while in the plural, it can 





7.2.1.1 Plural agreement between the noun and its complements 
 
Strangely enough, if there is a plural marker in a noun phrase with complements, the plural 
marker appears on the complement instead of the head. There are only two examples in the 
text for this. Counterexamples are found only when the complement is a generic numeral. 
  
(152) 32/3 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa qanqa söz berä turur erdilär erdi 
PRO.DEM+PLUR qanqa 
' These qanqas (carts), while moving, were giving the voice 'qanqa qanqa'. 
 
In the phrase munlar qanqa the demonstrative pronoun carries the plural marker. The 
agreement between the pronoun and the noun in such phrases in not usual in Turkic. The 
expected form would be *bo qanqalar, where noun takes the plural marker. According to Lars 
Johanson (personal communication), the translation of (152) should be 'These are qanqas. 
While moving, they were giving the voice 'qanqa qanqa'. With this translation there would be 
no problem with the plural-marked form of the personal pronoun. However, this translation is 
also problematic. In this case there should be a copula verb erdi or turur in the final position 
of the sentence (*munlar qanqa turur/erdi, cf. 7.6). The other similar example is the 
following:  
 
(153) 3/2 bunda kelgänlär kik1 köp köp bunda učqanlar quš2 köp köp erdi.  
 PRO.DEM+LOC come+PART.PRF+PLUR game1 
 PRO.DEM+LOC fly+PART.PRF+PLUR bird2 
 'The game coming here were many, the birds flying here were many.' 
7.2.1.2 Plural marking with reduplication: 
 
There are two examples where the plurality is not expressed with -lAr, but with the 
reduplication of the noun: 
 
(154) 32/6 qanqa qanqa birlä ölügni tirig yörügürsün  
 Let the living make the lifeless walk with the qanqas! 
 
(155) 15/3 munï söz söznï tutmaz män turur män 
 I will not heed (lit. hold) these (empty) words!  
 
In the latter example, there is an implication towards the meaning [word+word] > '(a lot of) 






The case is usually distributed by the verb of the sentence, but postpositions can also govern 
case. The genitive case marker cannot be governed by verbs, but by the possessed of a 
genitive construction and by some postpositions. Tables T.17a and T.17b compares the 
nominal declensional paradigms of Old Turkic and the PON. The former is based on Erdal 
2004: 167-186. The variants in T.17a after "/" show later development, while those in 
parentheses occur in a certain group of Old Turkic sources.  
 
T.17a The declensional paradigm of Old Turkic 
Nominative Ø 
Accusative +Xg / +nI; +(X)n/ +(I)n (after Px) 
Genitive +(n)Xŋ / +nXŋ (~ +nXg) 
Dative +kA 
Locative +dA 
Ablative +dAn (~ +dIn) 
Instrumental +Xn (+In) 
Equative +čA 
Directive +gArU 
Partitive-locative (Directive-locative) +rA  
Similative +lAyU 
(Comitative) +lXgU (~ +lUgUn) 
 
T.17b The declension in the PON 
?Vocative ay; Ø 
Nominative Ø 
Accusative Ø (indef.), +nI (def.); +n (after Px.Sg.3) 
Genitive Ø (indef.); +nVng (def.) 
Dative +GA 
Locative +DA 




Erdal (2004: 182) claims 11 case suffixes as fully productive in Old Turkic (those are not in 
parenthesis in T.17a). The PON shows a reduced set of the cases suffixes attested in Old 
Turkic. It lacks the instrumental, equative, partitive-locative and similative. The directive 
suffix is attested, however, its productivity is questionable (see Chapter 7.2.2.9 below). The 
meaning instrumental/comitative is not expressed by suffix, but with the postposition birlä 
(7.7). The PON shows also innovation: The terminative case is present in the text (Chapter 
7.2.2.8), and its case suffix +GAčA seems to be a fusion of the dative and the Old Turkic 
equative case marker. The forms of the case suffixes in the PON show minor phonetic 
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deviation from their Old Turkic counterparts. The possible voiced-voiceless assimiliaton or 
dissimilation of the suffix-initial G- and D- is hidden by the orthography in the PON, as it 
marks no difference between voiceless and voiced consonants. It is a question whether a 
vocative case is to be distinguished in the PON, see below.  
7.2.2.1 The vocative case 
 
Although there is no morphological marker for the vocative case, there is functional 
difference between the vocative and the nominative. Normally the vocative is lexically 
marked with ay! 'Oh' (156), but not exclusively (157).  
 
(156) 42/3 ay oġullar köp män kördüm 
 oh son+PLUR+VOC much PRO.PRES.Sg.1 see+PAST+Sg.1 
 'Oh, sons, I lived long [...]!' 
 
(157) 12/2 kün tuġ bolġïl 
 sun+VOC banner become+IMP.2 
 '(Oh,) Sun, be (our) banner! 
 
7.2.2.2 The nominative case 
 
The nouns in the nominative case are unmarked, or, in other words, the case marker of the 
nominative case is a zero morpheme. It is governed by intransitive verbs (158), or transitive 
and ditransitive verbs (159), when the direct object is indefinite. The indefinite possessor of 
the genitive construction is also in the nominative case (160).  
 
(158) 39/1 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi 
Oguz Kagan+NOM rejoice+PAST laugh+PAST 
'Oguz Kagan was glad and laughed' 
 
(159) 12/5 andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa ǰarlїġ1 ǰumšadї bildürgülük bitidi 
that+Abl. after Oguz Kagan four direction+DAT. decree+NOM1 send+PAST 
message+NOM2 write+PAST 
'After that Oguz Kagan sent a decree to the four corners of the world, he wrote a message. 
 
(160) 2/5 adaqї ud adaqї1 täg belläri böri belläri2 täg yaġrї kiš yaġrї3 täg kögüzü aduġ 
kögüzü4 täg erdi 
 
ox+NOM foot+Px.Sg.31  'the foot of an ox' 
wolf+NOM waist+PLUR+Px.Sg.32  'the waists of a wolf' 
sable+NOM shoulder+Px.Sg.3 like3  'the shoulder of a sable' 




'His feet were like the feet of an ox, his waists were like the waists of wolf, his shoulders 
were like the shoulders of a sable, his chest was like the chest of a bear'.  
7.2.2.3 The accusative case 
 
The accusative case marker is +nI. The direct object of the sentence is usually marked when 
the object is definite:  
 
(161) 4/2 bir buġu aldї  
ART.INDEF. deer+NOM take+PAST 
'He took a deer' 
 
(162) 4/2 šol buġunї talnung čubuqї birlä їġačqa baġladї  
that deer+ACC willow+GEN shoot+Px.Sg.3 with tree+DAT tie+PAST go+PAST 
'He tied that deer to a tree with a willow twig.' 
 
The accusative case marker's allomorph is +n after a third person possessive suffix: 
 
(163) 34/8 oġuz anї bastї yurtїn aldї ketti 
Oguz that+ACC. oppress+PAST country+Px.Sg.3+ACC take+PAST go+PAST 
'Oguz crushed him, took his country and went away' 
 
There are a couple of cases when the definite direct object does not take the accusative case 
marker. In example (164), the sentence is a part of a verse, where all the verse lines end and 
rhyme in -Vm with labial vowel. Thus the accusative case marking would break the rhyme.  
 
(164) 42/7 sänlärgä berä män yurtum 
you+PLUR+DAT give+CONV.IMPRF+pm.Sg.1 country+Px.Sg.1+NOM 
I (hereby) give my country to you (plur).  
 
The other example can be nicely opposed to a marked direct object in similar context.  
 
(165) 22/5 tängri sängä yer berip buǰurmuš bolup turur 
Sky you+DAT world+NOM give+CONV.PRF command+PART.PRF 
become+CONV.PRF stand+AOR.  
'(From now on,) The Sky has given and ordered the world for you. ' 
 
(166) 37/3 tola turur yerni uruġungġa berdürsün 
become full+PRS stand+AOR. world+ACC progeny+Px.Sg.2+DAT give+CAUS+IMP.3 
(The Sky) shall order to give the whole world to your heredity! 
 
The lexical meaning of yer is basically 'ground, earth, soil, place' (ED 954) but in (166) it 
would be hardly a correct reading, it is clear from the context that here the correct meaning is 
'(the) world' which is definite on its own, since it cannot be 'a world'.  
We can see also some examples, when the indefinite object takes the accusative case. 
Here there are also a couple of examples where they can be opposed to unmarked objects in 
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the nominative case in similar contexts. Example (167) occurs in the plot earlier than (168) 
and (169): 
 
 (167) 36/2 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun ya1 kördi taqї üč kümüš oq2 kördi 
day+PLUR+LOC ART.INDEF day dream+LOC ART.INDEF gold bow+NOM1 
see+PAST and three silver arrow+NOM2 see+PAST 
'One of the days, while sleeping, he saw a golden bow and three silver arrows.'  
 
According to the plot, Oguz's elder and younger sons go to hunt, the two journeys are 
described with resembling stories, which are almost the same word by word.  
 
(168) 38/9 ǰolda bir altun yanï taptïlar 
road+LOC ART.INDEF gold bow+ACC find+PAST+PLUR 
'They found a golden bow on the way. ' 
 
(169) 39/8 ǰolda üč kümüš oqnï taptïlar 
road+LOC three silver arrow+ACC find+PAST+PLUR 
'They found three silver arrows on the way. 
 
If we consider (167-169) together it would be possible that (168-169) has definite objects, 
which are known from the earlier plot, and the correct translation would be 'the one golden 
bow' and 'the three silver arrows', if we analyse bir as 'one' and not as an indefinite article. In 
this case, however, bir in (167) should also be analysed as numeral, and 'one golden bow' 
would be opposed to 'three golden arrows' in number. However, I think that in this case the 
case marking of altun ya in (167-168) should be the same. Based on the behaviour of the 
indefinite article bir, I find more probable that in (167-168) bir is not to be analyised as a 
numeral, and here the case marking is the one which is fluctuating. Consider also the 
following examples: 
 
(170) 1/4 erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
male child+NOM give birth+PAST 
'She gave birth to a male child' 
 
(171) 8/3, 10/4 üč erkäk oġulnї tuġurdї 
three male child+ACC give birth+PAST 
'She gave birth to three male children' 
 
Examples (170-171) is another argument that actually the case marking is fluctuating, and 
neither the objects of (168-169) nor that of (171) is definite object, since the children given 
birth to in (171) were not mentioned earlier. Again, one can imagine that the audience of the 
text already knew the plot, and the author refers to common knowledge, but in this case the 




 (171) 16/1 qorïġannï tüškürdi 
camp+ACC fall+CAUS+PAST 
'He set the camp' 
 
(172) 29/8 qorïġan tüškürä turġan turdï 
[camp+NOM] fall+CAUS+CONV.IMPRF stand+PART.IMPRF stand+PAST 
'Setting his camp, he stopped' 
 
In example (171), I also don't see a reason why 'camp' should be read as a definite object 'the 
camp' , while it is not known from the earlier context. If it is, then why the object is indefinite 
in (172), while it is known from the earlier plot, namely from (171)?. Summa summarum, I 
consider accusative case marking inconsistent in the respect of definiteness.  
 
7.2.2.4 The genitive case 
 
The genitive case is assigned to nouns in genitive constructions by nouns which are the 
possessed in the construction (bearing possessive suffixes) to possessors which are definite. 
Postpositions like birlä 'with' and üčün 'because of' can also govern genitive case to pronouns. 
The genitive construction has the following pattern:  
 
(173) (36) [NP]possessor (+GEN) [NP]possessed (+PLUR)+Px(+Cx) 
 
The items in parenthesis are optional. Thus there are genitive constructions where the 
possessor is not marked with the genitive case. The case marker is almost always present, 
when the possessor is qualified with a demonstrative pronoun (bo, ol, ušbo, ušol,) (174). 
Example (175) is the only exception.  
 
(174) 34/4 ušol yerning qaġanï mïsïr tägän bir qaġan erdi 
PRO.DEM place+GEN kagan+Px.Sg.3 Mïsïr say+PART.PRF ART.INDEF kagan 
be+PAST 
'The kagan of that place was a kagan named Egypt.' 
 
(175) 3/4 ušol orman ičindä bedük bir [monster] bar erdi 
PRO.DEM forest+NOM inner part+Px.Sg.3+LOC great ART.INDEF monster existent 
be+PAST 
'In that forest, there was a big monster.' 
 
The genitive case marker is always present, when the possessor is referred to with a pronoun. 
It is also mostly present when the possessor is a named person or entity. There are two 




(176) 26/8 oġuz qaġannïng1 atï muz taġ2 ičigä qačïp ketti 
Oguz Kagan+GEN1 horse+Px.Sg.3 ice mountain+NOM2 inner part+Px.Sg.3+DAT 
flee+CONV.PRF go away+PAST 
'Oguz Kagan's horse fled and went into the Ice Mountain.' 
 
(177) 5/3 [monster] kälip bašï birlä oġuz qalqanïn urdï 
Monster come+CONV.PRF head+Px.Sg.3 with Oguz+NOM shield+Px.Sg.3+ACC 
strike+PAST 
'The monster came, and struck the shield of Oguz with its head'  
 
The genitive case marker is always present, when the possessor is possessed itself, thus it has 
a possessive suffix. Otherwise, the genitive case is usually present when the possessor is 
known from the context. Of course, there are counterexamples. In (178) there is no case 
marker, despite the possessor is mentioned before, and in (179) there is case marker while the 
possessor is not mentioned before.  
 
(178) 5/5 kän kälip kördi kim bir šungqar [monster] ičägüsin yämäktä turur 
then come+CONV.PRF see+PAST that ART.INDEF hawk monster+NOM 
innards+Px.Sg.3 eat+INF+LOC stand+AOR. 
'Then he came and saw that a hawk is eating the innards of the monster.  
 
(179) 4/2 šol buġunï talnung čubuqï birlä ïġačqa baġladï 
that deer willow+GEN twig+Px.Sg.3 with tree+DAT tie+PAST 
'He tied that deer to a tree with a willow twig.' 
 
Summing up what is written above, the possessor usually has the genitive case marker when it 
is definite, and the indefinite possessor usually has not. The rule is not clearcut, it is rather a 
tendency.  
It is important to mention that there are some examples when the construction 
[N+N+Px.Sg.3] (cf. with the pattern of the genitive construction above) make up nominal 
compounds, but it is difficult to separate them from the genitive constructions with indefinite 
possessor.  
The suffix-vowel of the genitive case marker is labial in general, but it may lose its labial 
quality (especially in front vocalic environment,) if the preceding vowel is illabial.  
 
7.2.2.5 The dative case 
 
The dative case marker is +GA. It assumably has four allomorphs according to back and front 
vocalic environment and to voiceless stem-final consonants opposed to voiced stem-final 
consonants and stem-final vowels respectively. Although the orthgraphy of the text shows no 
opposition between voiced and voiceless consonants, I see no reason to assume that the 
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suffix-initial consonant does not change. If it hadn't, expectably there would be an anaptictyc 
sound (marked by the orthography) between the the voiced stem-final consonant and the 
unvoiced suffix-initial one, and vice versa.  
In the possessive suffix, the pronominal n never occurs before the dative case, only at 
pronouns.  
There is a list of verbs which seem to obligatorily govern the only dative case (and are 
not ditransitve verbs). However, these verbs occur only a few times in the text each. These 
are: baq- 'to look at' baqïn- 'to look at (by himself/herself) kir- 'to enter somewhere' min- 'to 
mount (a horse)' ötä- 'to carry out an obligation (to the Sky)'. 
7.2.2.6 The locative case 
 
The locative case marker is +DA, always spelled as <dʾ>. I assume that it has got four 
allomorphs, based on the same line of thoughts as in the case of the dative.  
Before the locative case, the third person singular possessive suffix has fluctuating form 
between +(s)I+ and +(s)In+. I see no clear rule to explain this phenomenon. Consider the 
following examples:  
 
(180) 7/3 anungbaš-ïn-da atašluġ yaruqluġ bir mängi bar erdi 
that+GEN head+Px.Sg.3+LOC fiery shining ART.INDEF mole existent be+PAST 
There was a fiery and shining mole on her (fore)head.  
 
(181) 41/5 anung baš-ï-da bir kümüš taġuq qoydï 
that+GEN head+Px.Sg.3+LOC silver fowl put+PAST 
'He put a silver fowl on its top.' 
 
In any case, I must mention that the form +(s)Xn+ before the dative occur in the beginning 
of the text, and the first +(s)X+ form occurs in 14/7 - which is according to the plot- is before 
the battle between Oguz and Urum. Do the plot and a language usage of the author correlate? 
After this point +(s)Xn occurs only twice at 26/5 and 31/7 in üst-ün-dä 'on its top' . 
 
7.2.2.7 The ablative case 
 
The ablative case marker is +DAn <dʾn> , but after labial vowels +DOn <dwn> forms may 
appear, almost every time after front labial vowels (182), and in a smaller proportion after 
back labial vowels (183). For the suffix-initial consonant, I hold the same as in the case of 




(182) 6/6 köktön bir kök yaruq tüšti 
sky+ABL ART.INDEF light descend+PAST 
'A blue light(beam) descended from the sky.' 
 
(183) 33/4 köp urušqudan1 köp toqušqudon2 song anlarnï aldï 
many fight+ABL1 many battle+ABL2 after that+PLUR+ACC take+PAST 
'After a lot of fights and battles, he took them.' 
 
Before the ablative case marker, the Px.Sg.3 shows similar alternation +(s)Xn+ ~ +(s)X+ as 
before the locative. However, the examples are less.  
 
(184) 1/8 anasïnïng kögüz-ün-dön  23/7 etilning suġ-ï-dan 
mother+Px.Sg.3+GEN breast+Px.Sg.3+ABL Etil+GEN water+Px.Sg.3+ABL 
'from the breast of his mother' 'through the water of the Etil' 
 
7.2.2.8 The terminative case 
 
The terminative case is not known in Old Turkic, but it is known in Chagatay Turkic 
(Bodrogligeti 2001: 51) There are only two examples in the PON for the appearance of the 
terminative case. Fortunately, these examples show different allomorphs: 
 
(185) 36/3 bo altun ya kün tuġïšïda kün batušïġača täggän erdi 
 PRO.DEM gold bow East+LOC West+TERM reach+PART.PRF be+PAST 
 'This golden bow has reached from the East until the West.' 
 
(186) 39/4 ya täg oqlarnї kökkäčä atung 
 bow like arrow+PLUR+ACC sky+TERM throw+IMP.2 
 'Like the bow, you(plur.) shall shoot the arrows until the sky!' 
 
7.2.2.9 The directive case 
 
It is a question whether the idiom of the PON had directive case marker as part of the 
declensional paradigm. There are only two lexemes which has the old directive case suffix -
GArU(n), ilgärü (24/8, 25/9, 28/4, 29/4) 'ahead' and tašqarun (33/6, 35/4) 'outwards'. The 
possible allomorph in back vocalic environment has final -n. However, neither of their stems 
*ilk 'first' nor *taš 'exterior' occur independently throughout the text. Thus, we must assume 




7.2.2.10 Functional overlap between the locative and other cases 
 
There are a few examples, where the locative case marker appears in a place of some other 
expected cases. Such "functional overlap" may appear in the relation of locative and the 
ablative, see (187) and kün tuġïšïda 'from the East' in (185). A similar phenomenon can be 
observed in the relation of the locative and the dative (188) and (189) and even in that of the 
locative and the genitive (190).  
 
(187) 1/3 künlärdän bir kün              ~  3/8, 6/4, 35/9 künlärdä bir kün] 
day+PLUR+ABL ART.INDEF day day+PLUR+LOC ART.INDEF day 
 'one of the days (as an adverbial phrase)' 
 
(188) 3/2 bunda kelgänlär1 kik köp köp bunda učqanlar2 quš köp köp erdi 
PRO.DEM+LOC come+PART.PRF.PLUR1 
PRO.DEM+LOC fly+PART.PRF.PLUR2 
'The game coming here were many, the birds flying here were many.  
 
(189) 41/5 anung bašїda1 bir kümüš taġuq qoydї adaqїda2 bir qara qoyunnї baġladї 
PRO.DEM+GEN head+Px.Sg.3+LOC1 ART.INDEF silver fowl put+PAST 
foot+Px.Sg.3+LOC2 ART.INDEF black sheep+ACC tie+PAST. 
'To the top of that (pole), he put a silver hen. To its neath, he tied a black sheep. ' 
 
Otherwise baġla- governs the dative case, see 4/3, 4/7 ïġačqa baġladï 'He tied it to a tree' 
The behaviour of qoy- 'to put, to place' is somewhat different. It always governs the dative 
case in the verbal compound at qoy- 'to give a name', but in other instances (see also 31/8, 
31/9) it seems to govern the locative case.  
 
 
(190) 34/1 munda1 köp kikläri2 köp qušlarї3 bar turur 
PRO.DEM+LOC many antelope+PLUR+Px.Sg.32 many bird+PLUR+Px.Sg.33 existent 
stand+Aor.  
'?There are many game and many birds here'.  
 
In (190) the broader context is the following. 'In the southern corner of the world, there is a 
place called Baraq. It is a land with (a great amount of)goods. It is a very hot place. There are 
many games and many birds (of whom?).' A definite possessor is missing from the context, 
the only possible choice is the place called Baraq. But if it is so, the last sentence should be 
translated as 'It has got many games and many birds here', and 'munda' here would acquire a 
reading 'here (the location of the narration)' as opposed to 'there (the southern corner of the 







7.3.1 Personal pronouns 
 
The declensional paradigm of the personal pronouns is far from completley attestable. The 
expected form ol for the Sg.3. nominative personal pronoun occurs only as a demontsrative 
pronoun. For the accusative case, we find only Sg.3, while the locative case of personal 
pronouns is not attestable at all. The ablative case is attestable only for second person. The 
Pl.3 pronouns never refer to persons, only things, thus I recorded them among the 
demonstrative pronouns.  
The reading of the dative form of the PRO.Sg.1 bängä needs some explanation. Possible 
candidate forms appear at 20/8 spelled as <bʾn-kʾ>/<bʾz-kʾ> and in 21/6 as <bʾnkʾ>, where 
the second appearance is almost word by word repetition of the sentence in which the form 
<bʾz-kʾ>/<bʾn-kʾ> appears. The instance in 21/6 is surely a singular from, otherwise it would 
have been spelled as <bʾskʾ> or <bʾz-kʾ>. Of course, since <-z> and <-n> without diacritics 
look exactly the same, we cannot exclude the possibility that instance 20/8 is also <bʾn-kʾ> 
bängä. (Still, there is an instance in 11/8 where bizgä <byz-kʾ> is attested.) 
We know that the dative form of the PRO.Sg.1 bän is usually baŋa, maŋa already in Old 
Turkic, through velarisation by the word internal /ŋ/. The reason why I transcribed bängä with 
ä instead of a is the following: mängä is spelled in 21/3 and 23/1 as <mʾn-kʾ>, where the 
word-initial m- verifies that these are the singular forms, thus not to mix them up with bizgä. 
The case marker is spelled separately with <k>. <nk> is to be read as /ŋ /even in back vocalic 
words, but when the dative case marker is spelled separately in back vocalic environment, it is 
always spelled as <qʾ>, even if the stem-final consonant is n. See for example 25/2 <qʾqʾn-
qʾ> qaġan-ġa 'kagan+DAT'. Thus I accept Bang's reading bängä throughout the PON. The 
same holds true for sängä, which is spelled as both <sʾn-k> and <sʾnkʾ>. Here one may ask 
the question whether there is a respectful form of siz (written as <sʾz> and as <bʾz> for biz). 
The PRO.Pl.2 form is senlär. In the "oath" described at 21/2 -22/8, Urus's son titles Oguz 
Kagan with sän as the from sängä verifies (sizgä would have been spelled separately, as <-z> 
has only final form).  
Tables T.18a and T.18b compare the declension of pronouns in Old Turkic with that of the 





T.18a The declension of personal pronouns in Old Turkic.  
Case Sg.1 Sg.2 Pl.1 Pl.2 
Nom.  bän/män sän biz(lär) siz(lär) 
Acc. bini/mini sini bizni siz(lär)ni 
Gen.  bäniŋ/mäniŋ säniŋ biziŋ/bizniŋ siziŋ/siz(lär)niŋ 
Dat. baŋa/maŋa saŋa biziŋä/bizkä siziŋä/sizlärkä 
Loc. min(i)Dä sinDä bizintä/biznitä sizintä/siznidä/sizlärdä 
Abl. min(i)Din sinidin biznidin siznidin 
Dir. baŋaru/maŋaru saŋaru biziŋärü siziŋärü 
Simil.  - sinčiläyü bizinčüläyü - 
 
T.18b The declension of personal pronouns in the PON 
Case Sg.1 Sg.2 Sg.3 Pl.1 Pl.2 Pl.3 
Nom. män sän - biz senlär - 
Acc.  - - anï - - - 
Gen. mänüng/mäning/ 
männing 
sänning anung/anïng bizning senlärnüng - 
Dat. mängä/bängä sängä anga bizgä senlärgä - 
Loc. - - - - - - 
Abl.  - sändän - - senlärdän - 
 
Erdal (2004: 191) do not register third person personal pronouns in Old Turkic. Third person 
is referred with demonstrative pronouns (see below). It is also true for the PON. However I 
found reasonable to include third person demonstrative pronouns in T.18b, since the 
registered instances do refer to (singular third) person. There is no attested data in Pl.3, but of 
course this does not mean that reference to a group of people with (demonstrative/personal) 
pronouns is impossible.  
We see again that a reduced number of cases of the pronominal declensional paradigm can 
be found in the PON compared to Old Turkic. We do not find any data for directive and 
similative cases. Compared to the nominal declensional paradigm, (T.17b above) there seem 
to be neither terminative case nor vocative and directive case. Strangely enough, the row for 
the Locative case remained empty in T.18.b. The pronominal declensional paradigm of the 
PON otherwise shows strong analogy with its nominal declensional paradigm: The plural 
form of the Sg.2 pronoun sän is sänlär and not siz, thus the pronominal plural marker -(X)z 
(Erdal 2004: 195) is replaced by the nominal +lAr. The genitive case marker at almost all 






7.3.2 Demonstrative pronouns 
 
Tables T.19a and T.19b compares the declension of the demonstrative pronouns in Old 
Turkic and the PON respectively. The former is based on (Erdal 2004: 199). The oblique case 
is not included in the summarizing table, but montag and antag are described as case forms 
with the assimilation of the postposition täg 'like' (Erdal 2004:201) 
 
T.19a The declension of demonstrative pronouns in Old Turkic 
Case this these that those 
Nominative bo bolar ol olar 
Accusative bunï/munï bolarnï anï olarnï 
Genitive munuŋ/monuŋ bolarnïŋ anïŋ olarnïŋ 
Dative muŋa(r) bolarka aŋa(r) olarka 
Locative bunta/munta bolarta anta olarta 
Ablative muntïn bolardïn antïn olardïn 
Oblique montag  antag  
Instrumental munun - anïn olaran 
Equative bunča/munča - anča - 
Directive (bärü) - aŋaru olargaru 
Similative munïlayu - anïlayu - 
 
 
T.19b The declension of demonstrative pronouns in the PON 
Case this these that those 
Nominative (uš)bo  munlar (uš)ol - 
Accussative munï - anï  anlarnï 
Genitive - - anung/anïng - 
Dative munga - anga  anlarġa 
Locative munda / bunda - anda - 
Ablative mundan / mundon - andan - 
Oblique - - andaġ - 
 
In the PON the nominative forms of the demonstrative pronouns always appear in adjectival 
position as definite marker (for munlar see Chapter 7.2.1.1). Similarly to the paradigm of 
declension of the noun and personal pronouns, we do not find instrumental, equative, 
directive and similative case of demonstrative pronouns in the PON. Otherwise, the attested 
data do not show much deviation from the Old Turkic paradigm in the singular coloumn, 
except the suffix vowel of the ablative case. In the PON we also find an emphasizing prefix 
(u)š-. The plural case forms of 'those' show analogy with their singular counterpart concerning 





7.3.3 Interrogative pronouns 
 
Only a few interrogative pronouns occur in the text. There is näčä in the phrase 18/1 bir näčä 
'some' and 23/8 näcük or nüčük 'how'. The spelling of the latter example is blurred by water 
damage on the folio. I did not include nägü 'what(ever)' reconstructed by BA at 37/1 since the 
folio is damaged there. The most common interrogative pronoun is kim 'who', but it functions 
as a subjunctor which introduces a finite clause. It practically never appears in its original 




Tables T.20a and T.20b compare the possessive paradigm of Old Turkic and that of the PON. 
T.20a is based on Erdal 2004: 160. 
 
T.20a Possessive suffixes in Old Turkic 
 Singular Plural 
1. Person +(X)m +(X)mXz 
2. Person +(X)ŋ ~ +(X)g +(X)ŋXz(lAr) ~ +(X)gXz 
3. Person +(s)X(n+) +(s)X(n+); +(lAr)I 
 
T.20b Possessive suffixes in the PON 
 Singular Plural 
1. Person +(U)m +bïz 
2. Person +(u)ng +unglar 
3. Person +(s)X(n+) +(s)X(n+), +(lAr)I 
 
We do not see much difference between Old Turkic and the PON in the singular coloumn. 
However, the first and second person plural shows a great difference.  
In the PON, The Px.Sg.1 has always got labial vowel if the stem ends in consonant, both in 
back and front vocalic environment.  
There are not many examples for Px.Sg.2, and they always follow back vocalic stems. 
There is only one to be found after non-labial stem vowel at 22/2, and there the suffix vowel 
is not spelled.  
In the case of the Px.Sg.3, we can see a similar labializing tendency as we did at the 
ablative case marker. After front labial vowel, labialization is quite common, after back labial 
vowels, there are less examples. Before locative and ablative case, the Px.Sg.3 may take the 
so-called pronominal n (see Chapters 7.2.2.6 and 7.2.2.7). 
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There is only two examples for Px.Plur.1 at 22/1 bizning qut-bïz 'our regal charisma' and 
22/2 bizning uruġ-bïz 'our heredity'. It appears only after back labial vowels, spelled as <bʾz>. 
The Old Turkic suffix seems to have been replaced (or reinforced) by the first person plural 
pronoun.  
 There is only one example for Px.Plur.2 at 17/1 tapuġunglarġa 'in your vicinity'. It shows 
similar analogy we have seen at the second person personal pronouns: sän : sänlär instead of 
sän : siz. Here the Old Turkic pronominal plural marker -(X)z is also replaced by the more 
common +lAr. 
After plural marker, the Px.3 always appears as illabial -I. 
 
7.5 The adjective 
 
The adjetives as modifiers always precede their head. The adjectives can be intensified or can 
be used for comparison. It seems that inflected nouns and postpositional phrases can appear in 
adjectival position or as nominal predicates. Unfortunately, there are no examples when they 
are intensified or compared. Consider the following examples: 
 
(191) 38/5 bo üynüng taġamï altundan erdi  
 PRO.DEM house+GEN wall+Px.Sg.3 gold+ABL be+PAST 
 'The wall of this house was made of gold (lit. was from gold).' 
 
The enumeration follows with kümüštün 'silver+ABL' and tämürdän 'iron+ABL'.  
I think example (192) below may also belong here. Basically I accept BA's translation 
'alaca' for čoqurdan (p. 23, 46), however, it is problematic in several points. The inflected 
word is not a noun but an adjective itself, a copy from Mongolian: čoqur, čouqur 'variegated, 
dappled, spotted, mottled, pock-marked' (L 199). Since the indefinite pronoun precedes 
čuqurdan ayġïr at, the latter should be analysed as a complex attributive compound where the 
head is a coordinated compound itself of the kadın öğretmen 'woman teacher' type [čuqurdan 
[ayġïr at]]. The meaning of čuqurdan should be something like '(of the) spotted (kind), or in 
Turkish 'alaca (türden)'. 
 
(192) 25/9 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġïr atqa minä turur erdi 
Oġuz Kagan ART.INDEF spotted+ABL stallion horse+DAT mount+CONV.IMPRF 
stand+AOR be+PAST 
'Oguz Kagan always mounted a spotted stallion.' 
 
In (193) the inflected noun is in the dative case: 
 
(193) 27/4 ǰörügüdä soġurġuda öngä er erdi  
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walk+INF+LOC be cold+INF+LOC front+DAT man be+PAST 
'He was a man (who is) first at marching and enduring cold' 
 
In (194) we find postpositional phrases in adjectival position. I think that the phrases in 
question are arguments of the noun baluq 'town' and not of the verb yumša- 'to send', since 
yumša- otherwise (as in this sentence as well) governs the dative, and not the locative case.  
 
(194) 20/3 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašïda täring mörän arasïda yaqšï bärik baluqqa 
 yumšadï 
 PRO.DEM urus beg son+Px.Sg.3+ACC mountain top+Px.Sg.3+LOC deep river 
 middle+Px.Sg.3+LOC good firm town+DAT send+PAST 
 'That Urus Beg sent his son to a good, well fortified town (being/located) on the top of a 




Colour names are intensified with reduplication of their first syllable, where the reduplicated 
element ends in -p (see exapmple 195). Exactly the same pattern can be found in Old Turkic 
(Erdal 2004:151). There are three examples for intensification of colour names in the PON.  
 
(195) (C1)V1p (C1)V1* 
 ap aq 26/6, 26/9 'very white, snow-white' 
 qïp qïzïl 19/4 'very red, blood-red' 
 qap qara 34/3 'very black, jet-black' 
 
In the case of other qualities, köp is used for intensification. There are two further examples 
for this see 27/8 'köp soġuk 'very cold' and 33/9 köp ïsïġ 'very hot'.  
7.5.2 Comparison 
 
The comparison is made with the following pattern (196). It can be found four times in the 
text, at 1/8, 2/2, 6/8 and 9/3. The comparison marker is +rAK. It governs ablative case 
(+DAn) in the PON, while in Old Turkic the case form +dA was used (Erdal 2004: 150).  
 
(196) X+ABL Y+COMP 'more Y than X'  
 
The suffix +rAK shows similar labialisation after front labial vowels as the ablative case 
marker and the third person singular possessive suffix.  
 
(197) 1/8 yaqšï näwsikilärdän körüklügrök erdi 
 good fairy+PLUR+ABL beautiful+COMP be+PAST 




Comparison can also be made with finite subordinated clauses with the subjunctor kim. See 
Chapter 7.8.8. 
7.6 The nominal predicate 
 
Nominal predicates are always finitized by a copula verb. These copulas are also used to 
derive viewpoint operators. The copulas are erdi in the past tense, and turur in the non-past 
tense. Such patterns are already found in Old Turkic (Erdal 2004: 412-418), however, the 
PON does not show the full range of possibilites.  
 
(198) 9/2 yakšï körüglük bir kïz erdi 
 girl be+PAST   
 ‚She was a very beautiful girl’ 
 
(199) 33/9 köp ïsïg bir yer turur 
 place stand+AOR   
 ‚That is a very warm place.’ 
 
There is only one example where the nominal predicate is not in third person. In this case the 
copula verb is replaced by the corresponding personal pronoun.  
 
(200) 21/2 ay männing qaġanum sän 
 PRO.Sg.1+GEN kagan+Px.Sg.1 PRO.Sg.2 
 'Oh, you are my kagan!' 
 
Adjectives and numerals can also occur as nominal predicates: 
 
(201) 1/6 aġïzï ataš qïzïl erdi 
 fire-red be+PAST 
 'His mouth was fire-red.' 
 
(202) 3/3 bunda učqanlar quš köp köp erdi 
 many many be+PAST 
 'The birds flying here were many' 
 
7.7 Postpositions and relational nouns 
 
The table below shows the postpositions attested in the text. In the first column, N/PRO 
means that the given postposition governs the case before "/" when it co-occurs with nomina, 




T.21. Postpositions in the PON. 
Governed case N/PRO Postpositon Meaning 
Abl. / Abl. song 'after' 
Nom. / - täg 'like' 
Nom. / Gen. birlä 'with' 
? / Gen. üčün 'because of' 
Dat. /? körä 'according to' 
Dat. /? qaršu 'against' 
Nom. /? tägän 'called as' 
 
There is a group of nouns which also governs NP-s and were called "improper" postpostitions, 
but called "relational nouns" by Erdal (2004: 331). These relational nouns express location 
relative to the governed noun. They appear as head of possessive constructions and as such, 
may be inflected. In late Old Turkic, the governed noun optionally take the genitive case and 
the governed pronouns always do so (Erdal 2004: 406). They behave similarly in the PON: 
 
(203) 20/5 täring mörän arasïda  7/1 ušbo yaruqnung arasïnda  
 deep river+NOM middle+Px.Sg.3+LOC PRO.DEM light+GEN middle+Px.Sg.3+LOC 
 
  41/4 anung bašïda 
  PRO.DEM+GEN top+Px.Sg.3+LOC 
 
The following table shows the list of the relational nouns appearing in the text with their 
attested inflections and meaning: 
 
T.22 Relational nouns 
Relational noun Attested inflection Meaning 
ič  LOC, DAT 'inside, inner part' 
ara  LOC, PLUR 'middle' 
tapuġ/tapïġ LOC, DAT, PLUR 'vicinity' 
baš LOC 'top, beginning' 
üst LOC, DAT 'upper part, top' 
art ACC, PLUR 'back' 
?quduġ LOC 'bank, riverside' 
ǰan LOC 'side' 
 
If the relational noun is in plural, the governed noun is always in the genitive case. It is not 
easy to define the function of plural in such cases, but it seems that it somehow broadens the 
area which is related to the head noun. Consider the following examples:  
 
(204) 18/5-6 etil möränning quduġïda1 bir qara taġ tapïġïda2 urušqu tutuldï 
 Etil river+GEN bank+Px.Sg.3+LOC1 
 
ART.INDEF black mountain vicinity+Px.Sg.3+LOC2 




In example (204), the meaning of the word quduġ needs some explanation. In Old Turkic the 
typical meaning of it is 'well', but literally it is 'something which pours out (water)' (ED 598). 
In the relation with a river, it could be 'spring' or 'source'. I find it more probable that the 
etymon of the word is OT qïdïġ 'the edge of something, seashore' (ED 598). Since it is the 
only instance in the text, no more could be said about it. I would rather focus on the 
opposition between tapïġ in (204) and tapuġlar in (205): 
 
(205) 17/5-8 kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarïda1 kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik bir erkäk böri 
yörügüdä turur ol börining artlarïn2 qatïġlap yörügüdä turur erdilär erdi.  
 army+GEN vicinity+Px.Pl.31 
 PRO.DEM wolf+GEN back+Px.Pl.32 
 
'He saw that in the (broader) vicinity of the army1, the grey furred, grey maned big 
 male wolf is walking. They were walking following (more or less) the back of that 
 wolf.2  
 
7.8 The Verb 
 
The verbs usually occupy the final position of the sentence. There are a few exceptions which 
are limited to direct speech. These examples are verses, and in these cases the argument of the 
verb follows the verb for reasons of rhytm and rhyme: 
 
(206) 11/6-8 män senlärgä boldum1 qaġan|alalïng2 ya taqï qalqan| 
 I you+PLUR+DAT become+PAST.Sg.11 kagan take+IMP.12 bow and shield  
 'I became kagan for you, let us take bows and shields' 
7.8.1 Negation 
 
The negation of verbs happens with the negative stem -mA- (207) or with the negative aorist 
-mAz (208), just as in Old Turkic (Erdal 2004: 241, 422). 
 
(207) 1/8 ušol oġul anasïnïng kögüzündön oġuznï ičip1 mundon artïqraq ičmädi2 
drink+CONV.PRF1  
drink+NEG+PAST2 
'That child drank1 the colostrum from his mother's breasts, after this he did not drink2 
anymore.' 
 
(208) 22/4 män sängä bašumnï qutumnï berä män bergü berip dostluqtan čïqmaz tur tep tedi 
 friendship+ABL go out+NEG.AOR stand+ø  
 
I (hereby) give you my head and regal charisma for you. Paying tribute, (I) will (never) 




7.8.2 Plural agreement between the subject and the predicate 
 
The plural agreement between the subject and the predicate is not consistent. Most of the 
examples I found contain more than one subjects. There are several examples for each case, 
but there is no sufficient data to set an exact rule to tell, for example, that the predicate of a 
sentence expressing existence can be only in the singular. The subjects may be in the plural 
and the predicate is in the singular (209), or vice versa (210). There are also examples when 
the subjects as well as the predicate are in the plural (211), and even when some of the 
subjects in plural and singular, and predicate is in singular (212).  
 
(209) 3/2 köp möränlär1 köp ögüzlär2 bar erdi3. 
 many river+PLUR1 
 many stream+PLUR2 
 existent be+PAST3 
 'There were many of streams and rivers.  
 
(210) 30/3 munda ǰürčäd qaġanï elküni1 oġuz qaġanġa qaršu keldilär2 
 jürčäd kagan+Px.Sg.3 people+Px.Sg.31  
 come+PAST+PLUR2 
 'Here the Jurched kagan and people came against Oguz Kagan.' 
 
(211) 1/6 közläri1 al sačlarï qašlarï2 qara erdilär erdi3 
 eye +Px.Pl.31 
 
hair +Px.Pl.3 eyebrow+PLUR+Px.Sg.32 
 be+PAST+PLUR be+PAST3 
 'His eyes were scarlet, his hair and eyebrows were black.' 
 









'Its gold is much, its silver is much, its jewels are many.' 
 
If the subject (known from the context) is plural but is not present in a sentence, the the 
predicate is always in the plural:  
 
(213) 24/8 taqï ilgärü kettilär. 
 go+PAST+PLUR 
 'Then (they) went ahead.' 
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7.8.3 Finite tense and aspect markers in the indicative mood853 
 
7.8.3.1. Theoretical framework 
 
Johanson 1971 and 2000 provides the theoretical framework in which I will execute the 
present examination. Based on this, viewpoint operators in Turkic languages can be classified 
along the following values: 
 
A. Postterminality (±POST) 
B. Intraterminality (±INTRA) 
C. Focality (HF : LF : NF) 
 
Focality can take three values: H(igh) F(ocal), L(ow) F(ocal) and N(on-)F(ocal). 
According to the newer research, the mentioned set should be completed with the following: 
 
D. Prospectivity (±PRO) 
 
Recently Nevskaya's paper (2005: 111-113) following Comrie (1976: 64), concisely 
sum up the research history of prospective, and evaluates it as the counterpart of the perfect:. 
„The perfect is a retrospective, in that it establishes a relation between a state at one time and 
a situation at an earlier time. If languages were completely symmetrical, one might equally 
well expect to find prospective forms, where a state is related to some subsequent situation, 
for instance where someone is in a state of being about to do something.” 
Thus, values A, B and D determine the relative location of the localisation point or 
locus (L) and orientation point (O) to each other on the time axis. In cases of events expressed 
by the intraterminal, O and L coincide or overlap, in case of postterminal events L precedes 
O, and finally, events described with prospective the presupposed L follows O.  
Value C determines the narrowness of the speaker's viewpont on the events. These 
values are relevant only if they can be opposed to each other, based on the context: (+INTRAF 
: +INTRANF), (+POST : –POST), etc. Otherwise the negative (unmarked) values are neutral.  
7.8.3.2 Discourse types 
 
There are several discourse types within a language which narrate the events in different 
temporal strata (Johanson 1971: 76-87). The type of discourse determines the set of the 
                                                 
853
 The examination of the aspect-system of the PON is based on my previous research on this field, which has 
been published in Danka 2012 and Danka 2015a. 
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viewpoint operators used by the narrator. There are two such set in the PON: (+PAST) and (–
PAST).  
In the PON, the passage between the two strata is allowed by the subjunctor kim 'that'. 
The kim can introduce direct quotation, or can be used for the description of the circumstances 
of a given event or state of affairs. Thus it is able to project O to the present of the events: 
 
(214) 4/5 tang ertä čaġda keldi kördi kim1 (...) buġunï alup turur2 
 see+PAST that1 (+PAST) 
 take+CONV.PRF stand+AOR2 (–PAST) 
 'He came at dawnbreak, and [saw that]1 the creature [has taken]2 the deer.  
 
In Turkic languages, viewpoint operators are historically analytic constructions based 
on a converb or participle, and an auxilliary verb. These constructions are located between the 
main verb and the suffixes indicating tense. See the following Turkish example: 
 
(215) görüyor1 < *kör-A yorï-r : görür2 < *kör-ür 
 see+PRS1  < see+CONV.IMPRF walk+PRS 
 see+AOR
 2 < walk+PRS 
 –PAST(+INTRAF) : –PAST(+INTRANF) 
 
The Old Turkic aspect system is described by Erdal (2004: 262-272). At this point, 
however, I chose to use modern Turkish as a comparative base for the following reason: 
although the aspect system of the PON shows overlaps with that of Old Turkic, it is much 
more comparable with modern Turkish, since most of the suffixes described by Erdal to 
express aspectual meanings are not attested in the PON.  
Table 23. shows the set of viewpoint operators in modern Turkish, which provides the 
starting point of my examination, following Johanson (1971: 153). The scetch under Table 
23. intruduces the possible functional categories of which's devices are being searched in the 
PON. This will have to be complemented with a +PRO coloumn, left from +INTRAHF. 
Table .23 Aspect system of modern Turkish 







<*-A yorïr erdi 
-irdi 
<* -ur erdi 
-di -mişti 















7.8.3.3 Preliminary notes 
 
Before starting the examination of the data, I saw suitable to point out some further 
methodological terms. 
1. The PON is a written text, as such it is a limited corpus. Since it is a result of real 
linguistic production, every data found in is to be considered grammatical.  
2. In the text competitive forms can be found with identical meaning: 
 
(216) 3/7 bo (...)ni awlamaq tilädi 
 hunt+INF wish+PAST 
 ‚He wanted to hunt down this (monster).’ 
 
(217) 15/5 oġuz qaġan čamat etüp anga atlaġu tilädi 
 set out+INF wish+PAST 
 Oguz Kagan got angry, and wanted to ride against him. 
 
7.8.3.4 . Postterminality 
 
Postterminality is expressed in the PON by the perfective converb -(V)p and the 
corresponding finite copula verb, the –PAST turur, in +PAST erdi. In the past stratum, there 
are also forms based on participles.  
 
7.8.3.4.1 Postterminality in the present –PAST(+POST) 
 
Postterminals in the present are expressed by the forms shown in the examples.  
 
(218) 4/9 tang ertä čaġda keldi kördi kim (...) aduġnï alup turur 
 take+CONV.PRF stand+AOR (x4) 
 ‚He came back at dawnbreak. He saw that the (monster) [has taken] the bear.’ 
 
If the subject of the sentence is not third person, a personal pronoun appears (219). In 
such cases the copula may be deleted (220). Unfortunately, these types does not occur more 
times in the text, we have only these examples.  
 
(219) 12/9 senlärdän baš čalunguluq tiläp män turur 
 wish+CONV.PRF PRO.Sg.1 stand+AOR (x1) 
 ‚From now on, I expect obeisance from you (lit. bowing of head).’ 
 
(220) 23/1 ayttï kim manga köp altun yumšap sän1 baluqnï yaqšï saqlap sän2 tep tedi 
 send+CONV.PRF. PRO.Sg.21 (x2)  
 defend+CONV.PRF. PRO.Sg.22 
 ‚He told: "You have sent me a lot of gold. You have defended the town well". – He said.  
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The following two examples also belong to this type, but an additional element appears: -mVš 
bol-. Such a construction signals the transition into a post-terminal state (Johanson 1998, 42), 
thus it focuses on the moment when an event exactly reaches the point of readiness.  
 
(221) 22/1 bizning qutbïz senning qutung bolmuš1 bizning uruġbïz senning ïġačungnung 
uruġï bolmuš bol2 -up tur3 -ur 
 become+PART.PRF1 (x1)  
 become+PART.PRF become2+ CONV.PRF stand3+AOR (x2) 
  From now on1, our regal charisma has became1 your regal charisma. From now on2 Our 
heredity have became3 the heredity of your lineage.  
 
(222) 22/4 tängri sängä yer berip buǰurmuš bol1-up tur2-ur 
 order+PART.PRF become1+CONV.PRF stand2+AOR  
 From now on1, the Sky has given the world to you, he has ordered2 it to you.  
 
7.8.3.4.2 Postterminality in the past +PAST(+POST) 
 
The postterminal viewpoint operators in the past can be divided into two groups. The first 
group corresponds to the type introduced in 7.8.3.4.1, with the difference that the copula verb 
is in the past tense. The second group is based on participles, not converbs. 
 
7.8.3.4.2.1 +PAST(+POST) operators based on converbs 
(223) 3/4 ušol orman ičindä bedük bir (...) bar erdi yïlqïlarnï yelkünlerni yer erdi [...] berkä 
ämgäq birlä elkünni basup erdi 
 oppress+CONV.PRF be+PAST (x2) 
 'In that forest there was a big (monster). It constantly ate thel livestock and the people. [...] 
It had oppressed the people with suffering.' 
 
The next example differs from the previous one in that the converbial form is not finitized by 
erdi, like in (223), but with the past form of tur- instead. 
(224) 27/8 oġuz qaġannnung atï muz taġ ičige qačïp ketti oġuz qaġan mundan köp čïġay 
ämgäq čäküp turdï 
 torture pull+CONV.PRF stand+PAST (x4) 
 ‚Oguz Kagan's horse fled and went to the Ice Mountain. By this, Oguz Kagan had 
suffered a lot.' 
 
This type occurs four times in the text. The question may be asked, whether here tur- is really 
a copula, or it is simply past form of the lexeme tur- with its original meaning ’to stand, stand 
upright, stand still, to stop’ (ED, 529). Since among the mentioned four cases there are two 
(18/3, 18/4) which occur in the construction tur[up tur]dï, where the main verb is also tur-, I 
assume that there is copular reading of the form turdï.  
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In (225), the copula is again erdi but the form turur occurs between the converb and the 
copula. I will discuss the reasons of this phenomenon in Chapter 7.8.3.7 
(225)16/4 ol ǰaruqton [...] bir erkäk böri čïqtï ušol böri oġuz qaġanga söz berip [turur]2 er1-di 
 promise+CONV.PRF [stand+AOR]2 be1+PAST (x1) 
 ‚From that lightbeam a [...] male wolf stepped forward. That wolf (had) made a 
promise1,2 for Oguz Kagan. 
 
7.8.3.4.2.2 +PAST(+POST) operators based on participles  
 
Among viewpoint operators based on participles, we can find competing derivatives. Example 
(226) is based on the suffix -mVš, which is already found on the runic inscriptions from the 
8th century on, while (227) is based on -GAn. The form -meyn of example (228) is 
presumably the negative form of -GAn (<*-mA-GAn). 
 
(226) 27/8 muz taġlarda köp soġuq boluptan ol beg qardan sarunmïš erdi ap aq erdi (x2) 
 snow+ABL wrap+REFL+PART.PRF be+PAST (x2) 
 ‚Because it was very cold in the Ice Mountains, that beg was covered by snow. He was 
pure white.’ 
 
(227) 36/3 bo altun ya kün tuġïšïda da kün batušïġača teggän erdi bü üč kümüš oq tün 
yïngġaqqa ketä turur erdi 
 reach+PART.PRF be+PAST (x3) 
 ‚This golden bow had reached from the East to the West. Then these three silver arrows 
were going to the North. ’  
 
As we have seen in (224), in example (228) the copula is not erdi, but turdï again.  
 
(228) 29/6 kene bir kün bo kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ erkäk böri yörümäyn tur1-dï oġuz taqï 
turdï qorïġan tüškürä tur2-ġan tur3-dï 
 walk+NEG+PART.PRF stand1+PAST (x1) 
 fall+CAUS+CONV.IMPRF stand2+PART.PRF stand3+PAST (x1) 
 ‚Then one day this grey furred, grey maned male wolf did not go further, ?it stopped1. 
Oguz Kagan also stopped. Setting2 his camp, ?he stopped3.  
 
I will discuss the elements -A tur- and turdï in Chapter 7.8.3.7. Table 24 sums up the 
operators we have seen used to express postterminal meaning. For the purpose of 
transparency, I put the numbers of examples behind the individual forms they occur in. In the 
lower row of the table, there are the forms waiting further examination, also together with the 






Table 24. +POST operators in the PON. 




-Vp turur (218) 
-Vp män (turur) (219)  
-Vp sän (220)  
-Vp erdi (223) 
-Vp turdï (224) 
-Vp (turur) erdi (225) 
-mVš erdi (226) 
-gAn erdi (227) 
-mAyn turdï (228) 
-gAn turdï (228) 
F -mVš bol-Vp turur (221), (222)   
turur (219), (225) 
-(y)A tur- (228) 
 
7.8.3.5 Intraterminality  
In the case of intraterminal viewpoint operators, we also find converbial and participial forms. 
Beside these, as a third type, the locative form of the main verb's infinitive also occurs, which 
then is finitized by the copula.  
 
7.8.3.5.1 Intraterminality in the present –PAST(+INTRA) 
 
The intraterminal in the present is based on the imperfective -(y)A converb, which is finitized 
by the so-called aorist form of tur-. The readings of this type is not focal, actually in the PON 
this type took the original function of the aorist -Vr (cf. Table 23.) 
 
(229) 7/6 ušol qïz andaġ körüglük erdi kim külsä kök tängri külä tur1ur ïġlasa kök tängri 
ïġlaya tur2-ur 
 laugh+CONV.IMPRF stand1+AOR (x2) 
 cry+CONV.IMPRF stand2+AOR 
'That girl was so beautiful, that whenever she laughs, the Blue Sky also laughs1, whenever 
she cries, the Blue Sky also cries2.'  
 
If the subject of the sentence is not third person, the personal pronoun occurs, deleting the 
copula, as we saw it in example (220).  
 






'I (hereby) give my head and regal charisma for you. Paying tribute, I will (never) quit 
from friendship'.  
 
Among the –PAST(+INTRA) viewpoint operators based on the locative form of the main 





(231) 5/5 kelip kördi kim bir šungqar (...) ičägüsin yemäktä turur 
 eat+INF+LOC stand+AOR (x1) 
 ‚He came and saw that a falcon is eating the innards of the creature.' 
 
(232) 17/4 andan song oġuz qaġan qorïġannï türdürdi ketti kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarïda 
kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedük bir erkäk böri yörügüdä turur 
 walk+INF+LOC stand+AOR (x1) 
 After that Oguz Kagan broke up his camp, and went away. He saw that in the (broader) 
vicinity of the army, a great grey furred, grey maned, male wolf is walking. 
 
7.8.3.5.2 Intraterminality in the past +PAST(+INTRA) 
 
The aorist form of the Turkic verb can take the function of an imperfective participle. This is 
very common in the PON.  
 
(233) 26/1 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġïr atqa minä tur1-ur er2-di ušbo ayġïr atnï bek čoq 
sewür er3-di 
 mount+CONV.IMPRF stand1+AOR be2+PAST (x8) 
 love+AOR be3+PAST (x6) 
 ‚Oguz Kagan always1 mounted2 a spotted stallion. He used to love3 that stallion very 
much.' 
 
Example (233) also contains the form -(y)A tur-, which we saw in (228). The intraterminal 
viewpoint operators based on the locative form of the main verb's infinitive also exist in the 
past tense:  
 
(234) 6/5 künlärdä bir kün oġuz qaġan bir yerdä tängrini ǰalwarġuda erdi qarangġuluq keldi 
köktön bir kök yaruq tüšti 
 pray+INF+LOC be+PAST (x1) 
 ‚One of the days, Oguz Kagan was praying to the sky in a place, (when) it become dark 
(and) from the sky, a blue light of beam descended.  
 
Example (234) is the past tense counterpart of the construction seen in (232). Example (235), 
which partly overlaps with (232), however, contains an additional turur element.  
 
(235) 17/5 kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarïda kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedük bir erkäk böri 
yörügüdä tur1-ur ol börining artlarïn qatïqlap yörügüdä [turur]3 er2-dilär erdi4  
 walk+INF+LOC stand1+AOR (x1) 
 walk+INF+LOC [stand+AOR]3 be2+PAST+PLUR be+PAST4 (x1) 
 'He saw that in the (broader) vicinity of the army, the grey furred, grey maned big male 




The construction labelled with number four of example (235) requires some attention. 
After the copula erdi, there is plural suffix, then an additional finite copula. This form is 
exclusively the third person plural form of erdi. Only this redundant form can be seen in this 
position, the *erdilär (without an additional erdi) does not occur in the text.  
Table 25. sums up the intraterminal viewpoint operators. It is known that in modern 
Turkish (cf. Table 23.) the focal intraterminal is -mekte(dir)<*-mekte turur, thus we can 
expect that it is the same in the PON. The infinitive -mAk and -GU are competing forms. 
Since the readings of the corresponding example-sentences also do not differ in meaning, that 
of the -gUdA turur/erdi and -mAktA turur are identcial, +INTRAF. In the lower row of the 
table there are extracted forms waiting for further analysis.  
 
Table.25 +INTRA operators in the PON 
 –PAST +PAST 
NF -A turur (229) 
-A män (230) 
-Vr erdi (233) 
 
F -mAktA turur (231) 
-gUdA turur (232) ,(235) 
-gUdA erdi (234) 
-gUdA (turur) erdi (235) 
turur (235) 




We find sentences with +PRO reading only in the –PAST stratum. It is expressed by the 
originally unmarked form of the system, the simple aorist -Vr. Its original function is taken by 
the construction type -(y)A turur/ -(y)A män/ -(y)A sän. All the sentences of the text, which 
contains the aorist form of the main verb without a copula has +PRO meaning.  
In examples (236) and (238) there is a new element: -Vr bol-. This element is the 
symmetric counterpart of -mVš bol- found in (221) and (222) of Chapter 7.8.3.4.1, which puts 
the transition to the intraterminal state into focus (Johanson 1998: 42). Thus, the clauses with 
-Vr bol- gain +PROF reading. The reduced tur element in example (237) will be discussed in 









 (236) 13/1 ušol kim mäning aġïzumġa baqar [turur]2 bol1-sa tarïtqu tartïp dost tutar män3 
ušbo kim aġïzumġa baqmaz [turur]5 bol4-sa čamat čaqïp čärig čäkip dušman tutar män6 
tawraq basïp asturïp yoq bolsunġïl tep qïlur män7 
 look at+AOR [stand+AOR]2 become1+COND (x1) 
 hold+AOR PRO.Sg.13 (x6) 
 
heed+AOR.NEG [stand+AOR]5 become4+COND (x1) 
 hold+AOR PRO.Sg.16 
 do+AOR.PRO.Sg.17 
 'From those who are going to heed1,2 my words, I will3 take tribute, and consider3 them as 
friends. For those who are not going to heed 4,5 to my words, I will6 burst in anger, raise 
an army and consider6 them as enemies.Crushing them and hanging them up quickly, "Let 
you perish!" – So I will7 say and do7.' 
 
(237) 22/4 men sängä bašumnï qutumnï berä män1 bergü berip dostluqtan čïqmaz tur2 tep 
tedi 
 give+CONV.IMPRF PRO.Sg.1 
 friendship+ABL go out+NEG.AOR stand+ø2 (x1) 
 
'I (hereby) give1 my head and regal charisma for you. Paying tribute, (I) will (never) quit2 
from friendship.' 
 
(238) 16/9 taqï tedi kim ay ay oġuz urum üstige sen atlar bol1-a sän2 ay ay oġuz 
tapuġunglarġa män yörür bol3-a män4  
 ride+AOR become1+CONV.IMPRF+PRO.Sg.22 (x2) 
 
walk+AOR become3+CONV.IMPRF+PRO.Sg.14 
'So it said:"Oh, oh, Oguz, you are going to ride1,2 against Urum! Oh, oh Oguz, I am going 
to walk3,4 in your vicinity!".' 
 
Table .26 +PRO operators in the PON 
–PAST 
NF -r män (236) 
-maz (dur) (237) 
F -r (turur) bol- sa (236) 
-maz (turur) bol- sa (236) 
-r bol- -a män (238) 




7.8.3.7 turdï, turur, -tur, and -A tur- 
 
We saw that the use of the different forms of the verb tur- in the PON is very frequent. Its 
natural side effect is that the original meaning 'to stand' becomes obscure. Actually there is 
only one case in the whole text, when the finite form of tur- has the undoubted meaning 'to 
stop' , in example (228): Oġuz taqï turdï 'Oguz also stopped'. It cannot be excluded that in the 
other sentences of (228) turdï has the meaning 'to stand, to stop', but, as I mentioned in 




(239) 17/9 bir näčä künlärdän song kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bo bedik erkäk böri turup turdï 
oġuz taqï čärig birle turup turdï 
stand+CONV.PRF stand+PAST 
‚After a few days, this grey furred, grey maned male wolf stopped (?and did not move 
anymore). Oguz also stopped with the army (?and did not move anymore). ' 
 
The number of such examples is insignificant, and it is typical for the whole text, that the 
finit froms of tur- do not bear their lexical meaning. As we saw in example (199) the aorist 
form of tur- is a present tense copula, of which the +PAST functional counterpart in the past 
is erdi (198). This duality can be also observed in the establishment of viewpoint operators.  
Parallelly, it can also be seen that if the subject of a –PAST sentence is not a third person, 
turur is mostly deleted, being replaced by a personal pronoun. Thus turur participates in a 
new opposition, being the part of the patadigm of personal markers. This opposition must 
have not been fully established when the text was written, as we could see in example (219), 
where meaning of turur is simply 'present tense' vs. erdi 'past tense'. Let us see another 
example: 
(240) 15/1 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannïng ǰarlïġïn saqlamaz erdi qatïqlagu barmaz erdi 
munï söz sözni tutmaz män turur män tep yarlïġġa baqmadï 
 hold+NEG.AOR PRO.Sg.1 stand+AOR PRO.Sg.1 
 This Urum Kagan did not care the order of Oguz Kagan, and did not go to join him. I will 
not heed (lit hold) these empty words! – he said, and did not pay attention to the decree.  
 
Compared to the construction seen in (219) the personal pronoun appears in the sentence 
again, verifying that the subject is not a third person, as it would happen in the case if turur 
were in the last position. Thus the second män appears in postfinal position, which can be 
explained with the fact that turur competes in two oppositions at the same time: turur vs. men, 
sen etc.; and turur vs. erdi. 
However, we must see the 'third person' meaning of turur in the cases it is followed by 
erdi, in examples (225) and (235). The examples, in which turur is replaced by erdi in the 
cases of past tense viewpoint operators, establish –PAST:+PAST pairs. The examples, in 
which both turur and erdi exist, provide argument that turdï forms do not bear the lexical 
meaning of the verb, but are organic parts of the viewpoint operators, and come to exist 
through phonological reduction: turur erdi > *tur erdi > turdï. The -tur form of example (237) 
provides a parallel form for the intermediate state *tur erdi. These point out that at the time of 
writing down the text – although the orthography mostly show the more archaic turur and 
erdi forms, most probably neither of them was pronounced this way, and the same applies for 
the modern Turkic languages.  
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The verb tur- evolved in another way as well, for which we can see examples (228) and 
(233), and there are several other examples in the text. In this cases it establishes construcion 
with the -(y)A imperfective converb marker, and is always positioned in front of a +PAST 
viewpoint operator. The previous examination of the PON in this topic (Danka 2012) did 
partly led to the wrong conclusion becuase it was analysed as the part of the viewpoint 
operator, and was not considered the other functions of the finite forms of tur- . Based on 
example (233), we must think that the -(y)A tur- does not mark aspect, but iterative 
actionality. This function also can be derived from the lexical meaning of tur- 'to stand' > 




According to the examination above, we can sum up the the PON's inventory of viewpoint 
operators according to Table 27. The system can be considered to be symmetric in the sense 
that every possible function is fulfilled by a construction (except +PAST(+PRO), which is not 
attested in the PON), and there is no construction which fulfills more then one function. It is, 
however, asymmetric in the sense that more than one constructions compete for one and the 
same functions. On the other hand, the functional pairs do not always correspond to their 
historical morphological counterparts: The -Vr, originally a -PAST(+INTRANF) marker, is 
replaced by -(y)A turur/men/sen, and the former took the +PRO meaning.  
 
T.27 Inventory of viewpoint operators in the PON 
 +PRO +INTRAF +INTRANF –INTRA 
–POST 
+POST 
+PAST - -guda erdi 
-makta erdi 







-(y)A turur/pm. -Vp turur/pm. 
Focusing elements:                -mVš bol-: +POST > +POSTF 
-Vr bol-    : +PRO > +PROF 
 
Tables 28a and 28b compares the personal markers in +PAST temporal stratum in Old Turkic 
(Erdal 2004: 237) and those found in the PON. In the latter the full paradigm is not attestable. 






T.28a personal markers in +PAST temporal stratum in Old Turkic. 
 Singular Plural 
1.Person -dXm -dXmXz 
2.Person -dXŋ ~ -dXg -dXŋXz(lAr) ~ dXgXz 
3.Person -dI -DI(lAr) 
 
T.28b Personal markers in +PAST temporal stratum in the PON. 
 Singular Plural 
1.Person -DUm - 
2.Person - - 
3.Person -DI -DIlAr (erdi) 
 
The personal markers in the –PAST temporal stratum are the same as the nominative forms of 
the personal pronouns in first and second person. In the third person we find the copula verb 
turur, or, in one case, its reduced form tur . At this point the paradigm of personal markers of 
the nominative and verbal predicate coincide in the PON. This paradigm is comparable to that 
of the Old Turkic nominal predicates (T.29a-b, the former is based on Erdal 2004: 413-414) 
 
T.29a Personal markers of nominal predicates in Old Turkic.  
 Singular Plural 
1.Person män biz 
2.Person sän siz 
3.Person ol ol 
 
T.29b Personal markers in the –PAST temporal stratum/nominal predicates in the PON.  
 Singular Plural 
1.Person män biz 
2.Person sän - 
3.Person turur/tur tururlar 
 
 
7.8.4 The imperative/voluntative mood 
There are a variety of morphological markers which has the function to express the imperative 
or optative mood. With the one exception -alïng in alalïng ya taqï qalqan 'Let us take bow 
and shield', which is Plur.1, all of them refer to second or third person. According to Erdal 
(2004: 235), the Old Turkic "volitional" paradigm was the following: 
 
T.30a Optative and imperative markers in Old Turkic 
 Singular Plural 
1.Person -(A)yIn -(A)lIm 
2.Person Ø, -(X)ŋ -(X)ŋ, -(X)ŋlAr 




If we compare this paradigm with the inventory of the PON, we find several differences. In 
the PON, there is no instance of Sg.1 form, only Plur.1, cited above. Otherwise, we have the 
following inventory:  
 
T.30b Optative and imperative markers in the PON 
 Singular Plural 
1. Person - -alïng 
2.Person Ø/ -GIl / -(U)ng Ø / -(U)ng 
3. Person -sUn / -sunġïl -sUn 
 
If we compare the two tables, it becomes visible that the inventory of the PON does not 
distinguish singular and plural forms in the way as Old Turkic does in second and third 
person. We never find imperative/optative forms with the plural marker -lAr. The number, 
however can be marked on the subject. Consider the following examples: 
 
(241) 39/3 ay aqalar ya bolsun senlärnüng 
 oh elder brother+PLUR bow+Sg become+IMP.3 PRO.Pl.2+GEN 
 'Oh elder sons, the bow shall be yours!' 
 
(242) 40/2 ay inilär oqlar bolsun senlärnüng 
 oh younger brother+PLUR arrow+PLUR become+IMP.3 PRO.Pl.2+GEN 
 'Oh younger sons, the arrows shall be yours!' 
 
(243) 24/7 ay ay sen munda bäg bolung 
 oh oh PRO.Sg.2 PRO.DEM+LOC beg become+IMP.2 
 'Oh, Oh, you shall become beg here!' 
 
(244) 40/4 oqlar täg senlär bolung 
 arrow+PLUR like PRO.Plur.2 become+IMP.2 
 'You shall become like (the) arrows!' 
 
This indifference of number even holds true for the second person imperative with zero 
morpheme: 
 
 (245) 29/2 sen munda qal ač qalqan 
 PRO.Sg.2 PRO.DEM+LOC stay+IMP.2 open+IMP.2 shutter 
 You, stay (here) and open the shutters! 
 
(246) 12/1 tämür ǰïdalar bol orman 
 iron spear+PLUR+VOC become+IMP.2 forest 
 'Iron spears, become (like/as many as) forest!' 
 
In the singular paradigm, we find also -GIl (second person) and -sunġïl (third person). The 
form -sunġïl is not attested in any other Old or Middle Turkic texts (BA: 32). These forms do 




(247) 28/2 ay sän munda beglärgä bolġïl bašlïq 
 oh PRO.Sg.2+VOC PRO.DEM+LOC beg+PLUR+DAT become+IMP.2 leader 
 'Oh you shall become the leader for the begs here!' 
 
(248) 36/9 ay qaġanum sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl uzun 
 oh kagan+Px.Sg.1+VOC PRO.Sg.2+DAT life become.IMP.3 long 
 'Oh my kagan, let the life be long for you!' 
 
It is obvious that the forms containing -GIl are the morphologically marked ones. The 
morphological marker -GIl originally may have been the imperative form of the verb qïl- 'to 
do' + Ø (IMP.Sg.2) 'Do!'. Although the forms containing -GIl only appear in the singular 
paradigm, it cannot be surely stated that the -GIl and -sunġïl has the function to mark 
singularity as opposed to -Ø and -sUn. However it seems plausible that the former two can be 
semantically opposed to the latter two. Marked elements usually have narrower meaning than 
unmarked ones. The marked imperative forms thus must express strong wish or command. 
See also the note on 1/1 in Chapter 4.  
 
7.8.5 Interrogative mood 
 
There are only two examples for interrogation in the whole text. One is a yes/no question, 
with the interrogative particle mü, the other is a wh-question with interrogative pronoun 
näčük~nüčük 'how?' (the spelling is not clear).  
 
(249) 21/7 atam čamat ätüp ersä mäning tapum erür mü 
 father+Px.Sg.1 get angry+CONV.PRF be+COND PRO.Sg.1+GEN service+Px.Sg.1 
 be+AOR PRT.INT 
 ' 'If my father got angry (with me), will be there any satisfaction for me?' 
 
(250) 23/7 etilning suġïdan näčük kečär biz 
 etil+GEN water+Px.Sg.3+ABL how cross+AOR PRO.PRS.Pl.1 
 ' Through the water of the Etil, how will we pass?' 
 
7.8.6 Other modal meanings 
 
Necessity can be expressed with käräk. There are only three examples in the text, from which 
two, are practically the same at 20/6 and 21/5, as one of them is the repetition of the other: 
 
(251) 20/6 baluqnï qatïġlaġu käräk turur 
 town+ACC fortify+INF necessary stand+AOR. 




The construction -p ber- 'CONV.PRF give' expresses that the main verb of the construction 
describes an act carried out for one's benefit (carrying the dative case): 
 
(252) 42/2 andan song oġuz qaġan oġullarïġa yurtïn üläštürüp berdi 
 son+PLUR+Px.Sg.3. country+Px.Sg.3+ACC divide+CONV.PRF give+PAST 
 'After that Oguz kagan divided his country in favor of his sons. ' 
 
There is another example which may belong here, but the sentence is ambiguous. The finite 
verb of the sentence is spelled as <bʾrmʾz>, which can be read as barmaz 'does not go' or 
bärmäz 'does not give'. If we accept the second reading, still the construction expressing 
benefiicial act would be -GU ber- 'INF give', which differs from the construction described 
above. However, we saw that certain suffixes may compete in certain constructions. If we 
consider -Vp berdi as a (+POST) construction, then -GU bärmäz may be the (–POST) 
counterpart. Unfortunately there are not enough examples to ensure the opposition.  
 
 (253) 15/2 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannung ǰarlïġïn saqlamaz erdi1 qatïqlaġu bAr2-mAz 
 erdi3 
 AOR.NEG be+PAST1 
 [INF go/give]2 
 'That Urum kagan did not heed1 Oguz Kagan's order. He did not go3 to join 
 him]/[did not join (for Oguz's benefit)2.' 
 
Another two verbs may belong to modal verbs, namely oltur- 'to sit' and küdä- 'to wait'. If so, 
the modal meaning would be durability. And the auxilliary verbs would be competing forms. 
For küdä- see the note on 1/4 in Chapter 4., and cf. (265) below.  
 
(254a) 40/7 kälip kengäšip olturdïlar 
 CONV.PRF sit+PAST+PLUR 
 'They came and consulted (for a long time).  
 
(254b) 1/3 ay qaġannung közü yarïp küdädi 
 Ay Kagan+GEN eye+Px.Sg.1 shine+CONV.PRF wait+PAST 
 Ay Kagan's eyes laboured (for a long time). 
 
7.8.7 Non-finite verbs and clauses 
 




The morphological marker for the conditional is -sA (<Old Turkic -sAr). There is one 
example when it takes personal marker namely Sg.1. -sAm. The conditional has different 
usages: (255) expresses condition, while (256) expresses necessity together with käräk 
'necessary'. Such usage is also known from Old Turkic (Erdal 2004: 527). In (257), an 
interesting development of the conditional's original meaning can be observed: 'if' > 'when' > 
'whenever' > 'always'> 'since/because it is' 
 
(255) 13/2 ušol kim mäning aġïzumġa baqar turur bolsa tarïtqu tartïp dost tutar män  
 mouth+Px.Sg.1+DAT look+AOR stand+AOR  become+COND 
 '(From) those who are going to heed my words, I will take tribute and will consider them 
as friends. 
 
(256) 12/7 män uyġurnïng qaġanï bola män kim yerning tört bulungïnung qaġanï bolsam 
 käräk turur 
 earth+GEN four corner+Px.Sg.3+GEN kagan+Px.Sg.3 become+COND+pm. 
 'I am the kagan of the Uygur, who (thus) should be the kagan of the four corners of the 
 world.' 
 
(257) 5/9 buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰïdam öldürdi tämür bolsa 
 deer eat+PAST bear eat+PAST spear+Px.Sg1 kill+PAST iron become+COND 
 'It ate the deer and ate the bear. My spear killed it, for it is iron.' 
 
7.8.7.2 Verbs and clauses with the perfective converb -Vp 
 
The converb -Vp is the most frequent element for constructing subordinate or coordinate 
clauses. Erdal (2004: 458) calls it 'contextual' converb "because the herarer/reader is helped 
by the context to understand the semantic relationship between the clauses feauring these verb 
forms and the main clauses to be a causal, circumstancial or e.g. an adversative one or mere 
coupling." In the PON the converb -Vp is mostly a perfective one, and is used to construct 
postterminal aspect markers. Otherwise, the clause with the -Vp verb may express action 
preceding the action described by the main verb (258), but it also may express parallel 
actions, thus expressing manner (259), (260): 
 
(258) 20/2 sän taqï urušqulardan song baluqnï bizgä saqlap kelgil 
 PRO.Sg.2 and fighting+PLUR+ABL after town+ACC PRO.PRES.Pl.1+DAT 
 protect+CONV.PRF come+IMP.2 
 'Concerning you, after the battles, (with which) you defended the town for us, come!' 
 
(259) 15/7 čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnï tutup ketti 
 army with ride +CONV.PRF banner+PLUR+ACC hold+CONV.PRF go+PAST 




(260) 25/4 män sängä bašlap yolnï körgürür män 
 PRO.Sg.1. PRO.Sg.2 lead+CONV.PRF way+ACC show+AOR+pm.  
 'I will, lead you and show you the way!' 
 
The clause with -Vp is usually coreferential with the main verb in the sense that they share the 
the same subject as in Old Turkic (Erdal 2004: 308) In the PON, furthermore, it is also 
possible that the -Vp verb shares the other arguments of the main verb: 
 
(261) 37/8 aqalarnï inilärni čarlap keldürdi 
 elder brother+PLUR+ACC younger brother+PLUR+ACC call+CONV.PRF bring+PAST 
 'He called for the elder and younger sons and brought them.'  
 
(262) 14/1 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči yumšap yibärdi 
 PRO.DEF Altun Kagan Oguz Kagan+DAT envoy send+CONV.PRF send+PAST 
 This Golden Kagan sent an envoy Oguz Kagan.  
 
There are a few examples when the verb with -Vp is not coreferential with the main verb. 
Consider examples (263) and (264): 
 
 (263) 10/9 elküngä ǰarlïġ čarlap1 kengäštilär keldilär2 
 people+DAT announce order+CONV.PRF consult+PAST+PLUR come+PAST+PLUR 
 He announced an order1 to the people, and (they) assembled for council.2  
 
(264) 28/3 män mängläp1 sängä at bolsun2 qaġarlïġ 
 PRO.Sg.1 rejoice+CONV.PRF PRO.Sg.2+DAT name become+IMP.3  Qarluq 
 'For I am happy1, thy name shall be2 Snowy!' 
 
The following example may also belong here. See the note on 1/4 in Chapter 4. and cf. 
Chapter. 7.8.6. 
 
(265) 1/3 ay qaġannung közü yarïp küdädï 
 Ay Kagan+GEN eye+Px.Sg.1 shine+CONV.PRF ?+PAST 
 Ay Kagan's eyes shone1 and she laboured2 (lit.waited). 
 
7.8.7.3 Clause with -uptan expressing cause 
 
There is one example when the converb with -Vp takes the ablative case, describing a cause 
for the main clause. This verbal form is not attested in Old Turkic.  
 
(266) 27/8 muz taġlarda köp soġuq boluptan ol bäg qaġardan sarunmïš erdi 
 ice mountain+PLUR much cold become+CONV.PRF+ABL PRO.DEF beg snow+ABL 
 wrapped be+PAST 




7.8.7.4 Temporal clauses with -dUKtA and -upta 
 
Temporal claues are expressed with the locative case of the perfective participle -dUK. The 
suffix -dUktA may be analysed as a complex suffix, possibly understood so by the speaker as 
well, since there is a competing form -upta [CONV.PRF+LOC] (not known from Old Turkic) 
with the same meaning (269). Although -dUK does not appear independently, both 
components of -upta do. Erdal (2004: 471) describes the Old Turkic counterpart -dOk+dA to 
construct unmarked temporal clauses. In the PON these clauses rather describe subsequent 
events or actions together with the main clause, without reference whether the first 
event/action in the sequence has finished or not. (Cf. 7.8.7.5) 
 
(267) 9/9 oġuz qaġan anï kördüktä usï ketti 
 Oguz Kagan PRO.DEM+ACC see+PART.PRF+LOC 
 'When Oguz Kagan saw her, he lost his mind.' 
 
(268) 16/2 tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung qorïġanïġa kün täg bir yaruq kirdi 
 dawn become+PART.PRF+LOC 
 'When it became dawnbreak, a sun-like lightbeam entered Oguz Kagan's camp.'  
 
(269) 37/7 andan song ertä bolupta aqalarnï inilärni čarlap keldürdi 
 dawn become+CONV.PRF+LOC 
 After that, when it became dawnbreak, he summoned the elder and younger brothers.  
 
7.8.7.5 Clauses with -gAn and tägän 
 
There is only one example in which -gAn appears as a clause subordinator, and not as the part 
of the +POST aspect marker. In this example the verb with -gAn refers to the object of the 
clause. Unlike example (270), in Old Turkic -gAn is rarely used as a perfective participle, and 
usually refers to the subject of the verb. The counterexamples quoted by Erdal (2004: 290-
291) are late.  
 
(270) 36/7 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz qaġanġa bildürdi 
 'Sleep+INF+ABL after dream+LOC see+PART.PRF+Px.Sg.3+ACC Oguz Kagan+DAT 
 let know+PAST 
 'After sleeping, he let Oguz Kagan know what he saw in the dream' 
 
Surely the most common type of the appearance of -GAn is in the postposition tägän 
[say+PART.PRF]. It is not easy to decide here whether they should be considered as 
subordinate clauses at all, or simple postposition phrases. In the case they are analysed as 
clauses they always consist of a simple subject and predicate. These -gAn clauses or phrases 
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can occur in the position of a complement (271), subject (272), or nominal predicate (273) as 
well.  
 
(271) 34/4 ušol yerning qaġanï mïsïr tägän bir qaġan erdi 
 mïsïr say+PART.PRF ART.INDEF qaġan 
 The kagan of that place was a kagan named Egypt.' 
 
(272) 23/5 etil tägän bedük bir näng turur 
 Etil say+PART.PRF 
 (The one) named Etil is a great thing. 
 
(273) 20/2 urum qaġannung bir qarundašï bar erdi urus beg tägän erdi 
 urus beg say+PART.PRF be+PAST 
 Urum Kagan had a brother. He was named Urus Beg.  
 
7.8.7.5 Clauses with the verbal noun -GU 
 
There are two types of subordinated clauses with -GU. In both types the verbal noun takes 
possessive suffix and the ablative case marker. In the first type, the case marker is governed 
by the postposition song 'after' and thus the subordinated clause and the main clase describe 
subsuquent actions (274-275). These two examples also mark that the first action/event in the 
sequence has finished before the second one started (Cf. Chapter 7.8.7.4) In the second type, 
which has only one exampe, the case marker expresses cause (276). Constructions -
GU+Px+DAn song 'after' and -GU+Px+DAn 'because of' are not attested in Old Turkic. The 
appearance of the Px after -GU and before Cx seems to be an innovation in the PON 
compared to Old Turkic (Cf. Erdal 2004: 472).  
 
(274) 29/3 ačqungdon song käl orduġa 
 open+INF+Px.Sg.2+ABL after come+IMP.2 camp+DAT 
 'After you opened (it), come to the warcamp!' 
 
 (275) 38/7 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar awlaġularïdan song ǰolda bir altun yanï 
 taptïlar 
 many antelope+PLUR many bird+PLUR hunt+INF+PLUR+Px.Sg.3+ACC after 
 'After hunting down a lot of game and birds, Sun, Moon and Star found a golden bow 
 on the way. 
. 
(276) 37/9 qarï bolġumdan mäning qaqïzluqum yoq turur 
 old become+INF+Px.Sg.1+ABL PRO.Sg.1+GEN temper+Px.Sg. 1 non-existent 
 stand+AOR 




7.8.7.6 Clause expressing purpose with -mäkkä 
 
There is one example when the dative case ot the infinitive with -mAk expresses purpose. This 
form is also attested in Old Turkic, but already there it was difficult to decide whether it is a 
complex converb or dative case (Erdal 2004: 360). The content of this construction was 
similar to Old Turkic +gU-kA, which is described as 'final' by Erdal (2004: 319), but is not 
present in the PON. 
 
(277) 31/3urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg 
 barġu tüšti kim yüklämäkkä käldürmäkka at qaġatïr ud azlïq boldï 
 load+INF+DAT bring+INF+DAT  
 'After the fight, Oguz Kagan's army, bodyguards and  people gained so much inanimate 
 goods that an insufficiency of beasts of burden turned out (in order) to load on and 
 carry it away. ' 
 
7.8.7.7 Intraterminal temporal clause with -mäktä  
 
There is one example when the locative case of the infinitive forms a subordinate clause and 
not an aspect marker. This form is attested also in Old Turkic with similar meaning as in the 
following exmple (Erdal 2004: 457) 
 
 (278) 32/2 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa qanqa at söz berä turur erdilär erdi 
 walk+INF+LOC 
 While moving, these qanqas, were giving the sound 'qanqa qanqa'.  
 
7.8.7.8 Clause expressing manner with the converb -u. 
 
Similarly to -Vp in 6.8.7.2 -U is described as a contextual converb by Erdal (2004: 311). In 
the only example found in the PON for this type, it may express manner of the main clause as 
well as subsequent actions with it.  
 
 (279) 26/3 ǰolda ušbo ayġïr at közdän yitü qačtï  
 eye+ABL get lost+CONV.IMPRF 
 On the way, this stallion got lost from sight and fled (lit. getting out of sight, fled). 
 
The following table summarizes the types of non-finite clause subordinators and their 





T.31 Possible functional oppositions between non-finite subordinators: 
 (+POST) (–POST)(–INTRA) (+INTRA) 
-Vp ~ -U 















tägän - - 
-GAn+Px+n - - 
 
7.8.8 Clause Subordination with kim 
 
The most common type of clause subordination in the PON is that with the subjunctor kim 
'that', which etymologically is an interrogative pronoun meaning 'who?' (ED 720), but we 
have only a few examples where it is used in that meaning. The clause subordinated with kim 
is always a finite one. In the PON kim introduces several types of subordinated clauses as well 
as direct quotations. In the following, an example will be quoted for each type. 
 
7.8.8.1 kim introducing direct quotations 
 
At this type, the main clause is tädi kim or ayttï kim 'he said that:' I could find no criteria to 
make difference between the quotations introduced with tä- and ayt- , the two verbs appears 
to be synonymous. The quotation is always closed with täp tädi 'he said'. There are two 
examples when the quotation is not introduced with tädi/ayttï kim, but with different verbs. 
One is ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim 'in that message, it was written that...' at 12/7, and 
anga ǰarlïġ qïldï kim 'to him, he commanded that...' at 29/2. This type of direct quotation is 
not attested in Old Turkic (Erdal 2004: 504-507). 
 
(280) 23/7 taqï tädi kim etilning suġïdan näčük kečär biz täp tädi  
 say+PAST SUBJ. [direct speech] say+CONV.PRF say+PAST 
 'Then he said: "How will we cross the water of the Etil?" – he said.' 
 
7.8.8.2 kim introducing a description of a state of affairs 
 
In this type, the main clause is kördi kim 'He saw that...' And in the subordinated clause there 
is a description of a situation what the protagonist sees, and which has relevance from the 
point of view of the narration. At such points the viewpoint of the narration is always 
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projected to the present of the events, which manifests in the usage of (–PAST) finite verbal 
forms. The only exceptions is (281). I did not find similar usage of kim in Erdal's (2004) 
grammar.  
 
(281) 6/9 oġuz qaġan yörüdi kördi kim ušbo yaruqnung arasïnda bir qïz bar erdi 
 see+PAST SUBJ. 
 'Oguz Kagan walked (closer). He saw that in the middle of this lightbeam there was a girl.' 
 
 
7.8.8.3 Clauses subordinated with kim used to describe quality 
 
This type is used to describe the intensity of an adjective. The syntactic pattern is the 
following, including the comparative case form of the demonstrative pronoun. For similar 
usage of kim in Old Turkic, see. Erdal 2004: 445. 
 
X andaġ Y erdi/boldï kim 'X was/became so Y, that...'' 
 
(282) 19/3 tutulunč urušunč andaġ yaman boldї kim etil mörännüng suġï qïp qïzïl säp 
sänggir täg boldï 
 PRO.DEM+SIM terrible become+PAST SUBJ 
 'The capturing and battle became so terrible, that the river Etil's water became blood-red, 
 like cinnabar. ' 
 
7.8.8.4 Clauses with kim used to insert episodes to the plot 
 
This type appears twice in the the text, with a slight difference: At 35/4, the subjunctor kim 
appears also after the clause tašqarun qalmasun 'Without having anything left out...'. Erdal 
(2004) does not mention such a narrative usage of kim together with the imperative mood in 
the main clause.  
 
(283) 33/7 tašqarun qalmasun bällüg bolsun kim kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer 
 bar turur 
 known become+IMP.3 SUBJ 
 Without having (anything) left out, let it be (perfectly) known that in the southern 
 corner (of the world) there a place called Baraq. 
 
7.8.8.5 Clauses introduced by kim referring to one or more persons 
 
This is the only function of kim when it appears as a (relative) personal pronoun with the 
meaning 'who' . Beside the examples quoted here, there is only one more occurence of kim 
with this function at 13/2, which is the continuation of the speech quoted in example (284). 




 (284) 13/1 ušol kim mäning aġїzumġa baqar turur bolsa tar°tġu tartїp dost tutar män 
 PRO.DEM SUBJ 
 Those who would heed my words, I will take tribute (form them) and consider (them) as 
 friends. 
 
 (285) 12/8 män uyġurnїng qaġanї bola män kim yerning tört bulungїnung qaġanї bolsam 
 käräk turur 
 PRO.Sg.1 Uygur+GEN kagan+Px.Sg.1 become+CONV.IMPRF+pm. SUBJ 
 'In that message it was written that 'I am the kagan of the Uygur, who (thus) should be 
 the kagan of the four corners of the world'  
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8. Interrelatedness of the different Oġuz-nāmä versions 
 
The present chapter is interesed in the in the interrelatedness of the different versions of 
Oġuz-nāmäs, but focusing on the PON. The subjects of the examination are the elements of 
the whole story (which are called motifs here). However the motifs which are not present in 
the PON are not dealt with. The interpretations of the individual motifs are also excluded. 
Although compared to the Muslim versions, the beginning and the end of the story is missing 
from the PON, it tells the events from the birth of Oguz Kagan until the end of his rule. Thus I 
examined the elements in the Muslim versions which relevant for the PON, keeping forward 
that the motifs present in the end of the PON are discussed in the other versions after the rule 
of Oguz Kagan, in the beginning of the rule of Oguz 's eldest son, Kün Han. 
The "Muslim versions" are understood in the narrow sense of Oġuz-nāmä , these are 
works which are mentioned by Tezcan (2006: 607-608) in group 4) and 5) in his 
classification. This practically means that the stories and proverbs connected to Dede Korkut 
are excluded. The Muslim versions will be referred with abbreviations throughout the chapter. 
The following sources include Muslim Oġuz-nāmäs:  
1. Rašīd ad-Dīn's Ǧāmī at-Tawāriḫ, written in 1310-1311, published by Jahn: 1969. The 
language of the source is Persian. It is abbreviated as RD. 
2. ʿAlī Yazïǰïzāde's Tevāriḫ-i Āl-i Selçuḳ written in 1423, published lately by Bakır: 
2008. Its language is Ottoman Turkic. It is abbreviated as YZ.  
3. The Oġuz-nāmä of Uzunköprü, the author and the date of writing down is unknown. 
The text is published by Eraslan: 1976. The language of the text is Ottoman Turkic, the source 
is referred as UK. 
4. Abu’l Ġāzi Bahadur Khan's Šeǰere-i Terākime. The source is written 1661, and 
published by Zuhal Kargı Ölmez: 1996. The language of the text is Turkī (Chagatay Turkic). 
Abu'l Ġāzi's later work, the Šeǰere-i Türk also contains the relevant Oġuz-nāmä. The Šeǰere-i 
Türk was written in 1665 and was finished by the order of his son due to Abu'l Ġāzi's death. It 
is published by Desmaisons: 19702. The language of the source is also Turkī. Since there is no 
essential difference between the two works concerning the plot of the relevant part of the 
Oġuz-nāmä, I will use the abbreviation AG, meaning both texts, and I refer to Kargı Ölmez 
1996.  
I refer to the PON as it is given in this edition, and I refer to other versions with the 
folio and line number as they are given in the above mentioned publications. The transcription 
of the names and citations follows that of the cited works.  
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The plot of the PON can be easily divided into five sections. These are the ideological 
background (1/1-10/7), a unique part which is missing from the other versions, or not 
discussed in details (10/8-23/4), the story of the dependant or vassal Turkic tribes (23/4-32/9), 
other conquests (32/9-35/3) and dividing the empire (35/4-42/7). The individual motifs are 
discussed in details below: 
8.1 Ideological background 
 
1. The parents. PON: (1/3) only the mother is named, ay qaġan. RD:(C 590v/5-7) The 
mother is not mentioned. Only the father is named, qara χān, son of dīb ǰāwqū. The source 
also names oġuz's brothers. YZ: (A 5a/15-5b/2): Oġuz's descendance is deduced also only on 
the paternal branch, his father is Qara χān, son of Dibyāqūy /Dip Yaʿqūb UK: (1/1): the 
father is qara χān, his descendance is not discussed in details. AG: (69b/9-70a/10) Oġuz's 
father is Qara χān, the eldest son of Moġol, who is the grand-grandson of Baquy Dip.  
2. Oġuz's birth / The name Oġuz. PON: (1/8-2/6) The child is special. He drinks the 
colostrum, then he asks for normal food. The name Oġuz is based on implicit folk etymology 
(oġuz ~ OT aġuz/aġuž 'colostrum, first milk' ED 98). He starts to talk and grows up quickly. 
RD: (C 590v/7-11) The child does not suck milk for three days. His mother sees a dream in 
which the child asks her to convert to Islam. The mother does so, then the child starts to suck. 
The child names himself Oġuz at the age of one. The motif in YZ: (A 5b/2-14), UK: (1/2-
1/16) and in AG (70a/10-70/b/14) is identical with that of RD 
3. Struggle for rule/ The name Uyġur: PON: Before Oġuz entitles himself as the ruler 
of the world, he fights a mythic monster He lures it into trap and kills it. A falcon or other 
kind of predatory bird eats the innards of the monster, and he kills it too (3/9-6/4) . Then he 
meets his wives, he breeds six children (6/9-10/7), then he makes a celebration, where he 
declares himself the ruler of the Uyġur and the world (12/4-13/7). There is no explicit 
connection between the events, only the order of the narration. RD: (C 590r/25-591r/15) 
Because Oġuz leaves his father's faith, they start war against each other. Oġuz triumphs over 
his father, and he names those who followed him Uyġur. The name Uyġur is based on folk 
etymology: The meaning of name is 'follower (Anhänger)', 'obedient (gehorsam)' derived 
from the Turkic verb uy- (< OT ud- 'to follow, to comfort to, to fit' ED 38). YZ: (A 6b/8-
7b/12): Because leaving the old faith, Oġuz and his father wage war against each other. After 
Oġuz's triumph, he makes a celebration, where he gives the name ayġur to those whol helped 
him (the transcription ayġur in Bakır's edition is probably based on the Arabic spelling of the 
word اﯾرﻮﻐ ). According to the text, ayġur means 'to join (bir birine ulaşmak)' or 'to help out 
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(meded etmek)'. UK: (5/10-7/10, 8/1-8/6) Oġuz wages war against his father. The tribes 
Halač, Qaŋlï, Qarluq, which are called Qïpčaq together, their leader are the Uyġur, and the 
Yïġač Er. AG: (71b/12-72b/7) Here the story is basically the same as RD's. The same 
etymology is given for the name Uyġur to which the following is added: The word Uygur is 
sinonymous with the word yapušġur (~ OT yapïš- 'to adhere to stick to sg'. ED 880). Maybe 
AG identifes -ġur with the participle formative -Ur in a state when the suffix-initial -G- has 
not yet been dropped). His interpretation is the following: "The milk coagulated (süt uydï). 
When the milk mellows, it comes apart. When it solidifes, it sticks together (yapïša turur). I 
sticked to the imam (imamġa uydum). When the imam sits, everybody sits. When he stands, 
everybody stands. Aren't they then sticked to him?" 
4. Wives/Children: PON: (6/9-10/7) Oġuz finds two wives. One is unearthly beautiful, 
and steps out from a lightbeam. She gives birth to three children, who are named after enitites 
of the celestial sphere. He finds his second wife in a hollow tree in the middle of a lake. Her 
beauty is described by earthly entities. When the people see her they turn from milk into 
koumiss. She gives birth to another three sons, which are named entities of the earthly sphere. 
RD: (C 590v/14- 20) Oġuz marries the daughters of his father's younger brothers. He wants 
them to convert to Islam. The first two does not convert, but the third, whom he meets on a 
riverside, does. He loves her instead of the first two. YZ (A 5b/16-6b/3)=RD. UK (2/9-
4/7)=RD, except that the riverside is missing. AG (71a/7-71b/9)=RD The Muslim versions 
does not mention the birth of their children here.  
T.32. Sums up the variation of the mentioned motifs. 854 
 
T.32 Motifs in the different versions of Oġuz-nāmä: Ideological background 
Motif PON RD YZ UK AG 
Parents x b b b b1 
Birth/The 
name Oġuz 














Wives a b b b b 
Children a a -- a 
8.2 The unique features of the PON 
 
                                                 
854
 I designated the different occurences of the same motifs as 'a, b, c'. The designations 'a1, b1', etc. mark 
basically similar motifs, which lack some details. 'x' means that the given motif is only mentioned, but not 
detailed in a given version. '–' means that a given motif is not found in a given version. If there is 'x–' in a cell, it 
means that the motif is mentioned by a given version, but outside the relevant part of the text.  
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5. Altun Qaġan (Čīn/Qïtay): PON: After his self-declaration as ruler, Oġuz sends a 
decree to the four corners of the world, in which gives ultimatum for the world's peoples 
(12/4-13/7). Another ruler called Altun Qaġan lives on the right wing at this time (ong 
ǰangaq, without closer reference which direction it is), who submits to Oġuz, and gives tribute 
(13/8-14/7) . RD: (C 591r/25) Māčīn (South-China) and Čīn (North-China), which latter can 
be identified with the PON's Altun Qaġan, are only mentioned in the context of conquering 
India. YZ: (A 2a/6, 2a/8): Qïtay (Čin) is only mentioned, and not in the relevant part. UK: 
(7/11) Qïtay is only mentioned. AG: (72b/17-73a/1) Qïtay/ Čīn is only mentioned as the 
southern neighbour of the ǰürčäd.  
6. Urum/Rūm: PON: After his self-declaration as ruler, Oġuz sends a decree to the four 
corners of the world (12/4-13/7). On the left wing, there was a ruler called Urum, who had 
strong army and many cities. He did not submit to Oġuz (14/7-15/7). There was a river called 
Etil. A battle was fought at the bank of the Etil, near a great mountain. Oġuz won and Urum 
fled. Oġuz took his title and people. He gained a great booty (18/4-20/1). RD: (C 594r/13-
594v/5) Oġuz sends his sons against Rūm. They intimidate the envoys who come to them, and 
Rūm pays tribute. YZ: (A 2a/8, 2b/4, 9a/13) : It is mentioned, twice outside the relevant part. 
UK: (8/12): Only mentioned. AG : (77a/4) Rūm is only mentioned. 
7. Grey wolf: PON: (16/1-17/2) Oġuz marches against Urum. One evening he stops, 
and a lightbeam enters his tent at dawn. A grey wolf stepped out from the light and makes a 
promise for Oġuz, that it will lead him during his conquests. RD: (C 598r/15-18) Outside the 
relevant part there is a scene where a man, who understands the language of the animals, 
called Tuman-χan, speaks with a wolf. The wolf offers him help. YZ:-. UK:- AG: - 
8. Urus/Rūs: PON: Urum's brother, Urus Beg sends his son to a city which is located 
between deep rivers on a mountain peak. He tells his son to protect the city, and after the 
battle to follow him (20/1-20/8). He uses the expression saqla-p kelgil (~ OT saqla- 'to watch 
over, guard, protect [ED 810] -p CONV.PRF kel- 'to come, come back' [ED 715] -GIl 
IMP.Sg2). Oġuz later names the youth Saqlap 'one who protected', which meaning is based on 
the above folk etymology (22/8-23/4). RD:- YZ: (A 1b/17): mentions it only outside the 
relevant part. UK: - AG: Rus is mentioned outside the relevant part (69a/6), and also Orïs is 




9. Saqlap855: PON:(20/1-23/4) Urus's son flees to a city to his father's order. Urus 
orders his son to protect that city. When Oġuz arrives to the city, Urus's son repeats his 
father's order, and submits to Oġuz. Oġuz accepts his submission and tribute, and speaks 
highly on the youth, that he protected the city well (saqla-p see. 8. Urus/Rūs above). RD:- 
YZ:- UK:- AG: (69a/6) does mention Saqlab, but outside the relevant part.  
 
Table 33. The unique features of the PON 
Motif PON RD YZ UK AG 
Altun Qaġan a x x– x x 
Urum/Rūm a b x– x x 
Grey wolf a b– – – – 
Urus/Rūs a – x– – x 
Saqlab a – – – x– 
 
8.3 The dependent Turkic tribes 
 
10. Qïpčaq:PON: (23/4- 24/8) When Oġuz arrives to the river Etil, he cannot cross it. 
In his army there is a clever man, Uluġ Ordu (Great Horde). The manuscript is damaged here, 
but it can be concluded from the context that Uluġ Ordu ties together the wood found on the 
bank, and they can cross the river with the rafts. Oġuz gives him the name qïpčaq spelled as 
<[qʾ]bčʾq> or <[qy]bčʾq>. Another folk etymology is to be seen here based on the verb qap- 
'to grasp, seize with the hands' (ED 580), or *qav- (ED 580) cf. qav-ïr- 'to bring together, 
collect, to constrict' (ED 580) and qav-ïš- 'to come together, assemble' (ED 588). RD:(C 
592r/12-15) After the war with Ῑt Baraq one of Oġuz's soldier dies. His wife gives birth to a 
child in a hollow tree. The text gives an interpretation, according to which the word qïpčaq 
comes from qabūq, which means hollow tree in Turkic. YZ: (A 8a/3-15) gives a similar 
interpretation, with the difference that the word qabūq is not mentioned, but the word qïpčaq 
means hollow tree. The UK: (8/1-8/6) only mentions the name qïpčaq, which is a collective 
name for the Qarluq, Qaŋlï and Qalač. See also 3. Uyġur. AG: (73b/1-74a/5) Next to the 
battlefield where the battle with Ῑt Baraq was fought, flows two great rivers. The wife of a 
dead soldier gave birth to a child in a hollow tree. Oġuz gave the name qïpčaq for the child. 
                                                 
855
 In a  narrow sense, the name Saqlap meant the Eastern European Slavs. In a wider sense, it was a name for 
the forest-dwelling people of Eastern Europe (Zimonyi 1990:73-75, Zimonyi 2005: 59) It thus might be 
connected with yïġač er of UK and aġačeri of YZ ('tree'+'man'[+PxSg.3]) , see Chapter 8.7.2., but the 
information given about them by YZ is completely different. Etymologically Saqlap is a copy of the Arabic 
word Ṣak ̣āliba (sg. Ṣaklabī/Ṣiklabī). The Arabic word is also a copy of Middle-Greek Σλάβος. The Greek word 
is connected to the self-designation of the Slavs (Slovĕne, Slovyane). The ethnonym later took the meaning 
'slave' due to the high number of Slavic slaves taken to Western Europe. This change of meaning can be 
observed in Arabic sources as well. (Golden 1995: 872).  
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According to the interpretation in the text, in the old Turkic language the word for hollow tree 
was qïpčaq. Thus the child was named so. The present (AG's age) word for that is čïpčaq, 
because the common folk reads the kaf as ǰīm. Oġuz later sends the woman and his boy to the 
bank of the Etil. 
11. Qarluq: PON: (25/9-28/4) Oġuz's favourite stallion fled away, and it escaped to the 
Ice Mountain (Muz Taġ). In the army of Oġuz there is a braveheart, who goes after the horse 
and brings it back. Because he is fully covered with snow, Oġuz gives him the name Qārluġ 
<qʾqʾr-luq> The name is based on folk etymology: OT qār 'snow' (ED 641) with the 
derivative -lVG. RD: (C 596r /29-31) While they travel across Ġūr and Ġarǰistān three 
families stays back because of a blizzard. Oġuz tells them that it's not proper to stay back 
because of a blizzard. He names the families Qarluq (qār + lVK, with a different derivative 
than in the PON) which means the 'the lord of the snow'. YZ (A 8a/16-8b/4) = RD except that 
the name is interpreted as 'one who stayed in the snowy mountains' (qarlïqda qalan). UK: 
(8/1-8/6) only mentions the motif, see 10. Qïpčaq AG (75a/15-75b/8) = RD, but the meaning 
of the name is not interpreted.  
12. Qalač: PON: (28/5-29/5) There is a house on the road built of different metals. It is 
closed and there is no key. Oġuz gives an order to one of his men to stay there and open it. It 
is a folk etymology: qal ač! 'Stay and open!' ~ qal- 'to remain (behind) (ED 615)' +IMP.Sg.2 
ač- 'to open' (ED 18) +IMP.Sg.2 Oġuz gives the name Qalač for the man. RD: (C 596r/6-12) 
We find a slightly different folk etymology, but a different story: During the campaign against 
Iraq, a solider remains behind. Oġuz asks him why he did so. He answers that his wife was 
pregnant, and the portion was too few, they could not come. The mother's milk was not 
enough. On the riverbank he saw that a jackal catches a pheasant. He drove the jackal away 
with a rod, which left the pheasant there. He cooked that pheasant, and gave it to the woman. 
Oġuz tells him: Don't join this camp! Stay (here), hungry (man)! qal aǰ! ~ qal- 'to remain 
(behind)' (ED 615) +IMP.Sg.2 ač 'hunger, hungry' (ED 17). The Qalač people descend from 
this man but now (RD's age) they are called Halaǰ. YZ: (A 8b/5-11) is basically the same as 
RD except that the phrase qal ač! is implicitly understood differently: Because it is forbidden 
to stay behind form the army, Oġuz sentence the soldier. 'Stay hungry!' UK: (8/1-8/6) The 
motif is only mentioned, see 10. Qïpčaq AG (76a/1-13) = RD, except that the army is 
marching towards Iran.  
13. Qaŋlï/the conquest of the ǰürčäd: PON: After the war with the ǰürčäd (29/6-30/9), 
the booty is so plentyful that Oġuz's army can't carry it away. In the army there is a clever 
man who builds a cart (qanqa, <qʾnqʾ>). He loaded the inanimate goods (ölüg barġu) on the 
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cart and harnessed the living goods (tirig barġu) in front of the carts. Thus he could carry it 
away. Everybody was amazed, and did the same. Because the cart made noise qanqa while 
moving, they named the cart qanqa, and the builder got the name qanqaluġ ('One having a 
cart')(30/9-32/9). RD: (C 591r/15-17) Oġuz defeated another people after the war with his 
father, but he didn't have enough beasts of burden to carry the booty away. They constructed 
two-wheeled carts called qaŋlïs. Before these had got no wheels, and they were the first to 
invent the wheeled carts. They loaded their goods and booty on, and pulled on these carts. 
Oġuz named the builders qaŋlï (like the name of the cart). YZ (A 7b/13-8a/2): After the war 
against his father, Oġuz and his army could not take the booty. They constructed qanqlï-s and 
carried the booty away on these. They named the builders qïnqïlï (sic) and the qïnqlï (again, 
like the name of the cart) people descend from them. UK (8/1-8/6): The motif is only 
mentioned. See 10. Qïpčaq. AG: (72b/16-73a/9) After the war with the Tatars (who lives near 
the čürčed and χatay which is the same as čin-mačin) they could not carry the booty away. A 
clever man constructed a cart. The others saw it and did the same. They named the carts qanq 
because it made noise qanq. They named the builder qanqlï ('one having a cart').  
 
Table. 34 Motifs in the different version of the Oġuz-nāmä: the dependant Turkic tribes 
Motif PON RD YZ UK AG 
Qïpčaq a b b(1) x b1 
Qarluq a b b1 x b 
Qalač a b b1 x b 
The conquest 


















8.4 Conquests of secondary importance in the PON 
 
14. Mïsïr/Baraq: PON: (33/6-34/8) There is a land in the south which is called Baraq(º) 
<bʾrʾq̈ʾ>. It is a very hot and rich land, rich in animals and birds. The appearance of its people 
is completely black. The ruler of the place is called Mïsïr <mʾsʾr> (Egypt). Oġuz waged war 
against him and won. RD: Mïsr and Baraq appears separatedly. Baraq: (C 591v/26-592r/16) 
The land of Qïl Baraq was ruled by darkness. Its people was dark-skinned, similar to dogs, 
but their women were beautiful. The ruler was called Ῑt Baraq856. He and Oġuz agreed that 
two men of each party will fight. The men of Ῑt Baraq greased their body with glue three 
times. The glue became on their body like an armor, so the weapons do not affect them. Oġuz 
                                                 
856
 coordinate N+N compound ~ OT ït 'dog' (ED 34), baraq 'long-haired dog' (ED 360). The construction is 
different from baraq ït 'long haired dog' in which baraq is an adjective. baraq 'long-haired dog' as a noun is 
well-known among Turkic languages, see the entry barág in Róna-Tas–Berta 2011: 98.  
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defeat them with a feint. Oġuz breeds four children from their women. Later (C 596v/15-18) 
the Baraq people refuse to pay taxes, so Oġuz sends the Qïpčaq against them, to the banks of 
Itil~Atil (Volga) and Jajïq (Ural) rivers. Mïsr: (C 595r/11-20). Oġuz sends his children 
against Mïsr (Egypt), who force them to pay taxes. YZ also mentions Itburaq in connection 
with the Qïpčaq (A 8a/11). Mïsr is only mentioned (A 2a/8, A 9a/13). UK (8/12) does not 
mention Qïl Baraq, only Mïsr. AG: (73a/17-73b/2) It Baraq is mentioned as the ruler of 
many countries, which are located on the opposite side of China, on the seashore, between 
great mountains. Oġuz fought him, but he was defeated and fled away. There were two great 
rivers here (see: 10. Qïpčaq: AG) Later Oġuz defeats and kills It Baraq and converts his 
people (75a/2-6). Mïsr is designated as the western border of the empire, but its conquest is 
not mentioned (75b/15, 77b/13, 78a/13).  
15. Sindu/Hind/Hindūstān. PON: (33/2) It is only mentioned as <syndu>, and that Oġuz 
conquered it. RD: (C 591r/20-26) Oġuz sends envoys to India, in order to force them to 
submit him and pay tribute. The Indians answer very rudely, so Oġuz marches against India 
through ʾAlūdāq and Iqāriyya. There was a great mountain between two rivers, on which 
there were strong fortresses. Thus no ships could cross the rivers. They made rafts which were 
like manifolds, and they crossed the rivers. Thus they could capture Iqāriyya. In Eastern-India 
there was a place which was ruled by Oġul Jaġmā-Hān. He heard about Oġuz's conquests and 
submitted to him. When Oġuz left the territory, they rebelled, and Oġuz conquered them. 
Then Oġuz conquered čin-māčin (identical with čürčed?) and nangās, and returned to his 
homeland. YZ (A 2a/8) and UK (8/13) only mentions Hind. AG (76b/1-10): There was a 
Qalač beg called Muhammad Bahtiyar, who went to the great, but divided India, and 
conquers three provinces. The Šeǰere-i Türk only mentions Hindūstān, but this story in not 
included.  
16. Tangqut/Tibet: PON: (33/2) Tangqut is only mentioned, spelled as <tʾng qwt>. 
Although this name is not interpreted, the fact that the name is spelled as two words, may 
reveal another folk etymology: OT ~ taŋ 'dawn' (ED 510) + qut 'the favour of heaven, good 
fortune, happiness' (ED 596). RD:- YZ:- and UK:- AG (73a/12-13) mentions it, it is 
conquered together with χïtay and čürčed. Taŋqut is called Tibet by the Tāǰik.  
17. Šām: PON: (33/3) It is only mentioned, spelled as <šʾqʾm>. Oġuz conquers it. RD: 
(C 593v/1-594r/11) Oġuz's children fight against Tekfūr χan in Šām, and plunder his land. The 
text mentions the sons' names here for the first time. YZ (A 2a/8, A 2b/4, A 9a/4), and UK 
(8/12) only mentions it. It is also mentioned by AG (77b/13-14), the children of Oġuz find the 




T. 35 Motifs in the different version of the Oġuz-nāmä: conquests of secondary 
importance 
Motif PON RD YZ UK AG. 
Baraq a b b1 – x 
Mїsr b x x x 
Sindu/Hind/ 
Hindūstān 
x a x x b/x 
Taŋqut x – – – a 
Šām x a x x x 
 
8.5 Dividing the empire 
 
18. Uluġ Türük/ Їrqïl-χōǰa PON: (35/5-37/6) Uluġ Türük (Great Turk) is a wise man 
(aqsaqal lit. white beard), and counselor of Oġuz Qaġan. He sees a prophetic dream, in which 
a golden bow and three silver arrows appear. There is another, but implicit folk etymology 
here: His title, tüšimäl (<Written Mo. tüsimel 'official, functionary, dignitary' [L: 857]) seems 
to be connected with the Turkic word tüš 'dream' (ED: 558), and the title rather means 'seer' 
here. The bow reaches from the east to the west and shoots silver arrows to the north. He tells 
his dream to Oġuz Qaġan, who sends his sons to hunt. They obey their father, and each three 
of them find a golden bow and three silver arrows. RD: (C 596r/21-31) Їrqïl-χōǰa, Oġuz's 
governor and counsulor, tells Oġuz's eldest son, Kün χan to make a celebration. According to 
RD, Їrqïl means 'help' and χōǰa means 'great'. YZ: (A 10a/2-10b/17) is similar to RD, but the 
interpretation of name Їrqïl-χōǰa is not included. UK: does not mention this motif. AG: 
(79a/7-80a/6) Їrqïl-χōǰa was the son of an Uyġur aqsaqal. He was the visier of Oġuz, and 
lived very long. Kün χan divides his empire according to Їrqïl-χōǰa's advice.  
19. Buzuq /Üčoq: PON: (37/6-40/4) Oġuz sends his sons to hunt. The three elder sons 
find a golden bow, they give it to their father. Oġuz breaks the bow into three pieces. And 
tells "The bow shall be yours! Like the bow, you shall shoot the arrows until the sky!". The 
three younger sons find three silver arrows. They give them their father. He tells them " The 
arrows shall be yours! The bow shot the arrows, you shall become (like) the arrows!". An act 
of giving the name Buzuq ('broken', the three elder sons) and Üčoq ('three arrows', the yonger 
sons) is only implicitly present. The names themselves appear only at the Celebration. RD: 
(C 596v/4-10) Oġuz sends his sons to hunt, and they find the bow and the arrows. The 
proclamations are missing, but the act of the namegiving and its interpretation is present. The 
hierarchy between the sons is set up. YZ (A 9b/6-10a/2): The story is similar to RD. UK: The 
motif is missing. AG: (77b/14-78a/11) The boys find the bow and arrows which were hidden 
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by Oġuz's order. He distributes the items between the boys, gives them names and sets up the 
hierarchy.  
20. Celebration PON: (40/4-42/7) The manuscript is damaged here, but the text can be 
reconstructed. Oġuz makes a celebration and erects two poles of forty fathoms length. (Since 
the text is damaged at this point, it is possible that the length of the first pole is different.) On 
the right side, which is the place of the Buzuq's, he puts a golden hen on the top of the pole, 
and ties a white sheep to it. To the top of the pole on the left, which is the place of the Üčoq, 
he puts a silver hen, and ties a black sheep to it. They celebrate for a long time, and Oġuz 
divides his empire to his sons. RD: (C 596/21-31) By Їrqïl χōǰa's advice, Oġuz's eldest son, 
Kün χan makes a celebration, on which he distributes the tamġas and birds to himself, his 
brothers and their sons. The names of Oġuz's grandchildren and their tamġas and onquns are 
detailed on C 597r/1-21 (=A 385r-v). YZ (A 10a/2-13b/9)= RD, UK does not mention this 
motif. AG: We find two celebrations here. One is very similar what is described at the PON, 
and is organized by Oġuz himself. It verifies the hierarchy between the Buzuq and the Üč Oq, 
and describes the order of sitting as we seen in the PON. (78a/15-79a/6). The other reminds 
the one we find at RD, but there are certain elements what are common with the PON. The 
second celebration found at AG is as the following: By Їrqïl χōǰa's advice, Oġuz's eldest son, 
Kün χan makes a celebration. He sets up six white tents on the left and the right side each. On 
the right side he erects a forty fathom pole. He puts a golden hen to its top. On the left side he 
erects another forty fathom pole, on which he puts a silver hen. The participants shoot arrows 
to these hens from horseback (79a/7-80a/6). The distribution of the tamġas and birds is 
missing from this scene, it is found in a later part (82b/3-83b/2). 
 
T. 36 Motifs in the different version of the Oġuz-nāmä: dividing the empire 
Motif PON RD YZ UK AG 
Uluġ Türük/ 
Їrqїl Hoǰa 
a b(a) b – b1(a1) 
Buzoq/Üčoq a a1 a1 – a1 
Celebration b b – a1b1 
 
8.6 Motifs that appear at different places in the different versions 
 
There are some minor motifs in the different versions which appear in connection with 
some other motifs discussed above, but with different ones (or in different contexts) in almost 
each version. I call these hidden motifs. These are the following: 
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1. Shore of water. PON: (8/6- 10/7) Oġuz finds his second wife in a middle of a lake 
within a hollow tree. He takes her, and she gives birth to his second three sons. In all the other 
versions (RD: C 590v/7, YZ: A 6a/10 AG: 71b/2-3) Oġuz meets his third wife on a shore of 
water. (See Wives/Children among the main motifs.) 
2. Hollow tree. This motifs appear at different places even in the Muslim versions. 
PON: (8/6-9/1) See Shore of water. In the versions of RD (C 592r/13) and YZ (A 8a/3-10), 
during the war with It Baraq, one of Oġuz's soldiers dies, and the soldier's wife gives birth to 
his child in a hollow tree. In these versions the motif is connected to the folk etymology of 
Qïpčaq. At AG: There is an interesting mixture:It Baraq lives among great mountains 
(73a/17-19). At the place of the battle against him there flows two great waters, and the dead 
soldier's wife gives birth to his child within a hollow tree, which is located between these 
rivers. The child is named Qïpčaq (73b/1-9) as in RD, but the motif of hollow tree appears 
again with context of riverbank. At RD and YZ, the motifs of hollow tree and the riverbank 
separate. The hollow tree is missing from UK. 
3. Mountain between two rivers. PON: Urus Beg sends his son to a fortified city, 
located on the top of a mountain between deep rivers (20/3-20/5) . Oġuz occupies the city 
without fight, because Urus' son pledges loyalty to Oġuz. The youth gets the name Saqlab 
(see there) for his deed. RD: (C 591r/22) This motif appears within the context of conquering 
Sindu/Hind/Hindūstān and is in connection with Crossing the river. AG: (72a/17-73b/9)The 
motif appears in the context of It Baraq and is in connection with Hollow tree. YZ and UK 
does not contain this motif.  
4. Crossing the river: PON: (23/5-24/8) The founder of the Qïpčaq tribe gets his name 
for making rafts in order to cross the river Etil (see there). RD: (C 591r/23) This motif 
appears at the campaign against Sindu/Hind/Hindūstān, and is connected to Mountain 
between rivers. YZ, UK, and AG does not contain this motif. 
5. Prophetic dream: PON:The motif is found in connection with Uluġ Türük (35/9-
36/7). In RD (C 590v/7-10), YZ (A 5b/4-5), UK (1/5-1/7), and AG:(70a/11-15) Oġuz's 
mother sees a dream after Oġuz's birth, where the child asks her to convert to Islam, otherwise 










T.37 The co-occurence of 'hidden' motifs with the main motifs in the PON, RD, and AG.  
Motif PON RD AG 
Shore of water 4. Wives 
/Children 
4. Wives /Children 4. Wives /Children 





15. Sindu/Hind/ Hindūstān 
14. Baraq 
Crossing the river 10. Qїpčaq – 
Prophetic dream  18. Uluġ Türük/  2. Birth of Oġuz 2. Birth of Oġuz 
 
We can see from the table that in three main versions, all of the hidden motifs appear in 
different contexts, except Shore of water, which appears at Wives, but in the case of the PON, 
it also co-occurs with the hollow tree. The Prophetic dream consequently appears in the 
context of the Birth of Oġuz in the Muslim versions, but all the other hidden motifs show up 
in different contexts, even RD and AG don't match, although, concerning the main motifs, 
they usually do.  
8.7 The relation between the individual versions. 
8.7.1. The Pre-Islamic Oġuz-nāmä and Rašīd ad-Dīn's work 
 
Although almost all of the PON's motifs (except Urus, Saqlab, Taŋqut and Grey Wolf 
in a certain sense) appear at RD, it is clear that these motifs are simply different, except in the 
sense that they appear. The motifs Parents, Birth/The name Oġuz, Struggle for the 
rule/Uyġur, Wives/Children make up the opposed ideological background of the two versions. 
Exactly these are the motifs, based on which one can talk about Pre-Islamic and 'Muslim' 
groups of Oġuz-nāmäs. Although it appears later, the Grey Wolf could be connected to the 
Pre-Islamic ideological background. The group of the PON's unique features, Altun Qaġan, 
Urum/Rūm, Grey Wolf, Urus/Rūs and Saqlab (which also contains a motif of Oath) appears 
only in PON as a coherent group. I will return to this later. Three of the names of the four 
dependant tribes Qïpčaq, Qarluq and Qalač are interpreted differently in the two groups. The 
interpretation of the name of the fourth tribe Qaŋlï is very similar in all versions. The group 
'Dividing the empire' Uluġ Türük/ Їrqïl-χōǰa, Üčoq/Buzuq and Celebration do differ in details, 
in the groups, but basically are the same. The group 'Conqests of secondary importance' in the 
PON seem to be included only for the intension of exhaustiveness. There is clear allusion for 
this in the text: (33/6-7) 'Without having (anything) left out, let it be (perfectly) known, 
that...'. The construction of the PON can be easily divided into five parts according to the 




a. Oġuz's birth and youth (Ideological background) 
b. Unique features, that do not appear in other versions (The exact goal of the text's 
creation) 
c. Interpretation of the names of the dependant Turkic tribes with folk etymologies. The 
act of the namegiving thus fulfill an important role: They reassure the status of power between 
the Qaġan and his subjects.  
d. Other conquests, which are secondary, they only appear because of the intension of 
exhaustiveness.  
e. Dividing the empire, which sets up the hierarchy between the heirs so the status of 
power can be devised without interference.  
Thus, the PON which is a text built up very consciously, concentrates on the heart of 
the matters. On the other hand, RD's text is more elaborated. It creates the ideological 
background to the small details, and gives a detailed interpretation why Oġuz converts others 
to Islam. His conquests are described with the intension of historical adequateness, and the 
acts of namegiving to the dependant tribes are integrated in a way that verifies their 
geographical location at the time of the text's creation: The Uyġur and the Qaŋlï: They appear 
after the defeat of Qara χan, in Middle-Asia. The Qïpčaq appear after the defeat of Ῑt Baraq. 
Oġuz sends them to their homeland, to the bank of the Volga (Etil) later. The Qalač appear in 
Iran. The dividing of the empire also appears in a well-integrated connection of cause and 
effect, and not in an ad hoc way as in the PON. 
Because of the differences between the PON and RD, they must be considered as two 
texts created completely independent from each other.  
 
8.7.2 Rašīd ad-Dīn's work, Yazïǰïzāde's work, and the Uzunköprü version 
 
It is known that ʿAlī Yazïǰïzāde knew RD's work when he compiled Tevāriχ-i Āl-i 
Selčuq (Bakır 2008: 165). According to the table introducing the main motifs presented 
above, this is without doubt. The motifs appearing at RD also appear at YZ almost without 
exception, however, the latter differs in some details and in the construction of its text. On the 
other hand, I don't agree with Bakır's statement (2008: 165), that YZ used also the PON. 
Above I pointed out that the PON and RD are two independent versions, and YZ followed 
the latter, thus it is also independent from the PON. The same can be said about the UK. The 
text is very deficient, actually it contains only the beginning of the story which is labelled as 
ideological background, which clearly connects it to the Muslim group. Otherwise it contains 
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a few information above some conquests, and the dependant Turkic tribes, among which it 
sets up an inner hierarchy. It also mentions the yïġač er (about which one can read in details at 
YZ as aġačeri (A 8b/12-9a/12), and I didn't attended to them in the present work). Thus the 
UK could not contribute the present examination.  
 
8.7.3 Abu’l Ġāzi's work compared to Rašīd ad-Dīn's and the Pre-Islamic Oġuz-nāmä. 
 
We can see clearly see that there are three versions of the Oġuz-nāmäs. Which are (in 
chronological order) RD, PON and AG. Now the task is to relate AG to the other two 
versions. We know that Abu'l-Gāzī's used RD's work to compile his work. This becomes 
apparent not only in the similarity of the description of events until the beginning Oġuz's rule, 
but the motifs examined here match to those we find at RD. Although the order of the 
conquests found at AG do not follow strictly RD, we can consider the following motions as 
matches: 
a) The events providing base to the name-giving of the Qïpčaq happen after the first clash 
with It Baraq.  
b) The name-giving of the Qalač happens during the campaign against Iran. 
c) The snow fallen in the mountains of Ġur provides base for the name-giving of the 
Qarluq.  
d) The name-giving of the Qanglï appear with similar plot, but in different points of the 
story at all three main versions.  
AG basically followed RD (see PON:RD) with the interpretation of the names of the 
dependant Turkic tribes. However, there are some overlaps between AG and the PON, which 
do not appear in the other examined versions.  
a) AG basically relies to RD with the interpretation, but he gives further explanation, in 
which he relates the name Uyġur with milk (72a/15-16). Such a relation is not explicit 
in the PON (see the citations below). However, based on AG, we can assume that in the 
PON the name Uyġur and the description of Oġuz's second wife may be connected 
here. So on this point AG is more informative than the PON. 
PON: (5/5-8) andaġ körüglük erdi kim yerning yelküni anï körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp 
sütdän qïmïz bola tururlar 'She was so beautiful, that whenever the world's people saw 




12/7-12/9 män uyġurnïng qaġanï bolamän kim yerning tört bulungïnung qaġanï bolsam 
käräk turur. 'I am the Kagan of the Uygur, thus I must be the Kagan of the four corners 
of the world'  
b) At the mentioning of the ǰürčäd, we read the following parallel sentences of similar 
meaning.  
PON: (29/9) munga ǰürčäd tätururlar erdi bedük bir yurt, elkün erdi yïlqïlarï köp ud 
buzaġlarï köp altun kümüšläri köp erdiniläri köp erdilär erdi 
AG: (72b/16-17) ǰürǰät tegän uluġ bir yurt turur šährläri ve kändläri köp 
c) During the namegiving of the Qanglï, RD (C591r/16) and YZ (A 8a/1) calls the newly 
invented cart qaŋlï, and the tribe gets the same name. The PON (32/4-5) and AG 
(73a/6) call the cart qanqa <qʾnqʾ> and qanq respectively. Both versions explain this 
with the voice made by the carts. The tribe gets the name qanqaluġ <qʾnqʾlwq> or 
qanqlï 'having qanq(a).' 
d) Aqsaqal 'wise man (lit. white beard)' PON: (35/4-35/9) Uluġ Türük has the feature aq 
saqalluġ. AG: (79a/7-9) Їrqïl χōǰa is a son of an Uygur aqsaqal RD: (596v/23) explains 
the meaning of the name Їrqïl χōǰa where χōǰa means 'great' which corresponds to uluġ 
at the PON (OT ~ uluġ 'big great' ED 136). The two names can be connected by the 
explanation of the name at RD, but the counsulor is described as aqsaqal only at PON 
and AG. 
e) At the Celebration, the scenery and the order of sitting is missing from RD (but it 
corresponds to their distribution of residence as it is described at Buzuq/Üčoq, (596v 9) , 
while it is present at the PON (40/4-42/7) and AG (79a/7-80a/6). The PON differs from 
the other two in that the celebration is made by Oġuz, while in the others Oġuz's eldest 
son Kün χan does. In the PON and AG a forty fathom poles are erected on both sides, 
and a golden hen is put on top of the right one, and silver hen is put on the top of the left 
one. The right side is the place of the Buzuq and left one is that of the Üč Oq. AG 
provides more information at this scene, he mentions six white tents on each side, and a 
competition, where the participants shoot arrows to the hens from horseback.  
f) There is another parallel in the PON and AG, however, they appear in different context: 
 PON: (33/7) kündünki bulungda baraq° tägän bir yer bar turur) uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt 
turur […] elkünlärining önglüki čїrayї qap qara turur 
 AG: (73a/13-14) (andïn song barïp qara χïtaynï aldï) ol häm uluġ yurt turur kišisining 
čïrayï hindū täg qara bolur 
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g) The following phrase appear at the PON and two times at AG, but outside the relevant 
part: 
  PON: (42/2) oġuz qaġan […] tedi kim) […] dušmanlarnї їġlaġurdum dostlarumnї 
män küldürdüm […] 
 AG: (69b/11-12) (baquy dip χan)[…]dostlarnïng külgenin düšmänlärning yïġlaġanïn 
körüp sevinüp 
 (92b/9-11) qozï tegin atasï taχtïnda olturup düšmänlärini yïġlatïp wä dostlarïnï 
küldürüp  
 
Now we can entitle to ask the question what exactly the connection between the 
versions of PON and AG. In the cases of a) and d) we don't really have a handhold, since 
these motifs of the PON can be identified of those of AG and RD. Points b) and f) can reveal 
connection, but since f) appears in different context in the PON and AG, they can be mere 
coincidience. This could be supported by g) which seems to be a generally established 
common phrase. In the case of c) and e) however, the match in details is striking, and these 
details cannot be taken by AG from RD. We know that Abu'l Gāzī used other historical works 
to compile his work, and he also drew on contemporary oral tradition. Could he know the 
PON as a written text? Probably not, because while he gives a concrete explanation in the 
case of a), the connection between the Uyġur with the milk can be only vaguely understood. 
Thus it is more probable that the details which are found at PON and AG, but missing from 
RD, like c) and e) were the talk of the people as a part of an oral tradition, and AG lifted them 
into his work from this tradition. The name of the cart, which shows a qaŋlï : qanq(a) 
opposition could be considered as an isogloss crossing the area of spread of the Oġuz-
tradition.  
 
8.7.4 The core plot of the Oġuz tradition.  
 
We know that elements of oral tradition infiltrated in to AG's work, and one of them, 
namely c) (the name of the carts is based on their voice they give), could be identified. The 
PON also contains this motif although the writing down of the text is surely independent 
either from RD and AG. Žirmunskij has already pointed out that the PON can refer indirectly 
to contemporary oral epic poetry, but he does not consider the PON as an oral epic 
(Chadwick-Žirmunskij 1969: 307). My opinion is that the PON is exactly a takedown of an 
oral text after dictation, since certain phonetic phenomena can be observed in it, and the 
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manuscript lacks any trace of chapters or other tracks of edition. On the other hand the whole 
text is an alternation of rhytmic prose and metrical poetry. Such a text form is expressly 
characteristic of Turkic epic. Thus I think that we must assume an oral tradition spread in a 
wide area (this is what I called Oġuz-tradition above), which had been written down in 
different places and times (RD, PON, and may be UK). The written versions later got into the 
literature, and could be bequethed in a written form (YZ and AG).  
As the example of Alpamïš-epic shows (Zhirmunsky 1960) these epics could be spread 
on vast areas spanning through linguistic borders, and could be extended with new elements. 
Thus the fact that the PON contains Mongolic loanwords and phonetic features characteristic 
on Kipchak languages (cf. Chapter 5.), but is still part of the Oġuz-tradition, is surprising 
only at the first glance.  
The plot core of the Oġuz-tradition (now limited only to Oġuz Kagan himself and not 
his descendants) can be reconstructed in the following way: We take the common cut of the 
elements appearing in the three main versions. Of course, this method may not give out the 
whole core of the tradition (since the manuscript of the PON seems to be incomplete), but at 
the moment so much is possible according the data in hand. We get the following result:  
 
Oġuz is born and it is visible at the first glance that he is a unordinary child. He grows 
up fast and has abilities which surpass those of ordinary children's at the same age. After 
growing up, he meets (one of) his future wife(s) on a shore or riverbank. He marries her/them 
and he breeds six children: Kün, Ay, Yulduz, and Kök, Taġ, Tängiz. He executes some 
special deed and he becomes the ruler. The Uyġur join him to whom he gives this name. He 
starts conquests and the Qïpčaq, Qanglï, Qarluq and the Qalač (not necessarily in this order) 
join him. He gives them their respective names. The Qanglï get their name from the cart they 
invent. Oġuz wages war against the Baraq, whose complexion is dark, (and the ǰürčäd). He 
conquers (North-)India, Egypt and Syria (not necessarily in this order). He has got a 
counselor. His sons find a golden bow and three silver arrows during a hunt. The first three 
sons get (a piece of) the bow. This is the sigil of their rule, and they get the right wing of the 
empire. The second three sons get the silver arrows together with the left wing of the empire, 
and they will become the executors of the orders. The hierarchy is confirmed in the 
framework of a celebration, on which the counselor plays a key role.  
 
This core should be somehow extended with the motifs hollow tree, crossing the river, 
great mountain between two rivers and prophetic dream. However, as we saw above, the 
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precise place of these motifs in the story is not sure. It is possible that they constitute an 
archaic layer of the tradition, and their exact role is vague in a part or the whole area of 
tradition. They may have been getting forgotten at the time of the texts' takedown. Similar 
phenomena can be observed in the PON, see Chapter 8.8.2 Mixed and incomplete motifs, 
below.  
 
8.8 The characteristics of the PON opposed to the other versions: 
 
8.8.1. Mythic motifs  
 
1. Complexion (blue : black) ~ OT kök 'the sky, sky-coloured, blue, blue-grey' (ED 708) 
: qara 'black, ordinary (pej.)' (ED 643): PON : At his Birth, Oġuz's complexion is blue (1/5-
1/6) . The complexion of the people of Baraq/Mïsr is black described with the same phrase 
(34/2-34/3) . The two can be opposed to each other. Throughout of the PON, co-occurs with 
light (see Light). AG:(73a/13-15) It is mentioned in connection with the people of Qara-χïtay, 
that their complexion is black. RD: (591v/26) The land of Qïl Baraq is dark and the 
complexion of the people living there is black. In the other versions, this description does not 
appear. The co-occurence of Baraq and black helps to identify the main motif in the PON, 
although these mix up with Mïsïr there. The spelling of Baraq is <bʾrʾqʾ> and that of Mïsïr is 
<mʾsʾr>. In the case of the latter it is sure that it is identical with Mïsr as a great proportion of 
data in the text containing etymologic /ï/ is spelled with <ʾ>, and there are several parallels for 
the second-syllable <ʾ> [º] as anaptyctic sound.  
Although it is mentioned in all versions that Oġuz is a prodigy at his birth and 
childhood, only the PON opposes Oġuz's blue appearance with an inferior black one. It is 
however an interesting parallel that in RD (C 590v/23-591r 3), YZ (A 6b/8-7b/12) and AG 
(71b/12-72b/7), that the war between Qara χan and Oġuz breaks out because of their different 
religion, since Qara χan follows their ancestral faith, and Oġuz is Muslim. Thus in the 
Muslim versions the name Qara seems to be connoted with 'pagan' or 'heathen'. Moreover, in 
AG's, the people of Baraq (who was described as dark at RD: 791v/26) are also not Muslim, 
will be converted by Oġuz (75a/4-6). Thus in the Muslim versions the opposition Muslim : 
black replaces the blue : black opposition. The motif blue should be understood as a non-
islamic steppe-motif.  
2. Light: The light co-occur in the PON always with blue, at the following main motifs: 
Birth: At the birth of the child with blue complexion, his mother's eyes shines (1/3-1/4). 
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Wives: Oġuz's first wife descends in a blue lightbeam from the sky (6/6-7/2). The grey/blue 
furred, grey/blue maned wolf steps out from a sun-like lightbeam similar to the Sun (16/1-
16/6). The motif of light does not appear in the Muslim versions, thus it should be considered 
as pre-islamic motif, which disappeared from the Muslim versions together with blue.  
Before advancing to the other motifs, I should attach a note to the opposition blue(light) 
: black. The word qara has the meaning 'earth, soil' in some Turkic languages (cf. the 
meaning 'sky' of the word kök). At the main motif Wives, the origin of the first and second 
wife can actually be opposed the same way as blue : black/ sky : earth, however without 
pejorative connotation in the case of the latter. This opposition actually is the one which 
predestines the hierarchy between the first and second sons, which will be later connoted with 
right : left.  
The following verse may also be connected here, and the spear (made of iron) could be 
connoted with earth, and the bow and arrow (fast as the wind) could be connected with sky.  
 
(5/9-6/2)  
buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰïdam öldürdi tämür bolsa 
[monster]-nï sungqar yedi ya oqum öldürdi yel bolsa 
 
'It ate the deer and ate bear. My spear killed it for it is iron. The falcon ate the [monster], my 
bow and arrow killed it for it is (like the) wind.' 
 
The opposition between blue/sky/right : black/earth/left mirrors a strong dual view, 
which can be abstracted essentially as superior : inferior.  
3. Grey Wolf (Leading Wolf). This motif appears only in the PON (16/1-16/7), and at 
RD (C 598r/15-18), however outside the relevant part. Except the UK the name Bašġïrd 
appears in every Muslim versions (RD: 591v/5:, YZ: A 1b/17, AG: 73b/17):, which is used to 
be connected with folk etymology to Bašqurt 'head wolf, leading wolf'. The relevance of the 
folk etymology at time of the takedown of the texts is questionable, although it would fit the 
concept that the story explains the names of the Turkic tribes with folk etymology.  
4. Animal features of the protagonist. In the description of the young Oġuz one can read 
that the whole of his body was covered with fur (2/5-2/6). It is possible that this is a reference 
to person or mythic figure who is known as the Muslim saint Baba Tükläs, who has the same 
feature. The resemblance of Baba Tükläs and Oġuz Qaġan in this respect is already 
mentioned by DeWeese (1994: 331), however in a reverse relation. We know that the figure 
of Baba Tükläs is adopted to Turkic Islam from a pre-islamic tradition. Since there is only this 
implicit reference in the PON, we cannot tell more in this topic.  
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Ščerbak (1993) considers the motifs discussed above (light, grey wolf, animal features 
of the protagonist) together with some other (unusual features of women cf. Wives discussed 
here) as unambiguous Mongolian impact in the PON. We saw above that blue and light are 
strongly connected together in the PON, and can be opposed to black, so they are in a closed 
system. The unusual features of women are part of this system, similarly to the grey wolf. The 
figure of Baba Tükläs (see animal features of the protagonist or unusual qualities of the 
heroes at Ščerbak 1993) can hardly be of Mongolian origin among the Turks, and this holds 
true even if it happens that the mentioned motif of the PON is independent from Baba Tükläs. 
I think these motifs should not be understood as Mongolian impact on Turkic folklore, but as 
a part of a common steppe tradition (including Turkic, Mongolian, and others).  
 
8.8.2 Mixed and incomplete motifs. 
 
1. The motifs Mïsïr/Baraq are mixed up in the PON (33/6-34/5), while in the other 
versions, these appear separately in different points on the story.  
2. The same can be told about the Celebration, althought a bit differently: In the Muslim 
versions, the eldest son of Oġuz, Kün χan organizes the celebration in the beginning of his 
rule, during which the dividing of the empire takes place. At AG Oġuz also organizes a 
celebration, but still Kün χan divides the empire on his feast. In the PON Oġuz himself 
divides his empire among his sons.  
3. It is possible that the hollow tree (which appears consistently in the Muslim versions) 
"moved" to the Wives in the PON in the same way, but we don't have a proof.  
The phenomenon of mixing up originally independent motifs (just as the unusual 
appearance of the hidden motifs) can be explained with the homeostatic feature of the oral 
tradition: The information which are irrelevant to the interpretation of the very present state of 
affairs slowly sink into oblivion. (Ong 1982, 31-55). I think it's probable that the details of the 
conquest of Sindu, Šām and Taŋqut are excluded from the PON (33/2-33/3) for this reason. 
The description of the former two can be found at RD (C 591r/20-26, and C 593v/1-594r/11), 
while the latter is told at AG (73a/12-13).  
 
8.8.3 Political motifs.  
 
Urum Qaġan/Urus Beg/Saqlab: The part of the PON (14/7-23/8), which tells the events 
of Eastern Europe found in none of the Muslim versions in this form. According to the text, 
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after Altun Qaġan pays tribute to Oġuz on the right wing, Urum Qaġan resists to do so on the 
left wing. Oġuz marches against him and on the eve of the battle, the Grey Wolf appears and 
offers divine help to Oġuz. The army lead by the wolf defeats the army of Urum in a bloody 
battle, and Oġuz kills Urum. Urus, the brother of Urum (may be because being informed 
about the events), sends his son to a well fortified city, located on a mountain between deep 
rivers. When Oġuz arrives there, the youth submits to him, offers tribute and pledges loyalty 
to Oġuz. Oġuz accept him as friend and lifts him among the allied tribe founders (which are 
discussed later) with the act of giving the name Saqlab to him. The description of the events 
takes 78 lines (1 page = 9 lines), which is circa 20% of the whole text (42 pages, 376 lines). If 
we consider the fact that Urum is located on the left wing of Oġuz's territory, and on the right 
wing there is Altun Qaġan (which can be identified with China, so that right and the left wing 
are the eastern and the western borders of the empire with northern orientation cf. also 
Prophetic dream) who already submitted to Oġuz, then we can trace back the events to an 
earlier point in the narration. This point in question is when Oġuz made a feast and declared 
himself as the ruler of the four corners of the world, sending ultimatum to the four directions 
(10/8-14/7). If we consider these line of events as one unit, it will take 113 lines of the 376, 
which corresponds to 30% of the whole text. In any case, it is plausible that the very aim of 
the takedown of the PON is to tell these events. Thus, the PON is a declaration of supermacy 
over Eastern Europe, which is wrapped in disguise of an Oġuz-nāmä, and based on steppe-




9. Final Conclusions 
 
Let us summarize the conclusions what can be drawn from the above edition, philological and 
linguistic analysis of the PON. For almost thirteen decades of being first published by Radloff 
(1890-1891), and six decades of its last edition by Ščerbak (1959), the PON gave plenty to 
think about for a series of scholars. Their approach was mainly of philological and/or 
historical interest, supported by mainly philological work. Since the PON has many obscure 
thus hardly understood passages, the details of the scientific discussion sometimes led to a 
dead-end. Another problem of the approach to the PON in the main previous editions was that 
they published the text with a translation, and discussed its problems in end-notes. Thus, the 
reader encountered a heterogenous mixture of paleographical, etymological, morphological 
and historical expositions, which are almost as difficult to comprehend as to understand the 
text itself. Pelliot (1930) even enhanced this situation by adding deepnotes to the endnotes on 
the text. 
The present work with its mainly linguistic approach to the text is called to make a 
clean breast for the future research on the text. I attempted to summarize and highlight the 
problems of the previous readings of the PON, and offered new solutions in certain questions, 
to achieve the precise reading and interpretation of it – so far, I must add. Such a work has 
been accomplished by the following steps:  
As a preliminary step, I tried to divide the problems with the text into groups, and 
discussed not only the local and individual problems with the certain obscure passages or 
sentences, but the problem-groups as a whole.  
The next – actually the first – step must have definitely been the paleographical analysis 
of the text, in order to lay down the map of the grapheme-set of the PON's unique Uygur-
(Mongolian) script-variety. This was an elementary need – not having done so far – in order 
to be able to prepare the translitaretion of the PON – also absent until now. Previous works 
attempted different methods to come over this problem: Radloff (1890) partly published the 
facsimile and gave a printed, yet imprecise version of the text in Uygur script (1891), while 
the later editions referred to spelling problems of certain words with ponderous paraphrases. 
Besides to description of the grapheme set of the script-variety, the main achievement of 
Chaper 2 is to allow to locate a small number of second-hand additions in the manuscript, and 
moving one step forward to resolve the problem of the "monster" depicted on page 6 (folio 
19r according to the numbering of the Bibliothèque Nationale) of the manuscript.  
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Only after the paleographical analysis I could have proceeded to prepare a new edition 
of the PON (Chapter 3), which, first of all, includes the whole facsimile of the manuscript, in 
the order the text proceeds. None of the previous editions contain it as a whole. I prepared the 
transliteration of the text, and its interpretation in the form of the transcription and translation. 
The transliteration is compared to the printed version of Radloff (1890), and the transcription 
with those editions which include one (Nour 1928, Bang 1932 [1936] and Ščerbak 1959, but 
not Pelliot 1930). Finally, I also prepared an English translation of the text. At this point I was 
attached to word by word translation as much as possible, and not a literary one, although 
certain parts of the text clearly call for poetic translation. 
Despite my above criticism on the approach of preparing endnotes on the text, yet at 
Chapter 4 I followed this way of my predecessors, and discussed the problems one by one as 
they are encountered in the text. Here I summarized the interpretations of the previous 
editions (Pelliot 1930 [1995], Bang 1932 [1936] and Ščerbak 1959, excluding Nour 1928, as 
Pelliot 1930 has already criticised Nour's frequent misreadings). According to the nature of 
the individual problems, I forwarded the reader to the correspondent chapters of the present 
work, where I discussed the encountered problems in groups, to allow the reader to consider 
them in a broader context. These above-mentioned chapters were necessary to be compiled 
for the present work to fulfil the requirements of a critical text-edition.  
After the microphilological analysis, the second part of the work turns to the linguistic 
analysis of the text. Chapter 5. gives a general survey about the orthographical techniques of 
the script variety of the PON (Chapter 5.1), then discusses the two most striking features of 
rendering vowels: 1. The rendering of etymological /ï/ and /i/ with the grapheme <ʾ> 
(Chapters 5.2-5.5) , and 2. the possile quality of the vowels or sound sequences rendered by 
the grapheme-sequences <VqV>/<VkV> (Chapter 5.6).  
For the first problem, I assumed as working hypothesis, that the rendering /ï/-like 
sounds with <ʾ> is not simply an orthographical feature, but a phonological one. Such a 
graphic technique is not unknown in Old Turkic texts written in Uygur Script in certain 
phonological and morphological environments, but in the PON it is almost the default way 
regardless to the environment. At the same time, there is also a strong tendency to mark the 
etymological front /i/ and even labial vowels with <ʾ>, which is most unusual.  
I argued that the causes of such unusual vowel marking are the following: a) the vowel 
/ï/ {@} is the neutral member of the vowel system of the PON, and b) the vowels in this script 
variety are intuitively rendered with their dominant phonological element, keeping forward 
that the dominant neutral element {@} is still rendered mostly by <ʾ> as there is no better 
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device for that in the inventory of the script variety. This also causes the fluctuation of 
rendering /i/ with <ʾ> and <y>. The final conclusion of this arguement is that the vowel-
system of the idiom of the PON went or was going through a vowel shift resembling to that 
we know form present day Volga-Kipchak. However, direct historical linguistic connection 
with modern Volga-Kipchak and the PON cannot be established.  
The orthography of the text show hypercorrect written forms of some words (Chapter 
5.6), namely that they contain a grapheme sequence of <ʾqʾ>, <ʾqw> etc., with a medial <q> 
or <k> between two graphemes rendering vowel. A group of these words has never contained 
etymological /g/, and this technique shows an influence of the Written Mongolian 
orthographical tradition. The grapheme sequences <VqV> and <VkV> render a) primary and 
secondary long vowels or b) diphthongs developed from etymological /VgV/ phoneme-
sequences through a hiatus, which occured through the weakening of the intervocalic /g/. 
These secondary long vowels or diphhongs can be counted for either one or two syllables for 
the purpose of rhyme. The presence of the hypercorrectly written forms in the text allows the 
conclusion that the scribe of the text had competence in Written Mongolian, and a spoken 
Mongolian variety in which the /VgV/ > (/VʾV/) > /VV/ development had already taken 
place. This may mean 1) that the PON may be later than the 14th century 2) The scribe 
reanalyzed long vowels and diphtongs heard by him as disyllables (according to his language 
competence). Thus, the scribe and the performer of the text were two different people, and the 
text has been written down after dictation. This idea has already been supposed by Sümer 
(1959) and Clauson (1964). They both suppose that the performer(s) was or were Turkmen 
epic singer(s), and the text was written down by an (Uygur) baχšï. I would rather suppose that 
the performer was a speaker of a Kipchak variety, as the realization of the sound sequences 
/aġ/ and /aw/ seem to be coincided and perceived by the scribe as the same, who wrote down 
both of them as <ʾqw>. The fluctuation of word-initial y <y> and ǰ <č> in certain words also 
points to the direction of Kipchak.  
Chapter 6. examines derivation and compounding in the PON. Derivation has been 
dealt with with the following method: Word stems and their corresponding derived forms 
have been put into pairs. 37 derivative elements have been attested, which are known from 
Old Turkic (10 NN, 13 VN, 6 NV, and 8 VV). Most of these derived forms could not be put 
into pairs with their stem, or there were only a few stem-derivation pairs, thus 20 derivatives 
(5 NN, 8 VN, 3 NV and 4 VV) could really be only attested. However, if there were enough 
amount of data, one could examine if there are any difference in their usage or productivity 
compared to Old Turkic. According to this comparion
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derivatives proved to be productive with the more or less the same function as in Old Turkic. 
4 of them (1 NN, 2 VN, 1 VV) is productive, but the distribution of them changed compared 
to Old Turkic. 1 VV derivative is productive, but its original (Old Turkic) function seems to 
be changed. And finally, 6 of them (1 NN, 2 VN, 2 NV, 1 VV), where the derived form was 
not transparent due to phonological or semantical deviation from that of the union of the stem 
and derivative, proved to be improductive. I would like to call attention for the fact that even 
if the PON is a small and limited corpus, the proportion of the demonstratively productive 
derivative elements compared to all attested derivatives is relatively small, and the system as a 
whole shows quite a great change compared to Old Turkic. On the other hand, this same 
corpus offers an incredibly rich repository of compunding methods and compound types.  
At the examination of compounding as a strategy to create new lexical elements, several 
problems have been encountered. There is no unified terminology, typology and criteria 
system to describe compounding processes neither in the general linguistic nor in the 
Turcological literature. The theoretical framework used in the present work is still an 
experimental one. I attempted to use orthographical (ORT), phonological (PHO), 
morphological (MOR), morphosyntactical (MSY) and semantical (SEM) criteria to identify 
compounds in the PON. I added parallelism (PAR) to the above list, and searched for 
compounds in the Turkological literature with similar structures to those compound-
suspicious constructions found in the PON. I also attempted to classify the compounds found 
in the corpus. It turned out that the criteria used have different degree of usefulness to identify 
different types of compounds. As a result of this examination, a rich list and typology of 
compounds has been compiled based on the PON as a corpus, which considers the inner 
structure, the output, and the denotation of the output compared to that of the components 
(endocentricity, exocentricity). Additionally, the main stations of lexicalisation of coordinate 
compounds could be observed. A part of the lexicon can be observed only as a component in 
compounds, which grants a limited insight into the historical development of the lexicon 
attested in the PON. Compared to derivation in the variety of the PON, compounding is a 
highly productive and recursive strategy (with some extremely complex attested outputs) to 
create new lexical elements in order to describe new concepts. I suppose that further research 
is desirable on this field concerning a larger corpus of historical Turkic texts. 
In Chapter 7, the remaining domains of the PON's grammar are discussed. It contains 
the declensional and conjugational paradigms observable in the PON, their historical change 
compared to Old Turkic, and the functional description of the inflectional suffixes. It also 
contains the description of the verbal aspect system observable in the PON – which proved to 
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be perfectly symmetrical, although there are competing forms for several functions – as well 
as the description of other grammatical elements (postpositions, subjunctors, etc.) and that of 
their possible functional change compared to Old Turkic.  
Chapter 8 is a macrophilological analysis where the plot of the PON has been compared 
to the Muslim Oġuz-nāmä versions (RD, YZ, AG and UK). The basic unit used here were 
motifs, the comparison was carried out in regard of the question: Which motif found in the 
PON is present in the Muslim versions, and how? The comparison revealed that the Muslim 
versions are mostly based on RD, while the PON is an independent version. AG and the PON 
has a match in details which is not present in RD, YZ and UK, but AG probably did not know 
the PON as a written text, rather he knew the same oral tradition on which the PON is based. 
With this comparison the core plot of the Oġuz-tradition has also been reconstructed. 
The plot of the PON shows no influence of Islam, and has a considerable part in its 
focus which cannot be attested in the correspondent part of the Muslim versions at all. This 
part narrates events taken place in the region of the Volga (Etil), which supports the idea that 
the language of the PON is a Kipchak variety. If one assumes that the place of writing down 
of the text is identical with the location which occurs in the focus of the plot, the seeming 
contradiction of "Why an Oġuz-nāmä is performed in a Kipchak variety?" resolves: The 
region between the lower-Volga and the Aral Sea is a borderland between Oguz- and Kipchak 
Turkic languages until today.  
There are certain Turkic and non-Turkic clan names occuring (rather anachronistically) 
in the PON which are interpreted with folk etymologies. This is a common method in the 
Oġuz-nāmäs for legitimizing the given clans' political position. The folk etymologies and 
stories connected to tem are different from those found in the Musilm versions. Among them 
the name Uluġ Ordu 'Great Horde' occurs, which person later acquires the name Qïpčaq 
'Kipchak'. The name Uluġ Ordu has avoided the attention of the authors of the previous 
editions as a name of a political formation so far. Uluġ Ordu was the Turkic name of the 
central territories of the dissolving Golden Horde, at the steppe region surrounding the lower 
Volga Region until the beginning of the 16th century. If this assumption is correct, we have a 
historical data which helps the determine the age of the text (15th century), and supposes that 
the text is a century younger than it was thought before. The research on the history of the 
Turkic name Uluġ Ordu may bring us new information in this respect. 
The Appendix at the end of the present work contains all the lexical elements occuring 
in the PON, with etymological information, with regard of their spelling varieties. All the 
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occurences of a lexical element are cited with its immediate context, to help the reader to 
render their meaning.  
Now let us synthetize our findings. As a final conclusion based on the present work, it 
can be said that the Pre-Islamic Oġuz-nāmä (1) is a Middle-Turkic text (2) written down in 
the Golden Horde (3) possibly in the 15th century (4), and is based on oral tradition (5) . 
(1) It is referred to as Pre-Islamic, as it differs in its 'ideological background' from the 
Muslim versions. The Muslim version show later influence of Islam, while the core plot of the 
PON - but not the text itself - is more archaic. (See Chapter 8. ) 
(2) The language of the PON is Middle-Turkic. We find loanwords of various origins in 
the text of which the most common are Mongolic (nökär 'bodyguard', buġu 'male deer', 
bandaŋ 'bench' < Chin. pan-teng). The presence of these loanwords points to the fact that the 
text had been written down after the Mongolian conquest. More interestingly, we find also 
some loanwords from Persian (dost 'friend', dušman 'enemy', ataš 'fire', badan 'body' <Ar., see 
below). There are also a few words of ultimately Sanskrit origin (buyan 'virtue'< (Mo.) < Skr. 
puṇya; nävsiki 'fairy' < (Tokh. A) < Skr. naivasiki), but hese words have been copied into 
Turkic earlier than the writing down of the PON. 
We find a phonetic alternation of word-initial /y-/ ~ [ǰ] (yalġuz ~ ǰalġuz 'alone', yaruq ~ 
ǰaruq 'light beam', yarlïġ ~ ǰarlïġ 'order, decree'). The latter is spelled with <č> (See. Chapter 
3.) There are some archaic features as well: the Old Turkic intervocalic /d/ is preserved (or at 
least marked by the orthography: ud <ʾwd> 'bovine, ox', aduġ <ʾdwq> 'bear' adaq <ʾdʾq> 
'foot' etc.), while it changed to /y/ in preconsonantal position (uyqu < OT udïq 'sleeping', ayġïr 
< OT adġïr 'stallion', qayġu < OT qadġu 'sorrow') 
(3) The longest and central episode of the PON is the campaign against Urus Beg. The 
name Urus can be identified with Rus 'Russian'. The son of Urus Beg submits to Oġuz Qaġan 
and is given the name Saqlap with a folk etymology originated the perfective converbial from 
the verb saqla- 'to protect'. The name Saqlap is actually an Arabic loanword in Turkic and 
designates the Slavs and the forest dwelling peoples of Eastern Europe. Consequently, the 
PON is actually a legitimisation-narrative over the Eastern European steppe, which is 
incorporated into an Oġuz-nāmä to make it acceptable for the audience. 
(4) About the age of the manuscript, Pelliot (1930 [1995]: 96-103) states that it is 
written in the 15th century and is a copy of an earlier original, which is lost. This assumption 
is probably based on the archaic features of the plot. He also assumes that the manuscript in 
hand is written in 'Kirgiz' territory, which meant 'Kazakh' by the contemporary scientific 
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terminology. Ščerbak (1959: 101-107) basically agrees with Pelliot, but he adds that the lost 
original was probably written in Arabic script.  
The occurence of the name Uluġ Ordu 'Great Horde' – a quite young political formation 
which is so deeply integrated in the plot – allows the assumption that the text is 
contemporary, and is not a copy of an older manuscript. 
(5) We saw that the text interprets contemporary events with a story organized around 
an archaic core plot, which is a well-known feature of oral epics. There are also versed and 
prosaic parts following each other in the text (see Chapter 5.6). The versed parts fit into the 
the pattern of the traditional Turkic 7-8 or 11 syllabled verse lines. This is a tool to memorize 
and recount the text more easily. 
The motifs found in the PON - compared to the Muslim versions - are sometimes more 
emphasized or more obscure (see Chapters 8.2, 8.4 and 8.8.2). This can be understood as a 
flexibility suited for the expectiation of the audience. The obscure motifs may refer to 
common knowledge, therefore they are not necessary to be performed in details. Thus the 
performer can emphasize other motifs of the plot, to suit his performance as he wishes. 
Another explanation for the obscurence of these motifs can be that events narrated are based 
on real historical facts, but the layers and line of events did somehow mixed up, as they were 
not anymore relevant fort the present of the narrated events. Thus the story should be 
considered as synchronic unit instead of diachronic one. Of course, one should try to explore 
its diachronic aspects as well. 
And finally, after the comparison of all the mentioned Oġuz-nāmä versions (Chapter 
8.7), an important match of details between the PON and AG is revealed: At the story of the 
Qanglï, there is a person who makes carts. The carts are named qanqa in the PON and qang at 
AG. The person who made them is named qanqaluġ/ and Qanglï respectively. The meaning 
of the word is 'one having qanqs that is, 'carts'. At RD, YZ, and the UK version, the situation 
is different: both the carts and the person who makes them are called 'Qanglï'. 
Figure 40. shows how I imagine the distribution of the Oġuz-nāmäs and their 
interrelatedness, including the impacts of the versions of each other. This figure is meant to be 




Figure. 40 The interrelatedness of the Oġuz-nāmä versions 
 
We must deal with two more questions. The first is that of the religion in the PON. The 
Isalmization of the Golden Horde started already in the 13th century with the conversion of 
Berke Khan (1257-1266). He was the first Chinggisid ruler who adopted Islam. The wide 
range conversion of the Golden Horde started in the first half of the fourteenth century under 
the rule of Özbeg Khan (1312-1341). Ötämiš Ḥāǰǰi's conversion narrative describes this 
conversion as a kind of religious propaganda, but the scenery of the events is well harmonised 
with the symbolism of local belief system (DeWeese 1994). This harmonization is similar to 
the way of the PON's claim of supermacy over the Eastern European steppe, performed as an 
Oġuz-nāmä. If we assume that the PON was written down in the Golden Horde in the 15th 
century, the question immediatly rises: Why don't we find Muslim motifs in the PON? 
Although the PON is not a religious text in the strict sense, we can find an echo of a 
religious worldview in it. The most important keywords of the old worldview (commonly 
known as Tengriism) are present in the text: kök tängri 'Blue Sky'; kök tängrigä ötä- 'to carry 
out an obligation to the Blue Sky' tängrini ǰalwar- 'to beg, pray to the Sky'; qut 'regal 
charisma' (for more details on the religious worldview, see Chapter 8.8.1). Loanwords of 
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Persian and Arabic origin (see above) flowed to Turkic languages with the spread of Islam. 
Their presence in a non-Islamic text show that the aouthor of the text and his environment at 
least knew about Islam even if himself was not Muslim. It can be claimed that Islam and some 
kind of 'late tengriism' had long coexisted in the Golden Horde, despite the wide-range 
Islamization starting from the 14th century. Here an interesting question arises: The word 
uyġur may mean not only the tribal name, but has the connotation of 'Buddhist' thus 'non-
Muslim' (cf. DeWeese 1994: 89). Although the word appears only once in the PON, it is at a 
critical point at 12/7, namely, Oġuz's self-declaration as the ruler of the world. The usage of 
the name uyġur here is a key-element in the ruler's identity and legitimization. It is possible 
that the author of the text used this word to consciously emphasize the non-Muslim character 
of the protagonist as opposed to the Muslim Oġuz-nāmäs, which presumably had been started 
to circulate among the Turks this time. Dobrovits's (2010:217) surmise about the PON 
whether it is a 'symbol of resistance of a hidden anti-Islamic party' seems legitimate at this 
point, with the correction that it is to be understood to the Golden Horde, not 'the Western part 
of the former Chagatai empire'. 
Secondly, we have to deal with the question of the script. The Uygur script was used in 
the Golden Horde in the 13th and 14th centuries, but it slowly was replaced by the Arabic 
script in the 15th century. We have only two texts in Uygur script from the Golden Horde. 
These are Toqtamïš’s and Tämür Qutluġ’s yarlïġ from 1393 and 1397 respectively. Ščerbak 
(1959: 16) notes in his edition of the PON that the orthography of the PON resembles to that 
of the former. There is also proof that the Uygur script was still in use - although sporadically 
- in the 15th century (Usmanov 1979: 111-115; Vásáry 1987).  
At first glance, it seems contradictory that the such a late text as the PON is written in 
Uygur script in the Golden Horde, since the script was already replaced by Arabic script in the 
chancellery. However, let us recall that the Arabic script spread with Islam, and the PON is a 
non-Islamic text. The PON is an important source as it seems to be a proof that the Uygur 
script was still used in the Golden Horde in the 15th century for writing down Turkic texts. 
If so, then we have to still address some words to the question of the author. In the 
conclusion of Chapter 5.6 I argued that the author (performer) of the text and the scribe were 
probably have been two different persons, the former being the speaker of the Kipchak 
variety. The scribe knew Written-Mongolian and used a simplified version (may be a 
shorthand) of Uygur(-Mongolian) script (see Chapters 1. and 5.1) to write down the text, and 
he may have known contemporary spoken Mongolic variety, as well as a Turkic variety 
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possibly different from the speaker's. Otherwise, the person(s) who compiled this text remain 
obscure.  
The detailed historical interpretation of the PON is outside the domain of linguistics, 
and thus is outside of the scope of the present work. The above conclusions rather provide a 
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The following part contains all the lexical elements occurring the PON. They are listed in the 
following alphabetical order, where the sounds in parenthesis do not occur in word-initial 
position: a, ä, b, č, d, e, ï, i, ǰ, q,(χ), k, (l) m, n, o, ö, s, š, t, u, ü, (w) y. 
If a word occurs with several spellings concerning the word initial, it is listed with all of 
them with cross-references. The proper entry is at the word-initial with which the given 
lexical element occurs more times. Derivated forms of a given stem are listed in separate 
entries. If there is only derivated form of a certain word stem, I did not prepare a separate 
entry for the respective word stems.  
The entries are prepared according to the following principles: In the head of an entry, 
there is the transcribed form of the given word, which is followed by the written form(s) of it. 
If a word occurs with several written forms in the text, then first comes the most common 
one, then the variant (var.) written form(s) with reference to the page and line of the text in 
which the special form occurs. If a word occurs with two or more written forms in an 
approximately equal proportion, then all the instances are referred, starting with the first 
occurence. After the (most general) form, the meaning of the word is given according to the 
context in the PON. After the meaning I cite the corresponding Old Turkic, Written 
Mongolian, etc. etymon. The given meaning of a word in the PON may differ from the that of 
its etymon in some cases. 
After the head of a given entry, the instances of the word are listed in order of their 
occurence. I felt necessary to cite every instance in the sentence in occurs, preferably with a 
more or less narrow context, in which the given instance is marked by '~'. Parts unreadable in 
the facsimile, but reconstructed by the previous editions are also cited as context in '[ ]'. In a 
few but reasonable cases, however, I did not cite all the context. Consider for example qaġan. 
As the protagonist Oġuz is referred mostly together with this title, as a matter of fact, almost 
all the text could have been cited as context in one entry.  
If a word has several possible or otherwise uncertain reading, it is marked with '?' in front 
of the entry. All aforementioned information is given for the reading in question, and the 






ač- <ʾč> ‘to open’  
OT ač- 'to open (trans.)' (ED 18) 
29/2-29/3 anga ǰarlїġ qїldї kim sän munda qal 
~ qalqan ačqungdon song käl orduġa täp tädi 
 
ačqu <ʾčq̈w> 'the action of opening' 
see ač- 
 
ač°ġïč <ʾčʾq̈ʾč>’key’  
~ CC ačχuč 'key' (Erdal 1991: 358) 
28/8 bo üynüng taġamї altundan erdi 
tünglüqlarї taqї kümüštün qalqanlarї tämürdän 
erdilär erdi qapuluġ erdi ~ yoq erdi 
 
adaq <ʾdʾq̈> ‘foot, leg, lower part’ 
OT adaq 'leg, foot' (ED 45) 
var. 15/9 <ʾdʾ-q̈> 
2/3 ~ї ud ~ї täg |belläri böri belläri täg |yaġrї 
kiš yaġrї täg |kögüzü aduġ kögüzü täg erdi 
|[…] 
15/9 qїrїq kündön song muz tay tägän taġnung 
~їġa käldi 
41/6 anung [ba]šїda bir kümüš taġuq qoydї 
~їda bir qara qoyunnї baġladї 
 
aduġ <ʾdwq̈>‘bear’  
OT adïġ 'bear' (ED 45) 
2/5 adaqї ud adaqї täg |belläri böri belläri täg 
|yaġrї kiš yaġrї täg |kögüzü ~ kögüzü täg erdi 
|[…] 
4/6-4/9 kenä bir ~ aldї altunluġ belbaġї birlä 
yїġačqa baġladї ketti mundon song ertä boldї 
tang ertä čaġda keldi kördi kim <monster> ~ nї 
alup turur 
5/9 andan song tädi kim […] buġu yedi ~ yedi 
ǰїdam öldürdi tämür bolsa <monster>nї 
šungqar yedi ya oqum öldürdi yel bolsa täp 
tädi ketti 
 
aġïz (āz) 1. 'mouth' 2. 'speech'  
OT aġïz 'mouth' (ED 98) 
var. <ʾq̈Yz> 1/6, <q̈ʾyz> 13/1, <ʾq̈ʾz> 13/4, 
14/5, 30/8 
1/6 ušol oġulnung önglüki čiraġï kök erdi ~+ї 
ateš qїzїl erdi közläri al sačlarї qašlarї qara 
ärdilär ärdi yaqšї näwsikilärdän körüglükrök 
erdi  
13/1-13/4 […] senlärdän baš čalunġuluq tiläp 
män turur ušol kim mäning ~umġa baqar turur 
bolsa tar°tġu tartїp dost tutar män tep tädi ušbo 
kim ~ umġa baqmaz turur bolsa čamat čaqїp 
čärig čäkip dušman tutar män […]  
14/5 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi […] ~їġa baqїndї yaqšї begü 
birlä dostluq qїldї  
30/8 oġuz qaġan baštї ǰürčäd qaġannї bastї 
öldürdi bašїn kästi ǰürčäd elkünin öz ~їġa 
baqїnturdï 
 
aq <ʾq̈> ‘white’ 
OT aq 'white' (ED 75) 
26/6 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä üstündä 
tong taqï muz bar turur anung bašï soġuqtan ap 
~ turur 
27/9 ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü toquz 
kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġїr atnї käldürdi 
muz taġlarda köp soġuq boluptan ol bäg 
qaġardan sarunmїš erdi ap ~ erdi 
35/6 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda ~ saqalluġ 
moz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar 
erdi 
41/3 [ong ǰangaqta bir qїrїq qolač їġač tiktürdi 
anung] bašїda bir altun [taġuq qoydї] [adaqї]da 
bir ~ qoyun baġladї 
 
aqa ‘elder brother’ <ʾq̈ʾ> 
Mo. aq-a 'elder brother, senior, elder' (L 59) 
37/7 oġuz qaġan uluġ türüknüng sözün yaqšї 
kördi ögütün tilädi ögütügä körä qїldї andan 
song ertä bolupta ~larnї inilärnї čarlap käldürdi  
39/2 [oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqї yanї üč 
buzġuluq qїldї taqї ayttї kim ay ~lar] ya bolsun 
senlärnüng ya täg oqlarnї kökkäčä atung täp 
tädi 
 
?al I <ʾl> ‘front part’ cf. alїn 
OT al 'front, facing, prior position' (ED 121) 
8/8 kän bir kün oġuz qaġan awġa ketti bir köl 
arasїnda ~їndan bir їġač kördi 
 
al II <ʾl> ‘a colour of eye’ 
OT al 'scarlet' (ED 120) 
1/6 aġїzї ataš qїzїl erdi közläri ~ sačlarї qašlarї 
qara ärdilär ärdi yaqšї näwsikilärdän 
körüglükrök erdi 
 
al- <ʾl> ‘to take’ 
OT al- 'to take' (ED 124) 
4/2 künlärdä bir kün awġa čїqtї […] bir buġu 
~dї talnung čubuqї birlä їġačqa baġladї ketti 
4/5 tang ertä čaġda käldi kördi kim <monster> 
buġunї ~up turur  
4/6 kenä bir aduġ ~dї altunluġ belbaġї birlä 
yїġačqa baġladї ketti 
4/9 tang ertä čaġda keldi kördi kim [monster] 
aduġnї ~їp turur 
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5/4 oġuz ǰїda birlä <monster>nїng bašїn urdї 
anї öldürdi qїlїč birlä bašїn kästi ~dї ketti 
7/9-8/1 ušbo yaruqnung arasїnda bir qїz bar 
erdi […] oġuz anї kördüktä usї qalmadї |ketti 
sewdi ~dї |anung birlä yattї |tilägüsin ~dї |töl 
boġus boldї| 
10/1-10/2 bo їġačnung qawučaqїnda bir qїz bar 
erdi […] oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї ketti 
ǰüräkigä ataš tüšti anї sewdї ~dї anїng birlä 
yattї tilägüsin ~dї töl boġus boldї 
11/7 taqї tädi kim män senlärgä boldum qaġan 
|~alїng ya taqї qalqan |tamġa bizgä bolsun 
buyan kök böri bolsunġїl uran| […]| 
14/3 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüš tartїp 
köp tälim qїz yaqut taš ~up köp tälim 
ärdäniläri yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa 
soyurqap berdi 
19/7-19/8 oġuz qaġan baštї urum qaġan qačtї 
oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqїn ~dї 
elkünin ~dї  
33/5 andan song […] sїndu taqї tangqut taqї 
šaġam yïngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti […] anlarnї 
~dї öz yurtїġa birlädi 
34/8 oġuz qaġan baštї |mїsїr qaġan qačtї |oġuz 
anї bastї |yurtїn ~dї ketti  
35/3 anung dostlarї köp sewinč […] erdi anung 
dušmanlarї köp qayġular […] oġuz qaġan baštї 
sanaġuluqsїz nämälär yїlqїlar ~dї yurtїġa tüšti 
ketti 
38/9 kün ay yulduz […] ǰolda bir altun yanї 
taptїlar ~dїlar atasїġa bärdilär 
39/8 kök taġ tängiz ǰolda üč kümüš oqnï 
taptїlar ~dїlar atasїġa berdilär 
 
?alïn <ʾlʾn> ‘front part' (cf. al I) 
OT alïn 'forehead' (ED 147) 
8/8 kän bir kün oġuz qaġan awġa ketti bir köl 
arasїnda ~dan bir їġač kördi 
 
altun ‘gold, golden’ <ʾldwṅ> 
OT altun 'gold' (ED 131), Mo. alta(n) 'gold' (L 
33) 
var. <ʾldʾṅ> 7/5 
7/5 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung bašїnda 
atašlug yaruqlug bir mängi bar erdi ~ qazuq täg 
erdi 
13/8-14/1-14/2 känä bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta ~ 
qaġan tägän bir qaġan bar erdi ušbo ~ qaġan 
oġuz qaġanġa […] köp tälim ~ kümüš […] 
soyurqap berdi 
21/1 oġuz qaġan ušol baluqqa atladї urus 
begning oġulї anga köp ~ kümüš yibärdi taqї 
tädi kim […] 
23/1 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšї kördi 
sewindi küldi taqї ayttї kim mängä köp ~ 
yumšap sän baluqnї yaqšї saqlap sän täp tädi 
anung üčün anga saqlap at qoydї 
28/6 kän yolda bedük bir üy kördi bo üynüng 
taġamї ~ dan erdi tünglüqlarї taqї kümüštün 
qalqanlarї tämürdän erdilär erdi 
30/2 munga ǰürčäd tätururlar erdi bädük bir 
yurt elkün erdi yїlqїlarї köp ud buzaġlarї köp ~ 
kümüšläri köp ärdäniläri köp erdilär erdi 
34/2 kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer 
bar turur […] munda köp kikläri köp qušlarї 
bar turur ~ї köp kümüši köp erdiniläri köp 
turur […] 
36/1-36/2 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir ~ ya 
kördi taqї üč kümüš oq kördi bo ~ ya kün 
tuġїšїda da kün batušїġača tägän erdi bo üč 
kümüš oq tün yїngġaqqa ketä turur erdi 
38/8 kün ay yulduz […] ǰolda bir ~ yanї 
taptїlar aldїlar atasїġa bärdilär 
41/2 [ong ǰangaqta bir qїrїq qolač їġač tiktürdi 
anung] bašїda bir ~ [taġuq qoydї] [adaqї]da bir 
aq qoyun baġladї 
 
altunluġ <ʾldwṅ-luq̈> ‘decorated with gold’ 
OT altunluġ 'ornamented with gold' (ED134) 
4/6 bir aduġ aldї šol aduġnї ~ belbaġї birlä 
yїġačqa baġladї ketti 
 
amdï <ʾmdy> ‘now’  
OT amtï 'now' (ED 156) 
25/2 ušbo kök böri oġuz qaġanġa ayttї kim ~ 
čärig birlä [mundon atlang qaġan] atlap 
elkünlärnї beglärni käldürgil […] 
 
amїraq <ʾmyrʾq̈> ’friendly, benign’  
OT amraq 'friendly, benign' (ED 162) Mo. 
amaraġ 'love, affection, beloved, dear (L 36) 
14/6 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa […] 
soyurqap berdi aġїzїġa baqїndї yaqšї begü birlä 
dostluq qїldї anung birlä ~ boldї 
 
an+ see ol 
 
ana <ʾnʾ> ‘mother’  
OT ana 'mother' (ED 169) 
1/8 ušol oġul ~sїnїng kögüzündön oġuznї ičip 
mundon artїqraq ičmädi 
 
angġu ‘reminder, memory’  
OT ang- 'to remember, to call to mind' (ED 
168) 
var. <ʾṅkʾq̈w> 1/1, <ʾṅkq̈w> 5/8, <ʾṅkwq̈w> 
6/3,  
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1/1 […] bolsunġїl täp tädilär anung ~su ušbo 
turur 
5/8 ya birlä oq birlä šungqarnї öldürdi bašїn 
kästi andan song tädi kim šungqarnung ~sї 
ušbo turur 
6/3 buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰїdam öldürdi tämür 
bolsa <monster>nї šungqar yedi ya oqum 
öldürdi yel bolsa täp tädi ketti taqї 
<monster>nїng ~su ušbo turur 
 
aχ <ʾq> ’Oh!’ see ay II, 9/7 
Mo. aq-a 'Oh! Alas!' (L 59) 
 
ara <ʾrʾ> ‘amid’ 
OT ara 'between, among' (ED 196) 
7/1 qarangġuluq keldi köktön bir kök yaruq 
tüši […] ušbo yaruqnung ~sїnda bir qїz bar 
erdi yalġuz olturur erdi  
8/8 känä bir kün oġuz qaġan awġa ketti bir köl 
~sїnda alїndan bir їġač kördi bo їġačnung 
qawučaqїnda bir qїz bar erdi ǰalġuz olturur erdi 
18/9 etil mörännüng quduġїda bir qara taġ 
tapїġїda urušqu tutuldї oq birlä ǰïda birlä 
uruštїlar |čäriglärning ~larїda köp tälim boldї 
urušqu |elkünlärning köngülläridä köp tälim 
boldї qayġu| 
20/4 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašїda täring 
mörän ~ sїda yaqšї bär°k baluqqa yumšadї 
 
art <ʾrd> ‘back part of something’  
OT 'back, hinder part' (ED 200) 
17/8 kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarїda […] bir 
erkäk böri yörügüdä turur ol börining ~larїn 
qatїġlap yörügüdä turur erdilär erdi 
 
artïqraq <ʾrdʾq̈-rʾq̈>’anymore’  
OT artoq 'additional, extra amount' (ED 204) 
artuqraq 'extremely, excessively' (ED 211) 
2/1 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön oġuznї 
ičip mundon ~ ičmädi yeg et aš sorma tilädi 
 
astur- <ʾsdwr>‘to tuck up, execute’ 
OT astur- 'to order to suspend or to execute' 
(ED 244) 
13/6 […] ušol kim mäning aġїzumġa baqar 
turur bolsa tarïtqu tartїp dost tutar män tep tädi 
ušbo kim aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa čamat 
čaqїp čärig čäkip dušman tutar män taġuraq 
basїp ~їp yoq bolsunġїl täp qїlur män täp tädi 
 
aš <ʾš> ‘food’ 
OT aš 'food' (ED 253) 
2/1 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön oġuznї 
ičip mundon artїqraq ičmädi yeg ät ~ sorma 
tilädi 
11/2 […] kengäštilär käldilär qїr°q šїrä qїr°q 
bandang ǰapturdї türlüg ~lar türlüg sormalar 
čubuyanlar qїmїzlar aštїlar ičtilär 
 
aš- <ʾš> ‘to eat, gorge’ 
OT aša- 'to eat, to eat up' 
11/4 türlüg ašlar türlüg sormalar čubuyanlar 
qїmїzlar ~tїlar ičtilär  
41/9 [ong] yaqta buzuqlar olturdї čong yaqta 
üč oqlar olturdї qїr°q kün qїr°q kečä ~tїlar 
ičtilär sewinč taptїlar 
 
aša- var. 42/3 <ʾšʾ> 42/3 <čšʾ>’to live’ 
OT yaša- 'to live long, for many years' (ED 
976) 
36/9 taqï tädi kim ay qaġanum sängä ~ġu 
bolsunġïl uzun ay qaġanum sängä türlük 
bolsunġïl tüzün 
42/3 oġuz qaġan […] taqї tädi kim |[ay] oġullar 
köp män ~dum | urušqular köp män kördüm| 
ǰїda basa köp oq attum| ayġїr birlä köp 
yörüdüm| […]| 
 
at I <ʾd> ‘name’  
OT at 'name' (ED 32) 
8/4-8/5-8/6 künlärdän song käčälärdän song 
yarudї üč erkäk oġul tuġurdї birinčisigä kün ~ 
qoydїlar ikinčisigä ay ~ qoydїlar üčünčüsügä 
yulduz ~ qoydїlar 
10/5-10/6-10/7 künlärdän song kečälärdän 
song yarudї üč erkäk oġulnї tuġurdї birinčisigä 
kök ~ qoydїlar ekinčisigä taġ ~ qoydїlar 
üčnčüsügä tängiz ~ qoydїlar 
23/3 oġuz qaġan […] ayttї kim |mängä köp 
altun yumšap sän| baluqnї yaqšї saqlap sän| 
anung üčün anga saqlap ~ qoydї dostluq qїldї  
23/9 |čärigdä bir yaqšї bäg bar erdi| anung ~ї 
uluġ ordu bäg erdi| 
26/7 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä üstündä 
tong taqї muz bar turur anung bašї soġuqtan ap 
aq turur anung üčün anung ~ї muz taġ turur 
28/3 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
ay sän munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq män 
mängiläp sängä ~ bolsun qaġarlїġ 
29/1-29/4 čärigdä bir yaqšї čäbär er bar erdi 
anung ~ї tömürtü [qa]ġul tägän erdi anga ǰarlїġ 
qїldї kim sän munda qal ač qalqan ačqungdon 
song käl orduġa täp tädi mundan anga qalač ~ 
qoydї ilgärü ketti 
31/6 oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ [? yaqšї] 
bir čäbär kiši bar erdi anung ~ї barmaqlїġ 
ǰosun bellig erdi  
32/5-32/8 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa 
qanqa söz berä turur erdilär erdi anung üčün 
anlarġa qanqa ~ qoydїlar oġuz qaġan 
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qanqalarnї kördi küldü taqї ayttї kim qanqa 
qanqa birlä ölügni tirig yörügürsün qanqaluġ 
sängä ~ bolġuluq qanqa bälgürsün täp tädi ketti  
35/9 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda aq saqalluġ 
muz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši bar erdi 
uq°ġuluġ tüzün bir yer erdi tüšimäl erdi anung 
~ї uluġ türük erdi 
 
at <ʾd> II ‘horse’  
OT at 'horse' (ED 33) 
2/7 ušol oġul […] yїlqїlar küdäyä turur erdi 
~larġa minä turur erdi kik aw awlaya turur erdi 
26/1-26/2-26/3 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġїr 
~qa minä turur erdi ušbo ayġїr ~nї bäk čoq 
sewür erdi ǰolda ušbo ~ közdän yitü qačtї ketti  
26/8 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi […] anung atї 
muz taġ turur oġuz qaġannїng ~ї muz taġ ičigä 
qačїp ketti 
27/7 čärigdä bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi 
[…] ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü toquz 
kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġїr ~nї käldürdi  
31/3 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu 
tüšti kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä ~ qaġatïr 
ud azlїq boldї 
 
at- <ʾd-> ‘to throw, shoot’  
OT at- 'to throw, shoot' (ED 36) 
(cf. ät- <ʾʾd->) 
39/4 [oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqї yanї üč] 
buzġuluq qїldї [taqї ayttї kim |ay aqa]lar ya 
bolsun senlärnüng |ya täg oqlarnї kökkäčä 
~ung| täp tädi  
40/3 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqї oqlarnї 
üčügä üläštürdi taqї ayttї kim |ay inilär oqlar 
bolsun sänlärnüng |ya ~tї oqnї oqlar täg sänlär 
bolung täp tädi 
42/4 andan song oġuz qaġan oġullarїġa yurtїn 
ülästrürüp berdi taqї tädi kim |[ay] oġullar köp 
män ašadum| urušqular köp män kördüm| ǰїda 
basa köp oq ~tum| ayġїr birlä köp yörüdüm| 
[…]| 
 
ata <ʾdʾ> ‘father’  
OT ata 'father' (ED 40) 
21/3-21/7 urus bägning oġulї anga köp altun 
kümüš yibärdi taqї tädi kim ay männing 
qaġanum sän mängä ~m bo baluqnї bärip turur 
taqї tädi kim baluqnї qatїġlaġu käräk turur […] 
~m čamat ätüp ersä manüng tapum erür mü 
[…] täp tädi 
38/9 kün ay yulduz […] ǰolda bir altun yanї 
taptїlar aldїlar ~sїġa bärdilär 
39/8 kök taġ tängiz[…] ǰolda üč kümüš oqnї 
taptїlar aldїlar ~sїġa berdilär 
 
ataš <ʾdʾš> ‘fire’  
Per. ātish 'fire' (ST 13) 
1/6 ušol oġulnung önglüki čїraġї kök aġїzї ~ 
qїzїl erdi közläri al sačlarї qašlarї qara ärdilär 
ärdi 
9/9 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї ketti ǰüräkigä 




Per. ātish 'fire' (ST 13) 
7/3 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung bašїnda ~ 
yaruqluġ bir mängi bar erdi altun qazuq täg 
erdi 
 
atla- <ʾdlʾ> ‘to ride (out or against someone)’ 
OT atlan- 'to set out, march against' (ED 58) 
4/2 oġuz qaġan […] bir kün awġa čїqtї ǰїda 
birlä ya oq birlä taqї qїlїč birlä qalqan birlä ~dї 
15/6 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannїng ǰarlїġїn 
saqlamaz erdi […] täp yarliġġa barmadї oġuz 
qaġan čamat ätüp anga atlaġu tilädi čärig birlä 
~p tuġlarnї tutup kätti 
16/9 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz bärip turur 
erdi taqї tädi kim |ay ay oġuz urum üstigä sän 
~r bola sän |ay ay oġuz tapuġunglarġa män 
yörür bola män| täp tädi 
20/9 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašїda täring 
mörän arasїda yaqšї bärik baluqqa yumšadї 
[…] oġuz qaġan ušol baluqqa ~dї 
25/3-25/4 ušbo kök böri oġuz qaġanġa ayttї 
kim amdї čärig birlä mundon ~ng qaġan ~p 
elkünlärni beglärni käldürgil män sängä bašlap 
yolnї körgürür män täp tädi 
33/3 känä bo […] erkäk böri birlä sїndu taqї 
tangqut taqї šaġam yїngġaqlarїġa ~p ketti […] 
anlarnї aldї öz yurtїġa birlädi baštї bastї 
34/6 ušol yerning qaġanї mїsïr tägän bir qaġan 
erdi oġuz qaġan anung üstigä ~dї qatїq yaman 
urušqu boldї 
 
atlaġu <ʾdlʾq̈w> 'the act of riding out'  
OT atlan- 'to set out, march against' (ED 58) 
15/6 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannїng ǰarlїġїn 
saqlamaz erdi […] täp yarliġġa barmadї oġuz 
qaġan čamat ätüp anga ~ tilädi čärig birlä atlap 
tuġlarnї tutup kätti 
 
aw 1. ’hunt’ 2. ’wild game’ 
OT av 'wild game, hunting wild game' (ED 3) 
var. <ʾw> 2/8, 3/9, 8/7, 37/9 <ʾb> 12/1 
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2/8 yїlqїlar küdäyä turur erdi atlarġa minä turur 
erdi kik ~ awlaya turur erdi 
3/9 künlärdä bir kün ~ġa čїqtї 
8/7 kän bir kün oġuz qaġan ~ġa ketti  
12/1 […]|~ yerdä yörüsün qulan|[…] 
37/9 taqї ayttї kim ay mänüng küngülüm ~nї 
tiläp turur  
 
awla- <ʾwlʾ> ‘to hunt’ 
OT avla- 'to hunt wild game' (ED 10) 
2/8 yїlqїlar küdäyä turur erdi atlarġa minä turur 
erdi kik aw ~ya turur erdi  
 
awlaġu <ʾwlʾ-qw> 'the act of hunting' 
OT avla- 'to hunt wild game' (ED 10) 
38/7 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
~larїdan song ǰolda bir altun yanї taptїlar 
aldїlar atasїġa bärdilär 
39/6 kän andan song kök taġ tängiz köp kiklär 
köp qušlar ~larїdan song ǰolda üč kümüš oqnї 
taptїlar aldїlar atasїġa berdilär  
 
awlamaq <ʾwlʾ-mq̈> 'the act of hunting' 
OT avla- 'to hunt wild game' (ED 10) 
3/8 oġuz qaġan bir eres qaqїz kiši erdi bo 
<monster>nї ~maq tilädi  
 
ay I <ʾy> ‘moon/Prop. Moon’ 
OT ay 'the moon' (ED 265) 
1/3 känä künlärdän bir kün ~ qaġannung közü 
yarїp küdädi erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
6/8 känä künlärdä bir kün oġuz qaġan bir yerdä 
tängrini ǰalwarġuda ärdi qarangġuluq keldi 
köktön bir kök yaruq tüšti kündẅn (ay)857 ~dan 
qoġulġuluqraq erdi 
8/5 künlärdän song käčälärdän song yarudї üč 
erkäk oġul tuġurdї birinčisigä kün at qoydїlar 
ekinčisigä ~ at qoydїlar üčünčüsügä yulduz at 
qoydїlar 
38/2 taqї ayttї kim ay mänüng köngülüm awnї 
tiläp turur qarї bolġumdan mäning qaqїzluqum 
yoq turur kün ~ yulduz tang sarїġa sänlär 
barung kök taġ tängiz tün sarїġa sänlär barung 
täp tädi 
38/6 kün ~ yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda bir altun yanї taptїlar 
 
ay II <ʾy> ’Oh!’ 
OT ay 'exclamation' (ED 265) 
                                                 
857
 In this line two instances of ay follows each 
other It is not sure whether the marked instance of 
the word is an instance of ay II (see also there), or 
due to a scribal mistake two instances of ay I follow 
each other. 
6/8 känä künlärdä bir kün oġuz qaġan bir yerdä 
tängrini ǰalwarġuda ärdi qarangġuluq keldi 
köktön bir kök yaruq tüšti kündön ~ aydan 
qoġulġuluqraq erdi 
9/7 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi […] andaġ 
körüglük erdi kim yer ning yelküni anї körsä ~ 
~ aχ aχ ölärbiz täp sütdän qumuz bola tururlar 
16/8 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz bärip turur 
erdi taqї tädi kim |~ ~ oġuz urum üstigä sän 
atlar bola sän |~ ~ oġuz tapuġunglarġa män 
yörür bola män| 
21/2 urus bägning oġulї anga köp altun kümüš 
yibärdi taqї tädi kim ~ männing qaġanum sän 
mängä atam bo baluqnї bärip turur […] 
24/6 oġuz qaġan säwinč ätti küldi taqї ayttї 
kim |~ ~ sän munda bäg bolung| qїpčaq tägän 
sän bäg bolung| 
28/2 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
|~ sän munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq| män 
mängilap sängä at bolsun qaġarlїġ| 
36/8 (uluġ türük) uyqudon song tüštä körgänin 
oġuz qaġanġa bildürdi taqї tädi kim |~ 
qaġanum sän gä ǰašaġu bolsunġїl uzun |~ 
qaġanum sängä türlük bolsunġїl tüzün |[…] 
tängri bärdi tüšümdä käldürsün |tola turur yerni 
uruġungġa berdürsün |täp tädi 
37/8 andan song ertä bolupta aqalarnї inilärnї 
čarlap käldürdi taqї ayttї kim |~ mänüng 
köngülüm awnї tiläp turur |qarї bolġumdan 
mäning qaqїzluqum yoq turur |kün ay yulduz 
tang sarїġa sänlär barung |kök taġ tängiz tün 
sarїġa sänlär barung| täp tädi 
39/2 [oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqї yanї üč] 
buzġuluq qїldї [taqї ayttї kim |~ aqa]lar ya 
bolsun senlärnüng| ya täg oqlarnї kökkäča 
atung| täp tädi 
40/2 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqї oqlarnї 
üčügä üläštürdi taqї ayttї kim |~ inilär oqlar 
bolsun sänlärnüng| ya attї oqnї oqlar täg sänlär 
bolung| täp tädi 
42/3 oġuz qaġan oġullarїġa yurtїn üläštürüp 
berdi taqї tädi kim |[~] oġullar köp män 
ašadum| urušqular köp män kördüm| ǰїda basa 
köp oq attum| ayġїr birlä köp yörüdüm| […]| 
 
ayġïr <ʾyq̈yr> ‘stallion’  
OT adġïr 'stallion' (ED 47) 
26/1-26/2 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ~ atqa 
minä turur erdi ušbo ~ atnї bäk čoq sewür erdi  
27/7 čärigdä bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi 
[…] ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü toquz 
kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ~ atnї käldürdi  
42/4 oġuz qaġan oġullarїġa yurtїn üläštürüp 
berdi taqї tädi kim |[ay] oġullar köp män 
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ašadum| urušqular köp män kördüm| ǰїda basa 
köp oq attum| ~ birlä köp yörüdüm| […]| 
 
ayt- <ʾyd> ’to tell’ 
OT ayït- 'to make sy to speak, to ask' (ED 268) 
23/1 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšї kördi 
sewindi küldi taqї ~tї kim |mängä köp altun 
yumšap sän| baluqnї yaqšї saqlap sän| täp tädi 
24/6 oġuz qaġan säwinč ätti küldi taqї ~tї kim 
|ay ay sän munda bäg bolung| qїpčaq tägän sän 
bäg bolung| täp tädi 
25/2 ušbo kök böri ~tї kim amdї čärig birlä 
[mundon atlang qaġan] atlap elkünni beglärni 
keldürgil män sängä bašlap yolnї körgürür män 
täp tädi 
28/1 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ~tї kim |ay 
sän munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq| män 
mängiläp sängä at bolsun qaġarlїġ| täp tädi 
32/6 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnї kördi küldi ~tї kim 
|qanqa qanqa birlä ölügni tirig yörügürsün 
|qanqaluġ sängä at bolġuluq qanqa bälgürsün 
|täp tädi 
37/8 andan song ertä bolup aqalarnї inilärni 
čarlap käldürdi taqї ~tї kim |ay mänüng 
köngülüm awnї tiläp turur |qarї bolġumdan 
mäning qaqїzluqum yoq turur |kün ay yulduz 
tang sarїġa sänlär barung |kök taġ tängiz tün 
sarїġa sänlär barung| täp tädi 
?39/1 [oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi] […] [taqї ~tї 
kim |ay aqa]lar ya bolsun senlärnüng |ya täg 
oqlarnї kökkäča atung| täp tädi 
40/1 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi […] taqї ~tï 
kim |ay inilär oqlar bolsun sänlärnüng |ya attї 
oqnї oqlar täg sänlär bolung| täp tädi 
 
azlїq <ʾslʾq̈> ‘insufficiency’  
OT azlïq 'scantiness, insufficiency' (ED 268) 
31/4 oġuz qaġannung čärigigä nökärlärigä 
elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu tüšti kim 




?äw see üy 
 
ämgäq <ʾmkq> ‘pain, suffering’ 
OT ämgäk 'pain, agony' (ED 159) 
3/6 bedük yaman bir kik erdi berkä ~ birlä 
elkünni basup erdi  
27/1 oġuz qaġannїng atї muz taġ ičigä qačїp 
ketti oġuz qaġan mundan köp čїgay ~ čäküp 
turdi  
 
ärdäni <ʾrdʾny> ‘jewel gem’  
OT ärtini 'jewel, precious object' (ED 212) 
var. <ʾyrdyny> 34/2 
14/3 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa köp tälim 
altun kümüs tartїp| köp tälim qїz yaqut taš 
alup| köp tälim ~läri yibärüp yumšap| oġuz 
qaġanġa soyurqap berdi 
28/4 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
[…] täp tädi köp ~ soyurqadї ilgärü ketti  
30/3 munga ǰürčäd tätururlar erdi bedük bir 
yurt elkün erdi yїlqїlarї köp ud buzaġlarї köp 
altun kümüšläri köp ~ läri köp erdilär erdi 
34/2 |kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer 
bar turur| […] |altunї köp kümüši köp ~ läri 
köp turur| 
 
är- see er- 
 
ät <ʾd> ‘meat’  
OT ät 'flesh, meat' (ED 33) 
2/1 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön oġuznї 
ičip mundon artїqraq ičmädi yeg ~ aš sorma 
tilädi 
 
?ät- (Auxilliary verb) ’to do’ <ʾʾd-> 
OT et- 'to organize, to make, to do' (ED 36) 
cf. at- <ʾd-> 
15/6 oġuz qaġan čamat ~üp anga atlaġu tilädi 
21/7 atam čamat ~üp ärsä mänüng tapum erür 
mü 




badan <bʾdʾn> ‘body’ 
Ar. > Pe. badan (ST 165) 
2/5 qїrїq kündön song bädüklädi yörüdi oynadї 
adaqї ud adaqї täg belläri böri belläri täg yaġrї 
kiš yaġrї täg kögüzü aduġ kögüzü täg erdi 
~їnung qamaġї tüg tülüklüg ärdi 
 
baġla- <bʾqlʾ>‘to tie’ 
OT baġla- 'to tie, to fasten' (ED 314) 
var. <bYqlʾ> 4/3 
4/3 bir buġu aldї šol buġunї talnung čubuqї 
birlä їġačqa ~dї ketti 
4/7 kenä bir aduġ aldї altunluġ belbaġї birlä 
yїġačqa ~dї ketti 
41/3-41/6 oġuz qaġan [bädük ordu] […] [ong 
yaqїda qїrїq qolač їġačnї tiktürdi anung] bašїda 
bir altun [taġuq qoydї adaqїda] bir aq qoyun 
~dї [čong] yaqїda qїrїq qolač їġačnї tiktürdi 
anung bašїda bir kümüš taġuq qoydї adaqїda 
bir qara qoyun ~dї 
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baġlїġ <bʾqlYq>‘bound’  
OT baġlïġ 'bound, fastened' (ED 314) 
21/9 sändän ǰarluġ baġlїġ bellüg bola män 
 
baq- <bʾq̈> (see also baqїn-) ‘pay attention, to 
obey’  
OT baq- 'to look at, to obey' (ED 311) 
13/2-13/4 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim 
män uyġurnїng qaġanї bola män kim yerning 
tört bulungїnung qaġanї bolsam käräk turur 
senlärdän baš čalunġuluq tiläp män turur ušol 
kim mäning aġїzumġa ~ar turur bolsa tarïtqu 
tartїp dost tutar män tep tädi ušbo kim 
aġїzumġa ~maz turur bolasa čamat čaqїp čärig 
čäkip dušman tutar män […] täp tädi  
15/5 čong ǰangaqїda urum tägän bir qaġan bar 
ärdi […] ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannїg 
ǰarlїġїn saqlamaz erdi qatїqlaġu barmaz erdi 
munї söz sözni tutmaz män turur män täp 
yarlїġġa ~madї 
 
baqïn- <bʾq̈ʾn> ‘to pay attention, to obey (for 
own benefit)’ 
OT baqïn- 'to look at (oneself)' (ED 316) 
14/5 känä bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta altun qaġan 
tägän bir qaġan bar erdi ušbo altun qaġan oġuz 
qaġanġa elči yumšap yibärdi […] aġїzїġa ~dї 
 
baqïntur- <bʾq̈ʾndwr> ‘to have someone to 
pay attention, to make someone to obey’ 
OT baqïn- 'to look at (oneself)' (ED 316) 
30/9 tarlaġusїz bir yazї yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
tätururlar erdi […] ǰürčäd qaġannї bastї […] 
munda ǰürčäd qaġanї elküni oġuz qaġanġa 
qaršu käldilär […] oġuz qaġan baštї ǰürčäd 
qaġannї bastї öldürdi bašїn kästi ǰürčäd elkünin 
öz aġїzїġa ~dї  
 
baluq <bʾlwq> ‘town’ 
OT balïq 'town' (ED 335) 
var. <bʾlʾq̈> 14/9, <bʾlWq> 20/7 
14/9 čong ǰangaqїda urum tägän bir qaġan bar 
ärdi ušbo qaġannung čärigi köp köp ~larї köp 
köp erdilär erdi 
20/5-20/6-20/7-20/9-21/4-21/6 urus bäg 
oġulun taġ bašїda täring mörän arasїda yaqšї 
bärik ~qa yumšadї taqї tädi kim ~nї qatїġlaġu 
käräk turur sän taqї urušqulardan song ~nї 
bizgä saqlap kälgil täp tädi oġuz qaġan ušol 
~qa atladї urus bägning oġulї anga köp altun 
kümüš yibärdi taqї tädi kim ay männing 
qaġanum sän mängä atam bo ~nї bärip turur 
taqї tädi kim ~nї qatїġlaġu käräk turur sän taqї 
urušqulardan song ~nї bängä saqlap kälgil täp 
tädi 
23/2 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšї kördi 
sewindi küldi taqї ayttї kim |mängä köp altun 
yumšap sän| ~nї yaqšї saqlap sän| täp tädi 
anung üčün anga saqlap at qoydї dostluq qїldї 
 
bandang <bʾndʾnk> ‘bench’  
Chin. > Mo. bandang 'bench, plank-bed' (L 81) 
11/2 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi 
elküngä ǰarlїġ čarlap kengäštilär käldilär qїrïq 
širä qїr°q ~ ǰapturdї türlüg ašlar türlüg 
sormalar čubuyanlar qїmїzlar aštїlar ičtilär 
 
bar <bʾr> ‘to exist, there is’ see er-; tur- 
OT bar 'to exist, there is' (ED 353) 
 
bar- <bʾr> ‘to go’  
OT bar- 'to go (away)' (ED 354) 
15/3 čong ǰangaqїda urum tägän bir qaġan bar 
ärdi […] ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannїng 
ǰarlїġїn saqlamaz erdi qatїqlaġu ~maz erdi 
munї söz sözni tutmaz män turur män yarlїġġa 
baqmadї 
38/2-38/4-38/5-38/6 oġuz qaġan […] taqї ayttї 
kim |ay mänüng köngülüm awnї tiläp turur 
|qarї bolġumdan mäning qaqїzluqum yoq turur| 
kün ay yulduz tang sarїġa sän lär ~ung| kün ay 
yulduz tün sarїġa sänlär barung| täp tädi andan 
song üčägüsü tang sarїġa ~dїlar taqї üčägüsü 
tün sarїġa ~dїlar 
 
barġu <bʾrq̈w> ‘goods’  
OT bark 'movable property' (ED 359) 
var. <bʾrqw> 20/1 
19/9-20/1 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung 
qaġanluqїn aldї elkünin aldї ordusїġa köp uluġ 
ölüg ~ köp tälim tirig ~ tusu boldї 
31/2 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čarigigä 
nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg ~ tüšti 
kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at qaġatїr ud 
azlїq boldї 
31/8 bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptї qanqa üstündä 
ölüg ~nї qoydї qanqa bašїda tirig ~nї qoydї 
tarïttїlar kettilär 
 
barġuluġ <bʾrq̈w-lwq̈>‘rich in goods’ 
OT bark 'movable property' (ED 359) 
33/9 kän tašqarun qalmasun bällüg bolsun kim 
kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer bar 
turur uluġ ~ bir yurt turur köp їsїġ bir yer turur 
[…] 
 
barmaqlïġ ǰosun bellig <bʾrmʾq-lʾq čwswn 
byllʾk> ‘Proper name’  
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MT barmaq 'Finger, Zehe' (Z 192a); Mo. 
yosu(n) 'rule, custom, habit, principle, manner, 
method' (L 435) 
31/6 oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ yašqї bir 
čäbär kiši bar erdi anung atї ~ erdi bo čäbär bir 
qanqa ǰaptї […] 
 
baraqº <bʾrʾq̈ʾ> ‘Geographical name’ (it may 
be inclusively connected to OT baraq 'long-
haired dog' (ED 360) 
33/8 kän tašqarun qalmasun bällüg bolsun kim 
kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer bar 
turur uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp їsїġ bir 
yer turur […] 
 
bas- <bʾs> ‘to oppress, to strike, to defeat’ 
OT bas- 'to press, crush, oppress, make a 
surprise attack on sy' (ED 370) 
3/7 ušol orman ičindä bädük bir <monster> bar 
erdi […] berkä ämgäq birlä elkünni ~up erdi  
13/6 ušbo kim aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa 
čamat čaqїp čärig čäkip dušman tutar män 
tawraq ~їp asturїp yoq bolsunġїl täp qїlur män 
täp tädi  
30/7 uruš toquš bašladї […] oġuz qaġan baštї 
|ǰürčäd qaġannї ~tї |öldürdi bašїn kästї | 
33/6 känä bo […] erkäk böri birlä sїndu taqї 
tangqut taqї šaġam yїngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti 
köp urušqudan köp toqušqudon song anlarnї 
aldї öz yurtїġa birlädi baštї ~tї 
34/8 qatїq yaman urušqu boldї oġuz qaġan 
baštї |mїsїr qaġan qačtї |oġuz anї ~tї |yurtїn 
aldї kettї 
 
?basa <bʾsʾ> ’and, together with’ (see also 
birlä) OT basa 'also' (ED 371) 
42/2 taqї tädi kim |ay oġullar köp män ašadum| 
urušqular köp män kördüm| ǰїda ~ köp oq 
attum| ayġїr birlä köp yörüdüm| […]| täp tädi 
 
baš- <bʾš> ‘to attack’ 
OT baša- 'to wound, make incisions' (ED 377) 
19/5 oġuz qaġan ~tї |urum qaġan qačtї oġuz 
qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqїn aldї | 
elkünin aldї 
30/6 uruš toquš bašladї oqlar birlä qїlїč birlä 
uruštїlar oġuz qaġan ~tї ǰürčäd qaġannї bastї 
öldürdi bašїn kästi  
33/6 känä bo […] erkäk böri birlä sїndu taqї 
tangqut taqї šaġam yїngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti 
köp urušqudan köp toqušqudon song anlarnї 
aldї öz yurtїġa birlädi ~tї bastї 
34/7 qatїq yaman urušqu boldї oġuz qaġan ~tї| 
mїsїr qaġan qačtї| oġuz anї bastї| yurtїn aldї 
ketti 
35/1 anung dostlarї köp sewinč […] erdi anung 
dušmanlarї köp qayġular […] oġuz [qaġan] ~tї 
sanaġuluqsїz nämälär yїlqїlar aldї yurtїġa tüšti 
ketti 
 
baš <bʾš> 1. ‘head’ 2. top part of sg 3. front 
part of sg 
OT baš 'head, the beginning of sg' (ED 375) 
var. <bYš> 7/3, 12/9 
5/2-5/3-5/4 känä özü їġačnїng tübindä turdї 
[monster] kälip ~ї birlä oġuz qalqanїn urdi 
oġuz ǰїda birlä [monster]nїng ~їn urdї anї 
öldürdi qїlїč birlä ~їn kästi aldї ketti 
5/7 känä kälip kördi kim bir šungqar 
[monster]-?ning ičägüsin yämäktä turur ya 
birlä oq birlä šungqarnї öldürdi ~їn kästi  
7/3 ušbo yaruqnung arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
yalġuz olturur erdi yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi 
anung ~їnda atašluġ yaruqluġ bir mängi bar 
erdi altun qazuq täg erdi 
12/9 andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa ǰarlїġ 
ǰumšadї bildürgülük bititdi […] ušbo 
bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim män uyġurnїng 
qaġanї bola män kim yerning tört bulungїnung 
qaġanї bolsam käräk turur senlärdän ~ 
čalunġuluq tiläp män turur […] 
20/3 urum qaġannung bir qarundašї bar erdi 
urus bäg tägän erdi ol urus bäg oġulun taġ ~їda 
täring mörän arasїda yaqšї bärik baluqqa 
yumšadї  
22/6 urus bägning oġulї […] taqї tädi kim […] 
bizning qutbїz sänning qutung bolmuš bizning 
uruġbїz sänning їġačungnung uruġї bolmuš 
bolup turur tängri sängä yer berip buǰurmuš 
bolup turur män sängä ~umnї qutumnї berä 
män bärgü bärip dostluqtan čїqmaztur täp tädi  
26/6 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä üstündä 
tong taqї muz bar turur anung ~ї soġuqtan ap 
aq turur anung üčün anung atї muz taġ turur 
30/7 uruš toquš bašladї oqlar birlä qїlїčlar birlä 
uruštїlar oġuz qaġan baštї| ǰürčäd qaġannї 
bastї| öldürdi ~їn kästi|  
31/8 bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptї qanqa üstündä 
ölüg barġunї qoydї qanqa ~їda tirig barġunї 
qoydї tarïttїlar kettilär 
41/2-41/5 [ong yaqїdä qїrїq qolač їġačnї 
tiktürdi anung] ~їda bir altun [taġuq qoydї 
adaqї]da bir aq qoyun baġladї [čong] yaqїda 
qїrїq qolač їġačnї tiktürdi anung ~їda bir 
kümüš taġuq qoydї adaqїda bir qara qoyunnї 
baġladї 
 
bašla- <bʾšlʾ> 1. 'to begin' 2. 'to go in the 
front, to lead' 
OT bašla- 'to begin, to lead' (ED 381) 
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2/2 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön oġuznї 
ičip mundon artїqraq ičmädi yeg et aš sorma 
tilädi tïlï kelä ~dï qїrїq kündön song bädüklädi 
yörüdi oynadї 
25/5 ušbo kök böri oġuz qaġanġa ayttї kim 
amdї čärig birla mundon atlang qaġan 
elkünlärni beglerni keldürgil män sängä ~p 
yolnї körgürür män täp tädi  
30/5 munda ǰürčäd qaġanї elküni oġuz qaġanġa 
qaršu käldilär uruš toquš ~dї oqlar birlä qїlїčlar 
birlä uruštїlar 
 
bašlїq <bʾšlyq̈> ’superior, leader’ 
OT bašlïq 'beginning, leadership, headgear' 
(ED 381) 
28/2 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
|ay sän munda beglärgä bolġїl ~| män mängiläp 
sängä at bolsun qaġarlїġ | täp tädi köp ärdäni 
soyurqadї ilgärü ketti 
 
batuš <bʾdwš> ’West’ 
OT bat- 'to sink' (ED 298) 
36/3 oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda […] bir qart kiši 
turur bar erdi […] anung atї uluġ türük erdi 
künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun ya kördi taqї 
üč kümüš oq kördi bo altun ya kün tuġïšїda 
(da) kün ~їġača täggän erdi taqї bo üč kümüš 
oq tün yїngġaqqa ketä turur erdi uyqudon song 
tüštä körgänin oġuz qaġanġa bildürdi 
 
bäg <bʾk> ‘beg (title)’ 
OT beg 'the head of a clan or tribe, subordinate 
chief' (ED 322) 
var. <byk> 11/5, 27/5 28/2<bʾyk> 25/4 
11/5 toydan song oġuz qaġan ~lärgä elkünlärgä 
ǰarlїġ berdi 
20/2-20/3 urum qaġannung bir qarundašї bar 
erdi urus ~ tägän erdi ol urus ~ oġulun […] 
yaqšї bär°k baluqqa yumšadї 
21/1 oġuz qaġan ušol baluqqa atladї urus ~nїng 
oġulї anga köp altun kümüš yibärdi 
23/9-24/1 čärigdä bir yaqšї ~ bar erdi anung atї 
uluġ ordu ~ erdi usluġ […] bir er erdi 
24/6-24/7 oġuz qaġan säwinč ätti küldi taqї 
ayttї kim |ay ay sän munda ~ bolung |qїpčaq 
tägän sän ~ bolung| täp tädi taqї ilgärü kettilär 
25/4 ušbo kök böri oġuz qaġanġa ayttї kim 
amdї čärig birlä mundon atlang qaġan atlap 
elkünlärni ~lärni keldürgil män sängä bašlap 
yolnї körgürür män täp tädi  
27/2-27/5-27/8-28/2 čärigdä bir bedük qaqїz er 
~ bar erdi čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur 
erdi ǰörügüdä soġurġuda onga er erdi ušol ~ 
taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü toquz kündön song oġuz 
qaġanġa ayġїr atnї käldürdi muz taġlarda köp 
soġuq boluptan ol ~ qaġardan sarunmїš erdi ap 
aq erdi oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї 
kim | ay sän munda ~ lärgä bolġїl bašlїq män 
mängiläp sängä at bolsun qaġarlїġ täp tädi 
 
bäk <bʾk> Adv. ’much’ 
OT bäk 'firm, solid, stable' (ED 323) 
26/2 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġїr atġa minä 
turur erdi ušbo ayġїr atnї ~ čoq sewür erdi 
ǰolda ušbo ayġїr at közdän yitü qačtї ketti 
 
bälgür- <bʾlkwr> ‘to appear, manifest’ 
OT bälgür- 'to appear, become manifest 
(intrans.)' (ED 341) 
32/9 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnї kördi küldi taqї 
ayttї kim qanqa qanqa birlä ölügni tirig 
yörügürsün qanqaluġ sängä at bolġuluq qanqa 
~sün täp tädi 
 
bän 'I' see män 
 
bärik <bʾrʾk> ‘solid, firm, fortified’ 
OT bärk 'firm, stable, solid' (ED 361) 
20/5 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašїda täring 
mörän arasїda yaqšї ~ baluqqa yumšadї […] 
oġuz qaġan ušol baluqqa atladї 
 
bedük ‘big, great’ 
OT bädük 'big, great' (ED 302) 
var. <bʾdwk> 3/4, 3/5, 23/6, 30/1 <bydwk> 
10/8, 28/5, 40/8, <bydʾk> 16/5, <bʾdʾk> 17/7, 
18/2 
3/4-3/5 ušol orman ičindä ~ bir [monster] bar 
erdi yїlqїlarnї yelkünlärni yer erdi ~ yaman bir 
kik erdi 
10/8 andan song oġuz qaġan ~ toy berdi 
elküngä ǰarlїġ čarlap kengäštilär käldilär 
16/5 čang ertä bolduqta oġuzqaġannung 
qorїġanїġa kün täg bir ǰaruq kirdi ol ǰaruqton 
kök tülüglüg kök ǰalluġ ~ bir erkäk böri čїqtї 
17/7-18/2 andan song oġuz qaġan qorїġannї 
türdürdi ketti kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarїda 
kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ ~ bir erkäk böri 
yörügüdä turur ol börining artlarїn qatїġlap 
yörügüdä turur erdilär erdi bir näčä künlärdän 
song kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bo ~ erkäk böri 
turup tudї oġuz taqї čärig birlä turup turdї 
23/6 kän čärig birlä […] [etil] tägän mörängä 
käčti [etil] tägän ~ bir näng turur 
27/2 |čärigdä bir ~ qaqїz er bäg bar erdi| čalïng 
bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur erdi| ǰörügüdä 
soġurġuda onga er erdi| 
28/5 kän yolda ~ bir üy kördi bo üynüng 
taġamї altundan erdi tünglüqlarї taqї kümüštün 
qalqanlarї tämürdän erdilär erdi 
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30/1 tarlaġusїz bir yazї yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
tätururlar erdi ~ bir yurt elkün erdi yїlqїlarї köp 
ud buzaġlarї köp altun kümüšläri köp 
ärdäniläri köp erdilär erdi 
40/8 oġuz qaġan ~ ordu […] körük […] 
 
bädüklä- <bʾdwklʾ> ‘to grow up, become 
mature’  
OT bädüklä- 'to be or become great' (ED 304) 
2/3 ušol oġul anasїnїng körüzündön oġuznї 
ičip mundon artїqraq ičädi yeg ät aš sorma 
tilädi tïlï kelä bašladї qїrïq kündön song ~di 
yörüdi oynadї 
 
bärgü ’tax, tribute’ 
OT bergü 'sg ought to be or is given' (ED 362) 
var. <bYkw> 14/5, <bʾ[r]kw>, 22/6 
14/5 känä bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta altun qaġan 
tägän bir qaġan bar erdi ušbo altun qaġan oġuz 
qaġanġa elči yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun 
kümüš tartїp köp tälim qїz yaqut taš alup köp 
tälim ärdänilär yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa 
soyurqap berdi aġїzїġa baqїndї yaqšї ~ birlä 
dostluq qїldї 
22/6 bizning qutbїz säning qutung bolmuš 
bizning uruġbïz sänning їġačungnung uruġї 
bolmuš bolup turur tängri sängä yer berip 
buǰurmuš bolup turur män sängä bašumnї 
qutumnї berä män ~ bärip dostluqtan 
čїqmaztur täp tädi 
beg see bäg  
 
bel <byl> 'waist' 
OT bel 'waist' (ED 330) 
2/3-2/4 adaqї ud adaqї täg |~läri böri ~läri täg 
|yaġrї kiš yaġrї täg |kögüzü aduġ kögüzü täg 
erdi 
 
belbaġï <bylbʾq̈y> ’waistbelt’  
OT bel 'waist' (ED 330), OT baġ 'bond, tie, 
belt' (ED 310) 
4/7 kenä bir aduġ aldї altunluġ ~ birlä yїġačqa 
baġladї ketti 
 
bellüg <byllwk> ’known, sure’  
OT bälgülüg 'manifest, significant' (ED 341) 
sicher, offenbar', belli ol- 'bekannt werden' (Z 
208b) 
var. <bYllwk> 21/9, <bʾllwk> 33/7 
21/9 sändän ǰarluġ baġlïġ ~ bola män bizning 
qutbїz sänning qutung bolmuš bizning uruġbïz 
sänning їġačungnung uruġї bolmuš bolup turur 
tängri sängä yer berip buǰurmuš bolup turur 
män sängä bašumnї qutumnї berä män bärgü 
berip dostluqtan čїqmaztur täp tädi 
33/7 känä tašqarun qalmasun ~ bolsun kim 
[…] 
35/5 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim ~ bolsun kim 
[…] 
 
ber- <byr> ‘to give’  
OT ber- 'to give' (ED 354) 
var. <bʾr> 12/6, 16/7, 21/4, 22/7, 37/2 
10/9 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy ~di 
elküngä ǰarlїġ čarlap kengäštilär käldilär 
11/6 toydan song oġuz qaġan beglärgä 
elkünlärgä ǰarlїġ ~di taqї tädi |kim män 
senlärgä boldum qaġan| alalїng ya taqї qalqan| 
tamġa bizgä bolsun buyan| kök böri bolsunġїl 
uran| […]| täp tädi 
12/6 känä andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa 
ǰarlїġ ǰumšadї bildürgülük bitidi elčilärigä ~ip 
yibärdi ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim 
[…] 
14/5 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüš tartїp 
köp tälim qїz yaqut taš alup, köp tälim 
ärdänilär yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa 
soyurqap ~di aġїzїġa baqїndї 
16/7 ol ǰaruqton kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik 
bir erkäk böri čїqtї ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz 
~ip turur erdi taqї tädi kim […] 
21/4-22/5-22/6-22/7 oġuz qaġan ušol baluqqa 
atladї urus bägning oġulї anga köp altun 
kümüš yibärdi taqї tädi kim ay männing 
qaġanum sän mängä atam bo baluqnї ~ip turur 
taqї tädi kim baluqnї qatїġlaġu käräk turur sän 
taqї urušqulardan song baluqnї bängä saqlap 
kälgil täp tädi […] bizning qutbїz sänning 
qutung bolmuš bizning uruġbïz sänning 
їġačungnung uruġї bolmuš bolup turur tängri 
sängä yer ~ip <byrʾb> buǰurmuš turur män 
sängä bašumnї qutumnї ~ä män bärgü ~ip 
dostluqtan čїqmaztur täp tädi  
32/3 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa qanqa söz 
~ä turur erdilär erdi anung üčün anlarġa qanqa 
at qoydїlar 
37/2 anung atї uluġ türük erdi […] uyqudon 
song tüštä körgänin oġuz qaġanġa bildürdi taqї 
tädi kim |ay qaġanum sänga ǰašaġu bolsunġїl 
uzun |[ay qaġan]um sängä türlük bolsunġїl 
tüzün| […] tängri ~di tüšümdä käldürsün| tola 
turur yerni uruġungġa berdürsün| täp tädi 
38/9 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda bir altun yanї čaptїlar 
aldïlar atasїġa [~dilär] 
39/8 kök taġ tängiz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda üč kümüš oqnï 
taptїlar aldїlar atasїġa ~di lär  
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42/2-42/7 andan song oġuz qaġan oġullarїġa 
yurtїn üläštürüp ~di taqї tädi kim |[…] 
|dušmanlarnї їġlaġurdum |dostlarumnї män 
külgürdüm |kök tängrigä män ötädüm |sänlärgä 
~ä män yurtum [täp tädi] 
 
berdür- <bYrdwr> ’to make someone to give’  
OT bertür- ' to cause sy to give sg' (ED 359) 
37/3 anung atї uluġ türük erdi […] uyqudon 
song tüštä körgänin oġuzqaġanġa bildürdi taqї 
tädi kim |ay qaġanum sänga ǰašaġu bolsunġїl 
uzun |[ay qaġan]um sängä türlük bolsunġїl 
tüzün| […] tängri berdi tüšümdä käldürsün| 
tola turur yerni uruġungġa ~sün| täp tädi 
 
berkä <byrkʾ> ’difficulty, hardship, trouble’ 
Mo. berke 'hardship, trouble' (L 99)  
3/6 bedük yaman bir kik erdi ~ ämgäq birlä 
elkünni basup erdi 
 
bildür- <bʾldwr> ‘to make someone to know, 
to explain’ 
OT biltür- 'to make sg known to sy' (ED 335) 
36/7 anung atї uluġ türük erdi künlärdä bir kün 
uyquda bir altun ya kördi taqї üč kümüš oq 
kördi bo altun ya kün tuġїšїda (da) kün 
batušїġača täggän erdi taqї bo üč kümüš oq tün 
yїngġaqqa ketä turur erdi uyqudon song tüštä 
körgänin oġuz qaġanġa ~di taqї tädi kim […] 
 
bildürgülük ‘message’  
OT biltür- 'to make sg known to sy' (ED 335) 
var. <byldwr-kw-lwk> 12/5, <byldwr-kw-lʾk> 
12/6 
12/5-12/6 andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa 
ǰarlїġ ǰumšadї ~ bitidi elčilärigä bärip yibärdi 
ušbo ~tä bitilmiš erdi kim […] 
 
bir <byr> ‘a/an (indefinite article)’ 
OT bir 'one' (ED 353) 
var. <bYr> 1/3, 13/9, 17/7, 24/1, 28/9, 29/9, 
41/5 <bʾr> 14/8, 16/6, 18/5, 20/2, 27/2, 31/5, 
31/7, 35/7, 38/8, 41/3, 41/6,  
1/3 känä künlärdän ~ kün  
3/1 bo čaġda bo yerdä ~ uluġ orman bar erdi 
3/4-3/6 ušol orman ičindä bädük ~ [monster] 
bar erdi yїlqїlarnї yelkünlärni yer erdi bädük 
yaman ~ kik erdi 
3/7 oġuz qaġan ~ eres qaqїz kiši erdi bo 
[monster]nї awlamaq tilädi  
3/9 künlärdä ~ kün 
4/2 ~ buġu aldї šol buġunї talnung čubuqї birlä 
їġačqa baġladї ketti 
4/6 kenä ~ aduġ aldї altunluġ belbaġї birlä 
yїġačqa baġladї ketti  
5/5 känä kälip kördi kim ~ šungqar 
[monster]ning ičägüsin yemäktä turur  
6/4-6/5-6/7-7/1-7/3-7/4 känä künlärdä ~ kün 
oġuz qaġan ~ yerdä tängrini ǰalwarġuda ärdi 
qarangġuluq keldi köktön ~ kök yaruq tüšti 
kündön (ay) aydan qoġulġuluqraq erdi oġuz 
qaġan yörüdi kördi kim ušbo yaruqnung 
arasїnda ~ qїz bar erdi yalġuz olturur erdi yaqšї 
körüglük ~ qїz erdi anung bašїnda atašluġ 
yaruqluġ ~ mängi bar erdi […]  
8/6-8/7-8/8-9/1-9/2 kän ~ kün oġuz qaġan 
awġa ketti ~ köl arasїnda alïndan ~ їġač kördi 
bo їġačnung qawučaqïnda ~ qїz bar erdi ǰalġuz 
olturur erdi yaqši körüglük ~ qїz erdi […] 
13/9 känä bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta altun tägän ~ 
qaġan bar erdi 
14/8 čong ǰangaqїda urum tägän ~ qaġan bar 
erdi 
16/3-16/6 čang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorїġanїġa kün täg ~ ǰaruq kirdi ol ǰaruqton 
kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik ~ erkäk böri čїqtї 
17/7 kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarda kök 
tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bädik ~ erkäk böri 
yörügüdä turur 
17/9 ~ näčä künlärdän song 
18/5-18/6 munda ätil mörän tägän ~ taluy bar 
erdi etil mörännüng quduġїda ~ qara taġ 
tapїġїda urušqu tutuldї 
20/2 urum qaġannung ~ qarundašї bar erdi 
urus bäg tägän erdi 
23/6-23/8-24/1 känä čärig birlä […] [etil] tägän 
mörängä käčti etil tägän [bädük] ~ [näng turur 
oġuz] qaġan anї […] taqї tädi kim etilning 
ºsuġїdan nečük kečärbiz täp tädi čärigdä ~ 
yaqšї bäg bar erdi anung atї uluġ ordu bäg erdi 
usluġ […] ~ er erdi 
26/1-26/4 oġuz qaġan ~ čuqurdan ayġїr atqa 
minä turur erdi ušbo ayġїr atnї bäk čok sewür 
erdi ušbo ayġїr at közdän yitü qačtї ketti 
munda uluġ ~ taġ bar erdi […] anung atї muz 
taġ turur  
27/2 čärigdä ~ bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi 
čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur erdi 
28/5-28/9 kän yolda bädük ~ üy kördi […] 
qapuluġ erdi ačºġїč yor erdi čärigda ~ yaqšї 
čäbär er bar erdi anung atї tömürtü [qaġul] erdi 
anga ǰarlїġ qїldї kim sän munda qal ač qalqan 
ačqungdon song käl orduġa täp tädi mundan 
anga qalač at qoydї ilgärü ketti 
29/5-29/9-30/1 kän ~ kün […] erkäk böri 
yörümäyn turdї oġuz qaġan taqї turdї […] 
tarlaġusїz ~ yazї yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
tätururlar erdi bädük ~ yurt elkün erdi 
31/5-31/7 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung 
čärigigä nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg 
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barġu tüšti kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at 
qaġatїr ud azlїq boldї anda oġuz qaġannung 
čärigidä usluġ їsay ~ čäbär kiši bar erdi anung 
atї barmaqlїġ ǰosun bellig erdi bo čäbär ~ 
qanqa ǰaptї […] tarїttїlar kettilär 
33/8-33/9-34/4 kündünki bulungda baraq° 
tägän ~ yer bar turur uluġ barġuluġ ~ yer turur 
[…] ušol yerning qaġanї mїsїr tägän ~ qaġan 
erdi 
35/7-35/8-36/1 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim 
bellüg bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda aq 
saqallug moz sačlug uzun usluġ ~ qart kiši 
turur bar erdi uqºġuluġ tüzün ~ yer erdi tüšimäl 
erdi anung atї uluġ türük erdi künlärdä ~ kün 
uyquda ~ altun ya kördi taqї üč kümüš oq 
kördi 
38/8 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda ~ altun yanї taptїlar 
aldїlar atasїġa berdilär 
41/2-41/3-41/5-41/6 [ong yaqїda qїrїq qolač 
їġač tiktürdi anung] bašїda ~ altun [taġuq 
qoydї adaqї]da ~ aq qoyun baġladї [čong] 
yaqїdä qїrїq qolač їġač tiktürdi anung bašїda ~ 
kümüš taġuq qoydї adaqїda ~ qara qoyunnї 
baġladї 
 
birinči <byryn-čy> ’first’ 
OT birinč 'first' (ED 367) 
8/3 künlärdän song käčälärdän song yarudї üč 
erkäk oġul tuġurdї ~sigä kün at qoydїlar 
ekinčisigä ay at qoydїlar üčünčüsügä yulduz at 
qoydїlar 
10/4 künlärdän song kečälärdän song yaurdї üč 
erkäk oġulnї tuġurdї ~ sigä kök at qoydїlar 
ikinčisigä taġ at qoydїlar üčünčüsügä tängiz at 
qoydїlar 
 
birlä <byrlʾ> ‘together, with’  
OT birlä 'with' (ED 364) 
var. <bʾrlʾ> 30/5, 30/6 <byr-lʾ> 18/7 ?<bʾlʾ> 
42/4 
3/6 ušol orman ičindä bädük bir [monster] bar 
erdi yїlqїlarnї yelkünni yer erdi bädük yaman 
bir kik erdi berkä ämgäq ~ elkünni basup erdi 
3/9-4/2-4/3 künlärdä bir kün awġa čїqtї ǰїda ~ 
ya oq ~ qïlïč ~ qalqan ~ atladї bir buġu aldї šol 
buġunї talnung čubuqї ~ їġačqa baġladї ketti 
4/7 kenä bir aduġ aldї altunluġ belbaġї ~ 
їġačqa baġladї ketti 
5/2-5/3-5/3-5/6 känä özü ïġačnїng tübindä 
turdї [monster] kälip bašї ~ oġuz qalqanїn urdї 
oġuz ǰїda ~ [monster]nїng bašїn urdї anї 
öldürdi qїlїč ~ bašїn kästi aldї ketti känä kälip 
kördi kim bir šungqar [monster] ičägüsin 
yemäktä turur ya ~ oq ~ šungqarnї öldürdi 
bašїn kästi 
8/1 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї qalmadї ketti 
sewdi aldї anung ~ yattї tilägüsin aldї töl boġus 
boldї künlärdän song käčälärdän song yarudї 
üč erkäk oġulnї tuġurdї 
10/1 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї ketti ǰüräkigä 
ataš tüšti anї säwdi aldї anung ~ yattї tilägüsün 
aldї töl boġus boldї künlärdän song kečälärdän 
song yarudї üč erkäk oġulnї tuġurdї 
14/5-14/6 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüš tartїp 
[…] oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi aġїzїġa 
baqїndї yaqšї begü ~ dostluq qїldї anung ~ 
amїraq boldї 
18/4 bir näčä künlärdän song kök tülüklüg kök 
ǰalluġ bo bädik erkäk böri turup turdї oġuz taqї 
čärig ~ turup turdї  
18/7-18/8 etil mörännüng quduġїda bir qara taġ 
tapїġїda urušqu tutuldї oq ~ ǰїda ~ qїlїč ~ 
uruštїlar 
23/4 känä čärig ~ […] etil tägän mörän[gä] 
käčti [etil] tägän bädük bir näng turur 
25/3 känä kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ erkäk böri 
kördi ušbo kök böri oġuz qaġanġa ayttї kim 
amdї čärig ~ [mundon atlang qaġan] atlap 
elkünni beglärni keldürgil män sängä bašlap 
yolnї körgürür män täp tädi 
28/1 oġuz qaġan sewinč ~ küldü ayttї kim |ay 
sän munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq| män 
mängiläp sängä at bolsun qaġarlїġ| täp tädi 
30/5-30/6 oqlar ~ qїlїč ~ urustїlar  
32/7 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnї kördi küldi taqї 
ayttї kim ayttї kim |qanqa qanqa ~ ölügni tirig 
yörügürsün| qanqaluġ sängä at bolġulluġ qanqa 
bälgürsün| täp tädi 
33/2 andan song bo kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ 
erkäk böri ~ sїndu taqї tangqut taqї šaġam 
yïngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti 
?42/4 ǰїda ~ köp oq attum (see also basa) 
 
birlä- <byr-lʾ>‘to unify, to incorporate sg.' 
OT bir 'one' (ED 353)  
33/5 känä bo [kök] tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ erkäk 
böri birlä sїndu taqї tangqut taqї šaġam 
yїngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti köp urušqudan köp 
toqušqudon song anlarnї aldї öz yurtїġa ~di  
 
biti- <bʾdʾ> ‘to write’  
OT biti- 'to write (sg)' (ED 299) 
12/5 andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa ǰarlїġ 
ǰumšadї bildürgülük ~di ušbo bildürgülüktä 
bitilmiš erdi kim […] 
 
bitil- <bʾdʾl> ‘to be written’ 
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OT biti- 'to write (sg)' (ED 299) 
12/6 andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa ǰarlїġ 
ǰumšadї bildürgülük bitidi ušbo bildürgülüktä 
~ miš erdi kim […] 
 
biz858 <bʾz> ‘we’ 
OT biz 'we' (ED 388) 
var. <byz> 9/7, 11/8 
9/7 andaġ körüglük erdi kim yerning yelküni 
anї körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp süttän qumuz 
bola tururlar 
11/8 taqï tädi kim |män senlärgä boldum qaġan| 
alalïng ya taqï qalqan |tamġa ~gä bolsun 
buyan| kök böri bolsunġïl uran| [...]| täp tädi 
20/8 ol urus bäg [...] taqï tädi kim baluqnï 
qatïġlaġu käräk turur sän taqï urušqulardan 
song baluqnї ~gä saqlap kälgil täp tädi 
22/1-22/2 urus bägning oġulï anga köp altun 
kümüš yibärdi taqï tädi kim [...] ~ning qutbïz 
sänn°ng qutung bolmuš ~ning uruġbïz sänning 
їġačungnung uruġї bolmuš bolup turur 
23/8 [etil] tägän mörängä käčti etil tägän bädük 
bir näng turur oġuz qaġan anï [kördi] taqï tädi 
kim etilning ºsuġїdan nüčük kečärbiz täp tädi 
 
bo <bw> ’this (demonstrative pronoun)’ 
OT bu 'this' (ED 291) 
2/9-3/1-3/2-3/3 ~ čaġda ~ yerdä bir uluġ orman 
bar erdi köp möränlär köp ögüzlär bar erdi 
~nda kelgänlär kik köp köp |~nda učqanlar quš 
köp köp |erdi 
3/8 ušol orman ičindä bädük bir [monster] bar 
erdi [...] oġuz qaġan bir eres qaqїz kiši erdi| ~ 
[monster]nї awlamaq tilädi | 
8/9 känä bir kün oġuz qaġan awġa ketti bir köl 
arasïnda alïndan bir ïġač kördi ~ їġačnung 
qawučaqїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
13/7 kän ~ čaġda ong ǰangaqta altun qaġan 
tägän bir qaġan bar erdi 
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 We find three types of ’biz’ in the text. The first 
one is the presonal pronoun, the second one is part 
of the non-past verbal paradigm as a Pl.1 personal 
marker and the third type is the Px.Pl.1. In the cases 
of other personal pronouns as well, the second and 
third type are usually written separately from the 
stems, except in example 9/7, where it is written 
together with the fintite verbal form. This example 
allows the conlusion the dispite the usual separate 
spelling of the second and third types of the 
personal pronuns should be considered as suffixes, 
and not lexemes on their own right anymore. 
Nevertheless all occurences of biz are recorded 
here. I marked 'suffixes' with italic, for easier 
differentiation from the personal pronoun. 
18/2 bir näčä künlärdän song kök tülüklüg kök 
ǰalluġ ~ bädik erkäk böri turup turdï oġuz taqï 
čärig birlä turup turdï  
21/3 urus bägning oġulï anga köp altun kümüš 
yibärdi taqï tädi kim mängä atam ~ baluqnї 
bärip turur [...] 
28/5 känä yolda bedük bir üy kördi ~ üynüng 
taġamї altundan erdi [...] 
31/6 anda oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ yašqï 
bir čäbär kiši bar erdi anung atï barmaqlïġ 
ǰosun bellig erdi ~ čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptї 
33/1 andan song känä ~ kök tülüklüg kök 
ǰalluġ erkäk böri birlä sïndu taqï tangqut taqï 
šaġam yïngġaqlarïġa atlap ketti 
36/2-36/4 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun ya 
kördi taqï üč kümüš oq kördi ~ altun ya kün 
tuġïšïda da kün batušїġača täggän erdi taqï ~ 
üč kümüš oq tün yïngġaqqa ketä turur erdi 
~ mun+ <mwn> 
1/2 [...] bolsunġïl täp tädilär anung angºġusu 
ušbo turur ~dan song säwinč taptїlar 
1/9 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön oġuznї 
ičip ~don artïqraq ičmädi 
4/8känä bir aduġ aldï altunluġ belbaġï birlä 
yïġačqa baġladï ketti ~don song ertä boldї 
15/3 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannïng ǰarlïġïn 
saqlamaz erdi qatïqlaġu barmaz erdi ~ї söz 
sözni tutmaz män turur män täp yarlïġġa 
baqmadï 
18/4 oġuz taqï čärig birlä turup turdï ~da ätil 
mörän tägän bir taluy bar erdi 
26/4-26/9 ǰolda ušbo ayġïr at közdän yitü qačtï 
~da uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä üstündä tong taqï 
muz bar turur anung bašï soġuqtan ap aq turur 
anung üčün anung atï muz taġ turur oġuz 
qaġannïng atї muz taġ ičigä qačїp ketti |oġuz 
qaġan ~dan köp čїġay ämgäq čäküp turdї| 
28/2 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttï kim 
|ay sän ~da beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq| män 
mängiläp sängä at bolsun qaġarlïġ| täp tädi 
29/2-29/4 anga ǰarlïġ qïldï kim |sän ~da qal ač 
qalqan| ačqungdon song käl orduġa| täp tädi 
~dan anġa qalač at qoydї 
29/9 tarlaġusїz bir yazї yer erdi |~ga ǰürčäd 
tätururlar erdi|  
30/3 ~da ǰürčäd qaġanї elküni oġuz qaġanġa 
qaršu käldilär  
32/1-32/2 bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptï |qanqa 
üstündä ölüg barġunï qoydï |qanqa bašïda tirig 
barġunï qoydï| tarïttïlar kettilär nökärlärnüng 
elkünnüng qamaġї |~ї kördilär šaštїlar| 
qanqalar taqï ǰaptïlar| ~lar qanqa yörümäktä 
qanqa qanqa söz berä turur erdilär erdi 
34/1 kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer 
bar turur |uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur| köp їsїġ 
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bir yer turur| ~da köp kikläri köp qušlarї bar 
turur| [...]| 
~ušbo <wšbw> 
1/2 [...] bolsunġïl täp tädilär anung angºġusu ~ 
turur [picture] 
5/9-6/3 ya birlä oq birlä šungqarnï öldürdi 
bašïn kästi andan song tädi kim šungqarnung 
angġusï ~ turur [picture] buġu yedi aduġ yedi 
ǰïdam öldürdi tämür bolsa [monster]nï šungqar 
yedi ya oqum öldürdi yel bolsa täp tädi ketti 
taqï [monster]ning angºġusu ~ turur [picture] 
7/1 köktön bir kök yaruq tüšti […] ~ 
yaruqnung arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
12/6 oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa ǰarlїġ ǰumšadї 
bildürgülük bitidi […] ~ bildürgülüktä bitilmiš 
erdi kim […] 
13/3 senlärdän baš čalunguluq tiläp män turur 
[…] ~ kim aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa čamat 
čaqїp čärig čäkip dušman tutar män 
13/9 känä bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta altun tägän 
bir qaġan bar erdi ~ altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa 
elči yumšap yibärdi 
14/8 čong ǰangaqїda urum tägän bir qaġan bar 
erdi ~ qaġannung čärigi köp köp baluqlarї köp 
köp erdilär erdi 
25/1 oġuz qaġan känä kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ 
erkäk böri kördi ~ kök böri oġuz qaġanġa ayttї 
kim […] 
26/2-26/3 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġїr atqa 
minä turur erdi ~ ayġїr atnї bek čoq sewür erdi 
ǰolda ~ ayġїr at közdän yitü qačtї ketti 
 
?boda- <bwdʾ> ‘to parturitiate’  
(see küd(ä)- ) 
1/4 känä künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung közü 
yarïp ~dї erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
 
boġus (? boġaz) <bwqʾz> 'embryo' 
OT boġuz 1. 'throat' 2. 'pregnant' (ED 322) ~ 
Mo. 'embryo, fetus, pregnant (of an animal)' (L 
113)  
8/1 anung birlä yattï tilägüsin aldï töl ~ boldï 
künlärdän song kečälärdän song yarudï üč 
erkäk oġul tuġurdï 
10/2 anung birlä yattï tilägüsün aldï töl ~ boldï 
künlärdän song kečälärdän song yarudï üč 
erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï 
 
bol- <bwl> ’to be, become’ 
OT bol- 'to become' (ED 331) 
var. <bwlʾ> 13/4 <bʾl> 21/9, 24/7  
1/1 [...] ~sunġïl täp tädilär 
2/9 ušol oġul [...] yïlqïlar küdäyä turur erdi 
atlarġa minä turur erdi kik aw awlaya turur erdi 
künlärdän song kečälärdän song yigit ~dï 
4/4 andan song ertä ~dï 
4/8 mundon song ertä ~dï 
6/1-6/2 andan song tädi kim šungqarnung 
angġusï ušbo turur buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰїdam 
öldürdi tämür ~sa [monster]nї šungqar yedi ya 
oqum öldürdi yäz ~sa täp tädi 
8/2 oġuz qaġan anï kördüktä usï qalmadï| ketti 
sewdi aldï| anung birlä yattï| tilägüsin aldï| töl 
boġus ~dï| 
9/8 yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi [...] andaġ 
körüglük erdi kim yerning yelküni anï körsä ay 
ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp süttän qumuz ~a tururlar 
10/2 oġuz qaġan anï kördüktä usï ketti| 
ǰüräkigä ataš tüšti| anï sewdi aldï| anïng birlä 
yattï| tilägüsün aldï| töl boġus ~dï| 
11/7-11/8-11/9-12/1-12/2 |män senlärgä ~dum 
qaġan |alalïng ya taqï qalqan |tamġa bizgä ~sun 
buyan |kök böri ~sunġїl uran |tämür ǰïda bol 
orman |aw yerdä yörüsün qulan |taqї taluy taqї 
mörän |kün tuġ ~ ġїl |kök qorїġan| täp tädi 
12/7-12/9-13/2-13/4-13/6 ušbo bildürgülüktä 
bitilmiš erdi kim män uyġurnїng qaġanї ~a 
män kim yerning tört bulungї nung qaġanї 
~sam käräk turur senlärdän baš čalunġuluq 
tiläp män turur ušol kim mäning aġїzumġa 
baqar turur ~sa tarïtqu tartïp dost tutar män tep 
tädi ušbo kim aġїzumġa baqmaz turur ~asa 
čamat čaqïp čärig čäkip dušman tutar män 
taġuraq basïp asturïp yoq ~sunġïl täp qïlur män 
täp tädi 
14/7 känä bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta altun qaġan 
tägän bir qaġan bar erdi ušbo altun qaġan oġuz 
qaġanġa elči yumšap yibärdi [...] aġïzïġa 
baqïndï yaqšï begü birlä dostluq qïldï anung 
birlä amїraq ~dї  
16/1-16/2 oġuz qaġan [...] čärig birlä atlap 
tuġlarnï tutup kätti qïrïq kündön song muz taġ 
tägän taġnung adaqïġa keldi qorïġannï tüšgürdi 
šük ~up uyup turdї čang ertä ~duqta oġuz 
qaġannung qorïġanïġa kün täg bir ǰaruq kirdi 
16/9-17/2 ušol böri [...] taqï tädi kim |ay ay 
oġuz urum üstigä sän atlar ~a sän |ay ay oġuz 
tapuġunglarġa män yörür ~a män| täp tädi 
18/9-19/2-19/3-19/5 etil mörännüng quduġïda 
bir qara taġ tapïġïda urušqu tutuldï oq birlä ǰïda 
birlä qïlïč birlä uruštïlar |čäriglärning aralarїda 
köp tälim ~dї urušqu |elkünlärning aralarїda 
köp tälim ~dї qayġu| tutulunč urušunč andaġ 
yaman ~dї kim etil mörännüng suġї qїp qїzїl 
säpsänggir täg ~dї 
20/1 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqïn 
aldï elkünin aldï ordusїġa köp uluġ ölüg barġu 
köp tälim tirig barġu tusu ~dї 
21/9-22/5 urus bägning oġulï [...] taqï tädi kim 
[...] sändän ǰarluġ baġlїġ bellüg ~a män 
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|bizning qutbïz sänning qutung ~muš|bizning 
uruġbïz sänning їġačungnung uruġї ~muš ~up 
turur |tängri sängä yer berip buǰurmuš ~up 
turur 
24/7 čärigdä bir yaqšï bäg bar erdi anung atï 
uluġ ordu erdi [...] aġačlarda yattï kečti [oġuz 
qaġan] säwinč ätti küldi taqï ayttï kim |ay ay 
sän munda bäg ~ung | qїpčaq tägän sän bäg 
~ung |  
25/6 tang ertä ~duqta oġuz qaġan kördi kim 
erkäk börü čärigning tapuġlarïda yörügüdä 
turur säwindi ilgärü ketti 
27/8-28/2-28/3 ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü 
[...] muz taġlarda köp soġuq ~uptan ol bäg 
qaġardan sarunmїš erdi ap aq erdi oġuz qaġan 
sewinč birlä küldü ayttï kim |ay sän munda 
bäglärgä ~ġїl bašlїq |män mängiläp sanġa at 
~sun qaġarlїġ täp tädi 
31/4 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
nökärlärigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu tüšti kim 
yüklämäkkä käldürmäkkä at qaġatїr ud azlїq 
~dї 
33/7 tašqarun qalmasun bällüg ~sun kim 
kündünki bulungda barqa tägän bir yer bar 
turur 
34/6 ušol yerning qaġanï mïsïr tägän bir qaġan 
erdi oġuz qaġan anung üstigä atladï qatïq 
yaman urušqu ~dï 
35/5 känä čašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg ~sun 
kim oġuz qaġannng ǰanïda aq saqalluġ moz 
sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar erdi 
36/9-37/1 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu ~sunġïl uzun |[ay qaġan]um 
sängä türlük ~sunġїl tüzün |[...] tängri bärdi 
tüšümdä käldürsün tola turur yerni uruġungġa 
berdürsün täp tädi 
37/7 andan song ertä ~upta aqalarnї inilärni 
čarlap keldürdi taqï ayttï kim |ay mänüng 
köngülüm awnï tiläp turur |qarї bolġumdan 
mäning qaqїzluqum yoq turur| [...]| 
39/3 oġuz qaġan [qaġan sewindi küldi taqï yanï 
üč] buzġuluq qïldï [taqï ayttï] kim |[ay aqa]lar 
ya [~]sun senlärnüng |ya täg oqlarnï kökkäčä 
atung| täp tädi 
40/2-40/4 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqï 
oqlarnï üčügä üläštürdi taqï ayttï kim |ay inilar 
oqlar ~sun sänlärnüng |ya attї oqnї oqlar täg 
sänlär ~ung| täp tädi 
 
bolġu <bwlq̈w> 'state, condition' 
OT boluġ 'a state of coming into existence' 
(ED 336) 
37/9 andan song ertä bolupta aqalarnї inilärni 
čarlap keldürdi taqï ayttï kim |ay mänüng 
köngülüm awnï tiläp turur |qarї ~mdan mäning 
qaqїzluqum yoq turur| [...]| 
 
bolġuluq <bwlq̈w-lwq̈> 'necessary' 
OT boluġluġ 'likely to develop' (ED 338) 
32/8 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnï kördi küldi taqï 
ayttï kim |qanqa qanqa birlä ölügni tirig 
yörügürsün |qanqaluġ sängä at ~ qanqa 
bälgürsün| täp tädi ketti  
 
böri <bwry> ‘wolf’ 
OT böri 'wolf' (ED 357) 
var. <bwrw>25/7 
2/4 qïrïq kündön song bädükladi yörüdi oynadï 
|adaqï ud adaqï täg belläri |belläri ~ belläri täg| 
yagïrï kiš yaġïrï täg| kögüzü aduġ kögüzü täg| 
erdi badanïnung qamaġï tüg tülüklüg erdi 
11/9 oġuz qaġan beglärgä elkünlärgä ǰarlïġ 
berdi taqï tädi kim |män senlärgä boldum 
qaġan| alalïng ya taqï qalqan| tamġa bizgä 
bolsun buyan| kök ~ bolsunġїl uran| [...]| täp 
tädi 
16/6 tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorïġanïġa kün täg bir ǰaruq kirdi ol ǰaruqton 
kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik bir erkäk ~ čïqtï 
ušol ~ oġuz qaġanġa söz bärip turur erdi  
17/7-17/8-18/3 andan song oġuz qaġan 
qorïġannï türdürdi ketti kördi kim čärigning 
tapuġlarïda kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bädik bir 
erkäk ~ yörügüdä turur ol ~ ning artlarїn 
qatїqlap yörügüdä turur erdilär erdi bir näčä 
künlärdän song kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bo 
bädik erkäk ~ turup turdï 
25/1-25/2-25/7 andan song oġuz qaġan känä 
kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ erkäk ~ kördi ušbo kök 
~ oġuz qaġanġa ayttï kim amdï čärig birlä 
mundon atlang qaġan atlap elkünlärni beglärni 
keldürgil män sängä bašlap yolnï körgürür män 
täp tädi tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġan kördi 
kim erkäk ~ čärigning tapuġlarïda yörügüdä 
turur säwindi ilgärü ketti 
29/6 känä bir kün kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ 
erkäk ~ yörümäyn turdï oġuz qaġan taqï turdï 
qorïġan tüškürä turġan turdï 
33/2 andan song känä bo kök tülüklüg kök 
ǰalluġ bedik erkäk ~ birlä sïndu taqï tangqut 
taqï šaġam yïngġaqlarïġa atlap ketti 
 
buġu <bwq̈w> ‘male deer’  
Mo. buġu 'a male deer, a game' (L 131) 
4/2-4/5 bir ~ aldї šol ~nї talnung čubuqї birlä 
їġačqa baġladї ketti tang ertä čaġda käldi kördi 
kim [monster] ~nї alup turur 
5/9 andan song tädi kim šungqarnung angġusu 
ušbo turur [picture] ~ yedi aduġ yedi ǰïdam 
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öldürdi tämür bolsa [monster]nï šungqar yedi 
ya oqum öldürdi yel bolsa täp tädi ketti 
 
bulung <bwlwng> ‘cardinal point, quarter of 
the world’  
OT bulung 'corner, angle, cardinal point, a 
quarter of the world' (ED 343) 
var. <bwlʾng> 27/3 , see also čalïng bulïng  
12/8 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim män 
uyġurnїng qaġanї bola män kim yerning tört 
~їnung qaġanї bolsam käräk turur [...]33 
?27/3 čärigda bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi | 
čalang ~dan qoruqmaz turur erdi 
33/7 kündünki ~da baraqº tägän bir yer bar 
turur 
 
buǰur- <bwčwr> ‘to command, to order’  
OT buyur- 'to order, command'(ED 387) 
22/5 urus bägning oġulï [...] taqï tädi kim [...] 
bizning qutbïz senning qutung bolmuš bizning 
uruġbïz sänning ïġačïngnung uruġï bolmuš 
bolup turur tängri sängä yer berip ~muš bolup 
turur män sängä bašumnï qutumnï berämän 
bergü berip dostluqtan čïqmaztur täp tädi 
 
buyan <bwyʾn>‘mark of luck’  
Sans. punya > OT buyan 'merit, meritorious 
deeds'> Mo. 1. 'moral, merit, virtue' 2. good 
luck, furtune, prosperity' (L 132) 
11/9 oġuz qaġan beglärgä elkünlärgä ǰarlïġ 
qïldï kim |män senlärgä boldum qaġan| alalïng 
ya taqï qalqan |tamġa bizgä bolsun ~ | kök böri 
bolsunġïl uran| [...]| 
 
buzaġ (?buzaw) <bwsʾq̈> ‘calf’  
OT buzaġu/buzaw 'a calf' (ED 391) 
30/2 tarlaġusïz bir yazï yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
tätururlar erdi bädük bir yurt el kün erdi 
yїlqїlarї köp ud ~larї köp altun kümüšläri köp 
ärdäniläri köp erdilär erdi 
 
buzġuluq <bwsq̈wlwq̈> ‘part, fragment’  
OT buz- 'to destroy, damage' (ED 389) 
39/2 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularïdan song ǰolda bir altun yanï taptïlar 
aldïlar atasïġa berdi[lär oġuz qaġan sewindi 
küldi taqï yanï] üč ~ qїldї 
 
buzuq <bwswq> ‘broken/Ethnonym: Broken’  
OT buzuq 'spoilt, ruined, destroyed' (ED 390) 
41/7 andan song oġuz qaġan uluġ qurïltay 
čaqïrdï nökilärin elkünlärin čarlap čaqïrdï kälip 
kengäšip olturdïlar [...] [ong] yaqta ~lar olturdї 




čaġ <čʾq̈> ‘era, time’  
Mo. čaġ 'time, period, season, age' (L 156) 
var. <čʾq> 13/7  
3/1 bo ~da bo yerdä bir uluġ orman bar erdi 
4/4 andan song ertä boldї tang ertä ~da käldi 
kördi kim [...] 
13/7 känä bo ~da ong ǰanġaqta altun tägän bir 
qaġan bar erdi  
 
čalïng bulïng <čʾlʾng bwlʾng> 'hide and seek’  
OT čal- 'to knock sg down' (ED 417) MT čal- 
'çalmak, hırsızlık etmek' (WOT 215) OT bul- 
'to find, to obtain' (ED 332) 
27/3 ǰolda ušbo ayġïr at közdän yitü qačtï 
munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä üstündä tong 
taqï muz bar turur anung bašï soġuqtan ap aq 
turur anung üčün anung atï muz taġ turur oġuz 
qaġannïng atï muz taġ ičigä qačïp ketti [...] 
čärigdä bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi| ~dan 
qoruqmaz turur erdi [...] ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi 
yörüdü toquz kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġïr 
atnï käldürdi 
 
čalunġuluq <čʾlwnq̈wlwq̈> ‘bowing, courtesy’  
OT čalïn- 'to throw (oneself) to the ground' 
(ED 421) 
12/9-13/1 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim 
män uyġurnïng qaġanï bola män kim yerning 
tört bulungïnung qaġan bolsam käräk turur 
sänlärdän baš ~ tiläp män turur [...] 
 
?čamat <čʾmʾd> ’blame, anger’  
? Mo. ǰim-e 'conduct, manner of behvior, 
blame, reprimand'; ǰimed- 'to accuse, to blame, 
to reprimand' (L 1056) 
13/4 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim [...] 
ušbo kim aġizumġa baqmaz turur bolsa ~ čaqїp 
čärig čäkip dušman tutar män taġuraq basïp 
asturïp yoq bolsunġïl täp qïlur män täp tädi 
15/5 ušol urum qaġan […] munї söz sözni 
tutmaz män turur män täp yarlїġġa baqmadї 
oġuz qaġan ~ ätüp anga atlaġu tilädi 
21/7 taqї tädi kim ay qaġanum sän mängä atam 
bo baluqnї bärip turur taqї tädi kim […] täp 
tädi atam ~ ätüp ersä mänüng tapum erür mü 
 
čaq- <čʾq> ‘to burst (into anger)’ 
OT čaq- 'to strike fire' (ED 405) 
13/5 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim [...] 
ušbo kim aġïzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa čamat 
~їp čärig čäkip dušman tutar män  
 
čaqïr- <čʾqʾr> ‘to call, to call for’ 
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OT čaqïr- 'to call out, shout' (ED 410) 
40/5-40/7 |andan song oġuz qaġan uluġ 
qurїltay ~ dї |nökerlärin elkünlärin čarlap ~ dї | 
 
čap- <čʾb->see tap- cf. ǰap- 
 
čarla- <čʾrlʾ> ‘to give an order’  
OT čarla- 'to call out, shout' (ED 429); Mo. 
ǰarla- 'to order, announce, proclaim' (L 1038) 
11/1 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi 
elküngä ǰarlïġ ~p kengäštilär käldilär  
37/8 andan song ertä bolupta aqalarnï inilärni 
~p keldürdi 
40/7 andan song oġuz qaġan uluġ qurïltay 
čaqïrdï nökirlärin elkünlärin ~p čaqïrdï kälip 
kengäšip olturdïlar 
 
čäbär <čʾbʾr> ‘clean pure (mentally), wise’  
Mo. čeber 'clean, pure' (L 167) 
28/9 čärigda bir yaqšї ~ er bar erdi anung atï 
tömürtü [qaġul] erdi 
31/5-31/6 oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ yašqï 
bir ~ kiši bar erdi anung atï barmaqlïġ ǰosun 
bellig erdi bo ~ bir qanqa ǰaptї 
 
čäk- <čʾk> ‘to gather (army), to suffer (pain)’  
OT čäk- 'to pull, to suffer (pain)' (ED 413) 
13/5 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim [...] 
ušbo kim aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa čamat 
čaqїp čärig ~ip dušman tutar män 
27/1 oġuz qaġannїng atї muz taġ ičigä qačїp 
ketti oġuz qaġan mundan köp čïġay ämgäq ~üp 
turdї  
 
čärig ‘army’  
OT čärig 'army' (ED 429) 
var. <čʾrʾk> 13/5, 15/6, 17/5, 18/, 25/3 
<čʾrYk> 14/9, 23/4 <čʾryk> 18/8, 23/8, 25/8, 
27/1, 28/9, 31/1, 31/5 
13/5 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim [...] 
ušbo kim aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa čamat 
čaqїp ~ čäkip dušman tutar män 
14/9 čong ǰangaqïda urum tägän bir qaġan bar 
ärdi ušbo qaġannung ~ i köp köp baluqlarї köp 
köp erdilär erdi 
15/6 ušol urum qaġan [...] yarlïġġa baqmadï 
oġuz qaġan čamat ätüp anga atlaġu tilädi ~ 
birlä atlap tuġlarnї tutup ketti 
17/5 andan song oġuz qaġan qorïġannï türdürdi 
ketti kördi kim ~ning tapuġlarїda kök tülüklüg 
kök ǰalluġ bädik bir erkäk böri yörügüdä turur 
18/3 bir näčä künlärdän song […] bo erkäk 
böri turup turdї oġuz taqї ~ birla turup turdї 
18/8 etil mörännüng quduġïda bir qara taġ 
tapïġïda urušqu tutuldï [...] ~lärning aralarїda 
köp tälim boldї urušqu |elkünlärning 
köngülläridä köp tälim boldї qayġu | 
23/4-23/8 känä ~ birlä […] [etil] tägän 
mörängä käčti etil tägän bädük bir näng turur 
oġuz qaġan anï [kördi] taqï tädi kim etilning 
ºsuġïdan näčük kečär biz täp tädi ~ dä bir yaqšї 
bäg bar erdi anung atï uluġ ordu bäg erdi [...] 
25/3-25/8 andan song oġuz qaġan känä [...] 
erkäk böri kördi ušbo kök böri oġuz qaġanġa 
ayttï kim amdï ~ birlä [mundon atlang qaġan] 
atlap elkünlärni beglärni keldürgil män sängä 
bašlap yolnï körgürür män täp tädi tang ertä 
bolduqta oġuz qaġan kördi kim erkäk börü ~ 
ning tapuġlarїda yörügüdä turur sewindi ilgärü 
ketti 
27/1 oġuz qaġannïng atï muz taġ ičigä qačïp 
ketti oġuz qaġan mundan köp čiġay ämgäq 
čäküp turdï ~ dä bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi 
čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz erdi 
28/9 känä yolda bedik bir üy kördi bo üynüng 
[...] qalqanlarï tämürdän erdilär erdi qapuluġ 
erdi ačºġïč yoq erdi ~ dä bir yaqšї čäbär er bar 
erdi anung atï tömürtü [qaġul] erdi anga ǰarlïġ 
qïldï kim |sän munda qal ač qalqan |ačqungdon 
song käl orduġa| täp tädi 
31/1-31/5 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung ~ 
igä nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu 
tüšti kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at qaġatïr 
ud azlïq boldï 
anda oġuz qaġannung ~idä usluġ yašqï bir 
čäbär kiši bar erdi anung atï barmaqlïġ ǰosun 
bellig erdi 
 
čïġay <čʾq̈ʾy> ‘poor’ 
OT čïġań~čïġay 'poor, destitute' (ED 409) 
27/1 oġuz qaġannїng atї muz taġ ičigä qačїp 
ketti oġuz qaġan mundan köp ~ ämgäq čäküp 
turdї 
 
čïq- ‘to go out, step forward; to leave’  
OT čïq- 'to go out' (ED 405) 
var. <čyq̈> 3/9, <čʾq̈> 16/6, 22/7 
3/9 künlärdä bir kün oġuz qaġan awġa ~tї ǰïda 
birlä ya oq birlä taqï qïlïč birlä qalqan birlä 
atladï 
16/6 čang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorïġanïġa kün täg bir ǰaruq kirdi ol ǰaruqton 
kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik bir erkäk böri ~tї  
22/7 urus bägning oġulï [...] taqï tädi kim [...] 
män sängä bašumnї qutumnї berämän bärgü 
berip dostluqtan ~maztur täp tädi 
 
čïray <čʾrʾq̈> ’face, appearance’  
Mo. čirai 'face, appearance' (L 191) 
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1/5 känä künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung közü 
yarïp küdädi erkäk oġul tuġurdï ušol oġulnung 
önglüki ~ї kök erdi 
34/3 kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer 
bar turur uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp ïsïġ 
bir yer turur [...] elkünlärining önglüki ~ї qap 
qara turur 
 
čong <čwnk> ‘?left (side) as opposed to ong 
(right side)’  
? Mo. ǰegün 'east, eastern, left' (L 1044) 
14/7 känä bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta altun qaġan 
tägän bir qaġan bar erdi [...] ~ ǰangaqїda urum 
tägän bir qaġan bar erdi 
41/8 känä andan song oġuz qaġan uluġ qurïltay 
čaqïrdï nökirlärin elkünlärin čarlap čaqïrdï 
kälip kengäšip olturdïlar [...] [ong] yaq ta 
buzuqlar olturdї | ~ yaqta üčoqlar olturdї| 
 
čoq <čwq> ‘many, much’ 
MT čoq 'many, much' (Z 373b) 
26/2 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġїr atqa minä 
turur erdi ušbo ayġїr atnї bäk ~ sewür erdi 
 
?čöl <čwl> ’desert’ see yol 26/3, 38/8, 39/7 
Mo. čöl 'desert, desolate place' (L 201) 
 
čubuq <čwbwq̈>‘branch, twig’  
OT čïbïq 'a (flexible) rod or stick' (ED 395) 
4/3 bir kün awġa čïqtï ǰïda birlä ya oq birlä taqï 
qïlïč birlä qalqan birlä atladï bir buġu aldï šol 
buġunї talnung ~ї birlä їġačqa baġladї ketti 
 
čuqur(-dan) <čwq̈wr-dʾn> ‘spotted’ 
Mo. čouqur, čuqur 'variegated, spotted, 
dappled' (L 199) 
26/1 oġuz qaġan bir ~ ayġїr atġa minä turur 
erdi ušbo ayġїr atnї bäk čoq sewür erdi 
 
čubuyan <čwbw-yʾn> ‘jujube fruit’  
Sans. > OT čïbïqan 'jujube fruit' (ED 396) 
Mo. čibaġ-a(n), čibuġa 'jujube, prunes, dried 
plums, kind of date' (L 174) 




?dalay <dʾlʾy> '(great) stream' (see taluy 18/5) 
Mo. dalai 'ocean, sea, great lake' (L 224) 
 
dost ‘friend’  
Per. dost 'a friend' (ST 544) 
<dwsd> 34/8, 42/5 var. <dWsd> 13/3 
13/3 ušbo bilürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim [...] 
ušol kim mäning aġizumġa baqar turur bolsa 
tarïtqu tartїp ~ tutar män  
34/8 anung ~larї köp sewinč […] erdi 
|dušmanlarї köp qayġular […] |oġuz qaġan 
baštï sanaġuluqsuz nämälär yïlqïlar aldï yurtïġa 
üygä tüšti ketti 
42/5 taqï tädi kim | [...]| dušmanlarnї 
їġlaġurdum| ~larumnї män külgürdüm| kök 
tängrigä män ötädüm| sänlärgä berämän 
yurtum| [täp tädi] 
 
dostluq <dwsd-lwq> 'friendship, alliance' 
Per. dost 'a friend' (ST 544) 
14/6 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdï [...] aġїzїġa baqїndї yaqšї 
bergü birlä ~ qїldї 
22/7 urus bägning oġulï [...] taqï tädi kim [...] 
sängä bašumnї qutumnї berä män bärgü berip 
~ tan čїqmaztur täp tädi  
23/3 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšï kördi 
sewindi taqï ayttï kim mängä köp altun yumšap 
sän |baluqnї yaqšї saqlap sän |täp tädi anung 
üčün anga saqlap at qoydї ~ qїldї 
 
dušman <dwšmʾn> ‘foe’ 
Per. dushman 'enemy, foe' (ST 526) 
13/5 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim [...] 
ušbo kim aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa čamat 
čaqїp čärig čäkip ~ tutar män 
34/9 anung dostlarї köp sewinč […] erdi 
|anung ~ larї köp qayġular […] | 
42/5 taqï tädi kim |[...]| ~larnї їġlaġurdum 
dostlarumnï män külgürdüm| kök tängrigä män 




elči ‘envoy’  
OT elči 'ambassador' (ED 129) 
var. <ylčy> 12/5, <ʾyl-čy> 14/1 
12/5 känä andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa 
ǰarlїġ ǰumšadї bildürgülük bitidi ~ lärigä bärip 
yibärdi 
14/1 känä bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta altun qaġan 
tägän bir qaġan bar erdi ušbo altun qaġan oġuz 
qaġangä ~ yumšap yibärdi 
 
elkün ‘nation, common folk’ 
OT el 'realm' (ED 121) Mo. kümün 'man, 
person, people' (L 501) 
var. <yyl-kwn> 3/5, 9/6, <yl-kwn> 3/7, 10/9, 
11/5, 19/7, 30/1, 30/8, 31/1, 32/1, 40/6 <ʾyl-
kwn> 19/1, 25/4, 30/4, 34/2 
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3/5-3/7 ušol orman ičïndä bädük bir [monster] 
bar erdi yїlqїlarnї ~ ärni yer erdi |bädük yaman 
bir kik erdi |berkä ämgäq birlä ~ ni basup erdi | 
9/6 andaġ körüglük erdi kim yerning ~i anї 
körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz tep süttän qumuz bola 
tururlar 
10/9 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi 
~gä ǰarlїġ čarlap kengäštilär käldilär 
11/5 toydan song oġuz qaġan beglärgä ~lärgä 
ǰarlїġ berdi 
19/1-19/7 oq birlä ǰïda birlä qïlïč birlä uruštïlar 
čäriglärning aralarїda köp tälim boldї urušqu 
|~lärning küngülläridä köp tälim boldї qayġu 
|urušunč tutulunč andaġ yaman boldï kim etil 
mörännüng suġï qïp qïzïl säpsänggir täg boldï 
oġuz qaġan baštï urum qaġan qačtï oġuz qaġan 
urum qaġannung qaġanluqїn aldï ~in aldї 
25/4 ušbo kök böri oġuzqaġanġa ayttï kim 
amdï čärig birlä mundon atlang qaġan atlap 
~lärni beglärni keldürgil män sängä bašlap 
yolnï körgürür män täp tädi 
30/1-30/4-30/8-31/1 oġuz qaġan taqï turdï 
qorïġan tüškürä turġan turdï tarlaġusïz bir yazï 
yer erdi munga ǰürčäd tätururlar erdi bädük bir 
yurt ~ erdi yïlqïlarï köp ud buzaġlarï köp altun 
kümüšläri köp ärdäniläri köp erdilär erdi 
munda ǰürčäd qaġanї ~ї oġuz qaġanġa qaršu 
käldilär uruš toquš bašladï oqlar birlä qïlïč 
birlä uruštïlar oġuz qaġan baštï ǰürčäd qaġannï 
bastï öldürdi bašïn kästi ǰürčäd ~їn öz aġїzїġa 
baqїnturdї urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung 
čärigigä nökärlärigä ~igä andaġ uluġ ölüg 
barġu tüšti kim […]  
32/1 anda oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ yašqï 
bir čäbär kiši bar erdi [...] bo čäbär bir qanqa 
ǰaptï qanqa üstündä ölüg barġunï qoydï qanqa 
bašïda tirig barġunï qoydï tarïttïlar kettilär 
nökärlärnüng ~ nüng qamaġї munї kördilär 
šaštїlar qanqalar taqï ǰaptïlar 
34/2 kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer 
bar turur uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp ïsïġ 
bir yer turur [...] ~lärining önglüki čїrayї qap 
qara turur 
40/6 andan song oġuz qaġan uluġ qurїltay 
čaġїrdї |nökerlärin ~ lärin čarlap čaġїrdї| kälip 
kengäšip olturdïlar 
 
er ‘man’  
OT är 'man, human male' (ED 192) 
var. <yr> 27/2, 27/5, <ʾyr> 28/9, <yyr> 35/8 
27/2-27/5 čärigdä bir bedik qaqїz ~ bäg bar 
erdi čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur erdi 
ǰörügüdä soġurġuda öngä ~ erdi 
28/9 čärigdä bir yaqšї čäbär ~ bar erdi anung 
atï tömürtü qaġul erdi  
35/8 oġuz qaġannung ǰanïda aq saqalluġ moz 
sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar erdi 
uqºġuluġ tüzün bir ~ erdi tüšimäl erdi anung atï 
uluġ türük erdi 
 
er- <ʾyr> ’to be’ 859 
OT är- 'to be' (ED 193) 
var. <ʾr> 2/6, <yr> 3/1 <ʾYr> 6/6, 18/5 <ʾʾr> 
14/8 
1/6-1/7-1/8 ušol oġulnung önglüki čïrayï kök 
~di aġïzï ataš qïzïl ~di közläri al sačlarï qašlarï 
qara ~dilär ~di yaqšï näwsikilärdän 
körüglükrök ~di 
2/6-2/7-2/8 adaqï ud adaqï täg| belläri bör 
belläri täg |yaġïrï kiš yaġïrï täg |kögüzü aduġ 
ögüzü täg| ~di |badanïnung qamaġï tüg 
tülüklüg ~di |yïlqïlar küdäyä turur ~di |atlarġa 
minä turur ~di |kik aw awlaya turur ~di | 
3/1-3/2-3/3-3/5-3/6-3/7-3/8 bo čaġda bo yerdä 
bir uluġ orman bar ~di |bunda kelgänlär kik 
köp köp |bunda učqanlar quš köp köp |~di ušol 
orman ičindä bädük bir [monster] bar ~di 
yïlqïlarnï yelkünlärni yer ~ di bädük yaman bir 
kik ~di berkä ämgäq birlä elkünni basup ~di 
oġuz qaġan bir eres qaqïz kiši ~di bo 
[monster]nï awlamaq tilädi 
6/6-6/9-7/2-7/3-7/4-7/5-7/6 känä künlärdä bir 
kün oġuz qaġan tängrini ǰalwarġuda ~di 
qarangġuluq keldi köktön bir kök yaruq tüšti 
kündön (ay) aydan qoġulġuluqraq ~di oġuz 
qaġan yörüdi kördi kim ušbo yaruqnung 
arasïnda bir qïz bar ~di yalġuz olturur ~di 
yaqšï körüglük bir qïz ~di anung bašïnda 
atašluġ yaruqluġ bir mängi bar ~di altun qazuq 
täg ~di ušol qïz andaġ körüglük ~di kim külsä 
kök tängri külä turur ïġlasa kök tängri ïġlaya 
turur 
9/1-9/2-9/3-9/5-9/6 känä bir kün oġuz qaġan 
awġa ketti bir köl arasïnda alïndan bir ïġač 
kördi bo ïġačnung qawučaïnda bir qïz bar ~di 
ǰalġuz olturur ~di yaqšï körüglük bir qïz ~di 
anung közü köktön kökräk ~di anung sačï 
mörän ºsuġï täg anung tïšï ünčü täg ~di andaġ 
körüglük ~di kim yer ning yelkünï anï körsä ay 
ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp süttän qumuz bola tururlar  
12/7 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš ~di kim män 
uygurnïng qaġanï bolamän kim yerning tört 
bulungïnung qaġanï bolsam käräk turur [...] 
13/9 känä bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta altun tägän 
bir qaġan bar ~di 
14/8-14/9-15/1-15/2-15/3 čong ǰangaqïda 
ururm tägän bir qaġan bar ~di ušbo qaġannung 
čärigi köp köp baluqlarï köp köp ~dilär ~di ušol 
                                                 
859
 the immediate argument of er- is in italic. 
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urum qaġan oġuz qaġannung ǰarlïġïn saqlamaz 
~di qatïqlaġu barmaz erdi 
16/7 ol ǰaruqton [...] bir erkäk böri čïqtï ušol 
böri oġuz qaġanġa söz bärip turur ~di taqï tädi 
kim [...] 
17/9 oġuz qaġan [...] kördi kim [...] čärigning 
tapuġlarïda [...] bädik bir erkäk böri yörügüdä 
turur ol börining artlarïn qatïġlap yörügüdä 
turur ~dilär ~di  
18/5 munda ätil mörän tägän bir taluy bar ~di  
20/2-20/3 urum qaġannung bir qarundašï bar 
~di urus bäg tägän ~di 
21/7-21/8 atam čamat ätüp ~sä mänüng tapum 
~ür mü 
23/9-24/1 čärigdä bir yaqšï bäg bar ~di anung 
atï uluġ ordu bäg ~di usluġ [...] bir er ~di 
26/2-26/3 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġïr atqa 
minä turur ~di ušbo ayġïr atnï bäk čoq sewür 
~di  
26/5 munda uluġ bir taġ bar ~di 
27/2-27/4-27/5 čärigdä bir bedük qaqïz bäg bar 
~di čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur ~di 
ǰörügüdä soġurġuda öngä er ~di 
27/9 muz taġlarda köp soġuq boluptan ol bäg 
qaġardan sarunmïš ~di 
28/6-28/7-28/8-28/9-29/1 kän yolda bedük bir 
üy kördi bo üynüng taġamï altundan ~di 
tünglüqlarï taqï kümüštün qalqanlarï tämürdän 
~dilär ~di qapuluġ ~di ačºġïč yoq ~ di čärigdä 
bir yaqšï čäbär er bar ~di anung atï tömürtü 
qaġul tägän ~di  
29/9-30/1-30/3 tarlaġusïz bir yazï yer ~di 
mungä ǰürčäd tätururlar ~di bädük bir yurt 
elkün ~di yïlqïlarï köp ud buzaġlarï köp altun 
kümüšläri köp ärdäniläri köp ~dilär ~di 
31/5-31/6 anda oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ 
yašqï bir čäbär kiši bar ~di anung atï 
barmaqlïġ ǰosun bellig ~di 
32/4 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa qanqa söz 
berä turur ~dilär ~di 
34/5 ušol yerning qaġanï mïsïr tägän bir qaġan 
~di 
34/9 anung dostlarï köp sewinč [...] ~di| |anung 
dušmanlarï köp qayġular [...]| 
35/7-35/8-35/9 tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanïda aq saqallug 
moz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar 
~di anung atï uluġ türük ~di tüšimäl ~di 
36/4-36/6 bo altun ya kün tuġïšïda (da) kün 
batušïġača täggän ~di taqï bo üč kümüš oq tün 
yïngġaqqa ketä turur ~di 
 
?eres/eren <yryz/yryn> ‘?manful’  
Mo. eres, eris 'straight, bold, outright' (L 323)/ 
OT ärän 'real man, fighting man' (ED 232) 
3/8 oġuz qaġan bir ~ qaqїz kiši erdi bo 
[monster]nï awlamaq tilädi 
 
erkäk <ʾyrkʾk> ‘male’ 
OT erkäk 'male, masculine' (ED 223) 
var.<ʾyrKʾk> 1/4, <ʾYrkYk> 25/1 
1/4 känä künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung közü 
yarїp küdädi ~ oġul tuġurdї  
8/3 künlärdän song käčälärdän song yarudï üč 
~ oġul tuġurdï 
10/4 künlärdän song kečälärdän song üč ~ 
oġulnї tuġurdї  
16/6 ol ǰaruqton kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik 
bir ~ böri čïqtï  
17/7 kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarïda kök 
tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bädik bir ~ böri yörügüdä 
turur 
18/3 bir näčä künlärdän song kök tülüklüg kök 
ǰalluġ bo bädik ~ böri turup turdï oġuz taqï 
čärig birlä turup turdï 
25/1 andan song oġuz qaġan känä kök tülüklüg 
kök ǰalluġ ~ böri kördi 
25/7 tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġan kördi kim 
~ börü čärigning tapuġlarïda yörügüdä turur 
sewindi ilgärü ketti 
33/2 känä bo kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ ~ böri 
birlä sïndu taqï tangqut taqï šaġam 
yïngġaqlarïġa atlap ketti 
 
ertä <ʾyrdʾ> ‘early’  
OT ertä 'the early morning' (ED 202) 
var. <ʾyrdY> 25/6 
4/4 andan song ~ boldї tang ~ čaġda käldi 
kördi kim [monster] buġunï alup turur  
4/8 mundon song ~ boldї tang ~ čaġda keldi 
kördi kim [monster] aduġnï alup turur 
16/1 čang ~ bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorїġanїġa kün täg bir ǰaruq kirdi  
25/6 tang ~ bolduqta oġuz qaġan kördi kim 
erkäk börü čärigning tapuġlarïda yörügüdä 
turur sewindi ilgärü ketti 
37/7 andan song ~ bolupta aqalarnї inilärni 
čarlap keldürdi 
 
etil ‘Proper name: river Etil (Volga)’ 
var. <ʾʾdʾl> 18/4, <ʾydʾl> 18/5, 23/5, 
23/7<ʾYdʾl> 19/3,  
18/4-18/5 munda ~ mörän tägän bir taluy bar 
erdi ~ mörännüng quduġїda bir qara taġ 
tapїġїda urušqu tutuldї 
19/3 tutulunč urušunč andaġ yaman boldї kim 
~ mörännüng suġї qїp qїzїl säpsänggir täg 
boldї 
23/5-23/7 kän čärig birlä […] [~] tägän 
mörän[gä] käčti [~] tägän [bädük] bir näng 
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[turur oġuz] qaġan anï [kördi] taqï tädi kim ~ 




ïġač ‘tree, lineage’  
OT ïġač 'tree' (ED 79) 
var. <ʾyq̈ʾč> 4/3, 8/9, 5/1, 22/3, <yyq̈ʾč> 4/7, 
<yq̈ʾč> 8/8, <čʾq̈ʾč> 24/3, <ʾqʾč> 24/4, 
<ʾYq̈ʾč> 41/4 
4/3 bir buġu aldï šol buġunї talnung čubuqї 
birlä ~qa baġladї ketti  
4/7 bir aduġ aldї altunluġ belbaġї birlä ~qa 
baġladї ketti  
5/1 kän özü ~nїng tübindä turdї  
8/8-8/9 känä bir kün oġuz qaġan awġa ketti bir 
köl arasїnda alїndan bir ~ kördi bo ~nung 
qawučaqїnda bir qїz bar erdi ǰalġuz olturur erdi 
22/3 urus bägning ogulï [...] taqï tädi kim [...] 
bizning qutbïz senning qutung bolmuš bizning 
uruġbïz sänning ~ungnung uruġї bolmuš bolup 
turur tängri sängä yer berüp buǰurmuš bolup 
turur män sängä bašumnï qutumnï berämän 
bärgü berip dostluqtan čïqmaztur täp tädi 
24/3 kördi kim […]da [köp tälim tallar] köp 
tälim […]lar […] [~ lar] […] 
24/4 [~ ]lar da yattї kečti  
41/4 [čong] yaqїda qїrïq qolač ~ni tiktürdi 
 
їġla- <yq̈lʾ> ‘to weep, cry’  
OT ïġla- 'to weep' (ED 85) 
7/7-7/8 ušol qїz andaġ körüglük erdi kim |külsä 
kök tängri külä turur |~sa kök tängri ~ya turur| 
 
ïġlaġur- <ʾyq̈lʾ-qwr> ‘to make cry’  
OT ïġlat- 'to make sy weep' (ED 86) 
42/5 oġuz qaġan [...] taqï tädi kim |ay oġullar 
köp män ašadum |urušqular köp män kördüm 
|ǰïda basa köp oq attum |ayġïr birlä köp 
yörüdüm|dušmanlarnї ~dum |dostlarumni män 
külgürdüm |kök tängrigä män ötädüm |sänlärgä 
berä män yurtum [täp tädi] 
 
ïsïġ <ʾySyq̈> ‘hot, warm’ 
OT isig 'hot, heat' (ED 246) 
33/9 kündünki bulungda baraq° tägän bir yer 





ič <ʾyč> ‘interior part’ 
OT ič 'the interior or inside of sg' (ED 17) 
3/4 ušol orman ~indä bädük bir [monster] bar 
erdi 
26/9 oġuz qaġannїng atї muz taġ ~igä qačїp 
ketti 
 
ič- <ʾyč> ‘to drink, swill’ 
OT ič- 'to drink' (ED 19) 
var. <ʾč> 2/1 
1/9- 2/1 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön 
oġuznї ~ip mundon artïqraq ~mädi 
11/4 türlüg ašlar türlüg sormalar čubuyanlar 
qїmїzlar aštїlar ~tilär 
42/1 qїrïq kün qїrïq kečä |aštїlar ~tilär |sewinč 
taptїlar| 
 
ičägü <ʾyčʾkw> ‘innards’ 
OT ičägü 'intestines, entrails' (ED 25) 
5/5 kän kälip kördi kim bir šungqar 
[monster]nїng ~sin yemäktä turur 
 
ikinči (?ekinči) <ʾykyn-čy> ’second’ 
OT ekkinč 'second' (ED 110) ekkinti (ED 111) 
8/5-8/6 künlärdän song käčälärdan song yarudï 
üč erkäk oġul tuġurdï birinčisigä kün at 
qoydïlar ~sigä ay at qoydïlar üčünčüsügä 
yulduz at qoydïlar 
10/5 künlärdän song kečälärdan song yarudï üč 
erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï birinčisigä kök at qoydïlar 
~sigä taġ at qoydїlar üčünčüsügä tängiz at 
qoydïlar 
 
ilgärü ‘along, ahead’ 
OT ilgärü 'forward, eastwards' (ED 144) 
var. <ʾylkʾrw> 24/8, <ylkʾ-rw> 25/9, <ʾyl-kʾ-
rw> 28/4, 29/4 
24/8 oġuz qaġan säwinč ätti küldi taqï ayttï 
kim ay ay sän munda bäg bolung qїpčaq tägän 
sän bäg bolung täp tädi taqї ~ ketti 
25/9 oġuz qaġan kördi kim erkäk börü 
čärigning tapuġlarїda yörügüdä turur sewindi ~ 
ketti 
28/4 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttï kim 
ay sän munda bäglärgä bolġїl bašlїq män 
mängilap sängä at bolsun qaġarlїġ täp tädi köp 
ärdäni soyurqadї ~ ketti 
29/4 anga ǰarlïġ qïldï kim sän munda qal ač 
qalqan ačqungdon song käl orduġa täp tädi 
mundan anga qalač at qoydї ~ ketti 
 
ini <ʾyny> ‘younger brother’  
OT ini 'younger brother' (ED 170) 
37/7 andan song ertä bolupta aqalarnї ~lärni 
čarlap käldürdi 
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40/2 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqï oqlarnï 
üčügä üläštürdi taqï ayttї kim ay ~lär oqlar 
bolsun sänlärnüng ya attї oqnї oqlar täg sänlär 




ǰalluġ <čʾllwq̈> ‘maned’  
OT yal 'a horse's mane' (ED 916) 
var. <čʾllwq> 17/6 <čʾl-lwq> 18/2 
16/5, 17/6, 18/2, 25/1, 29/6, 33/1 kök tülüklüg 
kök ~ (bedik) (bir) erkäk böri  
 
ǰalwar- <čʾlbʾr> ’to be in somone’s devotion, 
to pray’  
OT yalvar- 'to beg, beseech, pray' (ED 920) 
6/5 känä künlärdä bir kün oġuz qaġan bir yerdä 
tängrini ~ġuda erdi qarangġuluq keldi köktön 
bir kök yaruq tüšti kündön (ay) aydan 
qoġulġuluqraq erdi 
 
ǰalġuz see yalġuz 
 
ǰan <čʾn> ‘side’ 
OT yan 'the hip, side, flank' (ED 940) 
35/6 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ~їda aq saqalluġ 
muz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar 
erdi uqºġuluġ tüzün bir yer erdi tüšimäl erdi 
anung atï uluġ türük erdi 
 
ǰangaq ‘side’ 
OT yangaq 'cheek-bone, cheek, side' (ED 948) 
var. <čʾngʾ-q̈> 13/8, <čʾngʾq> 14/7 
13/8 känä bo čaġda ong ~ta altun qaġan tägän 
bir qaġan bar erdi  
14/7 čong ~їda urum tägän bir qaġan bar erdi 
 
ǰap- <čʾb> ’to build’ 
OT yap- 'to build, to put together' (ED 871) 
31/7-32/2 oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ yašqï 
bir čäbär kiši bar erdi anung atï barmaqlïġ 
ǰosun bellig erdi bo čäbär bir qanqa ~tї qanqa 
üstündä ölüg barġunï qoydï qanqa bašïda tirig 
barġunï qoydï tarïttïlar kettilär nökärlärnüng 
elkünnüng qamaġї |munї kördilär 
šaštїlar|qanqalar taqї ~tїlar 
(? 38/9, 39/8 see tap- ) 
 
ǰaptur- <čʾbdwr>‘to have someone to build 
something’  
OT yaptur- 'to have sy to build sg' (ED 872) 
11/2 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi 
elküngä ǰarlïġ čarlap kengäštilär käldilär qїrïq 
širä qїrïq bandang ~dї türlüg ašlar türlüg 
sormalar čubuyanlar qïmïzlar aštïlar ičtilär  
 
ǰaruq see yaruq 
 
(?)ǰarla- <čʾrlʾ> ’to proclaim a command’  
Mo. ’to order, publish, proclaim a command 
(Lessing 1038) see čarla-  
11/1 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi 
elküngä ǰarlïġ ~p kengäštilär käldilär 
 
ǰarlïġ ‘order’  
OT yarlïġ 'a command from a superior to an 
inferior' (ED 966) Mo. ǰarliġ 'decree, 
command, order' (L 1038) 
var. <čʾr-lʾq̈> 10/9, <čʾrlʾq̈> 11/6, 12/4, 29/2 
<čʾrlYq> 15/2, <yʾrlʾq> 15/4, <čʾrlwq> 21/9,  
10/9 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi 
elküngä ~ čarlap kengäštilär käldilär 
11/6 toydan song oġuz qaġan beglärgä 
elkünlärgä ~ berdi taqï tädi kim [...] 
12/4 känä andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa ~ 
ǰumšadї bildürgülük bitidi elčïlärigä berip 
yibärdi 
15/2-15/4 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannїng ~їn 
saqlamaz erdi [...] munї söz sözni tutmaz män 
turur män täp ~ġa baqmadї 
21/9 urus bägning oġulï anga köp altun kümüš 
yibärdi taqï tädi kim [...] atam čamat ätüp ersä 
mänüng tapum erür mü sändän ~ baġlїġ bellüg 
bola män 
29/2 anga ~ qїldї kim sän munda qal ač qalqan 
ačqungdon song käl orduġa täp tädi  
 
ǰaša- see aša- 
 
ǰašaġu <čšʾq̈w> 'life' 
OT yaša- 'to live (long)' (ED 976) 
36/9 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim ay qaġanum 
sängä ~ bolsunġїl uzun|ay qaġanum sängä 
türlük bolsunġїl tüzün|[…] 
 
ǰïda ‘spear, javelin’  
Mo. ǰida 'spear, javelin' (L 1049) 
var. <čydʾ> 3/9, 5/3, 5/9 <čʾdʾ> 11/9, 42/4 
<čʾʾdʾ> 18/7 
3/9 oġuz qaġan bir eres qaqïz kiši erdi bo 
[monster]nï awlamaq tilädi bir kün awġa čїqtї 
~ birlä ya oq birlä taqї qїlїč birlä qalqan birlä 
atladї 
5/3 känä özü ïġačnïng tübindä turdï [monster] 
kälip bašї birlä oġuz qalqanїn urdї oġuz ~ birlä 
[monster]nїng bašїn urdї anї öldürdi 
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5/9 ya birlä oq birlä šungqarnï öldürdi bašïn 
kästi andan song tädi kim šungqarnung angġusï 
ušbo turur |buġu yedi aduġ yedi ~m öldürdi 
tämür bolsa| [monster]nï šungqar yedi ya oqum 
öldürdi yäz bolsa täp tädi 
11/9 toydan song oġuz qaġan beglärgä 
elkünlärgä ǰarlïġ berdi taqï tädi kim |män 
senlärgä boldum qaġan| alalïng ya taqï qalqan| 
tamġa bizgä bolsun buyan |kök böri bolsunġїl 
uran| tämür ~lar bol orman| aw yerdä yörüsün 
qulan| taqï taluy taqï mörän| kün tuġ bolġïl kök 
qorïġan| täp tädi 
18/7 etil mörännüng quduġїda bir qara taġ 
tapїġїda urušqu tutuldї oq birlä ~ birlä qїlїč 
birlä uruštїlar 
42/4 taqï tädi kim [ay] oġullar köp män 
ašadum |urušqular köp män kördüm |~ basa 
köp oq attum |ayġїr birlä köp yörüdüm |[...]| 
[täp tädi] 
 
ǰol see yol 
 
ǰörü- see yörü- 
 
ǰumša- see yumša- 
 
ǰüräk <čwrʾk> ‘heart’  
OT yüräk 'heart' (ED 965) 
9/9 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї ketti ~igä ataš 
tüšti anї sewdi aldї anïng birlä yattï tilägüsün 
aldï töl boġus boldï künlärdän song kečälärdän 
song yarudï 
 
ǰürčäd <čwrčʾd> ‘Prop. Djürchi’  
29/9 oġuz qaġan taqï turdï qorïġan tüškürä 
turġan turdï tarlaġusїz bir yazї yer erdi munga 
~ tätururlar erdi 
30/3 munda ~ qaġanї elküni oġuz qaġanġa 
qaršu käldilär uruš toquš bašladï 
30/7-30/8 oġuz qaġan baštї ~ qaġannї bastї 





qawučaq <q̈ʾbw-čʾq̈> ‘hollow (of a tree)’ 
OT qoburčaq, qaburčaq 'a wooden case' MT 
qaburčuq 'ağaç içi oyularak yapılan,yahut ağaç 
kabuğundan yapılan hokka, kutu' (WOT 562-
563) 
8/9 oġuz qaġan […] bir їġač kördi bo їġačnung 
~ïnda bir qïz bar erdi ǰalġuz olturur erdi 
 
qač- ‘to flee, run away’  
OT qač- 'to flee run away' (ED 589) 
var. <q̈ʾč> 19/6, 34/7, <q̈č> 26/4, <qʾč> 26/9 
19/6 oġuz qaġan baštї urum qaġan ~tї oġuz 
qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqïn aldï 
elkünin aldï 
26/4 čolda ušbo ayġїr at közdän yitü ~tї ketti 
26/9 oġuz qaġannung atї muz taġ ičigä ~їp 
ketti  
34/7 qatїq yaman urušqu boldї |oġuz qaġan 
baštї| mїsїr qaġan ~tї| oġuz anї bastї| yurtїn aldї 
ketti| 
 
qaġan <q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ> ‘kagan (title)’ (cf. qaqïz) 
OT χaġan 'an independent ruler of a tribe or 
people' (ED 611) 
var. ?<q̈ʾq̈ʾn> 3/7, 27/2 <qʾqʾn> 12/4, 15/5, 
19/6, 24/5, 24/9, 25/2, 26/9, (39/1), 40/5, 42/1, 
<q̈ʾqʾn> 20/9 
1/3 kän künlärdän bir kün ay ~nung közü yarїp 
küdädi 
?3/7-3/8 oġuz ~ bir eren ~ kiši erdi bo 
[monster]nї awlamaq tilädi 
6/5 oġuz ~ 
6/9 oġuz ~ 
7/8 oġuz ~ 
8/7 oġuz ~ 
9/8 oġuz ~ 
10/8 oġuz ~ 
11/5 oġuz ~ 
11/7 män senlärgä boldum ~| alalїng ya taqї 
qalqan | 
12/4 oġuz ~ 
12/7-12/8 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim 
män uyġurnїng ~ї bola män kim yerning tört 
bulungїnung ~ї bolsam käräk turur 
13/8-13/9-14/1 kän bo čaġda ong ǰangaqta 
altun ~ tägän bir ~ bar erdi ušbo altun ~ oġuz 
~ġa elči yumšap yibärdi [...] aġïzïġa baqïndï 
yaqšï be(r)gü birlä dost luq qïldï anung birlä 
amïraq boldï 
14/8 čong ǰangaqїda urum tägän bir ~ bar erdi 
15/1 ušol urum ~ oġuz ~ nïng ǰarlїġїn saqlamaz 
erdi 
15/5 oġuz ~ 
16/7 oġuz ~ 
17/3 oġuz ~ 
19/5-19/6 oġuz ~ baštї urum ~ qačtї oġuz ~ 
urum ~nung qaġanluqїn aldї elkünin aldї 
20/1 urum ~nung bir qarundašї bar erdi urus 
bäg tägän erdi 
20/9 oġuz ~ 
21/3urus bägning oġulï [...] taqї tädi kim ay 
männing ~um sän mängä atam bo baluqnї 
berip turur taqї tädi kim […] 
22/8 oġuz ~ 
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23/6 oġuz ~ 
24/5 oġuz ~ 
24/9 oġuz ~ 
25/2 oġuz ~ 
25/7 oġuz ~ 
26/1 oġuz ~ 
26/8 oġuz ~ 
26/9 oġuz ~ 
27/2 ? čärigdä bir bedik ~ bäg bar erdi čalïng 
bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur erdi ǰörügüdä 
soġurġuda onga er erdi 
27/7 oġuz ~ 
29/7 oġuz ~ 
30/3 munda ǰürčäd ~ї elküni oġuz ~ġa qaršu 
käldilär uruš toquš bašladï 
30/6-30/7 uruš toquš bašladï oqlar birlä qïlïčlar 
birlä uruštïlar oġuz ~ baštї ǰürčäd ~nї bastї 
öldürdi bašїn kästi 
30/9 oġuz ~ 
31/4 oġuz ~ 
32/5 oġuz ~ 
34/4 tašqarun qalmasun bällüg bolsun kim 
kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer bar 
turur [...] ušol yerning ~ї mїsïr tägän bir ~ erdi 
34/5 oġuz ~ 
34/7 qatїq yaman urušqu boldї |oġuz ~ baštї| 
mїsïr ~ <qʾqʾn> qačtї | oġuz anï bastï |yurtïn 
aldï ketti| 
(35/1) oġuz ~ 
35/5 oġuz ~ 
36/7 oġuz ~ 
36/8 anung atï uluġ türük erdi [...] uyqudon 
song tüštä körgänin oġuz qaġanġa bildürdi täqї 
tädi kim ay ~um sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġїl uzun 
|[ay ~um] sängä türlük bolsunġїl tüzün| [...] 
37/4 oġuz ~ 
(39/1) oġuz ~ 
40/5 oġuz ~ 
39/9 oġuz ~ 
40/8 oġuz ~ 
42/1 oġuz ~ 
 
qaġanluq <q̈ʾq̈ʾṅ-lwq> 'the state of being 
kagan' (cf. qaqïz-luq) 
OT χaġan 'an independent ruler of a tribe or 
people' (ED 611) 
var. ?<q̈ʾq̈ʾn-lwq> 38/1 
19/7 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqïn 
aldï elkünin aldï 
?38/1 ay manüng köngülüm awnї tiläp turur 
qarї bolġumdan mäning ~um yoq turur 
 
qaġar/qār <q̈ʾq̈ʾr> ’snow’  
OT qar 'snow' (ED 641) 
27/9 muz taġlarda köp soġuq boluptan ol bäg 
~dan sarunmїš erdi 
 
qaġarlïġ/qārlïġ <q̈’q̈’r-lʾq̈> ‘Prop./ ethnonym 
Karluk’ 
28/3 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
ay sän munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq |män 
mängiläp sängä at bolsun ~ | 
 
qaġatïr/qātïr <<q̈ʾq̈ʾdʾr> > ‘mule’ 
OT qatïr 'mule' (ED 604) 
31/3 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu 
tüšti |kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at ~ ud 
azlїq boldї 
 
?qaqїz <q̈ʾq̈ʾz> ‘impulsive, hot-headed’ 
?OT qaqï- 'to be angry (with sy) to abuse' (ED 
609), ~ qaq- 'to strike, tap' (ED 609) ~ qïqïr- 
'to shout' (ED 612) > *qïqrï-z > *qïqïz (cf. 
Erdal 1991 321-327) 
3/8 oġuz qaġan bir eres ~ kiši erdi bo 
[monster]nї awlamaq tilädi  
27/2 čärigdä bir bedik ~ bäg bar erdi čalïng 
bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur erdi ǰörügüdä 
soġurġuda onga er erdi 
 
?qaqïz-luq <q̈ʾq̈ʾz-lwq> 'impulsiveness' 
OT qaqï- 'to be angry (with sy) to abuse' (ED 
609) 
38/1 ay manüng köngülüm awnї tiläp turur qarї 
bolġumdan mäning ~um yoq turur 
 
qal- <q̈ʾl> ‘to stay, remain’  
OT qal- 'to remain' (ED 615) 
29/2 čärigda bir yaqšї čäbär er bar erdi anung 
atї tömürtü qaġul tägän erdi anga ǰarlїġ qїldї 
kim |sän munda ~ ač qalqan |ačqungdon song 
käl ordugä |täp tädi mundan anga qalač at 
qoydї 
33/6 kän tašqarun ~masun bällüg bolsun kim 
[…] 
35/4 kän tašqarun ~masun kim bellüg bolsun 
kim  
 
qalač <q̈ʾlʾč> ‘Prop./Ethnonym’  
29/4 (see qal-) 
 
qalqan ‘1. shield 2. (window) shutters’ 
OT qalqan 'shield' (ED 621); Mo. qalq-a 
'shield, screen, bulwark' (L 922) 
var. <q̈ʾlq̈ʾṅ> 4/1, 5/2, 11/8 <qʾlqʾ[n]> 28/7, 
<q̈ʾlq̈ʾn> 29/2  
4/1 bir kün awġa čїqtї ǰїda birlä ya oq birlä taqї 
qїlїč birlä ~ birlä atladї  
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5/2 kän özü їġačnїng tübindä turdї [monster] 
kälip bašї birlä oġuz ~їn urdї  
11/8 män sänlärgä boldum qaġan |alalїng ya 
taqї ~ |tamġa bizgä bolsun buyan|[…] 
28/7 yolda bedük bir üy kördi bo üynüng 
taġamї altundan erdi tünglüqlarї taqї kümüštün 
~ larї tämürdän erdilär erdi 
29/2 anga ǰarlїġ qїldї kim sän munda qal ač ~ 
ačqungdon song käl orduġa 
 
qamaġ <q̈ʾmʾq̈> ‘all, the whole of’  
Per. > OT qamaġ 'all' (ED 627) 
2/5 badanїnung ~ї tük tülüklüg erdi 
32/1 nökärlärnüng elkünnüng ~ї munї kördilär 
šaštїlar qanqalar taqї ǰaptїlar 
 
qanqa <q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ> ‘1. a kind of cart 2. 
onomatopoeic word' 
OT qang onomatopoeic, gaggle, honk' (ED 
630), qanga 'wagon, cart' (ED 638) 
var. <q̈ʾṅqʾ> 31/8 
31/7-31/8 bo čäbär bir ~ ǰaptї ~ üstündä ölüg 
barġunї qoydi ~ bašїda tirig barġunї qoydї 
tarïttїlar kättilär 
32/2-32/3-32/5-32/6-32/8 nökärlärnüng 
elkünnüng qamaġї munї kördilär šaštїlar ~lar 
taqї ǰaptїlar munlar ~ yörümäktä ~ ~ söz berä 
turur erdilär erdi anung üčün anlarġa ~ at 
qoydїlar oġuz qaġan ~larnї kördi küldi taqї 
ayttї kim ~ ~ birlä ölügni tirig yörügürsün 
qangaluġ sängä at bolġuluq ~ bälgürsün täp 
tädi 
 
qanqaluġ <q̈ʾṅq̈ʾ-lwq̈> ’Prop. ethnonym 
Qanglï/one having a cart’ 
OT qanglï 'wagon, cart, carriage' (ED 638) 
32/7-32/8 see qanqa 
 
qapuluġ <q̈ʾbwlw[q]> ‘closed, ?(a house) 
having a door'  
OT qapïl- 'to be seized grasped' (ED 584); 
qapïġlïg '(a house having a door)'. 
28/8 bo üynüng taġamї altundan erdi 
tünglüqlarї taqї kümüštün qalqanlarї tämürdän 
erdilär erdi ~ erdi ač°ġïč yoq erdi 
 
qara ‘black’  
OT qara 'black' (ED 643) 
var. <q̈ʾrʾ> 1/7, 41/6, <qʾrʾ> 18/6, 34/3 
1/7 ušol oġulnung […] sačlarї qašlarї ~ ärdilär 
ärdi 
18/6 etil mörännüng quduqїda bir ~ taġ 
tapїġїda urušqu tutuldї 
34/3 […] kündünki bulungda baraq° tägän bir 
yer bar turur […] elkünlärining önglüki čїraġї 
qap ~ turur 
41/6 anung bašїda bir kümüš taġuq qoydї 
adaqїda bir ~ qoyunnї baġladї 
 
qarangġuluq <q̈ʾrʾṅkq̈w lwq̈> ‘darkness’  
OT qarangġu 'darkness' (ED 662) 
6/6 oġuz qaġan bir yerdä tängrini ǰalwarġuda 
ärdi ~ keldi köktön bir kök yaruq tüšti 
 
qarï <q̈ʾry> ‘old (man or woman)’  
OT qarï 'old' (ED 644) 
37/9 […] taqї ayttї kim ay mänüng köngülüm 
awnї tiläp turur ~ bolġumdan mäning 
qaqїzluqum yoq turur 
 
qart <q̈ʾrd> ‘old’ 
OT qart '1. ulcer 2. old' (ED 647) 
35/7 oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda aq saqalluġ moz 
sačluġ uzun usluġ bir ~ kiši turur bar erdi 
 
qaršu <q̈ʾršw> ‘against’  
OT qaršï 'opposed, opposite, against' (ED 663) 
30/4 munda ǰürčäd qaġanї elküni oġuz qaġanġa 
~ käldilär 
 
qarundaš <qʾrwṅ-dʾš>‘brother’  
OT qarïndaš 'sibling (with common mother)' 
(ED 662) 
20/2 urum qaġannung bir ~ї bar erdi urus bäg 
tägän erdi 
 
qaš <q̈ʾš> ’eyebrow’  
OT qaš 'eyebrow' (ED 669) 
1/6 ušol oġulnung […] sačlarї ~ larї qara 
ärdilärärdi 
 
qatïq /?qatïġ <q̈ʾdʾq̈> ' chaotic /?massive ' 
OT qatïġ 'hard, firm, tough' (ED 597) < 2. qat- 
'to be hard'; ~ qatïq 'something mixed into 
something else' (ED 598) < 1. qat- 'to mix, to 
add' 
34/6 ušol yerning qaġanï mïsïr tägän bir qaġan 
erdi oġuz qaġan anung üstigä atladï ~ yaman 
urušqu boldï 
 
qatїġlaġu 'the act of making massive, fortified' 
OT qatïġ 'hard, firm, tough' (ED 597), 
qatïglan- 'to harden oneself' (ED 600) < 2. qat- 
'to be hard' 
var. <qʾdʾq̈lʾ-q̈w> 20/6, <qʾdʾqlʾq̈w> 21/5 
20/6 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašїda täring 
mörän arasїda yaqšї bär°k baluqqa yumšadї 
taqї tädi kim baluqnї ~ käräk turur sän taqї 
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urušqulardan song baluqnї bizgä saqlap kälgil 
täp tädi 
21/5 […] taqї tädi kim ay männing qaġanum 
sän mängä atam bo baluqnї bärip turur taqї tädi 
kim baluqnї ~ käräk turur sän taqї 
urušqulardan song baluqnї bängä saqlap kälgil 
täp tädi 
 
?qatїqla- <qʾdʾq-lʾ> ‘to join, to follow' 
OT qatïq 'something mixed into something 
else' (ED 598) < 1. qat- 'to mix, to add' ~ qatïġ 
'hard, firm, tough' (ED 597); qatïġdï 'tightly, 
firmly' (ED 599) < 2. qat 'to be hard'  
17/8 kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarїda […] 
bädik bir erkäk böri yörügüdä turur ol börining 
artlarїn ~p yörügüdä turur erdilär erdi 
 
?qatïqlaġu <q̈ʾdʾqlʾq̈w> 'the act of following, 
joining (forces)' 
OT qatïq 'something mixed into something 
else' (ED 598) < 1. qat- 'to mix, to add' cf. 
qatïġlaġu 
15/2 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannїng ǰarlїġїn 
saqlamaz erdi ~ barmaz erdi munï söz sözni 
tutmaz män turur män täp yarlїġġa baqmadї 
 
qayġu <q̈ʾyq̈w> ‘fear, grief, sorrow’  
OT qadġu 'sorrow, grief' (ED 598) 
19/2 oq birlä ǰїda birlä qїlїč birlä uruštїlar 
čäriglärning aralarїda köp tälim boldї urušġu 
|elkünlärning köngülläridä köp tälim boldї ~  
35/1 anung dostlarї köp sewinč […] erdi 
|anung dušmanlarї köp ~ lar […]| 
 
qazuq <q̈ʾswq̈> ‘pole’  
OT qazġuq 'a peg driven into the ground' altun 
qazuq 'the Pole Star' (ED 682) 
7/5 anung bašїnda atašluġ yaruqluġ bir mängi 
bar erdi altun ~ täg erdi 
 
qïl- ‘to do something’  
OT qïl- 'to do sg, to make sg' (ED 616) 
var. <qʾl> 13/7 , <qYl> 14/6 <q̈ʾl> 29/2, 37/6, 
39/2 
13/7 ušbo kim aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa 
[…] dušman tutar män taġuraq basїp asturїp 
yoq bolsunġїl täp ~ur män  
14/6 altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči yumšap 
yibärdi […] aġїzїġa baqїndї yaqšї begü birlä 
dostluq ~dї 
23/4 ayttї kim mängä köp altun yumšap sän 
baluqnї yaqšї saqlap sän täp tädi […] dostluq 
[~]dї 
29/2 yolda bedük bir üy kördi […] qapuluġ 
erdi ačïºġïč yoq erdi čärigdä bir yaqši čäbär er 
bar erdi […] anga ǰarlїġ ~dї kim sän munda qal 
ač qalqan| ačqungdon song käl orduġa| 
37/6 oġuz qaġan uluġ türüknüng sözün yaqšї 
kördi ögütün tilädi ögütügä körä ~dї 
39/2 ǰolda bir altun yanї taptїlar aldї[lar] 
atasїġa bärdi[lär] [oġuz qaġan] [?bo altun yanї] 
[üč] buzġuluq ~dї 
 
qïlïč ‘sword’  
var. <<q̈ylʾč> 4/1, <q̈ʾlʾč>5/4, 30/5 <q̈Ylʾč> 
18/8 
4/1 oġuz qaġan bir kün awġa čїqtї ǰїda birlä ya 
oq birlä taġї ~ birlä qalqan birlä atladї  
5/4 oġuz ǰїda birlä bašїn urdї anї öldürdi ~ 
birlä bašїn kästi aldї ketti  
18/8 etil mörännüng quduġїda bir qara taġ 
tapїġїda urušqu tutuldї oq birlä ǰїda birlä ~ 
birlä uruštїlar  
30/5 uruš toquš bašladї oqlar birlä ~lar birlä 
urustїlar 
 
qїmїz see. qumuz 
 
qïpčaq <[qy]bčʾq> ‘Prop/Ethnonym Kipchak’  
24/7 oġuz qaġan säwinč ätti küldi taqї ayttї 
kim ay ay sän munda bäg bolung ~ tägän sän 
bäg bolung 
 
qїrïq ’forty, many’  
OT qïrq 'forty' (ED 651) 
var. <q̤̈ʾrʾq̈> 2/2, 11/1, 11/2 <q̤̈ʾrʾq> 15/7, 
<qʾrʾq> 41/4, 41/9 
2/2 tïlï kelä bašladї ~ kündön song bädüklädi 
yörüdi oynadї  
11/1-11/2 oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi elküngä 
ǰarlїġ čarlap kengäštilär käldilär ~ širä ~ 
bandang ǰapturdї 
15/7 čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnї tutup ketti ~ 
kündön song muz taġ tägän taġnung adaqїġa 
keldi 
41/4 [čong] yaqїda ~ qol ač їġačnї tiktürdi 
41/9 [ong] yaqta buzuqlar oldturdї čong yaqta 
üč oqlar olturdї ~ kün ~ kečä aštїlar ičtilär 
sewinč taptїlar 
 
qïz I <q̈yz> ‘girl’  
OT qïz 'girl, unmarried woman' (ED 679) 
var. <q̈Yz> 7/3 
7/1 ušbo yaruqnung arasїnda bir ~ bar erdi 
yalġuz olturur erdi  
7/3 yaqšї körüglük bir ~ erdi 
7/5 ušol ~ andaġ körüglük erdi kim külsä kök 
tängri külä turur| їġlasa kök tängrї їġlaya turur| 
9/1 bo їġačnung qawučaqїnda bir ~ bar erdi 
ǰalġuz olturur erdi 
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9/2 yaqšї körüglük bir ~ erdi 
 
qїz II <q̈ʾz> ‘rare, valuable’  
OT qïz 'costly, expensive, rare' (ED 680) 
14/3 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüš tartїp 
köp tälim ~ yaqut taš alup köp tälim ärdänilär 
yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi.  
 
qїzїl ‘red’ 
OT qïzïl 'red' (ED 683) 
var. <q̈Ysyl> 1/6, <qySyl> 19/4 
1/6 ušol oġulnung önglüki čїraġї kök erdi aġїzї 
ataš ~ erdi  
19/4 urušunč tutulunč andaġ yaman boldї kim 
etil mörännung suġї qїp ~ säpsänggir täg boldї 
 
qoġulġuluqraq (?qowul-) <q̈wq̈wlq̈w-luq̈-rʾq̈> 
‘more glowing, sparking (than)’ 
OT qoġ 'dust' (Hakass χoχ 'burning ashes') (ED 
609), Mo. qoġ dust particles, dirt, garbage (L 
951);~ ?OT qoq- 'to give out a smell of 
burning' (ED 609) 
6/8 köktön bir kök yaruq tüšti kündön (ay) 
aydan ~raq erdi 
 
qolač <qwl-ʾč> ‘a measure of length, fathom’ 
OT qulač 'fathom, the distance between the 
finger-tips of two outstretched arms' 
41/4 čong yaqїda qїrїq ~ їġačnї tiktürdi 
 
qorїġan 'camp, dome' 
OT qorïġ 'an enclosure, enclosed area (for the 
ruler)' (ED 652) Mo. qoriy-a(n), qoruġ-a 
'courtyard, enclosure, camp' (L 967) 
var. <qwryq̈ʾṅ> 12/3, <q̈wryq̈ʾṅ> 15/9, 16/3 
<q̈wrʾqʾn> 17/4, <q̈wrYq̈ʾṅ> 29/7 
12/3 […]|aw yerdä yörüsün qulan |taqї taluy 
taqї mörän kün tuġ bolġїl kök ~ |täp tädi 
15/9 qїrïq kündön song muz tay tägän taġnung 
adaqїġa keldi ~nї tüškürdi šük bolup uyup 
turdї 
16/3 čang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung ~їġa 
kün täg bir ǰaruq kirdi  
17/4 andan song oġuz qaġan ~nї türdürdi ketti 
kördi kim […] 
29/7 känä bir kün […] erkäk böri yörümäyn 
turdї oġuz taqї turdї ~ tüškürä turġan turdї 
tarlaġusїz bir yazї yer erdi 
 
qoruq- <q̈wrwq̈> ‘to fear’  
OT qorq- 'to fear, be afraid' (ED 651) 
27/3 čärigda bedik qaqїz er bäg erdi čalïng 
bulïngdan ~maz turur erdi 
 
qoy- <q̈wy> ‘to put, place sg sw’  
OT qod- 'to put down, abandon' (ED 595) 
var. <qwy> 8/6, 23/3 
8/4-8/5-8/6 birinčisigä kün at ~dїlar ekinčisigä 
ay at ~dїlar üčünčüsügä yulduz at ~dїlar 
10/5-10/6-10/7 birinčisigä kök at ~dїlar 
ekinčisigä taġ at ~dїlar üčünčüsügä tängiz at 
~dїlar 
23/3 ayttї kim mängä köp altun yumšap sän 
baluqnї yaqšї saqlap sän täp tädi anung üčün 
anga saqlap at ~dї 
29/4 anga ǰarlїġ qїldї kim sän munda qal ač 
qalqan |ačqungdon song käl orduġa |täp tädi 
mundan anga qalač at ~dї  
31/8-31/9 bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptї qanqa 
üstündä ölüg barġunї ~dї qanqa bašïda tirig 
barġunї ~dї tarïttїlar kettїlär 
32/5 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa qanqa söz 
berä turur erdilär erdi anung üčün anlarġa 
qanqa at ~dїlar 
41/5 čong yaqїda qїrїq qolač їġačnї tiktürdi 
anung bašїda bir kümüš taġuq ~dї 
 
qoyun ‘sheep’  
OT qoń 'sheep' (ED 631) 
var. <q̈wʾwn> 41/3, <q̈wywn> 41/6 
41/3 [adaqї]da bir aq ~ baġladї  
41/6 čong yaqїda qїrїq qolač їġačnї tiktürdi 
anung bašїda bir kümüš taġuq qoydї adaqїda 
bir qara ~ baġladї 
 
quduġ <q̈wdwq̈> ‘edge, river-bank’  
OT qïdïġ 'the edge of sg, sea-shore' (ED 598) ≠ 
quduġ 'well'  
18/5 etil mörännüng ~їda bir qara taġ tapїġїda 
urušqu tutuldї 
 
qulan <q̈wlʾṅ> ‘wild ass’  
OT qulan 'wild ass' (ED 622) 
12/1 […]|tamġa bizgä bolsun buyan |kök böri 
bolsunġїl uran |tämür ǰїda bol orman |aw yerdä 
yörüsün ~ |[…] 
 
qumuz ‘koumiss’  
OT qïmïz 'fermented mare's milk, koumiss' 
(ED 629) 
var. <q̈wmwz> 9/8, <q̈ʾmYz> 11/3 
9/8 andaġ körüglük erdi kim yerning yelküni 
anї körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölürbiz täp süttän ~ bola 
tururlar 
11/3 qїrïq širä qїrïq bandang ǰapturdї türlüg 
ašlar türlüg sormalar čubuyanlar ~lar aštїlar 
ičtilär 
 
qurïltay <qwryʾldʾy> ’Kuriltay, great council’ 
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Mo. quralta 'assembly, meeting' (L 988) 
40/5 andan song oġuz qaġan uluġ ~ čaġїrdї 
nökärlärin elkünlärin čarlap čaġїrdї 
 
quš <q̈wš> ‘bird’  
OT quš (ED 670) 
var. <qwš> 38/7 
3/3 bo čaġda bo yerdä bir uluġ orman bar erdi 
|[…] |bunda kelgänlär kik köp köp bunda 
učqanlar ~ köp köp erdi 
34/1 kündünki bulungda baraq° tägän bir yär 
bar turur uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp їsїġ 
bir yer turur munda köp kikläri köp qušlarї bar 
turur 
38/7 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp ~lar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda bir altun ya taptїlar 
39/6 andan song kök taġ tängiz köp kiklär köp 
~lar awlaġularїdan song ǰolda üč kümüš oq 
taptїlar 
 
qut <qwd> ‘regal charisma’  
OT qut 'the favour of heaven, good fortune' 
(ED 594) 
22/1-22/2 bizning qutbїz senning qutung 
bolmuš bizning uruġbїz sänning їġačungnung 
uruġї bolmuš bolup turur 
 
K 
käl- ‘to come’  
käl- 'to come' (ED 715) 
var. <kʾl> 4/5, 5/2, 5/5, 20/8, 29/, 30/5, 40/7, 
<kyl> 2/2, <kYl> 4/9, 6/6, 15/9, 21/6 
2/2 anasїning kögüzündön oġuznї ičip mundon 
artїqraq ičmädi yeg ät aš sorma tilädi tїlї ~ä 
bašladї 
4/5 andan song ertä boldї tang ertä čaġda ~di 
kördi kim […] 
4/9 mundon song ertä boldї tang ertä čaġda ~di 
kördi kim […] 
5/2 kän özü їġačnїng tübindä turdї [monster] 
~ip bašї birlä oġuz qalqanїn urdї 
5/5 kän ~ip kördi kim bir šungqar [monster] 
ičägüsin yemäktä turur 
6/6 oġuz qaġan bir yerdä tängrini ǰalwarġuda 
erdi qarangġuluq ~di 
15/9 čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnї tutup ketti qїrïq 
kündön song muz taġ tägän taġnung adaqїġa 
~di 
20/8 urušqulardan song baluqnї bizgä saqlap ~ 
gil  
21/6 urušqular dan song baluqnї bängä saqlap 
~ gil  
29/3 anga ǰarlїġ qїldї kim sän munda qal ač 
qalqan ačqungdon song ~ orduġa täp tädi 
30/5 ǰürčäd qaġanї elküni oġuz qaġanġa qaršu 
~dilär  
40/7 oġuz qaġan uluġ qurїltay čaġїrdї 
nökerlärin elkünlärin čarlap čaġїrdї ~ip 
kengäšip olturdїlar 
 
käldür- ‘to bring’  
OT kältür- 'to bring sg' (ED 716) 
var. <kYldwr> 25/4 <kʾldwr> 27/7, 37/2, 37/8 
25/4 ušbo kök böri oġuz qaġanġa ayttї kim 
amdї čärig birlä mundon atlang qaġan atlap 
elkünlärni beglärni ~gil  
27/7 ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü toquz 
kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġїr atnї ~di  
37/2 tädi kim ay qaġanum sängä ǰašaġu 
bolsunġїl uzun |ay qaġanum sängä türlük 
bolsunġїl tüzün |[…] tängri berdi tüšümdä ~ 
sün| tola turur yerni uruġungġa berdürsün 
37/8 andan song ertä bolupta aqalarnї inilärni 
čarlap ~di 
 
käs- <kʾs> ‘to cut sg (off)’  
OT käs- 'to cut, cut off' (ED 748) 
var. <kʾš> 5/4, 5/7 <kYs> 30/8 
5/4 ǰїda birlä [monster]ning bašїn urdї anї 
öldürdi qїlїč birlä bašїn ~ti aldї ketti 
5/7 kördi kim bir šungqar [monster]ning 
ičägüsin yemäktä turur ya birlä oq birlä 
šungqarnї öldürdi bašїn ~ti 
(24/4) kördi kim […] köp tälim tallar köp tälim 
[…]lar […] ǰїġačlar […] ~[…] aġačlarda yattї 
kečti 
30/8 uruš toquš bašladї oqlar birlä qїlїčlar birlä 
uruštїlar oġuz qaġan baštї ǰürčäd qaġannї bastї 
öldürdi bašїn ~ti  
 
käräk <kʾrʾk> ‘necessary’  
OT kärgäk 'necessity, necessary' (ED 742) 
12/9 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim män 
uyġurnїng qaġanї bola män kim yerning tört 
bulungїnung qaġanї bolsam ~ turur 
20/6 urus bäg oġulun taġ bašїda täring mörän 
arasїdä yaqšї bärik baluqqa yumšadї taqї tädi 
kim baluqnї qatїġlaġu ~ turur 
21/5 mängä atam bo baluqnї berip turur taqї 
tädi kim baluqnї qatїġlaġu ~ turur 
 
keč- ‘to pass (through), cross’  
OT käč- 'to pass through' (ED 693) 
var. <kʾč> 23/5 <kyč> 23/8, 24/5 
23/5 kän čärig birlä […] etil tägän mörängä ~ti  
23/8 oġuz qaġan anї [...] taqї tädi kim etilning 
ºsuġїdan näčük ~är biz täp tädi 
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24/5 kördi kim […] köp tälim tallar köp tälim 




OT kečä 'late in the evening, night' (ED 694) 
var. <kyčʾ> 2/9, 41/9 <kʾčʾ> 8/2, <kYčʾ> 10/3 
2/9 künlärdän song ~lärdän song yigit boldї 
8/2 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї qalmadї ketti 
säwdi aldї anung birlä yattї tilägüsin aldї töl 
boġus boldї künlärdän song ~lärdän song 
yarudї üč erkäk oġulnï tuġurdї 
10/3 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї ketti ǰüräkigä 
ataš tüšti anї säwdi aldї anїng birlä yattї 
tilägüsün aldї töl boġus boldї künlärdän song 
~lärdän song yarudї üč erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
41/9 [ong] yaqta buzuqlar olturdї čong yaqta 
üč oqlar olturdї qїrïq kün qїrïq ~ aštїlar ičtilär 
sewinč taptїlar 
 
keldürmäk <kyldwrmʾk> 'the act of bringing' 
OT kältür- 'to bring sg' (ED 716) 
31/3 oġuz qaġannung čärigigä nökärlärigä 
elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu tüšti kim 
yüklämäkkä ~kä at qaġatїr ud azlїq boldї 
 
kelgän <kylkʾṅ> 'coming, having came' 
käl- 'to come' (ED 715) 
3/2 bo čaġda bir yerdä bir uluġ orman bar erdi 
[…] bunda ~lär kik köp köp | bunda učqanlar 
quš köp köp |erdi  
 
känä ’then, thereafter’ 
? OT ken 'behind, after' (ED 724) 
var. <knʾ> 1/3, 6/4, 12/3, 13/7, 24/9, 40/4 
<kyṅʾ> 4/6, <kṅʾ> 5/1, 5/4, 23/4, 29/5 33/1, 
35/4, <kʾṅ> 8/6, 28/5, 33/6, 39/5 <kʾṅʾ> 17/2 
1/3 ~ künlärdan bir kün […] 
4/6 ~ bir aduġ aldї  
5/1 ~ özü їġačning tübindä turdї 
5/4 ~ kälip kördi kim […] 
6/4 ~ künlärdan bir kün […] 
8/6 ~ bir kün […] 
12/3 ~ andan song […]  
13/7 ~ bo čaġda […] 
17/2 ~ andan song […]  
23/4 ~ čärig birlä […] etil tägän mörängä kečti 
24/9 ~ kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ erkäk böri kördi  
28/5 ~ yolda bedük bir üy kördi 
29/5 ~ bir kün […] 
33/1 ~ bo kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ erkäk böri 
birlä sindu taqї tangqut taqї šaġam 
yïngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti 
33/6 ~ tašqarun qalmasun bellüg bolsun kim 
[…] 
35/4 ~ tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg bolsun 
kim […] 
39/5 ~ andan song […] 
40/4 ~ andan song […]  
 
kengäš- ‘to assemble’ 
OT kengäš- 'to consult, to discuss' (ED 734) 
var. <kyṅkʾ-š> 11/1, <kyṅkʾš> 40/7 
11/1 oġuz qaġan bedük bir toy berdi elküngä 
ǰarlїġ čarlap ~tilär käldilär 
40/7 oġuz qaġan uluġ qurїtay čaġїrdї 
nökerlärin elkünlärin čarlap čaġїrdї kälip ~їp 
olturdїlar 
 
ket- <kyd> ’to go (away)’ 
OT ket- 'to go (away)' (ED 701) 
var. <kʾd> 15/7 
4/3 bir buġu aldї šol buġunї talnung čubuqї 
birla їġačqa baġladї ~ti 
4/7 kenä bir aduġ aldї altunluġ belbaġї birlä 
yїġačqa baġladї ~ti 
5/4 ǰїda birlä [monster]ning bašїn urdї anї 
öldürdi qїlїč birlä bašїn kästi aldї ketti 
6/3 andan song tädi kim šungqarnung angġusu 
ušbo turur buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰїdam öldürdi 
tämür bolsa| [monster]nї šungqar yedi yaoqum 
öldürdi yel bolsa |täp tädi ~ti 
7/9 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї qalmadї ~ti 
säwdi aldї anung birlä yattї 
8/7 kän bir kün oġuz qaġan awġa ~ti 
9/9 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї ~i ǰüräkigä 
ataš tüsti anї säwdi aldї anїng birlä yattї 
15/7 čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnї tutup ~ti 
17/4 andan song oġuz qaġan qorїġannї türdürdi 
~ti kördi kim […] 
24/8 [naming ritual] täp tädi taqї ilgärü ~ti 
25/9 oġuz qaġan kördi kim erkäk börü 
čärigning tapuġlarїda yörügüdä turur säwindi 
ilgärü ~ ti. 
26/4 ušbo ayġїr at közdän yitü qačtї ~ti 
26/9 oġuz qaġannung atї muz taġ ičigä qačїp 
~ti 
28/4 [naming ritual] täp tädi köp erdäni 
soyurqadї ilgärü ~ti 
29/5 [naming ritual] täp tädi mundan anga 
qalač at qoydї ilgärü ~ti 
31/9 qanqa üstündä ölüg barġunї qoydї qanqa 
bašїda tirig barġunї qoydї tarїttїlar ~tilär 
32/9 [naming ritual] täp tädi ~ti 
33/3 kän […] erkäk böri birlä sїndu taqї 
tangqut taqї šaġam yïngġaqlarїġa atlap ~ti 
34/8 oġuz qaġan baštї |mїsïr qaġan qačtї| oġuz 
anї bastї |yurtїn aldї ~ti| 
35/3 |oġuz qaġan baštї |sanaġuluġsїz nämälär 
yїlqїlar aldї |yurtїġa üygä tüšti ~ti 
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36/5 bo altun ya kün tuġïšїda da kün 
batušїġača täggän erdi taqї bo üč kümüš oq tün 
yïngġaqqa ~ä turur erdi 
 
kik <kyk> ‘game, beast’ 
OT keyik 'wild four-legged game animal' (ED 
755) 
2/7 yїlqїlar küdäyä turur erdi atlarġa minä turur 
erdi ~ aw awlaya turur erdi 
3/3 bo čaġda bo yerdä bir uluġ orman bar erdi 
köp möränlär köp ögüzlär bar erdi bunda 
kelgänlär ~ köp köp bunda učqanlar quš köp 
köp erdi 
3/6 ušol orman ičindä bädük bir [monster] bar 
erdi yїlqїlarnї yelkünlärni yer erdi bedük 
yaman bir ~ erdi 
34/1 kündünki bulungda baraq° tägän bir yer 
bar turur uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp їsїġ 
bir yer turur munda köp ~ läri köp qušlarї bar 
turur 
38/7 kün ay yulduz köp ~lär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda bir altun yanї čaptїlar 
39/6 kök taġ tängiz köp ~ lär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda üč kümüš oqnї 
taptїlar 
 
kim I860 <kym> ‘(the one) who [subjunctor]’ 
OT kim '1. who? 2. relative pronoun' (ED 721)  
12/8 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim män 
uyġurnїng qaġanї bola män ~ yerning tört 
bulungїnung qaġanї bolsam käräk turur 
13/1-13/3 ušol ~ mäning aġїzumġa baqar turur 
bolsa tarïtqu tartїp dost tutar män ušbo ~ 
aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa čamat čaqїp 
čärig čäkip dušman tutar män 
 
kim II <kym> ‘that [subjunctor]’  
OT kim '1. who? 2. relative pronoun' (ED 721) 
4/5, 4/9, 5/5, 6/9, 17/5 [Vmove] kördi ~ [SInd] 
24/2, 25/7 kördi kim [SInd] 
5/8 andan song tädi ~ [Direct Speech] täp tädi 
11/6, 16/8, 20/6, 21/2, 21/4, 23/7, 36/8, 42/2 
taqї tädi ~ [Direct Speech] täp tädi 
                                                 
860
 The kim I and kim II intruduce finite 
subordinate clauses or text units. These text units 
are the only ones in which non-past indicative and 
non-indicative sentences or clauses may occur in 
the text. This rule includes also the incomplete 
utterance […] bolsun-ġïl  in 1/1, since it is direct 
speech as täp tädilär occurs immedately after it. 
The only exceptions are the utterances found in 
33/7 and 35/4, which are, however, the utterances 
of the narrator himself, not of the protagonist(s) of 
the story. 
23/1, 24/6, 25/2, 28/1, 32/6, 37/8, 39/2, 40/1 
(taqї) ayttï ~ [Direct Speech] (täp tädi) 
7/6 ušol qїz andaġ körüglük erdi ~ külsä kök 
tängri külä turur їġlasa kök tängri їglaya turur  
9/6 andaġ körüglük erdi kim yerning yelküni 
anї körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp sütdän qumuz 
bola tururlar 
12/7 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi ~ [Direct 
Speech] täp tädi 
19/3 tutulunč urušunč andaġ yaman boldї ~ 
[SInd] 
29/2 anga ǰarlїġ qїldї ~ [Direct Speech] täp tädi 
31/2 oġuz qaġannung čärigigä nökärlärigä 
elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu tüšti ~ [SInd] 
33/7 tašqarun qalmasun bällüg bolsun ~ [SInd] 
35/4 tašqarun qalmasun ~ bällüg bolsun ~ 
[SInd] 
 
kir- <kyr> ‘to enter’ 
OT kir- 'to enter' (ED 735) 
16/4 tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorïġanїġa kün täg bir ǰaruq ~di  
27/5 ušol beg taġlarġa ~di yörüdü toquz 
kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġїr atnї käldürdi 
 
kiš <kyš> ‘sable’  
OT kiš 'sable' (ED 752) 
2/4 adaqї ud adaqї täg|belläri böri belläri täg| 
yaġïrї ~ yaġïrї täg| kögüzü aduġ kögüzü täg 
|erdi 
 
kiši <kyšy>‘person’  
OT kiši 'man person, human being' (ED 752) 
3/8 oġuz qaġan bir eres qaqїz ~ erdi bo 
[monster]nї awlamaq tilädi 
31/5 oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ yašqï bir 
čäbär ~ bar erdi 
35/7 oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda aq saqalluġ moz 
sačluġ bir qart ~ turur bar erdi 
 
kögüz <kwkwz> ‘chest, breast’  
OT kögüz 'chest, breast' (ED714) 
1/9 ušol oġul anasїnїng ~ündön oġuznї ičip 
mundon artїqraq ičmädi  
2/4-2/5 adaqї ud adaqї täg|belläri böri belläri 
täg| yaġ°rї kiš yaġ°rї täg| ~ aduġ ~ täg |erdi 
 
köl ‘lake’ <kwl> 
OT köl 'pool, lake' (ED 715) 
8/8 oġuz qaġan bir kün awġa ketti bir ~ 
arasїnda alїndan bir їġač kördi  
 
kök I <kwk> ‘blue, grey’ 
OT kök 'the sky, sky-coloured, blue, blue-grey' 
(ED 708) 
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1/5 ušol oġulnung önglüki čїraġї ~ erdi 
6/7 qarangġuluq keldi köktön bir ~ yaruq tüšti 
kündön ay aydan qoġulġuluqraq erdi 
9/3 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung közü 
köktön ~räk erdi 
11/9 […]|tamġa bizgä bolsun buyan|~ böri 
bolsunġїl uran|[…] 
16/4-16/5, 17/6, 18/1-18/2, 24/9-25/1, 29/5-
29/6, 33/1 
 ~ tülüklüg ~ ǰalluġ (bedik) erkäk böri 
 
kök II <kwk> ‘1. sky 2. Prop. [The fourth son 
of Oġuz] 
OT kök 'the sky, sky-coloured, blue, blue-grey' 
(ED 708) 
6/6 qarangġuluq keldi ~tün bir kök yaruq tüšti 
kündön (ay) aydan qoġulġuluqraq erdi 
7/6-7/7 ušol qїz andaġ körüglük erdi kim külsä 
~ tängri külä turur |їġlasa ~ tängri їġlaya turur| 
9/3 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung közü 
~tün kökräk erdi 
10/5 üč erkäk oġulnї tuġurdї birinčisigä ~ at 
qoydїlar 
12/2 […]|kün tuġ bolġїl |~ qorїġan| 
38/3 kün ay yulduz tang sarїġa sänlär barung| ~ 
taġ tängiz tün sarїġa sänlär barung täp tädi 
39/4 ay [aqa]lar ya bolsun senlärnüng| ya täg 
oqlarnї ~käčä atung| 
39/5 andan song ~ taġ tängiz köp kiklär kök 
qušlar awlaġularїdan song ǰolda üč kümüš oqnї 
taptїlar 
42/6 […] |dušmanlarnї їġlaġurdum 
|dostlarumnї män külgürdüm |~ tängrigä män 
ötädüm |sänlärgä berämän yurdum| 
 
köngül <kwṅkwl> ‘heart’ 
OT köngül 'the mind, thought, heart' (ED 731) 
19/1 čäriglärning aralarїda köp tälim boldї 
urušqu |elkünlärning ~ läridä köp tälim boldї 
qayġu 
37/9 taqї ayttї kim ay mänüng ~üm awnї tiläp 
turur |qarї bolġumdan mäning qaqїzluqum yoq 
turur 
 
köp <kwb> ‘many, much’  
OT köp 'abundant, luxuriant, much, many' (ED 
686) 
3/2 bo čaġda bo yerdä bir uluġ orman bar erdi 
~ möränlär ~ ögüzlär bar erdi 
3/3 bunda kelgänlär kik ~ ~ |bunda učqanlar 
quš ~ ~ |erdi  
14/2-14/3 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi ~ tälim altun kümüš tartїp ~ 
tälim qїz yaqut taš alup ~ tälim ärdäniläri 
yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi 
14/9 ušol qaġannung čärigi ~ ~ baluqlarї ~ ~ 
erdilär erdi 
18/9-19/2 čäriglärning aralarїda ~ tälim boldї 
urušqu| elkünlärning köngülläridä ~ tälim boldї 
qayġu 
19/8-19/9 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung 
qaġanluqїn aldї elkünin aldї ordusїġa ~ uluġ 
ölüg barġu ~ tälim tirig barġu tusu boldї 
21/1 oġuz qaġan ušol baluqqa atladї urus 
bägning oġulї anga ~ altun kümüš yibärdi taqї 
tädi kim […] 
23/1 oġuz qaġan […] taqї ayttї kim mängä ~ 
altun yumšap sän| baluqnї yaqšї saqlap sän| täp 
tädi  
24/2 čärigdä bir yaqši bäg bar erdi […] kördi 
kim […]da [~] [tälim tallar] ~ tälim […]lar 
[…] 
27/8 muz taġlarda ~ soġuq boluptan ol bäg 
qaġardan sarunmїš erdi ap aq erdi 
28/4 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
[…] täp tädi ~ ärdäni soyurqadї ilgärü ketti 
30/2-30/3 munga ǰürčäd tätururlar erdi bedük 
bir yurt elkün erdi yїlqїlarї ~ ud buzaġlarї ~ 
altun kümüšläri ~ ärdäniläri ~ erdilär erdi 
33/4 kän bo […] erkäk böri birlä sїndu taqї 
tangqut taqї šaġam yïngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti ~ 
urušqudan ~ toqušqudon song anlarnї aldї öz 
yurtїġa birlädi 
33/9-34/1-34/2 kündünki bulungda baraq° 
tägän bir yer bar turur uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt 
turur ~ їsїġ bir yer turur munda ~ kikläri ~ 
qušlarї bar turur altunї ~ kümüši ~ erdiniläri ~ 
turur […] 
34/9 anung dostlarї ~ sewinč […] erdi anung 
dušmanlarї ~ qayġular […]  
38/7 kün ay yulduz ~ kiklär ~ qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda bir altun yanї taptїlar 
39/6 kök taġ tängiz ~ kiklär ~ qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda bir üč kümüš oqnї 
taptїlar 
42/3-42/4 taqї tädi kim [ay] oġullar ~ män 
ašadum |urušqular ~ män kördüm |ǰїda basa ~ 
oq attum|ayġїr birlä ~ yörüdüm|[…]| 
 
kör- <kwr> ‘to see sg’  
OT kör- 'to see sg' (ED 736) 
4/5 tang ertä čaġda käldi ~di kim [monster] 
buġunї alup turur  
4/9 tang ertä čaġdä keldi ~di kim [monster] 
aduġnї alup turur  
5/5 känä kälip ~di kim šungqar [monster] 
ičägüsin yemäktä turur 
6/9 oġuz qaġan yörüdi ~di kim ušbo 
yaruqnung arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi  
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7/9 oġuz qaġan anї ~düktä usї qalmadї ketti 
sewdi aldї anung birlä yattї 
8/9 oġuz qaġan awġa ketti bir köl arasїnda 
alїndan bir їġač ~di 
9/6 andaġ körüglük erdi kim yerning yelküni 
anї ~sä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp sütdän qumuz 
bola tururlar 
9/9 oġuz qaġan anї ~düktä usї ketti ǰüräkigä 
ataš tüsti 
17/5 andan song oġuz qaġan qorїġannї türdürdi 
ketti ~di kim čärigning tapuġlarїda […] bädik 
bir erkäk böri yörügüdä turur 
22/9 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšï ~di 
sewindi küldi taqї ayttї kim mängä köp altun 
yumšap sän baluqnї yaqšï saqlap sän täp tädi 
24/2 čärigdä bir yaqši bäg bar erdi […] ~di 
kim […]da [köp tälim tallar ] köp tälim […]lar 
[…] 
25/1 andan song oġuz qaġan känä kök tülüklüg 
kök ǰalluġ erkäk böri ~di 
25/7 tang ertä bolduqtä oġuz qaġan ~di kim 
erkäk börü čärigning tapuġlarїda yörügüdä 
turur 
28/5 taqї ilgärü ketti yolda bedük bir üy ~di 
32/1 nökärlärnüng elkünnüng qamaġї |munї 
~dilär šaštїlar |qanqalar taqї ǰaptїlar 
32/6 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnї ~di küldi taqї ayttї 
kim […] 
36/2 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun ya ~di 
taqї üč kümüš oq ~di 
36/6 uyqudon song tüštä ~gänin oġuz qaġanġa 
bildürdi 
37/5 oġuz qaġan uluġ türüknüng sözün yaqšï 
~di ögütün tilädi ögütügä körä qїldї 
42/3 taqї tädi kim ay oġullar köp män ašadum| 
urušqular köp män ~düm |[…]|  
 
körä <kwrʾ> ‘according to’ 
OT kör- 'to see sg' (ED 736) 
37/6 oġuz qaġan uluġ türüknüng sözün yaqšї 
kördi ögütün tilädi ögütügä ~ qїldї 
 
körgür- <kwrkwr>‘to show’ 
OT körtgür- /körgür- 'to show' (ED 740) 
25/5 oġuz qaġanġa ayttї kim amdї čärig birlä 
mundon atlang qaġan atlap elkünlärni beglärni 




OT körklüg 'having the shape of, beautiful (ED 
743) 
1/8 ušol oġulnung önglüki čiraġї kök erdi |aġїzї 
ataš qїzїl erdi |közläri al sačlarї qašlarї qara 
ärdilär ärdi |yaqšї näwsikilärdän ~rök erdi| 
7/2 ušbo yaruqnung arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
yalġuz olturur erdi yaqšї ~ bir qїz erdi 
7/6 ušol qїz andaġ ~ erdi kim külsä kök tängri 
külä turur їġlasa kök tängri їġlaya turur 
9/3 yaqšї ~ bir qїz erdi anung közü köktön 
kökräk erdi anung sačї mörän usuġї täg anung 
tїšї ünčü täg erdi 
9/5 andaġ ~ erdi kim yer ning yelküni anї 
körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp süttän qumuz bola 
tururlar 
 
köz <kwz> ‘eye’  
OT köz 'eye' (ED 756) 
1/4 känä künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung ~ü 
yarїp küdädi erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
1/6 ušol oġulnung önglüki čiraġї kök erdi |aġїzї 
ataš qїzїl erdi |~läri al sačlarї qašlarї qara 
ärdilär ärdi |yaqšї näwsikilärdän körüglükrök 
erdi| 
9/3 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung ~ü 
köktön kökräk erdi anung sačї mörän usuġї täg 
anung tїšї ünčütäg erdi 
26/3 ušbo ayġїr atnї bäk čok sewür erdi ǰolda 
ušbo ayġїr at ~dän yitü qačtї ketti 
 
küdä- <kwdʾ> ‘to wait, to pasture’ 
OT küd- 'to wait, wait for, attend to' (ED 701) 
(?)1/4 känä künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung 
közü yarïp ~dї erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
2/6 yїlqїlar ~yä turur erdi |atlarġa minä turur 
erdi |kik aw awlaya turur erdi | 
 
kül- <kwl> ‘to laugh’  
OT kül- 'to laugh' (ED 715) 
7/6-7/7 ušol qїz andaġ körüglük erdi kim ~sä 
kök tängri ~ä turur їġlasa kök tängri їġlaya 
turur 
22/9 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšї kördi 
sewindi ~di 
24/5 usluġ bir er erdi kördi kim […] aġačlarda 
yattї kečti oġuz qaġan säwinč ätti ~di taqї ayttї 
kim […] 
28/1 toquz kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġїr 
atnї käldürdi […] oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä ~dü 
ayttї kim […] 
32/6 bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptї […] oġuz qaġan 
qanqalarnї kördi ~di 
39/9 ǰolda üč kümüš oqnї taptїlar aldїlar aldїlar 
atasїġa berdilär oġuz qaġan sewindi ~di taqї 
oqlarnї üčügä ülästürdi 
 
külgür- <kwlkwr> ‘to make laugh’  
OT kültür- 'to make sy laugh' (ED 717) 
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42/6 […] |dušmanlarnї їġlaġurdum 
|dostlarumnї män ~düm |kök tängri–gä män 
ötädüm |sänlärgä berämän yurdum| 
 
kümüš <kwmwš> ‘silver’  
OT kümüš 'silver' (ED 723) 
14/2 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun ~ tartїp köp 
tälim qїz yaqut taš alup köp tälim ärdänilär 
yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi 
21/2 oġuz qaġan ušol baluqqa atladї urus 
bägning oġulї anga köp altun ~ yibärdi taqї 
tädi kim […] 
28/7 bo üynüng taġamї altundan erdi 
tünglüqlarї taqї ~tön qalqanlarї tämürdän 
erdilär erdi 
30/2 kündünki bulungda tägän bir yer bar turur 
uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp їsїg bir yer 
turur munda köp kikläri köp qušlarї bar turur 
altunї köp ~i köp erdiniläri köp turur 
34/2 tarlaġusїz bir yazї yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
tätururlar erdi bädük bir yurt elkün erdi 
yїlqїlarї köp ud buzaġlarї köp altun ~ läri köp 
ärdäniläri köp erdilär erdi 
36/2 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun ya kördi 
taqї üč ~ oq kördi  
36/5 bo altun ya kün tuġïšïda (da) kün 
batušїġača täggän erdi taqї bo üč ~ oq tün 
yïngġaqqa ketä turur erdi 
39/7 känä andan song kök taġ tängiz köp kiklär 
köp qušlar awlaġularїdan song ǰolda üč ~ oqnї 
čaptїlar aldїlar atasїġa berdilär 
41/5 [čong] yaqїda qїr°q qolač їġačnї tiktürdi 
anung bašїda bir ~ taġuq qoydї adaqїġa bir 
qara qoyun baġladї 
 
kün <kwṅ> ‘1. day 2. sun 3. Prop. the first son 
of Oġuz’  
OT kün 'the sun, day' (ED 725) 
1/3 känä ~ lärdän bir ~ ay qaġannung közü 
yarїp küdädi erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
2/2 […] oġuznї ičip mundon artїqraq ičmädi 
|yeg ät aš sorma tilädi |tїlї kelä bašladї |qїrïq 
~dön song bädüklädi| yörüdi oynadї 
2/8 yїlqїlar küdäyä turur erdi atlarġa minä turur 
erdi kik aw awlaya turur erdi ~lärdän song 
kečälärdän song yigit boldї 
3/8-3/9 oġuz qaġan bir eres qaqїz erdi bo 
[monster]nї awlamaq tilädi ~lärdä bir ~ awġa 
čїqtї 
6/4 känä ~ lärdä bir ~ oġuz qaġan bir yerdä 
tängrini ǰalwarġudä erdi 
6/7 qarangġuluq keldi köktön bir kök yaruq 
tüšti ~dön ay (ay)dan qoġulġuluqraq erdi 
8/2 töl boġus boldї ~ lärdän song käčälärdän 
song yarudї üč erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
8/4 birinčisigä ~ at qoydїlar 
8/6 kän bir ~ oġuz qaġan awġa ketti 
10/2 töl boġus boldї ~lärdän song kečälärdän 
song yarudї üč erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
12/2 […]|~ tuġ bolġїl |kök qorїġan| täp tädi 
15/8 čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnї tutup ketti qїr°q 
~ dön song muz taġ tägän taġnung adaqїġa 
keldi 
16/3 tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorїġanїġa ~ täg bir ǰaruq kirdi 
18/1 bir näčä ~lärdän song […] bo bädik erkäk 
böri turup turdї oġuz taqї čärig birlä turup turdї 
27/6 ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü toquz ~ 
dön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġїr atnї käldürdi 
29/5 känä bir ~ […] erkäk böri yörümäyn turdї 
oġuz qaġan taqї turdї  
35/9-36/1 anung atї uluġ türük erdi ~lärdä bir ~ 
uyquda bir altun ya kördi taqї üč kümüš oq 
kördi 
36/3 bo altun ya ~ tuġïšïda (da) ~ batusїġača 
täggän erdi 
38/1 ~ ay yulduz tün sarїġa sänlär barung |kök 
taġ tängiz tün sarїġa sän lär barung 
38/6 ~ ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda bir altun yanї taptїlar  
41/9 [ong] yaqta buzuqlar olturdї |čong yaqta 
üč oqlar olturdї |qїrïq ~ qїrïq kečä aštїlar ičtilär 
|sewinč taptїlar 
 
kündünki <kwn-dwn-ky> 'southern' 
OT kündön 'in the direction of the sun, south' 
(ED 729) 
33/7 känä tašqarun qalmasun bällüg bolsun 





?ma/mä <mʾ> ‘here you are! Lo and behold!’ 
(cf. män) 
OT ma/mä 'here you are!' (ED 765) 
28/3 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq| ~ mängilap 
sängä at bolsun qaġarlїġ| 
 
män ‘I (1sg personal pronoun)’861 
OT bän 'I' (ED 346) 
                                                 
861
 I followed the same method as in the case of biz 
See the footnote there. Just like +biz The suffix 
+män usually co-occurs with the personal pronoun, 
with one exception, see. instance 15/4. 
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var. <mʾṅ> 11/6, 12/7, 13/3, 13/5, 13/7, 17/2, 
21/2, 21/8, 22/5, 22/6, 37/8, 38/1, 42/3, 42/6, 
42/7 <mʾn> 13/1 x2, 15/4 x2, 17/1, 21/3, 21/9, 
?<bʾn> 20/8, <bʾṅ> 21/6, ?<mn> 28/3 <mṅ> 
42/5 
11/6 taqї tädi kim ~ senlärgä boldum qaġan 
|alalїng ya taqї qalqan|[…]| 
12/7-13/1 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim 
~ uyġurnїng qaġanї bola män kim yerning tört 
bulungїnung qaġanї bolsam käräk turur 
sänlärdän baš čalunġuluġ tiläp män turur  
13/1-13/3-13/5-13/7 ušol kim ~ing aġїzumġa 
baqar turur bolsa tarïtqu tartїp dost tutar män 
ušbo kim aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa […] 
dušman tutar män taġuraq basїp asturїp yoq 
bolsunġїl täp qїlur män 
15/4 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannung ǰarlїġїn 
saqlamaz erdi […] munї söz sözni tutmaz män 
turur män 
17/1 ay ay oġuz urum üstigä sän atlar bola sän 
|ay ay oġuz tapuġunglarġa ~ yörür bola män  
20/8 sän taqї urušqulardan song baluqnї ~gä 
saqlap kälgil täp tädi 
21/2-21/3-21/6-21/8-21/9 taqї tädi kim ay 
~ning qaġanum sän ~ gä atam bo baluqnї bärip 
turur taqї tädi kim baluqnї qatїġlaġu käräk 
turur sän taqï urušqulardan song baluqnї ~ga 
saqlap kälgil täp tädi atam čamat ätüp ersä 
~üng tapum erür mü sändän ǰarluġ baġlїġ 
bällüg bola män 
22/5 tängri sängä yer berip buǰurmuš bolup 
turur ~ sängä bašumnї qutum nї berä män  
23/1 taqї ayttї kim ~gä köp altun yumšap sän 
baluqnї yaqšї saqlap sän täp tädi  
25/5-22/6 elkünlärni beglerni keldürgil ~ sängä 
bašlap yolnї körgürür män 
?28/3 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq| ~ mängilap 
sängä at bolsun qaġarlїġ| 
37/8-38/1 taqї ayttї kim ay ~üng köngülüm 
awnї tiläp turur qarї bolġumdan ~ing 
qaqїzluqum yoq turur 
42/3-42/5-42/6-42/7 taqї tädi kim ay oġullar 
köp ~ ašadum |urušqular köp ~ kördüm |ǰїda 
basa köp oq attum ayġїr birlä köp yörüdüm 
|dušmanlarnї їġlaġurdum |dostlarumnї ~ 
külgürdüm |kök tängrigä ~ ötädüm |sänlärgä 
berä män yurdum|täp tädi 
 
mäng <mʾṅk> ‘mole’  
OT bäng 'a mole on the face' (ED 346) 
7/4 yaqši körüglük bir qїz erdi anung bašїnda 
atašluġ yaruqlug bir ~i bar erdi 
 
mängilä- <mʾrlʾb/mnklʾb> ’to rejoice, to be 
happy’ 
OT mängilä- 'to rejoice, to be happy' (ED 770) 
28/3 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq |män ~p sängä at 
bolsun qaġarlїġ| 
 
mїsïr <mʾSʾr>‘Proper name, Egypt’  
MT mïsr, mïsïr Egypten, Kairo (Z 854a) 
34/4-34-7 ušol yerning qaġanї ~ tägän bir 
qaġan erdi oġuz qaġan anung üstigä atladї 
qatїq yaman urušqu boldї oġuz qaġan baštї ~ 
qaġan qačtї 
 
min- <myṅ> ‘to mount a horse’  
OT bin- 'to mount, ride sg' (ED 348) 
2/7 qїrïq kündön song bedüklädi yörüdi oynadї 
[…] yїlqїlar küdäyä turur erdi atlarġa ~ä turur 
erdi kik aw awlaya turur erdi 
26/1 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġїr atqa ~ä 
turur erdi ušbo ayġїr atnї bek čok sewür erdi 
 
[monster]862 var. <q̈ʾʾč[ʾ]> 3/4, <q̈ʾyʾč[ʾ]> 3/8, 
<kyyṅč[ʾ]> 4/5, <dʾʾʾw> 4/9,  <dʾṅṅk>, 5/1 
<dʾ[ʾ]ṅw> 5/3, <[q̈]dẏṅk> 5/5, <[ṅ]dyẏṅk> 
6/1, <k̇yyn̈č[ʾ]> 6/3 
3/4 ušol orman ičindä bädük bir ~ bar erdi  
yїlqїlarnї yelkünlärni yer erdi 
3/8 oġuz qaġan bir eres qaqїz kiši erdi bo ~nї 
awlamaq tilädi  
4/5 bir buġu aldї […] tang ertä čaġda keld 
kördi kim ~  buġunї alup turur 
4/9 kenä bir aduġ aldї […] tang ertä čaġda 
keldi kördi kim ~ aduġnї alїp turur 
5/1-5/3 känä özü їġačnїng tübindä turdї ~ kälip 
bašї birlä oġuz qalqanїn urdї oġuz ǰїda birla 
~nїng bašїn urdi anї öldürdi 
5/5 känä kälip kördi kim bir šungqar ~nїng 
ičägüsin yemäktä turur 
6/1-6/3 buġu yedi aduġ yedї ǰїdam öldürdi 
tämür bolsa ~nї šungqar yedi ya oqum öldürdi 
yel bolsa täp tädi taqї ~nїng angºġusu ušbo 
turur [picture] 
 
moz <mwz> ‘grey (hair)’  
OT boz 'grey' (ED 388) 
35/6 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsung kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda aq 
saqalluġ ~ sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur 
bar erdi 
                                                 
862
 These words occurs nine times in the text and 
refer to the creature depicted on page 6. The 
transliteration and transcription of the word is not 
clear. See chapter 2.18. 
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mörän <mwrʾṅ> ‘river’  
Mo. mören/mörün 'large river or lake' (L 548, 
550) 
var. <mwrʾn> 18/4, 18/5, 23/5 
3/2 bo čaġda bo yerdä bir uluġ orman bar erdi| 
köp ~lär köp ögüzlär bar erdi| bunda kelgänlär 
kik köp köp |bunda učqanlar quš köp köp |erdi 
9/4 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung közü 
köktön kökräk erdi anung sačї ~ ºsuġї täg 
anung tїšї ünčü täg erdi 
12/2 […]|tämür ǰїda bol orman |aw yerdä 
yörüsün qulan |taqї taluy taqї ~ |kün tuġ bolġїl 
kök qorїġan |täp tädi 
18/4-18/5 bir näčä künlärdän song […] bo 
bedik erkäk böri turup turdї oġuz taqї čärig 
birlä turup turdї mundan etil ~ tägän bir taluy 
bar erdi etil ~nüng quduġїda bir qara taġ 
tapїġїda urušqu tutuldї 
19/3 tutulunč urušunč andaġ yaman boldї kim 
etil ~nüng suġї qїp qїzїl säpsänggir täg erdi 
20/4 urus bäg oġulun taġ bašїda täring ~ 
arasїda yaqši bärik baluqqa yumšadї 
23/5 känä čärig birlä […] etil tägän ~ gä käčti 
etil tägän badük bir näng turur 
 
mun+ see bu 
 
muz <mwz> ‘ice’  
OT buz 'ice' (ED 389) 
15/8 čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnї tutup ketti qїr°q 
kündön song ~ taġ tägän taġnung adaqїġa keldi 
26/5-26/7-26/8 mundan uluġ bir taġ bar erdi 
üzä üstündä tong taqї ~ bar turur anung bašї 
soġuqtan ap aq turur anung üčün anung atї muz 
~ taġ turur oġuz qaġan oġuz qaġannїng atї ~ 
taġ ičigä qačїp ketti 
27/7 ušol bäg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü toquz 
kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġїr atnї käldürdi 
~ taġlarda köp soġuq boluptan ol bäg qaġardan 
sarunmїš erdi ap aq erdi 
 
(?)mös-tei <mwz tʾy> (Prop.) 'Icy' 
see taġ 
Mo. mösütü 'icy, iced, glacial' (L 551) 
15/8 čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnї tutup ketti qїr°q 




näwsiki <ṅʾbsyky> ’fairy’ 
Mid. Per. > Tokh. > OT nevašigi 'a good spirit' 
(ED 775) 
1/7 ušol oġulnung önglüki čїraġї kök erdi aġїzї 
ataš qїzїl erdi közläri al sačlarї qašlarї qara 
erdilär erdi yaqšї ~lärdän körüglükrök erdi 
 
näčä <ṅʾčʾ> ‘some’  
OT näčä 'how many?' (ED 775) 
18/1 ol börining artlarїn qatїqlap yörügüda 
turur erdilär erdi bir ~ künlärdän song […] bo 
bädik erkäk böri turup turdї oġuz taqї čärig 
birlä turup turdї 
 
näčük <ṅ[ʾ]čwk> ‘how’  
23/8 oġuz qaġan anї […]di taqї tädi kim 
etїlning ºsuġїdan ~ kečär biz täp tädi 
 
nämä <ṅʾmʾ> ‘thing’  
OT nämä 'something, anything' (ED 777) 
35/2 oġuz qaġan baštї sanaġuluqsїz ~lär 
yїlqїlar aldї yurtїġa üygä tüšti 
 
näng <ṅʾnk>’thing’ 
OT näng 'thing, property' (ED 778) 
23/6 känä čärig birlä […] etil tägän mörängä 
käčti [etil] tägän [bädük] bir ~ [turur] 
 
nöker ‘bodyguard’  
Mo. nökür 'friend, companion' (L 593) 
var. <ṅwkʾr> 31/1 <ṅwKʾr> 31/9 <nwkYr> 
40/7 
31/1 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
~lärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu tüšti 
kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at qaġatїr ud 
azlїq boldї 
31/9 ~lärnüng elkünnüng qamaġї munї 
kördilär šaštїlar qanqalar taqї ǰaptїlar 
40/7 oġuz qaġan uluġ qurїltay čaġїrdї ~lärin 




oġul (?ō̇l) ‘(male) child’ 
OT oġul 'offspring, (male) child' (ED 83) 
var. <wqwl> 1/4, <wq̈wl> 1/5, 1/8, <ʾwq̈wl> 
8/3, 21/1 <ʾwqwl> 10/4, 20/3,  
1/4-1/5 künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung közü 
yarїp küdädi erkäk ~ tuġurdї ušol ~ nung 
önglüki čїraġї kök erdi 
1/8 ušol ~ anasїnїng kögüzöndön oġuznї ičip 
mundon artїqraq ičmädi 
8/3 töl boġus boldї künlärdän song käčälärdän 
song yarudї üč erkäk ~nї tuġurdї 
10/4 töl boġus boldї künlärdän song käčälärdän 
song yarudї üč erkäk ~nї tuġurdї 
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20/3 ol urus bäg ~un taġ bašїda täring mörän 
arasїda yaqšї bärik baluqqa yumšadї 
21/1 urus bägning ~ї anga köp altun kümüš 
yibärdi taqї tädi kim […] 
42/2-42/3 andan song oġuz qaġan [~] larїġa 
yurtїn ülästürüp berdi taqї tädi kim [ay ~] lar 
köp män ašadum| urušqular köp män kördüm 
|[…] |sänlärgä berä män yurdum| 
 
oġuz (?ūz) I <wq̈wz> ‘colostrum, first milk’  
OT aġuž/aġuz 'colostrum, the first milk after 
parturition' (ED 98) 
1/9 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzöndön ~nї ičip 
mundon artїqraq ičmädi 
 
oġuz (?ūz)II ‘Prop/Ethnonym Oghuz’ 
var. <wq̈wz> 3/7, 6/5, 7/8, 10/8, 25/9, 27/6 
<ʾwq̈wz> 5/2, 6/9, 11/4, 17/1, 19/6, 26/8, 26/9, 
27/9, 29/7, 30/6, 30/9, 34/5, 35/1, 35/5, 36/7, 
37/4, 39/9, 40/5, <wqwz> 8/7, 12/4, [23/6], 
24/9, 25/2, 25/7, 30/4, 31/4, <ʾwqwz> 9/8, 
14/4, 15/1, 15/5, 16/2, 16/8, 18/3, 20/8, 22/8, 
[24/5], 32/5, 34/6, 34/7, 40/7, 42/1, <ʾʾwqwz> 
14/1, 16/6, ?<bqwz> 19/5 
see also qaġan 
3/7 ~ qaġan  
5/2 [monster] kälip ~ qalqanїn urdi ~ ǰїda birla 
[monster]nїng bašїn urdї anї öldürdi qїlїč birlä 
bašїn kästi 
6/5 ~ qaġan 
6/9 ~ qaġan 
7/8 ~ qaġan 
8/7 ~ qaġan 
9/8 ~ qaġan 
10/8 ~ qaġan 
11/4 ~ qaġan 
12/4 ~ qaġan 
14/1 ~ qaġan 
14/4 ~ qaġan 
15/1 ~ qaġan 
15/5 ~ qaġan 
16/2 ~ qaġan 
16/6 ~ qaġan 
16/8-17/1 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz berip 
turur erdi ay ay ~ urum üstigä sän atlar bola 
sän ay ay ~ tapuġunglarġa män yörür bola män 
täp tädi 
18/3 bir näčä künlärdän song […] bo bedik 
erkäk böri turup turdї ~ taqї čärig birlä turup 
turdї 
19/5 ~ qaġan 
19/6 ~ qaġan 
20/8 ~ qaġan 
22/8 ~ qaġan 
23/6 ~ qaġan 
24/5 ~ qaġan 
24/9 ~ qaġan 
25/2 ~ qaġan 
25/7 ~ qaġan 
25/9 ~ qaġan 
26/8 ~ qaġan 
26/9 ~ qaġan 
27/6 ~ qaġan 
27/9 ~ qaġan 
29/7 ~ qaġan 
30/4 ~ qaġan 
30/6 ~ qaġan 
30/9 ~ qaġan 
31/4 ~ qaġan 
32/5 ~ qaġan 
34/5 ~ qaġan 
34/6 ~ qaġan 
34/7 oġuz qaġan baštї| mїsïr qaġan qačtї |~ anї 
bastї |yurtїn aldї ketti| 
35/1 ~ [qaġan] 
35/5 ~ qaġan 
36/7~ qaġan 
37/4 ~ qaġan 
39/9 ~ qaġan 
40/5 ~ qaġan 
40/7 ~ qaġan 
42/1 ~ qaġan  
 
oq <ʾwq̈> ‘arrow’  
OT oq 'arrow' (ED 76) 
var. <wq̈> 6/2 <ʾwq> 36/2, 41/8 
4/1 künlärda bik kün awġa čїqtї ǰїda birla ya ~ 
birlä taqї qїlїč birlä qalqan birlä atladї 
5/6 känä kälip kördi kim bir šungqar [monster] 
ičägüsin yemäktä turur ya birlä ~ birlä 
šungqarnї öldürdi bašїn kästi 
6/2 buġu yedi aduġ yedi| ǰїdam öldürdi tämür 
bolsa| [monster]nї šungqar yedi |ya ~um 
öldürdi yel bolsa |täp tädi 
18/7 etil mörännüng quduġїda bir qara taġ 
tapїġїda urušqu tutuldї ~ birlä ǰїda birlä qїlїč 
birlä uruštїlar 
30/5 uruš toquš bašladї ~lar birlä qїlїčlar birlä 
uruštїlar 
36/2-36/5 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun ya 
kördi taqї üč kümüš ~ kördi bo altun ya kün 
tuġïšїda (da) kün batušїġača täggän erdi taqї bo 
üč kümüš ~ tün yïngġaqqa ketä turur erdi  
39/4 taqї ayttї kim [ay aqa]lar ya bolsun 
senlärnüng ya täg ~larnї kökkäčä atung täp tädi 
39/7 kök taġ tängiz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda üč kümüš ~nï taptїlar 
aldїlar atasїġa berdilär 
39/9 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqї ~larnї 
üčügä üläštürdi 
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40/2-40/3 taqї ayttї kim ay inilär ~lar bolsun 
sänlärnüng ya attї ~nї ~lar täg sänlär bolung 
41/8 [ong] yaqta buzuqlar olturdї čong yaqta 
üč oqlar olturdї 
42/4 taqї tädi kim [ay] oġullar köp män 
ašadum |urušqular köp män kördüm |ǰїda basa 
köp ~ attum |ayġїr birlä köp yörüdüm| […]| 
 
ol <ʾwl> ‘(exactly) that (demontstrative 
pronoun)’ 
OT ol 'that' (ED 123) 
16/4 tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorїġanїġa kün täg bir ǰaruq kirdi ~ ǰaruqton 
[…] bedik bir erkäk böri čїqtї 
17/8 kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarїda [… ] 
bädik bir erkäk böri yörügüdä turur ~ börining 
artlarїn qatїġlap yörügüdä turur erdilär erdi 
20/3 urum qaġannung bir qarundašї bar erdi 
urus bäg tägän erdi ~ urus bäg oġulun taġ 
bašїda täring mörän arasїda yaqšї bärik 
baluqqa yumšadї 
27/8 čarigdä bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi 
[…] ~ beg qaġardan sarunmїš erdi ap aq erdi 
ušol  
var. <wšwl> 1/5, 1/8, 7/5 <ʾwšwl> 3/4, 15/1, 
16/6, 20/9, 27/5, 34/4 <ʾʾwšwl> 13/1 
1/5-1/8 künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung közü 
yarїp küdädi erkäk oġul tuġurdї ~ oġulnung 
önglüki čїraġї kök erdi […] ~ oġul anasїnїng 
kögüzündön oġuznї ičip mundon artїqraq 
ičmädi 
3/4 bo čaġda bo yerdä bir uluġ orman bar erdi 
[…] ~ orman ičindä bädük bir [monster] bar 
erdi 
7/5 ušbo yaruqnung arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
yalġuz olturur erdi yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi 
[…] ~ qїz andaġ körüglük erdi kim […] 
13/1 […] senlärdän baš čalunguluq tiläp män 
turur ~ kim mäning aġizumġa baqar turur bolsa 
tartïtġu tartїp dost tutar män […] 
15/1 čong ǰangaqїda urum tägän bir qaġan bar 
erdi […] ~ urum qaġan oġuz qaġannung 
ǰarlїġїn saqlamaz erdi qatїqlaġu barmaz erdi 
16/6 ol ǰaruqton kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik 
bir erkäk böri čїqtї ~ böri oġuz qaġanġa söz 
berip turur erdi 
20/9 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašїda täring 
mörän arasїda yaqši bärik baluqqa yumšadї 
[…] oġuz qaġan ~ baluqqa atladї 
27/5 čarigdä bir bedik qaqїz er beg bar erdi 
[…] ~ beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü 
34/4 kündünki bulungda bar°qa tägän bir yer 
bar turur uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp їsїġ 
bir yer turur […] ~ yerning qaġanї mїs°r tägän 
bir qaġan erdi 
šol <šwl> 
4/2 bir buġu aldї ~ buġunї talnung čubuqї birlä 
їġačqa baġladї ketti  
~ an+ <ʾṅ> 
var. <ʾn> 9/2, 9/4, 15/6, 17/3, 19/3, 23/2, 23/6, 
23/9, 24/8, 26/7, 37/6, 38/4, 40/4, 42/1 
1/1 bolsunġïl täp tädilär ~ung angºġusu ušbo 
turur 
4/4 bir buġu aldï šol buġunï talnung čubuqï 
birlä ïġačqa baġladï ketti ~dan song ertä boldï  
5/3 oġuz ǰïda birlä [monster]ning bašïn urdï ~ï 
öldürdi qïlïč birlä bašïn kästi 
5/7 ya birlä oq birlä šungqarnï öldürdi bašïn 
kästi ~dan song tädi kim šungqarnung angġusï 
ušbo turur  
7/3-7/5 yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi ~ung 
bašïnda atašluġ yaruqluġ bir mängi bar erdi 
ušol qïz ~daġ körüglük erdi kim külsä kök 
tängri külä turur ïġlasa kök tängri ïġlaya turur 
7/9 oġuz qaġan ~ï kördüktä usï qalmadï ketti 
aldï ~ung birlä yattï tilägüsin aldï 
9/2-9/4 yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi ~ung közü 
köktön kökräk erdi ~ung sačï mörän ºsuġï täg 
~ung tïšï ünčü täg erdi 
9/5-9/6 ~daġ körüglük erdi kim yerning 
yelküni ~ï körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp sütdän 
qumuz bola tururlar 
9/9-10/1 oġuz qaġan ~ï kördüktä usï ketti 
ǰüräkigä atas tüšti ~ï sewdi aldï ~ïng birlä yattï 
tilägüsin aldï 
10/8 künlärdän song kečälärdän song yarudï üč 
erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï [...] ~dan song oġuz 
qaġan bedük toy berdi 
12/3 oġuz qaġan beglärgä elkünlärgä ǰarlïġ 
berdi taqï tädi kim [...] täp tädi ~dan song oġuz 
qaġan tört sarïġa ǰarlïġ ǰumšadï bildürgülük 
bitidi 
14/6 ušbo altun qaġan [...] yaqšï begü birlä 
dostluq qïldï ~ung birlä amïraq boldï 
15/6 oġuz qaġan čamat ätüp ~ga atlaġu tilädi 
čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnï tutup ketti 
17/3 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz bärip turur 
erdi taqï tädi kim [...] täp tädi känä ~dan song 
oġuz qaġan qorïġannï türdürdi ketti 
19/3 tutulunč urušunč ~daġ yaman boldï kim 
etil mörännüng suġï qïp qïzïl säp sänggir täg 
boldï  
21/1 oġuz qaġan ušol baluqqa atladï urus 
bägning oġulï ~ga köp altun kümüš yibärdi 
23/2-23/3 taqï ayttï kim mängä köp altun 
yumšap sän baluqnï yaqšï saqlap sän täp tädi 
~ung üčün ~ga saqlap at qoydï 
23/6 [etil] tägän [bädük] bir näng [turur oġuz] 
qaġan ~ï [kör]di taqï tädi kim etilning ºsuġïdan 
nečük kečärbiz täp tädi 
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23/9 čärigdä bir yaqši bäg bar erdi ~ung atï 
uluġ ordu bäg erdi  
24/8 taqï ilgärü kettilär ~dan song oġuz qaġan 
känä kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ erkäk böri kördi 
26/6-26/7 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi [...] 
~ung bašï soġuqtan ap aq turur ~ung üčün 
~ung atï muz taġ turur 
28/9-29/1-29/4 čärigdä bir yaqšï čäbär er bar 
erdi ~ung atï tömürtü qaġul tägän erdi ~ga 
ǰarlïġ qïldï kim sän munda qal ač qalqan 
ačqungdon song käl orduġa täp tädi mundan 
~ga qalač at qoydï 
31/2 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
nökärlärigä elkünigä ~daġ uluġ ölüg barġu 
tüšti kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at qaġatïr 
ud azlïq boldï 
31/4-31/5 ~da oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ 
yašqï bir čäbär kiši bar erdi ~ung atï barmaqlïġ 
ǰosun bellig erdi 
32/4 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa qanqa söz 
berä turur erdilär erdi ~ung üčün ~larġa qanqa 
at qoydïlar 
32/9 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnï kördi küldi taqï 
ayttï kim [...] täp tädi ~dan song känä bo [...] 
erkäk böri birlä sïndu taqï tangqut taqï šaġam 
yïngġaqlarïġa atlap ketti 
33/5 känä bo [...] erkäk böri birlä sïndu taqï 
tangqut taqï šaġam yïngġaqlarïġa atlap ketti 
köp urušqudon köp toqušqudon song ~larnï 
aldï öz yurtïġa birlädi baštï bastï 
34/5 ušol yerning qaġanï mïsïr tägän bir qaġan 
erdi oġuz qaġan ~ung üstigä atladï 
34/8-34/9 ~ung dostlarï köp sewinč [...] ~ung 
dušmanlarï köp qayġu [...] 
35/9 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanïda aq saqalluġ 
moz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar 
erdi [...] ~ung atï uluġ türük erdi 
37/6 oġuz qaġan uluġ türüknüng sözün yaqšï 
kördi ögütün tilädi ogütügä körä qïldï ~dan 
song ertä bolupta aqalarnï inilärni čarlap 
käldürdi  
38/4 taqï ayttï kim [...] kün ay yulduz tang 
sarïġa sänlär barung kök taġ tängiz tün sarïġa 
sänlär barung täp tädi ~dan song üčägüsü tang 
sarïġa bardïlar üčägüsü tün sarïġa bardïlar 
39/5 [oġuz qaġan sewindi küld taqï yanï üč] 
buzġuluq qïldï [taqï ayttï kim] [...] täp tädi 
känä ~dan song kök taġ tängiz köp kiklär köp 
qušlar awlaġularïdan song ǰolda üč kümüš oqnï 
taptïlar aldïlar atasïġa berdilär 
40/4 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqï oqlarnï 
üčügä üläštürdi taqï ayttï kim [...] täp tädi känä 
~dan song oġuz qaġan uluġ qurïltay čaqïrdï 
41/5 [čong] yaqïda qïrïq qol ač ïġačnï tiktürdi 
~ung bašïda bir kümüš taġuq qoydï adaqïda bir 
qara qoyunnï baġladï 
42/1 qïrïq kün qïrïq kečä aštïlar ičtilär sewinč 
taptïlar ~dan song oġuz qaġan oġullarïġa yurtïn 
üläštürüp berdi 
 
ong <ʾwṅk> ‘right (side)’ 
OT ong 'right' (ED 166) 
13/8 känä bo čaġda ~ ǰangaqta altun tägän bir 
qaġan bar erdi 
41/7 [~] yaqta buzuqlar olturdï |čong yaqta 
üčoqlar olturdї 
 
?ong- <ʾwṅk>‘to thirve, prosper’ (cf. öng) 
OT on-/ong- 'to thrive, prosper' (ED 168) 
27/4 čärigdä bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi 
čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur erdi ǰörügüdä 
soġurġuda ~a er erdi 
 
oltur- <ʾwldwr> ‘to sit’  
OT olor-/oltur- 'to sit' (ED 150) 
var. <wldwr> 7/2 
7/2 ušbo yaruqnung arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
yalġuz ~ur erdi  
9/1 bo їġačnung qawučaqїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
ǰalġuz ~ur erdi 
40/7 oġuz qaġan uluġ qurїltay čaġїrdï 
nökerlärin elkünlärin čarlap čaġїrdї kälip 
kengäšip ~dїlar 
41/7-41/8 [ong] yaqta buzuqlar olturdï |čong 
yaqta üč oqlar ~dї 
 
ordu <ʾwrdw> ‘warcamp’  
OT ordu 'royal residence, palace, royal camp' 
(ED 203) 
19/8 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqїn 
aldї elkünin aldї ~sїġa köp uluġ ölüg barġu köp 
tälim tirig barġu tusu boldї 
23/9 čärigdä bir yaqšї bäg bar erdi anung atї 
uluġ ~ bäg erdi 
29/3 čärigdä bir yaqšї čäbär er bar erdi […] 
anga ǰarlїġ qїldї kim |sän munda qal ač qalqan 
|ačqungdon song käl ~ġa |täp tädi 
40/8 känä andan song oġuz qaġan uluġ qurїltay 
čaġїrdї nökerlärin elkünlärin čarlap čaġїrdї 
kälip kengäšip olturdїlar oġuz qaġan bädük [~] 
[…] 
 
orman <ʾwrmʾṅ> ‘forest, wood’  
MT orman 'Wald, Gehölz' (Z 118a) 
3/1-3/4 bo čaġda bo yerdä bir uluġ ~ bar erdi 
[…] ušol ~ ičindä bädük bir [monster] bar erdi 
12/1 taqї tädi kim män senlärgä boldum qaġan| 
alalїng ya taqї qalqan |tamġa bizgä bolsun 
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buyan| kök böri bolsunġїl uran| tämür ǰїda bol 
~ |aw yerdä yörüsün qulan| […]| 
 
?osuġ <wswq̈> ‘river-bed’ (cf. suw) 
OT osuġ 'a way of using sg' (ED 245) 
9/4 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung közü 
köktön kökräk erdi anung sačї mörän ~täg 
anung tїšї ünčü täg erdi 
23/7 čärig birlä […] etil tägän mörängä käčti 
etil tägän bädük bir neng turur oġuz qaġan anї 
[kördi] taqї tädi kim etilning ~їdan nečük kečär 
biz täp tädi 
 
oyna- <ʾwyṅʾ> ‘to play’  
OT oyna- 'to play' (ED 275) 
2/3 yeg ät aš sorma tilädi tїlї kelä bašladї qїrïq 




ögüt <ʾwkwd> ‘advice’  
OT ögüt 'advice, counsel, admonition' (ED 
102) 
37/5-37/6 oġuz qaġan uluġ türüknüng sözün 
yaqšї kördi ~ün tilädi ~ügä körä qїldї 
 
ögüz <ʾwkwz> ‘stream’  
OT ögüz 'river' (ED 119) 
3/2 bo čaġda bo yerdä uluġ orman bar erdi köp 
möränlär köp ~ lär bar erdi 
 
öl- <ʾwl> ‘to die’ 
OT öl- 'to die' (ED 125) 
9/7 andaġ körüglük erdi kim yerning yelküni 
anї körsä ay ay aχ aχ ~irbiz täp süttän qumuz 
bola tururlar 
 
öldür- ‘to kill’  
OT ölür-/öldür- 'to kill' (ED 151, 133) 
var. <wldwr> 5/4, 5/7, <ʾwldwr> 6/1, 6/2, 30/7 
5/4-5/7 [monster] kälip bašї birlä oġuz 
qalqanїn urdi oġuz ǰїda birlä [monster]nїng 
bašїn urdї anї ~di qїlїč birlä bašїn kästi aldї 
ketti känä kälip kördi kim bir šungqar 
[monster] ičägüsin yemektä turur ya birlä oq 
birlä šungqarnї ~di bašїn kästi 
6/1-6/2 taqї tädi kim šungqarnung angġusї 
ušbo turur buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰїdam ~di 
tämür bolsa [monster]nї šungqar yedi ya oqum 
~di yel bolsa täp tädi  
30/7 uruš toquš bašladї oqlar birlä qїlїčlar birlä 
uruštїlar oġuz qaġan baštї ǰürčäd qaġannї bastї 
~di bašїn kästi  
 
ölüg <ʾwlwk> ‘lifeless, inanimate’  
OT ölüg 'dead, corpse' (ED 142) 
19/9 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqїn 
aldї elkünin aldї ordusїġa köp uluġ ~ barġu 
köp tälim tirig barġu tusu boldї 
31/2 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ~ barġu tüšti 
kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at qaġatїr ud 
azlїq boldї 
31/7 bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptї qanqa üstündä ~ 
barġunї qoydї qanqa bašїda tirig barġunї qoydї 
tarїttїlar kettilär 
32/7 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnї kördi küldi taqї 
ayttї kim qanqa qanqa birlä ~ni tirig 
yörügürsün |qanqaluġ sängä at bolġuluq qanqa 
bälgürsün |täp tädi 
 
öng 'front part' <ʾwṅgʾ> 
OT öng 'the front' (ED 167) 
27/4 čärigdä bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi 
čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur erdi ǰörügüdä 
soġurġuda ~gä er erdi 
 
önglük <ʾwng-lwk> 'face, complexion' 
OT öng 'colour' (ED 167) 
1/5 känä künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung közü 
yarïp küdädi erkäk oġul tuġurdï ušol oġulnung 
~i čïrayї kök erdi 
34/3 kündünki bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer 
bar turur uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp ïsïġ 
bir yer turur [...] elkünlärining ~i čïrayї qap 
qara turur 
 
ötä- <ʾwdʾ> ‘to carry out an obligation’ 
OT ötä- 'to carry out an obligation (to God), to 
pay a debt' (ED 43) 
42/6 taqї tädi kim […]| dušmanlarnї 
їġlaġurdum |dostlarumnї män külgürdüm |kök 
tängrigä män ~düm |sänlärgä berämän yurtum| 
 
öz ‘self, own’ 
OT öz 'spirit, self' (ED 278) 
var. <ws> 5/1, <ʾwz> 30/8, 33/5 
5/1 känä ~ü їġačnїng tübindä turdї [monster] 
kälip bašї birlä oġuz qalqanїn urdї oġuz ǰїda 
birlä [monster]nїng bašїn urdї anї öldürdi 
30/8 oġuz qaġan baštї ǰürčäd qaġannї bastї 
öldürdi bašїn kästi ǰürčäd elkünin ~ aġїzїġa 
baqїnturdї 
33/5 känä bo […] erkäk böri birlä sїndu taqї 
tangqut taqї šaġam yïngġaqlarїġa ketti köp 
urušqudan köp toqušqudon song anlarnї aldї ~ 





sač <sʾč> ‘(a piece of) hair’ 
OT sač 'hair' (ED 794) 
1/6 ušol oġulnung önglüki čїraġї kök erdi aġїzї 
ataš qїzїl erdi közläri al ~larї qašlarї qara 
ärdilär ärdi 
9/4 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung közü 
köktön kökräk erdi anung ~ї mörän ºsuġї täg 
erdi anung tїšї ünčü täg erdi 
 
sačluġ <sʾč-lwq̈> ‘one having hair’ 
OT sačlïġ 'hairy' (ED 797) 
35/6 oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda aq saqalluġ moz ~ 
uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar erdi 
 
sanaġuluqsïz <sʾnʾ-q̈w-lwq̈-syz> ‘uncountable’  
OT sana- 'to count' (ED 835) 
35/2 anung dostlarї köp sewinč […] erdi anung 
dušmanlarї köp qayġular […] oġuz [qaġan] 
baštї ~ nämälär yїlqїlar aldї yurtїġa tüšti ketti 
 
saqalluġ <sʾq̈ʾl-lwq̈> ‘bearded’  
OT saqal 'beard' (ED 808) 
35/6 oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda aq ~ moz sačluġ 
uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar erdi 
 
saqla- ‘to watch over, protect’ 
OT saqla- 'to watch over, protect' (ED 810) 
var. <sʾqlʾ> 15/2, <sʾq̈lʾ> 20/8, 21/7, 23/2 
15/2 čong ǰangġaqїda urum tägän bir qaġan bar 
ärdi […] ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannung 
ǰarlїġїn ~maz erdi 
20/8 taqї tädi kim baluqnї qatїġlaġu käräk turur 
sän taqї urusġulardan song baluqnї bizgä ~p 
käl gil täp tädi 
21/7 mängä atam bo baluqnї berip turur taqї 
tädi kim baluqnї qatїġlaġu käräk turur sän taqї 
urušqulardan song baluqnї bängä ~p kälgil 
23/2 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšї kördi 
sewindi küldi taqї ayttї kim mängä köp altun 
yumšap sän baluqnї yaqšї ~p sän täp tädi 
anung üčün anga saqlap at qoydї 
 
saqlap <sʾqlʾb> ‘proper name: Slav’  
23/3 see saqla- 
 
sarï <sʾry> ‘direction’ 
OT sarï 'towards, in the directon of (ED 844) 
12/4 känä andan song oġuz qaġan tört ~ġa 
ǰarlїġ ǰumšadї bildürgülük bitidi elčilärigä 
bärip yibärdi 
38/2-38/3 taqї tädi kim ay mänüng köngülüm 
awnї tiläp turur |qarї bolġumdan mäning 
qaqїzluqum yoq turur |kün ay yulduz tang ~ġa 
sänlär barung |kök taġ tängiz tün ~ġa sänlär 
barung |täp tädi 
38/5-38/6 andan song üčägüsü tang ~ġa 
bardїlar taqї üčägüsü tün ~ ġa bardїlar 
 
sarun- <sʾrʾbṅ> ‘to be covered, wrapped in’  
OT saru-/sar- 'to wind, wrap sg' (ED 844) 
sarïn- 'to wind, wrap oneself' (ED 854) 
27/9 ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü toquz 
kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġїr atnї käldürdi 
muz taġlarda köp soġuq boluptan ol bäg 
qaġardan ~mїš erdi ap aq erdi 
 
sän ’you (personal pronoun)’863 
OT sän 'thou' (ED 831) 
var. <syṅ> 11/6, <sYn> 12/9, 39/3, <sʾṅ> 16/9, 
22/3, 22/5, 23/1, 23/2, 24/6, 28/2, 28/3, 29/2, 
32/8, 36/8, 36/9, 38/3 <sʾn> 20/7, 21/3, 21/5, 
21/8, 22/4, 24/7, 25/5, 38/2, 40/2, 40/4, 42/7 
<sYṅ> 22/1, 
11/6 oġuz qaġan beglärgä elkünlärgä ǰarlїġ 
berdi taqї tädi kim män ~lärgä boldum qaġan| 
alalїng ya taqї qalqan| […]| 
12/9 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim män 
uyġurnїng qaġanї bola män kim yerning tört 
bulunġїnung qaġanї bolsam käräk turur 
~lärdän bas čalunguluq tiläp män turur 
16/9 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz berip turur 
erdi taqї tädi kim |ay ay oġuz urum üstigä ~ 
atlar bola sän |ay ay oġuz tapuġunglarġa män 
yörür bola män 
20/7 taqї tädi kim baluqnї qatїġlaġu käräk turur 
~ taqї urušqulardan song baluqnї bizgä saqlap 
kälgil täp tädi 
21/3 taqї tädi kim ay mäning qaġanumsän 
21/5 taqї tädi kim baluqnї qatїġlaġu käräk turur 
~ taqї urušqulardan song baluqnї bängä saqlap 
kälgil täp tädi 
21/8 atam čamat ätüp ersä mänüng tapum erür 
mü ~dän ǰarluġ baġlїġ bellüg bola män 
22/1-22/3-22/4-22/5 bizning qutbїz ~ning 
qutung bolmuš bizning uruġbїz ~ning 
їġačungnung uruġї bolmuš bolup turur tängri 
~gä yer berip buǰurmuš bolup turur män ~gä 
bašumnї qutumnї berä män  
23/1-23/2 oġuzqaġan […] sewindi küldi taqї 
ayttї kim mängä köp altun yumšap sän |baluqnї 
yaqšï saqlap sän|täp tädi 
24/6-24/7 oġuz qaġan sewinč ätti küldi taqї 
tädi kim ay ay ~ munda bäg bolung qїpčaq 
tägän ~ bäg bolung 
                                                 
863
 I followed the same method as in the case of  biz 
and män, see there. 
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25/5 ušbo kök böri oġuz qaġanġa ayttї kim 
amdї čärig birlä [mundon atlang qaġan] […] 
män ~gä bašlap yolnї körgürür män täp tädi 
28/2-28/3 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї 
kim ay ~ munda beglärgä bolġїl bašlїq mä/män 
mängiläp ~ga at bolsun qaġarlїġ 
29/2 čärigdä bir yaqšї čäbär er bar erdi […] 
anga ǰarlїġ qїldї kim ~ munda qal ač qalqan 
|ačqungdon song käl orduġa| 
32/8 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnї kördi küldi taqї 
ayttї kim qanqa qanqa birlä ölügni tirig 
yörügürsün |qanqaluġ ~ gä at bolġuluq qanqa 
bälgürsün| 
36/8-36/9 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqї tädi kim ay qaġanum ~gä 
ǰašaġu bolsunġїl uzun ay qaġanum sängä türlük 
bolsunġїl tüzün 
38/2-38/3 taqї ayttї kim ay mänüng köngülüm 
awnї tiläp turur qarї bolġumdan mäning 
qaqїzluqum yoq turur kün ay yulduz tang 
sarїġa ~ lär barung |kök taġ tängiz tün sarїġa ~ 
lär barung |täp tädi 
39/3 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi […] taqї ayttї 
kim ay aqalar ya bolsun ~ lärnüng| ya täg 
oqlarnї kökkäčä atung| 
40/2-40/4 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi […] taqї 
ayttї kim ay inilär oqlar bolsun ~lärnüng |ya 
attї oqnї oqlar täg ~lär bolung| 
42/7 […] dušmanlarnї їġlaġurdum |dostlarumnї 
män külgürdüm| kök tängrigä män ötädüm| ~ 
lärgä berä män yurtum| 
 
säpsänggir <sʾb-sʾnggyr> ‘cinnabar’ 
Per. sīm-shagarf 'cinnabar' (ST 718) 
19/4 tutulunč urušunč andaġ yaman boldї kim 
etil mörännüng suwї qїp qїzїl ~ täg boldї 
 
sew- (?sü-) ’to (fell in) love, to like’ 
OT säv- 'to love, to like' (ED 784) 
var. <sw> 7/9, 10/1 <sywy> 26/2 
7/9 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi […] oġuz qaġan 
anї kördüktä usї qalmadї ketti ~di aldї anung 
birlä yattї tilägüsin aldї 
10/1 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi […] oġuz 
qaġan anї kördüktä usї ketti ǰüräkigä ataš tüšti 
anï ~di aldї anїng birlä yattї tilägüsün aldї 
26/2 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġїr atqa minä 
turur erdi ušbo ayġїr atnї bäk čoq ~ür erdi  
 
sewin- ’to be glad' 
OT sävin- 'to rejoice, be joyful, glad' (ED 790) 
var. <sywyṅ> 22/9, 39/9 <swṅ> 25/9 
22/9 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšї kördi 
~di küldi 
25/9 tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġan kördi kim 
erkäk börü čärigning tapuġlarїda yörügüdä 
turur ~di  
39/1 kün ay yulduz […] ǰolda bir altun yanї 
taptїlar aldi[lar] atasї[ġa bärdilär oġuz qaġan 
~di küldi taqї yanї üč buzġuluq qїldї] 
39/9 kök taġ tängiz […] ǰolda üč kümüš oqnї 
taptїlar aldїlar atasїġa berdilär oġuz qaġan ~di 
küldi taqї oqlarnї üčügä ülästürdi 
 
sewinč ’joy, happiness’ 
OT sävinč 'joy, pleasure, delight' (ED 790) 
var. <sʾwyṅč> 1/2, <sʾwynč> 24/5, <sywṅč> 
28/5, <sywywṅč> 34/9, <sywyṅč> 42/1 
1/2 […] bolsunġїl täp tädilär anung angºġusu 
ušbo turur [picture] taqї mundan song ~ 
taptїlar  
24/5 čärigdä bir yaqšї bäg bar erdi […] kördi 
kim […]ta köp tälim […]lar […] [ǰїġačlar] […] 
aġačlarda yattї kečti [oġuz qaġan] ~ etti küldi  
28/1 ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü toquz 
kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġїr atnї käldürdi 
[…] oġuz qaġan ~ birlä küldü 
34/9 anung dostlarї köp ~ […] erdi anung 
dušmanlarї köp qayġular […] oġuz [qaġan] 
baštї  
42/1 [ong] yaqta buzuqlar olturdї čong yaqta 
üč oqlar olturdї qїrïq kün qїrïq kečä aštїlar 
ičtilär ~ taptїlar 
 
?sïra <syrʾ> 'row' cf. širä 
OT sïra 'Reihe, Ordnung, Lage' (Z 568c) 
11/1 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi 
[…] qїrïq ~ qїrïq bandang ǰapturdї 
 
sindu <syndw> ‘Geographical name India’  
Per. > MT hind, hindi 'Indien' (Z 943b) 
33/2 känä bo […] erkäk böri birlä ~ taqї 
tangqut taqї šaġam yïngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti  
 
soġuq (?sowuq) <swq̈wq̈>‘cold’ 
OT soġïq 'cold' (ED 808) 
26/6 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä üstündä 
tong taqї muz bar turur anung bašї ~ tan ap aq 
turur  
27/8 muz taġlarda köp ~ boluptan ol bäg 
qaġardan sarunmїš erdi 
 
soġurġu (?sowurġu) <swq̈wr-q̈w> ‘the state of 
being cold' 
OT soġï- 'to be cold' 
27/4 čärigdä bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar erdi 
[…] ǰörügüdä ~da onga er erdi 
 
song <swṅk> ’after’ 
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OT song 'the end or back, afterwards' (ED 832) 
var. <swnk> 1/2, 2/9, 10/3, 12/3, 20/7, 21/6, 
24/8, 29/3 <sWnk> 42/1 
1/2 mundan ~  
2/2 qïrïq kündön ~ 
2/9 künlärdän ~ kečälärdän ~ 
4/8 mundon ~ 
5/8 andan ~ 
8/2 künlärdän ~ kečälärdän ~ 
10/3 künlärdän ~ kečälärdän ~ 
10/8 andan ~ 
11/4 toydan ~ 
12/3 kenä andan ~ 
15/8 qïrïq kündön ~ 
17/3 kenä andan ~ 
18/1 bir näčä künlärdän ~ 
20/7 urušqulardan ~ 
21/6 urušqulardan ~ 
24/8 andan ~  
27/6 toquz kündön ~  
29/3ačqungdon ~ 
30/9 urušqudon ~ 
32/9 andan ~ 
33/4 köp urušqudan köp toqušqudon ~ 
36/6 uyqudon ~ 
37/7 andan ~  
38/4 andan ~  
38/8 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularïdan ~ 
39/5 kenä andan ~  
39/7 kök taġ tängiz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularïdan ~ 
40/5 kenä andan ~  
42/1andan ~ 
 
sorma <swyrm’> ‘wine, beer, or other 
alcoholic drink’  
OT sorma 'sg sucked in, wine, beer' (ED 852) 
2/1 usol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön oġuznї 
ičip mundon artїqraq ičmädi yeg ät aš ~ tilädi 
11/3 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi 
[…] qїrïq širä qїrïq bandang ǰapturdї türlüg 
ašlar türlüg ~ lar čubuyanlar qїmїzlar aštїlar 
ičtilär 
 
soyurqa- ‘to award, donate’  
Chin. > OT tsoyurqa- 'to have pity on sy, to be 
compassionate' (ED 556) >Mo. soyurqa- 'to 
deign, condescend; to grant' (L 724) 
var. <sywrqʾ> 14/4, <swywrq̈ʾ> 28/4 
14/4 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüš tartїp 
köp tälim qїz yaqut taš alup köp tälim 
ärdäniläri yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa ~p 
berdi 
28/4 oġuz qaġan sewinč birlä küldü ayttї kim 
[…] täp tädi köp ärdäni soyurqadї ilgärü ketti 
 
söz <swz> 1.‘word’ 2. 'sound' 
OT söz 'word, speech, statement' (ED 860) 
15/3 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannung ǰarlїġїn 
saqlamaz erdi qatїqlaġu barmaz erdi munї ~ ~ 
ni tutmaz män turur män täp tädi 
16/7 ol ǰaruqton kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik 
bir erkäk böri čїqtї ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa ~ 
bärip turur erdi taqї tädi kim […] 
22/9 oġuz qaġan yigitning ~ün yaqšï kördi 
sewindi küldi taqï tädi kim [...] 
32/3 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa qanqa ~ 
berä turur erdilär erdi anung üčün anlarġa 
qanqa at qoydïlar 
37/5 oġuz qaġan uluġ türüknüng sözün yaqšï 
kördi öġütün tilädi ögütügä körä qïldï 
 
suw <swq̈> ‘water’ 
OT suv 'water' (ED 783) 
?var. <wswq̈> 9/4, 23/7 
9/4 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung közü 
köktön kökräk erdi anung sačї mörän ~ï täg 
anung tїšї ünčü täg erdi 
19/4 tutulunč urušunč andaġ yaman boldї kim 
etil mörännüng ~ї qїp qїzїl säpsänggir täg 
boldї 
23/7 čärig birlä […] etil tägän mörängä käčti 
etil tägän bädük bir neng turur oġuz qaġan anї 
[kördi] taqї tädi kim etilning ~їdan nečük kečär 
biz täp tädi 
 
süt <swd> ‘milk’  
OT süt 'milk' (ED 798) 
9/7 andaġ körüglük erdi kim yerning yelküni 





šām <šʾq̈ʾʾm> ‘Geographic name Syria, 
Damascus’  
Ar. > (Per.) > MT šām 'Syrien, Damaskus' (Z 
536a) 
33/3 känä bo […] erkäk böri birlä sїndu taqї 
tangqut taqї ~ yïngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti 
 
šaš- <šʾš>‘to wonder’  
OT sa- 'to count' (ED 781), see also saš- 'to be 
astonished' (ED 857, 856) 
32/1 bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptї […] nökärlärnüng 
elkünnüng qamaġї munї kördilär ~tїlar 
qanqalar taqї ǰaptїlar 
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širä <syrʾ> ‘table’ (cf. sïra) 
Mo. sirege(n) [š- ] 'table, desk, throne, seat, 
feast' (L 716) 
11/1 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy berdi 
[…] qїrïq ~ qїrïq bandang ǰapturdї 
 
šol<šwl> see ol 
 
šung-qar falcon’  
Mo. singqur [š-], šongqur 'falcon, gerfalcon' (L 
712) 
var. < šwṅk-q̈ʾr> 5/5, 5/8, 6/1< šwnk-q̈ʾr> 5/7 
5/5-5/7-5/8-6/1 känä kälip kördi kim bir ~ 
[monster](ning) ičägüsin yemäktä turur ya 
birlä oq birlä ~nï öldürdi bašïn kästi andan 
song tädi kim ~ nung angġusï ušbo turur buġu 
yedi aduġ yedi ǰïdam öldürdi tämür bolsa 
[monster]ni ~ yedi yaoqum öldürdi yel bolsa 
täp tädi ketti 
 
šük <šwk> ‘silent’  
Sogd. > OT šük 'quiet, silent, still' (ED 867) 
16/1 čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnї tutup ketti qїr°q 
kündön song muz taġ tägän taġnung adaqїġa 




taġ ‘mountain/Prop The fifth son of Oġuz’  
OT taġ 'mountain' (ED 463) 
var. <dʾq̈> 10/6, 15/9, 27/5, 27/8, 38/3, 39/4 
<dʾy> 15/8, <ʾdʾq> 18/6, <dʾq> 20/3, 26/4, 
26/7, 26/8,  
10/6 künlärdän song kečälärdän song yarudï üč 
erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï birinčisigä kök at qoydïlar 
ikinčisigä ~ at qoydïlar üčünčüsügä tängiz at 
qoydïlar 
15/8-15/9 qïrïq kündön song muz ~ tägän ~ 
nung adaqïġa keldi 
18/6 munda etil mörän tägän bir taluy bar erdi 
etil mörännüng quduġïda bir qara ~ tapïġïda 
urušqu tutuldï 
20/3 urum qaġannung bir qarundašï bar erdi 
urus bäg tägän erdi ol urus bäg oġulun ~ bašïda 
täring mörän arasïda yaqšï bärik baluqqa 
yumšadï 
26/4-26/7-26/8 ǰolda ušbo ayġïr at közdän yitü 
qačtï munda uluġ bir ~ bar erdi üzä üstündä 
tong taqï muz bar turur anung bašï soġuqtan ap 
aq turur anung üčün anung atï muz ~ turur 
oġuz qaġannung atï muz ~ ičigä qačïp ketti 
27/5-27/8 čärigdä bir bedik qaqïz er bäg bar 
erdi [...] ušol beg ~larġa kirdi yörüdü toquz 
kündön song oġuz qaġanġa ayġïr atnï käldürdi 
muz ~larda köp soġuq boluptan ol bäg 
qaġardan sarunmïš erdi ap aq erdi 
38/3 taqï tädi kim |ay mänüng köngülüm awnï 
tiläp turur |qarï bolġumdan mäning qaqïzluqum 
yoq turur| kün ay yulduz tang sarïġa sän lär 
barung |kök ~ tängiz tün sarïġa sänlär barung 
|täp tädi 
39/5 känä andan song kök ~ tängiz köp kiklär 
köp qušlar awlaġularïdan song ǰolda üč kümüš 
oqnï taptïlar aldïlar atasïġa berdilär 
 
taġam (tām) <dʾq̈ʾm> ‘wall’ 
OT tam 'wall' (ED 502) 
28/6 känä yolda bedük bir üy kördi bo üynüng 
~ї altundan erdi tünglüqlarї taqї kümüštün 
qalqanlarї tämürdän erdilär erdi qapuluġ erdi 
ač°ġïč yoq erdi 
 
taġuq (?tawuq) <dʾq̈wq̈> ‘fowl’  
OT taqïġu/taġuq 'domestic fowl' (ED 468) 
41/5 [čong] yaqїda qїrïq qolač їġačnї tiktürdi 
anung bašїda bir kümüš ~ qoydї adaqїda bir 
qara qoyunnї baġladї 
 
taġuraq (tawraq) <d’qwr’q̈> ‘quickly’  
OT tavraq 'speed, hurry, quick' (ED 443) 
13/6 ušbo bildügülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim […] 
ušbo kim mäning aġїzumġa baqmaz turur bolsa 
čamad čaqїp čärig čäkip dušman tutar män ~ 
basїp asturїp yoq bolsunġїl täp qїlur män 
 
taqï <dʾq̈y> ‘then, more’ 
OT taqï 'and, furthermore' (ED 466) 
var., <dq̈y> 11/6, 28/6, <dʾqy> 21/2, 21/4, 
21/5, 24/6, <dqy> 40/1 
1/2 ~ mundan song sewinč taptïlar 
4/1 ǰïda birlä ya oq birlä ~ qïlïč birlä qalqan 
birlä atladï 
6/3 ~ [monster]nïng angºġusu ušbo turur 
11/6-11/7 ~ tädi kim |män senlärgä boldum 
qaġan |alalïng ya ~ qalqan| [...]| täp tädi 
12/2 |[...]| ~ taluy ~ mörän| kün tuġ bolġïl kök 
qorïġan| täp tädi 
16/8 ~ tädi kim [...] 
18/3 oġuz ~ čärig birlä turup turdï 
20/5-20/7 ~ tädi kim baluqnï qatïġlaġu käräk 
turur sen ~ urušqulardan song baluqnï bizgä 
saqlap kälgil täp tädi 
21/2 ~ tädi kim [...] 
21/4-21/5 ~ tädi kim baluqnï qatïġlaġu käräk 
turur sen ~ urušqulardan song baluqnï bängä 
saqlap kälgil täp tädi 
22/9 ~ ayttï kim [...] 
23/7 ~ tädi kim [...] 
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24/6 ~ ayttï kim [...] 
24/8 ~ ilgärü kettilär 
26/5 üzä üstündä tong ~ muz bar turur 
28/6 bo üynüng taġamï altundan erdi 
tünglüqlarï ~ kümüštün qalqanlarï tämürdän 
erdilär erdi 
29/7 kenä bir kün bo [...] erkäk böri yörümäyn 
turdï oġuz qaġan ~ turdï  
32/2 nökärlärnüng elkünnüng qamaġï munï 
kördilär šaštïlar qanqalar ~ ǰaptïlar 
32/6 ~ ayttï kim 
33/2 kena bo [...] erkäk böri birlä sïndu ~ 
tangqut ~ šaġam yïngġaqlarïġa atlap ketti 
36/2-36/4 bir kün uyquda bir altun ya kördi ~ 
üč kümüš oq kördi bo altun ya kün tuġïšïda 
(da) kün batušïġača täggä erdi ~ bo üč kümüš 
oq tün yïngġaqqa ketä turur erdi 
36/8 ~ tädi kim [...] 
37/8 ~ ayttï kim [...] 
38/5 andan song üčägüsü tang sarïġa bardïlar ~ 
üčägüsü tün sarïġa barïlar 
39/2 [~ ayttï] kim [...] 
39/9 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi ~ oqlarnï üčügä 
üläštürdi ~ ayttï kim [...] 
42/2 ~ tädi kim [...] 
 
tal <dʾl> ‘willow’  
OT tal 'branch, twig, willow tree' (ED 489) 
4/2 bir buġu aldï šol buġunï ~nung čubuqï birlä 
ïġačqa baġladï ketti 
24/2 čärigdä bir yaqšï bäg bar erdi anung atï 
uluġ ordu bäg erdi usluġ [...] bir er erdi kördi 
kim [...] köp tälim ~lar köp tälim [...]lar [...] 
ǰïġačlar [...] käs[...] aġačlarda yattï kečti 
 
?tala <dʾlʾ> ‘flat land, plain’ cf. tol- 
Mo. tal-a 'plain, level space, steppe' (L771) 
37/2 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl uzun| ay qaġanum 
sängä türlük bolsunġïl tüzün| [...] tängri berdi 
tüšümdä käldürsün| ~ turur yerni uruġungġa 
berdürsün| täp tädi 
 
taluy ’a large body of water, river’  
OT taluy 'a large body of water, sea' (ED 502) 
var. <dʾlwy> 12/2, <dʾlʾy> 18/5 
12/2 taqï tädi kim |män senlärgä boldum qaġan 
|alalïng ya taqï qalqan| tamġa bizgä bolsun 
buyan |kök böri bolsunġïl uran |tämür ǰïda bol 
orman |aw yerdä yörüsün qulan| taqï ~ taqï 
mörän |kün tuġ bolġïl kök qorïġan |täp tädi 
18/5 oġuz taqï čärig birlä turup turdï munda 
etil mörän tägän bir ~ bar erdi  
 
tamġa <dʾmq̈ʾ> ‘distinguishing mark’  
OT tamġa 'brand, mark of ownership' (ED 
504) 
11/8 taqï tädi kim |män senlärgä boldum qaġan 
|alalïng ya taqï qalqan| ~ bizgä bolsun buyan 
|kök böri bolsunġïl uran |tämür ǰïda bol orman 
|aw yerdä yörüsün qulan| taqï taluy taqï mörän 
|kün tuġ bolġïl kök qorïġan |täp tädi 
 
tang <dʾṅk> ‘early, dawn’ 
OT tang 'dawn' (ED 510) 
var. <čʾṅk> 16/1 
4/4-4/8 bir buġu aldï šol buġunï talnung čubuqï 
birlä ïġačqa baġladï ketti andan song ertä boldï 
~ ertä čaġda käldi kördi kim [monster] buġunï 
alup turur kenä bir aduq aldï altunluġ belbaġï 
birlä yïġačqa baġladï ketti mundon song ertä 
boldï ~ ertä čaġda keldi kördi kim [monster] 
aduġnï alup turur 
16/1 qorïġannï tüškürdi šük bolup uyup turdï ~ 
ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung qorïġanïġa kün 
täg bir ǰaruq kirdi 
25/6 ~ ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġan kördi kim 
erkäk börü čärigning tapuġlarïda yörügüdä 
turur sewindi ilgärü ketti 
38/2-38/5 andan song ertä bolupta aqalarnï 
inilärni čarlap käldürdi taqï ayttï kim [...] kün 
ay yulduz ~ sarïġa sänlär barung kök taġ tängiz 
tün sarïġa sänlär barung täp tädi andan song 
üčägüsü ~ sarïġa bardïlar taqï üčägüsü tün 
sarïġa bardïlar 
 
tangqut <dʾṅk-qwd> ‘Geographic 
name/ethnonym Tangut’  
33/2 känä bo kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ erkäk 
böri birlä sïndu taqï ~ taqï šaġam yïngġaqlarïġa 
atlap ketti 
 
tap- <dʾb> ‘to find’ 
OT tap- 'to find' (ED 435) 
var. <čʾb> 38/9, 39/8 
1/3 [...] bolsunġïl tä tädilär anung angºġusu 
ušbo turur <picture> taqï mundon song säwinč 
~tïlar 
38/9 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularïdan song ǰolda bir altun yanï ~tïlar 
aldïlar atasïġa bärdilär 
39/8 andan song kök taġ tängiz köp kiklär köp 
qušlar awlaġularïdan song ǰolda üč kümüš oqnï 
~tïlar aldïlar atasïġa berdilär  
42/1 [ong] yaqta buzuqlar olturdï čong yaqta 
üč oqlar olturdï qïrïq kün qïrïq kečä aštïlar 
ičtilär sewinč ~tïlar 
 
tap(u) <dʾb(w)> ‘satisfaction’ 
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OT tap/tapï 'satisfaction, sufficiency' (ED 434, 
436)  
21/8 urus bägning oġulï [...] taqï tädi kim ay 
männing qaġanum sän mängä atam bo baluqnï 
bärip turur taqï tädi kim baluqnï qatïġlaġu 
käräk turur sän taqï urušqulardan song baluqnï 
bängä saqlap kälgil täp tädi atam čamat ätüp 
ersä mänüng ~(u)m erür mü sändän ǰarluġ 
baġlïġ bellüg bola män [...] täp tädi 
 
tapuġ 'vicinity' 
OT tap- 'to find' (ED 435); ≠ tapïġ 'service' 
(ED 437) 
var. <dʾbwq> 17/1, 17/5, 25/8 <dʾbYqq> 18/6 
17/1-17/5 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz bärip 
turur erdi taqï tädi kim ay ay oġuz urum üstigä 
atlar bola sän ay ay oġuz ~unglarġa män yörür 
bola män täp tädi känä andan song oġuz qaġan 
qorïġannï türdürdi ketti kördi kim čärigning 
~larïda kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik bir erkäk 
böri yörügüdä turur 
18/6 munda ätil mörän tägän bir taluy bar erdi 
etil mörännüng quduġïda bir qara taġ ~ ïda 
urušqu tutuldï 
25/8 tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġan kördi kim 
erkäk börü čärigning ~larïda [...] yörügüdä 
turur sewindi ilgärü ketti 
 
tarlaġusïz (tarlawsïz) <dʾrlʾq̈w-syz> 
‘uncultivated’  
OT tarïġlaġ (CC tarlov) 'cultivated field' (ED 
541) 
29/8 känä bir kün […] erkäk böri yörümäyn 
turdї oġuz qaġan taqї turdї qorïġan tüškürä 
turġan turdї ~ bir yazї yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
tätururlar erdi 
 
tart- ‘to pull, to drag’ 
OT tart- 'to pull, to drag' (ED 534) 
var. <dʾrd> 13/3, 14/2 <dʾrʾd> 31/9 
13/3 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim [...] 
ušbo kim aġïzumġa baqar turur bolsa tarïtqu 
~ïp dost tutar män täp tädi 
14/2 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elčï 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüš ~ïp köp 
tälim qïz yaqut taš alup köp tälim ärdäniläri 
yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi 
aġïzïġa baqïndï 
31/9 bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptï qanqa üstündä 
ölüg barġunï qoydï qanqa bašïda tirig barġunï 
qoydï ~ tïlar kettilär 
 
tarïtqu <dʾrʾdqw> ‘tribute, present’ 
OT tart- 'to pull, to drag' (ED 534) 
13/2 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim [...] 
ušbo kim aġïzumġa baqar turur bolsa t~ tartïp 
dost tutar män täp tädi 
 
taš <dʾš> ‘stone’ 
OT taš 'stone' (ED 557) 
14/3 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elčï 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüš tartïp 
köp tälim qïz yaqut ~ alup köp tälim ärdäniläri 
yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi 
aġïzïġa baqïndï 
 
tašqarun ‘outwards, excluded’  
OT tašġaru 'outwards' (ED 563) 
var. <dʾšq̈ʾrwṅ> 33/6 <čʾšq̈ʾ-rwṅ> 
33/6 känä ~ qalmasun bällüg bolsun kim [...] 
35/4 känä ~ qalmasun kim bellüg bolsun kim 
[...] 
 
tä- <dʾ> ‘to say’ 
OT te- 'to say' (ED 433) 
1/1 [...] bolsunġïl ~p ~dilär 
6/2[...] ~p ~di  
9/7 yerning yelküni anï körsä ay ay aχ aχ 
ölirbiz ~p süttän qumuz bola tururlar 
11/6-12/3 taqï ~di kim [...] ~p ~di 
13/3 [...] ~p ~di 
13/7 [...] ~p qïlur män ~p ~di 
15/4 munï söz sözni tutmaz män turur män ~p 
yarlïġġa baqmadï 
16/8-17/2 taqï ~di kim [...] ~p ~di 
20/6-20/8 taqï ~di kim [...] ~p ~di 
21/2-21/4-21/7-22/8 taqï ~di kim [...] taqï ~di 
kim [...] ~p ~di [...] ~p ~di 
23/2 ayttï kim [...] ~p ~di 
23/7-23/8 taqï ~di kim [...] ~p ~di 
24/8 ayttï kim [...] ~ p ~di 
25/6 ayttï kim [...] ~p ~di 
28/4 ayttï kim [...] ~p ~di 
29/9 tarlaġusïz bir yazï yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
~tururlar erdi 
32/9 ayttï kim [...] ~p ~di 
36/8-37/4 taqï ~di kim ~p ~di 
38/4 taqï ayttï kim [...] ~p ~di 
39/4[taqï ayttï kim] [...] ~p ~di 
40/4 taqï ayttï kim [...] ~p ~di 
42/2-42/7 taqï ~di kim [...] [~p] [...] 
 
?tädür- <dʾdwr> ‘to have sy to say sg’ cf. tä- 
OT tetür- 'to have sy say sg' (ED 459) 
29/9 tarlaġusïz bir yazï yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
~ürlär erdi 
 
täg <dʾk> ‘like, similar to’ 
OT täg 'like' (ED 475) 
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?var. <ʾdʾk> 19/4 
2/3-2/4-2/5qïrïq kündön song bädüklädi yörüdi 
oynadï adaqï ud adaqï ~ belläri böri belläri ~ 
yaġïrï kiš yaġïrï ~ kögüzü aduġ kögüzü ~ erdi 
7/6 yaqši körüglük bir qïz erdi anung bašïnda 
atašluġ yaruqluġ bir mängi bar erdi altun qazuq 
~ erdi 
9/5-9/6 yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi anung közü 
köktön kökräk erdi anung sačï mörän ºsuġï ~ 
anung tïšï ünčü ~ erdi 
16/3 čang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorïġanïġa kün ~ bir ǰaruq kirdi  
19/4 tutulunč urušunč andaġ yaman boldï kim 
etil mörännüng suwï qïp qïzïl säpsänggir ~ 
boldï oġuz qaġan baštï urum qaġan qačtï 
39/3 oġuz qaġan [....] taqï ayttï kim ay aqalar 
ya bolsun senlärnüng ya ~ oqlarnï kökkäčä 
atung täp tädi 
40/3 oġuz qaġan [...] taqï ayttï kim ay inilär 
oqlar bolsun sänlärnüng ya attï oqnï oqlar ~ 
sänlär bolung täp tädi 
 
tägän <dʾkʾṅ> 'called, named as'  
OT te- 'to say' (ED 433) 
13/9 ong ǰangaqta altun qaġan ~ bir qaġan bar 
erdi 
14/7 čong ǰangaqïda urum ~ bir qaġan bar erdi 
15/8 qïrïq kündön song muz tay ~ bir taġnung 
adaqïġa keldi 
18/4 munda etil mörän ~ bir taluy bar erdi 
20/2 urum qaġannung bir qarundašï bar erdi 
urus beg ~ erdi 
23/5 kenä čärig birlä [...] etil ~ mörängä kečti 
etil ~ bedük bir näng turur 
24/7 taqï ayttï kim ay ay sen munda beg 
bolung qïpčaq ~ sen beg bolung täp tädi 
29/1 čärigdä bir yaqšï čäbär er bar erdi anung 
atï tömürtü qaġul ~ erdi 
33/8 kündünki bulungda baraqº ~ bir yer bar 
turur 
34/4 ušol yerning qaġan mïsïr ~ bir qaġan erdi 
 
täggän <dʾkʾn> ‘reaching’  
OT täg- 'to reach' (ED 476) 
36/4 anung atï uluġ türük erdi künlärdä bir kün 
uyquda bir altun ya kördi taqï üč kümüš oq 
kördi bo altun ya kün tuġïšïda (da) kün 
batušïġača ~gän erdi taqï bo üč kümüš oq tün 
yïngġaqqa ketä turur erdi 
 
tälim ‘many, much’  
OT tälim 'many' (ED 499) 
var. <dʾlʾm> 14/2, 24/2, <dʾlYm> 14/2, 14/3 
<dʾlym> 18/9, 19/2, 19/9, 24/2 
14/2-14/3 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi köp ~ altun kümüs köp ~ qïz 
yaqut taš alup köp ~ ärdänilär yibärüp yumšap 
oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi 
18/9-19/2 etil mörännüng quduġïda bir qara taġ 
tapïġïda urušqu tutuldï oq birlä ǰïda birlä qïlïč 
birlä uruštïlar |čäriglärning aralarïda köp ~ 
boldï urušqu| elkünlärning köngülläridä köp ~ 
boldï qayġu| 
19/9 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqïn 
aldï elkünin aldï ordusïġa köp uluġ ölüg barġu 
köp ~ tirig barġu tusu boldï 
24/2 čärigdä bir yaqšï bäg bar erdi anung atï 
uluġ ordu bär erdi usluġ [...] bir er erdi kördi 
kim [...]da köp ~ tallar köp ~ [...]lar [...] 
ǰïġačlar [....] käs[...] aġačlarda yattï kečti 
 
tämür <dʾmwr> ‘iron’ 
OT tämir 'iron' (ED 508) 
6/1 andan song tädi kim šungqarnung angġusï 
ušbo turur buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰïdam öldürdi ~ 
bolsä [monster]nï šungqar yedi ya oqum 
öldürdi yel bolsa täp tädi 
11/9 toydan song oġuz qaġan beglärgä 
elkünlärgä ǰarlïġ berdi taqï tädi kim |män 
senlärgä boldum qaġan |alalïng ya taqï qalqan| 
tamġa bizgä bolsun buyan |kök böri bolsunġïl 
uran| ~ ǰïda bol orman |aw yerdä yörüsün 
qulan| taqï taluy taqï mörän |kün tuġ bolġïl kök 
qorïġan| täp tädi 
28/7 känä yolda bedük bir üy kördi bo üynüng 
taġamï altundan erdi tunluqlarï taqï kümüštün 
qalqanlarï ~dän erdilär erdi 
 
tängiz <dʾṅkyz> 'Sea, the sixth son of Oġuz’ 
OT tängiz 'sea, ocean' (ED 527) 
10/7 künlärdän song kečälärdän song yarudï üč 
erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï birinčisigä kök at qoydïlar 
ikinčisigä taġ at qoydïlar üčünčüsügä ~ at 
qoydïlar 
38/3 taqï ayttï kim ay mänüng köngülüm awnï 
tiläp turur qarï bolġumdan mäning qaqïzluqum 
yoq turur kün ay yulduz tang sarïġa sänlär 
barung kök taġ ~ tün sarïġa sänlär barung täp 
tädi 
39/6 andan song kök taġ ~ köp kiklär köp 
qušlar awlaġularïdan song ǰoldä üč kümüš oqnï 
taptïlar aldïlar atasïġa berdilär 
 
tängri <dʾṅkry> ‘Sky, Heaven’  
OT tängri 'sky, Heaven' (ED 523) 
6/5 känä künlärdä bir kün oġuz qaġan bir yerdä 
~nï ǰalwarġuda erdi qarangġuluq keldi kök tün 
bir kök yaruq tüšti 
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7/7 ušol qïz andaġ körüglük erdi kim külsä kök 
~ külä turur ïġlasa kök ~ ïġlaya turur 
22/4 urus bägning oġulï [...] taqï tädi kim [...] 
bizning qutbïz sänning qutung bolmuš bizning 
uruġbïz sänning ïġačïngnung uruġï bolmuš 
bolup turur ~ sängä yer berip buǰurmuš bolup 
turur män sängä bašumnï qutumnï berä män 
bergü berip dostluqtan čiqmaztur täp tädi 
37/2 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl uzun ay qaġanum sängä 
türlük bolsunġïl tüzün [...] ~ berdi tüšümdä 
käldürsün tola turur yernï uruġungġa berdürsün 
täp tädi 
42/6 taqï tädi kim ay oġullar köp män ašadum 
urušqular köp män kördüm ǰïda basa köp oq 
attum ayġïr birlä köp yörüdüm dušmanlarnï 
ïġlaġurdum dostlarum män külgürdüm kök ~gä 
män ötädüm sänlärgä berämän yurtum [täp 
tädi] 
 
täring <dʾrʾnk>‘deep’  
OT täring 'deep' (ED 551) 
20/4 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašïda ~ mörän 
arasïda yaqšï bärik baluqqa yumšadï 
 
tïl/til <dʾl> ‘tongue, speech’ 
OT tïl 'tongue, language' (ED 489) 
2/2 ušol oġul anasïnïng kögüzündön oġuznï 
ičip mundon artïqraq ičmädi yeg ät aš sorma 
tilädi ~ï kelä bašladï qïrïq kündön song 
bädüklädi yörüdi oynadï 
 
tïš <dʾš> ‘tooth’  
OT tïš 'tooth' (ED 557) 
9/5 yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi anung közü 
köktön kökräk erdi anung sačï mörän ºsuġï täg 
anung ~ï ünčü täg erdi 
 
tiktür- <dʾkdwr> ‘to order to erect’ 
OT tiktür- 'to order to sew or erect sg' (ED 
479) 
41/4 kälip kengäšip olturdïlar [...] čong yaqïda 
qïrïq qolač ïġačnï ~ di anung bašïda bir kümüš 
taġuq qoydï adaqïda bir qara qoyun baġladï  
 
tilä- <dʾlʾ> ‘to wish for, to desire sg' 
OT tilä- 'to seek, to desire sg' (ED 492) 
2/2 ušol oġul anasïnïng kögüzündön oġuznï 
ičip mundon artïqraq ičmädi yeg ät aš sorma 
~di tïlï kelä bašladï  
13/1 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim män 
uyġurnïng qaġanï bola män kim yerning tört 
bulungïnung qaġanï bolsam käräk turur 
senlärdän baš čalunġuluq ~p män turur 
15/6 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannïng ǰarlïġïn 
saqlamaz erdi qatïqlaġu barmaz erdi munï söz 
sözni tutmaz män turur män täp yarlïġġa 
baqmadï oġuz qaġan čamat ätüp anga atlaġu 
~di  
37/6-37/9 oġuz qaġan uluġ türüknüng sözün 
yaqšï kördi ögütün ~di ögütügä körä qïldï 
andan song ertä bolupta aqalarnï inilärni čarlap 
käldürdi taqï ayttï kim ay mänüng köngülüm 
awnï ~p turur 
 
tilägü <dʾlʾkw> '(object of) wish, desire' 
OT tilä- 'to seek, to desire sg' (ED 492) 
8/1 oġuz qaġan anï kördüktä usï qalmadï ketti 
sewdï aldï anung birlä yattï ~sin aldï 
10/1 oġuz qaġan anï kördüktä usï ketti ǰüräkigä 
ataš tüšti anï sewdï aldï anung birlä yattï ~ sün 
aldï 
 
tirig ‘living, animate’ 
OT tirig 'living, alive, life' (ED 543) 
var. <dʾryk> 19/9 <dʾrʾk> 31/8, 32/7 
19/9 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqïn 
aldï elkünin aldï ordusïġa köp uluġ ölüg barġu 
köp tälim ~ barġu tusu boldï 
31/8 anung atï barmaqlïġ ǰosun bellig erdi bo 
čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptï qanqa üstündä ölüg 
barġunï qoydï qanqa bašïda ~ barġunï qoydï 
tarïttïlar kettilär 
32/7 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnï kördi küldi taqï 
ayttï kim |qanqa qanqa birlä ölügni ~ 
yörügürsün |qanqaluġ sängä at bolġuluq qanqa 
bälgürsün| täp tädi ketti 
 
toquš <dwq̈wš> ’fight, battle’  
OT toqïš 'battle' (ED 474) 
30/5 munda ǰürčäd qaġanï elküni oġuz qaġanġa 
qaršu käldilär uruš ~ bašladï oqlar birlä qïlïčlar 
birlä uruštïlar  
 
toqušqu <dwqwšq̈w> 'fight, battle’  
OT toqïš- 'to collide' (ED 474) 
33/4 känä bo [...] erkäk böri birlä sïndu taqï 
tangqut taqï šaġam yïngġaqlarïġa atlap ketti 
köp urušqudan köp ~ don song anlarnï aldï öz 
yurtïġa birlädi 
 
toquz <dwq̈wz> ‘nine’  
OT toqquz 'nine' (ED 474) 
27/6 oġuz qaġannung atï muz taġ ičigä qačïp 
ketti [...] čärigdä bir bedïk qaqïz er bäg bar erdi 
čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz turur erdi [...] ušol 
beg taġlarġa kirdi yörüdü ~ kündön song oġuz 
qaġanġa ayġïr atnï käldürddi 
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tol- <dʾl> ‘to be filled, full’ see tala 
OT tol- 'to be filled, full' (ED 491) 
37/2 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl uzun| ay qaġanum 
sängä türlük bolsunġïl tüzün| [...] tängri berdi 
tüšümdä käldürsün| ~a turur yerni uruġungġa 
berdürsün| täp tädi 
 
tong <dwnk> ‘frost’  
OT tong 'frozen hard' (ED 513) 
26/5 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä üstündä ~ 
taqï muz bar turur anung bašï soġuqtan ap aq 
turur anung üčün anung atï muz taġ turur 
 
toy <dwy> ‘feast’  
OT toy 'camp, community, gathering, 
(wedding) feast' (ED 566) 
10/9-11/4 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük ~ 
berdi elküngä ǰarlïġ čarlap kengäštilär käldilär 
qïrïq širä qïrïq bandang ǰapturdï türlüg ašlar 
türlüg sormalar čubuyanlar qïmïzlar aštïlar 
ičtilär ~dan song oġuz qaġan beglärgä 
elkünlärgä ǰarlïġ berdi 
 
töl boġus ’descendant’ 
OT töl progeny, descendants, foetus' (ED 490) 
Mo. boġus 'embryo, fetus; pregnant (of 
animlas) (L113) 
var. <dwl bwq̈ʾz> 8/1, <dwl bwʾq̈z> (sic!) 10/2 
8/1 oġuz qaġan anï kördüktä usï qalmadï ketti 
sewdï aldï anung birlä yattï tilägüsin aldï ~ 
boldï künlärdän song käčälärdän song yarudï 
üč erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï 
10/2 oġuz qaġan anï kördüktä usï ketti ǰüräkigä 
ataš tüšti anï sewdi aldï anung birlä yattï 
tilägüsün aldï ~ boldï künlärdän song 
kečälärdän song yarudï üč erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï 
 
tömürtü qaġul <dwmwrdw [qʾ]qwl> ‘Prop’  
Mo. temür 'iron, metal'; temürlig 'ferrous, iron, 
metallic, metal' (L 800); ?OT qaġïl 'willow 
shoot' (ED 610) 
29/1 čärigdä bir yaqšï čäbär er bar erdi anung 
atï ~ tägän erdi 
 
tört <dwrd> ‘four’  
OT tört 'four' (ED 534) 
12/4-12/8 känä andan song oġuz qaġan ~ 
sarïġa ǰarlïġ ǰumšadï bildürgülük bitidi 
elčïlärigä bärip yibärdi ušbo bildürgülüktä 
bitilmiš erdi kim män uyġurnïng qaġanï bola 
män kim yerning ~ bulungïnung qaġanï bolsam 
käräk turur senlärdän baš čalunguluq tiläp män 
turur 
 
tuġ ‘banner’  
OT tuġ 'royal emblem, standard, banner' (ED 
464)  
var. <dwq̈> 12/2, <dwq> 15/9 
12/2 taqï tädi kim |män senlärgä boldum qaġan 
|alalïng ya taqï qalqan |tamġa bizgä bolsun 
buyan |kök böri bolsunġïl uran |tämür ǰïda bol 
orman |aw yerdä yörüsün qulan |taqï taluy taqï 
mörän |kün ~ bolġïl kök qoriġan| täp tädi 
15/9 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannung ǰarlïġïn 
saqlamaz erdi [...] oġuz qaġan čamat ätüp anga 
atlaġu tilädi čärig birlä atlap ~ larnï tutup ketti 
 
tuġїš ’<dwq̈ʾš> birth’ (kün tuġїšї ’East’) 
OT tuġum 'birth' (ED 470) 
36/3 bo altun ya kün ~їda (da) kün batušїġača 
täggän erdi taqї bo üč kümüš oq tün yїngġaqqa 
ketä turur erdi 
 
tuġur- <dwq̈wr> ‘to give birth’ 
OT tuġur- 'to give birth' (ED 472) 
1/4 kän künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung közü 
yarїp küdädi erkäk oġul ~dї ušol oġulnung 
önglüki čїraġї kök erdi  
8/3 töl boġus boldї künlärdän song käčälärdän 
song yarudї üč erkäk oġulnї ~dї 
10/4 töl boġus boldї künlärdän song käčälärdän 
song yarudї üč erkäk oġulnї ~dї 
 
tur- <dwr>1. ’to be [as a copula] 864 2. 'to be 
continous [as a modal verb]' 3. to stop 
OT tur- 'to stand (upright, still, etc.) (ED 529) 
1/2 anung angºġusu ušbo ~ur 
2/7-2/8-2/9 yïlqïlar küdäyä ~ur erdi atlarġa 
minä ~ur erdi kik aw awlaya ~ ur erdi 
4/6 kördi kim [monster] buġunï alup ~ur 
4/9kördi kim [monster] aduġnï alup ~ur 
5/1 kenä özü ïġačnung tübindä ~dï 
5/6 kördi kim bir šungqar [monster] ičägüsin 
yemäktä ~ur 
5/9 taqï tädi kim šungqarnung angġusï ušbo 
~ur 
6/4 taqï [monster]nïng anguġu su ušbo ~ur 
7/7-7/8 ušol qïz andaġ körüglük erdi kim külsä 
kök tängri külä ~ur ïġlasa kök tängri ïġlaya 
~ur 
9/8 andaġ körüglük erdi kim yerning yelküni 
anï körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp süttän qumuz 
bola ~urlar 
12/9-13/1 män uyġurnïng qaġanï bola män kim 
yerning tört bulungïnung qaġanï bolsam käräk 
~ur sänlärdän baš čalunġuluq tiläp män ~ur 
                                                 
864
 the immediate argument of tur- is in italic 
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13/2-13/4 ušol kim mäning aġïzumġa baqar 
~ur bolsa tarïtqu tartïp dost tutar män täp tädi 
ušbo kim aġïzumġa baqmaz ~ur bolasa čamat 
čaqïp čärig čäkip dušman tutar män 
15/4 munï söz sözni tutmaz män ~ur män täp 
yarlïġġa baqmadï 
16/1 qorïġannï tüškürdi šük bolup uyup ~dï 
16/7 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz berip ~ur erdi 
17/8-17/9 kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarïda [...] 
bedik bir erkäk böri yörügüdä ~ur ol börining 
artlarïn qatïġlap yörügüdä ~ur erdilär erdi 
18/3-18/4 bir näčä künlärdän song [...] bo 
bedik erkäk böri ~up ~dï oġuz taqï čärig birlä 
~up ~dï 
20/6 taqï tädi kim baluqnï qatïġlaġu käräk ~ur 
21/5 taqï tädi kim baluqnï qatïġlaġu käräk ~ur 
22/4-22/5-22/7 bizning qutbïz sänning qutung 
bolmuš bizning uruġbïz sänning ïġačïngnung 
uruġï bolmuš bolup ~ur tängri sängä yer berip 
buǰurmuš bolup ~ur män sängä bašumnï 
qutumnï berämän bergü berip dostluqtan 
čïqmaz ~ täp tädi 
23/6 etil tägän bedük bir näng [~ur] 
25/9 tang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġan kördi kim 
erkäk börü čärigning tapuġlarïda yörügüdä ~ur 
sewindi ilgärü ketti 
26/2 |oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġïr atġa minä 
~ur erdi |ušbo ayġïr atnï bek čok sewür erdi| 
26/6-26/7-26/8 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä 
üstündä tong taqï muz bar ~ur anung bašï 
soġuqtan ap aq ~ur anung üčün anung atï muz 
taġ ~ur 
27/1 oġuz qaġannïng atï muz taġ ičigä qačïp 
ketti oġuz qaġan mundan köp čïġay ämgäq 
čäküp ~dï 
27/3 čärigda bir bedik qaqïz er bäg bar erdi 
čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz ~ur erdi 
29/7-29/8-29/9 kenä bir kün [...] erkäk böri 
yörümäyn ~dï oġuz taqï ~dï qorïġan tüškürä 
~ġan ~dï 
32/3 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa qanqa söz 
berä ~ur erdilär erdi 
33/8-33/9-34/1-34/2-34/3 kenä tašqarun 
qalmasun bellüg bolsun kim kündünki 
bulungda baraqº tägän bir yer bar ~ur uluġ 
barġuluġ bir yurt ~ur köp ïsïġ bir yer ~ur 
munda köp kikläri köp qušlarï bar ~ur altunï 
köp kümüšï köp erdiniläri köp ~ur 
elkünlärining önglüki čïraġï qap qara ~ur 
35/7 oġuz qaġannung ǰanïda aq saqalluġ moz 
sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši ~ur bar erdi 
36/6 bo altun ya kün tuġïšïda (da) kün 
batušïġača täggän erdi taqï bo üč kümüš oq tün 
yïngġaqqa ketä ~ur erdi 
37/3 taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum sängä ǰašaġu 
bolsunġïl uzun| ay qaġanum sängä türlük 
bolsunġïl tüzün| [...] tängri berdi tüšümdä 
keldürsün| tola ~ur yerni uruġungġa berdürsün| 
täp tädi 
37/9-38/1 taqï ayttï kim mäning köngülüm 
awnï tiläp ~ur qarï bolġumdan mäning 
qaqïzluqum yoq ~ur 
 
tusu <dwsw> ‘benefit, advantage’ 
OT tusu 'benefit advantage' (ED 554) 
20/2 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqïn 
aldï elkünin aldï ordusïġa köp uluġ ölüg barġu 
köp tälim tirig barġu ~ boldï 
 
tut- <dwd> ‘to hold, consider’ 
OT tut- 'to hold, grasp, seize' (ED 451) 
var. <dWd> 13/3 
13/3-13/5 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim 
män uyġurnïng qaġanï bola män kim yerning 
tört bulungïnung qaġanï bolsam käräk turur 
senlärdän baš čalunġuluq tiläp män turur ušol 
kim mäning aġïzumġa baqar turur bolsa tarïtqu 
tartïp dost ~ar män ušbo kim aġïzumġa 
baqmaz turur bolsa čamat čaqïp čärig čäkip 
dušman ~ar män taġuraq basïp asturïp yoq 
bolsunġïl täp qïlur män täp tädi 
15/4-15/7 ušol urum qaġan oġuz qaġannïng 
ǰarlïġïn saqlamaz erdi qatïqlaġu barmaz erdi 
munï söz sözni ~maz män turur män täp 
yarlïġġa baqmadï oġuz qaġan čamat ätüp anga 
atlaġu tilädi čärig birlä atlap tuġlarnï ~up ketti 
 
tutul- <dwdwl> ’to be held’ 
OT tutul- 'to be held, grasped, caught' (ED 
456) 
18/7 munda etil mörän tägän bir taluy bar erdi 
etil mörännüng quduġïda bir qara taġ tapïġïda 
urušqu ~dï 
 
tutulunč <dwdwlwnč> ’capturing’ 
OT tutul- 'to be held, grasped, caught' (ED 
456) 
19/2 oq birlä ǰïda birlä qïlïč birlä uruštïlar 
čäriglärning aralarïda köp tälim boldï urušqu 
elkünlärning köngülläridä köp tälim boldï 
qayġu ~ urušunč andaġ yaman boldï kim etil 
mörännüng suġï qïp qïzïl säpsänggir täg boldï 
 
tüb <dwb> ‘root’  
OT tüb 'root of a tree' (ED 434) 
5/1 kän özü ïġačnïng ~ïndä turdï [monster] 
kälip bašï birlä oġuz qalqanïn urdï oġuz ǰïda 
birlä [monster]nïng bašïn urdï anï öldürdi 
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tüg <dwk> 'hair of the body'  
OT tü 'hair of the body' (ED 433) cf. tüg 
'several, many' (ED 476) 
see tülüklüg 2/6 
 
tülüklüg <dwlwk-lwk>‘hairy, furry' 
OT tü 'hair of the body' (ED 433), tülüg 'hairy, 
feathered' (ED 498) 
2/6 adaqï ud adaqï täg belläri böri belläri täg 
yaġïrï kiš yaġïrï täg kögüzü aduġ kögüzü täg 
erdi badanïnung qamaġï tük ~ erdi 
16/5 čang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorïġanïġa kün täg bir ǰaruq kirdi ol ǰaruqton 
kök ~ kök ǰalluġ bedik bir erkäk böri čïqtï 
17/6 andan song oġuz qaġan qorïġannï türdürdi 
ketti kördi kim čärigning tapuġlarïda kök ~ 
kök ǰalluġ bädik bir erkäk böri yörügüdä turur 
18/2 bir näčä künlärdän song kök ~ kök ǰalluġ 
bo bädik erkäk böri turup turdï oġuz taqï čärig 
birlä turup turdï 
24/9 andan song oġuz qaġan känä kök ~ kök 
ǰalluġ erkäk böri kördi ušbo kök böri oġuz 
qaġanġa ayttï kim [...] 
29/5 känä bir kün kök ~ kök ǰalluġ erkäk böri 
yörümäyn turdï oġuz qaġan taqï turdï qorïġan 
tüškürä turġan turdï 
 33/1 känä bo kök ~ kök ǰalluġ erkäk böri birlä 
sïndu taqï tangqut taqï šaġam yïngġaqlarïġa 
atlap ketti 
 
tün <dwṅ>‘night’  
OT tün 'night' (ED 513) 
36/5 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir atlun ya kördi 
taqï üč kümüš oq kördi bo altun ya kün 
tuġïšïda (da) kün batušïġača täggän erdi taqï bo 
üč kümüš oq ~ yïngġaqqa ketä turur erdi  
38/3-38/6 taqï ayttï kim ay mänüng köngülüm 
awnï tiläp turur qarï bolġumdan mäning 
qaqïzluqum yoq turur kün ay yulduz tang 
sarïġa sänlär barung kök taġ tängiz ~ sarïġa 
sänlär barung täp tädi 
 andan song üčägüsü tang sarïġa bardïlar taqï 
üčägüsü ~ sarïġa bardïlar 
 
tünglüq <dwng-lwq̈> ‘window’  
OT tünglük 'the smoke-hole of a tent' (ED 520) 
28/6 känä yolda bedük bir üy kördi bo üynüng 
taġamï altundan erdi ~ larï taqï kümüštün 
qalqanlarï tämürdän erdilär erdi 
 
türdür- <dwr-dwr> ‘to break up (a camp)’  
OT tür- 'to roll up' (ED 530) 
17/4 andan song oġuz qaġan qorïġannï ~di 
ketti 
 
?türlüg 'various, all kinds of' 
OT törlüg 'sort, kind' (ED 546) Mo. düri 
'shape, form, complexion, expression of the 
face' (L 282) 
var. <dwr-lwk> 11/2-11/3 <dwrlwk> 11/2  
11/2-11/3 andan song oġuz qaġan bedük toy 
berdi elküngä ǰarlïġ čarlap kengäštilär käldilär 
qïrïq šira qïrïq bandang ǰapturdï ~ ašlar ~ 
sormalar čubuyanlar qïmïzlar aštïlar ičtilär 
37/1 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl uzun |ay qaġanum 
sängä ~ bolsunġïl tüzün |[...] tängri bärdi 
tüšümdä käldürsün |tola turur yerni uruġungġa 
berdürsün| täp tädi 
 
?türlük <dwrlwk> 'expression of the face' 
Mo. düri 'shape, form, complexion, expression 
of the face' (L 282) (cf. türlüg) 
37/1 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl uzun |ay qaġanum 
sängä ~ bolsunġïl tüzün |[...] tängri bärdi 
tüšümdä käldürsün |tola turur yerni uruġungġa 
berdürsün| täp tädi 
 
türwk <dwrwk> 
OT türk 'Turk' (ED 542) 
uluġ ~ ‘Prop. Great Turk’  
see uluġ 35/9, 37/5  
 
tüš <dwš> ‘dream, vision’ 
OT tüš 'dream' (ED 559) 
36/6-37/2 uyqudon song ~tä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl uzun |ay qaġanum 
sängä türlük bolsunġïl tüzün |[...] tängri bärdi 
~ümdä käldürsün |tola turur yerni uruġungġa 
berdürsün| täp tädi 
 
tüš- <dwš> ‘to descend, to fall, to settle’  
OT tüš- 'to move downwards, to settle, to fall, 
etc.' (ED 560) 
6/7 känä künlärdä bir kün oġuz qaġan bir yerdä 
tängrini ǰalwarġuda ärdi qarangġuluq keldi kök 
tün bir kök yaruq ~ti kündön (ay) aydan 
qoġulġuluqraq erdi 
10/1 yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi [...] oġuz 
qaġan anï kördüktä usï ketti ǰüräkigä ataš ~ti 
anï sewdi aldï anung birlä yattï tilägüsün aldï 
31/2 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu ~ti 
kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at qaġatïr ud 
azlïq boldï 
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 35/3 anung dostlarï köp sewinč [...] anung 
dušmanlarïköp qayġular [...] oġuz qaġan baštï 
sanaġuluqsïz nämälär yïlqïlar aldï yurtïġa üygä 
~ti ketti 
 
tüšimäl <dwšymʾl>‘seer, visionary’  
Mo. tüšimäl 'official, functionary' (L 857) 
35/8 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanïda aq saqalluġ 
moz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar 
erdi uqºġuluġ tüzün bir er erdi ~ erdi anung atï 
uluġ türük erdi 
 
tüškür- <dwškwr> ‘to set, establish (camp)’ 
OT tüšür- 'let fall, order to dismount' (ED 566) 
16/1 qïrïq kündön song muz taġ tägän taġnung 
adaqïġa keldi qorïġannï ~di šük bolup uyup 
turdï 
29/8 känä bir kün kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ 
erkäk böri yörmäyn turdï oġuz qaġan taqï turdï 
qorïġan ~ä turġan turdï 
 
tüzün <dwswṅ> ‘well-behaved, gentle’ 
OT tüzün 'self-controlled, well-behaved, 
gentle' (ED 576) 
35/8 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanïda aq saqalluġ 
moz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar 
erdi uqºġuluġ ~ bir er erdi tüšimäl erdi anung 
atï uluġ türük erdi 
37/1uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl uzun |ay qaġanum 
sängä türlük bolsunġïl ~ |[...] tängri bärdi 
tüšümdä käldürsün |tola turur yerni uruġungġa 




učqan <ʾwčq̈ʾṅ > ‘flying, having flown’ 
OT uč- 'to fly' (ED 19) 
3/3 bo čaġda bo yerdä bir uluġ orman bar erdi 
köp möränlär köp ögüzlär bar erdi |bunda 
kelgänlär kik köp köp |bunda ~lar quš köp köp 
|erdi 
 
ud ‘bovine, ox’ 
OT ud 'bovine, ox' (ED 34) 
var. <wd> 2/3, <ʾwd> 30/2, 31/3 
 2/3 adaqï ~ adaqï täg belläri böri belläri täg 
yaġïrï kiš yaġïrï täg kögüzü aduġ kögüzü täg 
erdi badanïnung qamaġï tüg tülüklüg erdi 
30/2 tarlaġusïz bir yazï yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
tätururlar erdi bädük bir yurt elkün erdi 
yïlqïlarï köp ~ buzaġlarï köp altun kümüšläri 
köp ärdäniläri köp erdilär erdi 
31/3 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu 
tüšti kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at qaġatïr ~ 
azlïq boldï 
 
uqºġuluq <ʾwq̈ʾ-q̈w-luq̈> ‘reasonable, 
?resourceful’  
OT uq- 'to understand, to find out' (ED 78) 
35/8 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanїda aq saqalluġ 
muz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar 
erdi ~ tüzün bir er erdi 
 
uluġ ‘big, great’ 
OT uluġ 'big, great' (ED 136) 
var. <[ʾ]wlwq̈> 3/1, 26/4, 33/8 <ʾwlwq̈> 19/9, 
23/9, 35/9, 37/5, 40/5 <ʾwlWq̈> 31/2,  
3/1 bo čaġda bo yerdä bir ~ orman bar erdi köp 
möränlär köp ögüzlär bar erdi 
19/9 oġuz qaġan urum qaġannung qaġanluqïn 
aldï elkünin aldï ordusïġa köp ~ ölüg barġu 
köp tälim tirig barġu tusu boldï 
23/9 čärigdä bir yaqšï bäg bar erdi anung atï ~ 
ordu bäg erdi usluġ [...] bir er erdi 
26/4 ǰolda ušbo ayġïr at közdän yitü qačtï ketti 
munda ~ bir taġ bar erdi üzä üstündä tong taqï 
muz bar turur [...] 
31/2 urušqudon song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ ~ ölüg barġu tüšti 
kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at qaġatïr ud 
azlïq boldï 
33/8 kän tašqarun qalmasun bällüg bolsun kim 
kündünki bulungda baraqº tägä bir yer bar 
turur ~ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp ïsïġ bir yer 
turur [...] 
35/9 känä čašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanïda aq saqalluġ 
moz sačluġ uzun usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar 
erdi uqºġuluġ tüzün bir er erdi tüšimäl erdi 
anung atï ~ türük erdi 
37/5 oġuz qaġan ~ türüknüng sözün yaqšï 
kördi ögütün tilädi ögütügä körä qïldï 
40/5 känä andan song oġuz qaġan ~ qurïltay 
čaqïrdï nökerlärin elkünlärin čarlap čaqïrdï 
kälip kengäšip olturdïlar 
 
ur- ‘to strike’  
OT ur- 'to strike' (ED 194) 
var. <ʾwr> 5/2, <wr> 5/3 
5/2-5/3 känä özü ïġačnïng tübindä turdï 
[monster] kälip bašï birlä oġuz qalqanïn ~dï 
oġuz ǰïda birlä [monster]nïng bašïn ~dï anï 
öldürdi qïlïč birlä bašïn kästï aldï ketti 
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uran <ʾwrʾṅ > ‘warcry, password’  
(The word is not present in the ED, L, or Z, the 
DTS 614 cites the PON only. Šč 73 cites the 
Bābur-nāmä (I: 127). The citation explains the 
meaning of the word. 
11/9 toydan song oġuz qaġan beglärgä 
elkünlärgä ǰarlïġ berdi taqï tädi kim |män 
senlärgä boldum qaġan |alalïng ya taqï qalqan 
|tamġa bizgä bolsun buyan |kök böri bolsunġïl 
~ |tämür ǰïda bol orman |aw yerdä yörüsün 
|qulan taqï taluy taqï mörän |kün tuġ bolġïl kök 
qorïġan| täp tädi 
 
uruġ ‘seed, heredity’  
OT uruġ 'seed, progeny, descendants, clan' 
(ED 214)  
var. <ʾwrwq̈> 22/2, 37/3 <wrwq> 22/4,  
22/2-22/4 urus bägning oġulï anga köp altun 
kümüš yibärdi taqï tädi kim [...] bizning qutbïz 
senning qutung bolmuš bizning ~bïz sänning 
ïġačïngnung ~ï bolmuš bolup turur tängri 
sängä yer berüp buǰurmuš bolup turur [...] 
37/3 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl uzun| ay qaġanum 
sängä türlük bolsunġïl tüzün |[...] tängri berdi 
tüšümdä käldürsün |tola turur yerni ~ungġa 
berdürsün |täp tädi 
 
urum <ʾwrwm> ‘Geographic Prop. Name 
Rum, Byzanthine Empire’ 
MT rūm, urum 'das öströmische Reich, 
Greichenland' (Z 472b) 
14/7-15/1 čong ǰangaqïda ~ tägän bir qaġan bar 
erdi ušbo qaġannung čärigi köp köp baluqlarï 
köp köp erdilär erdi ušol ~ qaġan oġuz 
qaġannïng ǰarlïġïn saqlamaz erdi qatïqlaġu 
barmaz erdi [...] 
16/8 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz bärip turur 
erdi taqï tädi kim |ay ay oġuz ~ üstigä sän atlar 
bola sän |ay ay oġuz tapuġunglarġa män yörür 
bola män |täp tädi 
19/5-19/6 oġuz qaġan baštï ~ qaġan qačtï oġuz 
qaġan ~ qaġannung qaġanluqïn aldï elkünin 
aldï  
20/1 ~ qaġannung bir qarundašï bar erdi urus 
bäg tägän erdi 
 
urus <ʾwrwz> ‘Prop/ Ethnonym Rus, Russian’ 
MT urus 'Russe, russisch' (Z 119a) 
20/2-20/3 urum qaġannung bir qarundašï bar 
erdi ~ bäg tägän erdi ol ~ bäg oġulun taġ 
bašïda täring mörän arasïda yaqšï bärik 
baluqqa yumšadï 
20/9 oġuz qaġan ušol baluqqa atladï ~ bägning 
oġulï anga köp altun kümüš yibärdi taqï tädi 
kim ay männing qaġanum sän [...] täp tädi 
 
uruš <ʾwrwš> ’battle, fight’ 
OT uruš 'fight, quarrel' (ED 239) 
30/5 munda ǰürčäd qaġanï elküni oġuz qaġanġa 
qaršu käldilär ~ toquš bašladï oqlar birlä 
qïlïčlar birlä uruštïlar 
 
uruš- <ʾwrwš> ‘to fight each other  
OT uruš- 'to strike one another, fight' (ED 239) 
18/8 munda etil mörän tägän bir taluy bar erdi 
etilmörännüng quduġïda bir qara taġ tapïġïda 
urušqu tutuldï oq birlä qïlïč birlä ~tïlar  
30/6 munda ǰürčäd elküni elküni oġuz qaġanġa 
qaršu käldilär uruš toquš bašladï oqlar birlä 
qïlïčlar birlä ~tïlar 
 
urušqu ‘battle, fighting’ 
OT uruš- 'to strike one another, fight' (ED 239) 
var. <ʾwrwŠq̈w> 18/7, 18/9, 33/4 <ʾwrwŠqw> 
20/7, 21/6 <ʾw[rw]šqw> 30/9, <ʾwrwšq̈w> 
42/3 
18/7-18/9 munda etil mörän tägän bir taluy bar 
erdi etil mörännüng quduġïda bir qara taġ 
tapïġïda ~ tutuldï oq birlä qïlïč birlä uruštïlar 
|čäriglärning aralarïda köp tälim boldï ~ 
|elkünlärning köngülläridä köp tälim boldï 
qayġu | 
20/7 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašïda täring 
mörän arasïda yaqšï bärik baluqqa yumšadï taq 
tädï kim baluqnï qatïġlaġu käräk turur sän taqï 
~ lardan song baluqnï bizgä saqlap kälgil täp 
tädi 
21/6 urus bägning oġulï anga köp altun kümüš 
yibärdi taqï tädi kim ay männing qaġanum sän 
mängä atam bo baluqnï bärip turur taqï tädi 
kim baluqnï qatïġlaġu käräk turur sän taqï ~ 
lardan song baluqnï bängä saqlap kälgïl täp 
tädi atam čamat ätüp ersä mänüng tapum erür 
mü sändän ǰarluġ baġlïġ bellüg bola män [...] 
täp tädi 
30/9 uruš toquš bašladï oqlar bilrä qïlïčlar bilrä 
uruštïlar oġuz qaġan baštï ǰürčäd qaġannï bastï 
öldürdi bašïn kästi ǰürčäd elkünin öz aġïzïġa 
baqïnturdï ~don song oġuz qaġannung čärigigä 
nökärlärigä elkünigä andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu 
tüšti kim yüklämäkkä keldürmäkkä at qaġatïr 
ud azlïq boldï 
33/4 känä bo kök tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ erkäk 
böri birlä sïndu taqï tangqut taqï šaġam 
yïngġaqlarïġa atlap ketti köp ~don köp 
toqušqudon song anlarnï aldï öz yurtïġa birlädi 
baštï bastï 
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42/3 andan song oġuz qaġan oġullarïġa yurtïn 
üläštürüp berdi taqï tädi kim |[ay] oġullar köp 
män ašadum| ~lar köp män kördüm |ǰïda basa 
köp oq attum |ayġïr birlä köp yörüdüm |[...]| 
 
urušunč <ʾwrwšwṅč> ‘battle, fighting’  
OT uruš- 'to strike one another, fight' (ED 239) 
19/2 etil mörännüng quduġïda bir qara taġ 
tapïġïda urušqu tutuldï oq birlä ǰïda birlä qïlïč 
birlä uruštïlar [...] ~ tutulunč andaġ yaman 
boldï kim etil mörännüng suġï qïp qïzïl 
sipsinggir täg boldï oġuz qaġan baštï urum 
qaġan qačtï 
 
us ‘intelligence’  
OT us 'intelligence' (ED 240) 
var. <ws> 7/9, <[ʾ]ws> 9/9 
7/9 ušbo yaruqnung arasïnda bir qïz bar erdi 
yalġuz olturur erdi yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi 
[...] oġuz qaġan anï kördüktä ~ï qalmadï ketti 
sewdi aldï anung birlä yattï tilägüsin aldï 
9/9 bo ïġačnung qawučaqïnda bir qïz bar erdi 
ǰalġuz olturur erdi yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi 
[...] oġuz qaġan anï kördüktä ~ï ketti ǰüräkigä 
ataš tüšti sewdi aldï anung birlä yattï tilägüsün 
aldï 
 
usluġ <ʾwslwq̈> 'intelligent, witful' 
OT usluġ 'of sound judgement' (ED 247) 
24/1 čärigdä bir yaqšï bäg bar erdi anung atï 
uluġ ordu bäg erdi ~ [...] bir er erdi 
31/5 oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ yašqï bir 
čäbär kišï bar erdi anung atï barmaqlïġ ǰosun 
bellig erdi 
35/7 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanïda aq saqalluġ 
moz sačluġ uzun ~ bir qart kiši turur bar erdi 
uqºġuluġ tüzün bir yer erdi tüšimäl erdi anung 
atï uluġ türük erdi 
 
ušbo see bo 
 
ušol see ol  
 
uyġur <wyq̈wr> ‘Ethnonym Uyghur, 
?Buddhist, non-Muslim’ 
OT uyġur (DTS 607) 
12/7 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim män 
~nïng qaġanï bolamän kim yerning tört 
bulungïnung qaġanï bolsam käräk turur 
senlärdän baš čalunġuluq tiläp män turur [...] 
täp tädi 
 
uyqu <ʾwyq̈w> ‘the act of sleeping’  
OT udïq 'sleepy, asleep' (ED 46) 
36/1-36/6 [uluġ türük] künlärdä bir kün ~ da 
bir altun ya kördi taqï üč kümüš oq kördi bo 
altun ya kün tuġïšïda (da) kün batušïġača 
täggän erdi taqï bo üč kümüš oq tün yïngġaqqa 
ketä turur erdi ~don song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi  
 
uyu- <ʾwyw> ’to sleep’  
OT udï- 'to sleep' (ED 42) 
16/1 qïrïq kündön song muz tay tägän taġnung 
adaqïġa keldi qorïġannï tüškürdi šük bolup ~p 
turdï 
 
uzun <ʾwswṅ> ‘long’  
OT uzun 'long' (ED 288) 
35/7 känä tašqarun qalmasun kim bellüg 
bolsun kim oġuz qaġannung ǰanïda aq saqalluġ 
moz sačluġ ~ usluġ bir qart kiši turur bar erdi 
uqºġuluġ tüzün bir yer erdi tüšimäl erdi anung 
atï uluġ türük erdi 
36/9 uyqudon song tüštä körgänin oġuz 
qaġanġa bildürdi taqï tädi kim |ay qaġanum 
sängä ǰašaġu bolsunġïl ~ |ay qaġanum sängä 
türlük bolsunġïl tüzün |[...] tängri bärdi 
tüšümdä käldürsün| tola turur yerni uruġungġa 




üč <ʾwč> ‘three’ 
OT üč 'three' (ED 18) 
8/3 töl boġus boldï künlärdän song käčälärdän 
song yarudï ~ erkäk oġul tuġurdï 
10/4 töl boġus boldï künlärdän song kečälärdän 
song yarudï ~ erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï 
36/2-36/4 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun ya 
kördi taqï ~ kümüš oq kördi bo altun ya kün 
tuġïšïda (da) kün batušïġača täggän erdi taqï bo 
~ kümüš oq tün yïngġaqqa ketä turur erdi  
39/2 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqï yanï ~ 
buzġuluq qïldï 
39/7-40/1 kän andan song kök taġ tängiz köp 
kiklär köp qušlar awlaġularïdan song ǰolda ~ 
kümüš oqnï taptïlar aldïlar atasïġa berdilär 
oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqï oqlarnï ~ügä 
üläštürdi 
 
üčägü <ʾwčʾkw> 'three each' 
OT üčägü 'all three, three together' (ED 25) 
38/4-38/5 andan song ~ sü tang sarïġa bardïlar 
taqï ~ sü tün sarïġa bardïlar 
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üčoq <ʾwč ʾwq> 'Prop. 'Three Arrows', the 
tribal federation made by the three younger son 
of Oġuz' (see üč and oq) 
41/8 [ong yaqta bir qïrïq qolač ïġačnï tiktürdi 
anung] bašïda bir altun [taġuq qoydï adaqï]da 
bir aq qoyun baġladï [čong] yaqïda bir qïrïq 
qolač ïġačnï tiktürdi anung bašïda bir kümüš 
taġuq qoydï adaqïda bir qara qoyunnï baġladï 
[ong] yaqta buzuqlar olturdï čong yaqta ~lar 
olturdï qïrïq kün qïrïq kečä aštïlar ičtilär 
sewinč taptïlar 
 
üčün <ʾwčwn> ‘because of’ 
OT üčün 'bacause of, for' (ED 28) 
23/3 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšï kördi 
sewindi küldi taqï ayttïkim mängä köp altun 
yumšap sän baluqnï yaqšï saqlap sän täp tädi 
anung ~ anga saqlap at qoydï dostluq qïldï 
26/7 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä üstündä 
tong taqï muz bar turur anung bašï soġuqtan ap 
aq turur anung ~ anung atï muz taġ turur 
32/4 munlar qanqa yörümäktä qanqa qanqa söz 




OT üčünč 'third' (ED 29) 
var. <wčwn-čw> 8/5, <ʾwčwn-čw> 10/6 
8/5 künlärdän song käčälärdän song yarudï üč 
erkäk oġul tuġurdï birinčisigä kün at qoydïlar 
ekinčisigä ay at qoydïlar ~ sügä yulduz at 
qoydïlar 
10/6 künlärdän song kečälärdän song yarudï üč 
erkäk oġulnï tuġurdï birinčisigä kök at qoydïlar 
ekinčisigä taġ at qoydïlar ~ sügä tängiz at 
qoydïlar  
 
üläštür- ‘to make someone(s) to divide 
something up (among themselves)’  
OT üläš- 'to divide sg equally among 
themselves, to divide sg up' (ED 154) 
var. <ʾwlʾšdwr> 40/1, <ʾlšdwr> 42/2 
40/1 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqï oqlarnï 
üčügä ~di taqï ayttï kim ay inilär oqlar bolsun 
sänlärnüng ya attï oqnï oqlar täg sänlär bolung 
täp tädi 
42/2 andan song oġuz qaġan oġullarїġa yurtїn 
~üp berdi taqï tädi kim |ay oġullar köp män 
ašadum |urušqular köp män kördüm |ǰïda basa 
köp oq attum |ayġïr birlä köp yörüdüm 
|dušmanlarnï ïġlaġurdum |dostlarumnï män 
külgürdüm |kök tängrigä män ötädüm |sänlärgä 
berä män yurtum |[täp tädi] 
 
ünčü <wṅčw> ‘pearl’ 
Chin. > OT yinčü 'pearl' (ED 944) 
 9/5 yaqšï körüglük bir qïz erdi anung közü 
köktön kökräk erdi anung sačï mörän ºsuġï täg 
anung tïšï ~ täg erdi andaġ körüklög erdi kim 
yerning yelküni anï körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz 
täp süttän qumuz bola tururlar 
 
üst <ʾwsd> ‘the top of something’  
var. <ʾWsd> 16/9 
OT üst 'upper surface, top' (ED 242) 
16/9 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz bärip turur 
erdi taqï tädi kim ay ay oġuz urum üstigä sän 
atlar bola sän ay ay oġuz tapuġunglarġa män 
yörür bola män täp tädi 
26/5 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi üzä ~ündä 
tong taqï muz bar turur anung bašï soġuqtan ap 
aq turur anung üčün anung atï muz taġ turur 
31/7 oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ yašqï bir 
čäbär kišï bar erdi anung atï barmaqlïġ ǰosun 
bellig erdi bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptï qanqa 
~ündä ölüg barġunï qoydï qanqa bašïda tirig 
barġunï qoydï tarïttïlar kettilär 
34/5 ušol yerning qaġanï mïsïr tägän bir qaġan 
erdi oġuz qaġan anung ~ïgä atladï qatïq yaman 
urušqu boldï 
 
üy <ʾwy> ‘house, home’  
OT äv 'dwelling place, tent, house' (ED 3) 
28/5 känä yolda bädük bir ~ kördi bo ~nüng 
taġamї altundan erdi tünglüqlarї taqї kümüštün 
qalqanlarї tämürdän erdilär erdi qapuluġ erdi 
ač°ġïč yoq erd 
35/3 oġuz [qaġan] bašti sanaġuluqsïz nämälär 
yïlqïlar aldï yurtïġa ~gä tüšti ketti 
 
üzä <ʾwysʾ> ’above, on high’  
OT üzä 'above, on high' (ED 280) 
26/5 munda uluġ bir taġ bar erdi ~ üstündä 
tong taqï muz bar turur anung bašï soġuqtan ap 
aq turur anung üčün anung atï muz taġ turur 
Y 
 
ya <yʾ> ‘bow’  
OT ya 'bow' (ED 869) 
4/1 künlärdä bir kün awġa čїqtї ǰїda birlä ~ oq 
birlä taqї qїlїč birlä qalqan birlä atladї  
5/6 kälip kördi kim bir šungqar [monster] 
ičägüsin yemäktä turur ~ birlä oq birlä 
šungqarnї öldürdi bašїn kästi 
6/2 andan song tädi kim šungqarnung angġusu 
ušbo turur buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰїdam öldürdi 
tämür bolsa [monster]nї šungqar yedi ~ oqum 
öldürdi yel bolsa täp tädi 
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11/7 taqї tädi kim män senlärgä boldum qaġan| 
alalїng ~ taqї qalqan |[…]| 
36/2-36/3 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun ~ 
kördi taqї üč kümüš oq kördi bo altun ~ kün 
tuġïšїda (da) kün batušїġa ča täggän erdi  
38/8 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda bir altun ~ nї taptїlar 
aldїlar […] atasїġa bärdilär 
(39/1)-39/3 [oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqї 
yanї] üč buzġuluq qїldї taqї [ayttї kim ay 
aqa]lar ~ bolsun sänlärnüng |~ täg oqlarnї 
kökkäčä atung| täp tädi 
40/3 oġuz qaġan sewindi küldi taqї oqlarnї 
üčügä üläštürdi taqї ayttї kim ay inilär oqlar 
bolsun sänlärnüng |~ attї oqnї oqlar täg sänlär 
bolung| 
 
yaġïr <yq̈ʾr>‘shoulder’  
OT yaġïr 'saddle-gall > MT shoulder' (ED 905) 
2/4 qїrïq kündön song bädüklädi yörüdi oynadї 
adaqї ud adaqї täg |belläri böri belläri täg |~ї 
kiš ~ї täg |kögüzü aduġ kögüzü täg |erdi 
badanїnung qamaġї tüg tülüklüg erdi 
 
yaq (?yāq) ‘side’ 
?OT yaqa 'edge, border' (ED 898), yaġuq 'near, 
neighbour(hood)' (ED 901) 
var. <yʾq̈> 41/4, <yʾq> 41/7, 41/8 
41/4 [čong] ~їda bir qїrїq qolač їġačnї tiktürdi 
anung bašїda bir kümüš taġuq qoydї adaqїda 
bir qara qoyunnї baġladї 
41/7-41/8 [ong] ~ta buzuqlar olturdї čong ~ ta 
üč oqlar olturdї 
 
yaqšї ‘wonderful (for appearance), good,’  
OT yaχšï 'suitable, pleasing, good-looking' (ED 
908) 
var. <yʾq̈šy> 1/7, 7/2, 9/2, 14/5 <yqšy> 20/5, 
22/9, 23/9 <yʾqšy> 23/2, <yq̈šy> 28/9, 37/5, 
<yšʾy/yšqy> 31/5 
1/7 ušol oġulnung önglüki čїraġї kök erdi aġїzї 
ataš qїzїl erdi közläri al sačlarї qašlarї qara 
erdilär erdi ~ näwsikilärdän körüglükrök erdi 
7/2 ušbo yaruqnung arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
yalġuz olturur erdi ~ körüglük bir qїz erdi 
9/2 bo їġačnung qawučaqїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
ǰalġuz olturur erdi ~ körüglük bir qїz erdi 
14/5 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüš tartїp 
[…] oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi ~ be(r)gü 
birlä dostluq qїldї anung birlä amїraq boldї 
20/5 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašїda täring 
mörän arasїda ~ bärik baluqqa yumšadї  
22/9-23/2 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün ~ kördi 
sewindi küldi taqї ayttї kim mängä köp altun 
yumšap sän baluqnї ~ saqlap sän täp tädi  
23/9 taqї tädi kim etilning ºsuġїdan nečük 
kečär biz täp tädi čärigdä bir ~ bäg bar erdi 
[…] aġačlarda yattї kečti 
28/9 känä yolda bedük bir üy kördi […] 
qapuluġ erdi ač°ġïč yoq erdi čärigdä bir ~ 
čäbär er bar erdi […] anga ǰarlїġ qїldї kim sän 
munda qal ač qalqan ačqungdon song käl 
orduġa täp tädi 
?31/5 oġuz qaġannung čärigidä usluġ ~ bir 
čäbär kiši bar erdi […] bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptї 
37/5oġuz qaġan uluġ türüknüng sözün ~ kördi 
ögütün tilädi ögütügä körä qїldї 
 
yaqut < yʾq̈wd> ‘ruby’ 
Gr. >Ar. > OT yaqut 'jahont' (DTS 238) 
14/3 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
yumšap yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüš tartїp 
köp tälim qїz ~ taš alup köp tälim ärdäniläri 
yibärüp yumšap oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi 
 
yalġuz ‘alone’  
OT yalngus 'alone, only, solitary' (ED 930) 
var. <yʾlq̈wz> 7/2, <čʾlq̈wz> 9/1 
7/2 ušbo yaruqnung arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi ~ 
olturur erdi yaqšї körüglük bir qїz bar erdi 
9/1 bo їġačnung qawučaqїnda bir qїz bar erdi ~ 
olturur erdi 
 
yaman ‘bad, evil’  
OT yaman 'bad, evil' (ED 937) 
var. <ʾyʾmʾṅ> 3/6, <yʾmʾṅ> 19/3, 34/6 
3/6 ušol orman ičindä bädük bir [monster] bar 
erdi yїlqїlarnї yelkünlärni yer erdi bedük ~ bir 
kik erdi 
19/3 tutulunč urušunč andaġ ~ boldї kim etil 
mörännüng suġї qїp qїzїl säp sänggir täg boldї  
34/6 ušol yerning qaġanї mїsïr tägän bir qaġan 
erdi oġuz qaġan anung üstigä atladї qatїq ~ 
urušqu boldї 
 
?yarlïġ <yʾrlʾq> ‘(written) command, decree’  
OT yarlïġ 'a command from a superior to an 
inferior' (ED 966) 
see ǰarlïġ 15/4 
  
yaru- ‘to labour (with child), to be in 
parturiency)' 
OT yaru- 'to be or become bright, to shine' (ED 
956) 
var. <yʾrʾ> 1/4, <yʾrw> 8/3, 10/4 
1/4 künlärdän bir kün ay qaġannung közü ~p 
küdädi erkäk oġul tuġurdї 
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8/3 töl boġus boldї künlärdän song käčälärdän 
song ~dї üč erkäk oġulnї tuġurdї 
10/4 töl boġus boldї künlärdän song käčälärdän 
song ~dї üč erkäk oġulnї tuġurdї 
 
yaruq ’lightbeam’ 
OT yaruq 'light, gleam' (ED 962) 
var. <yʾrwq̈> 6/7, 7/1 <čʾrwq> 16/4, <čʾrwq̈> 
16/4 
6/7-7/1 känä künlärdä bir kün oġuz qaġan 
tängrini ǰalwarġuda erdi qarangġuluq keldi 
köktön bir kök ~ tüštї […] oġuz qaġan yörüdi 
kördi kim ušbo ~ nung arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
yalġuz olturur erdi 
16/4 čang ertä bolduqta oġuz qaġannung 
qorїġanїġa kün täg bir ~ kirdi ol ~ tun kök 
tülüklüg kök ǰalluġ bedik bir erkäk böri čїqtї 
 
yaruqluġ <yʾrwq̈-lwq̈> ’shiny’ 
OT yaruqluġ 'shining' (ED 964), svetlyj (DTS 
244) 
7/4 yaqšї körüglük bir qїz erdi anung bašїnda 
atašluġ ~ bir mängi bar erdi 
 
yaša- see aša- and ǰaša- 
 
yat- <yʾd> ‘to lie, lie down’  
OT yat- 'to lie down' (ED 884) 
8/1 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї qalmadї ketti 
sewdi aldї anung birlä ~tї tilagüsin aldї töl 
boġus boldї 
10/1 oġuz qaġan anї kördüktä usї ketti ǰüräkigä 
ataš tüšti anї sewdi aldї anung birlä ~tї 
tilägüsün aldї töl boġus boldї 
24/5 čärigdä bir yaqšї bäg bar erdi […] usluġ 
bir erdi kördi kim […]ta [köp tälim tallar] köp 
tälim […]lar […] ǰїġačlar […] aġačlarda ~tї 
kečti 
 
yazï <yʾsy> ‘plain, flat’  
OT yazï 'a broad, open plain' (ED 984) 
29/9 oġuz qaġan taqї turdi qorïġan tüškürä 
turġan turdї tarlaġusїz bir ~ yer erdi munga 
ǰürčäd tätururlar erdi 
 
?yäz <yl> ‘brass’ cf. yel 
OT yäz 'a copper alloy, brass' (ED 982) 
6/2 andan song tädi kim šunġqarnung angġusї 
ušbo turur buġu yedi aduġ yedi ǰїdam öldürdi 
tämür bolsa [monster]nї šungqar yedi ya oqum 
öldürdi ~ <yl>/<ys> bolsa täp tädi 
 
ye- ‘(for an animal) to eat’  
OT ye- 'to eat' (ED 869) 
var. <yy> 3/5 <y> 5/6, 5/9, 6/2 
3/5 ušol orman ičindä bädük bir [monster] bar 
erdi yїlqїlarnї yelkünlärni ~r erdi bädük yaman 
bir kik erdi 
5/6 kälip kördi kim bir šungqar [monster] 
ičägüsin yemäktä turur  
5/9-6/2 andan song tädi kim šunġqarnung 
angġusї ušbo turur buġu ~di aduġ ~di ǰїdam 
öldürdi tämür bolsa [monster]nї šungqar ~di ya 
oqum öldürdi yel bolsa täp tädi 
 
yer <yyr> ‘place, ground, the World’ 
OT yer ' ground, earth, soil, place' (ED 954) 
3/1 bo čaġda bo ~dä bir uluġ orman bar erdi 
köp möränlär köp ögüzlär bar erdi 
6/5 känä künlärdä bir kün oġuz qaġan bir ~ dä 
tängrini ǰalwarġuda erdi 
9/6 andaġ körüglük erdi kim ~ ning yelküni anї 
körsä ay ay aχ aχ ölirbiz täp süttän qumuz bola 
tururlar 
12/1 […] |tamġa bizgä bolsun buyan| kök böri 
bolsunġїl uran |tämür ǰїda bol orman aw ~dä 
yörüsün qulan|[…]| 
12/8 ušbo bildürgülüktä bitilmiš erdi kim män 
uyġurnїng qaġanї bola män kim ~ning tört 
bulungїnung qaġanї bolsam käräk turur 
senlärdän baš čalunġuluq tiläp män turur 
22/5 bizning qutbїz sänning qutung bolmuš 
bizning uruġbїz sänning їġačungnung uruġї 
bolmuš bolup turur tängri sängä ~ berip 
buǰurmuš bolup turur män sängä bašumnї 
qutumnї berä män 
29/9 oġuz qaġan taqї turdї qorїġan tüškürä 
turġan turdї tarlaġusїz bir yazї ~ erdi munga 
ǰürčäd tätururlar erdi 
33/8-33/9-34/4 känä tašqarun qalmasun bällüg 
bolsun kim kündünki bulungda baraq° tägän 
bir ~ bar turur uluġ barġuluġ bir yurt turur köp 
їsїġ bir ~ turur […] ušol ~ ning qaġanї mїsïr 
tägän bir qaġan erdi 
37/3 taqї tädi kim ay qaġanum sängä ǰašaġu 
bolsunġїl uzun| ay qaġanum sängä türlük 
bolsunġїl tüzün |[…] tängri berdi tüšümdä 
käldürsün| tola turur ~ni uruġungġa berdürsün| 
 
yїlqï <yʾlq̈y> ’livestock’  
OT yïlqï 'livestock, quadrupeds' (ED 925) 
2/6 badanїnung qamaġї tüg tülüklüg erdi |~ lar 
küdäyä turur erdi |atlarġa minä turur erdi kik 
aw awlaya turur erdi| 
3/5 ušol orman ičindä bädük bir [monster] bar 
erdi |~ larnї yelkünlärni yer erdi |bedük yaman 
bir kik erdi| 
30/1 tarlaġusїz bir yazї yer erdi munga ǰürčäd 
tätururlar erdi bädük bir yurt elkün erdi ~larї 
köp ud buzaġlarї köp […] erdilär erdi 
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35/2 anung dostlarї köp sewinč […] erdi anung 
dušmanlarї köp qayġular […] oġuz qaġan baštї 
sanaġuluqsїz nämälär ~ lar aldї yurtїġa üygä 
tüšti 
 
yïngġaq <yʾngq̈ʾq̈> ’direction' 
OT yïngġaq ’direction, point of the compass' 
(ED 949) 
33/3 känä bo […] erkäk böri birlä sїndu taqї 
tangqut taqї šaġam ~larїġa atlap ketti 
36/5 künlärdä bir kün uyquda bir altun ya kördi 
taqї üč kümüš oq kördi bo altun ya kün 
tuġïšїda da kün batušїġačä täggän erdi taqї bo 
üč kümüš oq tün ~ qa ketä turur erdi 
 
yibär- <yʾbʾr> ‘to send’  
MT (y)ïbar-/(y)iber- 'schicken, senden, 
versenden, loslassen, entlassen' (Z 978b) 
12/5 andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa ǰarlїġ 
ǰumšadї bildürgülük bitidi elčilärigä berip ~di  
14/1 urum qaġanġa elči yumšap ~di  
14/4 köp tälim altun kümüš tartїp köp tälim qїz 
yaqut taš alup köp tälim ärdänilär ~üp yumšap 
oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi 
21/2 urus bägning oġulї anga köp altun kümüš 
~di 
 
yeg <yyk> 'rather' cf. yig 
OT yeg 'better' (ED 909) 
2/1 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön oġuznї 
ičip mundon artїqraq ičmädi ~ ät aš sorma 
tilädi  
 
?yig <yyk> ‘raw’  
OT yig 'raw' (ED 910) 
2/1 ušol oġul anasїnїng kögüzündön oġuznї 
ičip mundon artїqraq ičmädi ~ ät aš sorma 
tilädi  
 
yigit <ykyd> ‘young man’ 
OT yigit 'young man' (ED 911) 
2/9 badanїnung qamaġї tüg tülüklüg erdi 
|yїlqїlar küdäyä turur erdi |atlarġa minä turur 
erdi kik aw awlaya turur erdi| künlärdän song 
kečälärdän song ~ boldї| 
22/8 oġuz qaġan ~nïng sözün yaqšї kördi 
sewindi küldi taqї tädi kim […] 
 
yit- <yʾd> ‘to get lost (of sight)’ 
OT yit- 'to stray, get lost' (ED 885) 
26/3 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġїr atqa minä 
turur erdi ušbo ayġїr atnї bäk čoq sewür erdi 
ǰolda ušbo ayġїr at közdän ~ü qačtї 
 
yoq ‘opposite of bar, not to exist’ see er- and 
tur-  
OT yoq 'opposite of bar' (ED 895) 
var. <ywq> 13/6, <ywq̈> 28/8, 38/1 
13/6 ušbo kim mäning aġїzumġa baqmaz turur 
bolsa čamat čaqїp čärig čäkip dušman tutar 
män taġuraq basїp asturїp ~ bolsunġїl tap qїlur 
män täp tädi 
28/8 bo üynüng taġamї altundan erdi 
tünglüqlarї taqї kümüštün qalqanlarї tämürdän 
erdilär erdi qapuluġ erdi ač°ġïč ~ erdi 
38/1 taqї ayttї kim ay inilär mänüng köngülüm 
awnї tiläp turur qarї bolġumdan mäning 
qaqїzluqum ~ turur 
 
yol ‘way, road’  
OT yol 'road, way' (ED 917) 
<ywl> 25/5, 28/5 <čwl> 26/3, 39/7 <čʾl> 38/8,  
25/5 ušbo kök böri oġuz qaġanġa ayttї kim 
amdї čärig birlä mundon atlang qaġan atlap 
elkünlärni beglerni keldürgil män sängä bašlap 
~nї körgürürmän  
26/3 oġuz qaġan bir čuqurdan ayġїr atqa minä 
turur erdi ušbo ayġїr atnї bäk čoq sewür erdi 
ǰolda ušbo ayġїr at közdän yitü qačtї 
28/5 ilgärü ketti känä ~da bedük bir üy kördi 
38/8 kün ay yulduz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ~da bir altun yanї taptїlar 
aldїlar atasїġa berdilär  
39/7 kök taġ tängiz köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ~da üč kümüš oqnї taptїlar 
aldїlar atasїġa berdilär 
 
yörü- <ywrw> ‘to walk, march’ 
OT yorï- 'to walk, march' (ED 957) 
var. <čwrw> 27/4 
2/3 tїlї kelä bašladї qїrïq kündön song 
bädüklädi ~di oynadї 
6/9 qarangġuluq keldi köktön bir kök yaruq 
tüšti kündön (ay) aydan qoġulġuluqraq erdi 
oġuz qaġan ~di kördi kim ušbo yaruqnung 
arasїnda bir qїz bar erdi 
12/1 […] |tamġa bizġa bolsun buyan |kök böri 
bolsunġїl uran| tämür ǰïda bol orman |aw yerdä 
~sün qulan |[…]| 
17/2 ušol böri oġuz qaġanġa söz bärip turur 
erdi taqї tädi kim ay ay oġuz urum üstigä atlar 
bola sän |ay ay oġuz tapuġunglarġa män ~r 
bola män| 
17/7-17/9 oġuz qaġan […] kördi kim čärigning 
tapuġlarїda […] bir erkäk böri ~güdä turur ol 
börining artlarїn qatїġlap ~güdä turur erdilär 
erdi 
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25/8 oġuz qaġan kördi kim erkäk börü 
čärigning tapuġlarїda ~güdä turur sewindi 
ilgärü ketti 
27/4-27/7 čärigdä bir bedik qaqїz er bäg bar 
erdi čalïng bulïngdan qoruqmaz erdi ~güdä 
soġurġuda öngä er erdi ušol beg taġlarġa kirdi 
~dü 
29/6 känä bir kün […] erkäk böri ~mäyn turdї 
oġuz qaġan taqї turdї 
32/2 bo čäbär bir qanqa ǰaptї […] munlar 
qanqa ~mäktä qanqa qanqa söz berä turur 
erdilärerdi 
42/4 taqї tädi kim ay oġullar köp män ašadum 
|urušqular köp män kördüm |ǰїda basa köp oq 
attum |ayġїr birlä köp ~düm |[…]| 
 
yörügür- <ywrwkwr> ‘to carry’  
OT yorït- 'to make walk, move, etc.'' (ED 960) 
32/7 oġuz qaġan qanqalarnї kördi küldi taqї 
ayttї kim |qanqa qanqa birlä ölügni tirig ~sün 
|qanqaluġ sängä at bolġuluq qanqa bälgürsün 
|täp tädi 
 
yulduz <ywldwz> ‘star/Prop. the third son of 
Oġuz’  
OT yultuz 'star' (ED 922) 
8/6 künlärdän song kečälärdän song yarudї üč 
erkäk oġul tuġurdї birinčisigä kün at qoydїlar 
ikinčisigä ay at qoydїlar üčünčüsügä ~ at 
qoydїlar 
38/2 taqї ayttї kim ay mänüng köngülüm awnї 
tiläp turur qarї bolġumdan mäning qaqїzluqum 
yoq turur kün ay ~ tang sarїġa sänlär barung 
kök taġ tängiz tün sarїġa sänlär barung 
38/7 kün ay ~ köp kiklär köp qušlar 
awlaġularїdan song ǰolda bir altun yanї taptїlar 
aldїlar atasїġa bärdilär 
 
yumša- <ywmšʾ> ‘to send’  
OT yumuš 'an errand' (ED 938) yumuščï 
'messenger' (ED 939) 
var. <čwmšʾ> 12/5 
12/5 andan song oġuz qaġan tört sarїġa ǰarlїġ 
~dї bildürgülük bitidi elčilärigä bärip yibärdi 
14/1-14/4 ušbo altun qaġan oġuz qaġanġa elči 
~p yibärdi köp tälim altun kümüs tartїp köp 
tälim qiz yaqut taš alup köp tälim ärdäniläri 
yibärüp ~p oġuz qaġanġa soyurqap berdi 
20/5 ol urus bäg oġulun taġ bašїda täring 
mörän arasїda yaqšї bärik baluqqa ~dї taqї tädi 
kim […] 
23/1 oġuz qaġan yigitning sözün yaqšї kördi 
sewindi küldi taqї ayttї kim mängä köp altun 
~p sän baluqnї yaqšї saqlapsän 
 
yurt <ywrd> ‘country’  
OT yurt 'dwelling place, residence, (one's own) 
country (ED 958) 
30/1 oġuz qaġan taqї turdї qorїġan tüškürä 
turġan turdї tarlaġusїz bir yazї yer erdi munga 
ǰürčäd tätururlar erdi bädük bir ~ elkün erdi 
33/5 känä bo […] erkäk böri birlä sїndu taqї 
tangqut taqї šaġam yïngġaqlarїġa atlap ketti 
[…] anlarnї aldї öz ~їġa birlädi 
33/9 kündünki bulungda baraq° tägän bir yer 
bar turur uluġ barġuluġ bir ~ turur köp їsїġ bir 
yer turur 
34/8 qatїq yaman urušqu boldї oġuz qaġan 
baštї mїsïr qaġan qačtї oġuz anї bastї ~їn aldї 
ketti  
35/3 oġuz qaġan sanaġuluqsïz nämälär yїlqїlar 
aldї ~їġa üygä tüšti ketti 
42/2 qїrïq kün qїrïq kečä aštїlar ičtilär sewinč 
taptїlar andan song oġuz qaġan oġullarїġa ~їn 
üläštürüp berdi 
42/7 taqї tädi kim […]| dušmanlarnї 
їġlaġurdum |dostlarumnї män külgürdüm |kök 
tängrigä män ötädüm |sänlärgä berämän ~um| 
 
yüklämäk <ywklʾmʾk> ‘the act of loading on’  
OT yüklä- 'to load sg on sg' (ED 912) 
31/3 oġuz qaqannung čärigigä nökärlärigä 
andaġ uluġ ölüg barġu tüšti kim ~kä 
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